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Preface
The 24th European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion and

Plasma Physics, under the auspices of the Plasma Physics Division of the
European Physical Society, was hosted by the Max-Planck-Institut fiir
Plasmaphysik Garching, Germany. Following the guidelines of the Board of
the EPS Plasma Physics Division, the 1997 Conference included topics from
the areas of: Tokamaits; Stellarators; Alternative Magnetic Confinement
Schemes; Magnetic Confinement Theory and Modelling; Plasma Edge Physics;
Plasma Heating; Current Drive and Profile Control; Diagnostics; Basic
Collisionless Plasma Physics; Highly Compressed and Non Stationary Plasmas.

The scientific programme and paper selection were the responsibility of the
International Prograrm'ne Committee appointed by the Board of the EPS
Plasma Physics Division. The Programme Committee selected 523 contributed
papers (out of 651 submitted abstracts) for presentation as posters in four
sessions at the meeting. Guideline for the composition of the poster session was
to display the various contributions of larger teams in one session and to place
teams of similar goals and interests into different sessions.

As in the past, the Proceedings are printed after the meeting, giving authors
the opportunity to present their latest results in fourvpage papers. According to
EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations. the Conference Proceedings contain
the four-page papers of all those contributions for which at least one author
was a registered participant at the Conference. All submitted papers satisfy this
condition. 5] papers were not presented at the Conference and not submitted to
the Scientific Secretary though they had originally been accepted by the
Programme Committee. This caused some problems in the organisation of the
poster sessions. As only in a few cases the cancellation had technical reasons, it
is strongly recommended for future conferences that along with the submission
of an abstract a guarantee has to be provided that an accepted paper will be
presented ‘

The four volumes of the proceedings will be mailed to all registered
participants of the Conference. The papers of the 8 Review Lectures and 20
Topical Lectures will be published in a Special Issue of the journal ‘Plasma
Physics and Controlled Fusion’, which will also be mailed to all registered
participants.

M. Schittenhelm, R. Bartiromo and F. Wagner

July 1997
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Disruptive Beta Limits for High Performance Discharges in JT-60U

S. Ishida. S. Takeji, A. Isayama, N, Isei, Y. Ishii, T. Ozeki,
T. Fujita, Y. Kamada and Y. Neyatani

Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst, Naka Fusion Research Establishment
Naka-machi, Naka—gun, Ibaraki-ken, 311-01 Japan

1. Introduction 3.0 p ‘
High-[3P H-mode and reversed

shear discharges in JT-60U have
achieved a highest fusion triple 2'5 '
product of 11D(0)'CET,(0)=1.5><10“m'3
's-keVH] and an equivalent fusion mg: 2.0 _
amplification factor of QDTN=L05 [2],
respectively, at q95~3. In such a high
Current low-q region, the discharges 1'5 '
tend to be disruptively terminated
when a fast i3 collapse occurs near 1.0 r. . l t

2ideal stability limits, The purpose of
this paper is to clarify the observed
disruptive {3 limits investigating
internal MHD characteristics with fast
ECE measurements and analyzing the .. 020 V V V . V V I V V V 1 V I [ ‘Eismz
ideal stability in the JT~60U high t: nh-Bpmoda Padpharalmode RM.

performance regimes. Figure 1 shows 5 015 ~_ alqndfi
attainable normalized beta as a g ' Asymmetricmoda
function of qt,5 (safety factor at the E; 0103

Fig.1 Normalized beta as a function of q95 for high poloidal
beta and reversed shear regimes,

95% flux) with toroidal fields around
4 T. In the high-l3P regime, the stability
is improved in combination of the
high—BF mode with an H—tnode edge.
The B limits for the reversed shear
regime. which has an L—mode edge, Rim)
appears to be similar to that for the
high—l3P mode regime.

aT
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ctu
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a

a D 07

Fig.2 '1‘c fluctuation amplitude as a function of the major
radius; t:4.7580<4.7599 s (plotted every 2 ms).

2. High-BF Regime
The [3: collapse was originally discovered as a non disruptive fast [3 collapse for a long

pulse high--Bp discharge naturally producing a reversed magnetic shear configuration due to a
high bootstrap current fraction in JT-60[3]. In JT-60U the BF collapse was also observed for
high——§ mode discharges with a weak central magnetic shear and a central q (:10) slightly
above Funity The high-BF mode is characterized by the presence of an internal transport
barrier (ITB)[4]. As a precursor mode prior to the collapse in——out asymmetric modes like
ballooning modes Were observed to be localized near the ITB only at the low field side and
characterized by low-n mode numbers (in/n23/2, 2/1 or 4/3) and a variety of growth times
(~100us-10 ms)[5]. For higher current or lower safety factor region, the collapse tends to
result in a fast major disruption. It should be emphasized here that the in-out asymmetric
modes are accompanied with peripheral modes. The fluctuation amplitude of electron
temperature is shown to grow until the collapse occurs in Fig.2. This suggests that the
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collapse results in a major disruption when the MHD perturbations are so globally extended
within the plasma.

50 525445 0.08 . . mixers
A i 005 o 2-5.1344: .> 40 E o moms; _ ~ - “GAS-175
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1: 4 . . .g 3 Fig.4 Te fluctuation profiles Just before a disruption for
E 2 ahigh—Bp H-mode discharge.
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Fig.3 Temperature, density and safety factor Fig.5 Fourier component profiles of the ideal kink-
profiles for a high-Bu H-modc discharge. ballooning modes for a high-BF H-mode discharge.

For a typical high performance high-[ip H-mode discharge at rigs-33, the temperature,
density and safety factor profiles are shown in Fig.3 where the q profile is measured from
motional Stark effect spectroscopy. As shown here, the I'I‘Bs tend to almost disappear while
the edge uansport barrier is formed as an H-mode edge. So, the 1TB is considered to destabilize
the asymmetric modes as the modes do not appear without clear 1TB. In the low-q region
around q95~3, the precursor oscillations are most often observed as in-out symmetric modes
like kink modes during ELM-free phase. Figure 4 shows the Te fluctuation profiles for a
typical high performance high-[3p H—mode discharge disrupted at q95~2.8 and BN=1.9. The
internal mode observation reveals the simultaneous destabilization of min-111 2/1 and 3/1
modes with almost the same frequency. Here, an ruln=1l1 mode is found to be dominantly
destabilized though the q=l surface'is absent in the plasma.

The ERATO J code analysis of ideal kink-ballooning modes are made for the current and
pressure profiles obtained from the high-i3p discharges. The observed [3 limits are found to
close to the ideal stability limits predicted from the stability analysis. As shown in Fig.5, the
Fourier components of the displacement eigcn function show that internal and external modes
are destabilized with significant toroidal mode couplings, which are calculated for theplasma
conditions of Fig.4. Apart from the growth time, the observed fluctuation profile appears to
be consistent with the ideal n=l kink ballooning mode analysis. It should be remarked.
however. that the asymmetric modes could not be reproduced from the idea] kink-ballooning
mode analysis. The stability analysis and experimental observations suggests that the collapse
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can result in major disruptions when both internal and external modes are destabilized. This
is so significant in the low-q region that the high performance discharges can become highly
disruptive.

3. Reversed Shear Regime
High performance reversed shear discharges with an L-mode edge have been achieved in

which the IT-B is observed to be at a large minor radius around r/a~0.6 in density and
temperature profiles near the minimum safety factor (qm) region as shown in Fig.6 [2, 6]: a
.lT-60U record stored energy of 10.9 M], a high neutron rate of 4.5)(10‘6 Is and an equivalent
QDT value of 1.05 are achieved in this shot [2}. When the qm closely approaches 2, the
reversed shear discharges are disruptively terminated due to a fast I3 collapse at [iN-«Z for the
low q of q95~3. N0 high performance discharges have been yet attained with q,min below ~2.
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Fig.7(a) 'I‘e evolutions around a disruption for the
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Fig. 6 Density, temperature and safety factor Fig.7(b) Time evolution of the T= fluctuation profile;
profiles for a typical reversed shear discharge. the solid and broken curves indicate positive and

negative to the mean temperature, respectively.
Electron temperature evolutions near the disruption are measured from a 20-channe1ECE

grating polychromator with a sampling time of 5 its for the discharge of Fig.6 as shown in
Fig.7(a). It is found that precursor oscillations are observed with a slow growth time of ~10
ms and the collapse explosively grows from the ITB region (r/a~0.6) with a very fast growth '
time of the order of ~10 us. From the time evolution of the fluctuation profiles in Fig.6(b),
the precursor oscillations are found to appear in the HE region with a high pressure gradient
only at the low field side like the asymmetric modes observed in the high-[3p mode discharges.

The observed [3 limits for the reversed shear discharges are found to be close to the ideal
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stability limit for lawn ldnknballooning modes as predicted from the ERATO-J code analysis
in which conducting wall effects would substantially improve the stability. Fourier components
of the displacement eigen function are
shown in Fig.8 for experimental pressure 1‘0and cumm profiles with qmjn~2 and i,,,.,, ,mwas
q95~2.9. As similarly observed in the high— 5 M m: z
[31, discharges in Fig.4, the internal and 0-3;— - 4.
external modes are destabilized with
significant mode couplings. The stability CL as
analysis of the reversed shear discharges n.1-
shows that the external modes are Q‘ 0 4
destabilized even at a high q region such '
as q95~5 unlike the high-[3p mode discharge
probably because the current density 0‘2
profile leans toward the surface. The
combination of the internal and external ‘ ” "
modes may be a reason why the disruptions 0‘2 0’4 0‘6 0'8 1
are frequent in reversed shear discharges p
tends to be followed by disruptions even Fig-3 Fourier component profiles of the ideal kink-
at the mgr”l region. ballooning modes for a high-Bp H-mode discharge.
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4. Discussions and conclusions
As for the precursor phase, the asymmetric modes like ballooning modes are commonly

observed in the high-[3P mode and reversed shear discharges Where the presence of the 1TB
plays an important role. Such a strong asymmetry observed in the precursors can not be
quantitatively reproduced from the stability analysis even if a relation of STE/Tgligdp/dryp is
considered. The growth time of the asymmetric mode is often observed as relatively slow
unlike an ideal mode growth. While the following explosive growth process in the collapse
phase is partly masked by strong non-thermal ECE for both high performance discharges, no
clear inconsistency to the predictions is found in the MHD activity at a timing very close to
the collapse phase.

In conclusion, the B limits in the two high performance regimes are close to the ideal
stability limits for low-n kink—ballooning modes, where the MHD activity in the collapse
phase looks consistent to the theoretical predictions. It is suggested that the collapse can
result in disruptions under the conditions where internal and external modes are destabilized
with strong mode couplings. As decreasing q and increasing [3, the low-q high performance
discharges could be apt to suffer from a major disruption possibly due to the enhancement of
the effects.
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1. Introduction

The compatibiliw of the radiative cooling in dense and cold divertor plasmas with the
enhanced confinement in the main plasma is one of key issues in ITER Physics R&D, The
way to control the radiative divertor in the steady—state has been tested in many
tokarnaks.[1]—[5]. Trials for producing the radiative divertor plasma compatible with reversed
shear plasmas have been demonstrated in the JT-60U tokamak[6],[7]. This paper describes
the investigation of radiation power from the divertor plasma that has the compatibility with
the reversed shear plasma.

2. Diagnostics

Radiation power from the divertor region is observed by two bolometer arrays, which are
labelled as the top array and the side array respectively. Total radiation power from the
divertor is estimated by summing up the signals from six central channels of the top array.

Bolometer arrays are installed on a toroidal port sections apmt from the location of a gas
valve, which injects the impurity gas into the divertor region. Therefore, the bolometric
measurement is not affected fiom the toroidal asymmetry caused by the intense impurity gas
puffing.

3. Compatible radiative divertor with the reversed shear configuration
Successful radiative divertor with the reversed shear plasma has been documented in ref. [6].

Figure I shows again the typical plasma parameters in that discharge. Divertor gas puff of
neon is injected at 5.55 to a reversed shear plasma, then the divertor radiation power increases.
Although neon is puffed with only short duration of 0.33, the intensity of line emission of
NeX from the main plasma is kept almost constant after the neon puff at 5.5s due to its high
recycling rate, After the additional puff of the hydrogen is injected at 6.5s, the divettor
radiation power increases twice with remarkable reduction of the heat load on the divertor
plates[6]. The internal transport barrier (1TB) is maintained until 7.7s, where the radiative
divertor is compatible with the reversed shear configuration for about Is
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Fig.1 Temporal behaviour of plasma parameters in the
remote radiative plasma in a reversed shear com‘iguratt’on.

4. Profile of the radiation power
Figure 2 shows the divertor radiation profile integrated along the line of sight of each

bolomcter channel. The equiflux surface around the divertor moint and the each chord of

boiometer channel are also illustrated. A peak in the side array and in the top array locates

below the X-point at 6.45. This period corresponds to the first flat top of the divertor

radiation power appeared in the Fig.1 (shown as A). At the second flat top (B) during the

addifional hydrogen puff (7.05), the intense radiation region further locates above the X-point

inside the separatrix. The intense radiation around X-point is stably kept both at the same

intensity and at the same position during the coexistence of neon and hydrogen.

2:- )<‘-pointl\_‘lI ‘ ..
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P

Fig.2 Profile of the divertor radiation integrated along the lfne of sight, measured by the top
and the side bolometer arrays. The timing is 5.5s(l......), 6.4s(_._,_), and 7.0s( ).
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Figure 3a shouts the time evolution of the radiation profile in the main plasma. Plots are at
5.55 (before gas puff), at 6.43 (alter neon putt), and at 7.05 (after hydrogen puff). After the
gas puff, radiation power in the peripheral plasma {r/a>0.6) gradually increases, up to as three

times of that before gas puff. Profiles of temperature and density, measured by the Thomson

scattering drastically change after the hydrogen gas puff, which is plotted in Fig.3b. Radial
position of the 1TB locates inward at 7.05. In another shot of the same plasma operation
without divertor gas puff, the radial position of the 1TB does not shift. In Fig.3, Zeff and the

radiation power by Bremsstrahlung are also plotted, which are estimated from the visible

Bremsstrahlung emission with tangential viewing chords. Intensity of the Bremsstrahlung
emission from the centre agrees with the bolomeuic measurement within an accuracy of order

of magnitude, Radiation power from the plasma centre is still low during the radiative divertor
phase with reversed shear plasma.
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Fig.3a Radiation profile of the main plasma at Fig.3b Profile of the electron temperature and
5.53, 6.45, and 7,05. Bremssrrahlungintemiry a! density at 5.55 and at 7.05, and the Zefl at 5.55
5.55 and 7.05 is also plotted. and at 7. 05.

5. Contribution of neon to the increase in the radiation power

In order to investigate the contribution of neon to the radiation power in the peripheral
plasma and to the position of the 1TB, the radiation rate by noon is estimated. The radiation

rate, P2, is assumed to be described by Corona model as
PZ = no nz L2, (Eq.1)

where he, n2, and LZ, are electron density, impurity ion density, and the cooling rate of

impurity, respectively. Impurity ion density is obtained fiom‘two methods for the cross

check. One is the estimation of the neon density, nz, from Zef'f measured by the visible

Bremsstrahlung emission, and the other is that from the measurement of the charge exchange

recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS). Impurity cooling rate is calculated by the polynomial
fitting with electron tempet‘ature[7].
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Figure 4 shows the calculated results for the radiation rate of neon at 7.05. Both the results
from CXRS and Bremsstrahlung measurement are in good agreement, therefore, the impurity

radiation of neon is low inside the plasma, on the other hand, from the edge region neon
radiation is about three times as large as that from the central. Edge radiation by neon is
roughly consistent with the radiation power at the periphery (O.7<rfa<0.9) with in 3. accuracy
of factor 2.
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tie
Fig.4 Profile of (he impurio’ radiation by neon. at t: 7. Us.estima!edfrom the

visibie Bremsstrahlung and CXRS measurement.

Summary
Radiation power is investigated for the radiative divertor with reversed shear plasma. At

the successful radiative divertor phase by the neon and additional hydrogen gas puff, intense
peak in diverter radiation profile appears above the X—point. In the periphery of main plasma
(O.7<r/a<0.9) radiation power increases as three time as that before gas puff, which is mainly
contributed from the neon fraction. On the other hand, radiation from the plasma centre is

mainly by the Bremsstrahlung emission, and kept relatively low. W-shaped pumped divertor
experiments[8], just started at this moment, is expected to find out a way to control the
radiative divertor with various improved plasma configuration.
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1. Introduction
Recent success of JT-60U Reversed Shear (RS) experiments has been reported [1,2}. The

good confinement performance of these plasmas attributed the formation of the Internal
Transport Barrier (ITB). The aim of the present paper is to highlight some features of the ITB

formation for the reversed shear plasmas as well as for the normal shear plasmas.
The transport analyses of normal shear discharges with ITB and especially of RS discharges

are complicated because of their small ITB width. In the RS discharges, the new type of ITB
with clear pedestals of Ti, Te, and He was observed [1,2}. Usually only one channel of the ECE
measurement of Ta and one channel of the charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy for Ti
measurement are located in the 1TB region with steep temperature gradient.

The time variation of the diagnostic positions ”traveling through the ITB" due to the
preprogrammed plasma motion enables us to measure the thin structure of the ITB.
ReconstIuction of the these features of Te, and T1 profiles is performed. Discontinuous change
of the conductivity around the ITB is estimated, and the position of the "shoulder" of 1TB is
determined with the high Space resolution.

The physics of the ITB in normal shear plasmas has not fully been known yet. So—called
Barrier Localized Modes (ELM) [31 cause the fast time scale heat outflux to the plasma
periphery. The ELM-induced L—H—L transitions in a high Bp pulse are studied. The relationship

between the ITB transport property and the edge confinement is investigated. The electron
conductivity jump is estimated during the fast-time-scale ITB recovery.

2. Analysis of ITB in RS Discharges
We discuss here the phase of the preprogrammed motion in the RS pulse E27969 with Ip/Bt

a. 23 MAM T (the highest QDTGCI shot [2]). Waveforms of this discharge is shown in Fig. 1.
The plasma center moves in the major-radius direction with an inward velocity, IdDR/dtl =3 10

cm/s fort 2 6.0 s. Different behaviors of Te13 and Te14 are clearly seen, where Tet: denotes the

electron temperature measured by the k~th channel. The gradual heating is seen for both
channels during 6.0 s < t < 6.6 s. The decrease of T814 was obvious for 6.6 s < t < 7.0 s,
which corresponds to the radial gradient of the ITB.

Evolution of spatial positions and Te values for 13th and 14th channels are shown in Fig. 2.
Points on a curve are plotted at every 0.1 second from t := 6.0 s to 7.3 s. The relation between
the “real" temperature gradient and the ”measured“ gradient from a curve of Tk is given by

gm.) .. finders - 3‘; first», (1)
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where PK is the k—th channel position moving with the radial velocity vk. The BTe/Br values,
which are estimated by the differential approximation with T314 and T513, are -10 eV/cm for r <

0.5 m. 60 ev/cm near the inner ”shoulder" of 1TB, and 380 eV/cm in the 1TB region. The

"measured“ Te gradient (first term in RHS of eq. (1)) in the 1TB region is about — 450 eV/cm.

The correction part (second term in RHS of eq. (1)) is evaluated by taking account of TE
evolution on neighboring channels, and is found to be from 0 ev/cm to -160 eV/cm. The
maximum gradient in the [TB region is 450 eV/cm < IVTe Img < 610 eV/crn.

It is obvious from all the above results that the discontinuous change of We is occurred in
the distance shorter than 3 cm, which is the spatial resolution of Te measurement. Because the
spatial change of the absorbed power density is smaller than that of We, the value of electron
heat diffusivity Xe is almost inversely proportional to the VTe value. We expect the
discontinuous change of Xe at the 1TB "shoulder". and very small Xe value in the 1TB region

which is about ll’ l0 of that just outside the 1TB.
Evolution of Ti are also shown in Fig. 1. Tracks of T1 for 8th. 9th and 10th channels are

plotted in Fig. 2. The similar behavior of T19 with T514 is found. The channel 10 was already

on the 1TB at the beginning t = 6.0 s. The Tig arrived at the inner "shoulder" at t z 6.5 5, while
T18 remains outside of 1TB. The TTB widths for Ti and Te seem almost the same 5 10 cm.

> Interestingly, a small difference is observed in the 1TB locations between for Te and T1. The

Tig reaches the TFB boundary at t = 6.5 s on r = 0.45 m, while the Tell; reaches the ITS

boundary at t = 6.7 s on r = 0.54 m. Possible reasons are 1) physical difference of 1TB

positions, 2) physical difference of 1TB gradient due to banana size, and 3) different resolutions

between T1 (~6 cm) and Te (~3 cm). This problem should be clarified in future.

The increase of T9 for t > 7.0 s with vig == 0 suggests the outward motion of 1TB region,
whose location is seen by drawing a line from a point of T;g(t) to a point of Thom in Fig. 2.

3. Study of ELM-induced Transitions
It was found that the BLM relaxes the temperature profile inside the 1TB and causes the

increase of peripheral temperature [3]. Waveforms of the high flp discharge E23612 of normal
shear plasma with Ip/Bt u- 1.4 MAM T [4] are shown in Fig. 3. Fast time-scale Te data are

presented in Fig. 4. Sudden decay of Te is induced by the BLM at t m 5.895 s as clearly seen on
T86 and T67 located inside the ITS, r /a < 0.6, while the fast jump of of T5. Tam and T317

outside the 1TB, r /a > 0.6. The Du signal drops correlating with the BLM and the density
increases gradually. These phenomena suggest an L—H transition induced by the BLM.

Twenty ms after the BLM, the Te profile inside YTB is reconstructed as almost the same as
that before BLM. At t m 5.921 s, the Te starts to decay simultaneously with Do, jump by an 1“.
back transition. A time delay of the Te responce is seen for inner region rla < 0.4.

From these observations we find that the BLM does not deteriorate the improved transport
property near the 1TB, and that the H-L back transition affects globally the improved transport
feature. The latter fact has already been reported [5,6]. The jump of Xe, Site, can be estimated
from the change of dTe/dt at the transition [5]. The estimated value of 5%.: for 0.4 < r/a < 0.6 is
about 0.6 ~ 1.0 mz/s.
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This degraded transport is soon varied to the improved one. The discontinuous changes in
the time derivative dTeldt are clearly seen twice on T55 and Te'; simultaneously at t - 5.968 s

and at t — 6.015 s. The evolution of da is also discontinuous at t - 5.921 s, 5.968 s and

6.015 s. 011 the other hand in region r/a > 0.6, change in the Te evolution is small. The absolute

values of 81% near r/a - 0.5 at t ... 5.968 s and 6.015 s for recovery phase are 1/2 ~ 1/3 of that at

t- 5.921 s (H—L transition). Therefore, after t - 6.015 s the value of Xe becomes again as small

as that before the H-L transition. We suppose that the ITB properties are recovered. Above
transient processes seem to have global natures rather than diffusive natures.

4. Conclusion
Some features of the 1TB formation for reversed shear plasmas as well as for normal shear

plasmas in JT-60U are studied through the analysis of transient hanSport processes.
Reconstruction of the thin features of the Te and Ti profiles in 3 RS plasma is done for the

preprograrnmed—motion phase. The position of the "shoulder" of ITB is determined with high
space resolution. The width of the 1TB is smaller than 10 cm. The discontinuous change of Xe

within 3 cm distance at the ITB "shoulder" is found and the Xe value in the ITB region is about

1/10 of that just outside the ITB. A small difference is observed in the ITB locations between '
for T.) and Ti. This reason should be clarified in future.

‘ The BLM~induced L—H transition and the 11—1. back transition in a high Bp plasma with

normal shear are studied. The BLM suddenly relaxes the Te profile but does not deteriorate the

improved transport property. The H—L back transition causes the simultaneous degradation of
transport near the ITB region. The 'Xe jump is estimated as about 1 mzls. After the back
transition, the transport is discontinuously improved in time and the ITB properties are
recovered. Global natures of these transient processes are noticeable.
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Abstract
The generation of runaway electrons during fast discharge terminations has been

suppressed. Electrons accelerated by a 100;: voltage Spike during current quench are eliminated by

large magnetic fluctuations due to "burst" (minor disruption) and "n21" mode before they run away,
resulting in the avoidance of the generation of high energy runaway electrons. External helical
magnetic field coils are applied to enhance magnetic fluctuations. A typical threshold value of
magnetic fluctuations for the suppression in}? , ~18x10”1 T (Empi/BI ~0.07 %) for current quench
rate d IP/dt ~ —100 MA/s.

r_n=

1 Introduction
Energetic runaway - electrons (RES) are often observed in fast discharge ‘ terminations due to

the normal diSruption and the killer-pellet injection. Because first wall materials can be irradiated
and damaged by runaway electrons, those generation must be suppressed in tokamak fusion reactors
like as ITER. Recently, it has been found that the RES generation is suppressed when spontaneous

magnetic - fluctuations are large enough [1]. Based on this result, a series of experiments has been
performed to establish the runaways - free fast diseharge - termination [2}.

2 Experimental setup
In the experiment, the JT—60U ohmically heated discharges are terminated by the killer ~

pellet injection (KPI). The discharge conditions are the plasma current Ip:l.7MA, the toroidal
magnetic field at the center of the vacuum vessel 3:: 2.5T~3T and the safety factor at the 95% of
total flux 1195:3354. The relatively low electron density r1,=0.6~0.8xlO'QIn'3 and the high electron
temperature T40) ~2keV are selected for the shallow deposition of the pellet, which can easily
generate runaways. A neon — ice - pellet (Mmm X 1.4mm) is injected into the plasma as the killer
pellet with the velocity of 600~1000m/s, which causes the disruptive discharge — termination with

fast current quench, where the maximum current quench rates are; dip/dt = -50 ~ -l60MA/s. Except

of slowest two cases (< ~ -6OMA/s ), the generation of RES which produce current tail ( RES tail ) is
usually observed during early phase of the current quench. The external helical field is provided by
four sets of sector coils named DCW [3]. When DCW coils are energized with the coil current of
[Dcw =15kA, additional radial error field; BLDGw is ~ 4X10‘3T at the plasma center and ~ 2xlO'2T at

the plasma edge at inboard side. Based on the dominant toroidal number of the coils of 4, and they
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are energized to produce Br with opposite direction at every 90 deg, the DCW coils can produce

nifn=3/2 magnetic field [4] with the radial magnetic field component of ~7X104T at the plasma

center. Small magnetic field of m/n=4/3, 4/2 can be also produced.

3 Results

3.1 Suppression of RES generation by energizing DCW coils
By energizing DCW coils, REs which induces the RES tail are successfully suppreSSed for

discharges of Ii/Bt = l.7MA/2.5T as shown in Fig. 1. The DCW coils are energized from t—-—133

(~500ms before pellet injection). In the cases of IDCW=OkA and 7kA, clear RES tails are produced.

In contrast with above results, no REs tails are observed for [mg-l IRA and l4kA. With the

increase in IDCW, the intensity of RES (hard X—ray intensity with energy of >1MeV) is substantially

reduced. The generation timing of R155 is also significantly delayed, which resulted in the suppression

of RES tail. The maximum current quench rates are as fast as dII/dtz-ElOMAISmlBOMA/s, which are

fast enough to produce the RES tail for usual case.

The mechanism of the suppression of RES is attributed to enhancement of magnetic fluctuations

due to energizing of DCW coils. Figure 2 and 3 show typical waveforms with and without energizing

DCW coils. In the case of without DCW (IDCW=OkA). the quick generation of R155 is observed just

after the current quench starts. In Fig 2, fluctuations of poloidal magnetic field measured by a

pick-up coil (dEm/dt ,at the divertor) and the absolute amplitude of the radial field fluctuation of n=l
A;

component (dB 1dr) measured by saddle loop coils are shown. By comparison between dischargesUm
with and without DCW, enhancement of magnetic fluctuations are observed for IDCW=14kA ( see Fig.

3 ). We found the ”burst" like fluctuations in the dEm/dr signal. which are attributed to minor

disruption. The period when the bursts are last, we call the period as the "burst phase”. Both the

amplitude of "burst" and the duration of "burst phase" are increased with [DCW . The super-thermal

electrons ( indicated by relatively low energy (E < lMeV ) hard X-ray signal ) generated just after

the KPI disappear during the "burst phase". This means that super-thermal electrons are eliminated

During "burst phase", the dfitml /dr signal is also enhanced with disturbed feature. After the end of

the “burst phase", dEUfl ldt signal becomes quiescent and begins decaying gradually. Afterwards,

generation of low intensity RES is observed. We call this relatively quiescent phase as the "burstvfrec

phase" .

3.2 Regimes of RES suppression
Figure 4 showsacompariscn of ELF, amplitudes for different 1m. The ELM. amplitude

is increased due to “ bursts” and is kept at a relatively higher level during " burst" phase. Additionally,

the maximum Euflamplitude is increased with {new . The Rug, amplitude during “burst" phase

for the case of {W14 RA is reached up to ~ 2.4xliT3 T, which is two times larger than that for the

case of 1W: 0kA. These large n=l activities can suppress the RES generation even during fast

current quench. Figure 5 and 6 show regimes of RES suppression and generation. The RES tails are

observed at the absolute vaIUe of d rpm: is ~70 MAls and the EM ~5x10’4T (Emu 131 «1.02 an.
In more faster cases, RES tails are generated at higher "31w regime. On the other hand, when the
1-».
BU,=1 ampiitude becomes larger value above the threshold of RE: generation, the quick generation of
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~
RES which causes RES tail is avoided. A typical threshold value for d Ip/dt of ~ ~100 MA/s is BU=1
~18X104 T (Emmi l8t ~0.07 %). (A time trace of the the case of [W 141m for Bt=2.5'l" is drawn
in Figs. 5 and 6.)

4 Discussions
Generally, the Dreicer evaporation process is considered to be the basic mechanism

of R135 generation [5]. In future work, though measurements of plasma parameters are not

easy during fast current quench, the Dreicer normalized field should be introduced instead of
the current quench rate for further comprehensive understanding of RES suppression.
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1, Introduction "BZ-Eirene" code [1-4] has been successfully applied to the analyses for
the present divertor experiments and the predictive study for the future reactors. The present
study is the first attempt to apply the “BZ-Eirene“ code to the analysis of JT-GOU divertor
plasma. Ln Ref. [5], extensive studies of recycling, particle flux and divertor plasma parameters
have been made for JT-60U L—mode discharges. The relation between total recycling particle
flux and the main piasma parameters, such as NBI heating power Pm, effective safety factor
qtfi, line averaged electron density ifuhaS been investigated for the wide range of experimental
condition. Comparison of "BZ-Eirene" results with the above global feature of particle flux in
JT-60U has been done in this study. In addition, we compare numerical results for 115 , Tc and
CII-line radiation profiles in the SOL/divertor region with the experimental results, taking a
1’1“-60U shot (shot#E19059) [6] as an example.
2. Numerical Model The main aspects of "BZ-Eirene” code package have been described in
detail in Refs. [-1 4]. Here, we briefly summarize numerical model used in the present study.
Bulk ion species D+ and all carbon impurity ion species (C ~C‘") are described by the "132”
multi-fluids code[2]. This plasma description is selfaconsistently coupled[1] to the "Eirene"
Mohte-Carlo-code[3},[4] for the neutrals. Essential features of neutral kinetics for D, D2 and
C are taken into account. Figure 1 shows JT-60U configuration and numerical grid. Sight
lines of Optical fiber array (38 ch) are also shown in Fig. l MHD equilibrium data for the
grid generation is taken from the shot#E19059 (1:2MA. B :4"? and (1:77 :5.05) Time evolution
of this example shot (#1319059) is shown'in Fig.2 from Ref. [6] We use
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constant transport coefficient model for anomalous radial transport. Three different cases
[(a}:D=l.Om2/s, x,=x,=0.3m2/s, (b):D=l.0m2/s, x¢=2q=2.0m2/s, (c): D=0.5m3/s, m:x,=2.Om2/s]
have been considered. Taking into account loss mechanisms in the main plasma, we set total
input power as Pm=9MW throughout this study and equally distributed in the cells at inner
most flux surface in Figtl. The remaining set of boundary conditions is the almost same as
those in Ref.[1].
3. Global feature of particle flux In Ref.[5], the relation betWeen tom] particle flux «DD
andthe mainplasma parameters has been investigated for widerange of experimental conditions.
As shownin Fig.3[5], 43D has beeuscaled as (DD ICIexpt’rTg‘f /C2), where C1 and C2 are
the fitting parameters and depend mainly on geometrical factor, e.g., plasma volume, X~point
height. Before proceeding to the detailed comparison with the shot #1319059, we have done
the preliminary density scan in order to compare with the above global feature. In this series
of run, deuterium density at bulk plasma side has been changed as no =05, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and
3.5 xlfllgm“, reSpectively. For the radial transport coefficients, the case(a) above has been
used. Since the numerical grid shown in Fig.1 is produced from the MI-ED equilibrium for
shot#E19059, magnetic configuration is not exactly the same as those in Fig.3. However,
plasma parameters of 1!, - 211/14, .8, - 41" and gay? - 5.05 are very similar and also Pm (=9MW)
is within the range of experimental parameter scan in Fig.3. Figure 4 shows the "BZ-Eirene"
results. In Fig.4, (PD at the divertor plate is plotted as a function of nqef instead of 77q ,
where it? is calculated separatrix electron density at the outer mid-plane. Basically the same.
tendency as in Fig.3 can be seen. The total particle flux (DD increases almost linearly with
rti‘pqgf in logarithmic scale, expect for the highest density case. In the highest density case,
main radiated region by the carbon was not localized in the divertor region, but near X-point
inside the separatrix. Therefore, this highest density case is close to Marfe Onset(or in the
Marie state, depending on the definition of Marfe). In order to make more exact comparison
with Fig.3, the relation between It? and IT, is needed. If We roughly assume
a wig/trig? ~25 from Thomson scattering data at r/a a097, the "BZ-Eirene" results in
Fig.4 can be re-plotted as a function of 55%? and well fitted by £151) a C1 mafia}? mg with
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C1 - 30.0 and C2 - 8.7. Compared with the experimental fit, C2 is quite close, while C1 is
about 2.5 times larger. However, above fitting is based on the crude estimate for a and a is
fixed constant for all up. Generally, or becomes smaller as density increases. If we take
account of this feature, more close agreement can be obtained.
4. Analysis of shot#E19059 In the present study, we concentrate on the low density phase
"A" in Fig.2. For this low density phase, we set as up =0.5x10”m‘3. Figure 5 shows T,
profile at the outer mid-plane as a function of the distance d from the separatrix. Curve (a)
and (b) correspond to the result for the different transport, the case (a) and the case (b) in
Sec.2, respectively. in both cases, T5 drops quickly from the separatrix but then decreases
more gradually. A long tail, i.e., a "second SOL" is formed. This behavior can be explained
by the strong dependence of parallel classical heat diffusivity 20/ on T, and consistent with
theoretical prediction[7]. Unfortunately, there is no experimental measurement of T, profile
for this shot. Quite recently, the same behavior of Ta profile has been reported in lT-60U[8]
by the reciprocating probe measurement. Similar "Second SOL" was observed for similar
discharge conditions (L-mode discharge with Ip=1.8MA, B,=3.5T, (1‘, =4.7), but higher density
regime ( rT,=1.9-4,3x10”m‘3) and lUWer input powelmF‘iMW). Temperature decay length
IT for the first SOL in Fig.5 becomes (a) IT =O.5cm and (is) IT =1.7cm, respectively, while
2.2-7.5a in the above experiments. Density profiles are shown in Fig.6. Unlike the T,
profile, there is no "second SOL”. In the above experiments[8], a "second SOL" has been
also observed for 11: profile. In addition, the typical density decay length for the first SOL
became 1.4cm-l.7cm. Density decay lengths in Fig.6 are apparently larger than these vaiuess
We have also used smaller D [case (c):D=0.5mZ/s in Sec.2}. However, we couldn‘t obtained
such a drastic change to explain the above experimental observations, although 1,, becomes
smaller. Comparison with these recent experimental findings suggests that some different
model of radial transport (for example, including pinch effect in the model) is necessary to
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simulate JT-60U SOL and divertor plasmas. Figure 7 shows Cll-line intensity for each
channel of sight lines in Fig.1. Solid line is "BZ-Eirene" result for the case{b) in Sec.2, while
closed circles are experimental results from Ref.[6]. CII-line intensity profile of the numerical
result is broader than the experimental result. This feature is related to the broad density
profile in the SOL discussed above. Comparison of CH-iine intensity profile here again
suggests that more wide range and systematic study for the radial particle transport, together
with the recycling property, will be needed in the future. In addition, peak value of the
numerical results about 2.5 times larger than that of experimental results. As pointed out in
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Ref.[6], chemical sputtering is important, not only in the high density regime, where physical
sputtering is relatively less important, but also in the low density regime as in the present
study. Shimizu, et al[6] found that only 10% of targetuproduced CD4 reaches C’, taking into
account methane dynamics. Also in Ref.[9], with the use of the Monte-Carlo DIV1MP code,
it has been shown that chemically sputtered hydrocarbons only contributes 10% of C+ to
explain the observed CH-line intensity profile. "B2-Eirene" code man take into account methane
dynamics. However, in the present study, slow C-atoms launch at the target with the given
chemical Sputtering yield as in the Ref.[9]. Thus, we have implicitly assumed that 100% of
hydrocarbon contribute to C‘ generation and it maybe pOSsible to overestimate C‘concentration.
To examine this, a simple test calculation, in which chemical sputtering yield at the plate is
set to be zero, has been done. The result is shown by dotted line in Fig.7. Although the
profile is still broad, its peak value well agrees with the experimental result.
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Fig. 7 CI] line intensity profiles
5. Summary Dependence of total particle flux at the plate on the upstream ne has been
compared with the experimental result in Ref.{5]. "BZ—Eirene" results reproduce the essential
feature in the experiments. Effects of the radial transport and chemical sputtering on the
numerical results are also studied, taking shot#E19059[6] as an example. A clear 2nd SOL of
TC profile has been observed in the simulation as in the recent experiment[8 . Decay length
of lst SOL almost agrees with the experimental value of Ref.[8] for X==10m /s. However, to
explain experimental Ire—profile, smaller D-value or different model of radial transport (ex.
pinch effect) seems to be necessary. More systematic and Wide range of parameter survey is
now going on. Comparison of CII-line intensity suggests that only a small fraction of target-
produced CD4 can reach C‘ to explain the observed GIL-line intensity. This "BZ-Eirene" result
supports the result in Rei.[6] by IMPMC Monte-Carlo code for impurity transport.
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1. Introduction
Understanding of behavior of neutral deuterium and helium atoms in divertorregions is

necessary to control fueling and pumping in fusion plasmas. The velocity distribution of neutral

atoms determines their penetration depth into plasmas and includes the information on the basic

recycling processes. Understanding emission processes of the atoms is necessary to use the

spectroscopic measurement for plasma diagnostics.
In the divertor region of JT—GOU, the Doppler broadening of Dot and He I ( 667.8 nm)

lines has been observed [1} and analyzed to investigate the velocity distribution and the

recycling and emission processes.

2. Doc line profile
Dot line profile was measured with a wavelength resolution of 0.011 nm. The profile

was simulated with a two~dimensional neutral particle transport code (DEGAS) [2] using the

electron temperature and density measured with Langmuir probes at the divertor tiles. The code

uses reflection model based on TRIM calculation [3]. The code has been modified to obtain the

line shape and all of the molecular data used in it has been revised.
Measured and simulated Dot spectra around the outboard strike point are shown in

Fig.1. The measured line profile Was well reproduced by the simulation. As shown in the lower

figure, the reflection model overestimates the reflection by a factor of 2 — 3.
Composition of the simulated Dot spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum is

asymmetric, because the spectrometer faces the divertor tiles and the atoms moving toward the

divertor tiles arrive at the tiles in a short time. The proportion of emission from atoms excited at

the dissociation is 41 % of the total emission. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the

emission from atoms excited at the dissociation for analysis of Do line intensity. The decay

time of the excited state is so short that the atoms excited at the dissociation emit Du line before

escaping the divertor plasmas-0n the other hand. high~energy atoms produced by reflection

and charge exchange escape from the divertor plasma in a short time. and the ratio of the

emission to the flux is low in low density plasmas like the present case. For estimation of the

ion temperature from the broadening of the blue wing of the spectrum. it is necessary not only

to chose the viewing chord to reduce the effect of the reflected atoms but also to consider the

escape of high-energy atoms produced by charge exchange.
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Fig. 1. Measured (points) and simulated (line) Du
spectra around the outboard sm’ke point in a L—mode
discharge with N8 heating af5 MW. The electron
temperature and density in the divertor were 72 eV
and 2.6 x 1018 m'3, respectively. In the lower

Fig. 2. Composition of the simulated Dot spectrum
( (0 total emission, 9) emission from atoms
excited after dissociation. @ emission from atoms
excited a! dissociation, Q emission from reflected
atoms, (5) emission from atoms produced by charge
exchange). Here the Porcheaack ejj‘ect was notfigure, the shaded area indicates the emission from

reflected atoms. considered.

3; Broadening of He 1 line
Time evolution of a discharge for this study is shown in Fig. 3. The helium ion density

in the main plasma was estimated to be about 4 % of the electron density. The electron density
near the separatrix decreased rapidly at 6.1 5 due to the occurrence of partial detachment. The
profile of He I line has been observed with a wavelength resolution of 0.014 nm. Fig. 4 shows
the spectra of the He I line observed at the outboard strike point at times of 5.25 s and 7.75 s of
the discharge. At 5.25 s, the spectrum is similar to the instrumental function. It suggests that
helium atoms are dominantly desorbcd with energy about the surface tcmperature of the divertor
tiles (about 0.05 eV). On the other hand, at 7.75 s, the spectrum is obviously broader than the
instrumental function and the temperature corresponding to the width is 1.3 eV. In this paper,
we fit the spectrum by a sum of two Gaussian components convoluted by the instrumental
function. It is assumed that the width of the narrow component corresponds to the surface
temperature of the divertor tiles. The time evolution of the intensities of the two components
and the temperature corresponding to the width of the broad component are shown in Fig. 3.
The intensity of the narrow component decreases and the intensity of the broad component
increases, as the electron density increases and the electron temperature decreases.Thc broad
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component is dominant in the partially A

detached plasma. The temperature of the

broad component is I - 2 eV.
A possible heating mechanism to

explain the broad component is the elastic

N
Cl

_a. O

collision with deuterium ions. In a
temperature range lowar than 20 eV, as the

CI

(9V
)

(Pa
in3

is
)

(m
9

m3
)

n) O

ico
temperature decreases, the ionization rate .0?

. . . . A .. 0.
decreases rapidly while the elastic collision ' o:

4 .- -
rate increases gradually. It can qualitatively 2 2 _ Hm“)

. . . 9 i narrow '
explain the tendency that the line Width 13o o . - t r )
. c 2 T(brbad) ' '
increases as the temperature decreases. Here § -
we define an average temperature of helium " 1 "

o l l i L .
atoms as ( T (narrow) x I (narrow) + T 3 5a (s) 7 a

(broad) X 1 (broad) ) I a (narrow) + I Fig 3. Time evolution of a discharge with a He
broad . The relation betwaen the avem e pufl: The line-averaged electron density in the main

( D g plarma and the NB! power are shown in the first
temperature and the electron temperature row. The pufi‘ rates ofHe and D2 are shown in the

. . r . . second row. The third row shows the electron
near the smke pomt 15 Show“ m Flg' 5’ The temperature and density obtained by a Langmuir
datum in a partially detached plasma is probe nearrhe outboard strike paint. Thefonh and

. the fifth Show intensities of the broad and narrow
tentatively plot at an electron temperature of components and Ike temperature corresponding to
10 eV according to the electron tom 81,3e the width of the broad component ofHe I line a: the

P strike point.
estimated from intensity ratios of He 1 lines [4}. The average temperature increases as the
electron temperature decreases. When helium atoms are heated by the elastic collision before
their ionization in an infinite area with temperature: T, and density: n, the average temperature
of helium atoms to be observed: THe (calculation), is expressed as

I: T Hen) exp (— 5 (Te) net) dt
fife (calculation) = ——-————————-—--¥ .

f0“ exp (— 3 (re) net) dt

d'I‘Hc
dt = R (Tm, Tut) no. ,

where S and R are the ionization rate coefficient and the temperature relaxation rate coefficient
by the elastic collision, respectively. The temperature relaxation rate coefficient is calculated
using the diffusion crosssection for the elastic collision [51‘ When the ion temperature is equal
to the electron temperature and the deuterium ion density is equal to the electron density, the
average temperature is given as a function of the temperature as shown in Fig. 5. The calculated
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average temperature increases like the measured average temperature, as the plasma temperature
decreases. The calculated temperature is, however, lower than the measured temperature in the

temperature range from 20 to 60 eV. The discrepancy may be attributed to the spatial
distribution. Moreover, it may be attributed to the definition of the average temperature, because

the spectral line does not have a Gaussian profile and the width is close to the width of the
instrumental function.

Since in the discharge the probability of penetration into the main plasma is estimated to

be 0.1 % and 2.7 % for helium atoms with energies of 0.05 and 2 eV, respectively, the broad

component affects significantly helium contamination of the main plasma. The high-energy
atoms corresponding to the broad component have much higher mobility than the low-energy

atoms corresponding to the narrow component and it is expected to affect the pumping

efficiency of He ash.
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Heating and Current Drive Experiments with Negative-ion-based
Neutral Beam on JT-60U

Y. Kusama, T. Oikawa, M. Nemoto, T. Fujita. O. Naitoh, K. Tobita, Y. Kamada,
K, Usbigusa, M. Kuriyama, C.B. Forest* and JT~60 Team

Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki, 311—01 Japan

Injection of negative-ion—based neutral beams (NNB; designed parameters of 500 keV
and 10 MW with two ion sources) began for the first time on JT—60U in March 1996. It will
be used to sustain high performance plasmas and will demonstrate the physics basis of plasma
heating and neutral beam current drive for the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER). A current drive efficiency of 0.8><1019 m'ZA/W has been achieved with
NNB, approximately twice that obtained with 90 keV beams (PNB). Sawtooth stabilization
has been observed, resulting in efficient electron heating, and classical slowing—down of
NNB-injected ions has been confirmed in 1996 [I]. This paper presents recent progress in
heating and current drive studies with NNB and in the performance on beam power and pulse
length of NNB.

Systematic study of beam current drive were carried out with a combination of
hydrogen NNB and PNB in hydrogen plasmas. Figure 1 shows time traces of the typical
discharge: Ip=l.8 MA at the flat top, fig~l><1019 m'3, Vp=73 m3, qeff$=4. The NNB of 2.7 MW
was injected at 350 keV after loop voltage, electron density end temperature became almost
constant. A counter—PNB for the motional Stark effect spectroscopy (MSE) measurements [2]
was injected just after the initiation of the plasma together with a co—PNB to cancel plasma
current induced by MSE beam. Prior to the NNB injection, another PNB was also applied for
CXRS measurements.

A NNB—driven current profile was reconstructed with the total current density and
loop voltage profile using EFIT code [3. 4] and MSE measurements, following a next
method. A radial distribution of loop voltage profile in the plasma is obtained from time
dependent equilibrium reconstructed with magnetic diagnostics; magnetic probes, flux loops
and the MSE measurements. Assuming neoclassical conductivity [5], inductive plasma
current profile is calculated with the electric field profile. Non-inductive plasma current is
reconstructed by subtracting the inductive current from the total plasma current density.
Finally, NNB~driven current profile is deduced by subtraction of non-inductive current
without NNB from that with NNB.

For the discharge shown in Fig. 1, the NNB-driven current profile was deduced from
two time slices, just before the NNB injection (8 s) and just before the termination of NNB
(8.4 s). Figure 2 presents the obtained profile of plasma current density. A small fraction of
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uncancelled PNB driven current and increment of bootstrap current due to the increase of
electron temperature by NNB heating are included actually in the current density profile, A
hollow NNB<driven current profile consistent with the theoretical predictions using the
ACCOME code was confirmed within uncertainty. Total current driven by NNB is integrated
to be 125 kA (~7% of 1p) and is comparable to that calculated from ACCOME (100 kA). I has
been confirmed that the measurements show total driven current and a current density profile

reasonably agreed with the theoretical predictions using the ACCOME code [6], The
establishment of evaluation scheme for the current drive performance associated with the
energetic beams would significantly contribute to ongoing ITER Physics R&D activities.

As a future prospect of non-inductive full current drive performance using the NNB
assisted by PNB. total beam driven current for currents is shown in Fig. 3. The target plasma
is a quasi—steady—state high-Bp H—mode one [7] and 10 MW of NNB is injected

simultaneously with 5 MW of co—PNB and 10 MW of perp-PNB. The figure shows a
possibility of achieving non-inductive full current drive of ~2.7 MA.

Interaction between toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmodes (TAE modes) exited by
ICRF heating (102 MHz, 2mg“) and hydrogen NNB was investigated in helium plasmas.
Figure 4- shows a contour plot of TAB modes frequency against time together with other
plasma parameters. TAB modes of toroidal mode number n=12-5 were destabilized by the
ICRF—driven energetic protons before sawtooth crash, followed by other high frequency
modes considered to be ellipticityninduced Alfvén eigenmodes (EAE modes) [8]. The
NNB(350 keVll .6 MW) was injected into the similar discharge and its interaction with TAE

and EAE modes was investigated. Similar TAE modes were excited also in the case of NNB
injection and no significant change was observed in TAB modes comparing with the case
with NNB, On the other hand, EAE modes observed in the discharge without NNB almost

disappeared. In the plasma with nHe=l><1019 mu3 (ne~2><1019 m3) and Bto=3.3 T, the velocity
of hydrogen beam energy of 350 keV in a toroidal field direction corresponds to ~0.6vA
(VA=AlfVé!1 velocity), which is slightly higher than V/y'HOjVA of the EAE mode resonance. It

means that NNB‘injected ions can resonate with EAE modes and beam ion Landau damping
can play an effective role for the mode stability. One of important mechanism of
disappearance of EAE modes is thought to be the beam ion Landau damping. Concerning the
effect of TAE modes on confinement of NNB-injected ions, no clear degradation of the
confinement was observed from the charge—exchange measurements [9] in a range of 130-500
keV.

Multi-step ionization of energetic beam atoms has been evaluated because of its
importance for determining the beam energy in ITER and for knowing the absorbed energy of
NNB in a plasma. The density dependence of the shine~through of NNB was measured in a
fixed plasma configuration using thermocouples installed in armor tiles of the NNB facing
first wall. Reference heat flux in the case without plasma was measured by injecting short—
pulse NNB (0.2 s). The analysis shows that measured shine—through is smaller than that
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expected from single-step ionization processes. Figure 5 compares NNB«ch0rd-averaged
enhancement factor estimated from the experimental shine—through with one obtained from
shine-through calculated using the enhanced cross-Section evaluated by Janev [10]. It seems

that the Janev's cross— section is larger than that evaluated experimentally. Much more data are
necessary for more careful comparison with Janev's cross section .

The performance on beam power and pulse length is being progreSSed together with
its application to heating and current drive experiments using NNB. Recent achievements of
3.2 MW/source of power at 350 keV of beam energy and a pulse length up to ~2 s at 300 keV
are promising for early demonstration of the full injection performance.

In summary. the profile of currents driven by the energetic beams from NNB was for
the first time identified from the MSE measurements, which reasonably agrees with the
theoretical prediction. This result indicates that evaluation scheme for the current drive
performance associated with the energetic beams has been established. The interaction
between NNB and TAE and EAE modes was investigated. It is thought that one of the
important stabilizing mechanisms is the beam ion Landau damping. The density dependence
of the shinethrough of NNB in plasmas were measured and the averaged enhancement factor
evaluated with Janev's cross-section appears to be larger than that estimated experimentally.
The heating and current drive experiments using the NNB with full performance in the new
divertot configuration would significantly contribute to ongoing ITER Physics R&D
activities.
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Nonlinear Fokker-Planck analysis of ion temperature
in JT-60U hot ion plasma

Ml Yamagiwa, J. Koga, S. Ishida
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract. A two-dimensional nonlinear Fokker~Planck code is applied to evaluate the ion
(deuteron) temperature in a JT-60U hot ion plasma in which the measured carbon impurity
temperature reached up to 45 keV with the 90 keV beam injection. The deuteron bulk
temperature is found to exceed the carbon temperature, indicating that the impurity temperature
measurement does not lead to overestimation of the ion temperature. The effective temperature
based on the average energy is, however, almost the same as the carbon temperature, and the D—
D fusion reactivity is also around a value given by a Maxwellian distribution with its
temperature equal to the carbon temperature, which can be regarded as an equivalent ion
temperature.

1. Introduction
A very high ion temperature of ~45 keV was recently achieved under the intense neutral

beam injection (NBI) power of 37 MW and the beam energy (Eb) of 90 keV in a JT—6OU hot

ion plasma. where the fusion triple product n,(0)r£Z(0) reached ~1.5X102] m‘3 s keV [1].
The ion temperature was measured by the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy of
carbon impurity ions. Usually the energy input to an impurity ion is much larger than that to a
main plasma ion, because the power uansfened from beam ions to background k~species ions
is proportional to the ratio, Zf/Ak, with Zk and Ak being the charge and mass numbers.

Therefore, the temperature of the impurity ions is considered to be higher than that of the main
plasma ions in most cases. In the case where the resultant ion temperature is comparable to the
beam injection energy as in the JT-60U discharge, however, the aforementioned simple picture
of the power transfer from a test particle to the background ions may not hold: When the ion
temperature is close to the beam energy, it is difficult to distinguish the fast ion component from
the bulk ion component and the effect of self collisions among the main plasma ions on the bulk
and tail formation becomes important in the slowing-down process of the beam ions.

Consequently, the impurity temperature may not be necessarily higher than the main plasma ion
temperature, which is required to evaluate. The purpose of the present work is to obtain the
deuteron distribution function and evaluate the deuteron temperature for the 3T-60U hot ion
plasma parameters. We use a twendimensionai nonlinear Fokker-Planck code in order to take

into account the effect of deuteron self heating. The deuteron bulk temperature is estimated by
the slope of the numerically obtained energy spectrum, while the carbon temperature is given as
a parameter, In Section 2 a model Fokker-Planck equation is described. in Section 3 numerical
results are presented. Section 4 contains the conclusions. ’

‘.
li,
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2. Model equation
Use is made of the following two-dimensional nonlinear Fokker—Planck equation

1 1 a 3 fD f1)Mgcvmfn Tad"v;]—;:+SD (1)

where fD(v,0) is the deuteron distribution function with v and 6 being the particle speed and
pitch angle, C(fD, fI.) the nonlinear collision term between deuterons and j—species particles
[2], 15 the energy loss time, 2", the particle loss time, and SD the particle source due to beam
injection respectively The dependences of TE and r on particle energy, E, are taken to be

=5131+ (E/E Y5] and IF = rM[1+(E/E )15], respectively Quantities E. and E are
characteristic energies for energy and particle losses, respectively. The value of I: can be
given somewhat arbitrarily, while that of 1': is determined so as to conserve the number

density. Confinement of the fast ions is assumed to be better than that of the thermal ions, as
was found in combined beam and radio—frequency wave heating experiments in JT—60 [3, 4].
In addition, it is assumed that there is no MHD-induced loss of fast ions since no strong MHD
fluctuations have been observed. The electron and carbon distribution functions are assumed to
be Maxwellian with the temperature 1; and TC, respectively. Parameters used are pertinent to
the IT-GOU hot ion discharge [1]: 7;: = 45:5 keV, I; = 10 keV, nc = 5.2x1019 m'3, Z”, =
2.2, PM, —- 1.6 MW/m3, which correspond to the values at r/a ~ 0.16, and E, = 90 keV. The

distribution function obtained is averaged over the pitch angle in velocity space to get the energy
spectrum. The bulk temperature TD is evaluated from the slope of the energy spectrum in the
low energy region. The effective temperature, T4,, based on the average energy is also studied.

3. Numerical results
First we study the dependence of the power transfer from deuterons to carbon ions and

from carbon tons to electrons on the carbon temperature. The parameters concerning the energy
loss are chosen to be E. = no and 1'2 = 00, indicating that no‘energy loss is assumed except for
the energy sink due to the fixed temperatures of the electrons and carbon ions. Regarding the
particle confinement of deuterons, Ep is taken to be 50 keV. It is shown in Fig. 1 that the
power density transferred from carbon ions to electrons, Po, naturally increases with Tc, while
that from deuterons to carbon ions, PM, decreases with TC. At TC ~ 49 keV, for this case, the
energy balance of the carbon breaks; for TC > 49 keV the power loss (to electrons) exceeds the

power gain (from deuterons), indicating that the carbon energy confinement time is negative.
Therefore, TC ~ 49 keV is the upper limit of the possible carbon temperature for the case of EP

= 50 keV.
Figure 2 shows the I: dependence of the power density transferred from deuterons to

carbon ions, PM, that from carbon ions to electrons, P6,, and the deuteron bulk temperature,
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TB, for TC 2 45 keV, E? = 50 keV, and E, = 50 keV. When 1: tends to a critical value of cg;
5 1.2 sec, at which the energy flow from deuterons to carbon ions is balanced with that from

carbon ions to electrons, PDC approaches PCB, and the carbon energy confinement time goes to
infinity. For it: < If?“ no steady state exists. At 1"; ~ 12,, TD ~ 52 keV.

a n:

S"£P=5otmv g Tc=45kaV
Pg a e

E 4:D

’2 o ‘Isr .
: F c .

w E
E TD r500 [keV]
in. _.——-——""—_"‘—

u ,1 11.1 t
4 o a 5 5 o 1 1 .5 2

Tc (keV) IE“ (see)
FIG. 1. Dependence of the power demiry transferred FIG. 2. Dependence of the power density
from deuterons to carbon ions, PM andfrom carbon transferred from deuteron: to carbon ions, PDC.

,
ions to electrons, PCs: on TC for E. = to, 1'2 =>a, that from carbon ions to electrons, Pa. and the

and Er : 50 keV. deuteron bulk temperature, TD, on 1'2 for TC 2
45 keV, E, = 50 keV, and e. = 50 keV.

Figure 3 shows the TC dependence of TD (solid curves) and Tm (dashed curves) at 1'2 ~

I; (for each TC). The straight line indicates the case where TD = Tc. It is seen that the

deuteron bulk temperature TD, exceeds the carbon temperature, while the effective temperature,

11f” is comparable to TC. The difference between the cases of E, = 25 keV (circles) and E.
=90 (squares) is slight. Therefore, variation of EM which has been chosen arbitrarily, is

expected not to have so significant effect on the results.
Figure 4 shows the deuteron energy spectrum at r; ~ 1:: for TC = 45 keV and E, =

E, = 50 keV. The bulk temperature, TD, is ~52 keV, For comparison, Maxwellian

distributions with temperatures of 45 keV and 52 keV are also shown by dash~dotted and

dashed curves, respectively. For such a high bulk temperature. the slowing-down tail is not so

clearly distinguished from the bulk slope: The slowed-down'deuterons are aSsimilated with the

bulk deuterons near the injection energy, E, = 90 keV. As a result, the bulk temperature

becomes higher than the carbon temperamre. On the other hand, the tail for E > E, degrades

as compared to the Maxweliian tail: In a sense the tail ions are cooled by beam injection, The

effective temperature based on the average energy remains almost the same as the carbon

temperature because of this tail degradation. Nevertheless, it is from deuterons to carbon ions

that the power should be transferred, since the external power input is only due to the deuteron

beam injection. So, . the bulk temperature may be higher than the carbon temperature.
Accordingly, the present result, TD > TC, is not unreasonable, The tail degradation leads to

reduction of the DD fusion reactivity as well. The amount of reduction is 17 % of that for the

Maxwellian distribution with the temperature of 52 keV: The value of the reactivity is almost
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the same as that for the Maxwellian distribution with the temperature of 45 keV. Therefore, the
equivalent deuteron temperature may be regarded as 45 keV in terms of the average energy and
the DD neutron production rate. ‘

a a . - 2
at 1 ° = - °

9 MW E .5“
g. 80 (I?

E IT.
"1 so 5

l:t.
”l

30 l4 a 4 5 a n 1 o 0
Tc {km E (a}

FIG. 3. Dependence of TD (solid curves) and 1% FIG. 4. Deuteron energy spectrum at 1% ~ 1'26

(dashedeurves)at 72 ~13 on TC for Er 2 50 keV. for TC = 45 keV and E. = E}. = 50 keV.
The straight line indicates the case where TD = TC. Maxwelliarz distributions with temperatures

The cases of E, = 25 keVartd E. =mare shown by of 45 keV and 52 keV are shown by
circles and squares, respectively. desirdotted and dashed curves, respectively.

4. Conclusions
The deuteron temperatre in a beam heated hot ion plasma containing carbon impurities in

JT~60U has been studied by using a two-dimensional nonlinear Fokker—Planck code. The

deuteron bulk temperature has been evaluated from the slope of the numerically obtained energy
spectrum. The resuitant bulk temperature has been found to exceed the carbon temperature,
indicating that the measurement of the impurity temperature in experiment does not lead to

overestimation of the ion temperature. The effective temperature based on the average energy

is, however, almost the same as the carbon temperature because of the tail degradation above

the beam injection energy. The D-D fusion reactivity is also close to a value which would be
given if the deuteron distribution was Maxwelhan with the temperature same as the carbon

temperature. Therefore, the carbon temperature may possibly be regarded as an equivalent ion

temperature in terms of the average energy and the DD neutron production rate.
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INTRODUCTION

Optimising tokamak operation consists of finding a path, in a multidimensional parameter

space, which leads to the desired plasma characteristics and avoids hazardous regions. Typi-

cally the desirable regions are the domain where an L—mode to H~niode transition can occur,

and then, in the H—mode, where ELMs and the required high density can be maintained. The

regions to avoid are those with a high rate of disruptivityi On TCV, learning the safe and suc-

cessful paths is achieved empirically. This will no longer be possible in a machine like lTER,

since only a small percentage of disrupted discharges will be tolerable. An a priori knowlv

edge of the hazardous regions in ITER is therefore mandatory. This paper presents the results

of a statistical analysis of the occurrence of disruptions in TCV.

For the H—mode accessibility, it is usually admitted that a minimum auxiliary power is re—

quired, and that this power threshold depends on some plasma parameters. On TCV, since the

H-mode was achieved with Ohmic heating only, such a power threshold can not be deter-

mined. Plasma shape, current and densities as well as the vacuum vessel conditioning are

known to play a role in the H-mode accessibility. Discriminant analysis, a powerful statistical

method, has been used to estimate a probability of being close to an L-mode to H—niode (LH)

transition, which could be used to guide the plasma discharge towards the LH transition, with

the help of an advanced and intelligent control system.

PLASMA DISRUPTIVITY IN TCV

In order to quantify the disruption rate in TCV, We have defined the disruptivity as the

number of disruptions observed in a multidimensional cell of the operational domain, divided

by the total plasma operation time spent in that cell. This latter time is provided by a database

containing time slices taken every 50 ms in every plasma discharges produced over more than

two years of operation, a total of over 60’000 time slices. The disruptions have been visually
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classified according to their operational context, such as during an L-mode or H—mode phase

or in the presence of locking modes, etc. This allows us to analyse the disruptivity in different

contexts separately and also to remove disruptions provoked by technical failures or feedback

control experiments, which have nothing to do with the underlying physics of disruptions.

The aim of such an approach is to identify the high disruptivity zones without a priori knowl-

edge. For instance, the q:2 limit naturally emerges from the analysis as ahard limit, with only

a slight increase in disruptivity for 2<q<3.

To answer the question whether the Greenwald density limit is a strong limit or not, we plot

the disruptivity in the Greenwald diagram for 4 different contexts (fig 1). In the stationary

case, in L—mode or H-mode or soon after a HL transition, the Greenwald limit (G21) is not

exceeded. However, the disruptivity does not increase with the Greenwald parameter (G).

This limit then appears like a soft limit for the low currents in L-mode, in the sense that the

plasma itself avoids going to higher density, but Without disrupting. For higher plasma cur-

rent values, the disruptivity simply increases with the plasma density, not with G. In H—mode

plasmas, the disruptivity also increases with the density with only a weak dependence on the

Greenwald parameter (Ip/al). During the current decay phase, the limit is exceeded, but with

a high dismptivity. In this case the Greenwald density limit appears as a strong limit.

Shots without H—mode H—mode
. . 100 (s.

H 20 2(<9 G 1
g 15 1/5.
C»
d) 10 ,

E 5 i» , .

’3 o “ ' ' 0.001/5. o * 1 “0.001 /s.
8 0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6

1:) H—>L Current decay
: . 100/5. _ tools.2 .I- . .

v5- 20 76:1 » iiiiiiiiiiii
2 ., ‘ . . .Lu 15mm . . . , 1/5. 1/5,

10 .. ------
5 ‘ .. .. W; 1 ,1.
0 ‘ 0.001 /5. 0 ‘ 0.001/5.

D 2 t1 6 0 2 4 6

‘ IP/Area [MAM/‘2]
Fig I .' Disruptiviry at the Greenwald density limit in different contexts
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Although no clear dependence on

the plasma shape is observed when

all disruptions are taken together, ei—E‘ ,
'23“ ther in a Hugill or lizq diagram, the
g disruptions due to locking modes are
$0.6 . 4E found to occur mainly at low trian—

30.4 gularity, as shown in Fig. 2. This de-
.1

ED 2 crease of disruptivity at high positive

triangularity is commonly used on
.36 mm -o.2 0 , 02 , 04 0-6 M TCVtocrossq=3.For instance, evenPiasma trlangulanty

Fig 2: Disruptivz'ty due to locking modes decreases if the desired final Plasma has a nega-
with the triangulart'ty . . . . .tive tnanguianty, its formation goes

through a high triangularity phase (5>0.2). With such a formation path, we performed 180

similar shots, one every morning, with a disruption rate lower than 1 %.

H—MODE ACCESSIBILITY

L—mode to H—rnode transitions have been observed in TCV in a wide variety of ohmically

heated plasma configurations (limited, single null, double null), plasma shapes (triagularity,

elongation, gaps, ...), plasma currents, plasma densities and magnetic fields. Initially, the vac—

uum vessel conditioning appeared to play an important role in the reproducibility of the H-

mode access. Since physics explanations of the effect of the conditioning remain unclear, a

statistical approach. discriminant analysis, has been chosen, with the aim of extracting those

parameters which are important for characterising the closeness to the LH transition.

Discriminant analysis consists of a multidimensional (Rn) coordinate transformation which

minimises the intercorrelation between data groups while maximising the intracorrelation

within a data group. In the case of a discrimination between two groups of data, only one var-

iable, called the classification variable, is necessary to reveal the separation, if any. From that

new variable, we define a probability of belonging to one or to the other of the two groups.

We calculated the classification variable, as Well as the associated probability for two groups

of data. One contains the time slices in L—mode before the transition and the other contains

the time slices taken right at the LH transition. In a first step, the input parameters were the
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the plasma shape, current and density.

This set of input pammeters did not

lead to a clear classification variable.

We had to include the Ohmic power,

the plasma temperature and a measure

of the gas flux inside the machine to

obtain a good enough classification
_ . . L—nwde Io li—mod: transition probabilily

variable, as shown In Fig. 3. The ne- ' ’ '

cessity of using this latter variable in~

dicates the importance of the recycling Km 03 03 0‘4 0‘5 0} 0:7
. n Time [s] _

on the H~m0de accessibility. F1g :3: Dot trace Shows a L-mode to H—mode trans;—
tfon, the discriminant variable and the associated
probability reveals the imminence of the transition by

ysis results between L-mode and the increase of the transition probability
Figure 4 shows the discriminant anal-

ELM free H—mode time slices, with
. w 9452: o « alpha {am} ’

the same input parameters The proba- = a ;

bility curve clearly shows that a pre 0

dictor can be easily calculated in this

case.

CONCLUSIONS

The disruptivity analysis reveals the 0

importance of the plasma shaping dur-
‘ , (is 0.6

Time is]
' ‘ Fig 4: Doc trace of a typical TCV H—made plasma,

ruptions clue to locking modes. The the discriminant variable and the associated proban
Greenwald limit does not appear as a biliry showing the prediction to be in the H-mode

ing its formation in order to avoid dis—

strong limit during the stationary phases.

Resulting from a discriminant analysis, a linear combination of plasma parameters, including

information about the wall recycling, gives a probability of LH transition which is verified to

increase and reach unity as the transition is approached.
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1. Introduction .

One of the principal aims of TCV [1] is the creation and active stabilization of highly

elongated plasmas, K S 3. This implies high growth rates of axisyrnmetric modes and a very

low stability margin. To stabilize such modes, TCV is equipped with a vertical position control

system using a combination of slow coils outside the vacuum vessel (response time = lms) and

a fast coil inside the vessel (response time = 0.1ms), The fast coil became operational in August

1996 and this paper describes the first experiments using both fast and slow coils for vertical

stabilization.
2. Axisymmetric Modes 3-4

The dominant axi—

symmetric mode in an

elongated tokamak is basically

a vertical displacement of the

entire plasma. The opendoop
growth rate of this instability

depends primarily on plasma
elongation but also on a
number of other parameters,

such as triangularity, square—
ness, vertical position within 24 2:5 2:6 27

the vessel, plasma wall elongation
. distance. ‘ internal inductance,

poloidai beta, etc. [2.3].
Ifthese other parameters are optimized to give the minimum growth rate for a given elongation,

and if we assume Ohmic current profiles and low beta (e z 2%), we can express the vertical

Fig.1.. n20 growth rate [sec‘I ] for D—Shaped plasmas in TCV

growth rate as a function of elongation and normalized current (Fig.1). The results presented

here have been computed with the NOVA-W code {4]. Vertical instability growth rates have

also been measured inTCV and excellent agreement with NOVA—W results was found [3],
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3. Experiments with Slow Coils Only
The power supplies which drive the slow coils in TCV i.e. the shaping coils outside the

vacuum vessel, have a response time, At, of approximately lms. This imposes an upper limit

on the growth rate that can be stabilized with these coils, 'y < (130‘1 [5]. In fact, plasmas with

vertical growth rates up to 1000 see"1 have been successfully stabilized in TCV with the slow

coils only [3]. An upper limit on the growth rate implies an upper limit on elongation for any

given plasma current, as is evident from Fig.1.

4. Experiments with Slow and Fast Coils

The fast coil in TCV is mounted inside the vacuum vessel and consists of 6 turns

connected in series, 3 positive tums on the bottom and 3 negative turns on the top of the vessel.

The coil is driven by a power supply capable of producing a maximum current of ZkA at 550V

with a response time of less than 0.1ms. Initial experimernts with the fast coil were done on

plasmas with low current (ZSOkA), low triangularity and large plasma-wall distance (Fig.2a).

Under these conditions, the growth rate of the vertical instability is large, even at moderate

elongation (K=i.9). Derivative feedback was applied to the fast coil and four outboard slow

coils, whereas proportional feedback was oniy applied to the slow coils, This scheme ensures

that the time—averaged current in the fast coil always remains close to zero. Optimization of the

three feedback gains (slow proportional gain, slow derivative gain and fast derivative gain)

allowed us to stabilize plasmas with vertical growth rates up to 4400 sec‘l, corresponding to a

stability margin, f=1.028.
After the system had been

shown to work satisfactorily at low

plasma current, a second series of

experiments was launched with the

aim of maximizing the plasma
current. For this purpose, the

triangulariry was increased, the
plasma was moved to the top of the
vessel and the plasma current was

increased to a value close to the

q=2 limit. The feedback scheme
was the same as the one used for

the low current experiments. Using

a toroidal field of 1.43 T, a

maximum current 0f 1-02MA was Fig.2.: Reconstructed equilibria ofTCVdischarges
reached at an elongation of 14:2.28 (a) (b) (c)

(Fig. 2b). This plasma had a Ip=257kA Ip=I.O24MA [13:726c

relatively modest vertical growth 31:1.437' B;=1.43T Bt=1-00T

rate, 7: 1200 sec‘l. “1.93 rc=2.28 K=2.58
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A third series of experiments was then undertaken to explore the limits on elongation.
This was done at a lower toroidal field, 1.0T, in order to minimize the risk of damage to the fast
coil during vertical disruptions. The feedback setup was still the same as was used for the
previous experiments, but the vertical position observer was slightly modified such as to
minimize its sensitivity to the fast coil current. These experiments led to the successful
stabilization of D-shaped plasmas with elongations up to 2.58 (Fig.20) and vertical instability

growth rates up to 2700 sec‘l.
5. Current Limit at High Elongation

During the experimental campaign described above, it was found that the maximum
normalized current that can be stably confined increases with elongation, as expected, up to
K=2.3. However, for K>2.3, the maximum normalized current remains roughly constant,
Ip/(a‘tB) : ':l.0’l‘106 (Fig.3.). As soon as we try to increase the current above this limit, non-

axisyrnrnetric modes appear and lead to a disruption. The modes have been analyzed using
toroidal and poloidal arrays of fast pickvup coils and mode numbers m/n=3/2 or mln=2/1 are
observed just before the disruption. This result is consistent with theoretical predictions [6,7]
indicating that the current limit at zero pressure is approximately
given by Ip/(am) < 34x10“
3.2*106 at an
elongation K=2.5 and £53.2—
remains constant up to E: ,
K=3.0. Based on " 3 n. "

1*
these results, we can to 00 I

now draw operational
_limits in K-Ip space

and we find that the
maximum elongation
that can be produced
in TCV depends on

the ma’dmum vertical 3.1 212 2:3 2:4 2:5 2:6. 2.?PLASMA ELONGATION

go is.
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growth rate that can be
stabilized. Fig.3.: NormaliZed current vs. elongation for TCVplasmas
Since the fast coil has a response time of less than 0.1ms, it is possible to stabilize very high
growth rates, of the order of 5000 sec‘l. However, for a growth rate of this magnitude, the
stability margin is extremely small, f:l.025, and a very slight change in plasma position or

current profile (ELMs, sawtooth) can then push the plasma beyond the ideal limit (f=l). In order
to avoid this extreme sensitivity, we assume, as a practical limit, 121.042, which implies
753000 sec'1 in TCV. Together with the current limit mentioned above, this leads to an upper
limit on elongation, K326 (Fig.3.). This limit is, of course, only valid for conventional D

shaped plasmas and does not apply to more exotic shapes such as doublets [B] or triplets [9]. ‘



6. Confinement at High Elongation

The experiments with
highly elongated plasmas have
produced an additional, rather
unexpected result. It was 97889

observed that, above a certain 800

elongation, the plasma undergoes 700’
a slow transition, typically within 988) _. V

7e+19
200ms, to a new mode of 6e+19
operation. This new mode is 5e+19 ‘ W

charactenzed by higher electron 3e4319 0‘4 06 0 8

densny, higher electron -06' . . V‘lo‘opf{Volts}

temperature, slightly lower loop -08 . - , , - y‘IWW 0'! w
voltage and a higher energy '1 I“ ‘ “““ ff W 1'6 H
confinement time. A typical "1% 7 7‘ '
example is shown in Fig.4. The
transition takes place during the
current plateau, between 300 and
5001115. It is likely that the
transition is associated with a
change in current profile, as the

intemal inductance is increasing
(Fig.4.).
Acknowledgements
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Any improvement in the energy confinement time of a toltarnalt reactor may facilitate its access

to ignition. TCV has the unique capability of creating a wide variety of plasma shapes and can

therefore investigate to which extent an appropriate choice of the plasma shape can improve the

energy confinement time. For simple shapes defined only by their elongation and triangularity,

it has already been observed on TCV that the confinement properties of the plasma depend

strongly on the shape [1,2]. This previous work has now been extended to include more com-

plex shapes and higher elongations, in order firstly to test the applicability of the previously pro—

posed explanation for the shape dependence of the confinement time and secondly to propose

new shapes which offer a substantial gain on their confinement characteristics.

Experiments. TCV plasma shape is controlled by 16 independent poloidal coils. The present

work is based on equilibria whose outer shape is defined by the analytical contour

(R, Z) = (R0, Zn) + a(cos(0 + 53in9 — hsinZfl), KsinB) (1)

where (R020) is the geometric axis position, a the minor radius, K the elongation, 5 the triangu-

larity and ?t the squareness. A negative 9» tends to define a lozenge shape while a positive value

gives the contour a rectangular shape. The studied shapes are divided in three sets: a systematic

K s 9. 4., a. [10‘9m’31

(K33) scan [1 .0,l.9] X [045,080] 000 [2.3.6.0] x [293.8]

(8,1) scan 1.5 [025.035] x [-0.10,0.30] [2.3,5.1] 5.3

high K [1.9.2.6] [0.300501 [0.05025] [25,39] [2.7.8.5]

scan in the (195) plane at fixed 7t; a systematic scan in the (53») plane at fixed K; a set of highly

elongated shapes for which K and k increase simultaneously at fixed 5. The value of the shape
#

parameters n.5,?» comes from a fit of the contour (1) to the last closed flux surface (LCFS) dew
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duced from the equilibrium reconstruction and may differ slightly from the usual definition

based on the contact points of the circumscribed rectangle. For each shape a plasma current scan

allows to separate the influence of the current itself, the safety factor, qa, the shape and the ohm-

ic input power, P0,, All data

points are obtained during sta-
tionaxy ohmicL—modcs withRo H25 AVEO ................................. :0:

=0'88m,a=0.25m’1‘43T’D2_ £20 V00 THEME

The confinement properties of 315<§§ I“.a ' gt
theseplasmasarequantifiedby 10 ”HZHHb-Vh'fiVVA“ E..." u ll'E

—O.2 O 80.2 0.4 40.1 0 0X1 0.2 0.3

. Fig. 1 Shape dependence afthe electron ener confinement timefor 3
mm timer Tag = Wc/Poh’ < qa < 4artd4X1019m‘3 < ne < 5.5x 1019m' .Lefl': from the (as) scan

andhightc, .K=1.2,AK=1.37, 71:: 1.55, 91:: 1.72, *K=2.5.
Where the [ma] daemon thermal Right from the (8.x) scan. white 8 = -0,I8, grey 5 = 0, black 5 = 0.3.

the electron energy confine-

energy, Wa, is obtained by vol-

ume integration of Thomson scattering measurements at 10 to 25 spatial positions. At fixed 40 i

and fixed line average density, fie, the following variations in TE: when the shape parameters

are scanned are observed (fig. 1): (i) no significant modification with the elongation, even when

comparing a circular plasma with an elongation as high as x = 2.5; (ii) a marked degradation at

positive triangular-ity compared with zero or slightly negative triangularity, which can reach a

factor 3 at the highest densities; (iii) a substantial improvement for rectangular shapes when 3»

is increased from O to 0.3.

Local transport. To understand these observations, 200

it is necessary to determine the influence of the shape

on the heat conduction, the main loss channel. A sim-

plified radial power balance has then been estab-
lished in which: (i) radiation losses, localised near

0
m

or
aL

ep
eS

L‘
l

02

the plasma edge. have been neglected; (ii) in the ab— 0 ~<VT¢>5[keV/m] 1
Fig. 2 Plot afthe energyflux verrus the tem-
perature gradient in the region r/a = 0. 8for5.5
x 1019 m" < n4 < 7 x10” n14.- mm the
(14.5) scan, Ifi'am the (5)») scan, * from high

separated. This yields the following heat flux equa- 1c

sence of a measurement of the ion temperature pro-

file, ion and electron heat conduction fluxes are not

tion:

VT.
(4m = —"Xeff(VT¢) )' Xeff = x6 + XiV'fl' (2)2

where gin is the input energy flux and (VTE) the electron temperature gradient averaged on a
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flux surface. A plot of gin versus (VT!) for a fixed density but a wide variety of plasma shapes

indicates that the effective thermal diffusivity does not depend on the shape. There is however

a non linear relationship between these parameters, indicating a dependence of Xefl' on (VTa) .

The second factor entering the conduction flux is the temperature gradient. A first direct conse-

quence of shaping is a local modification of the flux surface separation and incidentally of the

temperature gradient. To quantify this effect the latter can be written as

W = $n (3)
where ‘l’ is the poloidal magnetic flux and r the distance from the magnetic axis measured at the

outer midplane and normalised such that r = a on the LCFS. This particular coordinate has been

chosen instead of I]! because different 1|! distribution can define the same geometry and because

the Shafranov shift depends closely on the shape. Appropriate shaping creates large volume

where the gradient geometrical factor, %Vw, is small and hence conduction losses reduced.

Shape Enhancement Factor. The gradient geometrical factor and the fact that the thermal dif—'

fulsivity does not depend on the shape can be combined to quantify the influence of the geometry

on the global energy confinement time. To do so, the confinement time of a shaped plasma is

compared to that of cylindrical plasma (indexed o) with the same thermal conduction and the

same input energy flux. It is then convinient to introduce a “Shape Enhancement Factor” (SI-3F)

as the ratio of these two confinement times:

q

"XH: = ——..7—-——— W
qin ,SJnjfidrdVo

0 r

a a

' ind‘l’ —1 .SaInI—E (w) dr dV
0 r

where S is the LCFS area. In the results presented here, the SEF has been computed using a flat

m
or

eL
ep

59
7_

1
03afiwgvggééwcgflgflfi

1.5 2 2.5 —0.3 O 0.3 0.6 —0.1 0 0.10.2 0.3
K 6 7t.

Fig. 3 Value ofthe Shape Enhancement Factorfor difl'enentrhaper. Leftfiom the ($5) scan with OVA. rep-
resenting Increasing 5 and ir from high K. Middle: from the ($5) scan with OVA. representing increasing 1:
and *from high K. Right: Ifmm the (5,1) scan and *from high K.
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density profile and a canonic profile for £i , so that Hx depends only on the geometry via the q!

distribution. In the derivation of the expression for H5, the thermal diffusivity was assumed in-

dependent of VT or (VT) . This hypothesis can be relaxed without noticeable modification in

the H, value [2]. Variation of the SEF with the three shape parameters no)» is shown in figure

2. It increases continuously with K but saturates at a limiting value of 2 for high elongation. It

decreases markedly for high positive 8 compared to its value around 8 = 0; computation on the-

oretical equilibria with very negative 8 indicates that the SEF should reach a maximum for

slightly negative values of 8; this remains to be experimentally verified. The SEF finally dis-

plays a substantial improvement for rectangular shapes

with a large it, typically 25% over the explored range.

Obviously the variations in the SEF correspond to that .3 20 " ‘ 3
observed in the energy confinement time. Thus dividing g; E:

the confinement time by HE should cancel the shape de— E g]

pendence. There remains however a decrease of 0 1 3 i E
- - - . 0 50 100 150'cEe/H1, when K and 5 increase, but this perststing var- P M3 [kW/m2]

O

iation can easily be interpreted as a heat flux degrada— Fig. 4 Energyflwc degradation ofrhe cm“

tion effect (fig, 3), (Pope-05 , since increase both in $753553???” Symbols and W
K and 5 are accompanied by an increase in P0,, [1,2].

Conclusion. In summary, no influence of the plasma shape on the transport mechanism has

been found for the explored shapes and operational regimes. Global energy confinement can

however be considerably improved by plasma shaping, which by geometrical effects reduces

the temperature gradient and the associated conduction losses. The formulation of this improve—

ment in term of a Shape Enhancement Factor has proved to apply also to more complex shapes

and to high elongations. It can therefore be safely used as a criterion for optimising the shape

effects. Study of the influence of high order shape parameter, such as the squareness, shows that

even if engineering or physical constraints may restrict the choice of the basic shape parameters,

there remains room for a substantial gain in the confinement properties with an appropriate

shaping.
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Introduction

In TCV (R2089 In, a:0.25 m7 Ip<l2 MA, B¢<1.5 T] ohmic H—modes have been ob—
tained in diverted single—null (8ND), doublemull (DND), and elongated limited plasma
configurations. ln ELM—free H—modes the particle density rises continously until the dis—
charge usually terminates with a high density disruption. Quasi-stationary H—modes have

been obtained in the presence of ELMs. The observed ELM spectrum is continuous and
ranges from clearly identifiable type III ELM-3 to low frequency, large ELMS [1]. The
netessity of ELMs for particle control of H~mode plasmas while causing high pealepower
loads on strike points makes the control of their level and nature desirable and motivates
the study of the underlying MHDminstability.
Prior to ELMs in TCV coherent magnetic oscillations, that indicate a rapidly growing
MHD instability, have been observed. The structure of these precursor oscillation is inves—
tigated with TCV’S Mirnov probe arrays. In particular an observed toroidal asymmetry
in the growth of the instability has to be explained.

Mirnov Probes 0n TCV

Toroidal and poloidal arrays of magnetic pick-up coils, measuring; the poloidal magnetic
field, have been installed inside TCV’s vaccum vessel. For high—n mode analysis there are
two complete toroidal arrays of 16 and 8 equally spaced probes, located on the equatorial
low field side (LFS) and high field side (HFS) respectively. Poloidal arrays each with 38
probes were installed in 4 equidistant sectors. Data can be sampled up to a rate of 1 MHz,
To maximize the signal amplitude, in spite of multipole field decay, toroidal and poloidal
measurements have been performed on two different plasma configurations, For toroidal
measurements a single null upper divertor (SNU) plasma on the niidplane (2:0), allowing

a minimal distance of down to 5 cm on the HFS and 7.5 cm on the LFS between the plasma

edge and the toroidal array, is investigated (Fig. la). To allow maximum poloidal phase
information the poloidal measurements have been performed on SNU plasmas, which were
moved as close to the bottom as was possible during H—mode. A minimum distance of
10 cm to the probes at the bottom of the vessel has been achieved (Fig. 1b).
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8) TCV #8856 OJDOS b) TCV “HMO 0.5005

Figure 1: Poloidal cross section
showing the position of the mag-
netic probes and the plasma. con-
figurations used: a) SNU configura-
tion for toroidal mode number anal—'
ysis. The toroidal arrays are lo-
cated in the equatorial plane corre«
sponding to positions 1 (HE‘S) and
20 (LFS). b] SNU configuration for
poloidal mode number analysis.
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Toroidal Measurements

The ELMs obtained in the discharges with fast toroidal measurements have caused a
moderate particle loss of 2—4% and an energy loss of 2-6% of the total plasma content,
which are typical figures for type III ELMs in TCV. Their repetition frequencies range
from 120-300 Hz. For many ELMs a coherent precursor oscillation has been detected
several 100 as before the onset of the enhanced particle transport phase corresponding to
the rise of the Da-signal. The precursor is first detected on the LFS where it’s amplitude
is generally higher than on the HFS, even though the distance between probes and plasma
is greater. The instability first develops at a toroidally localized position (Fig. 2). This
precursor then grows both in amplitude and toroidal extent with a typical growth time
of “rpm = 50 ps. At the same time the frequency fmn decreases from typically 120 to
70 kHz. When the precursor encompasses the whole toroidal circumference, the increased
transport of energy and particles begins. The Da signal increases rapidly, the magnetic
oscillations lose their coherence while the fluctuation'amplitude strongly rises. Due to
the toroidal rotation of the precursor, measurements with a toroidally fixed probe show
characteristics of beating as has been observed on otherexperiments [2,3].
The spatial measurements of 39 have been expanded into a Fourier series yielding toroidal
mode numbers of n = 0 . . . 8. It is clearly seen that the precursor consists of high n=5-8,
predominantly 7 and 8, components (Fig. 2), but spatial aliasing could mask higher mode
numbers such as 9 or 10. The amplitude of the n=8 component shows an oscillation with
the precursor frequency due to the missing phase information at the Nyquist wave number.
It is remarkable that a similar oscillation is also observed on lower n mode amplitudes.
There are several possible reasons for this toroidal asymmetry; For example the presence
of two modes with An=1 show a spatial beating, that corresponds to a toroidal envelope
of 11:1. Nevertheless that does not explain either the oscillating amplitude of A73 for
n S 7 or the existence of more than two toroidal mode components of the precursor.
A toroidal localization of an 11:8 mode can explain these observations. Assuming a

|
i
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Figure 2: ELM-precursor oscillations seen with the toroidal array on the LFS. Left: Contour
lines of By Show the toroidally localized onset of the precursor. Right: Amplitude of the n=5-8
components grow before the beginning of the transport phase determined by the Dog—signal,
which is shown below.

Gaussian toroidal weight of the amplitude of the pertubation field

M% 6—dimaz' 7

Be. 0 = Am - e 'Sin(8¢ — (250) (1)
the expected mode spectra show approximately a convolution of the 11:8 spectrum with
a Gaussian of half width 0,2 = 1/0,» This is consistent with the observed mode spectrum
(Fig. 2) and explains the oscillation of the amplitudes of n 76 8.
Since the toroidally localized onset of the precursor diflers for different ELMs, a local—
ization due to errors in the measurements (Le. hardware misalignment, gains) and a
triggering of the ELM due to an asymmetry of the TCV assembly can be excluded.

Poloidal measurements

The ELMs obtained during discharges in the configuration shown in Fig. lb) caused a
higher particle loss of 4-7% and high energy losses of up to 11% of the total energy content,
which is typical for large ELMs. The repetition frequency varied from 80-200 Hz. The
probes on the LFS show coherent precursor oscillations with a frequency of florets: 50 kHz
and a typical growth time of rpmmfifl MS. The observed local mode number of the precursor
oscillation mm; = Adz/A9 shows a dependence on the poloidal angle 0. The poloidal
spacing of the probes limits the resolution (mm x w/Agpmbu). Both very strongly with
the poloidal angle from mm m 8 to >> 20. If we assume a poloidally constant local
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mode number mm”; = 11 ~ q above the Nyquist mode number, the mode detected by
aliasing would also vary with 6. Therefore the poloidal observations are consistent with
high poloidal mode number of mum-20, but are, due to small signal amplitude, not
unambiguous.

Conclusion

TCV ELMs believed to be type III ELMs and large ELMs both show magnetic precursor
oscillations. Both precursors are strongly localized on the LFS. They both show similar
growth rates and frequencies, which are in the range of values found for type III precur-
sors on ASDEX—Upgrade [2] confirming the identification of TCV’S type III ELMs and
suggesting that TCV’s large ELMs are large type III ELMs.
A toroidal mode analysis reveals high toroidal mode numbers. High n and a strong local»
ization on the bad-curvature side support a. ballooning-like instability as has previously
been proposed for ELMs in various experiments [4]. The onset of the precursor is toroidally
localized. Since asymmetries in the machine have been ruled out as a cause, this asym-
metry must be intrinsic. A possible cause could be a. low-n resistive mode located in the
high pressure gradient region close to the plasma edge. It has been shown [5] that ideal
ballooning modes are less stable on flux surfaces close to a magnetic island. A bunching
of field lines close to the x—point can reduce the stabilizing shear and pressure gradients
are enhanced near the island. This could give rise to a localized high n instability as has
been observed prior to high-5 disruptions in TFTR [6]. Weak low 11 mode activity has
been observed, but a correlation between its phase and the onset of the precursor could
not be retrieved. ‘
The localized instability itself does not significantly enhance the radial transport over the
separatrix. It is its encompassing of the entire toroidal circumference, that seems to be
linked to the typical loss of particles and energy.
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Introduction - ECRH experiments have recently started on the TCV tokamali with the use of
1 MW, X2 heating. The ECW system installation is continuing and will eventually provide
3 MW X2 and 15 MW X3 {1], The study of the effects of different heating localization is
possible using I) the mobile mirrors of the iauncher, 2) the large vertical room for displacing
the plasma in the TCV vessel and 3) the radial displacement of the cyclotron resonance with
magnetic field. Initial studies of heating and confinement have concentrated mostly on close-to-
circular plasmas to allow the largest variation of beam-plasma geometry and to allow
comparison with earlier results on other machines - a necessary first step before investigating
more strongly shaped plasmas For TCV parameters (R = 0.89 m, a = 0.25 In, 113 < 12 MA),
the nominal field of B = 144 T and PEG
the frequency of 82.7 GHz of X2 10
gyrotrons places the resonance
position on the high'field side (HFS) 0,5
of the magnetic axis
(A=—0.16 to —0.2); while the 036
frequency of llSGHz of X3
gyrotrons results in a slightly low» Ohmic
field side (LFS) resonance position.

5 OH ECRH
Central MHD-activity — Different
types of sawtooth activities are 0-4
observed while scanning the safety ()2
factor q, the injected power PEC or
triangularity 5. The standard sequence 0~
observed when increasing q, PBC, or ‘02
decreasing 8, with a heat deposition 0 4
close to qzl, starts from I) ohmic- - '
like! normal sawteeth (NST), of the Figl Change of central sawtooth activity in a a) power

standard triangular shape, passing scan, ‘0") tfiansulafity scan
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through 2) saturated sawteeth (SST), where the temperature saturates after the fast reheat
following the sawtooth crash and 3) humpback sawteeth (HBST), earlier seen in ECCD
experiments on T-lO [2] to 4) complete substitution of sawtooth activity by a kind of "billing
activity" (HA), resembling HBST but where the crashes have completely disappeared. An
example of these different types of sawteeth is shown in Fig. 1a) for a power scan and Fig. 1b)
for a triangularity scan. A decrease of Du emission during HBST and HA suggests improved
particle confinement,

A study of the change of ST period and reheat after crash with heating close to or
inside of q=l, has been performed by the three different swept deposition methods. Sweeping
the plasma vertically through a fixed ECH beam keeps the incidence angle on the resonance
constant but changes slightly the magnetic configuration. Sweeping the B-fleld at constant q is
also non—stationary, but provides a sweep 0A ““55 {MWWECM
of the resonance location along the major
radius. Whilst a sweep of the mirror angle
9 in the poloidal plane produces a scan
along the resonance in the vertical direction _ .
in a stationary magnetic configuration. °' a‘a all gamma 0:7 Ufa
albeit with a varying incidence angle on the sx'fiwsalvnumwvmulteremwvvehtwswltumimmn
resonance. For all three sweeps, a u... . ., .. . “'sssfiffl' a
maximum of the ST period occurs when _ 2“ “ " ' " ' ' j‘ ”:W “' ' it?
heating close to the ST inversion radius 5-“: _ ' T ' 1' oi ’ ' l ‘
obtained from soft X—ray tomography, see “n a an 9,5 W; “232%?
Fig 2 for the example of a vertical, 2: m of“ M m w “:55
sweep. The rate of reheating increases smwmmfllmdmo}
when heating inside of the inversion radius 5_ V , ._ ‘ .. ‘ “1w
Moving the deposition further towards the 4-7 l ' l “a;
magnetic axis produces longer, giant ST of ET p Y ‘ _ 7 p row ”I“ a; Q)
high. but strongly fluctuating, temperature. 2% W”; vorfiq‘ép‘o‘xfaxffi .. .. ~r . a: 997904

The saturation of the electron I 7 E °°
oil 0.15 0,2 llmlnzs 0.3 0.35

temperature after the fast reheat occurring
with deposition between (1:1 and the axis Fig, 2 Radial deposition Zssweep showing initial

. ' sawtooth reheat slope and sawtooth period
as suggested by soft X-ray emission maximal C103e to (F1
signals, has been continued by Thomson
scattering measurements. The saturation seems to be linked with the appearance of 11:2 mode
activity on q=1, measured both from magnetic probes (Fig, 3) and from soft X-rays, prior to
the usual (1,1) mode, When the (1,1) mode vanishes for central enough heating, the central
pressure rises again in the final stage of the sawtooth development, producing giant sawtooth.

Optimization of confinement versus localization (B,q) and versus (Pale) — A n
initial confinement study was ended out on a small target plasma placed in front of the launcher
with quasi—horizontal launch in order to minimize effects related to the launch geometry with
regard to refraction (8:180, 1:38, K=l.3l, 5:0.15). Scan domains were:1.32<B<1.4ST,
representing a 20% radial displacement of the resonance around q=1;
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1.5 X 1019m‘3<neo < over~dense (X2 cut-off at 4.25);
2.2<q<6; PECSIMW. This power led to a ratio Pun/P011
during ECRH from 3 to 14 in the q—scan for IMW power
injection. ‘

In a B—field scan, for high-q (~5) moderate-power
(0.5MW) shots, the plasma temperature response depends
strongly on the radial location of the power deposition
relative to the q=1 surface. The central electron
temperature is maximum with deposition close to (but
perhaps slightly outside) the q=l surface (Fig. 4a) as
determined from the sawtooth inversion radius from the
soft X—ray camera data, The central temperature decreases
slightly as the deposition location moves inside the q=1
surface but again rises as the deposition location moves
further towards the center. The electron confinement time
does not show such a strong dependence on localization
during this scan; although, low—q high—power shots show
an increase (as with Te) for this location close to q=1
(Fig. 4b). As a function of the safety factor q, the
dependence is much stronger, with TEe increasing with q.
maximizing at q~5.5 and dropping beyond q~6 (Fig. 5).

$3034 A
75:0.3
IS=D,78
$30316

1E
9[

m
s]

a

)O
I.

[in

Fig. 5 113a versus q, for different deposition radii in a Bo scan.

The power degradation exponent (1p, (1Ee~P'°‘P), is Weaker than usually expected:
-O.5<dp<~0,4, as measured for q=5 at neo=2 and 3><1019m'3 (see Fig. 6), and at q=2.5 for a
density close to 2X1019m“3. This low confinement degradation may originate from the impact of
heating on profiles and MHD-activity (in particular the sawtooth period) during slightly off-axis
heating. When considering only power scans up to 0.5MW, higher degradation exponents are
obtained. This yields similar power and density exponents as obtained earlier in T—lO electron
cyclotron heating [3]. At the opening of the vessel following the campaign, a verification of the
launchers revealed that one of the launchers had a non-zero toroidal angle, thus some features of
the heating results, with PEC>500kW, may contain an ECCD component.
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Transport simulations of TCV
discharges — ECRH heated discharges
have been simulated using the ASTRA
transport code. The T-lO transport
model in the ASTRA code was
benchmarked against TCV ohmic data
in order to reproduce the central

0 2 105 4105 s 105 s 105 1 1061-2106 temperature evolution. In the ohmic
We” power [ W1 regime, the measured temperature

profiles Tc(r) of TCV are well
Fig. 6 TE: power degradation for two densities. q=5 described (accuracy t10%) by the T- 10

model (i.e. similar electron transport
and confinement laws can be used). Early discharges had q=3,1, K=l.26, differing oblique
beam incidence angles on the resonance (150<9<450) to correspond to the Z~sweep and static
plasmas with saturated sawteeth when heating inside q=l. To simulate correctly the measured
central temperature during ECRH, it was necessary to use an absorption efficiency factor
k~0.65<l (where Fab = k Pinput or more correctly, Fab = k PabTORAY), as in other ECRH
experiments [4]. Thus, under the condition Fab = 065 Pm, the T—10 model correctly describes
(in the stationary case) not only values and profiles of Teifl and nan) but also the temperature
responses for different power deposition profiles. Simulating more recent shots, with high q~6,
K=l.32, ne0=2x1019m'3 in quasi-horizontal launch (6:180), where Teoz3keV was obtained
with 0.5MW, a higher k-factor, close to unity was appropriate.

166
[m

5]

Conclusions — Heating effects, MED-activity and to a lesser degree confinement, are shown
to depend strongly on the localization of the EC pOWer deposition location. This has been
shown in sweeps and scans of mirror angle, vertical plasma position and magnetic field.
Sawteeth and mode activity are stabilized/dc stabilized depending on the location of the power
deposition relative to the q=1 surface. Dramatic changes in central temperatures occur when
heating is close to (1:1 or towards the magnetic axis. A similar trend, though weaker, exists for
confinement time. Confinement increases significantly with q, culminating at q~5-6, before
dropping at higher values. The effect of (1 on confinement is more dramatic than the effect of B
field variation, displacing the resonance in the range of i3—4cm around q=l surface. The power
degradation exponent has a value between ~04 and —O.5, a weaker degradation than generally
expected, which may originate from effects improving confinement, like sawteeth stabilization
or reduced shear due to the slightly off-axis deposition.
This work is partially supported by the Fonds National Suisse de la Recherche Scientifique.
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Abstract Experiments have been performed on the TCV tokarnak to evaluate the response of
Ohmic, L-Mode, limited and diverted plasmas to changes in the poloidal field coil voltages.
The resulting closed loop plasma responses have been compared with the CREATE—L
linearized MHD equilibrium model of TCV. The simulated responses show excellent
agreement with the experiments in both the time and frequency domains. Tests with models
derived using different assumptions indicate that the underlying physical assumptions of the
nominal model are appropriate.

Introduction The CREATE-L plasma response model is derived by linearizing the
equilibrium equation and Ohm’s law in the active and passive conductors and in the plasma.
In this model, the plasma is assumed to be in permanent MED equilibrium and the plasma
current density profile is kept fixed, whereas the total plasma current is allowed to vary. The
boundary and magnetic axis fluxes are also allowed to vary. The model can be used to predict
the plasma current, shape and position response to voltages applied to control coils and is
being used to design the ITER Poloidal Field Coil control system. In ITER only small
margins in power, coil voltages and currents are available for plasma shape control and it is
important that the model used to design the feedback control loop should be accurate.

TCV discharges were fully simulated by the CREATE-L model, including details of the 18
external poloidal field coils, their power supplies, the passive vessel structure, the poloidal
magnetic field and flux sensors as well as the plasma equilibrium for the particular discharges
used. Selected limited and diverted plasmas have been examined.

This paper describes the experimental details of the comparisons and presents the results of
comparisons for various plasma parameters. Models based on different physical assumptions
are also compared.

Experimental set-up Experiments were performed on two plasma equilibria. An up—down
symmetric, centred, limited L-mode configuration (tc=1.44, 8:03, Ip=200kA, q.=5.5) and an
L-mode, noncentred, single-null diverted plasma ($1.44, M38, IP=200kA, (11:73). The
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Wmatflcflflsnhummdphequmcymm plasma position and shape responses were

1 "y excited by adding stimulation voltages to the
poloidal field control coils. Responses to

50ms square pulses were examined in the
time domain to provide a simple visual test

~ Ee-Efi

of the modeluexperiment agreement. Random
binary sequences (RBS) were applied to

provide data for . spectral analysis for

frequency domain comparison over a wider

bandwidth.

‘0 trequeneymz) 1 The symmetry of the limited plasma was

Fig.1 Response of limited plasma to amiryrmnerric RBS exploited to improve the Signal to [wise ratio.
stimulation for expt. (light solid with dotted confidence Undown antisymmetric coil-pair stimulation
hwn‘m' CREME'L (dark mm “"d RCDM Mash“) was used to excite the plasma vertical

position, and symmetric pair excitation was used to excite other parameters. Single coil

excitation was used for the diverted plasma.

All experiments were performed in closed loop with feedback on five control variables

constructed from linear combinations of poloidal flux, field and poloidal field coil currents.

These were the vertical flux imbalance (P__VERT) which provides a measure of radial

position; the outboard field curvature (TRLOUT) and in the inboard field curvature ('I'RLIN)

which together provide a measure of plasma elongation and nimgularity; the vertical position

current moment (zlp); and the plasma current (II). An additional parameter related to the radial

current moment (PSI_R) which was not controlled was also compared and is the difference

between the R219 current moment and R021? where R0 is the unperturbed major radius. A set of

coefficients for the linear combination of fields, fluxes, and currents were also derived for this

parameter. A least squares straight line fit was removed from both the experimental data and
simulation responses to remove their offsets and linear drift. This is because the low

frequency disturbance or drift experienced by the plasma was not modelled.

Limited Plasma The closed loop time domain responses of a limited plasma to antisymmetric

stimulations were first compared to a rigid current displacement model (RCDM) in [1]. The

agreement was found to be good and showed that the coils close to the centre and on the

inboard side were best coupled to fast vertical motion of the plasma. The RES data was

reanalysed to produce frequency response estimates which were compared with the RCDM

and CREATE-L models (Fig.1). Both models agree with the estimated responses and clearly

lie within the estimated confidence bounds. It is also confirmed that coil-pair E4-E5 has a

much larger closed loop amplitude response at frequencies above lOHz than the pair FI-FS

and has a smaller phase lag.
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Puke stimuhlion on 0H1 (400V) Ind 0H2 (-EDOV) HEB] D
Symmetric excitation first introduced in [2] was used

(M
W?

!) on

to examine up-down symmetric parameters. The

RCDM cannot model these outputs and instead the

CREATE-L model and a plasmaless CREATE-L
model were compared to the experiment. Since the

TCV controller design was based on a plasmaless

model the latter was thought to be a useful

comparison. The CREATE-L model is within good
agreement for all coils and parameters in both the
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time and frequency domains. The plasmaless model

does not provide a meaningful signal in the case of

the plasma current moment parameters but is g :

reasonable when compared to the P_VERT, '2

TRLOUT and TRI_IN signals. 3 t
0

CIDiverted plasma The analysis was repeated for a K)"
single—null diverted plasma with single coil M 0-5 mm 0:8 0.7

excitation. The CREATE-L model proved to be in
, Fig.2 Response ofSND plasma to square pulse

good agreement With all the parameters except zIp WWW-0n for ”pt. (dark solid), CREATE-L

(Fig.2). The model follow the experimental trace (fishrsolidlandplamwlessmodelwashed)

except for oscillations in the experiment which occur when the plasma radial position moves a

significant distance. This can be explained by nonlinear coupling of the zip dynamics to the

position of the plasma. As the plasma moves radially outwards the vertical gradient of the

radial field (SBn/Bz) causes an increase in the plasma vertical position instability growth rate.

The closed loop plant becomes highly underdamped and begins to oscillate at the resonant

frequency (130Hz).

The response of the separatrix was considered important and was compared. Plasma

equilibrium parameters and the plasma contour were reconstructed using the LIUQE inverse

equilibrium code [3] from both experimental and simulated measurements of the poloidal

field, flux and control coil currents. Parameters such as ll, BP and qI were in agreement (Fig.3)

as Well as shape parameters such as K. 3 and the plasma contour itself.

Model assumptions Two variants of the CREATE-L model were tested on the diverted

configuration in order to examine the effect of the basic assumptions. First the sensitivity of

the responses to the shape of the plasma was examined. An up-down asymmetric limited

plasma model was created with a similar shape to the diverted plasma. Comparing the

simulations to the diverted experiments shows (Fig. 4) that the directly measured parameters

are modelled as well as the diverted model except PSI_R. The radial current moment proved

to be a sensitive indicator of the model accuracy.
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Fig.3 Response ofSND plasma to square pulse Figv4 Response ofSND plasma to square pulse
stimulation for expt. (dark solid) and stimulation for expt. (dark solid), frozen flux
CREATE-L model (light solid) CREATE-L (light solid) and limited

asymmetric CREATE-L model (dashed)

A second CREATE-L model was created for the diverted plasma assuming that flux at the
plasma boundary was frozen. The model agreement with the radial position signals is poor
particularly when OH coil stimulation causes large Ip changes to occur. This suggests that this
assumption is not reasonable for the closed loop square pulse responses of the plasma

Conclusions So far no disagreement has been found between any of the closed loop
experimental data and the CREATE~L simulations. This suggests that the assumptions made
in the derivation of the model are appropriate for plasma position and shape response
simulations for the discharges studied.
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1 . Introduction
The ability of TCV to produce a wide variety of plasma shapes has allowed an investigation of

MHD behaviour in a large number of limited ohmic L—mode discharges in which the elongation

K and the triangularity 6 have been varied over a wide range: K=1.l->2.5, 5=~0.3->0.7.

A 200 channel soft X-ray tomography system in conjuction with toroidally spaced soft X-ray

diodes has been used to study the structure of internal disruptions and MHD modes. A strong

reduction of sawtooth amplitude is observed as the plasma triangular-fly is decreased together

with an increase in mode activity. The reduced sawtooth amplitudes are not correlated with any

significant changes of the inversion radius and hence are not simply due to changes in current

profiles; the inversion radius however is strongiy correlated with the Spitzer conductivity

profile and with the edge safety factor.

2 . Diagnostics

The soft X-ray tomography on TCV consists of ten cameras placed in a poloidal plane looking

at the plasma through a curved Beryllium filter of 47 pm of thickness; each camera is equipped

with a linear array detector of 20 photodiodes providing a total of 200 lines of sight and allowing

a spatial resolution of about 3 cm The acquisition frequency of the system is 10 kHz.

The line integrated signals are tomographically inverted using the Minimum Fisher Information

method and the reconstructed poloidal emissivities are analyzed with the help of Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD), allowing the determination of MHD mode structures and the sawtooth

inversion radius [1].

The soft X—ray emissivity from the plasma is also monitored by four silicon photodiodes,

equipped with a Beryllium filter of 50 um thickness, placed at the top of the vessel and equally

spaced in the toroidal direction. The viewing lines of these detectors out the poloidal midpiane

57 cm from the centre of the vessel in the direction of the major axis. The availability of these

4 photodiodes allows us to distinguish between n=1 or n=3 (by aliasing) and n=2 modes.
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3 . MHD and sawtooth behaviour

The most important feature of shape on MHD behaviour is observed as the triangularity is

changed. Shots at high triangularity are characterized by large sawtooth amplitude and low level

MHD modes; as the triangularity is reduced the sawtooth activity decreases and the MI‘flD

modes become persistent (Fig. 1, top),
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tion of MHD mode structures.
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Fig. 2: SVD analysis of the shot 9688 (a) and 9763 (13). Contour plots of the dfierent Tapas are shown a: the
top of the figure with the LCFS.‘ dotted lines correspond to negative value of the Topos. At the bottom the corv
responding Chranos normalized to the sawtooth singular value are shown.

As can be seen in Fig, 2, for 6>0 the MHLD activity is mainly due to non—axisymmetric modes

localized near the q: 1 surface. These modes, presumably tearing modes, are present only as

brief precursors or postcursors of the sawtooth crash, being almost absent during the sawtooth
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ramp, For 5<0 MHD activity becomes continuous and appears as a rotating m=1ln=l mode. The

maximum of the mode amplitude is reached during the sawtooth crash and the rotation is in the

direction of the electron diamagnetic drift. At very negative triangularity these modes can lead

to a loss of confinement and cause disruptions by mode locking.

As the elongation is increased beyond 2 an m=2fn=2 locked or slowly rotating mode becomes

important (Fig, 3 ). reaching maximum amplitude during the sawtooth crash. The amplitude of

these mode increases with the elongation and, at fixed shape, increases as the edge safety factor

is reduced. The presence of this mode is consistent with the observation of an 111:3, n=2 mode

in the soft X—ray emissivity and in the Mimov probes during major disruptions in TCV [3-4].
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Fig. 3: SVD analysis of TCV SH0T# 11832 at 2:0. 7-0. 7]. The shot parameters are.'i'p=0. 7
MA, K95:2.38, 69520.28. At the top of the figure, the Tapas with the LCFS are shown to-
gether with the corresponding Chronas (bottom). Tapas #3 and #4 Show the normal 1/] ac-
tivity, while Tapas #5 and #6 Show the superposed slowly rotating 2/2 made

The amplitude of the sawtooth crash varies strongly with triangularity, being largest at positive

triangularity and sometimes Vanishing at negative triangularity [2]. This behaviour can be ex-

plained by the fact that any reduction in the ohmic input power, caused either by reduction of

current density (high qa discharges) or by an improvement in energy confinement as observed

for §<O, leads to a reduction of sawtooth reheat power. In Fig. 4 we see that plasmas with highest

confinement times have lower ohmic heating power and hence small sawtooth amplitudes.

The sawtooth inversion radius, defined as pim=tvimNW2 where Vim, is the plasma volume in~

side the inversion contour, correlates very well with the cross sectional area averaged current

density. This is shown in Fig. 5 where as abscissa we use the non-dimensional average current

density <j>*=p0R0<j>/BT; symbols refer to classes of 53 showing that there is no intrinsic de-
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pendence of the inversion radius on triangularity. This good correlation could be explained by

assuming that the effect of sawtoothing is to flatten the current profile inside the inversion ra—

dius, preventing the current density from rising to a value higher than that corresponding to qsl

for r S rim.
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Fig. 5. Normalized sawtooth inversion radius versus
non-dimensional average current density. Symbols re-
fer 10 Classes of Iriangularity.

The reduction of the ohmic input power with 8a may explain, at least partly, the increase of

mode activity. This reduction leads to lower edge electron temperatures [2]. which may contrib-

ute to destabilizing resistive modes. High amplitude modes are unlikely to develop with

Te(0.9a)>200 eV but are frequent at lower temperature. This suggests that the mode observed

by X-ray tomography at the q=1 surface may be induced by mode coupling with m>1,n=l

which are destabilized near the plasma edge.
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Measurement of the Effective Plasma Ion Mass in Large Tokamaks
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ABSTRACT There is not yet a straightforward method for the measurement of the D—T ratio
in the centre of a tokamak plasma. One of the simpler measurements put forward in the past is
the interpretation of the MHD spectrum in the frequency range of the Global Alfvén
Eigenmodes (GAE). However, the frequencies of these modes do not only depend on the
plasma mass. but are also quite strongly dependent on the details of the current and density
profiles, creating a problem of deconvolution of the estimate of the plasma mass from an
implicit relationship between several measureable plasma parameters and the detected
eigenmode frequencies. This method has been revisited to assess its likely precision for the
JET tokamak. The low it GAE modes are sometimes too close to the continuum edge to be
detectable and the interpretation of the GAE spectrum is rendered less direct than had been
hoped. We present a statistical study on the precision with which the D-T ratio could be
estimated from the GAE spectrum on JET.
1. Introduction The ratio of deuterium to tritium ions (D—T ratio) should be close to unity in
the plasma core to maximise the thermal fusion power. Different sources of deuterium and

Proportion of GAE found in the 150 cases tritium from neutral beam injection, pellet100
90 injection, gas fuelling and recycling from

walls and the divertor make the D-T source
80' ratio difficult to estimate. Different radial
7° transport time constants might further
so confuse the control of the D-T ratio. For
50 these reasons a direct measurement of the D-
40 T ratio is highly desirable. In the absence of

a clear candidate for this measurement, we
3° ’ have revisited the use of Global Eigenmodes
201 5 3 4 5 é 7 of the Alfven Wave (GAE) for determining

n (toroidal mode number) the core D-T ratio in the JET tokamak.

A method of estimating the effective mass1
“it”: ““7 defined as Acff = EAini/ne summing over all
Fig. 1 Percentage of GAEs found in 150 test ion species, was developed on the TCA
runs. as a function of the toroidal made tokamak [1,2,3], The method relies on the
number. ‘ dispersion relation for Shear Alfvén Waves,
given in the cylindrical approximation and up to second order in Wcici by:

mmzrr) = m°..2(r)/A..(r)[1+im°..2(r)/co..2} i2n,<r)A.3/n.(r)2.2)IA..(r)21,
where m°M2(r) = B¢2(n+m/q(1'))ltfln‘(r)mpR2 , n and m are the toroidal and poloidal mode
numbers, (odds the cyclotron frequency of hydrogen and the summation is over all ion
species. The GAE frequencies lie close to but below the minimum of this continuum
frequency. Many GAE's can be detected using a wide-band frequency sweep and Aeff could
be estimated from the full spectrum of observed GAE's. On TCA, about 60 W were launched
by a small poloidal emitting antenna and the system was used to measure the dynamic
behaviour of the effective mass following the influx of cold H0 into a D“ discharge [2] and to
feedback control the H-D ratio [3]. These encouraging results leave us with two open
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questions. Firstly, we needed to assess the likely precision for JET and secondly we needed to
assess whether the physics of the GAE would be different on a much larger device.

2. Method The uncertainties in using the GAE frequency as a diagnostic lie in its known
sensitivity to the precise details of both the plasma current and density profiles which have
considerable experimental uncertainty. Although the value of the Shear Alfvén Wave
continuum frequency on axis, 0311mm), is a local quantity, the separation between or,ml(0) and
the eigenmode frequency (OGAE is not and we must infer the value of this separation from the
experimental data available. In order to assess the extent to which the usually measured
quantities allow us to estimate this separation, we embarked on a Monte-Carlo based approach
to this proposed diagnostic, which required several steps:

0 determination of a suitable plasma profile paramen'isation
determination of the realistic parameter ranges
determination of inter—parameter correlations providing additional constraints
generation of a large volume of Monte-Carlo plasma parameters
adjustment of the multi-dimensional population to simulate a realistic distribution
generation of a small subset of data, creating 150 plasmas to be analyzed.

The resulting "representative"

C
H

O
U

.

20H %Ga'”‘”"=‘1 20 %°°"'°'”"2 JET discharges were then
D Hflflflnmml—h—M c fli‘lflmmn simulated in the 1-D ISMENE

o 5 1o 0 5 to code {4] to calculate the GAE
, frequency for modes n=—l...~7

”/sGaptornh's %Gaplorn=—4 and m=_1_ In ISDAENE we
20 20

“a— “flfla ,— COHSidCl' a cold, magnetized,

5 1“ current carrying, boundedo 5 10 a
plasma, including several ion

20 "/uGaptorns—S 20 %Geptorn=—6 species and various mass and

‘ HHHHI‘H‘I n Hflfll—l’lm fl current density profiles. All 150
L"a 5 to I7a a to plasmas were analysed in this

way giving 1050
20 *GEP'WW" eigenfrequencies. Full details of

H Hi‘l Fm fl , ~ the resultsaretobefound in [5].

v° 5 1° 3. Results A first inspection of
WMW‘N’ the raw results was disappointing
Fig. 2 Histogram of the variation of Etc/cu for different due to the large number of gaps
toroidal mode numbers. in the results where the code had

failed to locate a GAE peak in the
plasma response, either because the GAE does not exist, or its eigenfrequency is too close to
the continuum edge. Figure 1 shows the proportion of the 150 runs producing a separated
GAE resonance, as a function of n. The values of 801/0) found are histogrammed for different
72 in Fig. 2, showing a significant variation.

Figure 3 shows the percentage GAE separation as a function of n, for three representative
cases. Figure 4 shows the results from a frequency scan across the modes n =-l . ..-7, m = -l
for one case. The vertical bar indicates the continuum edge, 03min = minimum of Conmfi),
since the continuum may be at the edge of the plasma or at a local off-axis minimum. The
frequency scans are shown over the range (0.86 - 1.01) x 0min- The widths and heights of the
GAE peaks are defined by an artificial damping term introduced into the cold plasma model.
In the case shown. the GAE disappears into the continuum for n = -2, -3, -4 but subsequently
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reappears. Runs of ISMZENE using a 1~D hot model expanded to second order in ion Lannor
radius showed the same disappearance into and reappearance from the continuum.

Separation ottne GAE from the Continuum tors Test Cases We have cross-checked a few cases to
2 confirm the cylindrical model, by

performing computations with the
finite element LION code [6.7]. LION
differs from ISWNE not only by its
finite aspect ratio, but also in the fact
that no assumption is made on the
ratio Bo pol/Bo tor, whereas ISMENE

relies on a first—order expansion in
Bo poIIBo tor- The proper modelling

-—-lt"‘ 0f Bo pol/Bo {01' in LION has even

4 more dramatic effects, in particular for
" "mm” "ma number) the lowest frequency modes and low n

modes. Indeed, the first order
we»: 1m approximation in B0 pol/Bo [or is not
Fig. 3 GAE separation fiat/01%] as a function of valid for (ll/wet g, 0 or for ":0. In
toroidal mode number for the 3 test cases. 77w solid simple analytical cases (e g n = 0
[me is case No I, the dashed [me is case N0 14 and q = const, til/(0 ci a 0) the first order
the dot dashed lme ts case No 12. model predicts the existence of GAEs

whereas the exact model predicts no GAE. The relatively high fraction (50%) of n = -l cases
with GAEs as predicted by ISMENE might therefore be exagerated by an artifact of the first
order expansion in B0 p01/B0 ton

Finite aspect ratio effects have also been checked. The eigenfrequency of the GAE is more
affected by toroidicity for low n than for high n. But even for n a -l we found the GAE
eigenfrequency changed by less than 3%. Finite aspect ratio also leads to continuum damping
of the GAEs through toroidal coupling of shear Alfvén resonance surfaces with different
poloidal mode numbers.

To summarise, we have found a smaller fraction of identifiable GAE resonances than initially
hoped on the basis of TCA experimental results. The underlying reason is that TCA operated
with significant values of the GAE frequency compared with the ion cyclotron frequency
conmjmci 40-30%. On the other hand the physical size of JET implies complex-j of the order
of a few percent. Since the (alum terms push the GAE below the continuum, adding to the
separation due to field line curvature effects, the separation between the GAE and the
continuum in IBT is significantly reduced. ITER would have an even smaller value of
(mm/cod. Moreover, the smaller aspect ratio and larger elongation of JET, compared with
TCA, increases the toroidal and elliptical coupling of the GAB to Alfvén resonant surfaces of
different poloidal mode numbers, thereby increasing the continuum damping of GAEs [6,7).
The response is broadened and flattened and therefore detection of GAEs in JET is almost
certainly more difficult than in TCA. The ISMENE results are confirmed as reasonable,
provided the probably spurious reappearance of low n modes is ignored.

4. Analysis As a first interpretative step, we fit an MLP (Multi—Layer Peroeptron) to the
mapping {plasma parameters: 8010)}, where the plasma parameters are: [it-j, b—j, k-n, but,
q*], q* being the cylindrical equivalent (Ip R/a2 B) and k—j, k-n, b—j, h-n define the radial
profiles via the parabolic exponents and edge pedestals respectively. The MLP provides a
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generalised functional fitting of an {inputzoutput} multidimensional mapping [8]. The values
of Wm for n: *6 and n: —7 Show a high correlation. This implies that little additional
information can be obtained by using two adjacent eigenmodes and the analysis was
performed just for n = -7. The root mean square residual for the full data is w 14.8% of its
maximum range of 1 1%. Le. a statistical precision in to of 1.6%.The root mean square residual
of the scum] values of Stu/03 is 21% of the full range, namely 2.4%. The non-linear MLP
prediction of 50110) has therefore only reduced its uncertainty by a factor of 1.5.
m 1 =.. 't" -—~ 1 =_ ' . .g; " 1 + g n 2 + A Simple Iowa:
505 ’1. $0.5 + estimation of Aeff is
‘5‘ + ' ‘5? + . .
m 0.. .... “have EC 0.... .. ....MWF‘ obtamedtfwe assume

0.38 0.4 0.42 0.56 0.53 0.6 0.52 0.54 that new) is

”g" 1 “="3 " E 1 "“4 1" experimentally
Egg ‘3 E05 + available and we
6:" 0 ...Ww“ E 0 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, We?" assume q°=1.0. The

0.75 0.5 0.55 0.95 1 1.05 resulting value, Am“
~1n=-5 4 _ 1nn_5 + eanbefittedb linear
z :3 + y

+ d .
5505 r E105 + + regressron to the
e g .. a known Aeffw). This
E ............ ...Wwfi E G ...... . ‘ 1M++ m I _ h'

1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.0 1.35 1.4 1.45 1.5 2:335 ‘9 gem?!“
an e

“5;“ 1 "=4 + Rumna . DE .- ++ m:_1 estimated Ad, has an
%°° + + F _ W RMS residual of
‘1 0 .......... .....MP‘ ‘bmn rmuenwm z 0:0.087. Since the

1.5 1.55 1.0 1.65 1.7 range of Aeffw) is

”Jam'mm about unity, this
Fig. 4 Spectral scan over the test case {it 12. corresponds to an
EMS residual of 8.7%. An MLP was fitted to the input variables 11. kn, 1195, Ad,0 to see to
what extent an MLP could reduce the uncertainties further. Over the whole dataset for n = -7
the full—scale residual was reduced from 5.6% to 5.1% by varying the number of MLP hidden
nodes from 1 to 4, illustrating the lack of improvement.

We conclude that the MLP fit to the input data only reduces the uncertainty by a factor of 1.3.
We estimate the uncertainty of Aeffm) as being of the order of 7% for the GAE mode n = —7,
m = -1, chosen since it was observed for 140 out of 150 test runs.
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MHD stability of configurations with distorted toroidal coils
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1. Introduction

One of the principal advantages of tokamak/torsatron hybrids is that vacuum flux
surfaces exist prior to the current ramp—up and subsequent to the current rampdown
phases. This can facilitate plasma breakdown, reduce volt—second consumption making
it possible to lengthen the duration of a. discharge and more easily control the ter—
mination stages of shots. The added flexibility of an externally applied transform is
another favourable consideration, but it is realized at the expense of a nonaxisymmetric
deformation of the plasma which can cause the guiding centre drift orbits of particles
to escape the confinement zone. Moroz has proposed a compact stellarator/tokamah
device [1], but the ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability properties of such a.
concept have not previously been reported. in this paper, we examine the ballooning
mode stability and the Mercier criterion of the EPEIUS compact tokamak/torsatron
hybrid proposal [2]. We model the EPEIUS coils by single straight filament segments
located at their respective centres. The EPEIUS coil set, as shown in Fig. 1, consists
of 8 nonplanar toroidally distorted D—shaped coils with 360kA current in each, These
coils impose an eightfold toroidal periodicity on the system. In addition, there are 3
pairs of vertical field coils. In the absence of a toroidal plasma current in vacuo, the
magnetic field lines generate bean—shaped flux surface with varying ellipticity E and
triangularity 5 depending whether the cross section lies roughly under the plane of a
coil (largest E, smallest 6) or between two coils (smallest E, largest d).

The vacuum magnetic fields are determined using the Biot-Savart law and serve
as input for the free boundary version of the three dimensional (3D) VMEC equilib-
rium code [3]. With vanishing toroidal current, the equilibrium. computed reproduces
to a very high approximation the last closed flux surface calculated tracing vacuum
magnetic field lines. We have studied sequences of equilibria at finite ,8 with zero net
toroidal current within each flux surface and with SOkA peaked toroidal current. We
have also considered a sequence with variable hollow toroidal current fixed at 180 EA
and constant [5 = 6.75%. The inverse rotational transform q at the plasma edge is
slightly larger than 2 for these values of current and ,6 The local ideal MHD stability
properties of these configurations have been investigated with the relevant modules of
the 3D TERPSICHORE code [4].

2. Local ideal MHD stability

The sequence that has zero net toroidal current is obtained with vertical field coil
currents L, = (120,180,180)kA. The vertical field coil pair that carry 120kA have
the largest radii at 7",, = 1.06m. The pairs of concentric coils with centres farthest
from the geometric origin each carry 180kA. The plasma mass profile is prescribed as
M(s) = M(0)(1 — s)3, where 0 g s 5 1 is proportional to the toroidal magnetic flux
(hence to the plasma volume enclosed). To obtain the corresponding pressure profile,
we have chosen the adiabatic index 1‘ z: 5/3. The q—value increases slightly with ,6
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only near the plasma. edge; it decreases slightly for s S 0.6. The ballooning eigenvalue
and the Mercier criterion predict stability up to [3 ~ 0.8%. The edge region 5 > 0.6
tends, however, to remain very spiky. The most unstable ballooning structures localise
on the outside edge of the cross section that lies equidistantly between two coils. The
sequence with 50kA peaked toroidal plasma current has I” = (132,198,198)kA with
the plasma mass profile prescribed as M(s) = M(0)(1 — s)2 and the toroidal plasma
current profile precribed as 27rJ’(s) = 21rJ’(0)(1 — 8?. In this case, the local ideal
MHD modes predict basic stability to [3 ~ 1.2%. Locally unstable spikes remain that
are closely aligned with resonant [values of the inverse rotational transform per field
period 1/(qL) = n/m = 1/14,...,1/18, where L z: 8 is the number of periods. At
,6 ~ 1.4%, ballooning modes are unstable for s > 0.4. ‘We concentrate in this paper
on the [3 = 6.75%, l80kA sequence with varying hollow toroidal current profiles. For
this sequence, the vertical field coil currents were I = (180,270,270)kA, the plasma
mass profile is prescribed as M(s) = 0.5M(0)[(1 — s)3 + (I — s)’] and the toroidal cur-
rent profile is prescribed as 27rJ’(s) = 27rJ’(0)[c(1 — s5)2 + (1 — c)(1 — 54):], where the
parameter 0 controls the degree of bollowness of the current profile. We have chosen
values of c = 1,10,15,20,15 in this work. The case with c = 1 corresponds to a broad
monotonically decreasing profile and increasing c enhances the hollow nature of the pro—
file. The toroidal current profiles described this way and the corresponding q profiles
are displayed in Fig. 2. The Mercier criterion profiles and the ballooning eigenvalue
profiles are shown in Fig. 3. The plasma is unstable for c S 15. The configuration with ’
c = 20 becomes marginally stable to the local stability criteria except at a few isolated
and radially very localised surfaces in the outer half of the plasma volume that remain
Mercier unstable. The radial location of the point where ballooning stability becomes
marginal occurs in the region of vanishing global magnetic shear close to the plasma.
boundary .9 ~ 0.92. We have verified that the 15 poloidal transit domain of integration
for the ballooning calculation on the most unstable field line suffices to resolve the mode
structure more than adequately at this radial position.

3. Summary and discussion

In summary, we have investigated the local ideal MHD stability properties of a
compact tokamak/torsatron configuration that models the proposed EPEIUS device.
The {3 limits imposed by the Mercier criterion and ballooning modes approach 1% in
SOkA peaked toroidal current and in current—free cases. A sequence at ,3 = 6.75% is
demonstrated to become marginally stable to local modes when the 180kA toroidal
current prescribed becomes sufficiently hollow that the maximum value of the inverse
rotational transform gm” exceeds 5 and the minimum value gm", near the plasma. edge
approaches 2. The stabilisation mechanism is associated with the shape of the flux
surface average of the parallel current density < a >. A < a' > profile that increases in
magnitude radially exercises a strong stabilising influence on the energy principle [5].
In the outer half of the plasma volume7 the Mercier criterion (and to a lesser extent the
ballooning eigenvalue) displays very local unstable spikes that align with rational values
of 1/ (qL). We interpret this as a potential for pressure-driven island formation rather
than a strict stability limit. This phenomenon requires more detailed investigation us"
ing equilibrium codes that can study magnetic island structures. Global internal and
external mode stability properties must also be examined, particularly for hollow cur-
rent profile cases where the large toroidal plasma current concentrated near the plasma
edge could destabilise external modes.
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EPEIUS COlL SET

Fig. 1. The EPEIUS coiI set consa'sts of 8 identical distorted toroidal coils and
.9 pairs of zlertiwlfield coils. The coils are modelled by a aingIe filament at their
respective centres.
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Fig. 2A The toroidal cumnt pmfiles 21rJ‘(s) (left) and the corresponding in-
verse mtational' transform pmfiles 11(8) (right) in an EPEIUS configuration
at fl = 6,75% with varying degnzes of hoHawness controlled by the parameter
c = 1(0),10($),15(x),20(+) and 25(0), The tomidal cumnt 1's IBOkA.
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Fig. 3. The Memier criterion (left) and the ballooning eigenvalue (right) pmfiles
in an EPEIUS configuration with lBOkA hollow toroidal cumnt at fixed fl 2
6.75% for values of c = 1(t),10(x),15(n),20(+) and 25(w)‘ Positive values
denote instability
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Fast Edge Mode observed during Enhanced D...
phase in Alcator C—Mod

I.H.Hutchinson, R.S.Granetz, A.Hubbard, J.A.Snipes, S.M.Wolfe
Plasma Science and Fusion Center, MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA

Abstract. An n = 1, m = 4 perturbation has been observed during the Enhanced-
Da H—mode phase on Alcator C-Mod. It is resonant just a. few millimetres inside the
separatrix and rotates extremely rapidly in the direction counter to the plasma. current.
This Fast Edge Mode is either an indicator of an extremely large negative radial electric
field at the edge, or it is a mode rotating at about 4 times the estimated local diamagnetic
velocity.

Introduction. The “Enhanced Do,’7 H—mode [1] on Alcator C-Mod occurs at high
density and heating power, and appears to represent an attractive operational regime in
which the impurity accumulation, characteristic of the ELM-free H—mode, is prevented
without large ELMs. The energy confinement during Da enhancement is slightly lower
than ELM—free H-mode, but the edge particle confinement is much reduced. A search
for'the cause of the particle confinement reduction has revealed the presence in many
enhanced Du phases of an 11:1 magnetic fluctuation with high frequency: 60 - 90
kHz. This “Fast Edge Mode” is unusual in comparison with other large-scale MHD
fluctuations in that it rotates in the electron diamagnetic direction, or equivalently
the counter-I}7 direction. At present, these two characteristics (speed and direction of
rotation) are regarded as the defining features of this low-n1 mode.

General observations. Fast edge modes sometimes occur in bursts lasting typically
one millisecond that coincide with rises in the hydrogen light, and with slight rises in
the plasma pressure observed by divertor embedded Langmuir probes at the separatrix.
These bursts do not resemble ELMS of any previously identified type, being much more
benign. Figure 1 shows an example of this behaviour. As indicated by the ECE T,a
measurements, the fluctuation bursts show little or no (time-averaged) perturbation on
the edge or central temperature and occur at a different time from the sawtooth. Some
tendency has been observed for the bursts to occur shortly after sswteeth, when the edge
temperature is near its maximum. In any case, the Fast Edge Modes occur interspersed
with sawteeth whose precursors rotate in the opposite direction (co-1p) with frequencies
typically ten times smaller, thus demonstrating a “shear” in the mode rotation velocity.

Other Enhanced Da plasmas show quasi-continuous periods of Fast Edge Mode
oscillations, and some show no clear coherent modes. Occasional Fast Edge Modes have
been observed in what appear to be ELM-free H-modes. The magnetic fluctuations show
no significant statistical coherence with the fluctuations observed on reflectometry[2},
but both fluctuation levels are higher in Enhanced Do phases.

Mode Structure Identification. Because of the very high frequency of the modes,
their data are at present unaliased only on a subset of the magnetics diagnostics, pri-
marily the coils mounted in the outboard limiter plus a. few on the inboard wall. The
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Figure 1: Bursts of Fast Edge Mode fluciu- coherence (solid) and phase {dashed} for magnetic

aiions appear on Da. magnetécs and separa- coils separated by 10 degrees toroidally, during a

trim probes but not ECE. continuous Fast Edge Mode.

limiter coils are installed in two limiters separated by a. toroidal angle of 156 degrees.
Each limiter has coils in pairs at the some poloidal position and separated by 10 degrees
toroidally. This arrangement enables an unequivocal Identification of the toroidal mode
number of large coherent Fast Edge Modes as 'n = 1: In addition, spectrally resolved

cross~correlation analysis is able to verify this identification in many cases when it is

not visible by inspection. Figure 2 shows an example of this analysis The spectra of
» tw0 adjacent magnetic pick-up coils measuring 3.9 is shown together with their cross-
cohcrence and cross-phase averaged over this time period. At the frequency of the Fast
Edge Mode (70 kHz), the coherence is very high and the phase difference is about plus
10 degrees. For these two adjacent coils this indicates counterwrotation of an n x 1
mode. At the lower frequencies, bursts of sawtooth precursors‘can be seen. Their cross

phase is minus 10 degrees (equivalent to plus 350 degrees), showing opposite (Le. co—)
rotation. .

Because the plasma is strongly shaped, naive “poloidal angle” fits of the poloidal
mode structure are misleading, and because of the sparseness of the fast magnetics data
in poloidal angle, it is not possible simply to count nodes and antinodes. Instead, a value
of safety factor, qs7 is specified. and on the flux surface of the equilibrium reconstruction
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corresponding to this safety factor, the field-line is followed in 3-dimensions around the
torus, tracing out a poloidal contour. At intervals on this contour corresponding to
constant increments of toroidal angle, and hence of toroidal mode phase difference at
constant poloidal position, are placed filaments with current proportional to exp(——i6¢),
Where do is the phase difi'erence. The poloidal projection then has filaments with po-
sitions and phases corresponding to modelling the perturbation as currents following
field-lines on this rational surface. The values of the field perturbation arising at the
magnetic measurements from these filaments are then calculated and compared with the
experimental observations. (The influence of the conducting vacuum vessel is ignored
at present). The resonant qs is that which gives the best fit by this process. Figure 3
gives an example.

The measured values of the ampli- 0.9505
tudes and phases of the mode at the
measurements can sometimes be ob-
tained by inspection. However, when
their amplitude is small, statistical
methods are needed to recover the cor—
responding values from the noise. The
approach used is to form the cross
correlation matrix for all the relevant
measurements in the frequency band
of interest. The largest principle com-
ponent (he. eigenvector with largest
eigenvalue) of this matrix is then taken
as the experimental mode structure.

For the cases analysed so far, the
fast edge mode is found to be quite
well fitted by the field-aligned current
model with m z 4 (and n = 1). The
coils on the outboard limiters are by
themselves unable to distinguish be«
tween m = l — 5 because it is ob-
served that the modelled phase varia-

0.5
9602I4012

Figure 3: Fit of perturbation mode (stick arrows) to

observed magnetica (filled arrows}. The amplitude and

tion across them is hardly different for phase at the probe locations are shown by amw size

the different poloidal mode numbers.
This is a feature of the field structure
as a function of flux surface. Actually
there is a small discrepancy observable in Fig 3,, in that the modelled phase difference
from top to bottom of the limiter is N 30% lees than the measured phase difference (for
all modelled m-numbers). This is believed to be because the mode does not exactly
follow the field—line in shaped-cross-section plasmas; a small amount of field bending
is preferred. The critical measurements for mode identification, then, are the inboard

and orientation. The second limiter coils are shown
shifted right. The model filament phase is also given

by arrow orientation on the resonant flue surface.
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coils. Their amplitude in addition to their phase, is quite well matched (by m = 4).
This fact indicates there is no appreciable “ballooning” character to the mode.

Analysis and Discussion. The Fast Edge Mode is clearly different from the type III
ELM precursors previously observed on Alcator C-Mod [3] and elsewhere, and from, for
example, the “Quasi Coherent Mode” observed on PDX [4] in that it has n = 1, not
large (7: ~ 10 in ref [3]).

The q = 4 surface is only 4 mm from the separatrix, at the mldplane, in these plas-
mas, so this mode is resonant within the steep gradient region of the H-mode “pedestal”
or thermal barrier. The mode amplitude is quite small. The typical poloidal field per~
.turbation at the coils is ~ 2 X 10“5 T. A crude estimate of the size of any magnetic
island at the resonant surface may be obtained by supposing that a radial field of this
magnitude exists on the resonant surface. In that case an island width of only N 1 mm
would result using the standard island width formula 4\/(rq,Br/qBp).

The frequency and mode number of the mode tells us its velocity perpendicular to
the field, assuming the mode is essentially field-aligned. If the velocity were all toroidal,
it would be typically 4 X 105 m/s; whereas if it were all poloidal it would be 5 X 104
m/s. These speeds should be compared with the typical ion sound-speed of ~ 105 m/s
in the vicinity of the mode rational surface. It seems unlikely that the rotation could
be toroidal; if it were, it would be at about Mach 4.

The speed of the mode may be discussed in terms of the standard radial pressure
balance (for ions) E, = (l/Zeng)6p,~ /6r — nB.» + vi¢B,,, where E, is the radial electric
field, 12,-, pi and U,- are the ion density, pressure and velocity. If we suppose the mode
rotation to be due to E /\ B drift (the E.» term) alone, we deduce an extremely large
equivalent negative radial electric field, Er w _—-350 kV/m.

The mode probably is not at rest in the frame moving at the E A B velocity.
Resistive modes tend to move with the electron drift velocity, which is moving relative
to this frame at the electron diamagnetic velocity. Our knowledge of the diamagnetic
drift velocity in the H—mode edge barrier is limited so far by insufiicient spatial resolution
(about 1 cm) of diagnostics. But even a generous estimate of about 0.5 keV in 0.5 cm
(100 kV/m) is about four times too low to account for the observed rotation in terms of
diamagnetic drifts.- Moreover, if the velocity were to be attributed to pressure gradients
—— much steeper than presently estimated — the gradients would have to exceed the first
ballooning limit by a substantial factor.

The Fast Edge Modes then, are highly edge-localized, n=1, perturbations whose
rapid rotation shows either that they exist in a region with a. very large negative radial
electric field, or that the mode is a peculiar, as yet unidentified, instability.
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Analysis of ICRF Heating on Alcator C—Mod*
Y. Takase, P, Bonoli, S. Wukitch, C. Fiore, A. Hubbard,

A. Mazurenko, P. O‘Shea, M. Porkolab, J. Rem-don, C. Rost

MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 U.S.A.

1. Introduction
Alcator C—Mod [1] (R : 0.67m, a = 0.22m, lower single-null, ii : 1.7 typical) is a

compact high field tolcaniak. The first wall consists of all metallic (mostly molybdenmn)
plasma facing components. Experiments described in this paper were performed with
boronized walls. The heating scenario employed was hydrogen minority heating in
deuterium majority plasmas at 5.3 T with RF powers in the range 1.5—3 MW at 80 MHZ
[2,3].

2. Power absorption in L—mode plasmas
A density scan at an RF power level of 1.5 MW was performed in L»mode plasmas.

In order to avoid H—mode at this power level, the toroidal field was reversed so that the

ion VB drift was directed away from the active X—point. The density scan was repeated
at two values of plasma current, 0.8 MA and 1.1 MA (the density range Jfor the 1.1 MA
scan was limited to fie > 1.6 X 1020 In”). The hydrogen concentration was less than

3%.
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Fig. 1: (a) Stored energy increase and (22) power absorption efi‘iciency as functions of
density. L—mode plasmas, BT = 5.3 T, ID 2 0.8, 1.1MA, nH/ne g 8%, Pm: = 1.5MW.

Heating, as measured by the stored energy increase AW’, degrades by roughly a

factor of two as the density is increased as shown in Fig. 1(a). The absorption effi~
ciency, estimated from the discontinuity in slope of the diamagnetic stored energy, also

* Supported by US. DOE. Contract No. DEACOZJBETSIOIS.
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degrades with density from 100% to 50%, as shown in Fig. 1(1)). The incremental con-

finement time7 AIV/AP is approximately constant at 0.045 s. The heating degradation

at higher density is therefore attributed to lower power absorption efficiency. The cause

of degraded absorption efficiency for high density Inmode plasmas is presently not well

understood, but may be related to the higher edge plasma and neutral densities. In

contrast, power absorption in high density (fie > 3 X 10:20 mus) H—mode plasmas is

nearly 80%.

3. Power absorption profiles
In D(H) minority heating, most of the RF power is absorbed by the hydrogen

minority ions. Electrons and bulk deuterium ions are heated by collisional power trans—

fer from the heated hydrogen minority ions. A small fraction of the RF power can be

absorbed directly by the majority deuterium ions by second harmonic damping. The
central electron heating rate can be derived from the central electron reheat rate after a

sawtooth crash. The contribution from the ohmic heating power must be subtracted to
obtain the contribution from RF heating. The central ion heating rate can be measured ‘

from the discontinuity in slope of the central ion temperature. Both the central electron
heating rate and the central ion heating rate increase with density, as shown in Fig. 2.
The increase of the central electron heating rate with density may be counter-intuitive,

but this can be explained by the more localized power deposition at higher density. The
central (averaged over r/a S 0.25) power transfer densities to electrons and ions calcu~

latecl by TRANS?[4]/FPPRF[5]/SPRUCE[6] are shown for comparison. The fraction
of power transferred to electrons averaged over the whole plasma volume (compared to
power transferred to bulk ions) does decrease with density.

é " Ph—e
g Ph—i
2 4' '- Q Q .. ‘

m\‘ 0 Q: .

E 80‘
Q 2' 0 ’
E. 09 . :4
af: 0 Mr“’/ .

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
H e l: 1020 mus] _

Fig. 2: Central electron and ion heating power densities as functions of density. Same
parameters as Fig, 1, The solid. line and the dashed line are central electron and ion
heating power densities calculated by TRANSP/FPPRF/SPR UCE.
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There are two mechanisms responsible for localization of power deposition at

higher density. The first is the wave focusing effect. At higher densities the radial
wavelength of the fast wave becomes small compared to the minOr radius of the plasma,
and the wave field becomes more tightly focused. At lower densities the radial wave-
length becomes comparable to the minor radius and difiraction becomes important.

This effect will determine the power deposition width in the vertical direction along

the cyclotron resonance. The second effect is due to Doppler broadening of the ion

cyclotron resonance in the horizontal direction. At lower densities the average energy of
the minority ions becomes larger, thus increasing the radial width of power deposition.
A comparison of pOWer absorption contours calculated by the FPPRF/SPRUCE code

for low density and high density plasmas are shown in Fig: 3. Because the vertical ex-

tent is generally larger than the horizontal extent, power deposition width is determined

mainly by the wave focusing effect.
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Fig. 3: Total power absorption contours at two densities: (a) fie = 0.9 x 1020 m‘a,
(b) fie = 2.6 x 1020 m'a. Same parameters as Fig. 1.

The energy stored in the energetic minority ions is 30% of the total stored energy
at the lowest density in this scan, but decreases to 5% at the highest density. At the
lowest density in this scan, fast ion orbit loss is calculated to be significant {about 20%
of the absorbed RF power), but is negligible at higher densities.

4. Second harmonic damping
In high power H—mode plasmas, {3 of the main ions becomes significant. The

central ion beta. of ,Gio = 1.5% has been obtained at 5.3 T. Under such a condition,

second harmonic damping on the majority deuterium ions can dominate over hydrogen

minority ions for low hydrogen concentrations. Calculations Show that switch—over to
dominant second harmonic deuterium damping takes place for nH/ne 3 fig, as shown
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in Fig. 4 where the central (integrated up to r/a S 0.35, the sawtooth inversion radius)
power absorption by second harmonic deuterium, fundamental hydrogen, and mode

conversion are plotted for a high«density high—power H—mode as functions of hydrogen
concentration nH/ne. Such concentrations have been achieved after an extended period

(1e2 months) of deuterium plasma operations, Second harmonic deuterium heating may
be useful for enhancing the fusion reactivity in high performance plasmas such as high

power, high density H—rnode or PEP mode plasmas[3].
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Fig. 4: Central power absorption by second harmonic deuterium, fzmdcmental hydro—
gen, and mode conversion in high-density high-power H—mode as functions of hydrogen
concentration nH/ne. ET 2 5.3 T, Ip = 10 MA, PRF = 2.7 MW, E, = 4.2 ><1020 m'a.

5. Conclusions
A degradation of heating (stored energy increase) was observed in high density

L—mode plasmas, which was attributed to a degradation of the absorption efficiency

by a factor of 2. In high density H—modes, power absorption was substantially higher

(nearly 80%). Both central electron and ion power densities increased with density due

to more localized power absorption. In high density H-mode plasmas, second harmonic

absorption can become important at low hydrogen concentrations nH/ne g 13m.
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Enhanced Dcl H-modes in Alcator C-Mod

J. A. Snipes, R. Boivin, C. Fiore, J. A. Goetz, A. Hubbard, I. H. Hutchinson,
I. Irby, B. LaBombard, B. Lipschultz, E. S. Marmar, J. Rice,

P. C. Stek, Y. Takase, J. L. Terry, S. M. Wolfe
MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA USA

Introduction A new and potentially reactor relevant high confinement regime has been
20 -3found on Alcator C—Mod at high electron density (my 2. x 10 m ) with ICRF heating,

called the Enhanced Du H-mode (EDA H~mode) [1]. These H—modes reach a steady state

density and total radiated power, yet remain free of discrete ELMs throughout the ICRF

heating phase. The Da emission drops initially as the plasma enters H—modc, then rises rap—

idly, often returning to L-mode levels at the midplane and in the divertor as the density

reaches a steady state. The energy confinement of Enhanced Du H—modes is slightly lower

than that of the best ELvree H-modes, but can still reach and maintain confinement en»
hancement factors up to two relative to L-mode. High frequency (50 — 100 kHz) density and
magnetic fluctuations are often observed during EDA H-modes.

Method of Queration Enhanced Du H—modes were first obtained after closing off some

divertor bypass leaks, which increased the divertor/midplane neutral compression ratio from

a range of 10-100 to a range of 504.50 in H—mode. The first moderately enhanced Do. H-
modes were obtained before the machine was boronized by operating at high density (fie >

20 -3
2.5 x 10 m ) and high ICRF heating power (PERI-7) 2.5 MW) with strong gas puffing.

After boronization with BZD6 , EDA H—modes were obtained at high density without

strong gas puffing. While high ICRF power is usually required to achieve EDA H-mode,

some were achieved immediately after boronization with PICRP < 1 MW. The divertor pres—

sure in EDA H-mode is usually 2 — 10 Pa, but after a fresh boronization, EDA H—modes can

occur with divettor pressures from 0.25 - 1 Pa. Boronization widens the operational range

of EDA H—mode through lower core radiation and increased particle inventory.

Particle and Energy Qonfincmgnt EDA H—modes have somewhat lower core particle and

energy confinement than ELM-free H-modes in C~Mod. The .core impurity particle con-

finement time was measured with trace scandium injection during an ELM-free H—mode that

became an EDA H—mode before the scandium left the plasma (Fig. 1) . In the ELM-free

phase, the scandium did not decay, indicating an impurity confinement time much greater
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lfitiOH ill EDA HHmOde. The radiat Fig, I, Scandium injection at 0,7sec to measure particle
power saturates in EDA H-mode at a canfinememin ELM-free and EDA H-mode

steady state value with 0.2 < P [Pml < 06 rather than continuing to increase as in ELM-free
tad

H—mede (Fig. 2). The total radiated power profile across the main plasma, measured by

bolometers, is substantially lower in EDA H-mode than in ELM-free H-mode. By contrast,

the divertor radiation is substantially higher in EDA H—mode than in ELM—free H—mode. Z3ff

is also lower in EDA H—mode than in ELM-free H-mode.

The peak energy confinement in EDA H—mode is generally slightly lower than in

ELM—free H—mode, but can still reach Z x mode. Values of the thermal energy confine»
EDA

ment time in EDA H-mode 1% > 60 msec have been achieved compared to ELM—free

EFH ‘
values up to ”cm z 80 msec. The advantage of EDA H—mode over ELM-free H-mode is

that the confinement remains high in steady state for as long as the ICRF pulse because the

impurities do not accumulate and radiate away the thermal energy. This is accomplished

without the large perturbations of Type I ELMs. So, EDA H—mode has the improved con—

finement of Type I ELMy H-mode, without the problems associated with large ELMs.

Diyggtgg Physics Fast Scanning Probe upstream and outer divertor domed Langmuir probe

measurements indicate that the EDA I-l-mode is in the High Recycling Divertor regime [2},

where the measured electron pressure is approximately constant along the field, but the elec~

tron temperature falls between the upstream location and the divertor plate. The EDA H-
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averaged density. divenor Du emission, Central electron temperature, stored energy, total ra-
diated power and ICRF power.

mode occurs at high density when the power conducted to the divertor plate is sufficiently

high (Fig. 3). Here Pplate = Pin - dW/dt - PE?“ - 123;; is the power that arrives at the

divertor plate after subtracting the change in stored energy and both main chamber and di-

vertor radiation. Figure 3 shows an

EDA H—mode that turns into a de-

tached divenor H—mode through in—

tense nitrogen gas puffing. The en-

hanced D“ emission returns to ELM-

free levels when the power con-

ducted to the plate drops due to in-

creased radiation, just as the divertor

detaches.
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Often observed during EDA H'mOdc' Da emission is suppressed as the power to the plate drops.
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The magnetic perturba-

tions are covered in a
. . 9 12companion paper in these 3

proceedings [3]. The den- E 8

sity fluctuations are ob— cg» 4 N
, 5 9b Reflectometer

served With an AM re- 5 0
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fluctuations out to the 400
. ‘ . ' . Fig. 4. Average berween 0,8 and 0.929 sec of the Fourier transform of the

kHz anti-aliasing filter 01; density phase fluctuations from the reflectometer during an Enhanced Da
. . - " " ' b t 100 k .the diagnostic and often H mode showing a clear peak in thefluctuatwns am ou Hz

an additional coherent peak at typically 100 kHz (Fig. 4). Although the magnetic fluctuations

are often at about the same frequency and time, there is no clear coherence between the mag-

netic and density fluctuations.

Conclusion The Enhanced Du H~mode regime may prove to be a good compromise for

ITER operation to obtain high confinement, avoid large ELMs, and maintain low Zeff with

high divertor radiation in steady state. In comparison with ELM—free H—modes, impurity ac—

cumulation is substantially reduced in EDA H-modes leading to lower Zeff values and lower

total radiated power across the main plasma and a factor of two higher radiated power in the

divertor. The energy confinement is comparable in both types of H-mode. High frequency

edge density and magnetic fluctuations are observed during EDA H-rnode, though the role

they play has not yet been determined.
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Reversed Shear Experiments in Alcator C-Mod
with Current Ramp and ICRF Heating‘

M. Porkolab, R. Boivin, RT. Bonoli, C. Fiore, M. Greenwald, A. Hubbard,
LH. Hutchinson. Y. In, E. Manner, P. O’Shea, J. Ramos, J. Rice, J.C. Host,

J.A. Schachter, J. Snipes7 Y. 'I‘alcase, S.M. Wolfe, and the Alcator C-Mod Group
MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA,02139, USA

A. Bondeson, Chalmers University. Goteborg, Sweden

Initial scoping experiments were performed to obtain the enhanced reversed shear
(ERS) mode in Alcator C—Mod[1] using current ramp and early ICRF heating in the D(H)
minority heating regime. Alcator C-Mod is a relatively modest size (R = 0.67 m, a = 0.22
m), but high power density and high field (B; S 9.0 T, IP 5 1.5 MA) tokamak with a
divertor and substantial elongation (K- S 1.8), which should provide valuable data regarding
ERS operation with purely RF heating in a. plasma with comparable T6 and T;. In these
experiments up to 2 MW of ICRF power at 80 MHz were injected using a pair of two
strap antennas, each phased at 180° between adjacent straps[2]. The volumetric power
density exceeded 2 MW/m3, and the surface power density exceeds the H-mode threshold
in the steady current phase of the discharge beyond the first sawtooth crash at 0.23 s, a
substantial fraction of the resistive skin time. Typical plasma parameters at the end of the
0.23 s sawtooth free period were F2. = 1 X 1020 m‘3, B. = 5.3 ’1‘, Tag = 5 keV, Tic : 2.5
keV, nH/ne 2 0.04 — 0.05, and I9 = 0.8 MA. Calculations with a combined Fokker Planck
- ICRF heating code FPPRF [3] indicate for these parameters approximately 70% of the
rf power carried by the minority (H) tail is transferred collisionally to the background
electrons. During the initial plasma phase (t f, 0.12 s), the coupled power from the two
ICRF transmitters varies between 0.8 - 1.8 MW. Beyond this time, both transmitters
couple well into the target plasma, providing a continuous power of 1.8 MW. During the
ramping phase, 0.08 ~ 0.1 s into the discharge initiation phase, MHD oscillations were
observed on both poloidal field pick~up coils and ECE diagnostics. The short bursts of
coherent low fiequmcy (1 — 10 kHz) MHD oscillations lasting for 10 ms were observed
just as qq,“ dropped below 5. The correlated oscillations were observed on several ECE
grating polychromator signals which measures Tc at 9 radial locations along the midplane.
The diagnostic is sampled at 20 kHz and has a radial resolution of 0.9 cm, with 2.0 cm
separation between channels. As shown in Fig. 1, clear perturbations can be seen on several
channels during the current rise, indicating a relatively wide mode structure, typically in
the range 0.4 S r/a S 0.9. The peak in the fluctuations varies from r/a = 0.75 ~ 0.85 (see
Fig. 2). Equilibrium reconstruction using the EFI'I‘ code [4] was also done in an attempt
to establish the main plasma equilibrium quantities, including the q~profiles At least three
distinct equilibria were established, each with somewhat different current and q—profiles.
These q-profiles are also plotted in Fig. 2, two of them being a. clear reverse shear profile
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Figure 1 : Electron temperature versus time fmm GPCfor C—Mod Shot 960223047.

with go = 4.2 —~ 4.7, gm” = 3.2 — 3.1, (195 = 4.5, while the third profile tended to be
flat in the inner half of the plasma, with 9min = 3.0, and 9195: 4.5. One of the reversad
shear q-profiles, with q0 = 4.7, qmi" :4 3.1 was characterized by substantial edge current

pedestals, with significant MHD stability consequences, as is discussed below.

The poloidal and toroidal mode numbers of the oscillations were determined by com-
paring the measured phase of the oscillations on poloidal field pick-up coil signals from the
outboard limiter and the inner wall at difi'erent toroidal locations. The mode numbers Were
found to be m = 5, n = 1 on shot 960223047 at both 008 s and 0.09 s, which corresponds
to a flux surface that passes from r/a : 0.96 to r/a ~ 1 as the current n’ses. A current
filament code was also run to compare the measured phases with the expected phases from
a perturbation at the q = 5 surface and good agreement was found between the expected
and measured phases.

We have carried out a detailed MHD analysis of the 960223047 discharge during its
current ramp phase in an attempt to explain the observed n = 1 fluctuations. We have
concentrated on a time point of 0.092 s that corresponds to the beg'nning of the second
burst of MHD activity. The MHD stabiliy has been investigated with the linear code
MARS [5] for resistive modes. It is important to realize that the MHD stability results
are sensitive to equilibrium details that cannot be resolved with the available diagnostics
of pressure and current profiles. In particular significant uncertainties exist regarding the
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inner shape of the current or q-profilas, and regarding the precise values of the current
density and its gradient at the plasma edge. For the case under consideration we have
investigated all three different EFIT equilibria shown in Fig. 2.
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The MHD analysis of the first equilibrium (fiat q—profile) using the MARS code yields
an n z 1 resistive (tearing) instability localized at the q‘ z 4 mode resonant surface
near the plasma edge. The growth rate of this mode is low, with an estimated e—folding
time of the order of 10 ms. This result should be taken only as a rough approximation
because the MARS code uses only a simple expression for the temperature profile of the
form (T/Tg) = (in/pg)”, (72/720) = (p/pg)1_°‘, and Zcff : 1 when evaluating the plasma
resistivity. In our calculation we took the experimental values for To = 1.6 keV and
no = 0.7 x 102U III—3, and a simple guess a = 0.6. Thus this model may yield a value of the
plasma resistivity at the edge near the q = 4 mode resonant surface significantly difierent
from the actual one . The second equilibrium is found unstable to a very similar 71 = 1
resistive mode whose eigenfunction is (with go = 4.2) diplayed in Fig. 3. This is a single
tearing mode localized at the outer q z 4 resonant resonant surface, despite the fact that
this equilibrium has a non-monotonic q—profile with two q = 4 surfaces within the plasma.
The absence of a double tearing mode can‘be understood because the two q = 4 surfaces
are far apart and the inner one is in a high temperature region, so that the resistive mode
only grows at the colder, outer resonant surface. The growth rate of this instability is
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very close to the one in the first equilibn'um where q is monotonic“ The structure of the
eigenfimction is also very similar but the enhancement of the m = 3 component in the
central region of flat 9 2 3 of the first equilibrium is now absent. We can conclude that
the modification of the internal current density profile from the first EFIT reconstruction

to the second one has little effect on this resistive mode.

The third equilibrium (qo = 4.7) is found unstable to an n = 1 ideal external mode,
that appears to be driven by the larger edge current density (not shown here) and current
density gradient of this equilibrium fit, combined with the presence of a q = 5 mode
resonant surface in the vacuum just outside the plasma. This ideal mode has a growth
rate about 100 times faster than those of the resistive modes in the first two equilibria, with
an e—folding time of the order of 01 ms independent of the resistivity. Its eigenfunction
peaks near the outside vacuum region.

Comparison with the signature of the experimentally observed fluctuations is not
conclusive. The fact that the observed fluctuation amplitudes seem to exhibit a maximum
about q = 4, favors the interpretation in terms of the resistive mode rather than the edge
kink—mode. The discharge is not disrupted, and the main impact of these modes is that
the electron temperature is “clamped” in regions of large mode amplitudes. These modes
become stabilized as the diseharge evolves toward higher temperatures.

In these preliminary experiments no evidence of the ERS confinement regime was

observed yet, As the discharge evolves, at N 0.15 5 high frequency, (~ 300 — 400 kHz)
narrow bandwidth modes were observed, which are believed to be TAB modes driven by
the hydrogen minority tail. Future experiments, including D(3He) minority heating and
pellet injection, should favor increased ion heating and hence the enhanced reversed shear
(EBB) mode. In addition, oii-axis modeconversion current drive will be carried out in an
attempt to “clamp” the reversed shear equilibrium.

“Work supported by US Department of Energy Contract No. DE~ACO2-78ET51013.
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VOLUME RECOMBINATION IN ALCATOR C-Mon DIVERTOR PLASMAS
J .L. Terry, B. Lipschultz, D. Lumma, B. LaBombard, and D. Pappas
Plasma Science and Fusion Center, MIT, Cambridge, MA, 02139, USA

1 Introduction

Volume recombination has been predicted to be a significant process in tokamak divertors
under detached conditions. These predictions arise from a number of considerations ~ from
modelling [1,2], as the mechanism for removing a large fraction of ion flux [3,4,2], and as
a probable consequence of the ~1 eV electron temperatures observed in the detached di-
vertor plasmas of DIII—D [5] and Alcator C-Mod[6]. The first experimental measurements
of significant volume recombination in a tokamak divertor were on Alcator C-Modm,
where the ion sink due to recombination was observed to be comparable to the ion loss
to the plates. In addition, recent measurements on a linear device[8] have also shown
the importance of recombination during simulations of plasma detachment. The observa~
tions are consistent in a broad sense with the theoretical considerations and modelling.
However, more detailed experiments and comparisons with the modelling are required
before the role of recombination in the physics of plasma detachment is understood and
can be exploited to achieve the heat and momentum dissipation required in future fusion
reactors

In this paper a more streamlined analysis technique, which relates the number of recom~
binations occurring within a. field-of-view to the number of Balmer series photons emitted
within that View, is presented. This technique is then exploited to determine the spatial
distribution of the volume recombination occurring in the Alcator C-Mod divertor region
when the inner divertor plate is detached, while the outer divertor plate is still attached.

2 Recombinations per Balmer Series Photon

For the determination of the recombination rates in Alcator C—Mod, measurements of
the Balmer series lines of D0 are used. An example of such a spectrum, containing the
n=6,7,8...11 —> 2 lines is shown in Fig. 1. Measurements of Du (n=3—>2) along the same
View are also made at the same time. From the spectra. it is apparent that the Balmer
lines are Stark broadened, with line widths, consistent within a giVen spectrum, which
correspond to electron densities as high as ~ 2 X 1021m‘3i In addition, the measurements
typically show that the scaling of the upper level population densities of these transitions
is consistent with a. population distribution which is a result of recombination. They
are inconsistent with population by excitation. This can be shown using a. collisional~
radiative model like that of Johnson and Hinnov[9] or Fujimoto et al. [10]. Since the
scaling of the observed line brightnesses is that of population—by—recombination, the same
collisional — radiative model has been employed to relate the volume emission rate of
those measured lines to the total volume recombination rate, as long as the electron
density and temperature are also known. The number of reoombinations per photon of
any Balmer series line has been calculated vs T,3 and n8 for a recombining plasma. (ne 2 n,-
is assumed.) This is the the recombination analog for what Johnson and Hinnov [9] have
done in the ionizing case, where curves showing the number of ionizations per Dc photon
for an ionizing plasma were generated. We have generated curves which give the number
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of recombinations per Baimer-sel‘ies-line photon, with the condition that the upper level
of the line be populated by recombination. Examples of this quantity vs T8 are shown in
Fig. 2 at two different densities. Here we have used the model of Ref. [10], although use
of Ref. [9] gives essentially the same results.
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Figure 2: The number of recombinations per photon for three Balmer series lines, calculated in a recom-
bining plasma and showing the relatively weak Ci}s dependence for T2 ,3 ~03 eV. me = 1021 713—3 and
1021 m"3 for the second Dar curve.

'3 Spatially Resolved Measurements of Recombination

In order to provide more detailed measurements of the connection between recombination
and detachment, we have used the formalism described above to analyse the spatial distri-
bution of the recombination during an Alcator C—Mod discharge when the inner divertor
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Figure 3: The recombination rate per unit am: determined for dz'fi'erent viewed areas of the inner and
outer disarm?" plates. The inner diver-tor plate is detached, while the outer is not. Also shown are the
viewing chords, the LCFS, and the strike points.

plate was detached, but the outer plate was not. Other plasma parameters were Ipzlfl
MA, Pmnpzl MW, r7; = 3.5 x 102011173, with H—mode confinement. The line brightnessm
of the n=3,6—1l —> 2 are measured along the Viewing chords (With diameters of ~lcm)
shown in Fig, 3. The chords have diameters of ~ 1 cm. Radial profiles of D,I emission,
measured from a separate array, Viewing the divertor from above, show that the emission
is is strongly peaked between the inner divertor plate and the x-point, but. falls to about
20% of its peak value along the outer (attached) divertor plate, These measurements
lead us to ascribe the photons detected by those Views to recombination occurring near
the inner divertor. Similarly, we take the measured Do emission along the chords labeled
‘outer—divertor-view’ to be due to recombination at the outer plate. After verifying that
the Balmer lines (n=3, 6, 7 -«> 2) exhibit the characteristic recombination scaling with
n, curves similar to those of Fig. 2 (but generated for the plasma densities measured
from the line widths) are used to measure the recombination rate per unit area of plasma
surface viewed. Since the recombinations per photon varies little with "I“i at higher tem—
peratures, the Te needed for the evaluation is only an issue if it is 50.8 eV, in which
case the ratio between the 3—2 and 62 lines can be used to estimate the temperature. In
fact all of the analyses are consistent with T5 ,>u 08 eV. The results of the evaluations are
also shown in Fig. 3. The ‘inner—divertor—views’ show that the recombination increases as
the inner - detached « strike point is approached The more extensive array of DE, views
shows that the emission, and, by implication, the recombination rate are peaked at or
close to the strike point. However, rates for those views are not shown, since the other
Balmer lines were not measured. The integration providing the total recombination rate
in front of the inner plate has been done after interpolating poloidally between the views
by assuming toroidal symmetry, This ‘inner plate’ recombination was then compared to
the rate at which ions were being collected at the plate, measured by a. set of five probes
embedded in the inner plate. The recombination rate (~ 2.7 X 1022 5‘1) is approximately
a factor of two greater than the ion current (~ 1 x 1022 S“) to this detached plate. The
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time histories of each rate Show that this ratio stays fairly constant for the entire time the
inner plate is detached, which is essentially the duration of the diverted discharge. An
analogous evaluation has also been done for the outer , attached — plate, As shown, the
recombination is much reduced here, although the rate is similarly peaked close to the
outer strike point. The ion current collected by the outer plate (N 4 X 107'2 8—1) is about
20 times the recombination rate there.

4 Summary and Discussion

Significant volume recombination of the majority ions is been observed in the divertor
region of Alcator C«Mod under detached conditions, This determination is made by
analysis of the visible spectrum from the divertor, in particular the Balmer series line
emission. After verification that the upper levels of the measured lines are populated
primarily by recombination, the recombination rate within the field—of—view has been
found from curves relating the number of recombination per Balinernseries—line photon.
These curves are relatively insensitive to T, and n.5, although me is measured from the
Stark~broadened line‘widths. The distribution of the recombination is found for a case
where the inner divertor plate is detached, while the outer plate is not. The recombination
rate in the detached region in front of the inner divertor plate is apprmdrnately a. factor
of two higher than the rate of ion collection at the plate. For the attached plate, the
recombination occurring in front of it is still small in comparison to the ion current to
the plate. For both plates the recombination is peaked near the strike points. This may
be a result of the fact that at this time for this discharge 71,, is highest and Te lowest
at the strike point locations. It is interesting also to speculate about the effects of the
detached/attached asymmetry between the plates and the resulting, observed asymmetries
in recombination and ion currents We note that the total ion sink (recombination plus
ion current) is still approximately balanced between the plates, so that neutral density
made up of recombined and recycled neutrals may be balanced as well. It is still possible,
however, that differences in neutral density distributions may arise due to the volume
source nature of recombination. Such difierences may give rise to complicated ion/neutral
flow patterns in the SOL.

Finally, we discuss the possible opacity of Lyman series lines. The analysis and Fig. 2
assume that all lines are optically thin. In fact, Lyo, is probably thick along some paths,
and there is evidence on other, higher density shots that Lyg is somewhat self-absorbed.
The Balmer series lines are optically thin. The greatest effect of Lya self~absorption will
be an enhancement of the 11:2 level and a possible over—estimate of the recombination
rate.
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Study of Balmer spectrum near the photo-recombination
edge in Alcator C-Mod divertor plasmas

A. Yu. Figarov, J. L. Terry and B. Lipschultz
PSFC, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, U.S.A.

Introduction. Recent experimental [1] and theoretical [2] investigations have demon-
strated that volumetric plasma recombination plays a crucial role in divertor plasma
detachment. Important experimental evidence for the strong recombination of the ma-
jority ions in the divertor comes from the analysis of the plasma emission spectrum.
Under detached conditions in Alcator C-mod tokamak, the measured spectra [1] show
merging of Balmer series lines and a photo-recombination (PR) continuum edge which
is not a sharp step. This phenomenon, known as a smooth discretewto-continuum (D—C)
spectrum transition, is typical only for high density (N8 2 loam-3) and low temper—
ature (Te {:4 1 eV) plasmas [3]. In this paper we describe a theoretical model capable
of explaining the main features of measured spectrum, the smooth D-C transition in
particular. The changes in spectral characteristics with plasma density and temperature
variation will be discussed. The calculated and measured spectra for atypical detached
divertor discharge in C—Mod will be compared.

D—C spectrum transition. Fig.1 illustrates the smooth D-C transition in a fragment of
Balmer spectrum calculated for a deuterium plasma. The basic components of spectrum
are shown: Balmer series of lines Dk (index k corresponds to the radiative transition
from level n’ = k + n” to level n1” = 2, a with any index is the principle quantum
number), Balmer (BPRC) and higher—series (HPRC) photo—recombination continua, and
bremsstrahlung (BR). As seen, in the direction of shorter wavelengths (A) the intensities
of lines gradually decrease, the lines become increasingly broader, overlap and finally
immerse into the continuum. At the same time the BPRC extends above its ideal limit
(at Ab?“ = 364.6 nm) towards longer A. To explain the observed spectra it is not enough
to incorporate the Stark broadening of the spectral lines [4]. It is also necessary to take
into account the mechanisms which reduce the intensities of lines near the series limit
and simultaneously make allowance for continuum emission at wavelengths above the
ideal PR limit. Such mechanisms have been found to be connected with the decay of
atomic levels caused by statistical plasma microfieids (8PM) and have been discussed in
many papers [3,5,6] with respect to the separation of free and bound states and obtaining
the convergent expression for atomic partition function.

Collisional radiative model for DC transition. Our theoretical model is comprised of
three parts: (i) a collisional-radiative (CR) model for population densities of excited
states, (ii) atomic structure and collision rates for an atom affected by SPM, and (iii) a
model for calculating the line profiles and the extended PR continuum.

The population model is based on the CR theory developed by Bates et a1 [7]. The
Collisional Radiative Atomic Molecular code, CRAMD [8], solves a system of coupled
rate equations which describe the kinetics of population and de-population of quan—
tum states (n resolved) of an atom in the quasi-stationary approximation [7] and under
assumptions that plasma is transparent to all radiation and that the local velocity dis-
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tribution functions of plasma and gas particles are Maxwellian. An important feature of
the CRAMD code is a self-consistent incorporation of SPM effects in a. manner discussed
below.

SPM efiect on atomic structure. The energy it and ionization frequency '7 of each
Stark component are strong functions of the parabolic quantum numbers q and the
electric field strength f. To describe these dependencies we use the analytical expressions
u(q, f) and 1(q, f) derived in [9]. There exists a certain critical value fc for the external
field at which the potential barrier for a bound electron in an atom disappears. We
calculate fc by solving the equation: 7(q, fa) = 14,01), where 11., is the Bohr frequency of
electron revolution. It is well established [3,6] (i) that with respect to field ionization,
the SPM produced by ions are quasi-static; (ii) that the distribution function 9(pp, f)
of SPM is described by a Hooper distribution [10] with implicit dependence on a set pp
of plasma parameters, and (iii) that the existence of microfields with f 2 f1= results in
the reduction of the statistical weight (SW) of a level. We introduce the SW correction
factor 64 as the survival probability of sublevel q in SPM. It is calculated by integration
of 90‘) over microfield strengths from 0 to fc(q). The correction factor 5B of level n is a
sum over all its Stark components divided by 2112. The highest existing level m is that
with 471126", m 1. The dependence of 6” on ion density N,- is given in Fig.2. A strong '
decrease in SW occurs when the ion separation p,- (41rpgNi/B = 1) is about the radius of
n-‘th Bohr orbit.

SPM gfi’ect on collision gates. An important part of the CR model is a set of semiem-
pirica] formulae representing the rates of state-to—state excitation, ionization and re-
combination, and the probabilities of radiative transitions. For hydrogen the CRAMD
code incorporates the complete and consistent set of rate formulae developed in [11].
To include the SPM effects these formulae are modified by taking the advantage of the
ions microfields being statistical and quasi-stationary. In the most simplified version the
ionization rate takes the form rfif“(pp) = (5,1)”l 23:46; — 6i+1)Rf°"(Te l i + 1), PR rate
rflpp) = gn(6i—6;+I)R§'(Te l 1+1), and excitation rate rn.,.i(pp) = (6n—6nr)R,.,,.r(Te |
m), where R(Te | m) denotes Johnson’s [11] rate expression derived under the condition
that the ionization threshold is lowered to m level. The modified expressions take into
account both the increase of the oscillator strength coupled to the continuum and the
reduction of ionization potential. Thus the eifective rates are functions of many plasma
parameters pp. The destruction of upper levels causes an increase in the ionization and
recombination rates for lower levels.

Profiles of lines and the gggtjpuum. Standard theory [12] of line broadening by plasma
is used in the calculation of Stark profile. The contribution of ions is described in the
quasi-static (Q8) approximation. The QS profile, obtained by using the ion SPM dis-
tribution 0(f) and the inverse function hqqi = u(q’,f) — Mg, f) within the range
0 < f < fc(q), includes the multi—Stark broadening effects. The impact approximation
is used to calculate the electron contribution. The Stark profile of spectral line is a
sum over all dipole transitions between the Stark components of an appropriate pair of
quantum levels. Here we assume complete mixing between Stark components within the
my level, that is, sublevels are populated according to their real SW. The total profile of
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a spectral line is calculated as a simple convolution of profiles caused by Stark, Doppler,
electrodynamic and instrumental broadening mechanisms. The final profile of a given
line is renormalized to have the integral intensity equal to the intensity calculated by the
CRAMD code. In the presence of SPM the PR continuum, associated with free-bound
transition to 11’” level, splits into multiple continua. Each subcontinuum corresponds to
the destruction of n—th level (71” < n < m+1) with probability (6 4—6“) and to the ion-
ization potential lowering up to this level. In the calculation of its spectral distribution
we use Johnson’s [11] formulae and take into account the instrumental broadening.

Results. The previous analysis [1] of Balmer spectrum, measured from the detached
plasma in C-Mod divertor has shown that in the R-region (where the strong plasma re-
combination occurs) T., = 0.75 + 1.5 eV and N6 = (0.8 + 1.6)102‘m'3. For N, and T, in
this range we use the CRAMD code to calculate, under difl’erent model assumptions, the
population densities (PD) of excited states for deuterium atom. The dominant popula-
tion mechanism of states with n > 3 is the conventional 3-body recombination (C3BR).
Excitation of atoms from the ground state and molecular activated recombination [8]
can strongly efiect on the population of lower states. The effect of plasma microfields
on densities of excited states populated by CSBR is shown in Fig.3. Without SPM the
population densities monotonously increase with level number n. Exactly the same be-
havior gives the Saha—Boitzmann (SB) distribution for levels for n > 3. As expected,
the incorporation of SPM results in a. strong decrease in the density of upper states with
n. > 15 with respect to SB population. The destruction of atomic states with n > 8
significantly increases the intensity of PR above Ab?" as it is shown in Fig.4. With the
increase in plasma density, more and more radiation from Balmer lines transforms into
the continuum radiation, and, in the limit of ultra-high densities, the BPRC can spread
to the whole series range. At the same time, for Na < 1022m‘3 the ratio of continuum
intensities in the points 452 and 358 um, used in [1] for plasma temperature estimation,
is a strong function of Tc and depends slightly on Na. Finally, we performed a series
of runs in order to fit the measured C—Mod spectrum arround the Ab?" PR edge. The
best agreement with experimental data (see Fig.5) is provided the run with the following
plasma parameters in R—region: T6 = 0.8 eV and N6 = 2 x mum’s. The correction
of about 0.13 units of continuum is made for contribution of radiation that comes from
the core plasma and from the hotter region of the divertor plasma (Te 2 2 eV and
N, s 1021m-3).

Bgferences: [1] D. Lumma et al, to appear in July, Phys. Plasmas (1997). [2] SJ.
Krasheninnikov et al, Phys. Plasmas 4, 1638 (1997). [3] V.E. Fortov, LT. Yakubov,
Physics of Nonideal Plasma, chapter 7, NY, HemiSphere Pub. (1990). [4] BL. Welch et
al, Phys. Plasmas 2, 4246 (1995). [5] V.S. Vorob’ev at al, Sov. J. Plasma. Phys. 3-4,
499 (1977). [6] V.T. Gurovich et el, Sov. Phys. JETP 45, 232 (1977). [7] DR. Bates
et al, Proc. Roy. Soc. 267 A, 297 (1962). [8] A.Yu. Pigarov et al, Phys. Lett. A 222,
251 (1996). [9] N.Hoe et al, Phys. Lett. A 85, 41 (1965). [10] CF. Hooper, Phys. Rev.
149, 77 (1966). [11] L.C. Johnson, Astroph. J. 174, 227 (1972). [12] H. Griem, Spectral
Line Broadening by Plasmas, Academic, NY (1974).
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SOL POWER AND PRESSURE BALANCE IN ALCATOR C—MOD

C S Pitcher, J A Goetz, B LaBombard and B Lipschultz

MIT, Plasma Science and Fusion Center, NWl7, Cambridge, MA, 02139, USA

1. Introduction

In this paper we compare the results of a simple model of scrapeoi’f layer (SOL) power and
pressure balance, with detailed plasma measurements in the Alcator C—Mod tokamak. The
model is based on the commonly used ‘Two-Point Model’, but includes significant additions
(described in detail in a recent review article [1]). The present paper should be considered as a.
companion to an earlier publication [2], where similar data from the ASDEX~Upgrade tokamak
was presented.

2.‘ Power Balance

We assume that power flows along field lines in the SOL with a. density g” from the upstream
stagnation location to the divertor by electron heat conduction,

1 P1own-egg (I)
where L is the connection length (x 8m), T is the plasma temperature (we assume Ti 2 Te),
50 is a constant and ‘u‘ and ‘t’ denote the upstream (We assume outer mid—plane) and (outer)
target. plate locations, respectively.

In Eqn. 1 we have assumed that the parallel power is nearly constant over most of the length of
the flux tube. This is approximately valid, as detailed calculations have indicated, even in Cases
with high radiation on open surfaces, since such radiation tends to be localized near the divertor
Where densities are elevated. Although simple analytic estimates of such radiative loss based on
1—D modelling can he used [1,2], assuming for example, constant impurity radiation coefficients
and impurity fractions, the associated error is significantly larger than other uncertainties
implicit in the simple modelling. We therefore take the experimentally determined radiative
loss near the divertor as an input to the model. i.e, qmd.

The boundary condition at the target plate is

(It = TltCStl’YTz + Epot) (2)
where, qt is the parallel power density at the target plate (q: a q“ —- grad), as, is the ion acoustic
speed and 7 : 7' is the sheath power transmission factor. Epo: is the potential energy associated
with each ion reaching the plate, including atomic and molecular recombination (57,70! 2 169V).

3. Neutral Dynamics

\Ve allow for the loss of plasma pressure by ion neutral friction in a thin recycling region close
to the divertor plate; The pressure loss factor, fm, is given by,

Q 3‘3“ (3)l
a

re 1:9
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where,
m < 0'1) >i _

a_<av>g+<av>m_f(Tc) (4)
where < av > are the rate coefficients for ionization (i) and momentum loss (on), including both
elastic and charge-exchange collisions, given by {3}. Eqns. 3 and 4 were originally derived for -
gas discharge theory [4]. We assume an isothermal plasma temperature in the recycle region.

The neutral density in the recycle region It}; is related to the parallel scale-length of the
region Ly, according to [1],

c : ___ESt___.,_ 0—“ —1/2 _ )nHLH — F(T¢) _ < or) >i + < av >m (01/2 arctana 1 (5)

The parallel scale-length is determined using,

A
Ly — H _ (6}— sind

where 9 is the field line pitch angle at the plate and z\{.{ is the poloidal penetration distance
from the plate of recycled neutral atoms based on charge-exchange diffusion [5],

_ 8T: 1/2 1

AH _ (31rm < 0'1) >.'< av >m) E.- (7)

where n,— = 2nglfm is the density at the entrance of the recycle region.
Typically in experiments, rather than my in the plasma, one diagnoses the molecular gas

adjacent to the divertor fan,

¢mai = f»; = ”HER (8)OO
H-

4

where the 45’s are the molecular (‘mol’) and atomic (‘H’) flux densities and 63 is the mean
thermal speed of atoms in the fan based on the plasma temperature T,. We have assumed that
atom fluxes out of the fan are balanced by molecular fluxes back into the fan and that other
not particles sources and sinks are small in comparison to this exchange.

4. Experiment

The model is compared with experimental results from the Alcator C—Mod tokamak. The
SOL plasma density and temperature are measured at the upstream and outer target plate
locations with Langmuir probes. The molecular flux density outside of the plasma fan in the
divertor is determined using an absolutely calibrated capacitance manometer. The radiated
power in the divertor is deduced using multiple chords of bolometer cameras. The experimental
results presented here consist of Ohmic discharges at various densities without boronization
with Ip = 0.8MA, B: = 5.4T and vertical outer plate geometry.

In Fig. 1 we compare the experimentally determined pressure loss factor fm at the outer plate
on a number of flux surfaces (denoted by their p values, mapped to the outside mid-plane) with
the prediction of Eqns. 3 and 4. Reasonable agreement between model and experiment is ob-
tained, with strong pressure loss for T, < 5eV and no pressure loss for T: > IDeV. In particular,
the rapid decrease in fm at low T: is strong evidence that atomic physics processess are re
sponsible. In the case of neutral friction, this results from the rapid decrease in ionization rate
< 011 >,- compared with charge~exchange rate < cm >m. Fig. 1, however, may also be consis-
tent with other atomic prooesses being responsible, for example, volume recombination, which
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also has a strong temperature dependence and whose signature has recently been observed in
C-Mod [6,7], .

The fact that f", values on different fluxes surfaces are coincident, is perhaps surprising, given
the 1-D nature of the model. This is reasonable, however, since plasma flow in the recycling
region is primarily along field lines, from ionization source close to the plate to the surface sink,
with cross-field transport of plasma being of minor importance.

The full model is now compared with experiment in Fig. 2, as a function of line-average density
fie for conditions on a flux surface near the separatrix, p = 1mm. Two fitting parameters are
used in this modelling — the radiated power, as mentioned above, is taken from experiment, and
the relation between the upstream density and "fig, where we make the approximation in, = fie/3.
Thus} the ‘good fit’ between model and experiment in Figs. 2a and 2b is artificial. From global
power balance and measurements of the mid-plane radial plasma profiles, q” 2 75]”Wm”,
which is assumed fixed in the modelling, approximately consistent with experiment.

Fig. 2c, 2d, 2e give the model prediction and experimental results for the target plate
conditions, m, Ti and pt, and the upstream conditions Tu and p“, where PM are the total
electron pressures. The data clearly exhibits three characteristic regimes e the linear/sheath-
limited regime at low density, the high recycling regime at moderate density and the detached
regime at high density [1,8]. The linear regime has nearly isothermal conditions between the
upstream location and the target plate, with n, o: m and no pressure loss along field lines.
In the high recycling, large parallel temperature gradients develop, the target density rises
rapidly with discharge density, m oc ES, and no pressure loSs is observed, since T, > 106V. In
the detached regime, the T; drops below 5 eV and significant pressure loss becomes possible,
which results in a ‘roll—over’ of the target plate density at.

The model also gives the molecular flux density outside of the fan, (257,101, One notes this
continues to rise, throughout all regimes, following in the linear regime aim”; 0: fig, 95n or 72-3
in the high recycling and continuing to rise in the detached regime. It may be, at first sight,
surprising that atomic and molecular fluxes should continue to increase in the detached regime,
despite a decrease in plasma ion density (and fluxes) at the target plate, The high neutral
density is explained, after consideration of ion particle continuity, by the need to supply enough
ionization in the face of a strong decrease in the ionization rate at low plasma temperatures
[1,9].
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Transport Barriers and Bifurcations in off-axis ECR heated
discharges in RTP
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This paper focuses on recent experiments With strong off-axis ECH in RTP. Such dis-
charges show very sharp transitions in confinement with minor variations in either the
plasma current I,J or the (normalized) ECH deposition radius pdep. [l]
W
In Fig. 1 an experiment {I}, = 80 kA, mm) m 4. X 1019m‘3) is presented in which pump is
ramped by increasing the toroidal magnetic field B¢ within one discharge. By focussing,
the cross—section of the micro-wave beam has been reduced to a diameter of 2 cm. The
central electron temperature Te(p = 0) as obtained from ECE is plotted vs. time. If
electron thermal transport were a smooth function of plasma parameters and position, a
steady decrease of T40) would be observed as p.191, is gradually moved outwards. How-
ever, stepwise changes in T40) are observed: intervals with nearly constant Te (0) end in
sudden drops. The oscillation in Te(0) between 220 to 250 ms is due to MED-activity.
The position observed by the ECEchannels changes with 8.»; T40) was obtained from
spline interpolation of a few channels. Distinct classes of Tea) can be identified. [1] A
few of them are shown in Fig. 2.

1‘5 A ‘l’ l I l

I _\ pdep‘\)’/ 1‘5

g 10- . / . E“
iv 3 B q; 1.0“

:5. lWW x
3 \rfi uV 5-4
e o 5. M — 0 5“

200 250 300 350 —1.0 "-0.5 0.0 0.5
time [me] ,0

FIG. 1. 11(0) and pm for a. discharge FIG 2' Te(p) as measured by Thomson
in which pd” is being swept through the
plasma and varies between 0.2 and 0.6.
Note, that the adaption of the Te— profile

scattering for different phases of a ramped
pm experiment. Note that the outer part
of the profiles remains unchanged during
the experiment.occurs within small in ervals of the_steer-

mg parameter (arrowsg. ECH IS stched
off outside the presented time—window.

As the off-axis ECH is applied at sufficiently large pdep, pdep > 0.4, the current density
profile j (p) broadens, the central Ohmic power deposition decreases and 11(0) decreases
until Te(p) becomes hollow and the plasma develops negative central shear (NCS). The
remainder of this paper focuses on the regimes (b) to (e) in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows Te(p = 0, t)
traces for seven subsequent shots close to the transition between (d) and (e). Initially, the
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traces form a continuum, but after 30 ms two discrete levels in Te(0) are formed. These
two levels in (11(0) correspond to two distinct classes of hollow Te<p). Whether the plasma
takes the high or low branch is determined by the value pm, where the transition from
one class to the other is as sharp as 5pm < 0.01, corresponding to < 2 mm in the plasma
(see Fig. 4). The T9 and p8 profiles show a narrow transport barrier (a thin region in
which the turbulent transport is quenched) in the high confinement branch (d), which is
absent in the low branch (e) [3].

0.65 0.40 - I ~

g‘ E"
t o 50 33
El” E10

0.35 0.30 - ll '1‘

0.13 0.18 0.23 0.23 0.49 0.55
time [S] pdop

FIG. 3. Evolution of T40) as measured _
by EOE in 7 nearly identical discharges FIG. 4. High (T40) w .4 keV) and low
after switch on of ECH at t : 1501113, (T..(0) z .3 keV) branch of confinement
showing the two levels of confinement. discharges are separated by pdep. The
The Subtlety of the distinction between Sharp transition corresponds to a differ-
these levels is illustrated by one discharge ence of pd", of 0.01. The discharge that
(dash-dotted) that crosses over from the crosses over sits exactly at this transition.
low to the high branch.

When fixing pdep and varying the plasma current similar transitions can be induced
on the plasma. As an example, in Fig. 5 Te(0,t)—traces are presented for discharges in
which pm, is fixed and ID varies in the range from 80 to 101 kA. The ECH—system is
switched-on at t = 175 ms. Before switch-on the differences in Ohmic input power lead to
differences in T.(0). Again the system evolves into two separate regimes after switch-on.
Fig. 6 shows Te(0, t = 280 ms) vs. ID. The transition is again extremely sharp, 61p 5 2%
separating the two regimes. The discharges with II) 5 93 kA evolve to hollow T..(p). and
the discharges with I], Z 98 kA evolve to flat T203). After switch-off, the two regimes
remain separated. Two equilibrium profiles exist for the Ohmic phase of the discharge.
The the low Ip—discharges develop profiles that are flat within p < .3, whereas the high
lip—discharges develop ’normal’ Te profiles for Ohmic discharges.

Modulated Off—axis heating
Heat pulse analysis complements the steady-state power balance analysis [4]. It allows the
separation of components of the heat flux driven by diagonal and off-diagonal elements in
the transport matrix. Modulated ECH has been used to further investigate the transport
barriers. For this purpose, the gyrotron was modulated 100%, with a duty cycle of 80%.
In this way the net heating effect was almost the same as with CW ECH, while heat
pulses of sufiicient amplitude were induced. The modulation frequency of the gyr‘otron
was 312.5 Hz

In Fi . 7 the outcome of a ramped pdep experiment is presented for Te(p = 0.0) (dashed)
and Te p = 0.5) (full). The sharp transitions in confinement were clearly borne out by the
heat pulse propagation. Sudden changes in the propagation of the MECH-induced heat
pulses were observed, indicative of changes in electron thermal transport. These sudden
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changes coincide with the sudden drops in T40) as presented in Fig. 1. Interestingly, the
amplitudes of the two traces show an asymmetric behavior: At the instant of changes in
thermal transport, the amplitude of the central temperature modulation decreases and
the amplitude of the temperature modulation at half radius increases. This behavior
indicates that also here a barrier is crossed and lost.

0.65— -
\ .— 40E5 % 0.

,5: 0.50 \ ~ >34
Ff \ m

\\\\ H

0.35, \\\\ 7 0.30
, \4 .

175 225 275 325 30 90 100
time [ms] 1,, [RA]

FIG. 5. Evolution of Te 0) as measured by
EOE in discharges for w ich pdep was fixed
and ID was scanned. ECH was switched on
at t = 150 ms. Again two levels of confines
merit develop.

FIG. 6. High (113(0) % .4 keV) and 10w
(T40) w .3 keV) branch of confinement
discharges are separated by p.159. The
sharp transition corresponds to a differ—
ence of 61’}, 5; 2%.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the phase and amplitude profiles as measured with
ECE, for two discharges in the profile classes B and C, respectively (see Fig 1). These
measurements provide evidence for a transport barrier near p = 0.25, he in between the
amplitude maxima (or the phase minima), The evidence consists of the large phase jump
and amplitude attenuation when the heat pulse crosses the barrier, which is observed for
deposition both inside and outside the barrier.

sis. 7. 11(0) (dashed) and Te(0.5) (full)
during a ramped pd experiment with in-
creasing pdep. The fiCH-power was mod-
ulated. Note, that before the transition
at t =- 210 ms, 121(0) shows large excur—
sions as compared to the excursions af-
ter the transition. The time average of
Teéfl) decreases after the transition. For
T6 0.5), the excursions and the timeaver—
age increase after the transition.

200 205 210 215 220 225
time [ms]

Summary and Discussion
The presented observations evidence a non-linear response of the plasma to the off—aids
heating, and cannot be explained with a local transport model featuring a smooth profile
of the diffusivity. Sharp transitions have been reported for slight Ip variations, slight pdgp
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The Te-profiles show that outside pm the profiles do not change after the transitions in
confinement. The heat flow is constant, VTe and ne remain unchanged and consequently
Xe remains unchanged. Sofar, the data indicates that for all of the regimes, barriers
for thermal tranSport exist or are formed, crossed and lost as pdep is shifted through
the plasma. A local transport model in which xe(p) features sharp dips near rational
q—surfaces in regions of low shear, can be used to analyse these data.

A first attempt has been put forward to classify several regimes in terms of transport
barriers. The paw-scan indicates a Wide variety of classes of Tia-profiles to exist [1], all
of which have to be analysed. The analysis will benifit form the EOE—imaging system
currently being installed at RTP.
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Disruption Studies with Active Triggering of Thomson Scattering
in RTP
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introduction It is well known that if the electron density in a limiter tokamak discharge is
increased freely, a sequence of instabilities will develop in the plasma in such a way that
the discharge is abruptly terminated with a density limit disruption. Although the general
picture of the time evolution of the density limit disruption is more or less clear, the details
of the interaction between the instabilities, the changes in the complex structure of the
plasma that lead to the disruption, are still unclear [1].

In experiments done with the purpose to study the energy quench phase of an Ohmic
density limit disruption, a set of advanced electron diagnostics available on RTP such as a
high spatial resolution Thomson scattering system (TS) [2] and a 20 channel ECE
radiometer with a temporal resolution of 2 us. were used.

' To achieve the disruptions the density was ramped in He discharges, using a methane
gas puff with Ipulflo kA, 8.13—2.15 T and qa—4. The TS system was triggered on a magnetic
signal, representative of the m=2 power, which increases prior to disruption.

During these discharges MEI) activity developed in two distinct ways. One with slow
growth of MHD activity and other with fast growth of MHD activity that ends at a much
higher density than the former. Since the nature of the second type is not yet clear, We will
concentrate on the first type. These disruptions were always preceded by a radiative
contraction of the current channel, which strongly destabilized the q=2 surface. allowing a
big m-ZJn-l magnetic island to grow slowly and destabilize a m-«l/n=l mode in the core of
the plasma. Attention will be focused on thermal queuehes, since their study is the main
objective of this work.

The presence on the electron temperature profile of a m=3/n-=2 mode in the precursor
phase of the thermal quench was observed at RTP. This mode, predicted by Bondeson e!
at. [3] was also observed in other tokamaks, however by other diagnostics [4,5].

Minor disruption In fig.1 the time evolution of the ECE radiation temperature, along with
the oscillatory component of Be(r-a,8-0), obtained along a horizontal chord, is shown
during 2 ms. The first 0.5 ms show clearly an malln-al mode in the hot core of the plasma,
surrounded by a big and cold m=21n=1 island situated at 0.53 lr/alsl. The two modes
evolve in time such that the hot part of the 1/1 mode is aligned with the cold 0 point of the
2/1 cold island at the high field side (I-IFS). In between them the plasma exhibits a steep
temperature gradient as shown by the closely distributed equal—interval isothermals
around Irish-0.4. This region acts as a thermal barrier, separating the hot plasma core from
the surrounding colder plasma.

At 236.62 ms the thermal quench of the minor disruption starts, with the characteristic
decrease of central temperature and consequent increase at the edge. Three points are
worth noticing at this stage. Firstly, a few microseconds before the thermal quench,
isothermals start leaving the thermal barrier indicating that it is already leaking heat.
According to Bondeson et at. [3], the good flux surfaces that form the thermal barrier start
to be damaged at this moment. Secondly, the core of the hot m-l/nul mode remains hot
for ~ 40 us after the quench, indicating that the magnetic structure of the mode is still good
enough to provide energy confinement, while the surrounding plasma is cooling. ’I'hirdly,
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the amplitude of the magnetic signal from the m-Zlnsl island only diminishes gradually
after the quench, although the island is being crossed by a heat wave coming from the cote
of the plasma. After the quench the thermal barrier closes again and the core is able to
reheat.
LFS ECE (Radiation Temperature) r19970127.017

HFS

2’
.2

Em
2360 2355 237.0 237.5 238.0

Time [ms] ‘

Fig.l« Time evolution of ECE radiation temperature and fiat-3.04)). during a minor disruption.

Major disruption As in fig.1, fig.2 shows the time evolution of electron radiation
temperature, before and during the thermal quench of a major disruption.

LFS EOE (Radiation Temperature) r19970127.017 ressgl man we rezsn 1.25:2

245.0 248.2 248.4 248.6 248.8 249.0 249.2 249.4
Time [ms]

Fig.2- Time evolution of ECE radiation temperature and §g(r-s,G-O). during a major dismption. The 5 vertical
lines across the ECE profile, indicate the relative position between the thermal quench and the time of the
Thomson profiles of the indicated discharges.

At RTP the rotating MHD modes never lock completely to the wall. However the
quench occurs when the 2/1 mode, which starts rotating with a frequency of ~10 1:32,
slows down to a frequency of ~ 5 kHz. Apart from this, the global picture is in all identical
to the minor disruption, except for the fact that the thermal barrier is now completely
destroyed. Bondeson‘ er a1. conclude that the non linear coupling of large 1/ 1.3/2 and 2/1
modes breaks up the good magnetic surfaces isolating the qasl region from the stochastic
region around (1—2.

Due to low spatial resolution, it is impossible to recognize on the ECE temperature
profile of fig.2 any kind of pattern that could indicate the presence of a 3/2 mode. A 3/2
structure can be resolved, however. by high-resolution TS, as demonstrated by Te profiles
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in fig.3 a) and 4 a) taken before the energy quench. These profiles are along a vertical
chord that is toroidally displaced 15° from the ECE diagnostic. and 180“ from the Mimov
coils. Fig.2, 3 and 4 a) belong to three separate discharges that ended with similar Ohmic
density limit disruptions.

0} r19970123.055
l b) r19970123.055
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Fig.3: Electron, temperature (a) and density (13) Thomson scattering profiles before a major disruption with a
time interval between the two pulses of 60 us. For clarity. the location of the modes is indicated just for the
second pulse.

The two profiles of fig.3 a) belong to the same discharge and were obtained with the
double pulse TS, with a time interval between pulses of'60 us. Since the period of rotation
of the 2/1 mode is 170 us and the pulse #1 was taken at the time the 0 point of the 2/1
mode passed in front of the TS, pulse #2 shows the profile half way between the 2/2 0
point and the closest 2/1 X point. The Te#2 profile is therefore broader. Relative to the 1/1
mode, the Tel“ was taken when the ill cold point was at the HFS and, consequently, the
1/1 hot point at the LFS. Since TS measures across a vertical chord the Tefil profile of the
‘1/1 mode should be symmetric. After 60 us Te#2 should show the 1/1 cold point above the
1/1 hot point on the Te profile. That is observed, as indicated in fig.3 it),

Having localized the 1/1 and 2/1 modes, knowing q, and using the fact that the modes
are phase locked, if a 3/2 mode exists it should show its 0 points at lr/al~0.4 on Teltl. and
due to the defamation caused by the 2/1 X point, Tetlz should show the 3/2 0 point on top
and 3/2 X point on bottom. That is indeed what is observed as is signed in fig.3 a). It is
also visible that the 3/2 mode on Te#2 is pulled outwards, due to the deformation induced
by the big 2/ 1 mode and is lifted up indicating that close to the 2/1 X point the 3/2 0 point

.is hotter than when it passes close to the 2/1 0 point. A temperature gradient exists along
the 3/2 mode.

0n the Te TS profile of fig.4 a) the presence of the 3/2 mode is even more clear. This
profile was obtained just 160 us before the onset of the thermal quench (approximately
one period of the 2/1 mode).

In Fig.3 b) the electron density TS profiles, from the corresponding Te TS of fig.3 a) are,
shown. A clear density minimum can be observed at the inner separatrix of the 2/1 island
which implies a local density maximum at the center of the island, as has been observed at
TEXTOR [6] '

Returning to the ECE temperature profile of fig.2, it show an asymmetry in the
evolution of the thermal quench, also called the ‘erosion‘ of the temperature profile which
has been observed in other tokamaks [1]. Following the time evolution of the 1/1 mode. it
comes out that the hot plasma in the core which keeps its temperature the longest during
the thermal quench, is part of the hot core of the 1/1 mode. As in the minor disruption. this
indicates that the structure of the 1/1 mode is still able to provide energy confinement,
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while the surrounding plasma is cooling faster. Since, at RTP, the modes do not lock to the
wall this hot 'tip' of the 1/1 mode can be in any p0sition, depending on the phase of the 1/1
mode on the onset of the thermal quench.

F1997Dl 27.016 rl9970127.025‘0 , . . . . b) . , 7
0'5 _ , 0.8 ~ . pulse/#1“

+ puiseflZ l
l/l cold polnl

0.6 - -

5* 3/2 c polnt 3/2 x point 3*o in:4 x:1 0.4 - :1

0.2 *

SUTTON TOP
010 r . t l 0,0 l r i l .

—l.0 —D.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 -1.0 —D.5 010 0.5 1.0
2/0 2 /o

Fig.4- Eleolron, temperature Thomson scattering profiles a) 160 us before the onset of the thermal quench and
b) at the end of the ‘erosion' phase of the thermal quench.

- Fig.4 b) shows the electron temperature profile of the end of the 'erosion' phase of the
energy quench. As expected the profile is almost flat along all the TS line of sight, except
for the upper part, where the plasma is already cooling. It should be noted that the :1
temperature of 400 eV is higher than the 200 eV measured by ECE. This discrepancy has 3
been observed in all the thermal quenches and it is not yet understood. 1.

Conclusions Using the geometrical structure of the mayo-=1, m=3lnm2 and m-l/n-l
MI-ID modes. together with the ECE radiation temperature profiles, the magnetic signals
from the Mirnov coils and the fact that the modes are phase locked, it was possible to
identify the presence of the m—3/n52 MHD mode. This shows up in the electron
temperature profiles, taken immediately before the energy quench of a density limit
disruption, with a high resolution Thomson scattering diagnostic. The 312 mode in the
precursor phase of a density limit disruption has been detected in other tokamaks. more
indirectly with magetics [4] and soft X rays [5].

A decrease of the electron density has been observed at the inner side of the 0 point of
the mmZ/nml mode.

At the end of the 'erosion' phase the Te profile is completely flat but the TS measures a
temperature two times higher than the ECE.
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Evidence for fast radial transport during pellet ablation in the
RTP Tokamak as measured by Thomson Scattering

J. de Kloe, M. N. A. Beurskens, G. M. D. Hogsweij, J. Lek,
N. J. Lopes Cardozo, A.A.M. Oomens and the RTP Team

FOM—Instituut voor Plasmafysica ’Rijnhuizen’, Association Euratom»FOM, Trilateral
Euregio Cluster, PO. Box 1207; 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands .

Introduction
One of the basic assumptions in most pellet ablation theories is that on the time scale of
the ablation process, lasting typically 200-400 [is , only transport parallel to the magnetic
field lines is important and that cross-field transport does not play an important role
(after ionisation of the ablatant). If furthermore the plasma configuration is described
using flusurfaces, the calculations can be done in one dimension only.

In this contribution it will be shown that the above assumption is not always true.
From the measured time evolution of both the electron temperature, Te , and the electron
density, 116 , profiles after injection of a pellet in the RTP tokamalc, it can be concluded
that radial transport is important in some cases. It will be shown that changes in T3 or
ne occur for regions not yet traversed by the pellet. The changes take place on a timescale
much shorter than for phenomena that are usually referred to as non—local.

Experimental setup
The measurements in RTP have been done under the conditions: R0 = 0.72 m,
a = 0.164 In, Ipl = 75 w 120 RA, Bio, = 2,1 m 2.3 T, central density Deva 2“ 4.0-7.0
x1019m‘3, central temperature Tao : 0.7 — 1.0 keV, edge safety factor q3 = 3.4 m 5.5,
Hz plasmas and boronized vessel. The pellet injector was built by the Rise National
Laboratory [11]. The pellet velocity and time of arrival in the plasma are measured with
two optical detectors when the pellet is in free flight. The pellet mass is measured using
a microwave resonance cavity. The emitted Ha radiation is used to estimate the ablation
rate and to check the pellet position. Earlier results of experiments with this equipment
have been reported in [5, 7, 10]. For this investigation, H2 pellets with a particle content
of 1.6 —- 1.9 X 1019 atoms, which is a few times the particle content of the plasma, and a
velocity of 570—760 m/s have been used. The pellets have been injected in the stationary
phase of an ohmic discharge and the effects were observed with a Thomson scattering
(TS) setup, which yields Te -, ne ~ and pe -profiles along a vertical chord through the
plasma center, with a spatial resolution of 1‘7—2.5 mm [1, 2]. The laser of the TS system
can be fired twice during the ablation process, on a pro-programmed position of the pellet.
In this way the reaction of the plasma to the pellet can be scanned on a shot~tmshot bass.
Also some results were obtained using a five—camera. soft X—ray (SXR) tomography setup
[41. Each camera consists of 16 channels with a time resolution of 5 us and a spatial
resolution of 20 mm in radial direction. The spacing between the viewing chords of the
different channels is 20 mm in the plasma center.
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cm obliquely injected pellet (b) (far which some mulls are shown in fig. 3). The pellet positions at the
time of both TS pulses are indicated by the two diamonds.

Measurements
The first evidence for enhanced radial transport is shown in fig 1. It gives the Te — and
ne -pr0fi1es as measured by double pulse TS taken when a horizontally injected pellet (see
fig. 2a) was at radii of 82 mm and 36 mm (indicated by the bars at the bottom of the
plot). The time difference between the first and second pulse was 60 ,us . In the plasma
center the temperature drops, compared to both the undisturbed reference profile and to
the profile measured by the first TS pulse, even though the pellet has not yet penetrated
to the plasma center. This collapse happens when the pellets is in the vicinity of q=1 [5].

More evidence is obtained for an obliquely injected pellet. The pellet trajectory, and
the pellet positions at the time of both TS pulses, separated by 100 ps , are indicated
in fig 2b. The Te w and ne -profiles are shown in fig. 3. This obliquely injected pellet
has its closest approach to the plasma center at 84 mm (see the vertical dashed lines)
assuming that the pellet travels along a straight line, which is supported by photographs
taken from the ablation process.

In the ne -profile a clear rise is visible in the profile measured by the second TS pulse,
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in comparison with the results of the first pulse and the reference discharge, even for radii
up to 50 mm that are not, and never will be reached by the pellet.
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Figure A: contour plot of the SXR emission detected by one of the‘camems of the SIR setup. 0» the
vertical axis the impact parameter of the difierent chords of the camera, each indicated by a diamond, is
plotted. The dashed lines are explained in the text. All channels start to increase when the pellet is at
a mdlue of w 14 cm (£05.91 me} including the ones viewing the plasma center (11:! = 117 kA, BM. =
2.16 T, c1a = 3.44. mm = 4.1x 101910114).

The third piece of evidence is seen for some conditions in which a very fast increase
on most channels of the SXR system occurs when the pellet just enters the plasma. An
example of this is shown in fig. 4. The dashed vertical lines and the arrdws indicate
when the pellet reaches the limiter radius and the plasma center respectively (1101'. taking
into account that it might be fully ablated before that time), The dashed diagonal lines
indicate the radial position of the pellet. In this contour plot it. is clearly seen that most
channels start to increase significantly when the pellet is at a radius of about 14 cm
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{206.91 me), especially the central ones. All five cameras show the same behaviour, so
the emission is clearly not localised at the edge of the plasma. We have not yet been
able to determine whether this increase in SXR emission is due to an 116 increase or a
non—thermal part of the electron population, but a Te increase has been excluded by
taking TS profiles of this efiect. Further experiments are planned to determine What is
happening here.

Interpretation
In the previous section three difierent cases of fast radial transport were shown. It must
be noted that all these cases are much faster (occurring 50-200 as after the pellet entered
the plasma) than non-local phenomena published before, which occur 1—5 ms after the
pellet has entered the plasma (for an example at this conference see P. Mantica [9]).

The first case of a fast central Te -drop has been observed before on several Tokamaks
and is generally known as precooling (see for example [3]). There is no model yet that
explains this phenomenon. The second case of fast radial ne transport has never been
seen before on this timescale, although it was known already that the symmetrisation
of the 11.3 -profi1e after the end of the ablation is remarkably fast [6]. For both cases a
diffusivity for the region not traversed by the pellet can be calculated from the two profiles.
This results in an electron thermal diffusivity x, much larger than usually observed in
undisturbed plasmas for the first case (fig. 13. yields x5 > 30 run/s). For the second
case the electron inward convection v¢ also is far above the expected value (fig. 3b yields
v,,, > 400 m/s). This indicates that these fast transport processes are probably not
diffusive, although it can not be excluded that the fast na transport is diffusive since a.
very localised density increase maybe is not seen by the TS diagnostic. The third case is
even faster because here the pellet just starts to penetrate the plasma when the eflects in
the center become visible. Although it is not known if a change in 11B is causing this effect
it might be connected to the extremely fast charge exchange precooling that is described
by Liu [8] which would cause besides a central cooling also a small central density increase.
Finally it must be noted that though all three processes are very fast they probably do
not have a common explanation.
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Dynamics of small scale Te, me and pe structures;
Thomson Scattering at RTP.

M.N.A. Beurskens, OJ. Barth, N.J. Lopes Cardozo, H.J. van der Meiden,
and the RTP—team

FOM—Instituut voor Plasmaiysica ‘Rijnhuizen’, Association Euratom—FOM,
PO. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands. Trilateral Euregio Cluster.

Introduction
The research program of the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP; R/a : 0.72/0.16m,

ET 3 2.5 T, 1,, g 150 kA, q, 2 2) is concentrated on transport physics. For a typical
Ohmic plasma ((1. = 5), Without additional heating, the central electron temperature (Ta)
is ~l keV at a density (113) of 5 X 1019 111—3. Additional heating of the plasma is performed
by Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) at 60 and 110 GHz.

One of the research goals is to study small—scale structures on the Te, me and pe profile.
In this paper only pe profiles are shown because they feature the most clear structures.
Fig. 1 gives an overview of the structures which have been observed with the multi—position
Thomson scattering diag'nosticl'2 at RTP. In the center of the plasma high 138 peaks have
been observed during additional ECH. These peaks, so—called filaments, have a typical
width of 5—10 mm. Additionally heated plasmas also show steep pe gradients near the
sawtooth inversion region. The pa profile also shows small scale, odd and even, steps and
bumps. These are interpreted as higher odd and even MHD modes and appear in both
Ohmic and additionally heated plasmas. High ne discharges show large m/2122/ l islands.
The size of these islands can be up to 1/4 of the plasma radius. Also with off~axis ECH
strong 111:2 activity can be induced.

A double pulse multi-position Thomson scattering diagnostic has been installedsl“ to
study the dynamics of the structures. This diagnostic measures Te and ne profiles along a
vertical chord covering 85 % of the diameter. The spatial resolution is ~ 1 % of the plasma
diameter. Te can be measured with an accuracy of g 5 % in the range 50 eV—6 keV for
ne m 2 - 10l9 In—3 and a laser energy of 10 J. The error on ne is a factor 1.5 less. A 50~
100% observational error is reached at me ~ 10“5 m‘a. The double pulse feature enables
measurements of two profiles during one plasma discharge with a temporal separation (At)
of 20—800 as. Fig.2 shows that there is good agreement between the measured profiles
for At=0 us. Small scale pe structures are discussed in the following order: m/n: 2/1
islands, small odd and even MHD modes, and finally the filaments.
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Figure 1: Overview of the most striking structures observed by Multi-position Thomson scattering
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Identification of MI-ID modes using the plasma rotation.
Fig. 3 (a) shows two Thomson scattering profiles taken in a high he discharge, in which

a large m=2 mode was present. The 11122 island is clearly visible in the profiles. In this
case, At was set equal to the rotation period (mm) of the mode, as measured by magnet—
ics. Comparing the two profiles, it is clear that the m=2 island is very similar. Moreover,
also smaller structures, most strikingly the odd mode in the steep gradient, but also the
complicated Te structure in the center, appear very similar in two measurements taken
with At = (mm). the fact that these structures appear in the same relative positions
after a single toroidal turn demonstrates that the constellation may be regarded as a solid
rotator. '
Using the plasma rotation and setting At to a fraction of 7mm, allows a mode analysis
of the structures seen on the profiles. An example is given in Fig 3(1)), which shows how
after Atr—Ofixmap the m=2 island has rotated from showing its x—points to showing its
O-points. Interestingly, the 0-point of the odd mode in the steep gradient has returned
to the same position, demonstrating that this mode must have n=even, with n=2 as the
most likely candidate.
In Fig, 4 the plasma rotation is again used, with At=0.5><'rMHDL In these profiles, a 3/2
and a 4/3 mode could be identified using the rotation, in combination with the q-profile
calculated using neo—classical resistivity and including the bootstrap current.
A more extensive database will be created containing a At scan, such that even higher
MHD modes can be identified.

Filaments
Two pe profiles of an additionally heated low density (ne(0)% 2 x 1019 m”) discharge

are shown in Fig. 5. The separation time At :‘rmm 90115 is obtained from m/n=2/1 rota-
tion. A reproduction of the position of the filaments can be seen, however, the amplitude
varies, This is not surprising in view of the very peakedness of the filaments. When mm,
is missed by At by a few percent, the laser-beam crosses the filaments differently and two
subsequent pe profiles show peaks with varying amplitude. Topologically, filaments are
interpreted as snake—like m/n: 1/1 modes.

Summary . _
At RTP small scale structures on T3, ne and 133 can be measured with a very high

spatial resolution using the Thomson scattering system at RTP. Taking the MHD rotau
tion frequency into account the mode number of MHD modes can be identified. Filaments
seem to reproduce after one rotation period.
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Introduction

The good confinement and transport properties of tokamal; plasmas with negative central shear
and large positive shear near the edge have attracted a lot of interest since it opens up the possibil-
ity for smaller tokamak reactors. MHD stability analysis of such plasmas is performed to obtain
insight in the maximum obtainable beta values that can be achieved. Plasmas with inverted shear
are potentially unstable with respect to internal low—n pressure driven infernal modes that often
pose more severe limits on achievable beta values than high-n ballooning modes [7, 3]. How—
ever, low-n external modes are generally the most severe instabilities in plasma with inverted
shear, see for example [1].

We have performed an MRI) stability analysis for KSTAR tokamak plasmas with inverted
shear. KSTAR is a tokamak that is currently being designed by the Korean Atomic Energy Re"
search Institute and Korean universities Its design parameters are R = 1.8 m, a = 0.5 m, ellip-
ticity s a 2.0, triangularity 5 m 0,8, B m 3,15T, I g 20 MA. A large fraction of the plasma
current will be driven non-inductively and off—axis giving rise to inverted shear profiles. In this
paper we focus on the n == 1 stability analysis of KSTAR plasmas with high shear at the plasma
edge, i.e., Q1 /qmm g 6—8. We especially look at cquilibria with 1.0 S qmin g 2.0 to investigate
the stability requirements with respect to m/n = 1/ 1, 2/1 modes.

Equilibrium construction

Static equilibria are constructed with the HELENA code [5] using 81 radial grid points and 129
poloidal grid points. For the specification of the equilibrium we use a typical averaged current
density and pressure profile as obtained by the IE'ITO transport code in the modeling phase of
the profile control experiments [4]. The pressure profile is described by 21 grid points and is
optimized for stability against the first region of stability by locally adapting the pressure gradi—
ent. The optimal toroidal beta reached for I = 2.04 MA is 13, = 6.4% and 3,, = 1.8. For the
in = 1 stability study the equilibria are recalculated with 101 radial grid points and 257 poloidai
grid points to obtain better resolved better converged growth rates and eigenfunctions. Also,
lower poloidal betas are considered because the optimal ballooning stable betas are, generally,
violently unstable with respect to n = 1 modes. For lip = 1.1 the profiles of the safety factor q
and pressure profiles are shown in Fig. l.

n 2 1 stability analysis

Low—n stability is studied with the resistive MHD stability code CASTOR [6]. For the stabil-
ity study 101 radial grid points and 25 poloida] Fourier harmonics are exploited. Convergence
studies show these resolutions to give growth rates within a percent of the converged growth
rates. The plasma is surrounded by a vacuum and enclosed by a ideal conducting wall having
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Figure 1: Safety factor and pressure pmfilefura tokamak plasma with KSTAR specifications (a/R = 0.278, m =
2.0, 6 = 0.8, B = 3.15 I; I = 2.2MA). Theminimuminthetafetyfactnrprofile (1min .—_ 1t33isiocatedatw = 0.42.
The saferyfactor at the edge ql = 711 The poloidai and normalized toroidal betas are [BF = 1,1 and fig = 2.7,
respectively,

the same shape as the last closed flux surface. The vacuum magnetic configuration is solved
using 101 radial grid points and 25 poloidal Fourier harmonics. ’

in Fig. 23 and Fig. 2b, we have plotted the two largest ideal growth rates versus g1, and also
versus qmm, for three different positions (normalized to the small tokamak radius a) of the ideal
conducting wall and for three values of the poloidal beta. These scans over ql are obtained by
sealing the equilibrium through go. at E RM m/BM is the usually Alfvén time scale, where
RM is the radius of the magnetic axis and pm and BM are the magnitudes of the density and the
magnetic field on axis.

LD |.5 2.0
0’2

{a} u RF 1.050. 'yl
0 rw=li050. 12

Y‘. 0.1

0.0 . i '
6.0 an "3.0 [2.0 14.0

QI

Figure 2: Ideal growth rates of the two largest instabilities versus 111 for (a)fourdifferem values of the position of
the ideal conducting wall (5,, = 1.10) and (b) for three difi‘erentvalues of the poioidal beta (rw = 1.025).

The growth rates are huge and these external instabilities can be made stable by bringing the
wall well within 1% distance of the plasma edge, measured in terms of the small tokamak radius
a, as can be extrapolated from Fig. 2a. Decreasing the poloidal beta lowers the growth rates,
but even for [31, = 051 they are still considerable as is the width of the unstable q; window.
Note that around qmin = 1.0 the internal m/n = 1 / i instability is located, which we have only
plotted for W = 1.025 and r“, = 1.0 (wall on the plasma). These instabilities are localized at
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the plasma-vacuum interface in the region of high shear. The most dominant m-modes are the
ones corresponding to the highest two rational q—surfaces located within the plasma. In Fig. 3a
we have plotted the radial mode structure for "/2 at q1 = 9.41 and for r“, = 1.025 for 01, Le. the
radial component. Table 1 shows that the growth rates of these modes decrease with increasing
resistivity.

0.10 and

V

095 0,951 1.00 ' ' 0,0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 '
5 5

Figure 3: (a) Radial mode structure (5 E W) near the plasma edge of the in component of the 13 extemoli
instability of Fig. 2a at Ch = 9.41,“. = 1.025. (1;) Radial mode structure of the vi component of the lar est
resistive internal instability at q; ——— 1012. Only the few largest poloidal Fourier harmonics are shown in or}:
figures. The safetyfactor profile is also shown.

Up till now, we have only discussed free boundary or ideal and resistive external instabilim
ties. Resistive internal modes do occur but their growth rates are generally smaller except for
the m/n = 1/1 internal kink. However, for larger values of the resistivity, i.e. 77 Z 10““, their
growth rates are larger than the external instabilities. Table 2 contains the growth rates for the
two largest resistive instabilities at :11 = 9.41 as a function of the resistivity 17. Both growth
rates scale as 77% indicating the interchange character of the modes [2]. The radial mode struc-
ture of the fastest of these resistive interchange instabilities is shown in Fig. 3b for {1‘1 2 10.12
and t] 2 10—6. The double mode resonant m = 2 behaviour around the q = 2 surfaces is clearly
visible. We have also found resistive modes with growth rates that scale with the tearing mode
scaling, but the growth rates are always smaller than the resistive interchange ones mentioned
here. Hence, for the considered equilibrium. these double resistive interchange modes are more
important than the double tearing mode.

77 717a "2'2 Ta 77 '71 Ta '72Ta
1 >< 10-5 1.019 x 10-3 7.584 x 10-3 10-5 1.998 x 10"2 9.029 x 10"3
1 >< 10“6 2.802 x 10‘3 1.868 x 10‘2 10‘6 6.543 X 10‘3 3.291 X 10—3
1 x 10'”? 6.654 X 10—3 5.537 X 10“2 10‘7 2.983 X 10“3 1.436 x 10“3
1 X 10’8 8.051 X 10”2 5.871 x 10”2 10—3 1.457 x 10‘3 6.795 X 10“4
1 X 10‘9 8.524 X 10'2 6.364 x 10‘2 10"9 7.056 x 10'“1 < 3.0 X 10'4

0 8.674 x 10‘2 6.563 >< 10‘2 0 stable stable

Thole 1: Growth rates of the two largest external, edge Table 2: Growth rates ofthe two largest resistive inter-
lacalized modes at 41 = 9.41 of Fig. 2:2 as a function nai modes at 01 = 10.12 :1e function of the resistivity
offize resistivity 7;. Fort] = 0 the mode structure ofw 71‘ Both growth rates scale as 97% indicating the inter-
“ plotted in Fig, 3a. change character of these modes. For t} = 10"“ the

mode structure of11 is plotted in Fig. 3b.
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Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated the n = 1 MI-[D stability of negative central shear plasma with
large positive shear near the plasma edge. The stability study has been performed for KSTAR
tokamak plasmas. A major result is that for 1.5 3 9mm 5 2.5 stability is not determined by
low~m internal modes but by high-m (m = 6—9) external modes which are localized near the
plasma edge. These modes can be made stable only by bringing an ideal conducting wall very
close to the plasma edge. Typically, the distance of the wall to the plasma edge should be below
1% of the minor radius. Furthermore, the growth rate decreases with increasing resistivity and
decreasing poloidal beta. These modes appear to be related to the high shear at the plasma edge.
Plasmas with flatter q-profiles, such as, for example, the ones studied in [1], appear to have better
stability properties.
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Second Harmonic ECCD Experiments in RTP
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Abstract
Second harmonic Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD) experiments on the Rijnhuizen
tokamak RTP have been performed utilizing 110 GHz waves launched from the low field side of
the torus. Considerable fractions (up to more than 50%) of the plasma current have been driven
in a very localized way. This results in large effects on current density and consequent MI-lD
activity. The dependence of the ECCD efficiency on the position of the cold resonance layer, on
the plasma current Ip, on the toroidal launch angle, and on the ECH power has been measured.
The efficiency - <ne>lgRIClxr - for 2nd harmonic ECCD in RTP is (0.05i0.015)x10l9 A/s.

The experimental results for position and angle scans are compared with quasi-linear Fokker-
Planck predictions. The linear predictions partly agree with experimental results.

Introduction and experimental .gt—up
The RT? tokamak (R0 = 0.72 m, an,“ = 0.165 m, Br S 2.5 T, I? S 150 kA, iron core, boronizcd
SS first wall, carbon limiters) is equipped with two 60 GHZ, 200 kW. 100 ms gyrotrons. and a
single 110 GHz, 200 ms, 500 kW gyrotron for ECRH and ECCD. Both 60 GHZ gyrotrons are
connected to RTP by wave guide transmission lines: one to the low field side (LFS) for bulk
heating, the other to the high field side (HFS) to achieve heating and current drive. The 110 GHz
rf power is transmitted quasi—optically, as a linearly polarized Gaussian beam. The beam is
injected from the LFS. A recent system extension [1] allows oblique injection via a steerable
mirror, as required for ECCD experiments. The center of the launching mirror is 0.105 m below
the equatorial plane, and at 0.23 m from the plasma center. Near the resonance zone the diameter
of the rf beam is a few cm. So, the power deposition is very localized. The polarization of the
launched EC power is linear. The coupling efficiency to 2X-mode is estimated to be 65% for 30"
offmperpendicular launching, and better for smaller angles.

ECCD has been obtained in two ways in RTP: by launching 60 GHZ waves from HFS [2],
and by launching 110 GHz waves from LFS. In both cases the X-mode polarization has been
used. The 110 GHz oblique injection from LFS yields second harmonic ECCD through the up-
shifted resonance scheme. This paper describes the first 110 GHz ECCD results.

In standard operation an injected power level of 300 kW during 150—200 ms, and a plasma
current 11, a 60 kA have been used. Absorption of 2nd harmonic X-mode waves increases with
density. Experiments were performed at me) = (1 — 2)x1019 m'3, to get the combination of low
density and sufficient absorption. For such waves, obliquely launched from LFS, the Doppler-
shifted absorption zone is to the low field side of the cold resonance position, which is at 1.96 T
for 55 GHz.
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Linear theory predicts the scaling IECCD (:) Prf Tel R0 116 (Zeff + 5) [3}. This scaling suggests
that it is advantageous to experiment at low densities and to use the full power to obtain the
highest EC driven currents. Through T... the driven current will depend on By.

Density and plasma current are feedback controlled. The working gas is hydrogen. Standard
diagnostics, a l9-channel interferometer/polarimeter, ZO-Channel ECE, a high-resolution multi-
position Thomson Scattering system and other multi-channel diagnostics are available [2].
The established current drive has not been large enough to drive all of IP, and a residual loop
voltage is observed. As at RTP no direct methods are available at the moment to determine the
driven current in detail, the EC driven current has been estimated indirectly from a comparison of
the residual loop voltages during co-drive (V60) and counter-drive (Vein...) [4]. For zero bootstrap
current this method relates: IECCD/ 1,, == (c - V,;(,)/(Vmm + Vw).

Results
The dependence of the current drive efficiency on the location of the resonance layer, the plasma
current, the toroidal launch angle. and the ECH power. has been measured. The experimental
results are compared with Fokker-Planck code predictions. ‘ _

Fig. 1 shows an example of VlmP for co- and counter current drive (Ip = 42 M, q(a) = 8.8.
PECH =- 285 kW. injection 117.5% BT = 1.98 T). The estimated driven current fraction is 55%,
Le. IECCD = 23 RA. Note that in co-drive the Ohmic power is as low as 5 kW, less than 2% of
the total input.

Results of BT scans are given in Fig. 2. The cold resonance is at 1.96 T and BT was varied
between 1.9 and 2.3 T. Experiments with oblique angles of i25° and densities <ne> = (1.7 i
0.2)x1019m'3 showed driven currents of around 10 kA (II, a 60 RA) in a surprisingly broad B-r
window and up to higher B-values than expected from the simple up—shifted resonance picture.
The use of lower densities (me = 1.2x1019m‘3) and steeper injection angles ($20”) resulted in a
doubling of led in a narrower field range. A further step down in density (<ne> =
( l.1:l:0.2)x1019m'3) and injection angle ($17.?) yielded a further increased current: c ... 25 kA.
This all illustrates the role of the local temperature (the if power both heats and drives current).
Though the estimated currents are higher than for first harmonic current drive with lower power
[2], the efficiencies - (ne)19RI¢d/P1f ~ are much the same: typically (0.05 i 0.015)){1019 A/s.
Linear Fokker-Planck calculations for 25° off-perpendicular injection in a plasma with parabolic
density profile and ne(0) = 2.0x1019m'3 predict maximum. driven currents around 15 M for
Tam) ... 1.5 keV, and around 40 M for T,(O) .. 3 keV for 300 kW injected power. These values
correspond fairly to the experimental results, however the B-window is different (1.85-1.95 T).
Quasi-linear effects are very large for the pertinent parameter regime, due to the high power
density. These should give rise to a strong increase (up to a factor of 2) of the predicted current.
The predicted non-linear improvement of the efficiency has not been observed up to now.

The launch angle is another detennining parameter of current drive. Figure 3 shows the loop
voltage as a function of that parameter for a 60 RA discharge (Pm - 300 kW, BT = 1.97 T, and
me) .. 1.1x1019m'3). At the start of the BCH pulse W: 1.30 V. The voltage difference between
oblique and perpendicular injection (heating only) is symmetric in this scan. Hence, Igccp
increases linearly with off-perpendicular injection angle up to 15°; upwards the efficiency
decreases. Linear Fokker-Planck calculations predict an increase up to 25°.
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A power scan shows an increase of led with increasing power. The efficiency lad/Pg is
plotted against power in Fig. 4; conditions are close to optimal. For PECH > 175 kW the
efficiency is around 0.04 A/W. At lower power the efficiency decreases. partly as a result of
lower plasma temperatures. The driven current also shows a dependence on Ip. Data obtained
with narrow powar deposition in the center of the discharge (Prf z 285 kW, BT = 1.98 T)

showed a driven current fraction of more than 50 % at 40 kA (my a 1.1x1019m'3. see Fig. 1),
while at 90 [LA (me) = 1.5x1019m‘3, q(a) w 4, see Fig. 5) only 4 RA was estimated to be driven.
The reduction of the current drive efficiency as observed for the 90 kA discharge is worth
investigating further. .

The large fractions driven at IP as 40 - 60 kA, in combination with the very localized power
deposition of the focused rf beam, thus very localized current drive, have interesting
implications. Simple considerations show that current density profiles will be very different for
co~and counter-drive for moderate driven current fractions, and that the total current density in
the center could even become reversed in a counter-driven discharge. In consequence, the
localized current drive strongly modifies the q-profile, and thus the MHD behaviour, of RT?
discharges. (On the other hand, if large fractions are driven, and if such different current density
profiles could result, then the applicability of the simple AV/EV formula becomes questionable).
Though the magnitudes and profiles of led are presently not really known, the RTP discharges
show many signatures of substantially modified q-profiles. As an example, in the co—drive case
of Fig. I (It: - 42 M. q(a) =- 9) the discharge shows sawtoothing behaviour during ECCD. The

onset of this behaviour reveals that the central (1(0) is driven below 1 in this high-q(a) discharge.
Fig. 5 shows a discharge with small sawteeth in the Ohmic phase (1p m 90 M, q(a) v- 4).

After application of ECCD an increase of the sawteeth occurs in the co—drive case. while in the
counter-driven discharge the sawteeth are stabilized. If current profiles are strongly modified
through ECCD, unusual behaviour of the plasma is observed, depending on launching and
discharge parameters. An example is given in Fig. 6. These time traces from the same ECE
channel apply to 60 kA discharges with me) ... 1.2x1019m'3 in which an estimated 00- and
counter—ECCD of 30% is established. In the co-drive familiar sawteeth are produced. The
frequency of the channel corresponds to a position outside the inversion radius (BT = 2.00 T,
RECE .. 0.687m). The counter-drive case (BT = 1.98 T. RECE a 0.681m) shows quite different
and more virulent MHD behaviour as evidenced from position control, loop voltage, and spiky
behaviour of the HXR-signal. Finally it should be mentioned that surprisingly the temperature
profiles can be broader for co~drive than for counter-drive, which also indicates a strong q-
profile modification through ECCD.
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1. Introduction
The vacuum ultraviolet (200 — 1 nm) is very suitable for the study of impurities in a fusion
plasma. Besides Let. the resonance line of hydrogen, the main transitions in almost all ions
are emitted in this wavelength range. This insures lines of relatively high intensity and
allows access to the ground level. The resolution required for a certain accuracy is however
directly related to the wavelength of the light emitted and therefore Spectrometers with a
large dispersion and thus a large size are needed. By measuring the linewidth, ion
temperatures can be deduced and line shifts provide us with ion velocities through the
Doppler effect. Variation of the line of sight allows us to obtain information on the spatial
distribution of these ions and their properties.

2. Experimental setup

A 6.65m normal incidence vacuum spectrometer [1,2] is used to obtain spectra at fairly
high temporal and spectral resolution. The light emitted by the RTP tokamak is collected by
a two mirror system in a coma—free setup. The size of the mirrors is 100x100 mm2 and
their focal lengths are 4000 and 2000 mm resPectively. The mirror facing the plasma can be
rotated around a horizontal axis in its plane [see fig. 1]. In this way the line of sight can be
moved up and down through the plasma.

plasma two minor system
vacuum spectrometer

figJ scheme of the instrumental setup
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The instrument is equipped with a 12001ines/rnm grating of 250 mm diameter, covering a
wavelength range from 250 to 110 nm. In a photographic setup, this instrument has reached
a resolving power of more than 100 000. To monitor the tokamak plasma a microchannel
plate is used as detector. coupled via a phosphor screen to a linear CCD—camera. The
CCD—array consists of 2048 pixels of 14x500 pmz. The electronic camera control system
ailows storage of 1200 spectra with a emaliest sample time of 0.2 ms. An example of the
development of such a spectrum in time is given in fig. 2. When using this photo—elecu-ic
detection system the performance seems limited to a somewhat lower level by the
microchannel plate detector. This allows a velocity resolution of mo m/s.
The focus of the instrument is corrected for the deviation of the Rowland circleLEl], which for

gratings of this large radii can amount to mm or even c4} and is caused by a varying
groove spacing. *

Z
9961‘19'02(1

BO

\,_J
0.0 0.02 0.04 006 0.08 Ol‘l
line position (nmmavelength)

fig. 2 typical spectrum, x_a.xis : wavelength, fig. 3 two hydrogen populations with
y—axt's .'tt'me (units 10 ms). z—axt's intensity difi‘erent temperatures and velocity

observed with La a! 122 nm

3. First experimental results
First results were obtained from the La line. The temperature during the normal phase of a
discharge. 5.90) eV, resulting from the Franck-Condon energy. increased to 7.40) cV

during ECR heating. Switching the heating on and off shows a clear influence on the
poloidal rotation (see fig.6a). Another discharge showed, after the heating was switched off,
lWO different populations of hydrogen. one with a temperature of 10 eV and a cooler one ‘
(6.7 eV), the latter moving with the original speed, while the hot one had a velocity differing
about 5 km/s from the other one [see fig. 3]. Also the emitted intensity increases about
twofold during heating.
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The measurement of ion impurities started with a C IV doublet at 123 um , which could not
directly be resolved. Again a rise of temperature could be seen during ECRI-l. Fitting the
resulting line shape with two Gaussians [see fig. 4] provided a temperature rise from about
27 eV to 39 eV during heatingrAlso displacements of this doublet could be Seen‘ but this
effect is partly blurred by the fact that the intensity ratio of these two lines is not perfectly
constant during exposure, due to the low intensity.

50 I v

40-

30-

20‘

O 50 ‘100 150

figr4 unresolved C IV doublet at 123 mmfitzea‘ with M0 Gaussians; the wavelength scale is
given in pixels, where one pixel is 0.0025 mu; the intensity is in arbitrary units

4. Rotation caused by gas puffing

More suitable for the study of C IV is the resonance doublet at 155 nm. To enhance the
amount of carbon in the discharge CH4 was injected during 10 ms every 40 ms. The effect is
a cooling of the plasma during injectionV followed by an increase in intensity, but more
interesting is an increase in poloidal rotation during gas puff as can be seen in fig. 5. We are
looking 160 mm below the axis of the plasma and the line shifts clearly to lower wavelength
at each event, corresponding to a change in velocity of about 1400 m/s. This has to be
compared with an average poloidal speed at this radius of 3500 m/s.

ktfi/S velocity change-4 _
[I «2— I~27 H ,‘ 4+ 1
E++. ~i- ,+_ x ' ’ u 41 :u ++ i“. ' a «H: .+. + ~ -+ + +- A i-o: ‘1 Wt +.+ ¥+++.++.+++++ ++ + “P +:

2:— 4 -:
4: :l

iOO 200 300 4: O O 3 (I)

fig. 5 change in velocity of C [V ions during gas puflflndicated by the small bars )
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5. Rotation at pellet injection

Also the injection of an hydrogen pellet changes the rotation of the plasma, As can be seen
from fig. 6, again looking 160 mm below the axis. the wavelength shifts downwards upon
arrival of the pellet, which means that the poloidal rotation speeds up. From the linewidth a
cooling down of the C IV ions can be deducted.

km/s velocity Change
”5-0: :
—2.5} ‘:
0.0;—.,+.-+‘.+...+~+»._+_,+...+..+..+-v-+~+~+-v-+--+*-+r-+"+"+“E
2.5:— _:

5‘0' 2m
lOO lSO 200 250 300 i

ms

ion/5 velocity change
—5.0: :
“2.5:— .4- ‘:
0‘0} +-«+.,r+..u+.ri' +'~, __wi~"+V‘+«V+.-’+~V + ‘54” e

_ ~ » ‘+-~ -
2.5} + ~E
so: I :
me 150 200 250 300 rms

fig. 6 the upperfigore shows the change in rotation above axis during ECRH ( —_ J;
the lower one spin—up of the rotation due to a peliet injected below axis (I, 190 ms)

6. Conclusions

From the results given above it is clear that we can obtain a rotation velocity resolution of
100 m/s. ECRH. gas puff and pellet injection all influence the poloidal rotation of the
plasma. as well as the temperature. Scanning the imaging mirror system up and down allows
to study the spatial profile of a given impurity. By choosing different spectral lines is it
possible to observe the plasma at different radii. All those data together allows to build up a
rotation profile in the poloidal plane. These experiments can be done with a temporal
resolution down to 0.2 us, depending on the strengths of the lines involved. and a spatial
resolution of about 1 cm.
This work was performed with financial support from W0 and Euratom.
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Transonic MHD flows:
Stationary states and spectrum
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1 . Introduction

Whereas most of tokamak stability theory is based on the assumption of static equiiib~
rium, neutral beam heating causes the plasma to spin and particle and energy extraction
in divertors results in the supersonic flow of a narrow plasma layer on the outside of
the tokamak. These kinds of flow present an enormOus challenge, both with respect to
the construction of stationary flow patterns: with possible transitions to super-Alfvénic
flows> and with respect to the imrestigation of the different oscillations and new types
of instabilities. In astrophysics, plasma flows have been investigated for a much longer
time since they are prominent in a wide range of important phenomena, like stellar winds,
rotating accretion disks, jets from extragalactic nuclei, etc. Therefore, the construction
of the different types of plasma flows is a problem of common interest to the fusion and
astrophysics communities [1]—[3].

Plasma flows imply a major complication in the field of MHD spectroscopy [4], which
demands the construction of stationary equilibrium states and their spectral study. These
theories are well developed for static equilibria but for stationary flow they still require an
enormous effort. In fusion research, opening up of the magnetic geometry and high speed
flows in pumped divertors pose problems of a similar nature as transonic flows in astro—
physics. There, an important question is: How does super fast/Alfvén flow connect onto
sub Alfvén/slow flaw? One of the problems encountered is the presence of limiting line
internal singularities where one set of characteristics in the hyperbolic flow domains starts
to develop envelopes It has been assumed that the other set of characteristics crosses
these lines and, thus, facilitates the construction of continuous stellar wind solutions [5].
Our analysis shows this conclusion to be false.

In Sec. 2 We discuss the stability of incompressible flows with an X-point. In Secs. 3
and 4 we are concerned with the construction and classification of the different types of
MHD flows. Particular attention is paid to the transitions from elliptic to hyperbolic
flows, to the existence of limiting lines, and the implications for flow patterns in global
magnetic geometries. The limiting line singularities are resolved by means of the explicit
construction of symmetric discontinuous solutions.

2. Spectrum of X-type flows

Equilibrium flows have major consequences for the MHD spectral problem. The self-
adjoint spectral property of static equilibrium is lost and the analysis becomes quite
involved. Only the spectrum of simple equilibria can be caICulatecl analytically. We have
computed the spectrum of incompressible MHD equilibria with an X—point making sim<
plifying assumptions on the plasma profiles, The work is an extension of the investigation
of the spectrum of these kinds of flow Without magnetic field [6].
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Applying special Fourier transforms, it is found that the MHD spectral problem for 2D
configurations with linear flow profiles can be reduced to a system of ODE’s in Fourier
space. This facilitates the analytic solution for the continuous spectrum, whereas the
discrete spectrum may be solved numerically.

We find that the introduction of a magnetic field is stabilizing in the twodimensional
case: whenever the magnetic field dominates (M2 < 1) the flow the plasma is stable
whereas it becomes unstable when flow dominates (M2 > 1).

3. Continuous stationary flows
Stationary (a. = 0) symmetric (dz = 0) MHD flows are described in terms of a flux
function cl), related to HP, and a stream function flit), related to vp. The five arbitrary
flux functions x’, H, S, I , 9, may be collapsed to three: H1'2.3(§[)). The poloidal Alfvén
Mach number is defined by M2 2 peg/B: = x’2/p. The core problem [3] then involves a,
nonlinear PDE for the flux Mm, y):

v-m —+M2)w1 4—74+——'=o.
end the Bernoulli equation for M;($,y):

1'12 11;;
M21+1l+ (1 —.M2)2 = 0'ilWIP

Assuming one master profile with two constants, A (entropy) and B (longitudinal
field), i e

111: “(Vila H2 = A7r(z,b), H3 = 37'0”: 7r = $241!),

and making the Ansatz of self—similarity,

"2 =X(6)7 «hm/(o)
the problem reduces to two ODE’s. Differentiating the Bernoulli equation, F(X, Y, Z) = O
with Z E (1 — l/X)Y’, we obtain a system of three ODE’s:

£135.: ___..(_XY2_ iZ_..-1._Z ‘1?d0 ",(1—1/X)J(X Y) d5 M1~I/X ' d9
where H, J, and G are complicated functions of X and Y. The singularities J = 0
represent the limiting lines.

In general (B aé 0) seven flow regimes are obtained from the Bernoulli equation,
indicated by Hfl(1+), HAY), £J(2)3 [Alfvén gap at XA =1],Es(3), HA4") , H,,(4+) ,
85,,(5) . Here ’H and 8 indicate the hyperbolic and elliptic domains, and ff, f, s, and as
indicate the super fast, fast, slow, and sub slow speed regimes, respectively.

For B = 0, the region 2 disappears and the resuiting phase plane with the trajectories
(solutions Q(X)) is shown in Fig. 1. Here. Q is a simple function of Y involving the
profile parameter A. The trajectories appear to cross all the obstacles (fast and slow
limit lines and the Alfvén singularity) smoothly, but the corresponding flow patterns
shown in Fig. 2 are not smooth at all In fact the flow‘reverses direction at the limit
lines (physically impOSSible) indicating that there are multiple solutions that cannot be
connected smoothly. The only way out is to permit discontinuous solutions.

= our, Y) ,
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Figure 2. Flow patterns in the physical plane corresponding to the trajectory X.‘ = 0.4 of Fig. 1.
Superposed are super-fast 1+ (outer) Eifast—slow 1', 3,4“ (inner) E? sub slow 4+, 5 (innermost)
flows.
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4. Discontinuous stationary flows
The following jump conditions are obtained for the selfvsimilar solutions:

— Y and .8 continuous: [Y] = 0, [Bl = 0 ,
—- X and A discontinuous:

[(1 .. 1/X)Y’Il = 0, [1m] AWN" + [X2 +(1_1/~, — )0q = o,

— Entropy condition: [AI] 3 0 .

At the shock positions, the following five variables can be distinguished. X1 # X2, Y—=
Y1 = Yg, A1 at A2. The procedure is then first to eliminate A2 giving the distilled jump
condition f1(Y, X1, X3, A1): 0, and next to substitute A2'1n the entropy condition giving the
distilled entropy condition, f2(Y, X1,X2,A1) > 0. For given (Y A1), the possible shocks are
then selected by plotting f1 and f; in the X1-X2 plane This gives an enormous number of
possible shocks, of all categories (fast, intermediate, and slow) [3]. This provides the necessary
solutions jumping across the limiting lines and resolving the mentioned paradox in astrophysical
flows.

5. Conclusions
0 There are four flow regimes, separated by the limit lines and the Alfvén gap and not

connected by continuous flows.

The limiting line signals the expiration ofconttnuous solutions and guarantees the emistence
of discontinuous solutions jumping across.

I Fast shocks jump across the fast limiting line Lf, intermediate shocks jump across the
Alfuén gap A, and some also jump across the slow limiting lineJ slow shocks jump across
the slow limiting line L5.

0 The three obstacles just create the right Conditions to produce the three kinds of strongly
discontinuous flow which may be considered as the nonlinear counterpart of the weak dis-
continuities of linear MHD.

o This resolves the paradox in tmnsom‘c astrophysical MED flows,
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Ray-Tracing near Cyclotron Resonance
Using Warm Plasma Dispersion
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1. Introduction

A standard approach to propagation of electro-magnetic waves in the electron cy-
clotron range of frequencies is by ray—tracing calculations on the basis of the cold—plasma
Appleton~Hartree dispersion relation. Absorption and emission then are evaluated along
the ‘coId—plasma’ trajectories, using the relevant warm plasma kinetic expressions. This
has been implemented in many ray-tracing codes for Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH)
and Emission (EOE) An example of the former is TORAY [1,2]. However, warm plasma
kinetic effects not only aflect the imaginary part of the dispersion relation describing
absorption, but also affect the real part of the wave vector. In particular, the disper-
sion of the perpendicular O—mode near cyclotron resonance and of the perpendicular
X-mode near the second harmonic are affected significantly: in both cases one finds
a minimum in the perpendicular refractive index N_L almost at the resonance and a
maximum on the high field side of the resonance. These differences with respect to the
coldwplasnia dispersion also lead to changes in the wave propagation. Previous stud-
ies [3—7] have shown, for example, reflections of X-niode at the position of the second
harmonic resonance [3,6], and a focussing of O-mode waves propagating vertically near
the fundamental resonance [7].

Warm plasma ray-tracing, however, is complicated by the fact that near cyclotron
(harmonic) resonances the dispersion relation is complex. To caiculate ray trajectories,
the complex dispersion relation is substituted by a real approximation. This cannot be
done by neglecting the anti—Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor: near resonance the
anti»Hern1itian part is very large, and its neglect would lead to nonsensical results [4,5].
Also the method preposed by Friedland and Bernstein [8] for ray—tracing in weekly
dissipative media, based on an expansion of the dispersion relation near its real frequency
root, breaks down for parameters of practical interest to EC wave propagation [9].

, No approximation is necessary, when one first solves the full, complex dispersion
relation D(:t, k, w) = U for complex kl and real It“ and m, which is possible by writing
D as a biquadratic equation for ki [10]. Since ray trajectories are determined by the
real part of k, they are obtained exactly using the following ray Hamiltonian [9]:

D’ = k2 — k12(m,k“)— was) = o, (1)
in which k” and k’i are functions of the wave vector k and the local equilibrium: is“ is
the projection of k along the equilibrium magnetic field, and 191 is the real part of the
corresponding solution of the full, complex dispersion relation. Ray tracing on the basis
of Eq. (1) has been implemented in a new version of TORAY.
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2. Results of Warm E’lasma Ray-Tracing
The largest difi'erences with respect to cold plasma dispersion are found in the

warm plasma dispersion for (nearly) perpendicular prOpagation of both the fundamental
harmonic Ordinary (O—lmode and the second harmonic eXtraordinary (X-Jmode. In
both cases the perpendicular refractive index N‘L exhibits a. minimum almost at the
resonance and a maximum on the high field side of the resonance. As sh0wn in Ref. [9],
the dependence of this oscillation ‘on the parallel refiactive index Nll is responsible for

an oscillation of the ray path in the direction along the magneticfield when crossing
the resonance. This effect is recovered in the present ray—tracing calculations, but in
all cases studied the related excursion from the cold plasma trajectory was small and
did not affect significantly the projection of the ray path on the poloidal plane nor the
power deposition. In fact, as is noted in Ref. [9], the optical depth is given in terms of
the imaginary part of the perpendicular wave vector as r = f 2191-015, and is practically
independent of the details of the trajectory parallel to B.

In Ref. [6] ray-tracing results were shown in which efl'ects of warm plasma dispersion
led to an anomalously low absorption of O—mode for (nearly) perpendicular propagation.

This result is not reproduced in our warm plasma ray’tracing calculations, and is also
in conflict with our previous remark concerning the optical depth. This discrepancy

is probably due to the application in Ref. [6] of the approximation of Friedland and

Bernstein well outside its regime of validity for this case. ,
Two efiects of warm plasma dispersion are recovered in our ray—tracing calcula-

tions: (1) reflection at the position of the second harmonic of X-mode waves injected

perpendicularly toward the magnetic axis from close to the top or the bottom of the
plasma [3,6]; (2) focussing of a vertically propagating O-mocle beam for fiequencies

just above or slightly below the cyclotron frequency [7]. The latter efi'ect has been
invoked to explain a peak on the high frequency side of the resonance in the vertical
O-mode transmission spectrum on Tore Supra [7]. Both effects are easily explained
by the behaviour of the perpendicular refractive index as sketched above: the rays are
reflected from the local minimum in N_]_ at the resonance. Note that the spatial gra—
dient in Nj“, caused by this resonant eflect, is along the major radial direction. Apart
from density effects, the vertical gradient of NJ_ vanishes and, consequently, NW” is
approximately conserved. When a ray is injected such that Nvm is larger than the
minimum in NJ_ near resonance, the ray will be reflected there. This is demonstrated
in Figs. 1a and b, which show the warm plasma trajectories of nearly vertically in-

jected 60 GHZ 0— and 110 GHz X~mode, respectively. The parameters are typical of a
small tokarnak (RTP, R0 = 72 cm, a = 16.5 cm), with plasma density and temperature
”9(7) = 3.0 x 1019(1“(r/a.)2)'25m“3,Te(r) = 1.0(1 — (r/a)2)z keV. In both cases the
resonance is at R = Re (Le. (a) Bo = 2.14 T, (b) 80 : 1.96 T). In all cases, the corre-
sponding cold plasma trajectories would be almost straight lines through the magnetic

axis. For these parameters the 60 GHz O-mode waves are reflected from the resonance
if their injection angle differs by less than about 25° from vertical, while the 110 GHz
X-mode waves are reflected for angles less than about 35°.
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We also studied the effects of warm plasma dispersion in typical ECRH or ECCD
scenarios for ITER. An equilibrium with peaked pressure profile has been used that cor-
responds to a full performance ITER reference discharge as Obtained with the PRETOR
code [11]. Figures 2a and b show the projection on the poloidal plane of the trajectories
for rays injected from a typical range of positions as considered for ECRH or ECCD:
i.e., horizontal injection in the range from 50 cm below to 50 cm above the plane through
the magnetic axis, or vertical injection from a top port. Figure 2a shows an example of
ray paths for perpendicular injection of O—mode at 170 GHz for heating to ignition (the
central temperature is taken to be 10 keV in this case). Figure 2b refers to obliquely
injected O—mode at 170 GHz for ECCD during full performance (central T,3 = 30 keV).
Injection is at a toroidal angle of 30° for the waves launched horizontally and of 50°
and 60° respectively for the waves launched from the top. A flat density profile with
central density 723 = 1.5 10mm“3 has been used with steep gradients at the edge. The
dashed curves represent the corresponding cold plasma wave trajectories. The regions
of ae absorption along the warm trajectories are indicated by the black diamonds.
Significant differences between cold and warm plasma trajectories are again only seen
for waves injected almost vertically from the top, which sufler reflection. Where waves
along the cold trajectory would be fully absorbed, only partial absorption occurs for the
reflected rays: 90% and 45% absorption for the perpendicular (a) and oblique (b) top
rays, respectively.

Note that the density used in the calculations for ITER is relatively high: for lower
densities the effects of dispersion are much smaller.

Acknowledgement This work was performed under the Euratom-FOM Association
agreement with financial support from NWO and Euratom.
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Fl R[cm] [cm]
Figure 1. Trajectories of 60 GHz first harmonic O—mode (a), and 110 GHz second
harmonic X—mode (b) injected perpendicularly in RTP (for parameters see text). Sub-
sequent rays, launched from r z 20 cm at the top of the vessel, differ by 10° in poloida]
injection angle and are directed exactly toward the axis.
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Figure 2. Trajectories in the poloidal plane of 170 GI-Iz first harmonic 0-mode waves
in ITER. (a) perpendicularly injected waves for central heating; (b) obliquely injected
waves for central current drive (NR = 0.4 — 0.5 at injection).
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Introduction
The Rijnhuizeu Tokamak Project {RTP; R/a = 0.72/0.164m, BT S 2.5T, I, S

150 kA) is devoted to transport physics. One of the key issues is to understand the role
of the current density 3' in transport phenomena. Because j determines the internal
magnetic structure, it may strongly determine the plasma behaviour, and knowledge of
j may open ways to regimes of better confinement.

To study 3' profiles, a new tangential detection branch has been installed on the
double—pulse multi-position Thomson scattering diagnostic [1,2] (see figure 1). The tan-
gential detection branch measures the electron temperature (T6) and density (73,), col“
lectiug ruby laser light (wavelength A9 = 694.3 nm) scattered along a vertical chord
through the plasma (20 cm for tangential, 30 cm for radial observation). Additionally,
an extra Doppler shift A)“, is measured, caused by the toroidal electron drift velocity
yd. From the measured AA“, 9' can be derived.

The performance of
the tangential detection
branch is comparable to
the radial one: Te can be
determined in the range

tangential viewing 0f .50 eV—6 keV “nth a
optics typical error of 8%, at

n,=2-10‘9 m“3 and a
laser energy of 15.} for
a scattering volume of

Litirow \ 1.7 mm. The double pulse
polychromaior recording allows accu—

,, rate plasma background
«‘5 ‘ radial field lane correction.

Venetian blind mirrors [3]
radial ~. .\
Vlewing
optics additional are used to reflect the scat—

}fg" ‘i’gg‘sal tered light into the diag—
nostic port. The overall
transmission is three times

Figure 1: Layout of the RTP Thomson scattering system. lower than in the radial
branch. The statistical

error on 11d is in the order of 1.5 nm, for each z—position of 1.7mm, and n, = 5-1019 m”.
This correslaonds typically to a 100% error on 3'. By averaging 10 spatial elements and
15 plasma discharges, this error can be brought down to less than 10 %. This yields 11
independent measurements of j.

In this paper the first results are presented.
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Data analysis
Two analysis methods were developed: 1) a 3 parameter least squares fit of a shifted

Mattioli distribution [4] to the measured spectra. This method assumes that that the
spectrum is only shifted and that the plasma is thermal; 2) Momentum method [5].
The relativistic spectrum is reshaped to a Gaussian spectrum. The Mattioli fit is only
used to get the temperature as an input for the relativistic correction. This method

is more sensitive to distortions in the tails of the Spectrum. Both methods are tested
on simulated data. The results of both methods are in agreement, and the errors are ‘
comparable. The results match well within the error bars to the input of the simulation.
However, the addition of disturbances such as plasma light and Poisson noise, gives
an offset red shift to the results. The plasma disturbances are measured using the
double pulse recording. Furthermore, the red offset can be removed by subtracting the
measurements of discharges with positive and negative currents. Results in this paper
are obtained with method 1.

Results
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the Mattioli distribution with the data, averaged

over 34 ohmic negative current shots. Method 2 is applied to the data as well as the
theoretical curve. The data are equal to the Mattioli form within the error bars, which
means that the Mattioli distribution is justified.

10
.7. 6- wt ”"3”” - Figure 2: j contribution per wave-
: e _ y “ “\jiH , length for the red wing(+) end the blue
w " if“ & wing (a). The spectrum is averaged

4— iii,“ ~ over all negative current shots. The
it. t: area between the curves corresponds to

2 ' “£3;n i m t the net 3'. The line indicate the Mat—
0 . "Matti . tiolz‘ fit. The vertical dotted line indi-

o 50 100 150 cares 2A,\9_
lA-Aol [rim]

To assess the accuracy and limitations of the tangential Thomson scattering (TTS)
set-up, measurements were made in a. series of ohmic discharges {11a = 7, T40) ~ 600
eV). The density was scanned (1 w 9 ~ 10191114) and the» current was reversed in half of
the discharges.

To deduce the spectral shifts from the measured spectra, AM is averaged over 17 mm
in z-direction and over all discharges of equally signed current(17 discharges with +60 lift,
34 with #60 kA, density corrected). The average shifts of the plus and minus current
shots are subtracted. In figure 3 the resulting j and safety factor q profiles are shown. The
dotted lines indicate the calculated results from nee-classical resistivity. The measured
data show good agreement with the dotted lines. The estimated error is 9%.

The averaged plus and minus shift have a Common red ofiset as expected from the
simulations. This offset is slightly increasing with 1 mg, because the noise increases with
l/ne. It should be noted that the offset of the shift profiles varies with position beyond
the fit errors. However, the shift profile corrected for the offset does not show this effect,
so probably this is a constant instrumental effect. The wavelength calibration of the
CCD chip could be varying with z.
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NCS Discharges
Recent experiments at RTP have shown bifurcations in confinement. in hollow Te pro-

file discharges [6,7]. These profiles are achieved with strong off-axis Electron Cyclotron
Heating (ECH)(deposition radius Pdep = 0.4 — 0.6, PECH N 5- P9). q—profiles based
on neo-ciassical resistivity indicate Negative Central Shear (NCS), but have a large un-
certainty in the plasma center. TTS can provide additional information on the central
q.
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tz‘m'ty.

A series of 47 TTS profiles was taken in steady state hollow Te plasmas with cur-
rents of both signs, so that the shift difl‘erence can be determined. Pdep was changed
between 0.40 and 0.46 :i: 0.02. Hence, the discharges fall into two classes of confinement
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with distinct central temperatures In figure 4 the averaged 11(2) for the low and the
high confinement discharges are plotted The T,a profiles are almost equal outside pdep ,
whereas inside Pdep they are separated by 200 eV. In figure 5, the 9—profile measurements
are shown for the high and the low branches, as well as the corresponding q profiles from
neo~classical resisitivity.
It should be noted that the shear is about zero up to pdep in both cases. However, the
q are separated significantly. For the low branch q is above 5/2, and for the high branch
just below 5/2. This confirms the existence of a g—related thermal barrier as proposed
in [7]. The agreement with nee-classical resisitivity is reasonably good in the region just
inside Pdep~ At z = 0 the measurements show a significant decrease. The cause of this
is unclear.

Conclusion
Unique measurements of the tangential Thomson scattering diagnostic at RTP were
presented, giving local current density measurements in the inner 20 cm of the plasma.
(60% of a) with an accuracy < 10 %, after averaging 10 z-positions and w 15 shots. Two
analysis methods were evaluated, giving very similar results. In a test series of ohmic
shots, TTS gave results in agreement with neo~c1assical resistivity. Furthermore, the
Mattioli fit function turned out to be justified. For NCS discharges, T’I‘S measures two
distinct q profiles for the two classes of confinement, confirming the q-reiated thermal
barriers close to the deposition radius. Unfortunately, TTS could not provide reliable
information on the central q.

In this paper the ion toroidal velocity has not been acoounted for yet. For ohmic
shots this velocity is i5% of ed, for N05 discharges, it could be even more. In absence
of accurate measurements, this question remains open.

In the near future we hape to investigate 3' during Electron Cyclotron current drive,
especially counter current drive. Neoclassical calculations of the current density indicate
that in this case j(0) might be strongly reduced. The variation in the offset in AAd should
be investigated furtherand the question will be adressed whether the fluctuations on the
individual shift profiles of the order of the statistical error have any piasma physical
cause.
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Analysis of electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations
on the CASTOR tokamak

J. Stackel, V. Dhyani, K. Jakubka, L. Kryéka, F. Zééek
Institute of Plasma Physics, Prague, Czech Republic

I. Duran, M. Hron, J. Petréilka
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague

Spatial-temporal characteristics of turbulent structures are investigated on the CAS-
TOR tokamak (R = 0.4 m, a = 0.06 85 0.085 m,Bt : 0.5 +1.1 211, = 5+ 20 M, ‘7' s
50 ms). The experimental tools are arrays of electric and magnetic probes that can be
placed in SOL or even inserted into the core plasma during short and low-I1, discharges.

Electrostatic fluctuations in the edge plasma are measured by an array of 16 Langmuir
probes oriented in the poloidal direction. The odd tips measure the floating potential
(Nplasma potential), the even ones are biased and measure the ion saturation current
(Ndensity). This arrangement allows to correlate the signals of the same kind as well
as to compute the mutual correlation between the plasma density and potential [1]. An
example of the spatial—temporal correlation functions is shown in Fig. 1.

Potential D= 'ty

Fig. 1: Correlation portrait-
of potential (left) and density
(Tight) fluctuations. Bright
and dark regions represent the
positive and negative correla-
tion, respectively.
Top row: ”Standard” turbu-
lent structures similar to those
observed on ASDEX [2].
Middle row.- Short wave—
length structures are observed
in regimes with the aspect ra-
tio A = 4.7 and qa >11.
Bottom row: Spatial de-
correlation of potential and
density fluctuations is observed
in regimes with the aspect ra-
tio [1:67 and q“ > 7.4. The
probe army is close to the ve-
locity shear layer in this par-
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In most cases, the correlational analysis reveals structures of density and potential similar
in character. Their lifetime is ~ 10 +20/Js, the correlation length is N 1 + 2 cm and they
are seen propagating in the poloidal direction with up 5 l km/s. The structures exhibit
a poloidal periodicity (A = 8 ~:~ 10 cm), while they are aperiodic in time. A relatively
high level of mutual correlation between the density and potential fluctuations indicates
forming o ”eddies”[1]. Such turbulent structures are similar to those reported from the
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ASDEX [2], in spite of the quite diiferent size of the experiment. Under some discharge
conditions (in particular, in shots with high qa), the poloidal dimension of the structures
is dramatically reduced, as also demonstrated in Fig. 1.

The fluctuation induced flux is derived from the probe data as a product of the local
density and poloidal electric field (see Fig. 2). The resulting mean flux f‘ is directed
always outwards, typically in the range of N 1020 m‘qs‘l.

a E -T “20 2 1997m mo 3 o=0.60 m .
N 80 ~ O

E so ~ 53 'an : Wm99 40 ~ .2. .
a 20=--- MM“ E.— ’0 u.
\ O
c ‘20 W , V E . . .

0 1o 20 so '— o 50 100 150
Time [mus] Date No.

Fig. 2; Evolution of the fluctuation— Fig. 3: Ratio of the time fractions in .
induced flux lit) Dashed line * the which Ht) is above and below the mean
mean value, I‘. value for 178 shots.

Among many parameters characterizing the fluctuation induced flux, we compute also
the time fractions TF(t)<F and TN”)? corresponding to the time of Ht) spent below and
above its mean value. Their ratio Tr(t]>f\/Tr(t)<f\ % 0.5 is found to be invariant on the
discharge conditions, as shown in Fig. 3. This may indicate that the fluctuation induced
flux could be an implicit function of a random variable a: as 1" ~ 55“.

Magnetic Fluctuations are measured by an array of eight absolutely calibrated coils
with spatial resolution 6.7 mm in the radial direction. In short discharges (t S 10 ms)
with a reduced plasma current (172 S 7' 15A), the whole array can be inserted into the
plasma column without any serious plasma disturbance. An example of the frequency
spectra (10 < f < 120 kHz) of the B, fluctuations measured at 0.65 5 r/a S 1.2 are
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Frequency spectra of B, fluctua-
tions in a shot {#5 30.90) with qa : 5.4.
B, = 0.5 T, I? = 10 kA,fie = 8-1018m'3.
Spectra are evidently a superposition of
broadband spectra decaying as N f"(2+3)
and a narrow peak: The highest spectral
power density in measured by the inner-
most coil.

40 50 50
Frequency [kHz]

120

The frequency resolved correlational analysis of the coil signals indicates that the spectrum
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is a superposition of incoherent broadband fluctuations and a, coherent mode (see Fig. 5).
The radial correlation length of the broadband fluctuations is in the range of 2 cm over
the whole length of the probe array and, interestingly, their radial propagation in the
outward direction can be identified from this correlational portrait.
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Fig. 5
Correlational portrait of B, fluctua- Correlational portrait of B, fluctua:
tions in the frequency band 10—1-35 kHz lions in the frequency band 35+60 kHz
(microturbulence), # 3020. (coherent mode), # 3020.

The dominant poloidal number of the coherent fluctuations was identified as m = 2 by
an array of Mirnov coils. The frequency resolved radial profiles of B, fluctuations difier
in form as shown in Fig. 6.

025 r: I u -

Microiurbulence + , Fig. 6: Radial profile of broadband
’ fluctuations and of the coherent mode

”m“ ._ with m~_~2, # 3020. The level of the
0.20 ‘

.6 U1 . -

E _ coherent fluctuations decays radially as
g 0.10- 1 ~ 7"“. Position of the resonant sur-

face 172:? is estimated to be around
005 H Coherenl mode _ r/a ~ 0.5 + 0.6 assuming a reasonably

~ peaked current profile.
0.00 .
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Fluctuations of Electric Current
A possible link of electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations in the SOL was recently sug-
gested in [‘2]. The proposed model tries to explain the plasma turbulence by a flute-like
instability developed at the low field side of the torus due to unfavorable curvature of the
magnetic field lines, using approach described in [3]. The model predicts dipole current
tubes (poloidally spaced) connected to each other via. the limiter surface. Fluctuating
parallel currents are expected to be in phase with the potential fluctuations and, conse—
quently, their character should be similar.

We try to measure fluctuations of the parallel electric current directly by a. miniature
Rogowski coil with the spatial resolution 7 mm. Simultaneously, the floating Langmuir
probe is placed in the center of the Rogowski coil to have the possibility to correlate the
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current and potential fluctuations. This combined probe is movable on a shot-to-shot
basis. Results of preliminary measurements are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7: Current fluctuations in the limiter
shadow, #5000-30.

Top: Radial profile of the floating potential
is measured to determine the position of the
Last Closed Flue: Surface.

Middle: RMS value of electric current fluc—
tuations versus normalized radius r/a. The
noise level is determined under similar dis-
charge conditions by closing the active space
of the Rogowek-i by two metallic plates, This
prevents the current flow through the coil.

Bottom: Gross—correlation of the current
and potential fluctuations.
The correlation is not too high, probably due
to a noise component in the Rogowski coil
signal. Nevertheless, the opposite sign of the
correlation coeflicient within and behind the
LCFC is apparent.

As seen from the figure, the radial profile of 3“ exhibits a characteristic plateau ex—
tended a few mm behind the LCFC. This plateau is well above the noise and its level
3“ ~ 0.5 A/cm2 is in the range of prediction [2], which is ill 2 encsfié- m 1 A/cm2 for
typical CASTOR edge plasmas. ~

A relatively low correlation between 3" and o is observed, but. its sign changes on cross’
ing the LCFC. However, the definite statement about the mutual link of these quantities
needs to further reduce of the noise.
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Characteristics of low intensity LHW launched in tokamak
CASTOR by a quasioptical grill

Zziéek E, Jakubka K., Klima R., Kryska L., Nanobashvili" 8.,
Pavlo P., Preinhaelter J ., Stockel J.

Institute of Plasma. Physics, Za Slovankou 3, 182 00 Prague 8,
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INTRODUCTION

To avoid diificulties with the complexity of lower hybrid waveguide grills used cur-
rently for generation of electric current in large tokamaks, the idea of a much more
simple quasioptical launcher ("quosioptical grill”) has arisen [1]. It has been the goal
of the experiments carried out recently on tokamak CASTOR (R/a : U.4/U.1m,B S
11”,],J S 201:44, r g 407m) to prove the viability of this idea.

A direct identification of slow lower hybrid wave (LHW) inside the tokamak plasma
(not the current generation itself) has been chosen as a physical proof of the method
applicability on the basis of conclusions of the First Meeting on Advanced Launchers
[2], For these experiments, a short pulse magnetron (1' S 1.5ms) working on the
frequency 9.3GHz and yielding a relatively low power of several kW only has been
used. For the RF measurements inside the plasma, a movable {through the whole
plasma cross—section) coaxial double probe detecting the wave amplitudes and phases
in two points separated 6mm toroidally and RF circuit for determination of the wave
phase velocity 1;, along the toroidal magnetic field have been developed and realized
[3].'As launchers, two quasioptical antenna systems have been developed and applied.
The first one (an ” open” grill with output dimensions 76mm in toroidal and 100mm
in poloidal directions [3]) was based on the original idea [1] of oblique illumination of
sufficiently large system of rods by a plane wave. The second one (a ”closed” grill with
dimensions 68 x 52mm), having many advantages, has been suggested quite recently,
see [4,5]. In this case, the grill rods form the end part of an oversized waveguide.
Due to this fact, all the boundary conditions are taken into account and the problem
(Le, enumeration of the power spectrum and coupling) is solved exactly by full wave
method. The movable RF probe has been placed in CASTOR plasma cross-section
45" toroidally away from the launcher. This position has been chosen according to the
LIN/V ray tracing, taking into account all the parameters of the experiment (Le. wave
frequency, tokamalc magnetic field, density profile and NE eXpected from the theory).

This contribution brings an attempt to analyze the characteristics of LHW launched
into the CASTOR tokamak plasma using the quasioptical antennas and measured by
double RF probe as mentioned above.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The first striking observation during the LHW measurements inside the plasma.

was a high level of the wave amplitude turbulent modulation in time as well as in
space [3]. It may be reasonably considered that such situation is caused by plasma
density fluctuations. However, detailed measurement of local density fluctuations in

the place of RF probes [3] as well as in front of the grill {5} don’t reveal any correlation .
between these local density fluctuations and the wave’s amplitude fluctuations (in the
both cases of ”open” as well as ”closed” antennas). Moreover, itwas’found in [6] after

a. modification of the phase evaluating schema for such conditions that not only the

amplitude, but also the phase of the wave fluctuates in a very high degree. An example

of this wave behaviour at 7‘ = —65mm is shown in Fig.1 for RF pulse Pg": 2 3kW with

a length of 150m (electron density at radius r = “65mm n 2 no.” & l x lllmm’3
for f = 9.30Hz) U1 and U2 in Fig.1 are quantities proportional to the squares of the
electric fields in two points separated 6mm toroidally (signals from detecting diodes),

go is the mutual phase of these two fields.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this figure:

1. amplitude of the field inside the plasma. is modulated almost up to 100%;

2. there is no regular time correlation betwoen the peaks of both amplitudes (some
peaks seem to be correlated, however, some others are not);

3. mutual phase fluctuates in a timescale of several hundreds of kHz up to :l:90°;

it is clear that such high level of phase fluctuations hinders the N, determination.
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DISCUSSION

During the previous measurements with quasioptical grill carried out on tokamak
CASTOR two important facts have been proved:

l. amplitude of the wave launched in tokarnak exhibits a clear concentration in the
region of lower hybrid conus predicted by LHW ray tracing [3];

‘2. the measured dependence of Wave’s reflection on the electron density in front of ‘
the grill corresponds very well to the theory prediction [5].

Both these facts support our opinion that the wave launched by the quasiopticai grill

and observed inside the tokarnak plasma is really the LHW.
Nevertheless, the main goal of the work, i.e. determination of N2, has not been

reached up to now. Namely, in the presence of a fluctuating tokamak plasma the

observed wave exhibits a strong turbulent character hindering the phase evaluation.

It was shown in [3,5] that the strong amplitude and phase fluctuations observed are

neither correlated with local fluctuations of the plasma density in the measuring probe
position nor in front of the grill. This fact indicates that the local behaviour of RF

field inside the plasma. is determined by fluctuations of the refractivity index along the

whole ray of the Wave from launching antenna to the measuring RF double probe. In

this way the observed RF field behaviour is determined by the spatial integration of an

instant picture of the plasma density fluctuations along the whole wave’s path. Because

density fluctations along the wave’s path are uncorrelated, it can well happen that two

or more rays originating in quite different points of launching antenna interfere in the

same place. A computer simulation of such possibility is given in Fig.2 in terms of

ray tracing, where the effects of density fluctuations (all possible real It, have been

considered) and non-zero width of NZ spectrum (AN, 2 0.5 is supposed) are depicted.

In this figure, ”images” of five points [h,z = 0] of CASTOR launching antenna are

shown at three successive radii in the vicinity of therrirst reflection (on the layer with
n S 71"“) of the LHW rays on the tokamak high field side (not to speak of the possible

multiple reflections). It may be seen from the figure that ”images” are defocussed to

partially overlapping areas with dimensions up to several cm. Note that the toroidal

position of the depicted areas corresponds just to the location of RF probes (about 45°

toroidally from the antenna). It follows from this facts that the interference of the rays

radiated from the antenna at poloidal distance of several cm is highly probable. Note

that such distance is well comparable with dimensions of poloidally rotating turbulent

density formations, observed in [5]. In this way, the turbulence of tokamak plasma

results in localized, quickly changing (more quickly than local density changes) standing

waves pattern hindering a direct Nz determination. The question is Whether the picture

observed is not a. common picture of the LHW propagation in the fluctuating plasma

without any deteriorating effect on the current generation efficiency.
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Space Resolved Investigation of USX Radiation of Low-Z Impurities
in CASTOR Tokamak
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Introduction
Study of the impurity in the tokamak plasma issues mostly from spectroscopic data of

impurity radiation, Carbon and Oxygen were identified as the dominant low-Z impurities in
the CASTOR tokamak ( R : 0.4m, a = 0.085m, me = 1013 + 1019 m'3,1p s 20 kA ), The high
charge stages of low—Z impurities radiate predominantly in the ultrasofi-X—ray (USX)
spectral range The spectral radiance of the H- and He-like ions of Carbon and Oxygen along

the central line-of-sight were measured routinely on the CASTOR [1,2] using the high

throughput multilayer-mirror (MLM) spectrometer.

In the present work the spectral radiance has been measured with a spatial resolution in

vertical direction. For this purpose, the MLM spectrometer used on the Castor tokamak was

modified and tested during last months. The line~of~sight was possible to be changed within

:lzfljcrn measured in the plasma centre

Using space resolved measurements of the spectral radiances, the radial profiles of

the spectral intensity could be reconstructed. Finally, the radiative losses by the USX

radiation of C4+, C“, 06+ and 07+ ions were evaluated.

The spectrometer
The two channel MLM spectrometer has been manufactured in IPP Prague earlier [2],

Both the charmels are designed on the use of a combination of the filter technique and the

diSpersive spectrosc0py. Suitable submicron metallic film works as a band filter and the flat

multilayer mirrors (MLM) are chosen as the high reflecting dispersive elements.

The first channel is fixed to a certain spectral line and can be only tuned while the

monochromator vacutun vessel is opened. A vacurnn—tight clock-like mechanism of the

second channel allows the mirror and the detector to be set separately at the angle on and 20L,

respectively, without vacuum break. The spectrometer alignment and the accurate proof

of the mirror/detector position has been performed by a He-Ne laser.
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A new equipment has been designed that makes possible all the spectrometer to be

mechanically tilted within a range of about i 10° related to the horizontal plane. That allows

the radiance to be measured shot-to-shot through different chords all over the plasma cross-
section of the CASTOR tokamak. The spatial resolution of about 1 cm in the center of

plasma is determined mainly by the set of collimators.

Experiments
. The experiments were performed in several regimes of Ohmic discharge in CASTOR

tokamak which differed mainly in plasma current (and consequently in electron

temperature). An other eerie was performed with a reduced plasma column diameter as a

smaller circular limiter was inserted during plasma fluctuation measurements.

The impurity spectral radiance was measured with a shot-to-shot step of the tilt of the

spectrometer that corresponded typically to 0.5 cm shift of the line-of-sight in the center of

5.10"

J

plasma column. The time resolution was

about 1 ms. The tokamak dischargeE
E on" parameters were hold possibly the same
fa. . ,
I / during the serie of measurements.

W /(/—~:!.’jn’// The measured data of the spectral
a gig?“ ' radiance were processed by a modified

a .
QVAAQ/ Abel transform with aim to obtain the«a who’5’ a... . . . .‘53-;35‘ spatial distribution of the spectral

" intensity. At the first approach the
poloidal symmetry of the spectral

Fig Is Time and space evaiutian ofspectral intensity of intensity was assumed for these
01.323611 0V1] (574d? line _ ‘

calculations. As the meamred radiance

was rather asymmetrical in some cases, a modified Abel transform was employed later based

on the method of a weight function [4] that allowed the asymmetrical profile to be processed.

The time and space evolution of the 0W(574 eV) spectral intensity is drawn in Fig.1

Profile of the spectral intensity was estimated from the spectral radiance supposing

symmetrical profiles both of the electron density and temperature. The central electron

density was measured by a microwave interferometer. The central electron temperature was

estimated by two-foil method [4]. The radial profile of the spectral intensity at the time of the
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steady state period of discharges is drawn in Fig.2 for Carbon and in Fig.3 for Oxygen.

While the Carbon ions radiation profile is more or less flat all over the cross-section, both the

are peaked in the CASTOR condition due to theprofiles of Oxygen lines 0"" and

higher excitation energy of the ion.
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It is seen that CV (308eV) radiation dominates; its intensity is four times higher than the

intensity of the higher ionization stage of the same (Carbon) ion. The intensities of the

Oxygen lines are less than of the Carbon.

The dominant contribution of Carbon could be explain by rather high concentration of

Carbon ions because of a poor eleamess of the tokamak chamber and/or by the low electron

temperature, which was evaluated to be app. 200 eV in these measurements. The low

electron temperature could imply the higher population of the ions with lower ionization
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energy and higher

excitation rate (that is
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evaluated. The results are presented in Fig.4 relatively with respect to Ohmic heating power.

It is obvious that more than 30% of Ohmic heating power is lost by CV radiation while the

effect of the other 3 lines is lower than 5%. However, in case of relatively low temperature of

the plasma (that is probably the case of our discharges in the CASTOR), some art of

radiative losses is released through radiation of the lower ions.

Conclusion
The new tilting equipment of the two-channel MLM spectrometer allowed the space

resolved measurement of the radiance of USX spectral lines that yielded a more complex

information on the low-Z impurities in CASTOR tokarnak. This work presents results of the

first sets of the space resolved measurements for several pairs of spectral lines of Carbon and

Oxygen. The space resolved measurement of the radiance allowed the radiative power due to

the impurity to be estimated.

The next work will be focused on simultaneous measurement in USX and VUV

spectral ranges with aim to obtain a complex description of the behavior of light impurities.
A more complex model would be employed that would include diffusive processes of light

impurities in tokamak plasmas.
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HL-IM is a circular cross-section tokamak with R = 1.02 m, a = 0.26 m, B, S 3 T, 1,, =350
RA and two full graphite limiters located at the toroidally symmetrical sections. The pellet
injection line is just on the equator plane of the torus and along the major radius, the

‘ molecular beam injection line is parallel to the pellet injection line and 9 cm belowthe plane.

1. Supersonic molecular beam
Pulsed molecular beams are of great advantages for having high instantaneous intensity,

high speed small spiced of velocity and small angular distribution. Gas pules lasting tens and
hundreds of milliseconds are commonly used in this work and satisfy the requirements of H1.-
lM gas fueling which reduced the edge recycling“ .

The pulsed molecular beam source and its measurement arrangement‘21 for the analogue of
HL-lM vacuum chamber are shown in Fig.1: about 6x 1019 gas particles from the gas source
at a pressure of lx 105 Pa have passed through the nozzle and got into the beam source
chamber at pressure of less than 1 x 10'3- Pa. The mean flying velocity of hydrogen molecular
beam at a distance of l m is about 500 m/s under previous condition of pressure difference,
but the local sonic velocity is about 260 m/s, so the Mach number of the beam Me 2.

2. Pellet fueled in HL-lM
Multiple hydrogen pellets ( diameter ¢ = 1 mm ) injection was performed on HL—lM with

velocity of up to 700 m/s and total particle number No 4.5 x 10". The typical time interval
between pellets is 20 ms. Three PIN diode arrays were used for measurement of soft x-ray
(SX) intensities allowing a spatial resolution of 1 cm and a time resolution of 10 ,us.

3. Penetrating injection and density peaking
The peakedndensity profiles are the results of MB[ and Pi fueling, and recycling control at

the edge plasma. Hydrogen recycling was decreased by degassing procedures employing
siliconization and pure helium glow discharge cleaning that remove hydrogen entrapped in the
graphite limiters. In order to reduce recycling at the plasma edge helium was selected as
working gas for pulsed molecular beam Normally, helium MB] fueling walsBcarried out at low
target density of hydrogen plasma, for example, in shot 4116 n 3 = 4 x 1013m'3,the ramp-up
of line-average electron density dn Jdt'is as high as 3 1x 1020 of3 5' during injection and the
resulting plasma density after 100 ms injection reaches to n e = 5.4 x 1019 m with steady state.
One of the features for MBI fueling is that the peaking density profiles could be remained
'stationary for a long time, as shot 4118 shown in Fig.2, in which the peaking factor of density
profile Qn = m(0)/<m> reaches 1.5 and retains this value for 400 ms. Up to 12 cm depth of the
helium particle penetration is observed by the PIN diode( He 1 587.6 nm ) detector array and
treated by Abel inversion.

With the pellet injection, the density profile has a peaking factor n, (0)/ < n‘, >= 1.64.8

with the central value of r1,(0) 1: 5 x 10'9m’3‘ and the energy confinement time was enhanced
up to 30% higher than that of the target plasma as shown in Fig.3. After pellet injection,
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sudden drop (< 4 ms) of the electron temperature was detected by ECE, and hence on soft x—
ray signal. Apart from the perturbation, 5:2” / ng, introduced by the pellet, the MI-[D activity of
plasma was greatly influenced by the pellet penetration depth. In centrally fueled discharge of
pellet injection where the initial density is about H, s 2.0x 10” m", the sawtooth activity can
be completely suppressed in period of 20-50 ms with a simultaneous increase of central sofi X-
ray radiation. The pressure gradient saturates at a certain value and degrades suddenly when a
large sawtooth emerges. In Fig.4 the evolution of the SX signals around the first large
sawtooth crash are shown, the peaked SX profile is broadened at the crash.

4, Central magnetohydrodynamic activity after pellet injection
Furthermore, the central magnetohydrodynamic activities are strong affected by pellet

' injection. A snake-like oscillation has been observed to arise immediately after the onset of
sawtooth crash in discharges. The centrally peaked pressure is degraded in a slow time scale
compared to that for the usual sawtooth crash. The first large sawtooth crash time is typically
about 400 $600,115, which is much longer than that of gas fueled discharge (100-200 us).
The most conspicuous feature is that the increasing of m=1 mode merges into a snake-like
oscillation just at the former stage of the crash as shown in Fig.5. The time evolution of SX
profiles during the phase of density variation from t= 291.00 ms to t = 291.07 ms is shown in
Fig.6, the snake-like oscillation rotates in the electron drifi direction. Such m=l/n==1
oscillation associated with a density perturbation will enhance the crash period. Normally, the
density perturbation should decay on a time scale ofr 2'/ D In the central region of plasma
the typical values are r, 55 cm and D = 0.3i0.l ms . If Increasing D by one order of
magnitude during the crash phase, the decay time will decrease to several hundred
microseconds and it is comparable to the decay time of the snake-like oscillation as observed
in HL-l M experiment.

~ 5. Hollow profile of TC and electron'heat transport
There are obvious variations of the electron temperature profile during the MBI, for

example in shot 4116 as shown in fig.7, the helium MB! begins at t = 160 ms. The hollow
profiles of electron temperature have been indeed observed to be asymmetrical in HL-lM by
ECE diagnostics 190 ms after helium MBI. The peak of electron temperature profiles is
around R=1 02 m but the center of the hollow drifis off the center of the temperature
profiles at R = 1.06 m and remains stationary till the end of discharge. According to the
sawtooth signal variation with time measured by the SX-ray array, the period of sawtooth
increases with electron density and the inversion radius of q = 1 surface is rs. .<_ 5 cm after M31.
The hollow may be the results of density peaking outward rather than impurity accumulation.
The comparison of the profiles of the electron heat transport coefiicient 1, between two

' different fueling modes has been obtained from the method of energy balance. At the range of
plasma radius r—= + 10 cm, the 1“ value of the plasma with MBI varies from O 3 to 0 7m Is;
it is smaller than that with GP plasma, especially in the side of strong magnetic field

6. Improved confinement with MRI
1n the experiment of HblM, the hydrogen plasma with GP fueling r5 increases linearly

with the density at E, 52 x10'9m",when the density is further increased, 2,,- increases
slowly with the density. If the working gas is the mixture of H2+He, the critical density will
increase to 2.5 x10'9m", beyond which rt; continuously but slowly increases. In the
experiment of MB! fueling with helium into the hydrogen plasma, rt; increases with
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increasing plasma density till n, = 6x 10197714, and is 30% longer than that of previous GP
results at the same density range. A comparison of the variation of 2'5 versus 5, with GP and
MRI is as shown in Fig.8 .

7. Discussion
The process or" pellet injection is very strongly dependent on the electron temperature and

only slightly on the electron density. The pellet could inject into the plasma center, which
benefits by the protective layer composed of cold particles that shields the pellet from the
incoming electron collisions. Three slow pellets with velocity 200 m/s were injected into an
ohmically heated deuterium plasma with starting density f1", = 1.3 ><lt)'9m‘3 , and the
penetration of up to 7 cm and energy confinement time enhanced up to 30% were observed,
which experiment was carried out in ASDEX '3}. The experimental results of the slow pellet
fueling are similar to that of the MBI fueling in this paper. Whether the protective layer
appears during MBI is under investigation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments on many tokamks have shown that the H—mode can be actively triggered by an

externally added electric field with a biased electrode'u]. This kind of H—mode has been

observed and studied on the I-IL-l tokamakis'm and studied again on the HL-lM tokamak with
wall boronization, fast ramp-up of the bias voltage and fast ramp-down of the plasma current,

and some enhanced confinement features have been observed in the internal and edge regions

by some newly installed diagnostics.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS .

The HL- 1M tokamak is the modified version ofthe HL-l tokrnak alter the thick copper shell

was moved and the minor radius was incensed from 0.20m to 0.26m, and has been operated up

to I, =320kA and B.=2.8T with current and displacement feed back control after wall
boronizafion in helium glow discharge.

The electrode has a graphite head of 44mm diameter, been installed at the top of the vacuum

chamber and inserted into the plasma by 2~3.50m as Vbis applied to the plateau phase of the

plasma current. When V1, is higher than 300-350V the characteristics of H-mode—like can be

observed: drop of the Hot intensifies around the device measured by the visible and VUV

spectrometers, increase of the plasma density measured by the HON laser interferometer,

increase of the diamagnen'c flux by the re—design diamagnetic coils, suppression of the

fluctuations at the edge measured by Langmuir prob-es, similar to the observation on I-IL- 1(3'4’5'.
An ECE frequency-scan heterodynes receiver (i=117-182GHz, time resolution 4ms) has

been installed to measure the electron temperature profile, a laser blow-off system has been

built up to study the particle confinement and impurity transport, and March probes have been

used to study the poloidal and toloidal plasma motions at the plasma edge. With these new

diagnostics, some new plasma features have been observed and the enhanced confinemc has

been obtained in the internal and edge plasma regions.
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As the H—mode is achieved, the energy confinement time 1; obtained from the diamagnetic

measurement, is increased from 4-12ms in the L-mode to llélSms in H—mode as density fie

changes fi'om 0.6x10‘3/cm3 to 2.0x1013/cm3 at the plasma currents of 90-140kA with 13522—
2.4T, as shown in Fig. 1. The H factor 15/ 15mm? {it‘ll-1.8 has been obtained in the H—mode,
as shown in Fig. 2.

The measurements of the ECE fietluencywscan heterodynes receiver show that the electron

temperature profile Te(r) becomes steepend as the Humode is achieved. The typical T¢(r)

profiles in the I; and H—mode are shown in Fig. 3 for a typical discharge #3231 in which

Ip-e140kA and 352.41 In Ohmic phase (L-rnodc) at 2301115 the relative central electron

temperature T¢(0) is about 950, the radialgradients dTr(r)/d.r are 50/cm and 25/0111 in the

regions of rHS-IScm (r/az0.2-0.6) inboard and outboard respectively. As 1,, begins to decrease

with the rate of~1MA/s and a fast rising-up V1, (~2ms to its maximum 450V) is used at about

23 5ms, the normal H-tnode characteristics are observed, the electron temperature Te(r) rises up

inside FIOcm (r/amOA) and drops down outside r=100m, indicating that the electron

temperature T=(r) becomes steepend and the confinet is enhanced in the internal region.

After about 181115 later, at 25311315, the central electron temperature T.(0) reaches its maximum

~1100, increasing ~10-20% than in L—mode, t(r)/dr are ~70/cm and ~90/cm in the region of

FS—ISCm inboard and outboard respectively, implying that a transport barrier probably exists in

this area, and the radial gradient of the electron temperatmeis increased more outboard than

that inboard. After bias, the T..(r) profile at 2761115 is similar to the Te(r) profile at 230m,

indicating plasma returns to L-rnode.

From the steep end Te(r) it can be derived that the central plasma current density rises up and

its profilevbecomes steepend, and also the plasma current density can be steepend when the

plasma current 1,, is reduced as B. is kept constant.

Afler T,(0) was calibrated by the results of the ruby-laser scattering measurement, a

simulation with an one dimensional transport code has been performed and the radial electron

heat conductivity age has been obtained, that is xe=4.0-5.0m2/s and xe=4.0-7,5m2/s inboard and

outboard respectively in the internal region of r=5-15cm in the L-rnode. In the H-mode,

however, in the same r-region 13 is 2.0-3.9m2/s inboard and 2.0-3.5m2/s outboardm, much

smaller than in the L-mode, and the Hx factor )0:it is changed from 0.52 to 0.78 inboard

but only a little outboard as shown in Fig. 4, much more reduced outboard than inboard,

indicating that the confinement outboard is enhanced more than that inboard and the

confinement mainly is enhanced in outboard side. '

At the same time. the confinement is also improved at the plasma edge. In the range of 1=23~
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250m(r/a=~0.88—0.95), the density fluctuations are reduced ~10—50%, the toroidal Mach

number M increases ~20—50%, the poloidal rotation speed V, measured by the Mach probes
varies from ~2km/s in co-diamagnen'c direction in L-mode to ~8.5km/s in center—direction in

H-mode, corresponding to Er~20lm towards the outward direction”, shnilar to the results
on TEXTOR.

By injection A1 impmity into the L‘- and H-mode plasmas with laser blow-elf and measuring

central chord ADCI intensities with VUV spectrometer, the particle confinement has been ‘
studied, resulting that 35201115 in the L-mode and rP~30ms in the H-rnode, estimated fiom the

decay times of the A1111 lines. The impurity transport investigation by the transport code

“STARTAI-llflsl shows that the particle difiiisien coefficient D outside the surface of q=1 is

reduced from 1.2mz/s in L-mode to 0.6m2/s in H-mode and a transport barrier exists in N20-

24em(r/a~0.8-0.9) in which De50.2m2/s, much smaller than the one outside this barrieim. The

radial position ofthis calculated transport barrier is roughly consistent with the measurement of

the poloidal rotation speed at the plasma edge measured by the Mach probes. I

111. CONCLUSION
The enhanced confinement has been observed in the internal and edge regions ofthe H-mode

plasma with wall boronizaton, fast ramp-up ofbias voltage and fast ramp—down of the plasma

current on the I-lL-lM tokamak. Experiments and simulation have shown-that the central
electron temperature is ramp up, the temperature profile T.(r) becomes steepend, the electron

heat conductivity xc is reduced and an internal transport barrier probably exists in the internal

region of r/az0.2-0.6. The investigation of the impurity transport with laser blow-01f and

simulation show that the particle confinement is enhanced by a factor of 1.5 and an edge
transport barrier exists at r/asxOB—OS, roughly consistent with the measurements of the Mach

probes.
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Suppression of instabilities

Lower-Hybrid Current Drive(LHCD) experiments were carried out in the HL-IM
hydrogen plasmas. The effect of LHCD on central MHD activities[samooth(mw0), m=l
mode] were studied with the fluctuations observation of the soft X-ray (SXR) emission. The
suppression ,\of these instabilities by LHCD has been observed in the sawtoothing

discharges(electron density n: 2 1—3 x 10'3cm'3). As RF—power( Pd ) launched into plasmas
increases to the powar threshold, which depend on the electron density, the instabilities were
suppressed by RF~pulse and the suppression threshold values for m=0 and m=l modes are
different(Fig.l). Generally, at lower P5, the residual or saturated m=1 modes were often

found during RF~pulse in which the sawteeth were suppressed .The existence of residual or
saturated m=l oscillations during the sawteeth suppression suggests that the current profile
may be barely stable and that a slight change in the imposed RF current profile may be
sufficient to cause central MHD instability. Similar m=1 mode oscillations were frequent
observed superimposed on sawteeth, and the duration of oscillations increase at the RF-
power levels below the sawteeth suppression threshold. In Fig.1, the RF-power dependence

, of the amplitudes of sawtooth and the ni=l mode is distinct observed. Around this power
threshold, the m=1 mode is destabilized and suppressed by further increase in Rpower. The
typical time evolution pictures of the central MHD activities during LHCD are shown in
Fig.2 and 3. Fig.2 gives the histories of the significant variation and partial suppression of
sawtooth activities. Fig.3 shows the complete suppression of the central MHD instabilities by
Rfipowar pulse at the higher power range in which there is no return of the sawtooth and
m=l mode is observed. in present experiments, the recurrence of sawteeth and/or m=l mode
was found as RF—power increase to certain value as shows in Fig.1, it seems to have an
optimal RF-power levels for the suppression of sawtooth and m=l mode 'as Alcator-CU], it
may be that the power deposition profile and the fast electron current profile vary with RF-
power as the plasma parameters evolve during the RF-pulse. The sawtooth period increases
with Pa, , the increase of threefold to fourfold its initial valve has been observed at RF-power
level just below the threshold power for the discharges with electron “density
r7; =1,5—1.8x10”cm".

The MHD instabilities related to the current profile, and the change in internal
inductance(1,) is consistent with the change in the current profile . So most probable
explanation of instabilities suppression is the modification of plasma current profile by LHCD,
The modification of 1,, which is detected with diarnagnetie method, by applying LHCD has
been observed during sawtooth and m=l mode suppression in LHCD discharges, but the
modification observed using diamagnetic method during LI-ICD is frequent no significant
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even is nearly same with the that one before RF-pulse. A small decrease in 1,. during sawteeth

and m=l mode suppression by LHCD has been detected (as shown in Fig. 2,3), it suggests
that the disappearance of the q=1 surface in the plasma and the current profile has flattened. In
some discharges, however, it has been also observed that the sawteeth and m=l mode were
suppressed by LHCD with accompanying the increase in 1,. Sometimes the measured
value (without difference was observed in the stabilized and tmstabilized portions of the RF-
pulse, so we cannot invoke a significant change in li to explain the recurrence of MHD
instabilities.

Snake-like perturbations

Snake perturbations have been already studied in detail in pellet injection experiments
and sawtoothing discharges on the JET Tokamak[2]. Snake-like perturbations are observed in
LIICD plasmas of HL—lM before the onset of sawteeth recurrence. They are only found to
occur at the end or later phase of the suppression of sawteeth(or m=l mode) by LHCD as
shown in Fig.4, it implies that the formation of snakes-like is related to the instabilities
suppression. ln these LHCD discharges, afier instabilities suppression a peaked sofi X-
ray(SXR) has been observed, and the increase of impurities radiation detected is distinct. The

' accumulation of impurities at plasma center during stabilization leads to the formation of the
snakes-like. The electron density obtained shows a slight increase but no significant peaking
during Li-ICD. The snakesdike obtained in l-IL—iM LHCD discharges are different from those
of the pellet induced and spontaneous snakes in JET. The pellet produced or spontaneous
snakes in JET are frequent long lived, surviving many sawtooth crash, but the present snakes-
like in HL-IM are with very shout lifetime( I, s Sms). They are always produced in sawteeth
and/or m=l mode stabilization discharges: In general, the snakes-like onset is preceded by
normal mel activity which starts at the very small region of plasma center(r=3cm. minor
radio of plasma a=26cm) and the central oscillations are frequency-doubled, and ended just
before the first sawtooth crash (in Fig.4). Sometimes the generation of snakes-like during the
sawtooth stabilization by LHCD are owing to the modification of RF-power value with the
plasma parameters. Ultra—Violet(VUV) spectrometer and centrally radiated power
measurement with Bolometers indicate that the impurities were enhanced and their
accumulation in plasma center is also confirmed by the radial profile peaking of SXR
emission because the electron density shows no significant peaking during central MHD
activities stabilization and there are minor temperature increase. In addition, we have found
that the m=l oscillations must be frequency-doubled before the snakes—like fomtation. We
have noticed that the central MHD activities(m=0 and/or m=lm0de) superimposed on the
SXR signals were completely suppressed accompany a relative enhancement outside of the
q=1 surface(no m=2, it may be a turbulence), but the enhancement of turbulence does not
seems to affect confinements, the increase of plasma energy wr, during stabilization of central

MHD activities by LHCD is notable. Snakes-like found in HL~lM always rotates in the
direction of the electron drift.

Conclusion
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Central MHD instabilities has been successful suppressed by LHCD in HL-lM hydrogen
plasmas as RF-power increases to the threshold, and an optimal Rpower range seems to
exist for the complete suppression of the central MHD instabilities. The changes of internal
inductance have detected by diamagnetic method, so the modification of current profile by
LHCD was confirmed. Snakes—like observed in LHCD discharges are a magnetic island
behavior, it was evolved by normal m=1 MHD activity due to impurity accumulation, they are
different from the snakes induced by pellet and spontaneously snakes in JET. Owing to the
lake of detailed measurements, the perturbations of electron temperature and electron density
during the snake-like perturbations in the HL-IM plasma have no obtained. The mechanism
of snake-like perturbations will be further studied.
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Injected impurity transport and confinement during improved

confinement discharge induced by lower hybrid current drive.

J.CHEN X.Y,FENG Z.H.WANG RBURHENN“ E.Y.WANG

J.L.LUO J.F.DONG Y.Z.ZHONG S.J.QIAN I,C.YAN

Sduthwestem Institute of Physics, P.O.Box 432, Chengdu, Sichuan, P.R.China

**IPP in Germany

Lower hybrid power was injected into a medium density Ohmic(OI-I) plasma. The

impurity transport and confinement in lower hybrid current driven (LHCD) plasmas in HL~

1M tokamak were studied. The impurity transport coeflicients (diffusion coefficient D and

inward convect velocity V) were calculated by simulating different impurity ionized lines

obtained using VUV spectrometer. The outside transport D decreases to 0.5m2/s in LHCD

discharge from 1.0m2/s in OH discharge. In both cases D inside (r/a < 0.3) is found to be

smaller close to neoclassical predictions. The impurity confinement time rim, is estimated

from the characteristic decay time of the line intensity of the injected metal impurity. During

‘ OH plasmas rim}, is about 17ms, while in LHCD period tam}, goes up to 30ms. The

improvement of impurity transport and confinement is related to the change of edge plasma

electric potential profile Vp(r) which is induced by LHCD and detected by Mach probes. -

1. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of LHCD on HL—lM tokamak is to achieve steady state tokamak operation.

So it is important to study the impurity behavior in LHCD plasma either for controlling

them or as a diagnostic for plasma characters [1]. In HL—lM experiment it is found that the

particle confinement is improved by LHCD as in other devices [2]. The improved impurity

transport and confinement have also been obtained. This was also found in HP? T-l'IU device

[1]. The physical mechanism is partly explained as the change of edge plasma electric

potential profile. Other reasons are not clear.

2. EXPERIMENT CONDITION

‘ This work is supported by IAEA. project No. CPR/041013
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The experiments were carried out in hydrogen discharges. The main plasma parameters

were: R=l.02 m, a=0.26m, Ip~l00 k A, N”, ~ 13 x low/m3, Bt~ 2T, Te(0)~ 0.6-1.0keV. An

RF wave with a frequency of 2.45 G Hz, a pulse length of BOms and a power of 160-400 kW

was injected into plasma, The metal impurities were injected into plasma by Laser Blow-OE

system [3 ]. The time and amount of injection can be controlled easily. In experiment the

brightness of spectral line emission of impurity ions were obtained by VUV spectrometer, the

electron density by laser interferometer, 'I‘: by the laser scattering system as barrier as ECE,

H; by monochrometer and Vp(r) by Mach probes.

3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

When LH power is injected into a medium density (Ne ~ 1.5 x 1013cm'3) 0H plasma, LH

driven current is generated: the loop voltage VL decreases sharply and the plasma current Ip

increases slightly. The ion saturation current I; measured by a double probe decreases and '

IV, of central chord increases. That means the central electron density Ne(0) increases. The

Ha decreases as shown in Fig. 1. All these shows that the partiCle confinement is improved.

Figure 2 shows the brightness of four VUV lines (Al XI 55.00 nm, A1 X 33.27nm Al IX

28,24nm Al VIII 38,11nm) detected in LHCD discharge and the simulation results of each

line. The dash lines represent the results ofsimulation. Comparing the peaks of Fig. 2 (d), (c),

( b),(a), one can easily see the process of impurity Al developing and ionizating fi‘om the

outside to the central plasma. Using a impurity transport code to solve the transport eqation

and calculate the line brightness, the difliusion coeficient D and convect velocity V were

obtained [4 ].

The values of D and V which best reproduce the tempera] evolution of the VUV lines in

Fig. 2 are shown in Fig, 3. The D and V during OI-l discharge are also shown in Fig. 3. From

Fig. 3 one can see that in OH and LHCD discharges the D( r) and V( r) ( D~ 0.05 mzls, V~

0.1m/s ) close to neoclassical predictions in the central region of plasma are smaller than that

in the outer region where the transport is abnormal. During LHCD plasma D (~0.5mv2/s)

outside is smaller than that without LHCD (D—- mini/s). That means LHCD helps to slow

down the impurity tranSport in the anomalous transport region.
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We detected the change of edge plasma electric potential profile Vp( r) by Mach probes

shown in Fig.4, which causes a barrier of D in the region (in Fig. 3) to deter the impurity

development to the center. ‘

Figure 5 is the comparison of Al XI lines in OH and LI-ICD discharges. Because the

characteristic decay time of the line intensity is a measure of the confinement time rim, of the

injected impurity [5 ], from Fig. 5 one can see that the impurity confinement time rm, during

LHCD is about 301m, improved from 17ms in 0H discharge.

The physical mechanism of improved impurity confinement during LHCD is not yet known

clearly, One certain mechanism is the change of Vp( r) in edge plasma which causes a barrier

of D to arrest impurity ions in that region, as discussed as above; One possible mechanism is

the reduction of electrostatic turbulence in the outer region which causes abnormal transport;

Another pOSsibie mechanism is the pinch effect.

' Figure 6 shows the confinement time of injected impurity rm versus the LH power during

the same condition (We =13 x 1019/m3, 1p~9o k A, To (0)~ 600 e v, Bt= 1.9T). From this

figure one can see that 1W can get the maxium value when the LH power is about less than

160kW under this condition, then decrease with the increase of LH power.

4. CONCLUSION

In LHCD discharge, with the particle confinement improved the injected impurity

transport coefficient decreases and impurity confinement time goes up.
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Measurements of Boundary Plasma Flow
on The HL-IM Tokamak

W,Y.Hong= E.Y.Wang, Y.D.Pan and X.Q.Xu

Southwestern Institute ofPhysics, POBox 432,
Chengdu, Sichuan 610041, China

Abstract
The results of the boundary plasma flow measurements are described in this paper, The

radial profiles ofplasma parallel flow Mach number M and poloidal flow velocity Vpol have been
obtained during Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) and Pellet Injection respectively In
LHCD experiments, it was found that the direction ofthe poloidal flow velocity reverses as the
toroidal magnetic field Br reverses, Much suggests that the poloidal flow velocity can be
clarified as the effect of E X B. So the confinement improvement seems to be related with the
production of radial electric field during LHCD.

1. Introduction

The detemtination offlow velocity in Scrape-oi? layertSOL) and the boundary oftokamak
plasma has become of prime importance due to its possible role in confinement and the L—H
mode txansition‘l'”. The instability driven by the cross—field gradient(shear) of the plasma mass
flow velocity parallel to the magnetic field in an inhomogeneous plasma has been investigated
extensively since the early 1970’s“). Recently, the L-mode to H—mode ("L-H) transition in
tokamak plasma confinement was modeled to be related to the presence of the poloidal flow
shear near the plasma edge”).

A Mach Probe Array with four pins is used to measure plasma flows in the HL-IM edge
plasma“). It can measure not only parallel flows but the flow perpendicular to the magnetic field
as well. Measurements of plasma flow velocities are carried out on HL—lM with this probe
array for Ohmic, LHCD and Pellet injection

2. Experimental conditions

Hl.-1M is circular cross-section tckamak, with R=l.02m, a=0.26m and two full poloidal
graphite limiters located at 180” fi'om each other toroidally. A simple chamber wall boronization
and siliconization techniques were employed in HLul.
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Experiments reported here were performed with the following parameters ; B. =1.8-—2.5 T,

IP = 90—— 150 M, E. =1— 3 x 10" mi rem) =05 —1keV.
In recent experiments of HL-IM, Pellet injection (with up to 8 pellets) and LHCD (with

power up to 0.85 MW, 2.45MHz) were used to study confinement and current drive.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions

(21) LB wave injection
The I-IL-l and HL—lM experiments showed significant density increase (up to factor of2)

during combined Ohmic and LHCD discharges").These results have commonly indicated a
significant decrease in edge density fluctuations in improved confinement mode with LH
wave injection. It also shows that the suppressions of the density fluctuations are accompanied

by a higher poloidal rotation induced by LH wave injection‘"
The radial profiles of the poloidal rotation velocities measured by a Mach Probe Array

during Ohmic andLHCD with B. andB. direction charged to opposite are shown in Fig.1. It
was found that the direction of poloidal flow velocity reverses as the toloidal B. changed to
opposite direction. The altered edge electric field by LH wave injection leads to noticeable

changes in the plasma poloidal and toroidal rotation velocities. Changes in the poloidal rotation
velocitiesdnringLHwaveinjection canbeexplainedbythemodification offitemdial profilesof
E. It appears that the poloidai velocity is mainly determined by the E X B drifl. The observed

changes in the poloidal B flow velocity direction with B change in direction suggests that the
efi‘ect ofthe radial electric field induwd by LH wave injection dominates the poloidal rotation.

(b) Pellet injection

Thepelletinjectioninthetokmnakplasmaisoneofthemosthnportnntmethodsfor
finding, controlling the density profile and improving the confinement ofa toknmak plasm The
improvement oftheplasmaenergy confinemeuttime 1E wasohtained. Inthepellethijection

experiment of the HL—lM mkamnk, both the toroidal flow and the polcidal flow in the plane
' boundary was changed. A large and reverse velocity variation of the poloidal flow is observed

(see Fig.2 )'. In theexperimentofJIPP T—IIUtokamak, alargeattdrapidchmgeinthe local
plasma potential is found to be induced by ofi-axis hydrogen pellet injection into a tokamak
plasma. This change canbeinter'preted as beingdue to the gradient-B drittofparticlesin the

high~density plasma of the pellet cloud, before the increase of the plasma density dtfe to the
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ablation becomes uniform on the magnetic surface“). The rate of potential change at the
magnetic surface inside the pellet ablation region is

Twiwmg.) (1)
where LP, v a depth ofthe pellet cloud across the magnetic surface, Rfi— the major radius ofthe

dominant ablation point in the plasma, Ty- an average temperature of the pellet cloud, it is a

few eV, (2,, - the poloidal angle of the pellet cloud at the dominant ablation point, wt. — the
cyclotron frequency of ion. The gradient-B drifl can explain the polarity ofthe potential charge

for off-axis injection through the dependence an S'm( Q1, ),
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LASER BLOW-OFF EXPERIMENT AND STUDY OF

IMPURITY TRANSPORT ON HL-IM TOKAMAK*

X.Y.Feng, Z.H,Wang, E.Y.Wang, J.Chen, J.L.Luo, Z.R.Yu,Y.Z.Zhong
J.F.Dong, K.H.Li, G.C.Guo, Z.C.Deng, M.L.Shi, J,C.Ya.n, Y,J.Zhen

(Southwestern Institute of Physics, P.O.Box 432, 61004 Chengdu, Sichuan, PR. China),

Rainer Burhenn (IPP Garching, Germany)

Abstract : the Laser Blow-off technique has been used to HL~IM tokatnak. Small quantities of
metal impurities ,Al, Fe; Li etc, have been injected into the plasma. Their characteristics of

the transports and the confinements were studied during the Ohmic, L~mode, Bias limiter and

LHCD discharges. The diffusion coefficients, D (r), inward convection velocities ,V (r), and

confinement times T mm were obtained.

1. Introduction

The Laser Blow-off technique is the right transient perturbation methodfl]. It has been

used to several tokamaks[l,2,3].The injected time and the amount of the impurity can be

controlled exactly and it is the minimum perturbation for the plasma. The data analysis is

based on the measured curve of the line emission of injected impurity and the numerical

simulation of the line brightness using an impurity transport code. We carried out the

experiments of injecting various metals, Ni, Fe,Cr, Al , Li etc, on HL-IM device. We studied

the transport and confinement characteristics of Al impurity. The results show that the

diffusion coefficients and convection velocities are much small in the r/a~0.3 inside region of

plasma with values for D~ 0.01-0.11112/5, V~0~0r1m/s.They are closed to neoclassical

calculation. But in the r/a > 0.4 outside region D and V reach great values for D~0.5 —

1.3m2/s ,V~0.4 -2.6m/s. They are greater than the neoclassical prediction. In the this region the

transport is anomalous. The confinement times are given by the characteristic decay times of

the spectral line emission brightneSs of injected impurities.

2. Experimental conditions and diagnostics

The experiment arrangement is shown in figure 1. HL-] M is a circular cross section tokamak,

its main parameters are : major radius R=l,02m, minor radius a=0.26m, toroidal field BT~2-

2.8 T, plasma current 19400-320 M, 112’" 2—8x1019/m3, Te~0,6~1.2 keV. The source is a single
pulse ruby laser with output energy 1-3J, pulse duration 20—30ns.The laser beam is focused on

the surface of target filmby a lens. It can produce a spot of diameter 1-3 mm on the target film,
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the metal element in the spot is evaporated to produce a burst of metal atoms, it contains a few

10‘3atoms with energy of the order of a few eV . They move towards the plasma, but only a
fraction of them can reach to center of plasma. The amount of injected impurity is kept

sufficiently low to avoid perturbing parameters of plasma apart from radiation. This

corresponds to concentration of 0.01-0.05% of the electron density[1,3]. These atoms reach to

the plasma boundary and are ionized, These ions spread out rapidly along the toroidal field

lines . At the same time, due to collision or turbulence, the ions move slowly radially inwards.
The penetration progression of the impurities into plasma is observed using four soft x-ray

carneras(total 68 channels),the smallest spatial and temporal'resolutions are 2cm and lOus

respectively. The intensities of line emission from injected impurity are measured with the

VUV spectrometer and visible multichannel optical fiber sensors. The electron density and

temperature are also measured by HCN laser interferometer ,lascr Thomson scattered system

and ECE system. The general energy radiation loss is given using multichannel bolometers.

3. Experimental results

‘ The metals ,Al, Fe, Li etc. were injected successfully into HL-lM device during OH,L-

mode, Bias limiter and LHCD discharges. The transport, confinement and penetration of the

injected impurity were observed and studied .

Figure 1 shows the central channel soft X-ray signal , the central chord electron line

average density ne , the central chord VUV emission signal, the central channel bolometer

signal and plasma current I, when Al was injected in 2691 shot. We can see that there are

additive pulse signals on the soft X-ray, VUV and bolometer signals around the time of Al

injection. But It , and 1,, are not varied obviously. It means that the perturbations of plasma

parameter were avoided.

Figure 2 shows the central chord X-ray emission signal around time of Al injection with the

background emission subtracted during L-mode discharge in 2696 shot. It represents the

contribution of soft X~ray emission from injected Al alone. As theimpurity ions propagate

inwards, they enter region of higher electron density and temperature, and the intensity of soft

X-ray signal grows. When the intensity of X-ray reaches its maximum, the} impurity

concentration is also near its maximum in the center of plasma, and then the signal of_ x-ray

starts to decay, as the impurity ions continuously escape due to the mmsport. During the rising
phase of soft X~ray, We observed that the sawtooth was inverted for two times. it implies an

inward flow of the impurity ions into the central region at the time of each sawtooth crash.
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During the decay phase of the signal of sofi X—ray, it is inversely progression , the impurity

ions flow outwardly from central region at the time ofeach sawtooth crash[3].

Figure 3 gives the radial spatial distributions of the diffusion coefficients D(r) and inward

convection velocities V(r ) in the cases of Ohmic, L-mode, Bias limiter and LHCD discharges.

These distributions are obtained by the numerical simulation using an impurity transport

code(selecting 2—4 spectral lines of the different ionized state to carry out simulating and

fitting with the experiment data for each discharge state), assuming that the ion flux of injected

impurity is in a form:

1‘ [mg -D é’nimp/fir- nimPV (1) '

where l‘ impis the flux , D is diffusion coefficient , nimp is the density, V is convection velocity

of injected impurity. 4
We can see that from figure 4, the diffusion coefficients and convection velocities are much

small close to neoclassical calculation in the r/a =0.3 inside region of plasma with values for ,

D~0.01u0.1 mZ/s, V~0—0.1m/s. It means that in this region of HL-lM the transport is normal.

But in the outside region, r/a 2 0,4, of plasma the transports of impurity are much faster than

neoclassical prediction with values for D~l ,0 mzls, V~0.05~1.9m/s, T m=16.6ms in OH

plasma, D~l.3 mZ/s, V~0.08—2.6m/s, T imP=l7ms in L—mode, D~0.8 mi/s, V~0.05-l.4m/s,

t imp=24ms in bias limiter discharge, D~0.5 mzls, V~0.05-0.85 m/s, T .mp=33ms in LHCD. So

the transports are anomalous in all above states. there is barrier at 22—25 cm of HL-IM plasma,
because there is the pulse electric field in this region from bias limiter. We also found that in

LHCD discharge the confinement time is longer than that in the cases of OH, L-mode and

Bias limiter. The confinement characteristic is improved in the case of LHCD.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of Al XI(55.0nrn) line brighmess at the central chord in the

GILL—mode and LHCD, their characteristic decay times of line brightness are a measure of the

confinement time of injected impurity.Above confinement times are given from figure 4.
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Instability/Driven by Ian Temperature Gradient and Parallel Velocity
Shear in Plasma with Reversed Magnetic Shear

X.D.Peng, J.H.Zhang, Q.D.Gao, L.B.Ran '
(Southwestern Institute of Physics, P.O.Box 432, Chengdu, 610041, P.R.China)

The confinement of plasmas piays a key role in the magnetic thermal nuclear fusion in

tokamaks. Recently, the enhanced confinement with reversed magnetic shear(ERS mode) has

been discovered in many tokamaks such as TFTR, DIII—D, JT-GOU, and er a1..“'21 One
characteristic is that the safety factorq is a nonmonotonic function of r (r is the coordinate in

the directioh of the minor radius). In ERS mode, the particle transport is reduced to roughly

the neoclassical level, and the ion thermal diffusivity is well bellow predictions from

conventional neoclassical theory. In addition, a high fraction of bootstrap was found in this

plasma. in order to explain this new phenomenon, two approaches must be taken into account.

The first is instabilities of plasmas in the presence of reversed magnetic shear, which is related

to the suppression of anomalous transport. The second is the invalidity of conventional

neoclassical theory in the presence of reversed magnetic shear.

In this paper, we only study instabilities driven by the ion temperature gradient (ITG) in

llic presence of reversed magnetic shear. The drift-like instability driven by ITG is currently

the most plausible candidate for explaining the anomalous ion energy transport in tokamak

plasmas” Numerous studies on this mode have been carried out theoretically and

experimentally in the last decade. But most of these investigations, however, have been

confined to plasmas with positive magnetic shear. On DIII—D tokamak, the high toroidal
velocity shear was observed in the region where the confinement is improved with the

reversed magnetic sheenm So the effect of toroidal velocity shear must be taken into account.

The instabilities driven by ITG in the presence of the parallel velocity shear are described

by the ion continuity equation, ion parallel velocity and ion pressure evolution equations,

respectivelym ln cylindrical geometry, the linearized equations are

£(l—Vi)¢+vu[l+(]+—n’—)V::l——¢+al=0, (It

8 a
EV§+V.E¢=-VI¢-l, (2)
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a 1+, a r '
wol—D-tfl-vv <3)

where v. = -(7:/eBc‘)dv‘o/tlr. v" = ~(7:,/uBul,)z_flnnu/dv. t = 72/5. 11, =dln?:,’dlnn0 ,

and ¢. v‘, and pnrc,rcspcctivcly. normalizcd by Tu/e, 0.. and r1071. and spatial scales are

normalized by p,. Here; I" is the ratio of parallel specific heat. The other symbols have their.

usual meanings. The perturbation quantities are assumed to be of the‘form

f($393,!) = flu) cxp[—iwt +£(m9 —ni;)]. (4)

where 6 and t; are poloidal and toroidal anglcs. respectively. It represents the pololdnl and

toroidal mode number (mm). x =r—r,.'with such that 910;) =m/n.Then.Iwc obtain

operators as follows: _ a .

V =iB"[m§-—rr 3—5]: 1'1: «_r_‘[_q__(r,)_ I]. ' (5) ‘
r. R , 59m) 40') _

Because the safety factor is a nonmonotonic fimction. we assumed that the safety factor

is expanded as I l l l . ' i

qm- qln‘ > +q (r.)x+q"(rr)x‘/2 +- ‘ " ‘ “ (6)
Usually. we only consider the first order term of :c. In the case of low magnetic shear. i.c..

q'm) :0, the secondsordcr term of x2 must been taken into account 80‘ we obtain the

operator ‘

4'0.) [arm Wm] ,, -
V :4 -ik x+ — x . . (7)

y Rq(’x)[q(rh) 2‘101) (1:07,) ‘

Lincnn'zing Eqs.(l) ~ (3). we obtain the renewing niodc‘vequation ‘ ' '
d1 . ‘ ’
Fitfflxmm =0: , ‘8)

where the "potential" fimction is given by

m,t5)=-kj + I w + . E"z,(r'.)xz It— .é’é[k"£': )}x+l‘21"(,})1x2 2]: .( )
6+ K m' ~ (r; v)k(‘(r.)x (m + lore: -(r, or; (rm: 1

with l '

'(r J - r 24%} . ’
1W a—v—M. k"(r)=--————--—-[ "(r ——-~—- , ‘ m=mlc v ,

Pt) I i V1)R42(”k) q k) / y 0VHR‘IZ (’33 401)

a"); =m./k,v,,. K=(I+t1, l/t.
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When k"(r,) is small. further. assuming 1‘]: is small. or. simply. taking [‘30. the

“potential“ function is written as

kl':("t)+é:kf(rt)1:2 x1+ €3.1‘I'Vi) I”. _; 1—03 ' (10)
m‘ m(c)+K) (Man-K) ’ out-K

V(x.o3) =[

When (I), =0.this "potential" function is the usual one of [TG mode. Equation (8) with

“potential" function (10) is 21 Weber equation. So. we can obtain the dispersion equation
- 2

_" ‘hJc' .‘ A I_k: 1 03__ ‘9 I(rk)-m(m+K) =i(21+1)
,+'.—-*- ., _ .co+K {in-00+ w.k.‘“<r.)]

if“) 6.12.1“)
:31 263(6) + K) ' (1!)

(I) 1 26(6) + K)

in the case of :6. = 0, we obtain the eigenvalues of the standard ITG mode. In the bottom of

the profile ofsnfery factor. [9(a) = 0. Then, Eq.(1 l) is written as

no / 03.190)-t2 :41 —~—-—-‘ * . 2
’+a3-l-K ’( +1) 2&(03-t-K)‘ (I?

For the low ky mode. Lei. k: -.-. 0, Eq.(13) can be changed into

(21H): +(21+l)‘[( .
2 We clingy-.0. ' (14)at" -2“? {1+ new}:

Eq.(l4) is a cubic equation. After a trivial calculation. we can find a kind of new

instability will be driven. 3

Using WKB method, Eq.(8) can be solved ..

numerically. Figure 1 shows the mode growth rate as

LI! V
N

function of flirt). We may'see that the mode is.

1111

unstable in the region of moderate Iowlrl’trk), i.e.,

It; < [21"(rk) <0, where 12;: is the lov‘vest'criticai value.

Meanwhile, we may see also that if the shear of parallel ‘

l
I
I
i
i
l
l

I i l l l
veloeit increases the lowest critical value I?" will 0 .

y ‘ " -50 4o .30 -2o“ «10 0
move to left. And the calculation indicates that the high kl'm"

10

1 mode is stable,
FiuJ. Mode growth rate as function of QM)

for i) Jr. =4(soiid line), and ii) «3. =3, The
in a concluston. we have studied the tnstabtlity mm Pmmc‘m arch} 30m. Q‘O- "I.

driven by [TC in the presence of the reversed n,=1.nnd rec,
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magnetic shear. A new dispersion relation is obtained. it shows that the instability can be

driven by lair} ). if we raised the shear of parallel velocity the region of instability can be

changed more narrow. So. although the new instability occurs we can avoid it by raising the

shear of parallel velocity. .

This work is supported by the Nuclear Science Foundation of China under Grant

No.394c03031.
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Variation of small scale density fluctuations characteristics in discharges with
different confinement in T-lO tokamak

Verslikov V.A., Soldatov S.V., Shelukhin D.A.
Nuclear Fusion Institute, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, 123182, Kurchatov

Sq. 1, Russia.

The experimental values of heat conductivity, particles diffusion and pinch
velocities in tokamaks are usually significantly greater neoclassical predictions. It may
be explained by the turbulence. Unfortunately its physics is still unclear. This report
presents new results of turbulence investigations in T-lO and its variation in different
regimes. ‘

The T-lO parameters were described in [l]. Diagnostics arrangement is shown in
Fig. 1. Density fluctuations in the core plasma were measured with the T-10 three wave
heterodyne ordinary mode reflectometer [2]. This reflectometer is capable to measure
simultaneously the radial and poloidal correlation lengths of the turbulence. High and
low field side launchers were installed in the top port for the first time as it is shown in
Fig. 1. The turbulent density fluctuations were investigated in T-lO SOL with multipin
Langmuir probe situated in the bottom port. The high and low field side probe
positions are shown.

Previous turbulence investigations [1], {2], [3], [4], {5], [6].make possible to
distinguish six different turbulence types in the whole plasma column. Four of them
were observed in the core plasma. "Broad baud" turbulence exists over the whole
plasma column, having the maximal amplitude at the rail limiter [3]. It is characterized
by very broad amplitude and low and flat coherence spectra. The measured values of
the poloidal and radial correlation lengths in the core [3] are about 0.5 cm. The values
of kxpi for the cold and hot parts of the SOL and for core plasma are in the range of
0.5+] [4]. "HF quasi-coherent" turbulence has maximal amplitude in the core plasma [3].
It looks like bursts of quasi-monochromatic oscillations with 3 - 15 periods. The values
of frequencies vary from 100 to 300 kHz. The poloidal wavelength is about 1+3 cm and
poloidal number is me45. The measured radial correlation length is 2+3 cm [3]. "LF
quasi-coheren " turbulence is observed in frequency range of 20 - 50 kHz and also looks
as the bursts of several quasi-monochromatic oscillations. The interesting property of
these fluctuations is the absence of poloidal rotation in core plasma. This makes
difficult estimation of their poloidal wavelength. "LF stochastic" turbulence have a
smooth spectrum which peaks near the zero frequency. It is produced by the stochastic
density jumps with the rise time of 2 - 5 us.
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The T-lO reflectometer is able to make radial correlation measurements by
means of the splitting launched frequency by an amplitude modulation [ 2]. The radial
correlation lengths for turbulence phase fluctuation is about 0.5 cm for "broad band"
and 2-3 cm for the quasi-coherent turbulence. The experimental data show that
significant fast variation of turbulence amplitude in time is typical for the density
fluctuations. A long radial correlation length of the turbulence amplitude bursts is
predicted by the theories considering toroidal modes coupling or mechanism of "self
criticality". Figure 2 a,b presents the results of the radial correlation measurements for
discharges with plasma current 200 ( Fig. 2 a) and 340 kA ( Fig. 2 b) with cut off radii
at 18 and 25 cm correspondingly. The dashed lines with circles present the data for the
signals correlation itself in frequency range I80 + 500 kHz. The "broad band” is
dominant in that frequency range. The solid lines with triangles show the radial
correlation of the turbulence amplitude bursts in the same frequency range. All data
were‘normalized to unity at small radial separations. One can see that in both cases the
radial correlation lengths practically coincides. This evidenced against existing of long
correlation lengths. The time delay of the bursts at different radial separation was
absent, indicating that the bursts don’t moves radially. Poloidal correlation analysis
Shows that turbulence bursts moves poloidally with the same velocities as the signals.

The installation of the high field side launch make possible for the first time to
see the poloidal asymmetry of the core turbulence amplitude and compare it with the
existing [4] probes data in the SOL. The local amplitude of "broad band" density
fluctuations at different radii are shown in Fig. 3 for the OH discharge with rail limiter
at 22 cm. Triangles present probe and squares reflectometry data. Full symbols
correspond to the low field side and open to high field side probing. Due to the
uncertainty in interpretation of reflectometry data the measured amplitudes of
frequency fluctuatiOns are plotted. Reflectometry data are normalized on probe data at
R=24 cm. Strong poloidal asymmetry of "broad band" fluctuations is apparent. It is
also seen, that the maximum of fluctuation amplitude is at the rail limiter for high field
side. But it is shifted 3 cm in core direction for low field side. Thus the asymmetry
value varies along the radius from 1.7 to 5. The bifurcation of the approximation
curves at R=15 shows the influence of sawteeth activity. It decreases asymmetry even
more in the central region of discharge. The solid line presents the estimation of
maximal density fluctuations from the condition: 5n!n=6r/Ln, where 51' is a radial
correlation length Sr is taken from the condition kxpi=l, and Ln is experimental
density decay length. It shows that fluctuations are at maximal saturated level ‘at the
low field side plasma edge, while at high field side and in core region fluctuation
amplitude much lower than saturation value.
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The working gas influx rate was found to be the main parameter, which strongly
influences the turbulence characteristics. Figures 4 and 5 compare turbulence
properties during and after gas puffing cut of? for three cases. Figure 4 presentsFourier
spectra of auto-correlation functions for the tip rail limiter probe during ( Fig. 4a) and
after (Fig. 4b) gas puff. Figure 5a and b show the same characteristics for the phase
fluctuations of the wave, reflected from half radius. Figure 5 c,d,e show the amplitude
spectra ( Fig. 5c), cross phases between two poloidal reflectometry channels ( Fig. 5d)
and the coherenCy spectra ( Fig. 5e) during gas puff (‘solid line), 70 ms. and 150 ms
after gas cut off with dotted and thin line correspondingly. The common feature is
clearly seen which is the increase of low frequencies and "broad band" during gas puff
and increase of high quasi-coherent turbulence after it. Thus “ low frequency stochastic"
and "broad band“ turbu’lencies may be responsible for the confinement degradation
under gas puff. Such behavior may also suggest the common physical origin of these
turbulence types.

A radial particle turbulent flux may be calculated directly in SOL region as
G(r)=<5n><5E>/B from the ion saturation current 51 and poloidal electric field‘
fluctuations 6B which were measured simultaneously with multipin Langmuir probe.
The brackets denotes the averaging over time sequence. Figure 6 compare turbulence
characteristics measured with two poloidally separated Langmuir probes at high MHD
level during gas puff (solid line) and after its cut off (dashed line). One can clearly see
that after gas cut off only one "broad band" turbulence is dominant, which may be
concluded from flat amplitude spectrum (Fig. 6a), unique cross-phase slope (Fig. 6b),
flat coherence (Fig. 6c) and one narrow peak of cross-correlation: function (Fig 6d).
Figure Go shows the cross-flux function obtained ,as G(t)=<6n(t)x6E(t—t)>/B by the
averaging of density and electric field product with varied time delay. The value of the
turbulent flux, obtained at zero shift agree with the experimental one and narrow
width of the peak shows that it is explained only by "broad band". In contrary, during
gas puff low frequency stochastic turbulence exited and the total flux decreases to zero.
Thus it may be supposed, that this turbulence produces the inward particles pinch.
The work was carried out under support of Russian Academy Grant 96-02-18807.
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Improved Core Confinement Study under Fast Current Ramp Up in the

LEI! Experiment at FT~2 Tokamak

8.1. Lashkul, V.N Budnikov, V.V Bulanin VV. Dyachenko, L.A. Esipov,N.A Joubr,
ER Its M. Yu. Kantor, D. V. Kouprienko, AD. Lebedev, A.V Petrov, A.Yu. Popov,

A. Yu. Stepanov,l. E. Sacharov, A.Yu Tukachinsky, AV Versl, VHB Yermolaev.
A.F 101??! Physico-Technical Institute, 194021, St. Petersburg, RUSSIA

State Technical University ofSt Petersburg, St Petersburg, RUSSIA

In FT—Z tokamak exPerimcnts the transition into

the improved confinement H—mode has been found

during lower hybrid heating (LEE) [1]. The observed

phenomena allowed us to identify this regime as H-mode
with a heat transport barrier on the discharge periphery

[1]. Thereby, in spite of small dimensions of the

. installation (a = 8 cm, R = 55 cm. BT = 2.2 T, 1,, = 2240

kA) plasma exhibits the same properties in bifurcation as

the large size plasma experiments. This fact as well as
the goal of effective LH core heating has stimulated the

new experiments to obtain the Improved Core

Confinement (ICC) similar to “super shot” or VH mode. .

For this purpose at FT—Z tokamak. during LHH (PLH <

‘ 150 kW, f = 920 MHZ) the Current Ramp Up (CRU)

pulse (Atom; = 0.5 msec ) fiom 22kA up to SOkA has

l

N E=I9DDeV

'miRF
20 30 40 50 t, msec

Fig.1

been used. The following conclusions have been made from the first experiments: (1)
considerable (by a factor of 1.5-2) decrease of the high energy cherge~exchange neutral fluxes
during CRU while the neutral fluxes by plasma bulk heated ions are kept about the same or
increased. For both cases the neutral fluxes with E = 1900 eV, 1300eV and 650 eV are

compared in Fig. 1, when only LHH is applied and

simultaneously CRU+LHH is used. Here the oscilloscope
traces of ID], and Up. are shown also.

(2) Substantial (by factor of 3) increase in ion energy

confinement time which became comparable with the

particle confinement time (about 6 ms). In Fig 2 changes of

the central ion temperature are shown for different discharge

m0), 3V Pm, = so kw
200

. vvvvv Ir
RF‘ Mm I ”W

|w 42..
RF

"ms“

0
7so
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Fig. 2.
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scenarios: (a) only fast CRU. (b) only RF heating and (0) combined additional heating (RF +

AI) is applied.

(3) Sharp rise of the central electron temperature and picking profile followed by broadening

its to RF pulse end. In the Fig. 3 (a and b) the profiles and temporal behavior of the electron

temperature measured by photon recycling Thomson scattering system [2] are illustrated.

(4) The central density rises substantially due to the increase of the particle confinement.

Plasma core with high. density remained for more than 5 msec in post—heating stage. Plasma

density profiles n.(r) for 4 moments are illustrated in Fig.4 ( OH-marked by “1”, end of LHH-
”2”, and S roses-”3” and 10 msec~"4” after switch off of additional heating). Besides, the

average central density change for different discharge scenarios is shown in Fig. 1. In all cases

Hg-line radiation has remained approximately constant. (5) The cross-correlation processing

of the MID-signals points to the increase of the rotational velocity by factor of 2-3

Microturbulenc observation. The collective COz-laser near forward scattering has
been exploited to study small-scale fluctuations during the CRU, LHH and CRU+LHH. The

diagnostic was able to investigate electron density fluctwations with wave numbers kJ- in a

region from 12 to 30 cm'1 and in frequency band
from 60 to 800 kHz . The scattered radiation has 5 N, .10”c
been detected for the both central and peripheral
position of the vertical incident laser beam. In the

Fig. 5 the scattering power Ps normalized to the

squared plasma density for the both 0H and
CRU plasmas is compared. It is remarkable that

the suppression has been observed even after the

auxiliary current switching off. Such effect is Fig. 4



correlated with the particle confinement A 300 OH~ WV V V a
. . , .. =l 200 ‘1increasmg ( see Fig.1 and 4). The 5:100 CRU 54:12.7 cm

fluctuation suppression under combined 7; 0 An
. so _ b

pronounced. However the suppression is g“ i: \CRIU lilo—:18} cm'1

observed after additional current 20 r c
112‘ kA Xuflcm i

switching off. It is consisted with ion 020 22 24 26 28 3O 32 34 as
.temperature behavior (see Fig.2). The T’ms

comparison of scattering power data Fig. 5

obtained under the central and peripheral probing shows that the ICC is accompanied by the

suppression microturbulence mainly in plasma core, The temporal evolution of scattering

signal spectra during CRU for three ki-values is illustrated at the maps shown in the Fig. 6.

Here dark gradations mark more intensive fluctuations. One can see, that just after

CRU (Strait line marks) the fluctuations are suppressed in broad frequency band, which is

evidently shifted towards upper region with kL increasing. The frequency band of suppression

becomes to be narrowed in 3 ms after the CRU start. The suppression after current pulse

switching off as a hysteresis effect is correlated with the improvement of the particle and ion

temperature confinement. One can assume, that each F - component processed as a Doppler

frequency shifi is related to the scattering from plasma radial layer where plasma poloidal

velocity V9 = 211: F / hr. The Ve-scales are shown on Fig. 6 as well as F—one. In this assumption

the suppression appears in the vast radial interval with poloidal velocity being from 5 10“

Gin/sec to 2 105 csec. In the course of time this velocity interval is narrowed to value near of

10s cm/seo.
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Discussion. So, main evidences of ICC transition observed in our experiment at fast

CRU were the same as at large tokamaks, such as TFTR, DIII—D and “Tore Supra” {3, 4]. in

all registered cases the ICC was observed as additional heating applied during the current rise
phase. The data shows that, the decrease of the thermoconduction could be explained there by
the formation of the Reversed Magnetic Shear. We do not have direct measurements of q-
profile in our experiment, but modeling by the “ ASTRA” code shows, that in FT-Z the current

profile in the center can be broadened during LHH combined with CRU through ~l.5 - 2 msec
afier additional heating start. In this case the low value of shear s = (r / q)(dq / dr) a 0
calculated for plasma region r s 2 cm. can be formed. Thereby one can connect the observed
phenomena, namely, suppression of microfluetuations, increase of the central particle and
energy confinement with the plasma current profile reconstruction. At the same time, one can
draw attention to the fact, that decreasing of the high energy neutral charge-exchange fluxes,
suppression of microfluctuations and electron temperature rise begin earlier than core low flat
shear is formed, just at the start of the CRU, So one can suppose, that during the CRU the
processes in plasma are connected not only with diffusion of the longitudinal electrical fields
EH and current profile change, but with processes caused by abrupt radial changing of the
electrical field distribution. At least for the high energy neutral charge—exchange fluxes we
assume, that the Ware pinch should play an important role [5]. In particular, at the start of the

‘ CRU the value of EH at the plasma periphery is several times higher than at the plasma center.
In this case the inward directed flux of trapped particles ~ 11 Va CE”, 3,, can compensate and
even overcome their diffusion losses. The parallel velocity of trapped ions should increase
simultaneously. The pinch enhancement and the increase of parallel ion velocity can lead to a
remarkable change of the trapped ion rate, which in turn can explain the drop in high energy
CX fluxes in the LHH + CRU experiments. The pinch processes can influence upon the radial
electric field distribution and thereby result in energy and particle confinement. In conclusion,
one can note that the plasma processes during the CRU are rather complicated and they need
more accurate theoretical and experimental data processing.

The research described in this publication was possible partly by INTAS — RFBR 95 ~1351,

INTAS 94 —2236, RFBR 95-02—04072 and RFBR 97-02—18119 Grants.
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Investigation of plasma oscillations in regimes with m=2,3 instabilities in
T-10 Toknmak

S.V.Soldatov, AA.Bagdasarov, V.V. Chistiakov, Yu.N.DnestrOVskii, N.ViIvanov,

AM. Kakurin, D.A.Martynov, V.V.Piterskii, V.I.Poznyak, S.V.Soldatov, S.V.Tsaun,

A.N,Yakovets, V.A. Vershkov, V.V.Volkov.

Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", Nuclear Fusion Institute, 123182 Moscow,

' 123182, Kurchatov sq. 1, Russia

The goals of investigations of high frequency (0.540l) oblique Langmuir plasma

oscillations are checking of difi‘erent aspects of collective phenomena hypothesis [1,2] and

application of them for analysis of totai plasma dynamics in tokamak. Potential waves can be

most important reason of transport phenomena up to development of any current instabilities

due to their ability to transfer the longitudinal momentum across the magnetic field. Potential

oscillations are excited on anomalous Doppler resonance. The main source of them generation

in nonuniform plasma are superthermal electrons [3]. Important possibilities for

understanding of plasma processes nature cant be realised in discharges with ELM—like (m=3)

instabilities (n,=0.7-1.5*1013 cm'3, Ip=250-320kA, Bz=23-26kos, dI/clt up to lMA/s). The
peculiarities of such regimes are wide radial distribution of ECE with high 'I‘e in the central

region (1.4-1.7 keV, by SXR) and sharp downfall inside 2-3em near limiter. Some discharge

parameters are showed in Fig. i. BCE drops in instability on 5-10% for the central zone and

on 30-90% for the periphery. Boundary EC-emission is practically determined by

superthermal electron population. HXR—signal and other diagnostics illustrate the loss of such

electrons to limiter. It should mark there is a good correlation between total disruption and

decreasing of “hot” electron population (monotonous or jump-like) to amount less then 0.1

item its maximal value at the beginning of the current plateau. Any instabilities are absent

under relatively slow current ramp-up. The moment of the first ELM-like breakdown depends

on dI/dt in the initial discharge stage. More fast growth of current corresponds to more earlier

appearance of it. Fig. 2 illustrates the dynamics of plasma noises on the current ramp—up

stage. HF components of spectrum increase and are saturated in the first turn in stable

discharge. But LF components enhance very fast just before each acts of instability while HF

one change on the contrary. Sawtooth modulation ofECE and plasma osciilations with period

closed to duration of breakdown precede often to instability. Saturation of plasma noise level

coincides in time with ECE profile expansion and exponential rise of the supertherrnal electron
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flux on the plasma periphery. The comparison of behaviour of “hot" electrons and plasma

noise dynamics shows that just supezthennal electrons are main "generator" of oscillations.

The curves of boundary EC-emission in Fig.3 were obtained with fixed receivers frequencies

by means of change of main magnetic field. Essential exceeding of 64GI-Iz ECE (first O-mode

depends on V“ and vi) above 128GHz ECE (second X-mode depends on v; only) manifests

the appearance of peculiarity in current density near limiter. Evaluation of longitudinal

electron energy due to relativistic shifi of boundary ECE to limiter cyclotron frequencies

(inside and outside torus) gives 20—30keV. Perpendicular (radiative) temperature of electron

beam is smaller several times than central T5. The dependencies of noise level (4GI-Iz) and

moment of the first ELM-like breakdown (as in Fig.1) are presented in Fig.4. It can see that

fluctuations (oscillogrames on the left and rising curve on the right) enhance exponentially

with current rise rate up to saturation. Moment of ELM-like instability (downfall curve)

versus current rate is shown on the right. Any instabilities are absent in “A”-region, in “B”

ELM'S are present only, “C” is characterised by very high probability of global disruptive-

instability and discharge unstable always in “D”. The obtained peculiarities in superthermal

electron dynamics and generated by them plasma fluctuations correspond with hypothesis

about driving role of high frequency plasma oscillations in plasma dynamic including

development of different form of current instability. As we thinlg its reason consists of

appearance in certain areas (inside q= l, 2, 3... surfaces) of critical electric field when plasma

electric conductivity from runaway phase turn into anomalous one. Under this condition,

current density and electric field are connected by positive feedback that secures development

of instability (downfall of the current density inside the excitation region),

investigations ofMED modes radial location, amplitude, island width and identification
of mode numbers were carried out with a specially developed set of diagnostics. Local density

perturbations were measured with T—lO O-mode heterodyne reflectometer [4], the radial

position of critical density was obtained with the help of 8-channels 1mm interferometer. The

mw2 magnetic field oscillations were measured by MED-analyzer [5]. The reflectometer and

MED-analyzer signals were recorded with ADC with sampling rate of SOOkHz. The plasma

density (mZZ) oscillations were obtained by means of cross-correlation analysis [6] for

reflectometer and MI-ID—analyzer signals. For identification of pcloidal mode number, m, two

antenna arrays were installed in the top port of tokamak at poloidal angles of 45° (at low field

side) and of 35" (at high field side) from the vertical direction [7], The experimental data

were compared with the results of 1D full-wave computer modeling of the wave reflection.
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The experiments were carried out for such regimes: IP=300kAy 1352.311 n=30cm,
ne=l.5+3.7‘10l3 cm'3. The reflectometer frequency was 39.6GH2. The radial position of

reflection layer was changed during the tokamak discharge by slow plasma density variation.

The phase shift between the reflectometer signal and MED-analyzer signal, experimental

density m=2 perturbation amplitude and absolute amplitude from 1D modeling are presented

in Fig.5a,b,c. The condition for density gradient in the model was Vn"/Vn=0.5 in range

r=[21.85;24.35}cm, The experimental amplitude (Fig.5b) shows a minimum at r=21.3cm and

maximum at r=250m in accordance with calculated data (Fig.5c). The difference in phases

between minimum and maro'mum of the experimental curve in Fig.5a is much less than 180° as

in the modeling results The phase shift between MED-coherent signals of inner and outer

reflectometer channels ~105° which is also less then expected. These discrepancies can be

explained by the presence of a component in the reflectometer signal which is correlated with

the m=2 Balm-analyzer signal and do not depend strongly on the plasma minor radius, The

second new feature is the observation of higher frequency modes in the region 20+26kI-Iz near

island region (Fig.5d,e,f )i A small phase shift between inner and outer reflectometry channels

in the range +/— 30° is not informative if the distance may be more then one wavelength. In

order to solve this problem the group time delay of the turbulence envelopes between inner

and outer reflectometer channels was measured with the cross~correlation technique, Figob

shows that 2(1k oscillations doesn't propagate, while there is SOus delay for 23kHz. It is

seen that the average number of oscillations in bursts ~5. It is important that fi'equencies of

those modes are near but not equal to the third m=2 harmonic. The work was carried out

under support of Russian Academy Grant 96-02-18801
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Observation of Electron Heat Transport
Close to the Neoclassical One inside a Zone
with Flattened q—Profile in Experiment on

the Magnetic Plasma Compression in
Tokamak. ‘

S.G. Kalmykov, S.'V. Lebedev
A.F.Ioffe Physical«Technical Institute, St.-Petersburg, Russia

1. Introduction. Results of old experiments on compression of the plasma
by toroidal magnetic field, By, in the TUMANuZA tokamak [1,2] are reconsidered here.
In those experiments, in late discharge phase of magnetic decompression a fiat radial
q—p'rofile arose clue to joint action of the poloidal magnetic field, Br: diffusion and the
decompression. Along with this process the electron heat conductivity was deduced to
decrease surprisingly down to the neoclassical limit. That time the phenomenon was not
explained properly. At present, new reconsidering those data seems to be appropriate in
scope of relation of the transport coeflicients to the magnetic shear recently establishedi3i- ‘

2. Tokamak and diagnostics. In the discussed experiments on TUMAN—2A
(Rg w 40cm, 0. m 8cm, the whole discharge time was n : lords) several discharge phases
could be distinguished: current rampnup for approximately less, then quasietationary
ohmic heating period for 1.5ms (OH), fast twofold compression“. (C), postcompressien
phase at quasimconstant Bi (PC) and, finally, decompression when 8; went down to its
initial value (DC). Time behaviour of main disharge parameters can be seen in Fig. 1.
The experimental campaign was preceded by baking and dischage cleaning the vacuum
chamber thus reducing the effective ionic charge down to a value as low as 291‘! z 1.3.

Evolution in time of Tefir) and nel'l') profiles [4] was measured with the Thomson
scattering diagnostics at 6 radial positions and with 5-channel microwave interferometer.
Scanning over the radius absolutely calibrated bolometer and V'UV monochromator,
and soft X-ray detector (SXR) were used for radiation loss profile measurements and
for observing impurity behaviour. Rogovsky and voltage loops and'set of local and
resonant external magnetic probes completed the diagnostics family 'on TUMAN—ZA.'

3. Calculation methods. The plasma current density distribution, jflr, t),
in all of the non-stationary discharge periods was found throughja numerical solution
of the one dimensional equation for the classical transport of B, in the plasma moving
with the compressional velocity, Vm-— -.—D STE/Ba:

aBn/Bt + 6(W.c)/3r = 3l(Dm/r)3(r3p)/3T]/3r (1)
Here Dm = cg/xivrap; is the poloidel magnetic field dififusion. coefficient. ’li‘he parallel
plasma conductivity, orig;y was deduced from measured experimentally TC and n, and
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assumed Ze/f with the toroidal correction [5]. The j,,1(r) profile for the quasi-stationary
OH phase was used as the initial condition providing the initial value of Z,” = 1.3. Such
a low magnitude of Z?” precluded any suggestion about substantial anomality in 03,; and
also ruled out an error in the determination of ”(7‘) due to a possible non-uniformity
of Z,,f(r) (in the calculations it was assumed to be constant over the radius).

Using the obtained data on the 1:3,,(r1 1:) evolution, the loop voltage, (Mt), was simu-
lated as well (dots in Fig. 1) and then was compared with the experimental value (solid
line) to verify the assumption about the classical nature of the BF diffusion.

To determine the electron thermal conductivity at a radius r, the heat balance
equation in the integral form was solved:

Pe,zr()= BATH—Pm?) P-mt Pear—(l Mam/07* (2)
In the right side of the equation P.1(7‘) m 271' f; (j:,/cr,,;)rdr is the Joule heating, Pm; and
P8, are radiation loss and electron-ion heat exchange rates respectively, dW¢(r)/dt r—
d/dt(2¢r for we(r)-rdr) x cl/alt(27rfor 1.5n,(r)Te(r)7-dr) is the rate of heat storage variations
in the electron component. Pupil?) -—= B,/B¢[2W.(r)/3 + Maw,(r)] is due to the B.
time variations and describes the compression heating or the decompression cooling. It
consists of two parts which correspond to terms in the heat balance equation, given in
[6]: at'vV + diu(1.5nTV), with V being the compressional velocity Vw. The rest in
the left side of Eq.(2), Pm, correct to the az'vV, where V is the transport plasma flux
velocity, is the electron heat flux through the lateral surface of a cylinder of unit length
and radius r due to the heat conductivity and the heat flux carried by the transport
flux of particles.

In accordance with this, an effective thermal conductivity coefficient was defined as

”me” = Pr.tr/(27reTe-l) (3)

4. ’I‘ran5port evolution in the discharge. The evolution of whdflr) profiles
throughout all of the discharge phases is shown in Fig. 2. In 011 (Fig.2a) an expressed
increase in 5,,d} can be seen at the middle of the minor radius. In [1,2] it was attributed
to existence of magnetic islands near resonant magnetic surfaces q= 2 and (1:
Stability calculations showed that both modes 2/1 and 3/1 were unstable The local
magnetic probe signal, 3,, demonstrated a strong noise during this discharge phase
(Fig. 1).

The compression supressed the MHD instabilities and eliminated the increase in
an,” (Fig.2b). The 33,, signal dropped dramatically and lasted at the low level till
the end of the discharge. In comparison with the OH period, the heat conductivity de-
creased, with its average value W=(5~7} x 10‘7cm‘1 5'1 being typical for the anomalous
transport in tokarnaks. The quiet state with quasi-flat ”eel/(7') profile and with only
weak variations of m within 30% kept for the whole PC phase (Tnc). Thus, the
improvement of the confinement during the compression was explained with the trivial
reasons.

The loop voltage, simulated at constant Z," =1.3, perfectly coincided with the ex-
perimental one during the fast C period (Fig 1) In the PC phase one needed to increase
2.}; by 1.5 to 2 times to match the simulated Uz. It implied an accumulation of impu-
rities during this quiet stage, the fact was confirmed by SXR and VUV measurements.
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The accumulation terminated at the beginning of the DC phase and Z,” went down to
its initial value, Z,” 2 1.

An odd phenomenon had been observed in the decompression phase: the electron
temperature in a central zone 0 < 'r/a < 0.5 did not go down and kept approximately
constant during whole the phase (Fig. 1) though the energy contribution to the zone
decreased because of expansion of the current channeland the magnetic adiabatic cool-
ing. Even when B, became equal to the initial value, 113(0) was still significantly higher
than at the start of the compression. It directly implied an improvement in the con-
finement (Fig. 1 - «if; behaviour, Fig. 2d). The experimental ne_,ff(r) and P,,.,(r) for
the late DC phase are presented in Fig. 3, together with their neoclassical analogues
calculated with use of the simple Galeev 85 Sagdeev' formalism [7]. One can see the
thermal conductivity in the central zone to attain the neoclassical value.

5. Discussion. In attempts to find the reason for the appearance of such a
low heat conductivity, in [1,2] the attention was paid to rather fiat profile of the safety
factor, q(r), which arose at the same time due to joint action of the diffusion expansion
of j,,;{r) profile during both the PC and DC phases and of the magnetic decompression.

In scope of the modern studies, this relation gains a new meaning. In 1995 a precip-
itous drop in both the diffusion coefi‘icient and the ion heat cocluctivity was discovered
in an internal part of the plasma column where the q—profile was reversed and the mag—
netic shear, s m (r/q)dq/dr, was negative [8]. More recent study [9] showed that the
similar drop occurs not only in the zone with s < 0 but at the flat q(r), i.e. s z 0:
as well. Finally, in [3] the local electron thermal diffusivity was also found to decrease
dramatically for weak or reversed magnetic shear configurations.

In the experiments on TUMAN-ZA the most dramatical changes both in q(r) and
in NM” occured during the first half of the DC phase. In Fig. 4 the radial profiles of
q(r) and flaw/N23?! are shown for two moments, t =4.6ms and t =5.3ms. One can see
that, as well as in the quoted papers, flattening (1(7') profile seems to correlate with the
drop in the relative value of NM”. According to the data obtained and in agreement
With the results of [3], one can assume that the change in the heat conductivity does not
have a. threshold behaviour when it, would drop abruptly at the transition of .5 through
zero; the dependence E, vs .3 is likely to be smoother.
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THE EFFECT OF PLASMA BOUNDARY
0N ABSORPTION 0F LOWER HYBRID WAVES AND

PLASNIA IMPROVED CONFENEMENT IN FT-Z TOKAMAK.

lfimfiuduikav, KVDyuchenko, LA.Esipov, MAJrzak, ERIIS, S.I.Lashkul, MYuKantor,
n. Icaouprrenm, mammal-012’, c. Easement 0.N.Scherbinin, v.13. Yermoraev’, VMZavadrky.

qfe Instimre, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
7‘ Technical University, Sairzt—Petersburg, Russia

1. INTRODUCTION.
Effects of plasma column positions on lower hybrid heating efficiency were

investigated in FT—-2 tokamak [1]. Higher LHH efficiency and ion energy confinement were
found when plasma shified outward along major radius. There observed higher electron
temperatrue and density in the shadow of tokamak limiter in Ohmic discharge at this position.
At inward plasma position LHI—l efficiency was lower. Ohmic edge electron temperature and
density were lower too. But strong raise of edge plasma density occurs during RF pulse. Two
mechanisms are considered for the explanation of these effects. First of them is parametric
decay of LH wave in plasma boundary at lower electron temperature [2]. The following
stochastic absorption of daughter slow-down wave in plasma periphery prevents effective ion
heating at inward position of plasma column. The growth of parametric decay threshold with
the increase of edge electron temperature allows pump LB: wave to penetrate in plasma center
and to be absorbed stochastically there. The second mechanism is associated with essential
influence on LHH efficiency of different plasma confinement at these regimes

It is clear that electron component is of great importance in these mechanisms. To
distinguish their role in the processes under study electron temperature and density must be
measured accurately and detaily. The study of the processes requires the measurements of
evolution of electron temperature and density during RF pulse. This makes it possible to
follow the variation of plasma confinement and RF absorption conditions. At. LHH conditions
temperature measured with SXR or ECE could be substantially distorted. Under these
conditions Thomson scattering remains the only reliable way for electron temperature
measurements.

2. ELECTRGN TEWERATURE WASUREMENTS.
High precision multipulse Thomson scattering diagnostics based on laser photon

recycling plasma probing was developed in FT-Z tokamak [3]. At these experiments the
system operated at multipulse mode (840 pulses, 8 kHz repetition rate) With total probing
energy up to 800J. The duration of laser oscillation determined by flash lamp discharge was
shorter than RF pulse. Therefore the dynamic of electron temperature has to be measured in
successive tckamak pulses. The example of electron temperature evolution measured in 8
tokasmah discharges are shown in Fig. 1. The statistical errors in a single laser pulse is about
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7%. To minimise the influence of irreproducibility
of tokarnak discharges and improve the statistical
errors the measurements were smoothed.

400 . . . v r 1
Te, eV +V

. , '
Smoothed temperature was determined firom the
Sum of scattered signal within a given temporal

100‘ : gate. The result of smoothing of electron
a r . r . . . ‘ temperature evolution with temporal moving of29 so 31 32 33 34 as as

1, ms 0.6 ms gate is shown in Fig. l by thick line. Thin
lines show the accuracy of smoothed

Fig.1. measurements. Such procedure was performed for
Evolution qfelectran temperature all the presented data. Temperature spatial profile

was measured by shifling spectrometer along the
laser probing axis shot by shot. Spatial resolution of the measurements was torn.

' 3. OHMIC HEATING REGIMES.
In this work outward (1) and inward (2) plasma column positions are investigated.

Electron density profiles measured with 7—channel 2 mm interferometer show the shift of
discharge axis along major radius from the center of chamber to be 2.5 cm and -0.7 cm at
regime (l) and (2) correspondingly (Fig. 2). Laser probing was performed through the center
of chamber (R=55 cm) in vertical direction. Threfore the axis of the discharge was not
available for Thomson scattering. Electron temperature profiles plotted versus the distance
from the axis of the discharge are shown in Fig. 3. The electron energy content of outward
shifted plasma is no less than 22 3, that is twice more than in regime (2). Electron energy
lifetime at these regimes are 0.6 and 0.2 ms taking into account power transfer to ions (~12
kW) and radiation losses (~20 and 30% correspondingly). Here ion temperature at the center
of plasma column is 90 eV. H5 emission at regime (1) is twice less. Better energy confinement
at regime (1) could be consequence of plasma edge heating that leads to suppression of
resistive ballooning modes.[1]
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Fig. 2 Fig.3
Electron density profiles at Ohmic heatingprofiles at regimes (I) and (2)

Ohmic (30 ms) and LH (33.5 ms) treating.
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4. HEATING 0F ELECTRONS.
The parameters of launched LH wave in FT~2 tokamalc are as follows: 100 kW, 920

MHZ, N“ =25. Under the experimental conditions RF power is not directly absorbed by
electrons with stochastic mechanism. Nevertheless, electron temperature varies during RF
pulse as is seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, There are substantial differences in the behaviour of
electron temperature at these regimes. At outward shift there are weak changes of electron
temperature and density measured with Thomson scattering from plasma periphery to the half
of minor radius. Microwavo interferometry shows more than twice picking of density profile
in central region of 2-3 cm in radius. The central ion temperature increased up to 300 eV at
the completion of RF heating. These facts points on substantial increase of plasma energy
content at the central plasma region. At the same time there are about no differences in
electrons outside this region. This could sign the absorption of RF power in plasma center and
higr energy confinement in this region.

400 Te ‘eV‘ ' ' “plrisniaioutwa‘rd :

300— w

200 -

100w _
“m («if ;

o ‘ 'l I i ‘ " r...
29 3b 5'1 312 33 3'4 3'5 as ' .. RF “5.5"“5" .' . . . '

t, ms 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
t, ms

Fig.4 fig.5.

Evolution ofelectron temperature during LH heating

At inward shift electron temperature and density evaluate over all the plasma column.
The most raise of density is observed with Thomson scattering in plasma periphery. This
could
be associated with ionisation of impurities caused by additional power deposition in this
region. There are no picking electron temperature and density profiles at this regime.

4. LOWER HYBRID HEATING 0F IONS.
Ion temperature was measured by scanning of S-channel CX analyser. To decrease the

influence of local—trapped ions the energy spectra were picked up at electron drift halfof torus
and horizontal scanning were used as well. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 present ion temperature profiles
for both regimes at OH, LHH and post LI-lH stages Appropriate CX energy spectra are shown
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Heating of ions is more effective in outward plasma. In this case ion
temperature is increased by 3.5 times. Energy balance shows central RF power deposition in
outward shifted plasma whereas absorption of RF power at inward plasma appears to be in
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periphery. It is likely the evidence of parametric decay of LH wave. Its threshold is ~ Tam/tn,L3
[2]. Lower edge electron temperature of inward shifted plasma could forward parametric
decay at plasma edge. This is the reason of differences in fast ion spectra observed at
horizontal scanning. RF power absorbed in plasma edge produces fast local trapped ions

which dissipate rapidly in toroidal field ripples. The horizontal tilt of CX analyser decreases
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the contribution of fast ions in measurements.

Fig. 9
CX spectra ofmwam’ptasma

Parametric decay of LH wave may determine the absorption of LH wave in the center
of the discharge of FT-2 tokarnak. Thomson scattering confirmed improved confinement in
outward shified plasma [1]. These consequences are based both on precise electron
temperature measurements and on developed analysis of CX data. The following investigation
require electron temperature measurements on the axis region of the discharge and involving
in the experiments additional diagnostics such as reflectometry and enchanced scattering.
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02—04072 and HER—910248084.
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Investigation ofpiasma turbulence by microwave backseattering

techniques in Lit-heating experiments on the FT-2 tokamak
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In r ion

The lower hybrid heating experiments on the Fr-2 tokarnak during the last decade

were devoted to detailed investigation of the mechanisms of the wave interaction with ions
and electrons. it was demonstrated that the density limit for the LH current drive as well as

the threshold density for the fast Ion tails production are correlated with the excitation of the

parametric decay instability in the central part of the tokamak discharge [1]. This instability

reSults in the generation of the slowed down wave at the local lower hybrid frequency and

thus in the anomalous absorption of RF power, which could be responsible for the

termination of the current drive and strong wave-ion interaction. It was shown recently {2].

that the anomalous absorption of the LH wave at the threshold density is accompanied by the

drastic enhancement of the low frequency turbulence level. The CO; laser scattering

measurements used in {2] have shown that the enhancement is observed only in the small

scale region typically for wave numbers higher than 15 cm“. The turbulence level In this

wave number region was more than an order of magnitude higher, compared to the ohmic

heating regime. Unfortunately the spatial localization of the turbulence perturbation was only

roughiy studied in [2], because of poor spatial resolution. This gap is covered in the present

paper, where the behaviour of the small scale low frequency tokemak turbulence during the

LH power incidence is studied using the microwave backscanering diagnostics. These

diagnostics utilize the X—mode backseattering in the vicinity of upper hybrid resonance (so

called Enhanced Scattering. ES) and reflectometric scattering. between the antenna and out

off of both, extraordinary X-FtFL and ordinary O-RFL modes,

en em
The experiment was carried out on the FT—2 tokamak with standard parameters Fl= 55

cm. a= 8 cm, ip < 40 M. Eh < 2.4 T. The typical piasma parameters in the ohmic discharge

were: ne (0) = (1.0-5.5).10'3 cm-a’ T; = 100 eV, Ta a 500—600 W. The RF power 20440 kW
was launched into the plasma at frequency 920 MHz by the two wave guide grill situated at

the low magnetic field side. The wave Interaction with the electron component was controlled
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in the present experiment by the loop voltage. where as the information on wave-ion

interaction was Provided by the charge exchange diagnostics situated in the poioidal cross-

stion shifted by +90° from LH grill in toroidal direction. A pair of horn antennae standing in

the same cross-section at the high magnetic field side was used as incident and receiving

antennae for both ES and XvRFL diagnostics. The frequency of the incident microwave was

varied from 54 up to 70 GHz at power level 10 mw. Two vertically directed horn antennae

situated In the —90° toroidal arose—section were used for 0—mcde refiectometry. The

frequency of O~FiFL was varied in the range 26—35 GHz at the power of 10 mw. The ES

diagnostics utilized the super heterodyne detection scheme, where as both reflectometry

methods were based on the direct detection schemes. The microwave scattering diagnostics

signals were fed to the data acquisition system with a sampling frequency up to 4 MHz. The

consequent treatment of the stored data provided information on the frequency spectrum of

the scattered signals and their time evolution. The Spatial localization of measurements was

determined by the position of upper hybrid resonance point for E5 diagnostics and by cutoff

position for X-RFL and O-RFL. The spatial scan was provided by selection of the probing

frequency before the discharge and by time variation of magnetic fieid and plasma density.

Exesaiemneauesefle '
The typical transition of LH wave Interaction from electron to ion component is shown

in Fig.1. The RF power launching is as usual accompanied by the density growth. At the

beginning of the RF pulse at small plasma density ne (0) < 2.1018 cm's. a well pronounced
decrease of the loop voltage is observed, which is explained by both LHCD and electron

heating . At higher plasma density this decrease saturates and then is followed by growth of

the loop voltage. Simultaneously the growth of the high energy 1 keV neutral flux is seen. As

it Is shown in Fig.2a this growth is accompanied by the factor of 3 increase of the ES signal

ploked up from the radial position r a 5 cm. At a larger starting density (Fig.2b) the growth of

both signals take place from the very beginning of the RF pulse and the growth of the ES

signal is much smaller. The spatial distributions of the ES signal in the ohmic discharge and

its increase during the RF pulse are shown in Fig.3 for the case of plasma density "9(0) =

2.1015 cm's. As it is seen the ES signal is maximal for the upper hybrid resonance position 4

cm < rune < 6 cm. The maximal enhancement of the low frequency turbulence is also

observed in this region. In the high density case ne(0) = 3.5.1013 cm'3 the excess of E8
signal is localized in the same region, however Its magnitude is 5 times smalieri it is worth to

mention that the ES signal is not sensitive to the application of HF power in the LHCD

regime.
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The time evolution of X-HFL signal is less correlated to the fast neutral flux behaviour.

As It is seen from Fig.4a for the cut off position rm = -6.5 cm the two signals are similar,

where as at the plasma edge, for rca = -7.5 cm, the X-RFL signal is suppressed

simultaneously with the fast ion generation beginning (Fig.4b).

The observations with O—mocie reflectometry have shown no correlation of the

scattered signal and the fast ion generation. The correlation with the MHD probe signal was

observed instead (Fig.5).

Qiacussiemandmmm
The results obtained by the microwave backseatterlng diagnostics are in agreement

with the observation with 002 laser scattering technique [2]. The well pronounced correlation

with the density threshoid for fast neutrals production and 002 scattering enhancement is

observed only by ES diagnostics. This diagnostics is only sensitive to small scale fluctuations

with wavelength 7i. < 0.2-0.3 cm, which are enhanced at the density threshold according to

[2]. The difference in the enhancement factor, which is 10-15 for CO; laser scattering and

only 3 for E5 diagnostics is probably explained by the fact that ES signal is integral in wave

numbers and provides information not only about fluctuations enhanced by parametric

instability excitation end/or fast ion acceleration. The weak correlation observed for X-FlFL

and absence of correlation with the C02 laser data for O-RFL is quite natural, because X-RFL

is sensitive only to fluctuations with wavelength 7. > 0.2- 0.3 cm and O-FlFL - 7. > 0.4-0.6 cm.

for which the enhancement is much smaller [2]. The difference in the domain of sensitivity of

these diagnostics is confirmed by the frequency width of scattering spectra shown in Fig.6.

which is the most wide for ES.

The spatial localization of the turbulence enhancement effect according to ES

diagnostics is 4 cm < r < 6 cm. '
Coming to the possible reasons of the low frequency density turbulence

enhancement one can mention two possible mechanisms. The first is associated with the

trapped particle instability which could be influenced by the increased number of fast

trapped ions produced by the LH wave. The second could be related to the secondary decay

instabilities of the daughter lower hybrid wave leading to the excitation of small scale drift

waves [3]. The last mechanism seems to be preferable for explanation of unusual

enhancement of the small scale part of the turbulence spectrum only.

mm
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investigation ofplasma oscillations on resonant magnetic flux

surfaces by the correlation reflectometry on FT-2 tokamak

Budnikov V.N., Gurchenko A.D., Gusakov E. Z., Esipov L,A., its E.Fl.,

Shorikov V. Yu., Stepanov A. Yu.

Iotfe Physico~Technical Institute. St.Petesburg. Russia

Miles

it was shown recently {1], that the cross correlation analyses of the signal of

two poloidally separated reflectometers provides the possibility of identification of

global MHD modes localized at the cut off of the incident microwave. This information

can be used, in principle. for the determination of the position of resonant magnetic

surfaces and thus for reconstruction of the safety factor profile. in the present paper

this studies are continued. The experimental results are presented demonstrating that

the usual one channel reflectometer operating in the direct detection scheme can

provide such an information as well.

rim t

The MHD density perturbations were investigated by two simultaneously

operating reflectometers at frequency in the range 27-35 GHz. The ordinary mode

probing was used, for which the out off density varies in the interval 0.9.1013< nc <
1.5.1013. The scheme of the experiment is shown in Fig.1. The reflectometers are
situated in the same poloidal cross—section and share the emitting antenna A2 and the

microwave generator with the output power of 10 mW. Their receiving antennae A1

and A3 are separated by 36°. The direct detection scheme is used providing

information about reflected signal amplitude modulation. The signal is amplified in the

500 kHz band and stored by the data acquisition with a sampling time of 1ps. The

experiment was carried out in the Fr-z tokamak (Flo = 55 cm. a = 8 cm) at the

following discharge parameters: In < 30 kA, Bl = 2 T. <na> < 3.10”" cm'a. The time

variation of plasma current and magnetic field during the discharge determined the

evolution of the q-profile and thus the radial drift of resonant surfaces, where the

global MHD modes are nested. The time changes of plasma density provided the out
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off spatial scan. These two factors and the change of probing frequency from

discharge to discharge have given the opportunity of intersecting the probing wave

cut off with magnetic surfaces with q = (1.54.0) at plasma maximal currents ID = 20

and 30 kA.

Ex r t I r It

The high level (P3/ P0 ‘ 10") reflectometry or scattering signal is observed in

the experiment when the plasma density is large enough and the cut off exists in the

discharge. The time evolution of reflectometry signal picked up by A1 and A3

antennae and integrated in the frequency band 5-500 kHz is shown in Fig.2. The

behaviour of these signals is similar in details and the strong amplitude modulation is
typical for it. The bursts of signals occur when according to calculation based on the

parabolic safety factor profile assumption the rational magnetic surfaces are situated

in the cut off vicinity The strong scattered signal was observed for q = 2.5, 3.0 ant;I

4L0 both on the stage of growing and decreasing plasma density. when the cut off

moved first to the plasma periphery and then back to the center of the discharge. It

should be mentioned that the behaviour of the reflectometry signals depends on the

tokamak discharge conditions. Namely on the major radius equilibrium and vacuum

conditions, which could influence the burst amplitude and similarity of the two

channel scattering data. The correlation analyses of two reflectometer signals has

shown the high coherence level for some frequencies during these bursts see Fig.3).

In the case when only a single separate line was seen in the coherence spectra the

crossphase spectrum provided the posaibility to determine the poloidal number of the

MHD mode. it appears to be m' = 6 for q = 3 in Fig.3. in agreement with peculiarities

of the direct detection scheme mentioned in [1]. In the case when several near by

standing high coherence lines Were observed in the spectrum no mode identification

was possible. It should be underlined that such a high coherence lines were observed

only in the bursts of scattering signal and were not seen in between.

The behaviour of the scattering signal in A3 reflectometer channel for

discharges with different maximal densities new)max = (2,25. 2.85, 3.0)10‘a cm'3 is
shown in Fig.4. The change of the signal burst time with the varying discharge density

is seen in Fig.4. These changes could be easily explained by the variation of the
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overlapping time of the resonant surface and cut off. The clear interpretation of above

effect seems to give an evidence of diagnostic potential of reflectometry scattering as

a q-profile diagnostics.

in the experiment using asymmetric probing scheme where antenna A} was

emitting the probing power and A2. A3 were receiving the signal. The bursts of the

scattering data were observed as well (see Fig.5). However the dependencies for two

channels were less similar (compare to Fig.2). Namely bursts in the signal of A2

antenna were initiated siightiy later compared to A3 at the stage of increasing density.

This effect could be probably explained by different‘position of cut off for ray

trajectories of two reflectometers. The cut off density in the case of oblique

propagation is given by non = n8 (1 — slnzot), where nc is the critical density and a is

a starting propagation angle of the ray trajectory.

The above effects could be applied to the multichannel cross correlative.

reflectometry diagnostics, the scheme of which is shown in Fig.6. The diagnostics

utilize single emitting antenna with a wide diagram and several pairs of poloidaily

separated receiving antennae. The out off position for'each pair ls different. thus

providing the possibility of spatial resolution in the single frequency experiment.
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13 studies in TUMAN-SM tokamak.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ratio of the plasma kinetic pressure to the magnetic field pressure r 8 determines

efficiency of plasma confinement in a magnetic configuration. Values of Br in a tokamak are
restricted by the ideal MHD limit (Troyon limit) [I]. The limit establishes correlation between
maximum values of £37 (expressed in %) and parameter I/aB (MA In, T) The maximum values
of BN=BT/(l/(aBT)) are close to 3.5 in a tokamak with conventional geometry. In the
experiments with strong crossection shaping and powerful auxiliary heating [in close to 5 have
been obtained [2].

In this paper the results of experimental study of a possibility to increase [it and [in in a
circular crossection tokamak without auxiliary heating are presented. The experiments were
performed in the TUMANJM tokamak. The device has following parameters: Rn=0.53 m,
al=0.2.2 m (circular limiter configuration), ET 3 1.2 T, 1,, s 175 kA, E 3 6.2.1019 m'3. Stored
energy quantities were measured using diamagnetic loops and compared with calculated from
kinetic data obtained by Thomson scattering and microwave interferometry. Measurements of
the stored energy and of the B were performed in ordinary Ohmic regime [3], in Ohmic H-
mode {4] and in the scenario with fast Current Ramp-Dorm [5] in Ohmic H—mode. The B
values in boronized vessel [61 were compared with that ones obtained before boronization.

2 B MEASUREMENTS IN OHMIC H—MODE
Ohmic H-mode observed in TUMAN—S and later in "I'UMANJM tokamaks reveals

good energy confinement [7,8]. Further increase of the energy content could be expected
during density ramp-up, if confinement does not degrade at high density.

In the recent experimental run attempts to achieve high Br and [in were undertaken
using density ram —up. Without boronization highest plasma current attainable in TUMAN-BM
is 150 kA at qcy : 2,4. In this regime the maximum achieved density was 4.2 10'9 ms.
Corresponding toroidal beta is 1.3 % and annualized beta is 1.5.

Boronization of the vessel has been performed using CzBmI-Iu evaporation into He
glow [6]. After boronization cf“ was reduced to 2.1 allowing to increase plasma current up to
175 kA. In the conditions of low impurity contamination and increased density range (provided
by boronization) the energy content W was increased substantially. An example of the shot in
which [3T was measured by diamagnetic loops and calculated using kinetic data is shown on
Fig.1. Transition into Ohmic H—mode takes place on 52 ms. Starting from this time density was
ramped-up. BT as well as BN rise simultaneously with density until the 78 ms. Figures 2a&2b
show temperature and density profiles at 68.5 and 77 ms. Diamagnetic data agree within 15 %
with kinetic calculations based on above profiles. Moderate decrease of the central temperature
during density rise stage could be mentioned indicating some saturation of confinement.
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8N was increased from 1.6 to 240 after boronization. These values are far from MHD
limit Nevertheless further increase of the energy content was impossible because of
confinement degradation The degradation reveals itself as saturation of [ST appearing before
density saturation (see Fig.4) and as saturation of density despite of continuous gas pufiing. No
significant MHD activity was found in the shots with highest attainable BN. Also should be
mentioned that only few shots were ended with major disruptions. All above circumstances
allow to conclude that restriction in the beta in our experiments is cemented with "sott"
(transport) saturation but not withMHD phenomena. Further analysis is necessary to clarify
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the actual cause for transport enhancement at high densities. Low input power in the
conditions of pure ohmic heating might be the main explanation for observed limit
Experiments on other ohmicaily heated tokamaks also indicate lower level of beta limit
compared to auxiliary heated devices In T- 11 maximum [37 was 1.7 % and [3N was 1.5 without
NB heating [9]. Similar limitations were found in ohmic regime of START [10].

3 CURRENT RAMP-DOWN SCENARIO

'/IP,kA

1': WWW
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“merits

trs Temporal evolution of some plasma
parameters in the shot with fast Current

Ramp-Down.

Possibility to increase [in in the experiments with
fast Current Ramp-Down was investigated in TUMAN—Zi
in ordinary ohmic regime [5]. Because of low energy
content of the target plasma the Bu values after CRD was
very low. Described experiments were performed while
target plasma was in Ohmic H—mode stage.

CRD was performed by applying negative voltage
in the transformer primary. As a result current decay with
rate up to 25 MA/s was obtained. Feedback position
control provided plasma equilibrium during CRD.
Waveforms of loop voltage, plasma current, Du radiation
and averaged density in the shot with CRD in Ohmic H-
mode are shown on Fig.5. Although density in this
regime was far from limit and puffing was not changed
the m increase ceased just after CRD.

The drop in the energy content is less pronounced
and this allow to increase or at least not lose BN. Figure 6
shows temporal evolution of plasma current stored
energy, [ST and EN in expanded time scale. The figure
evidences that during first 2-3 ms afier CRD [in
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m“ increases. This result is shown on Fig.3 by arrow
mj‘.;\\— originating t‘rorn triangle corresponding to Ohmic H—

P' K mode and directed to diamond displaying CRD. In the
9°" . . CRD scenario decrease of the energy content was slow
”Wanna.“ and this allow to increase slightly both Bu and Br-
.s. W.kJ ”MVWWAW The decrease in the stored energy and in the
u, i .‘ density during CRD is not connected with MHD
J’W‘w. phenomena and has a character of transport

‘“ N“ enhancement. It is clearly seen on Fig.5 that CRD lead
a 5".” ‘ to termination of mode (Du increase and density
MW decay). H—L Transition can be considered as a reason of

t- or reduction in this scenario. In order to check this
Bu-WMNW'U assumption experiments with CRD in auxiliary heated

“a, ,1, ,‘s m H—mode plasma should be performed. Such experiments
Time. ms are planned in TUMAN-3M with ICR heating.

Fig.6 Behavior of the plasma current,
stored energy, 91 and 137 in the CRD.

4 CONCLUSIONS
I The experiments have shown that maximum value of BT 2.0 % can be achieved without

auxiliary heating. This value of beta—toroidal corresponds to the BN value 2.0 Achieved Bu
limit reveals itself as "soft" (nondismptive) limit. Stored energy saturates during density rise or
slowly decays afier Current Ramp-Down Possible explanation for Br and £314 restrictions is
enhanced transport near density limit or (in the case of CRD) resulting from H-L transition. No
correlation was found between beta restriction and MHD phenomena.

B studies will be continued in near fixture under the conditions of the Ion Cyclotron
auxiliary heating.
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1. Introduction

The model for the density evolution is employed for the IUMAN-3 tokamak accounting for

the reduction of transport coefficients due to the enhanced shear of the E x E drifi [II-[3]. The

evolution of the electric field profile is addressed consistently with transport equations
Modelling yields the dynamics of the L-H transition, including the formation of transport

barrier at the edge and the density rise in the core of the TUMAN-3. Triggering of the L-H

transition by gas puffing, demonstrated on TUMAN—3, [4} is adequately described by the

model. The evolution of the particle source is taken directly from measurements carried out on

TUMAN—3. The rise of the density in the core fits experimental measurements. In general, the

model appears to be consistent with many features of LB transitions observed on the

TUMAN-3 tokamak.

2. Model
The particle continuity equation has the form

(in 1 6 611
"a; - ;§[I(D(w. )3; - V(m,)n)] = S- (1)

Here the transport coefficients are supposed to be dependent on the shear of the E x E drifi

am Ir)‘ _ ans, /Br)| _ am
- us) / rl

r (it _ r at M r Br I’ (2)
where the poloidal velocity is v\9 = v0 + um. with 1),; being the ion diamagnetic drift velocity. In

the Ohmic regime the toroidal rotation is damped by the anomalous viscosity [5-6]. The

equation for the poloidal rotation velocity is [5-6]
Bvs F131?. 1 6 6v___ .41 .—.~. . _ (NED)n at 61' farm!» at) V.n(Vs Vs L (3)

where 1": ~D6n/ 6r+ Vn, v§,1‘""°)=lc(6’l‘i lér) / of! is the neoclassical poioidal velocity, k is

the numerical eoefiicient, dependent on collisionality [6], for calculation we chose u=D. The
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last term of Eq. (3) describes the magnetic pumping, the second and the third terms

corresponds to the radial transport of the poloidal rotation by the anomalous inertia and

viscosity. The diffusion coeificient is D=Doflr), (fir=0)=l), the convective velocity V=—

(Do/a)ty(r) — is negative, a is the LCFS radius. The dependence of Do on the parameter to. is

shown in Fig.1. The radial dependencies of

l.0-—3\ the coefficients D and V were chosen to

“.33 0.8 ~ \\ obtain the stationary profile before the

as: 0.6 ' \\ transition, Fig. 2, 3. The particle source S in
G 0.4 r \\ Eq.(l) was measured in the experiments

0.2 ’ m“; \EJSZ . both in L and H regimes, the experimental
0.00 ‘ , 1 ' 2' profiles were used for calculations. Since the

Fig. 1. (03, his a"1 ion temperature profile was not measured, it

The model similar to ours was developed in [7], however our model difi‘ers fi'om [7] by the

acoount ofthe high derivatives in Eq.(l), and by including important convective term.

3. Results of the simuintion

We considered two difierent scenaria of the Lani-I transition. In the first scenario the

neoclassical value is chosen for the poioidal rotation, with the corresponding electric field
'1‘. @lnn aln'l‘.(NF-0)__x_ % MI.E. a et a, +0 to a, 1. <4)

The Eq.(3) is thus excluded The stationary profile before the transition is assumed to

correspond to the marginal stability. In other words, the shear parameter or, at the edge is close

to on. Then, due to the small increase of the source, the edge shear becomes larger than the

critical value, and the transition starts. The results are rather insensitive to the second

parameter mg. The subtle details of the transport barrier formation were investigated in [7] for
the Eq.(1) in the absence of the convective velocity V. Since for short distances of the order of

few centimeters the diffusion is much more important than the convection, the results at small

times coincide with {7}. At first the small positive density perturbation arises near the edge, and

the transport coefiicients decrease here. The transport barrier then propagates towards the
core much faster than the diffusive signal, Fig. 4. The density gradient start to increase

simultaneously, Figs. 6,7. The variation of the neoclassical electric field is shown in Fig. 5. The

steady-state width of the barrier is of the order of Sean, and is rather insensitive to the variation

was taken in the form T,(r}'—=Tt(0)(l-r2lt12).‘
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of the chosen temperature profile and the values of (01, 032. This fact is explained by the sharp

decrease of the shear tr).3 with density, and thus its decrease towards the core.

Owing to the formation of the barrier in the edge region, the density in the core start to

increase, Figs. 6,7. The density evolution here is to large extent controlled by the convective

term, The characteristic time of the evolution and the absolute values of the density profiles in

H—regime are in good agreement with the experimentally profiles, Figs. 6,7. However, the

region where the transport coefficients are suppressed, in the calculations is smaller than in the

experiment. Therefore, additional mechanism of the transport suppression should exist in the
core. To investigate the efi'ect of the ion temperature profile on the results, the calculations
with the constant ion temperature were performed, Fig. 8. The width of the transport barrier

and the absolute values of the density are smaller in this case, but the main features of the

density evolution remains the same. Such rather insensitive behavior is explained by the fact
that only the temperature variation inside the barrier is important,

In the second scenario the coupled Eqs. (l)—(2) have been solved. The density profile in

L¥regime corresponds to the ms<m1 at the edge. At t=0 a boundary condition was imposed on

the poloidal rotation at LCFS: v, (r = a) = (files, where ('30, is the poloidal scund speed, and L-

H transition started The evolution pattern in this case is very similar to the first scenario. The

reason consists in the fact that the region where the poloidal rotation considerably exceeds the

neoclassical value is smaller than the barrier width. The steady State poloidal velocity profile is

shown in Fig. 9 for Ti=const (the neoclassical poloidal rotation is zero in this case). We see

that the poloidal rotation vanishes towards the core, thus the situation resembles the first

Icenario.
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Control of Edge Plasma Turbulence via Ergodic Magnetic Limiter

in Tokamak "FF-2

V.P. Budaev

Institute for High Temperatures of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Scientific Station, 720049, IVTAN, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, C15

1. Introduction

To control confinement in tokamak, the mechanisms that induce turbulent transport in
edge should be identified. There are conceptions [see,fie.,l] that consider the tokamak turbulence

to consist of a few types of turbulences having got different physical nature, frequency and wave

number spectra. The types react differently on dynamic changes of the discharge condition, Edge
turbulence drives poloidally non-uniform anomalous particle transport. There is a need for
improvements in producing of uniform power and particle load to the wall and in the avoidance of
locked modes [2]. That may be assisted by producing of ergodic magnetic limiter (EML) in edge
that was tested in TEXT[3], Hybtok—II[4}, TEXTOR[5] and TORE SUPRA [6]. The aim of this
study is to analyze the experimental data of small-scale tokamak TF—Z edge turbulence with

respect to identifying the types of edge plasma fluctuations observed and how small-scale
electrostatic turbulence and cross-field transport are modified by setting up EML in edge plasma.

2. Experimental Results

The‘experiments were performed with ohmically heated limiter discharges in small-scale

tokamak rF—z, R=0.23 m, r—~0.04 m , 3(M)=o.ssr, 1,.=5-6 kA, n.=2—3 1019 m'3 , Tw=0.2-0.3
keV. The EML consist of a set of perturbation coils installed on the vacuum vessel The
perturbation current is resonant to the magnetic field near the q=3 surface at r/a=0.95. The
characteristic Chincov parameter (island width/island separation ) is about. Changes in edge
plasma parameters into outerboard and innerboard Scrape—Ofi—Layer (SOL) and inside Last
Closed Field Surface (LCFS) were measured making use movable probe array that allows measure
the edge plasma time—averaged parameters and fluctuations (with bandwidth l<f<500 kHz) of

density, floating potentials , electron temperature and particle transport, The poloidal phase
velocity of the fluctuations has been obtained from the phase difference between I”, signals
measured in the same poloidal section and 2—45 mm apart.
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With the EML relatively low temperature and high density of edge plasma was observed in

shear layer Whereas in SOL density is dropped by 30—50% (53.1). Fluctuation level nm/n is

reduced by 30% with the EML in SOL and shear region. Fluctuation-induced particle flux

F~<nui> is also reduced by 2 times in the SOL and growths in the. shear region. In the SOL

fluctuations propagate in the ion diamagnetic direction and inside LCFS (Last Closed Flux

Surface) they propagate as a whole in the electron one (figz), The inversion of the poloidal

velocity of the fluctuations is observed near LCFS (shear region) at r/at=0.95. The EML did not

affected the location of the shear layer.Changes in k-co spectra were detected with the EML in the

region of destroyed magnetic surfaces (r/a~0 95 0.97).

In the outerboard SOL'1n floating phase (without EML) as a whole two different parts of

the dispersion relation can be distinguished 1n the two point estimation of the conditional spectrum

S(kg,,co) ; (l) with frequency below ~30 kHz the fluctuations propagate in the ion dn'fi direction,

(denoted as “1”-mode); (2) turbulence of higher frequency (~100 kHz) propagates in the electron

drift direction (denoted as “e”-mode). Like this bimodal structure was observed in different

tokamaks and stellarator [7]. The EML resulted in no significant changes In“1"-modesin SOL.

In the shear region near LCFS the mentioned above multimodal structure is also observed

without EML with higher intensity of “e”-mode (fig 2) The EML leads to the enhancement of

“e”-mode both into innerboard also outerboard and no significant changes in “i”-mode. The width

of polmdal k~spectra in shear region (rm-0.95) came to be narrower and w—spectra to be broader

with EML. Both in float and the EML phase poloidal propagation velocity of the fluctuations

reverses over a layer extended ~03 cm (fig.ld). Poloidal correlation length is about 4—5 mm

without and with the EML (fig.3). Also into innerboard. and outerboard without EML

probability density function (PDF) of the density fluctuations departs fiom Gaussian PDF. it could

be associated with nonlinear wave or mode coupling , or presence of coherent structure (fig.4).

The EML leads to the PDF are nearly Gaussian in the shear layer. Quasi-coherent mode observed

in the shear region without EML is destroyed by the EML (fig.5). In this region fractal

dimensionality of the turbulence growths with EML as into outerboard also innerboard.

Inside the LCFS r/a<0. 85 “e”—modes are mainly present with poloidal correlation length

~4 mm and ~20 mm. The oscillations have poloidal number mSIO , they propagates in electron

drifi direction and its velocity the order of magnitude as local ExB drift Velocity both into
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outerboard also innerboard (where the curvature of toroidal magnetic field is unfavorable for
driving of ballooning instability). '
In conclusions, in edge of TF—2 the crucial processes in turbulence structure and driven

translaort in shear layer of boundary plasmas are detected with the EML. The EML effects on
the formation of a layer in the shear region with higher plasma density and less correlative
properties. The EML modifies the turbulence dispersion relation in this layer. Multimodal structure
is observed both into outerboard also innerboard of edge plasma.

Author is gratefiil for TFnZ stafi" in making the experiment possibleThe research was
supported by RF Ministry of Science and Technical Policy. ‘
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Study of dense and cold divertcr with H-mode in the JFTsZM

H.aashima, S.Sengoku, T.Ogawa and H.0gawa
Tokai Annex, Naka Fusion Research Establishment, JAERI, Ibaraki 319—11 Japan

1. Introduction
The coexistence of the good confinement (such as an H-mode) with high—density and low*

temperature divertor becomes a significant issue in ITERH] and fusion reactor. Remote
radiative cooling by the neutral or impurity gas puff in the divertor chamber [24} is used for the
dense and Cold divertor, However, this coexistence was difficult with the open divertor
because the neutral back flow from the divertor chamber increased the recycling in the main

plasma which caused the degradation of the H factor or a termination of the H—mode[5 ,6].
The study of dense and cold divertor with H—mode has been carried out in the JET-2M.

The lower side of JFI‘-2M was modified the closed configuration in order to control the
divertnr plasmas independently with the core plasmas. This modificafionwas proceeded in two

stages, i.e. CD1 and CD2. CD1 is less closed configuration which baffling effect was not
enough to achieve the purposeU]. Therefore. the baffle structure was modified to the more
closed configuration (CD2)[8}. This paper describes the experimental results on CD2, which
are : 1)divertot characteristics related to the null point position (KP), safety factor (qs) and the
electron density of main plasmas (De), 2)demonstration of the dense and cold divertor during

H—mode by applying the gas puffing into divertor chamber, and 3)effcct of the divertor gas
puffing on the main plasma density. The divertot' simulation by UEDA—code[9} is also
presented for the divertor modeling. The dependence of closed divertor configuration on
neutral gas pressure, electron density and temperature in the divertor chamber is shown to be
qualitatively similar to the experimental results.
2. Closed divertor on JFDZM

Figure 1 shows the schematic View of closed divertor in lower side of JFr-ZM including
both CD1 and CD2. The magnetic configuration of lower single null is used. The upper single
null configuration is used for the Open divertor (01)) Gas puffing is applied to each divertor
chamber at lower or upper configuration,

_CD1
respectively. The advantage of closed
divertor is to shield the back flow of the
neutral particle from divertor chamber to
main plasma region by the baffle plates.
The divertor and baffle plates are made
from the stainless steel. Some diagnostic

systems are equipped for the divertor
region. Thirty—two Langmuir probes are

. ”WOW
arrayed on the divertor and baffle plates wtfinflswz

Fig. 1 Schematic view of closed diver-tar on JFT—ZM
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with high spatial resolution (5~20mm). The neutral gas pressure is measured by Penning
gauges. The bolometer array and divertor speenoscope are viewing the outer divertor leg.

Plasma parameters at the experiments are : Rola=l.3m/0.27m, $4.5, Bro=L3T IP=110-
250kA, qs=2.3-4.4, ne°m°=1.5~3.5x1019m‘3. The beam injection power (PNBI ;Hu ) is ()4—
0.8MW. Deulrium (D2) is used as aworlcing gas. Direction of the ion gradrB drift'1s toward
the null point.
3. Experimental Results

The optimization of X1” qi and tie is done so that heat and particle fluxes are concentrated
into the divertor chamber. By a careful and rigid plasma control, the sharp distribution of ion
saturation current (Is) on the divertor plates is obtained and the neutral gas pressure in the
divertor chamber becomes maximum. The 20 (mambonsec)
peak saturation current is increased by making
qs small from 4.4 to 2.3. It is also enhanced
with increasing rte from 1.5 to 3.3)(1019m‘3 in the
ohmic phase.
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' ‘ 30' <— #53:?the remarkable dense and cold state m the Q 2 - rid—)1 e 5

. I - . '5 6‘drvertor canbedemonstrated by strong D2 gas E, 1W?“9- ‘z‘é aaE
puffing into divertor chamber, even if the A o * : : : : : o :tu'E,
ohmic density is 2x1019m'3 which is lower § MK— 4 '3 v

. . . . . V 0-4 - ‘limit of Hmode transrtron. Figurezshows the 4% o 2 /°_ ' '9 2 g
gas puff (Qdiv) dependence of important E3 (I, - ' o E

o. o g 1 2 a 4 0.parameters. The Tediv decreases from 19 to 5 3
div . 19 _3 M iv (Pam ls)

eV, nc Increases from 0.5 to 3x10 m , P0 Fig..fiSarmteMendencies on gasps/7mg rate
aso increases from 5 to 20mPa, and duration "3,, and Ti" mMvm of 61‘,”a m
of H-mode (rH) is prolonged with increased WW 0,. the divemrpmr 7” is 51.d durum"
dv . Though this tendency was also observed time. rag-"h. Pawm rum are damn may, neutral
in the CD1 configuration, H~mode was returned 3‘“ W" ”"1 "WWW“ m: pm” in ”mm
to L-mode when lv is exceeded Spams/SET]. pm Pflmfipmdwmmw ”mummy“?
At the open divertor, H—mode was shorten by n'an/CX 10” mrmmmmmm.
the gas puffing and the dense and cold divertor in H»mode could not be obtained.

The effect of divertor gas puffing on the main plasma density is investigated to elucidate
the mechanism of H—mode prolonged by the gas puffing at CD2. This is carried out by the
comparison between CD2 (lower single null discharge) and 0D (upper single null discharge)
with the L-mode plasmas which are relatively steady and bring the high heat and particle
fluxes in the divertor. Figure 3(a) and 30)) show the time dependence of important parameters
for the cases of CD2 and 0D. In the figures, the broken line shows the case without gas puff
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case and the solid line
shows the case with the E g :
gas puffing of 3Pam3/s. E 0 0
From Fig.3(a), there is a E 2 f
delay time of td=47ms ., 0 0
until density increment g 4 2
due to gas puffing is 3.: o
begun. Four different E10
phases can be 0
distinguished after gas @233
puffing. It is considered V1:
thatthe tirnefromtototl is E; 2
a period until the gas “2
reaches in the vacuum a 1
vessel since no parameter 0
changes yet. From t1, the E04
fast gas comes out in the :02 I ‘
diverlor chamber since Du E12 ex 2

0

signal rises suddenly. and 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.3 0.85 0.9%.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9
dense and “Old state Fig.3DannyMangrggygsgscgmfingm(a).-CDZand(b):0Du¢gIm)¢fimhwgm.
begins While new” is “OI 1.. n my“); mm inflwmm'nphrm and panama line mam
increased by gas puffing. divmrrchamber- Gasm‘ffim'ngirflmbsfiwbomm
From t2, PMdiv begins to increase. Pmd'u‘” and 132: begin to decrease. From g, nemain and PO‘“v
rise, and the dense and cold state is enhanced further as well as the case of H—rnode. Pom“ does
not change so much even if 11am and P0div increase. In contrast to this, for the open divettor
of Fig.2(b), the density increment due to gas puffing begins earlier (which may come from a
higher conductivity of the gas puff system used on the upper open divertor), P0main is increased
by the gas puffing and the enhancement of dense and cold state in the divertor is less than that
for CDZ. ' These observations suggest that the less increase of P0"mm at CD2, while Poi“v
increases drastically (well compressed), is solely due to baffle effect which can reduce the
neutral back flow to the upstream. (Typically, gas compression ratios are ~90 for CD2 and ~S
for OD L-mode discharges.) This gas compression as well as dense and cold divertor and
suppression in Pndm" are considered to be responsible to prolong H—mode duration.
4. Divertor modeling by UEDA-code '

UEDA-code, the two dimensional fluid code for divertor simulations coupled with Monte
Carlo method for neutral gas behavior, is applied to IFf-ZM closed divertor configurations
both CD1 and CD2. Buildup of neutral particle, dense and cold divertor state are compared
with their configurations. The simulation is modeled at the N31 heating plasma in which the
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total loss power to SOL of IMW and SOL density
of ZXIOWm'3 are assumed. For the particle
diffusion coefficient (D) and the thermal

diffusivity of electrons and ions (7%.), the following
values are used : D=2f3m2/s, xfi=2mzls and x1=2l
Smile, which is based on the values obtained
experimentally [10] and is consistent with the
Bohm diffursion coefficient. Figure 4 shows the
calculation result where the broken and solid lines
correspond to cases of CD1 and CD2. The 190° is
the value on the outer most SOL region, nuc and TeD
are the peak values in the SOL, In front of the
divertor plate, PB", n: and T: of CD2 reach to
019Pa, 1.4)(10i9 m'3 and 5.5eV which enhancement

are larger than that of CD1. This result resembles

qualitatively to the experimental observation. It
can also represent that the enhancement of dense
and cold divertor is strong in more closed divertor c
5. Conclusion

With the optimized plasma configuration at CD2, the dense and cold divenor with the
prolonged H-mode can be demonstrated by a strong D1 gas puffing into the divertor chamber.
Such state has not been attained with OD or CD1 on JET-2M. The prolongment of H—mode
drnation can be explained by the similar effects obtained with the gas puffing during L-mode

discharges, which 1) radiation/CK loss power in main plasmas is suppressed by the gas puffing
and 2)the neutral gas pressure of main plasma region is not increased. The calculation with
UEDA-code shows the buildup of neutral particle, dense and cold divertor state on CD2 are
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enhanced stronger than that on CD1 as observed in the experiment
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Measurement of the plasma flow Using the asymmetric double probe
in the JFT~2M tokamak
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1. Introduction

The ion temperature T‘ and the plasma flow are important variables for the plasma transport in
the boundary plasma in tokamaksIl—I-l]. The result of measurement of the boundary plasma of

JET—2M by an asymmetric double probe clarified that TI exceeds the electron temperature "l"e by a
factor of about 10 [5-7]. In this method using the asymmetric double probe, the ion temperature

can be evaluated from the ratio of ion saturation currents of two cylindrical electrodes with different
lengths, when the axes are parallel to the magnetic field, Besides the ion temperature. the plasma

flow for the edge plasma in tolarnaks is also important. It has been indicated that the plasma flow
of the edge plasma related to the occurrence of H mode [8]. However, only few experimental
results on the edge plasma compared with the flow in the core plasma in tokamaks have been
reported [9-12].

The objective of the present paper is to extend the above mentioned double probe method for the
determination of not only "l"i but also the plasma flow. This can be achieved by rotating of the
probe and measuring the ion saturation current ratio CR when the probe axes are oriented
perpendicular to the magnetic field B and the longer pin is faced to up- or downstream of the flow.
The mediod for Obtaining the Mach number will be described below.

2. Experiment

The JET-2M is medium size
tokamak in JAERI. Figure 1 shows a
schematic diagram of the cross section
of the JFF-ZM tokamalc and the
double probe measurement system.
The asymmetrical double probe P is

Al V i E‘4 ." wmo

“ I.-
— asymmetric double probe

system
edge plasma

fl,

C . . .onstructed by graphite cylindrical ””ka

electrodes Of 2 mm In radius, 6 and Figure I. The cross section oft/w JFT-2M tokamnk
14 mm in length, and the double probe measurement system.
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Two cylinders are set parallel to each other. The experiment was performed in an ohmic plasma
(H1) where the toroidal magnetic field ET on the axis was 1.3T, the discharge current was 220 kit,
and the core plasma density was 2.4 x 10” cm'". The ohmic heating (OI-I) was made and the flat
top begun at t = 300 ms from the ignition and ended at about 780 ms. The double probe was
located at about 2 cm in front of fixed the limiter. The double probe was mow/ed in the radial
direction and rotated during the discharge with a frequency of t-SHz.

A triangle probe voltage VP was given to the double probe with a frequency of 400Hz with an
amplitude of 80 V. The probe current was measured by a current probe. The saturation current

showed a minimum when the probe axes were oriented parallel to the magnetic filed B. The ion

temperature could be determined from the ratio of ion currents to the electrodes.

3. Results and discussions

Figure 2 shows an example of the probe current I as a function of time T. Data are made

smooth by averaging neighboring sample points to see the enveIOpe of the saturated ion current

more clearly. In this figure, (a), (b) and (c) indicate the spatial relation between the cross section

of probe pins. the magnetic field B, and the flow vector u, The ion saturation current showed a

minimum at (b) during the rotation as denoted by an arrow and this dip at (1)) could be identified

as the parallel alignment to B. The arrows at the (a), (c) indicate that the double probe was oriented
perpendicular to B. 625 ‘

It was found that the current
ratio CR of the double probe pin
was different at positions (a)
and (c).This difference suggests
the presence of a plasma flow

I
[a

rb
sc

al
e]

3

because the one probe pin
shields a part of the ion current
to the other pin. In order to
explain the result of this

-0.25
difference, some assumptions 300 550

'I‘ [msec]
were made as follows. I . .

Figure 2. 771: probe currenlf as a function of Time T.

1) The effect of the plasma flow is parallel to the derection of magnetic field B.

2) The ion velocity distribution follows a drifting Maxwellian along B. When the plasma flow u

exists, the velocity distribution {(v) is expressed to be

to): (mummy/impi- m(V.-u)1/2KT: l . (1)
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where V1 is velocity, in : the ion mass, K: the Boltzmarm censtant. The ion current to the surface
of the cylindrical electrode oriented parallel to the magnetic filed B may be expressed as"

IP: Iron: Fons { (expel/1W2» + (at/2)'”M(1+erf(1wz”2m. (2)

where 10: ZaLeNcocTi/Zrtm)“, a : probe radius, L : probe length, Ne : plasma density , M (=u
cose/ Cs) :Mach number, cosB :- (Mm/Mu. The ion acoustic velocity ICS is given by

C; = (no; +1)t (3)

3) When the cylindrical axes of the double probe are oriented perpendicular to B, only the
projected area of the probe to B was taken into account for the current collection and the shadowed
area between the probe pins does not collect current. This assumption is correct if the ion Larmor
radius rL is much smaller than the probe radius

The value of M was estimated from the experimentally obtained current ratio CR which is
expressed by

case (a) : upstream

CR; 3 {SIF(M) + (St-SQH—Mlll Sew-M), (4)

lease (c) : downstream

CR5": {SIR-M) + (St-SJHMW 521304), (5)

where S1(=2aL,) , S2 (=ZaL2) are the projected probe areas, L, , L2 :probe length (Ll > L7) .
Eqs. (4) and (5) can be rewritten more concisely

cR = s (1+ ram/rem- 1, (6)

where S = 8,132 and +M, -M corresponds to the case when the longer pin faces up- and
downstreams, respectively. The experimental result showed that it was more favorable and reliable
to take M. Ti was estimated to be 100~120 eV and T6 was about 10 eV. The mach number is

usually determined as a function of the electron temperatm'e. However. due to Ti >> Tu, we may

say C313 (KTi Imam. ‘
Figure 3 shows the relation between CR and M(>0) as described by eq, {6). M was detennincd

and found to be 0.15~0.4 in OH plasma depending on the core plasma density. Here, it should be
noted that the Mach number M determined above gives the lower limit value, because the ion
currents that would be collected by the shadowed area of the cylindrical pins were neglected to be
small.
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If the double probe with two
plainer eiecn'odes are oriented to and
against the flow. the expression of
eq.(6) can be exactly applied to the
current ratio to obtain a more accurate
value of M. However, such a probe
can measure only the plasma flow. On

the other hand, the above probe
technique has been able to make the
simultaneous measurement of the ion 0 O“ 0'2 0M3 0'4 0'5 0'6
temperature and plasma flow velocity.

. Figure 3. The relation between C,. and
M(>0) as described by eq. (6).
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Optimized High Field Tokamak
Merezhkin V.G.

RRC “Kurchatov Institute”, institute ofNuclear Fusion, Moscow, Russia

A possibility to increase the BN value up to 5 under ECH in the optimized high field and
high-aspectoratio device in the low-q regimes (q,=2.2-2.5) is analyzed

introduction
The first T6 and DIVA experiments have shown an essential effect of closed conducting

shell on the macroscopic plasma stability in a tokamak in the low-q regimes, La. 1 s qn s 3,

Searming the plasma radius, a = aL, T-6 experiments have found the relatively stable
discharges with q1 = 1.2-1.3 and 1.5 < qa < 3 values, when the ratio of the conducting wall

» and plasma radii, a/aw, was raised to 0.8. With lower alas, ratio, ~ 0.6, the stable discharges

in T-6 were found in the q& > 2 region only. In DIVA experiments, no current disruption is

observed in the low-q discharges with q. ~ 1.7 and q8 ~ 1.3. These very-low-q regimes were

found under strong sawtooth activity, but with a rather good energy confinement time (up to

20 ms between internal disruptions) at q,=’1.7 in a high plasma density case. At q,=1.7 and

mean plasma density nel ~10‘4cm'3, the averaged I}; value reached 5.7 ms in a small-size-
piasma inDNA tokamak (a=lOem, R=60ctn).

Since 1978, the further study ofplasma stability and confinement in low-q OH discharges

was continues in T~11 tokamak ('116 upgraded). Fig.1 shows the '6}; density dependence in a

standard, q,“-=2.5, ailment, discharges in T-I 1, as well as, in qa=l .65 and q.=1.3 discharges

running at increased 21,, value to 2] - 22 cm (a/aw = 0.85 - 0.9) [1]. Note, that the IE — q.I

dependence, which was found first for the $2.5 and qa=4 regimes in T—ll at mean density of

1.57:1023 cm”, is in rough agreement with the data in the low-q regimes with q,=2.5,vq,,=1.65
and Q‘s-'13 also, at low density. The conclusion is that the enhanced MI-ID stability, that gives

the possibility to increase the plasma current and BN values in the low-q regimes, should also

essentially increase the plasma heat loss, as 81' [15 ~ [SN 1],", at constant B, and n2. Meanwhile,

the 1:]; rise with density can partially compensate this enhanced loss at increased flN. Iftg ~

ml and 11”“ ~ 131, the (PM) '1‘“ should rise as 11, ~l/q.. Inthis case, and Bo=const, T =const.,

(11113)“ ‘1 513-6]: “ BNz/Qm (1}

Note, that T-lI NBI experiments in the low-q regimes have reach the 51-“ value with [5,4 ~3,

at q... = 2.5 and BN ~ 3.6 at «:1,, =1.8 [l]. The critical Bu in T-Il turn out to be higher than that
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value, ~2.2-2,5, found in many tokamaks under 12

NB~heating. This fact can be explained by the E
conducting wall stabilization effect [2] in T-ll 8 -

ms
case. 4 _

It is interesting to study experimentally the

possibility for the essential rise of the [3m 00 2 _K 4 6 ll
. . ‘ . Fig. 1 11¢, 1013 cm"3value in the out Lia—2.20.5 low-q regimes first.

The necessary plasma heating power in this regime could be markedly lower in a tokamak-

device with a high plasma aspect ratio. Such possibility follows from the reduced electron

transport (xe‘f‘u ~ a“, ct ~ 1.5—2), reduced plasma current and [57 in the high R/a range, 7—10.

To keep the low plasma collisionality, (M) < l at [31- ~ Bf“, the high-aspect-ratio device

should work with a. rather high toroidal field of 6-8 T. Such results show the v* estimates,

that follow from 155 and mm scaling—lows, as well as the modeling results at T-I 1 transport '

coefficients [3, Usually, the T-l] model fits the data found in improved confinement mode,

as SS and Vii—mode, and this model was used for testing the plasma confinement for a high

field optimized tokamak (OT). Some parameters, Rfa, Bo, nel, found as optimal for OT

device are rather close to that found for the low-power D—T reactor concept - TEP tokamak

[4}. A change of TEP characteristics in the BN~ 5 regime are also discussed in this paper.

Modeling results for OT and TEP tokamaks

The restricted parameters in OT—device are - the toroidal field strength, B.3 .<_ 8 T, a moderate

plasma volume, Vp ~25 m3, and moderate EC-heating power, Pscn s 4 MW. The restriction

for R/a ~ 8 in OT device was found from the condition T; In ~ 1 at (vi') ~ 1, which should be

realized in the qa:2.5, B58 T case in OH regimes. The latter condition, which follows from
T~ll5‘CE and 154' “a” scaling-lows and is typical for the moderate-size tokamaks, provides the

possibility to keep low ions collisionality in the Ohmic-heated OT discharge as well.

Usually, the modeling results with T- 11 transport coefficients give a higher averaged 15 and 8

values and higher 1m, Hp ratio for the EC-heated discharges relative to the NBI-heated one.

That is because of the lack additional particles fuelling and the strong rise of the convective

plasma loss, 5/2 Tm- 11,“, in the ECH case. In the central part of plasma in OT, the convective

loss is negligible and ECH with peaked profile, rECH ~02 3, gives a rather high 12 value, ~
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0.25 s, for the BN = 4.2 regime at central electron temperature, T”, ~ 30 keV (Fig. 2a). The

RS discharge scenario with Br— 8 T, EOE-power of3.5 MW and mean density ~2 x1020 m 3

could have a maximal rrrg'l"e parameter in OT device. At lower field, Bo * 6 T, and at ECH

power of3 MW, the BN and BF can reach the maximal values ~ 5 in OT (Fig. 3b).
40 (a) (C) [59: 4.2P. ,— 0,1 :- fl": 4'2a? _ Z <gT>= 1%

E 30 E" A3130 :
as _ I
V ------------------ . F:9 20E n 0,0 ’
A ~ e " Z
5 r " T-e: >- ‘. r.
r— ‘ “ '10 -- '. I

: T1 '1 ‘0'1 E’: q '- :
0 N—P‘fi“ L r- ‘0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0.8 1.0 4.9

Fig. 2: (a), (35) —Modeling Te, Ti, ne and q-profilex in RS dsclwge with density rise dltfingEC-heatr’ng in OT-
tokumak (Ban 8 7; 1,505MA, Pm; =3.5 MW); (1:) - Equilibrium tomidalfiekicflslflbudon in the rows mecfium
plane: 3 (x), x=(R-Ro)/a. (Roryplume aris position.) Dashed line in (c) Show the B (as) associated with '
Shnframfshifi0fmagnetic surfaces only.

6 30: mp P 4-1p:05 . MW“ R=Tm u p
Bp. ,1 T 3:11" ‘V‘ ‘1

40s» s-ra‘r/ ..3L- l/A'. ' .20.— / (a) ,2

(a) - y / .
0.114.1.|.| on 1.Lri

0 8 12 16 20 9 lo 21 12
6 ..

.Ip=0.38MA “‘3v T.(0),__<_-_’:: fl
a,- /‘ --"' Tm

3 F - zap
. (D) ‘

(b) 1 m: 5»
o . 1 r r . r L I a A I A l

o 4 s 12 16 9 m u u
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5“ 3" 5mm“ A’m“ m on: Fig. 4:MadelingP. P (£1),t 09mm! 2;, T,mmfim dermal and EC-pawer. 9’ . YEP
(1)3587; P=3.5MW, b) B,=67; PSJMW. mhwsmdflya) vs. mplamdzmrwm

Anya, wecann'se ofBand urnamnetersmamkmnakbyincmsingthedensityet
fixed SCH-power and it eflicieucy, as in 0H regime. In ECH case, the restriction may come
fiam the microwave cut-of ataWP, > W“. WP.~ Wk. condifion gives the critical density as
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high as 6x1020 m'3 in ST regime, which is 3 times higher than transient density, 2x1020 of},
where the enhanced ion loss saturates the “CE and {SP rise with density in OT (Fig. 33). With

peaked plasma pressure profiles at [3N ~ 4.2, the ET (x) profile in the plasma medium plane
(Fig. 30) is similar to that found in the modeling results for TPTR ERS~mode [5]. So, the OT
experiments have a chance to test the neoclassical tiansport under significant change of ET ~
l/R profile at r/a = 0.1—0.2 in the low BT~1"/n regime as well.

In 1991, The high aspect ratio, low current and low fusion power (P,- ~100—250 MW) reactor
concept (tokamak for net electricity production wTEP) was analyzed first in [4]. It was shown

that TEP tokamak Should have BU~10 T, Ip=3 MA, R=7—9 In. With optimized discharge

scenario in the device with R~7 m, TEP could reach the ignition at Pa ~18 MW, Pm ~ 10

MW, nel : 0.9 x1020 mg, e, 4.7 and [5N ~ 1.9. Fig. 4 shows a significant change in the main
TEP plasma characteristics when the BN value is raised to ~ 5 by a little increase in the mean

plasma density to 1.2><1020 m‘z. With the BN increase from 1.9 to 5, the fusion power rises to
~ 400 MW and the neutron wall load rises to 1.2 MW/mB. The bootstrap current traction,

Im/Ip, in TEP tokamak, as well as in OT, is found close to I at [3N ~ 4~5.

Conclusions:
The scaling—law IE: tE,~ M1,, which describes, roughly, the data in the T-11 low—q (q, ~ 2.5,

1.65, 1.3) and low density discharges, shows the possibility of (11135?“x rise as BNZ/qa. The

main mission of the proposed high—aspect-ratio tokamak—device is the experimental study of

the fiN-limit and electron transport in the low-q (q,=2.2-2.5) regimes with the increased MHD

plasma stability by conducting shell. In an optimized RS discharge scenario, the high field

and high-aspect-ratio tokamak should reach the {EN value close to 5 at acceptable value of

ECH power, ~3-4 MW.
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Abstract. .
JT-GOU experiments showed that reversed shear plasmas deplete a large fraction of

MeV ions (fusion-produced tritons) compared with normal shear plasmas. The fraction of the
particle depletion increases with ripple amplitude, indicating that ripple tranSport is
responsible for the depletion. Computer simulations with an orbit following Monte Carlo
code reasonably explain the experimental results. Using this code, ot particle ripple loss is
estimated for 12 MA ITER reversed shear plasmas. The estimated 0. particle ripple loss can
reach 25% and then the resulting heat load on the first wall is as high as 3.7 MWr’m2 at the
peak. Insertion of ferrite to the vacuum vessel reduces the peak heat load down to ~l
MW/ml, satisfying the wall tolerance.

1. Introduction
Revei'Sed magnetic shear research has come into the limelight in recent tokamak

experiments, in that the plasma exhibits outstanding energy confinement and provides a

bright prospect towards steady state tokamak operation with a large fraction of bootstrap

current. However, low poloidal magnetic field and high q in the core can enhance ripple loss

of fast ions, possibly causing a damage on the first wall. IT-EOU reversed shear experiments

actually showed an enhanced loss of fast tritons El], and suggest that the enhanced loss of fast

ions in reversed shear can be a real concern in a fusion reactor.
This paper consists of two parts. Section 2, experimental loss of fast tritons in JT-60U

reversed shear plasma is presented. Section 3 describes computer simulations (1 particle

ripple loss on ITER reversed shear operations.

2. Fast Triton loss in JT-60U Reversed Shear Plasma

JT-60U is operated with deuterium gas, occasionally hydrogen. In such

circumstances, a trace population of fusion-produced MeV ions has been utilized in several

tokamaks to experimentally assess single particle behaviour of at particles in fusion plasmas.

In our experiment, triton bumup measurement [2, 3, 4] was used for this purpose. The

measurement is devoted to detecting 14 MeV neutrons which are produced by the subsequent

reaction of DD-fusion—produced trltons, i.e. t(d,n)3Hc. We expect a reduction in triton

bumup when part of tritons are expelled from the plasma during their slowing down process.

Figure 1 shows time evolution of triton burnup in a reversed shear discharge. Here

the triton bumup is measured with a scintillation fiber detector {6] covering the plasma core

region (r/a S 0.6). As time evolves, the measured bumup increases. Yet, the yield is much
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smaller than the burnup expected from a 1-D time-dependent calculation. Here, the
calculation assumes classical slowing down of fast tn'tons at the location of their birth and no
Spatial diffusion. The difference between the measurement and the calculation is regarded as
a loss of fast tritons from the plasma. The D-T reaction of uitiums recycled from the wall
with the deuterium beam ions produces a background 14 MeV emission: as a result. the
measured bumup happens to agree with the calculation early in time of NB injection. To
determine the loss fraction of fast tritons, therefore, we should compare the both when 14 '
MeV neutron emission due to the D-‘T reaction of fast lritons with thermal deuterons builds
up enough. In the case of Fig.1, about a half of fast trimns are expelled from the plasma.

526787
I l I I I

’0?

If] 3 . Figure 1
I Time evolution ofm'ton bumup in a
:1 2 ' calculated 2.1 MA reversed shear discharge. A
E 1 _ _ solid line is the burnup expected
:30 measured from a 1-D calculation assuming no

0 4 ' fast mton losses.

TIME {3)

By displacing the plasma position horizontally, the particle fraction of confined
tritons was obtained as a function of TF ripple amplitude (Fig. 2). Here the TF ripple
amplitude in the figure is averaged over the most—outer plasma surface. The fraction of
confined tritons in particIe decreases with ripple amplitude, both in normal and reversed
shear plasmas, suggesting that ripple loss is responsible for the observed triton loss. What is
the most important is that this fraction in reversed shear is lower than that in normal shear at
any ripple amplitudes. We must note that triton bumup measurement determines the
confined/lost fraction in particle number, which is less important than the fraction in power:
the fraction of confined tritons in power is always larger than that in particle because a loss of
slow uitons (~100 keV) conhibutes little to the power loss.

Computer simulations using the OFMC code [6] were done to help understanding the
cause of the enhanced loss in the reversed shear. The code follows the guiding center orbits
of test particles in rippled magnetic field and simulates Coulomb collisions (slowing
down/pitch angle scattering) with Monte Carlo. When test particles drift near the wall, finite
gyro«radius effects are taken into account. The result shown in Fig. 3 (a) almost matches the
experimental data, indicating that ripple loss can explain the depletion of triton bumup. In
fact, if TF ripple is ignored in the simulation, the loss is as low as 3%, too small to explain
the experiment. The simulated result also indicates that the fractions confined in power are
88-95% in the normal shear and 53-72% in the reversed shear, respectively (Fig. 3 (13)): these
values are never lower than the initial fraction of passing particles (60-70%). The reasons
why the reversed shear plasmas exhibit such poor confinement for fast tritons are low
poloidal magnetic field and high q in the core. Low poloidal magnetic field expands the
banana width of fast ions, raising radial step sizes on fast ion transport processes.

J
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Furthermore, at high q, fast ion orbits are affected by TF ripple more severely, so that the

ripple transport of them is enhanced.

a) particle to) power:
a 1 - Normal shear ' a l ' Normalshear‘ D 1 - Normatéhear —
zE D.E- _ ERIE" " 203'
o 0.5 1 . _ z _ "zL ‘O a 8 0-5 A O 0.6 " ‘
5 ca - z 0E » E 0,4y' ' E 0.4 ~ ‘
q 02 _ ’ \ . _ 0 _ . x. _ P Reversed shear
E Emerging” “mm é 0'2 _ Reversed shear E ”‘2.“ _. . I

0.: 0.6 t LL 0 A LL 00.1 0.5 1 DJ 0.5 1
HIPPLE ON SURFACE (its) RIPPLE ON SURFACE (“y/U, R1 PPLE 0N SURFACE (%l

Figure 2 Experimenml Figure 3 Simulated fraction of confined trirons:
fraction of confined tritons. (a) in particle, and (b) in power.

3. Alpha Particle Loss in I’I‘ER Reversed Shear Plasma
With the OFMC code, (1 particle ripple loss in ITER reversed shear plasma and the

resultant heat load on the first wall were evaluated.
The plasma conditions used in the calculations are basically the same as those used in

the previous estimation [7], The considered plasma has the plasma current I}, of 12 MA, a
uniform electron density rte of 1020 m3, a uniform effective ionic charge Zeflof 1.5 (carbon
impurity assumed) and electron and ion temperatures (Te and in) with a trapezoid—like profile

used in Ref. 7. Alpha particles are assumed to be created by the thermal D-T reaction only,

so that the birth profile is implicitly determined by profiles of ne, T,- and Zgfir. Profiles of q are

assumed to be q(0) = 5.7 and qm =- 3.2 at r/a = 0.7 in a reversed shear plasma, and in a

normal shear plasma q(0) 2:095 and q == 2.0 at r/a = 0.68. The ripple at the outer plasma edge

is about 1. 0%.
Table I Ripple loss of atparticles for ITER equilibria

Normal shear Reversed shear

Upward ion VB 6.3% 25.1%
Downward ion VB 6.2% 25.0%

Table I is the calculated ripple loss (power loss) in the normal and reversed shear
plasmas. The loss is almost independent of the ion drift direction, and a significant or power

loss is anticipated in the reversed shear operation. The previous assessment using a different

code gives a 16.4~19.4% loss in a similar I'I'ER equilibrium, comparable with our result. The

other findings from our simulations are: l) ripple loss is not sensitive to the Shafranov shift.

in that ripple loss increases from 23% to 25% when 3,, varies from 1.0 to 2.4, ;. and 2) q

profile is a key parameter of determining ripple loss because at ripple loss rises from 21% to

27% when 4(0) is changed from 4 to 11 without changing gm...
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Such a significant (it less gives rise to a concern whether the resulting heat deposition

on the first wall will exceed an allowable heat load. Figure 4 shows the pattern of the heat
deposition on the wall. When the ion VB direction points upward, escaping ct particles

concentrate on the upper outboard, producing a hot spot. Presumed Pa = 250 MW, the peak
heat load is expected to be 2.0 MW/m2. When the VB direction points downward, lost (1

particles produce a smaller hot spot on the outboard near the midplane, raising the peak heat

flux up to 3.7 MW/mi. These heat fluxes are marginal in the light of tolerance.

To reduce ripple loss, insertion of ferro-magnetic material to the vacuum vessel is
under consideration to lessen the ripple amplitude. According to our simulations, at ripple

loss will be reduced down to 10% in the reversed shear and the peak heat load. will be

tolerably low (~1 MW/mz) by a 60% ripple reduction with the ferrite insertion.

(a) Upward drift

e =. 7
Peak: 2.0 MWi'n‘I2
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(b) Downward drift
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Figure 4 Calculated heat load due to ripple loss on the first wall due to ripple loss in an ITER reversed shear
discharge: (a) upward ion VB drift, and (I7) downward drift: Also shown is the poloidal cross

section oftlie ITER plasma with the ripple well shaded.
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Introduction
Understanding of particle behavior during the long duration discharge is one of the

important issues for the fusion plasma research.[l] In TRIAM-IM, the ultra—long discharges
have been demonstrated using lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) systems.[2,3] Two kinds of

experiments have been performed in TRIAM~1M to study the particle behavior during the long

2.45 GHz LHCD discharge. In one experiment, vacuum pumping was stopped during the
discharge by closing a gate valve to a pump unit. In the other experiment, both vacuum
pumping and gas~feed were stopped during the discharge. In this paper, the particle behavior
in the above two kinds of experiments is discussed.

Experiment of vacuum pumping termination
Figure 1 shows time evolution of the 2.45 GHz LHCD discharge in which the gate valve

to the pump unit was closed att ~ 32 s and the RF power was switched off on purpose at t ~ 4
min. The gas—feed controller was made working continuously after closing the gate valve. It
controlled the applied voltage (Fig.1(d)) to the piezo valve so as to keep the Hot line intensity
constant. No change can be seen in the plasma current and density at the timing of closing the
gate valve.

The time evolution of the gas—feed rate through the piezo valve is shown in Fig.2. It
should be noticed that the hydrogen gas continued to be supplied till the end of the discharge (t
~ 4 min). The averaged gas—feed rate and total number of hydrogen atoms supplied afmr
closing the gate valve were about 4 x 1017 atoms/s and about I X 1020 atoms, respectively.
The gaswfeed rate after closing the gate valve is equivalent to the pumping rate by the wall
because the plasma density was constant, and the neutral gas pressure inside the vacuum vessel
increased from 1.4 x 10'4 Pa to 2.9 x 104 Pa just after closing the gate valve and stayed
constant afterwards. It is found that the gas-feed rate (i.e. wall pumping rate) decreases with
time. It is considered to be consistent with the result that the recycling ratio increases with
time.[3]

Experiment of vacuum pumping and gas-feeding termination
Figure 3 shows time evolution of the 2.45 GHz LHCD discharge in which the gas-feed

was stopped just after closing the gate valve to the pump unit at t~ 33 s and the RF power was
switched off on purpose at t ~ 73 s. The line-averaged electron density decreased from 1.5 x
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1013 m‘3 to 1.0 X 1018 m‘3 during 6 s after stopping the gas-feed and afterwards it became
constant. The plasma current also decreased from 24 RA to 18 RA due to the density decrease.

In the period that the density was constant without gas supply, the recycling ratio is considered
to be one from the point of view of the particle balance. The wa]l did not pump in that period.
The difference in the total number of hydrogen particles in the plasma was about 1017. This is
much less than the total number of hydrogen atoms which the wall pumped after closing the
gate valve in the previous experiment. of vacuum pumping termination. Therefore, it can not be
concluded that the wall was saturated due to the density decrease.

Moreover. additional gas-puff was carried out four times (t ~ 50, 54.5, 61, 68 s) as
shown in Fig.3(f) to investigate the particle balance between the plasma and the wall which was
made of stainless steel. The electron density increased just after the gas—puff but it decreased to
the former level within ~2 s. The neutral gas pressure inside the vacuum vessel also increased
just after the gas-puff but it decreased to the former level within ~5 s as shown in Fig.4. This
means that the particles supplied by the gas—puff were deposited in the wall. The particle flux
from the plasma just after the gas-puff is considered to increase due to the density rise. This is
supported by the experimental result that the particle confinement time measured in steady-state
discharge has almost the same value in this density region.

The property of particle deposition in the wall seems to be quite different in plasmas with
and without the gas‘feed after closing the gate valve. The particle flux is considered-to be one
of causes of the different properties.

Conclusion
Two kinds 0f experiments were performed to investigate the particle behavior during the

long LHCD discharge, Even after closing the gate valve to the pump unit. the hydrogen gas
continued to be supplied to maintain the plasma density at constant level till the end of the
discharge (I ~ 4 min). The supplied gas after closing the gate valve must be pumped by the wall
and the averaged wall pumping rate was estimated to be about 4 X 1017 atoms/s. When the gas-
feed Was stopped just after closing the gate valve, the electron density and the plasma current
decreased and afterwards they became again constant. In that period, the recycling ratio was
one from the point of view of the particle balance. It became obvious that the recycling property
was quite different in plasmas with and without the gas-feed after closing the gate valve.
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Introduction
Along pulse tokamak discharge is one of our concerns in recent fusion studies Particle and

heat control at the tokarnak edge is quite important in this point of View as well as quasiwsteady
state sustainrnent of good core plasma confinement A continuous alternating current (AC)
tokamak discharge or a high duty high
repetition tokamak discharge gives a r— 371oEtauEOFIE>TZXIfl
chance to study a hydrogen particle | 011 lIron Core
balance, in terms of fueling, core I 'V '
confinement, retention in the wall and I
pumping in a similar way as in the i

l
|

steady~state discharges. In addition, we
have some important possibilities to
investigate phenomena of basic tokamak V

Filter‘ ' Inverterphystcs for example, behavror of . . mafimmnqamvmm _
' for BV Circuit

plasma current penetration during the i ‘ [Gar ,J [our
current reversal phase by using such an |_.,.
AC tokamak. 2/333V_ C-- I

In this context, a full AC operation of gfwer IGBT {GET AbCC’l“
tokamak discharge is quite attractive. Suppl | r
There have been some studies about AC 0mm mt Current
operation, for example. the experiments PWMg40 kHa Fad-back '
in the STORHIM and the STOR-M Bv “Swag?” 1P
tokamaks [1,2] and a single cycle AC WiggotiiigSignals
operation with a reactor relevant current( D/A Interface

N ‘ alIntru t :AT~MIO—16E—2:tZMA) demonstrated in ET [3]. AC ( am“ 5 m“ I )
operation with multi-cycles but for not '
long duration has been studied recently I‘M-V DESKPOWER 5"
in CT~6B [4]. In these studies, there
have been no reports on the experiments @
on the full AC operation for a long
duration more than the PSI-related
hydrogen recycling characteristic times.

F{g} Inverter power supply system for Joule
primary circuit and vertical magneticfield.
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A full AC tokarnalt operation with a plasma current of i600A and a frequency of 60-100Hz
was achieved for one minute in the small tokamak device CSTN—AC by employing a new
inverter power supply system for ohmic and vertical field circuits under steady-state toroidal
magnetic field of about 0.1T [5]. More than lkA discharge with full AC operation could be

possible if the heat load would be removed from the wall of toroidal vacuum vessel.

CSTNwAC Tokamak
The vacuum chamber of CSTN—AC tokarnak has a major radius of 40cm, and a minor radius

of 10.3cm. It is the same as that of CSTN series [6]. With a piezoelectric valve, the neutral gas
flow rate is kept constant around 5 x 10'2 Toll -l/ s. The steady state toroidal magnelic field is
up to 0.12T. Typical hydrogen discharge
parameters are as follows: B, (toroidal magueu'c

500
field) ~ 0.1T, 19 (plasma current) 3 lkA, VL 2' 0
(loop voltage) é 10V, ne (electron density at 3.500
the center of the chamber) g 1.5 x 1018m-3, 10

and Te (central electron temperature) 5 l5eV. a 0
To achieve AC operation, we employed an > '1:

invertor power supply system for the Joule "g" 2. . . . , ._, 0primary Circuit and the vertical magnetic field 5 _2
coils, as shown in Fig.1. This system consists -:
of two invertor power supplies which are El 2
controllable independently. IGBTUnsulated E. 3
Gate Bipolar Transistor)'s are used for '4
switching devices, and PWM(Pulse Width .7310“
Modulation) feedback control operated at is
40kl-lz is employed there. The outstanding 3°10”
feature of the power supply system is to have a m 1-0

. >
feedback function so that the output current 2‘) 5
waveform may be almost similar to that of the E“ 0
input current signal given by an arbitrary E
waveform generator. Thus, it is possible to § '3'. . . 5 acontrol the plasma displacement by adjusting 6 H0

:1: o 5101520253035the vertical field. In the case of continuous AC
operation with the duty factor of 100%, a high
heat load on the vacuum vessel due to the long
AC operation should be handled. For this, a
pair of water cooled limiters are installed.

Experiments ,

Time[msec]

Fig.2 Temporal evolution:for discharge andplasma
parameters in AC :akamak operation.
3,: 0091 T. Initial hydrogen gas pressure

is 1.2 X104 Torr.

AC discharge at a period of 16.7ms with two cycles every second is performed as shown in
Fig.2, where the discharge and plasma parameters are traced using a triple probe located at the



center of vacuum chamber Without any thermal
damage on the probe because of a small duty
of 3% here. After a first cycle we obtain a
stable AC tokamak discharge owing to
preionization effect of the previous half cycle
of discharge. A careful adjustment of vertical
field waveform and compensation of error
field coming from B; coil current imperfection
with external horizontal field makes such a
stable discharge. At the current reversal phase
the plasma current seems to change very
smoothly across the zero with almost no dwell
time. Detailed traces of characteristic
parameters at these phases are shown in Fig.3
where the plasma density was found to
become minimum at 0.2—0.3ms after the time
of 1920 although the electron temperature
quickly drops just after IP20. We note that the

minimum plasma density is still substantial, ~
i X 10173114,

A stable full AC tokamak discharge with
60Hz is successfully obtained with almost the
same conditions as those in Figs.2 and 3.
Figure 4 gives the initial one fifth of the
whole discharge length of 60 seconds. The
duration is iimited by the temperature increase
on the wall of vacuum vessel as shown in
Fig.5 because we do not have any cooling
system for the wall. In this case the primary
input power of 3.3kW on the average is
dissipated as follows: Hysteresys dissipation
of the iron core is 0.3kW. and the power to
the limiter is only 0.23kW estimated with
caiorimetric way. The power to the wall
through the radiation or the plasma heat flow
amounts to 2.4kW obtained by the increase in
the wall temperature, and the unidentified part
is .0.37kW,

We found completely different traces for
gas pressure depending on the wall
conditioning before starting full AC operation
although they do not give any effects on the
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macroscopic discharge and plasma _
parameters at least well after the discharge discharge
initiation of the discharge. In the g 1.3 5.13" Step
discharge shown in Fig.4. the i 1_5- k
surface of vacuum chamber was ~34 1-4“
exposed to hydrogen gas for one El 13 ‘
minute between the start of full AC g 0:8 :
tokamak discharge and the g F” . I i l
termination of conditioning AC
discharge with 20 cycles every
second during ten minutes. First

Va
cu

um
Ve

ss
el

Tc
mp

cra
tur

el
QC}

a
co

m
4:

I
l

l
I

pressure increase seems to come 30 -
from desorption of large amount of 28;: . 1 . I . . . I . . . I ‘ . .
hydrogen molecules on the wall 0 1o 20 30 4o 50 60 70 so
surface. On the other hand, the very Timelsev]
short gas exposure time of about 4 Fig.5 Trace ofgas pressure for the whole discharge duration

. with a different wall conditioningfrom the discharge Shawn
seconds gives the trace 0f gas in Fig/4!. Increase in temperature ofthe wall surface usually
pressure shown in Fig.5, indicating 3 observed in these long discharges is also show.
strong decrease of hydrogen gas
pressure at the initial phase of full AC operation, which comes from the effect of wall pumping.

Summary
By employing a new inverter power supply system, we achieved full AC tokamak operation

with one minute in CSTN-AC device. The plasma current with a few milliseconds flat top is :t

600A, with VL~:i:6V, and the plasma parameters: n5~1><1018mv3, Te~10eV. Quite
different histories of gas pressure have been observed, depending on the quantity of adsorbed
hydrogen on the wall surface. It will make possible fundamental studies on hydrogen recycling .
in the discharge longer than the surface-related characteristic time which is difficult to be
covered by the current big tokamaks.
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POLOIDAL ROTATION STUDIES IN THE TJ-I U TORSATRON

B. Zorro, KJ. McCarthy, C. Burgos, A. Baciero, E. Ascasibar, T. Estrada

and E. de la Luna. Asociacién EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion, Avd. Complutense 22, E—
28040 Madrid, Spain

Introduction. The main motivation in obtaining poloidal rotation measurements in present
fusion devices is to obtain information about the radial electric field. Neoclassical theory
suggests that in stellarators the electric field reduces helical ripple loss, consequently improving
plasma confinement Poloidnl rotation measurements have been reported in ECR heated plasmas
in stellarator devices, but because these were made using passive emission spectroscopy of ions
emitting in the visible, most of the results obtained are from the plasma periphery. For example,
in the Heliotron-E device. the radial electric field at r =1 0.7—0.9<a> was found to be positive (the
electron root) in low density plasmas (n6 < 1x1013 cm'3) and negative (the ion root} in high
density plasmas (He > 2x1013 cm'3) [1]. In electron cyclotron heated (ECH)‘plasmas (He =

5x1013 cm‘3) in the Weldelstein VII-A stellarator, the negative electric field observed was
consistent with theoretical predictions [2]. In the Advanced Toroidal Facility, a positive electric
field was observed in ECH low density plasmas (n6 = 5x1012 cm'3), in this case measured by

the heavy-ion beam probe method [3].

Here, we report measurements of poloidal rotation of impurity ions in the TH U torsatron, and
from these we estimate the sign and magnitude of radial electric field. In addition, we describe
the experimental set up used and we discuss the results obtained in the context of other
stellarator results

Experimental. The TH U is a torsatron device with a pole number 1 .—= 1, a toroidal period

number m = 6, and an aspect ratio of 6. It has major radius R = 60 cm and an averaged minor
radius <a> = 10 cm. The plasma is created and heated using 200 kW of ECR power (37.5
(31-12) tuned to the second electron cyclotron harmonic. The discharge electron density is tailored
by programming three piezoelectric gas valves. Hydrogen is used as the standard gas. A more
detailed description of the machine is given in Ref. [4].

We have investigated the plasma poloidal rotation using measurements of the line shift of
selected impurity lines (C V 2271 A and O V 2781 A) made using a shot to shot technique with
high spatial resolution. A sequence of shots with good reproducible shots were used. The
lineshapes were recorded using a l m monochromator having an intensified detector with 700
active pixels mounted at the focal plane. The input slit is rotated by 90° when is imaged into the
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plasma to maximise the spatial resolution. the pivotal point of the optical scanning system is
located on the plasma equatorial plane. From this position, the entire plasma cross-section can
be observed through a large laterally positioned rectangular quartz window (70 x 240 m2).
Because of the low density of TJ-I U plasmas, and in order to achieve significant statistics, it is
necessary to integrate the detected spectral emission along the entire discharge plateau (10 - 15
ms). In addition, a correction is needed to compensate any thermal spectrometer drift during the
sequence of 10 - 15 discharges needed to obtain a profile.

Results and discussion. Typical chord—averaged poloidal rotation profiles, for two line-
avcraged electron densities, are shown in Fig. 1, together with the corresponding chord-
averaged line intensity for the higher density case. The radius (rp) used in the plotting is
measured along a vertical chord passing through the magnetic axis. Several features can be
highlighted from the data obtained: 1) the bulk plasma ions rotate in the ion diamagnetic
direction (chosen to be positive); 2) a sheared rotation is evident from the figure; 3) the peak

rotation is higher in the lower density case and 4) the deep observed about 2 cm might be caused
by the pressure gradient term which changes sign around that position. We have observed that
discharges starting with a significant level of runaway electrons can behave differently of the
general trend we try to present here.
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Fig. I . Symmem'zed profiles of line integrated emission (left) and polaidal rotation (right)for C V.

The poloidal rotation seen implies positive radial electric field values of between 25 and 40 V/cm
for the maximum rotation chords in fig. 1. At lower densities E.- can reach values of about 60-

70 V/cm. Because of the higher line intensities and better plasma sequences obtained when
performing 0 V emission measurements at 2781 A we have been able to separate. for some
discharges, the upper and lower scan profiles. These reSults are shown in fig. 2 for two
different densities. In the figures upfdown poloidal rotation asymmetries can be discerned. The
most obvious interpretation for this is that these effects are caused by asymmetries in the'radial
electric field. The impurity emission asymmetry (not shown) does not seem to be enough
asymmetric to explain this behaviour. As yet, we have not been able to identifying the
underlying operational cause for this interesting observation.
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Fig. 2. Chord averaged poloidai rotation (right) for 0 V or two densities. Lip/down rolan'on asymmetries are
evident in the raw data. .

In fig. 3, we show 0 V (2781 A) and C v (2271 A) chord—averaged data, for a range of plasma
densities, taken along a fixed chord close to maximum rotation. The line-averaged density in

this plot was that at 20 ms. Using this data for our study of poloidal rotation behaviour as a

function of plasma density, we typically find that the velocity ranges from 6 to 10x105 ens/8,,

when the density is between 2 and 3X1012 chi-3, to about 105 cm/s when densities are highest
and close to ECRH cut-off. These results are consistent with those obtained in the Helios-on

device for chords with effective radius = 0.75. In both cases, the plasma is found to rotate in the

ion diamagnetic direction at low densities. However, in the TM U we do not reach densities

that are high enough to clearly observe the change in direction to the electron diamagnetie

direction, as seen in the Helionon device. However, in some cases some of peripheral O V data

obtained does exhibit rotation in the electron diamagnetic direction, see Fig. 2, and also some

C V data at the lowest density.
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Fig. 3, Chordovemged poloidal rotation as a function of electron density. 0 V left and C V right

Finally, we should point out that the raw data values of poloidal rotation measured using 0 V

data are generally lower than those obtained using C V data. The principal reasons for this are

that the O V emissions are more weighted towards the plasma periphery and towards earlier
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times along the discharge while the C V emission emerge later in the discharge. This point is
being investigated in more detail.

We Show in fig. 4 the detailed analysis of the higher density profile of C V presented in fig. 1.
We present on the left the fitting of the chord~averaged emission and line shift profiles using a

data analysis code explained in Ref. [5]. The obtained coefficients of the simple functions, used

to fit the experimental data, are depicted on the top of this figure. The radial electric field profile
obtained from these data, solving the radial momentum equilibrium equation, is presented on the
right of the last figure as a dashed line. We have plotted in full line the E: obtained directly from

the fit of smoothed chord-averaged rotation data, neglecting the pressure gradient term. The

toroidal velocity has been neglected due to its expected damping due to the ripple and because of

the low shear of the TH U device.
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Fig. 4. Simulation by a code of chard-averaged experimental data (on the left) and radial electric fiéla‘ profile

deduced from the equilibrium equation (dashed line on the right); full lltte was oblainedfmm chord-averaged

poloidal velocity data neglecting the pressure gradient term.
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BEHAVIOUR OF SUPERTHERMAL ELECTRONS {N TJ-IUpgrade TORSATRON

! g, godn’guez—Bodrjgg, F. Medina, F. Castejon, M. A. Ochando and TJ-IU Team.
Asociacién Euratom—Ciemat para Fusion

Av. Complutense 22, 28040 Madrid.

Abstract
The behaviour of supenhermal electrons has been studied in the TI—IU torsatron as a

function of the magnetic configuration. The mean energies reached by the superthermal
electron populations have been found to be consistent with the occurrence of EC off—axis
absorption for the different radial ripple profiles. The interpretation of the experimental
observations has been simply based in the facts that both. trapping factors at the axis and
electron density profiles substantially change with magnetic configuration.
Introduction

In previous worlcs [1. 2], the generation of high energy electrons in TJ-I Upgrade
torsatron (1 =1, m=6, R=0.6 m, <a>= 0.1 m, B = 0.5+0.7 T; ECRH at 37.5 GHz - X-mode.
2nd harmonic [3]) was investigated and several fast electron populations were characterised
using Si(Li) (1 to 30 keV) and NaI(Tl) detectors (over 20 keV).

Here we are presenting the Study of the behaviour of superthermal electrons in TJ—IU
plasmas with line average electron densities, He, in the interval 0.2 to 0.6 x 1019 m“3 and
electron temperatures, Te, ranging between 100 and 200 eV. Also input power (100+200

kW) and magnetic configuration scans ((0.15 s t (0) S 0.29) were performed in order to try
to determine the effect of magnetic ripple o‘n characteristic energies and densities of
uncoupled electrons, as well as the possible influence that the presence of these particles
may have on plasma performance.
Experimental results and discussion

The specific diagnostic set~up used for the experiments presented here consits of: a 10
channel diode array at an equivalent toroidal angle CI) = 30” and a Si(Li) detector viewing a
plasma radial chord through a beryllium filter of 105 um also at (I) = 30°. for the soft X ray
region; two NaI(Tl) detectors observing the plasma through glass windows, either almost
tangential or near perpendicular at (I) = 30 ° and an NaI(Tl) detector working in current
mode for monitoring the average total hard X-ray (HXR) flux.

The HXR fluxes due to the bremsstrahlung of the runaway electrons generated during
the rump up and down of the magnetic fields were supressed when adequate gas puffing
was applied. For the present study only discharges emitting HXR during the ECRH phase
haVe been considered, in order to try to investigate separately the characteristics of highly
energetic electrons generated during the pulse.
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To obtain high energy
electrons spectra we have
accumulated data from series
of repetitive discharges for
each configuration. Fig. 1
shows typical emission spectra ‘
from supexthen'nal electrons in
plasmas with the indicated
magnetic configurations. As
can be seen, the characteristic

energy of superthermal
electrons escaping from the
plasma changes from one
configuration to another and,
in somes cases, fast electron
losses are toroidally non

symmetric. The low intensity
and high energy spectra from
the configuration with
vt’ (0)=0.29 is characteristic of
the remaining runaway
electron population generated
during the fields ramp up and
that this spectrum is present in
all configurations.

The differences in energy of the

superthermal tails can be explained
taking into account: a) the shape of the
radial profile of the magnetic field
ripple. Its value at the axis ranges from
25% to 5.6% as .1; (0) changes from
0.29 to 0.15, being about 40% at the
edge for all of the studied plasmas; b)
the low first pass absorption, estimated

Figure 2. Resonance energy for rupertherma! electron:

for dtflerem values of B field and parallel refraction

index. Dated liner: N,|=0.25, full lines: N|l=0.1; I .'

B:0.7TJ A ,' 820.78 Tami . 820.85 T. Also shown

the trapping canesfor three values ofripple,

of about 20%, and multireflection of
the beam. confirmed through the

detection of an important amount of the
microwave power 180° away from the
injection port: and c) the radial profile.
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of electron density, which is flatter for lower
central rotational transform plasmas.

“ The diagram of Fig. 2 shows the different
trapping borders and the maximum resonant
electron energies at the axis, for two values of NI
and for three configurations. Electrons with the.
highest parallel velocities have the highest

; ‘ . probability to become superthermal, specially for
0 3° ' . . ’ I " if. low ripple configurations. This, toghether with the

more effective parallel diffusion in the momenta
space as perpendicular velocity increases, would
lead to the high observed energies of the
superthermal tails. When N” is non zero, as occurs
in the second pass of the rr'ticrovawe front or when
the density decreases, this effect would be more
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thermal plasma absorption, so that we have
estimated the absorbed power in the stable
phase of the discharges. In Fig. 4a, the
absorbed power per particle is ploted
against the value of the rotational
transform at the axis. This result would '
indicate that there is a notable degradement
in absorption when iota decreases. This
fact has also been observed in other low
shear devices but, appart from low order
rational values at the plasma edge, the
detrimental effect of decreasing iota was
much less pronounced [4, 5]. In the present

case the sharp decrease of the energy
content in the lower iota plasmas studied
could be better understood if superthennal
electrons were considered as an important
sink of energy.

To evaluate the influence of the low
plasma optical thickness we have
performed scans in electron density and

input power for a fixed magnetic configuration (4: (0) : 0.20) (see Fig. 4b) finding that

there is not a clear relationship between the energy gained by fast electrons and the quality

of thermal plasmas. So that, the most important effect seems to be trapping particles at the

axis, which prevents the high loss of energy by the generation of fast passing electrons

which may absorbe a relevant amount of the input power.
The present studies in TJ-I Upgrade torsatron are of relevance for TJ—ll when

exploring plasma properties in the lowest density region of its operational domain. In

particular, the generatiou of high energy tails as a function of the magnetic field ripple must

be taken into account.
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ATOMIC BEAM CHARACTERISATION OF THE PLASMA EDGE
IN THE TJ-I UP TORSATRON.

F.L. Tabarés, D. Tafalla and B. Brafias.
ASSOCIATION EURATOM/CIEMAT. Av. Complutense, 22. 28040 MADRID, SPAIN

1. Introduction.
Atomic beam diagnostics (l) are presently being applied to the SOL and edge

characterisation of tokamaks and stellarators. Due to the relatively low penetration of the beams
formed from thermal sources, the use of such diagnostics is generally restricted to the SOL
region. As a general feature, reconstruction of the relevant plasma profiles from thermal beams
is more accurately performed than from more energetic ones, due to the relatively simple
collisional model describing the interaction of thermal atoms with plasma particles. Such
interaction is restricted in that case only to electron collisions (1), In this work, the application
of atomic beams produced from thermal sources to the characterisation of the plasma edge
region of the TJ~IU torsatron (0.4<r/a<1.1) is presented. The data are analysed in terms of
transport characteristics and their dependence on plasma parameters, such as total density,
heating power and magnetic configuration. Preliminary results of perturbative experiments (A:
injection ) are also presented.
2. Experimental.

The TH U has been previously described (2). Briefly, the device is a 1:1, m=6
torsatron with plasma dimensions R=0.6m and <a> =0.1m. Plasmas are generated and heated
by ECRH (X-mode, 2nd harmonic, P=90 to 250kW) at 37.5 GHz. Average plasma densities
range from 2 to 6 x1018 m‘3, and typical central temperatures are in the range of 100-200 eV.
Unless explicitly stated, experiments were performed at the standard configuration,
corresponding to {(0): 0.23 Two types of atomic beams have been systematically used in the

present experiments. First, a thermal Li beam has been used for the determination of edge
density profiles. It is produced from an oven containing metallic lithium, at typical temperatures
of 600 “C, and a set of collimators yielding a beam diameter at the detection region of =15 mm. ‘
Differential pumping is applied between the collimators. Detection of the fluorescence signal at
671 nm is performed either through a 38 pixel photodiode array or a 16 channel multianode
phomomultiplier, with a typical radial resolution of 5 mm. The absolute electron density profile
is reconstructed from the emission profile under complete attenuation conditions (1). Figure 1a
shows a typical Li emission profile recorded by the photodiode array, once the background is
subtracted. Secondly a newly developed, supersonic He beam (3), showing low divergence and
good penetration into the plasma has been used for electron density and temperature
determination. It is formed from file supersonic expansion of a He pulse ( typical duration 0.5-2
ms) produced by a fast piezoelectric valve, and its diameter at the detection point is =10 mm.
The emission lines from excited He atoms at 728 nm and 668 nm are recorded for the
reconstruction of the electron density profile, and those at 706 and 728 nm for the electron
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temperature values. Data are taken in a shot to shot basis. The line ratios are correlated to local
plasma parameters by using the same collisional-radiative model as used in the Textor tokarnak

( 1). Figure 1b shows the time evolution of the emission line intensities used for the electron
temperature determination. As it is seen, the sharp peak taking place at the injection of the He
pulse is followed by a much lower background corresponding to the effusion of the gas
produced in the expansion chamber.
3. Results. ,

Figure 2 ShOWS the reconstructed electron density profile at normalised radius pzreff/a

from 0.3 to 1.1, by using the Li and He atomic beam diagnostics. Density values from
Langmuir probes are also included, their absolute value being normalised to those deduced from
the Li beam emission profile. This normalization implies an effective probe area of 1.6 times the
geometrical estimation (4). The range of application of the He beam diagnostic was limited by
geometrical constraints in the observation optics. As it can be seen, a general good agreement is
found between different density diagnostics, in spite of their sensitivity to possible deviations
from thermal EED in the plasma edge is markedly different and the intrinsic uncertainties of the
collisional-radiative model used in the reconstruction of the profile from the He beam data. Due
to the different spatial ranges where these beam diagnostics show the best accuracy, they were
used in a complementary way through the reported experiments.

The response of the edge (p>0.65) electron density to the evolution of the plasma

average value, <ne>, is shown in figure 3 for a typical example of pre-programmed gas
injection. In this case, puffing was turned off at t=24 ms and the ECRH heating at 1:28 ms. As
it is seen, a fast formation of the edge density profile takes place, with almost negligible
evolution as the average density is increased in a factor of 15. Significant variations at the edge
region are only observed upon hinting off the gas source. As expected, a drastic change is
apparent in the afterglow phase. The relative insensitivity of the edge density profile to the
average value was also seen under steady state conditions. Thus, for example, a change of the
average density from 6 to 2.3 (1012 cm'3 units) is followed by a decrease of only 1.4 times at
p =O.7 to 1.1. These results are in very good agreement with Langmuir probe data (4).

Temperature profiles from p205 to l were found to scale with the inverse of average density in

that range, with typical values at the LCFS from 20 to <10 eV, again confirming the probe data.
A simple analysis of the particle balance in the decay phase of figure 3 was performed, tinder the
assumption of purely diffusive particle flow (5). Under this assumption, the results are
consistent with a systematic increase of D vs. minor radius and a fairly broad neutral density
profile. Density and temperature profiles were also recorded at different heating powers, and

constant average density. A strong dependence of the electron temperature is generally seen, the

effect of increased heating power being more pronounced at inner radii. Typical values at a
constant line density of 2.5x1012 uni-3 are : 60, 40 and 35 eV, at p=0.5 and 20, 17 and 15 eV
at p: 1.0, for heating powers of 200,130 and 90 kW, respectively. Previous estimates of central

temperatures by ECE (6) indicate values of 150—250 eV at 200 kW and similar scaling with
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injected power, thus implying fairly peaked profiles. Although no detailed study of the power

dependence of the electron density profiles has been possible, a slight steepening of that profiles
is seen as the power is increased from 90 to 200 kW, at constant average electron density.
Modelling of the results shown above with the PROCI‘R code is presently underway.

The magnetic configuration of the TJ-IU allows for central iota scans in the range
0.13<4:(0) <0.4, corresponding to magnetic axis displacements of i 3 cm around the centre of
the vacuum vessel. Electron density and temperature scans at the edge region were also
performed. Due to fixed location of the observation region, the spatial profiles so obtained for
different configurations only partially overlapped. In experiments at constant line average
density, broader density profiles were systemeticaliy observed at lower iota values, thus
implying a lower central density.A sharp decay of edge parameters at r =85 cm for {(0)
=0.32 was measured, even when calculations and magnetic surface mapping give a value of
21:11.5 cm. This can be attributed to the presence of the 1/3 rational surface inside the confined
region: These results are in good agreement with the change in HXR fluxes due to supra thermal
electron absorption at the high field side as the configuration is changed (6).

Finally, the fast response of the atomic beam diagnostics was used for the monitoring of
temperature perturbations at the edge region. For that purpose, a fast piezo valve, delivering
0.25 ms pulses of Ar, was closely coupled to the TH U plasmas. The Ar puffing rate was set
low enough to allow for constant electron density and global plasma energy content during the
injection. The simultaneous injection of 2 ms He beam pulses alloWed for the fast recording of
the electron temperature evolution at several minor radius values. The results are displayed in
figure 5. As shown, a constant characteristic decay time, t =(ailnTe/clt)‘l of =03» 1 ms is
obtained for all positions under the conditions reported. An estimate of 0.8 ms for TE is
predicted from the LHD scaling for TJ—lU . More details and modelling of the perturbative
experiment will be presented elsewhere.

Acknowledgements. The authors are indebted to M.Pedrosa and R. Balbin for the
Langmuir probe data and to B.van Miligen for his help with the OR model. Clarifying
discussions with M.A. Ochando and F. Castejdn have also been extremely helpful.
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Figure 1. a) Li beam: Typical signal from PD. array. Also shown are the
corresponding radial positions b) Typical traces of the He beam diagnostic. Ims He
pulse is injected at 17 ms.
Figure 2. Density profile reconstructed from the beam diagnostics. Also Shown are
the normalized data from the Langmuir probe.
Figure 3. Time evolution of line average (a) and edge profile (b) densities. Gas
turned off at 24 ms. ECR heating turned off at 28 ms.
Figure 4. Time evolution of the electron temperature at different minor radii
after the injection of a short ( 0.25 ms ) Ar pulse.
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First Experimental Results in TJ-II Flexible Heliac:
Magnetic surface mapping

The TJ—II Team‘ presented by C. Alejaldre
Asociacién Euraiom-Ciemat para Fusién, Ciemat. Madrid. Spain

Abstract
In December 1996 a short campaign of magnetic surface measurements were carried out in T]-
H. A limited number of configurations were studied with the main goal of checking that the
high accuracy required in positioning of the coils and the vacuum vessel had been achieved.
The existence of closed and nested magnetic surfaces, in good agreement with the calculated
ones, demonstrated this issue.In this work the results obtained are discussed.

Description of the device
The flexible Heliac TJ—II is a medium size device
(R=1.5 m, <a>=0.2 m, fi(0)=1.0 T) located at
CIEMAT, Madrid, and about to start plasma
operation [1]. T]-11 coil configuration consists of 32
toroidal field (TF) coils centred around a four
periods toroidal helix. Two additional coils provide
its unique flexibility (0.96 S to S 2.5, 4% S
magnetic well 3 6%), a circular coil located at the
major axis, 1.5 m, and a helical winding wrapped
around the circular one, following the same winding
law as the toroidal coils. Two poloidal field coils
(2.25 In radius) complete the coil configuration.

Fig, 1: Schematic view of thefluorescent detector Experimental results
First measurements of the magnetic surfaces in the

device were performed in December 1996, using a directed electron beam in combination with a
movable fluorescent rod array [2-6]. At that time, the final adjustment of the TF coils was still
not finished, so that the maximum deviation of some of them respect to the nominal position
(2.9 mm, in radial direction) exceeded the design tolerance (1 mm). The magnetic field was
steady state, B0 S 0.05 T (5% of the nominal field), with 50 5 pulse length. The technique

* C, Alejaldre, .T. Alonso, L. Almoguera, E, Ascasibar, R. Balbi’n, M. Blaumoser, I . Botija. B. Brafias, A.
Cappa. R. Carrasco, F. Castején, I. R. Cepero, J. Doncel, T. Estrada, A. Fernandez, M. Frances. C. Fuentes, A.
Garcia, I. Garcia, M. Garcia, 1. Guasp, J. Herranz, C. Hidalgu, J.A. Jimenez, I. Kirpitchev. 1R. Knaster, V.
Krivenski. 1. Labrador, F. Lapayese, M. Liniers, A. Lopez~Fraguas, A. Lopez-Sénchez, E. de la Luna, R.
Martin, A. Martinez, 1. Martinez, M. Medrano, P. Mendez, A. Montoro, K. McCarthy, F. Medina, Evan
Milligen. M. Ochando. L. PaciUS. L. Pallés, 1. Pastor, MA. Pedrosa, A. de la Pefia. J. Qin, L. Rodriguez. A.
Salas, E. Sfinchez. I. Sdnchez. F. Tabarés, D. Tufaila. V. Tribaldos, J. Vega, V. Zhumvlev. B. Zurro.
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used is based on imaging the spots produced by the impact of an electron beam launched in the
vacuum vessel along the magnetic field lines, when intersecting an array of four fluorescent
rods (1.5 mm diameter each, coated with P24. ZnO:Zn powder), sketched in Fig. 1, that
swaeps the vessel cross section.

2-2 The electron beam (0.5 mm diameter at the gun exit;
2 energy 150 eV) is launched with the main velocity

1'8 component, v“, parallel to the magnetic field of the
51'6 device. The gun head is driven over a rectangular
3"“ :otl-llgfiym region (147 mm in radial direction, 328 mm in

1'2 :m” vertical direction) by means of a PLC controlled
1 figs/:13 manipulator installed in a top port; the magnetic

0'5 0 0.05 01 0.15 02 0‘25 ()3 surfaces are measured about 199° away in toroidal
Fig. 2.- Theoretical ragglonaltmnsform direction. Three LEDs located inside the vacuum
profiles of the "WSW“ ”Mfigum’m‘ vessel, at the same cross-Section where the image is

formed, are used as a reference system for measuring distances. The images are acquired with
an intensified CCD camera looking perpendicularly to the image plane through a tangential NBI
port and processed by means of an image integrator. The spatial resolution of the experimental
system is estimated to be about 2 nun (fluorescent rod, 1.5 mm thick, plus the space charge
broadening of the electron beam cross section as it travels around the toms).

d TI—II configurations
to + ‘ are low shear. Nine

c «fig-h. of them have been
5’ I " D ' ‘e _

3. D J' u'. "' measured, covering. t; am .
A ' . ‘ It: - We}; the note range 0.96 S

""‘ e 4 n5o” ‘l-‘;- «.3! . to s 1.97. Their
N \fgw 4" . ,‘3- I J... j iota profiles are

D t 5". shown in Fig.2. In
A 'h_l- I} '

c" "‘_ ~ all the studied
a, ’ . configurations clos-

‘7’ 1.1 {,2 is 14 is 1.1 {.2 {.3 i.4 LS 1.6 ed and nested mas-
Fig.3: Calculated and :gglmental surfizcesfar the standarl; {(EllEFZkonfigurau'on netic surfaces are

found, provided that
the low order resonances (t :1, 3/2 and 2, in our case) are kept away from the corresponding
rotational transform profile. Size and shape of the magnetic surfaces, as well as the coil current
values needed for all the configurations, fully agree with the design parameters. Figure 3
shows that the calculated and experimental surfaces for the standard configuration, named
HREFZ (4: S 3/2), are in very good agreement. If the t = 3/2 value is allowed inside this low
shear configuration, islands are measured, probably due to the above mentioned non corrected

internal field error, in good qualitative agreement with the theoretical model. After final
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positioning of the TF coils, within the design tolerances, additional experiments will be done to

further investigate this point.
V
d
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Z(
In)

0.0
0.1 (- 32‘sit 'l'

1.2 is 1.4 1'5 11 1'
R(m)

.2 1'3 l4 1.51.6
R (In)

Fig.4: Calculated and experimental surfaces for the RES4/3M configuration

The ideal vacuum
field contains field
components. associ—
ated with the four—
fold toroidal symme»
try, that lead to the
appearance of natural
islands on magnetic
surfaces with 4: =
(n=4)lrn. This has

been experimentally
confirmed for the «t
= 4/3 case, named

RES4/3M, where the agreement with the theoretical model is remarkable, as shown in Fig. 4.

In the experimental image only individual points are found for the two most external surfaces
because the second transit of the electron beam is intercepted by the vacuum vessel, whose
finite thickness is not taken into account in the calculation. It should be noted that the apparent
displacement of the secondary magnetic axis of the islands, in the experimental image, is due to
the finite size of the electron gun head (9 mm diameter).
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Fig. 5: Calculated and experimental surfacesfor the FATconfigumtion

Fig. 5 shows the
good agreement
between the
experimental and
calculated magnetic
surfaces correspond-
ing to one of the
configurations with
largest plasma
volume, named FAT

(0.25 In effective

plasma radius; 4:
ranging between

1.84 and 1.99). In the external part of the theoretical image part of an island corresponding to t
= 2 is clearly visible. It couldn't be resolved in the experiment because it would be partially
intersected by the vessel wall, but. probably, this is the reason why the last experimental
contour appears to be not clearly closed.
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‘0’. In Fig. 6 another
+ . comparison between

(’3
o“ ' theory and experi-
N ' ment is presented. It
9‘ m corres ends to oneA M (fie-t PE d ‘ #33 of the smallest
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Fig. 6: Calculated and experimental surfaces for the LOWR04 configuration between 096 and

«G.
1

1.02) Again the Similarity between theory and experiment is clear. In the region close to the
external Jc = 1 island only the first transit of the electron beam can be found because subsequent
transits are intercepted by the electron gun head.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison betwaen
1 . . .
410 experimental and calculated pos1t10ns of R

1400 and Z coordinates of the magnetic axis at the
A 1390 detection plane, for all the measured
2 1380 configurations. As regards R coordinate, the
a: 1370 agreement is quite good, but for the Z

’ coordinate. a systematic discrepancy of 7
1360 mm, in average, between experimental and
1350 calculated values is observed. The origin of

‘80 this deviation is still being investigated.
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FLUCTUATIONS AND TURBULENT TRANSPORT
IN THE TJ-IU TORSATRON

MA. Pedrosa, C. Hidalgo, G. Fiksel+, E. sanchez, B. van Milligen. R. Balbin,
I. Garcia-Cortes, E. Ascasibar, F. Medina, M.A. Ochando, L. Rodriguez-Rodrigo

and the TJ—IU team
Asoct’acién Euratamienmt Madrid, Spain

+Departmem of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA

INTRODUCTION
The statistical properties of the time resolved turbulent flux and fluctuations have been

investigated in the plasma edge region of tokamak and stellarator devices [1, 2}. Further studies
have been done to quantify the frequency resolved radial coherence of fluctuations and
turbulent transport in the scrape off layer (SOL) and in the edge plasma region of the TJ—IU
torsatron.

In the framework of theoretical models based on the idea of critical gradients (such as SOC
models [31), the probability distribution function (PDF) of fluctuations in pressureldensity
gradients is expected to be non symmetric (non—gaussian). An experimental effort has been
made to quantify the statistical properties of pressure/density gradients.

Finally, to improve the understanding of edge plasma turbulent transport, measurements of
electrostatic and magnetic fluctuation~induced transport have been carried out in the plasma
boundary region of the TJ-IU torsatron.
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

Measurements of fluctuations and turbulent flux have been carried out in the electron
cyclotron resonance heated TJ-IU torsatron (i=1, m=6, PECRH=200 kW, fECRH=37.5 GI-Iz,
t=0.23, R=0.6 m, 3:04 or, Ee=(1—5)x1018 m‘3, B[=0.67 T) [4] by means of Langmuir
probes. The experimental set up is composed of three arrays of Langmuir probes (three tips
each) mounted together and radially separated (2 — 20 mm). One tip of each array is used to
measure ion saturation current (Is) and two tips, aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field and
poloidally separated 43:2 mm, are used to deduce the poloidal electric field (Ee=[Vf(91)—
Vfi62)]/A) from the measured floating potential (Vf). Probes were oriented with respect to the
magnetic field direction in such a way that shadows between them were avoided [5].

A pyrobolometcr and an array of small pick—up coils located inside it, have been used to
measure the magnetic fluctuations induced heat flux and fluctuations in the. magnetic field.

The statistical analysis of the signals has been done using wavelet cross—correlation
techniques [6].
TURBULENCE RADIAL STRUCTURE

Figure 1 shows the radial profiles of the ion saturation current and the normalized level of
fluctuations. measured simultaneously by two probes 0.8 cm radially apart, together with the
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Fig. 1.- 1m: saturation current profile (a) andflmtuations and radial gradientof
ion saturation current (b) measured by probe: 08 cm radially apart.

gradient in the ion saturation current. The velocity shear layer location (rs) has been taken as a
radial point of reference.

To study the detailed behavior of fluctuations and turbulent particle flux, FT: mafia/B:
(being fie and Tie the fluctuating density and poloidal electric field respectively), three regions of
the profile have been selected: the SOL (91%). the region close to the maximum gradient (mtg)
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Fig. 2.- Ian saturation current spectra (a)
and radial crass-coherence of ion
saturation current signals measured by
probes 0.6 cm radially apart (2:).

and the plasma edge, well inside the plasma (r<rs)
(see Fig. 1).

Moving radially inwards the power spectra of
fluctuation become narrower in TJ-IU (Fig. 2a).

The mean frequency of fluctuations changes from
about 60 kHz in the SOL region to approximately
20 kHz at the innermost radial position {7].

The radial cross—coherence between 15 signals,

calculated in the three above—mentioned regions of
the plasma, is shown in Figure 2b. For these

measurements, probes were radially separated by
0.6 cm and the cross-correlation was computed
during a 5 ms time window. In spite of the
decrease in the power of fluctuations for
frequencies above 100 kHz in the plasma edge, the
radial cross~coherence increases in the upper
frequency range when crossing the velocity shear
layer location from the SOL to the edge plasma
region. This result is more evident for the Is
signals than for the Vf signals and does not

depend on the probe radial distance (6 - 15 nun).
Although the spectral behavior of the cross-coherence is independent of the radial separation

of the probes, the level of the cross-coherence decreases as the distance between probes
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increases. Figure 3 shows the cross-coherence
between two ion saturation current signals for
different radial separations between probes in
the edge plasma region (rs-r210 mm). A
decrease of the cross-coherence, mainly for
frequencies above 30 kHz, is observed as the
distance between probes is increased. This
behavior is similar for Is and Vf, but the level
of the cross~coherence is higher for IS signals
than for Vf ones.

In agreement with previous experiments [5]
the radial cross—coherence associated with

fluctuations is higher than the one associated with the turbulent flux. The systematic
comparison of those magnitudes shows that this result is independent of the radial location of
the probes and also of the radial distance between them, in the range investigated in this work.

To study the influence of global plasma parameters on edge turbulence, the line average
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Fig. 4.— Radial correlation for Vf and Is
fluctuations signals (b) for a very low
plasma density (al

density has been modified in a wide range. The
mean frequency of the cross-coherence spectra
increases with increasing plasma density. For
very low values of mean plasma density. (He <
0.5 x 1013 m“3) very high radial cross-
coherence (close to one) between potential
fluctuations has been observed, as can be seen
in Figure 4. This effect is less notable for ion
saturation current fluctuations and may be
related to an enhancement in the population of
superthermal electrons. Actually an increase in
the hard X-ray flux, due to absorption by fast
resonant electrons as plasma transparency

increases, has been observed {8].
CRITICAL GRADIENTS

The statistical properties of the probability
distribution function (PDF) of density gradients
have been investigated in the plasma boundary
region of the TJ-IU torsatron. The PDF has
been computed for ion saturation current
gradient fluctuations in the radial and poloidal
directions. In the presence of critical gradients
the PDF of fluctuations of pressure gradients
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(in the radial direction) is expected to be non
1 ‘ ' ' '. was. symmetric (nonwgaussian), unlike to the behavior

0'5 _ i 0 Mom” ‘ of the poloidal gradient.
3 I I Although the skewness of the PDF for pressure
a; O o o . ' . fluctuations deviates significantly from zero, no
is: % g significative differences in the skewness of the
"0'5 ' 3 o ” distribution function betWeen radial and poloidal

pressure plasma gradient fluctuations have been
' -2 0 -1'0 6 iii 26 observed (Fig. 5).

r s" W") MAGNETIC ENERGY TRANSPORT
Fig- 5-' SkL’WW” 0f ”"5 Pmbabili’y The local electron ener f1 duced b
distribution function ofthe {an sarurau'on gy ux pro y
current radial gradient compared to the magnetic fluctuations has been measured directly
CWESPW‘WMW gradient in the edge plasma (r/rs>0.7) of the TJ-IU. This

flux is obtained from the correlation between
fluctuations in the electron heat flux parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field and fluctuations in
the radial magnetic field [9]. The measurements reveal that the amplitude of the magnetic field
fluctuations is very small Er/Bt:( 1-3)x10'5 and the corresponding heat transport is also very

small, less than 1% of the expected total energy transport.
SUMMARY

The radial cross-coherence of fluctuations and turbulent transport has been studied using a
multiple array of Langmuir probes in the plasma boundary region of the TJ-IU torsatron. The
measured radial coherence decreases with increasing the radial distance between probes, and is
higher for fluctuations than for turbulent fluxes both in the SOL and in edge plasma regions. In
the SOL region the radial coherence is dominated by low frequencies (lower than 100 kHz)
whereas in the plasma edge high frequencies (> 100 kHz) are significantly correlated. The
statistical properties of fluctuations in gradients have been investigated, No evidence of critical
gradients (i.e., non-gaussian distributions in the PDF of gradient) has been found.

The magnetic fluctuation-induced electron energy flux measured in the plasma edge of the
TJ-IU torsatron cannot account for the observed total energy flux.
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DIAMAGNETIC DRIFT AND FINITE ION
LARMOR RADIUS EFFECTS ON BALLOONING
STABILITY OF THE TJ-II FLEXIBLE HELIAC

R. SANCHEZ, .I.A. JIMENEZ1 and L. GARCIA
Universidad CARLOS III, Madrid, SPAIN

l Asociacion EURATOM-CIEMAT, Madrid, SPAIN

1. Abstract

The collisionless kinetic ballooning equation in the intermediate frequency regime is
rederived in Boozer coordinates and numerically solved for the most unstable MHD bal—
looning surfaces of the TJ-II flexible heliac. Ideal modes are found to stabilize for wave
numbers over a threshold mu, which can be roughly estimated as mu : (2o/6Ln)r’mmp,
where 'YMHD is the normalized MHD growth rate of the mode and 5 is a kinetic parameter
which vanishes in the MHD limit. The critical A for the onset of ballooning instabilities is
weakly modified. The parameter regions where TJ-II is scheduled to operate are examined
and dominant ballooning wave numbers identified

2. Kinetic ballooning equation

In a previous work [1} the most unstable MHD ballooning modes were found in the
unfavourable curvature regions which appear at the outer surfaces of the TJ-II heliac
device [2] with growth rates ~7 5 77A ~ 0.1, where 7,4 is the Alfvén time. Since the
poloidal wave number m did not enter the equations at first order, the dominant modes
could not be identified. Furthermore, for m >> 1 the size of the modes becomes of the
same order that pi implying that FLR corrections should be retained.

For TJ-II parameters, neglecting collisions, the relevant kinetic regime corresponds to
the intermediate frequency regime [3], where the growth rate of the modes lies between
the ion and electron bounce frequencies and, therefore, only trapped electrons need to be
considered. Since the trapped electron contribution can be shown to be much smaller than
the rest of the kinetic corrections, it will be neglected [3]. In Boozer coordinates (s, 9, E),
the collisionless kinetic ballooning equation in this regime is then:

d dF . , .
35 (1:12?) = aliaIkh’F ~ azfi’KF + Gfi, 7M.” 7')azf7fk 2F (1)

where all quantities have the same meaning that in {1] except K 5 N5 + My — y0)rc9,
T E TL/T; and 77,, E dlnT,/dlnn,. The function G is defined as:

_ 1 04.11 c

““7”” E as?) (7% “T—l. ‘ l (2)
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Figure 1: Growth rate 77); vs, mduw using Eq. 4 (black line) and Eq. 1 (circles)
(7': l end'mzne :0).

where 0:“ E l w tmdwfi” (1 +1771“) and are E 1 + imd’rwfl'l (l + ins), being I an integer.
The ion and electron diamagnetic frequencies have been redefined as w}; E —m6w.¢;1 and
w: E —m6’rw.,7;1, Where to,« E —ng/n0 and :5 E (1/2) (pi/of (9m).

In the MHD limit 6 —'r 0,1’ —> 11 77;, n9 ~+ 0 and Eq. 1 reduces to:

d dF _ _ , 11 _ _a; (103 2;) = Chitin/2F — ozp’IiF + TagpfizF (3)

which has an extra term (the K3 term) in comparison with the MHD ballooning equation

solved in [1]. This term is not a truly diamagnetic effect, though, since it can be derived
from the Whole MHD ballooning equations taking the excitation of parallel sound waves

into account: As shown in {1] it has a weakly stabilizing effect.

3. Diamagnetic stabilization of MHD modes

We have solved Eq. 1 on a surface with effective radius p/a : 0.9 of an ideally unstable

equilibrium with < ,6 >3 1.5% of the standard configuration of TJ-II. The obtained growth

rates are plotted vs. mdwi in Fig. 1‘ In the SEJIle figure, it has also been plotted the growth

rate obtained from Eq, 1 when the K2 term is negiected, given by the dispersion relation:

‘ ,mciw..1+n , mciwsl+i 7‘
”Y “1 3—Hi ”ti/Ian _ (fi‘é'fl) (4)

which predicts stabilization for modes with m 2 mu 5 2c7MHb/6wst'1 + m). The K” term

has no effect on the'growth rate except near mu, where the function G(‘?, 77,-, n5, 7‘) can be
approximated as:

l 2m 1+m+2Ttl+mlG’ 2 ——-—-———— 7 1 ——~ 4 m~—~—w--——— 52(1+r)((+1+m)+7 1+m+2r U
which is negative for any veloe of T, n; and 775 and therefore destabilizing.
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Figure 2: Comparison between solutions of Eq. 1 for 77" z 0 (white circles) and
W = 0.5 (black diamonds) (7' : l and 17,3 2 0).

For modes with m > mu, Gfi, in, new) can be written as:

”mil—‘3‘?) <6)
implying that further desestabilization is only expected for q; 7t 0. But when n; 75 0 the
inertia term in Eqil is also enhanced and quickly dominates as m increases leading to
a. reduction of mu [see Fig. 2), whilst modes with m s mu are further destabilized If
m < mu, the function G’(*'y,ng,ns,r) reduces to:

7 + 41

and we recover the MHD parallel sound wave excitation stabilizing effect obtained in [1]
The effect of ‘T > 1 is weakly stabilizing, whilst 779 > D enforces destabilization near mu.

4. Critical /36

To study the possible reduction or enhancement of‘fic We follow [4} and assume that
at marginal stability, the K2 term can stili be considered a small correction, so that
77‘ 2 imdwifiil + m). In this case7 the marginal stability equation reduces to:

d a dF 1 n‘_ kl _ = 2 , 2 .2 .. 4 m ”A.“ )2 8only < J_ dy) 6n(1+m)a1kiF agAcpKF 2(l+7)l+n;a2A°pE F ()

where an E (ion/2. Since 6: << 1, we have introduced a multiplying factor Ac in the
equations which accounts for the pressure gradient variation. This formulation of the
problem is onl)r valid for A: 2 1, since we assume that the magnetic surfaces do not change
when the pressure profile does. Solving Eq. 8 as an eigenvalue problem for Ac using an
equilibrium with [3 2 136, We have evaluated the relative change of flu as a function of m
for two different values of eC (see Fig, 3). If 55 is sufficiently large, the inertia, enhancement
caused by m > O dominates and ii increases.
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5. Kinetic stabilization in TJ-II

- We have estimated the main kinetic parameters for TJ-II plasmas heated with ECRH
or NBI on the surface of interest (Table 1) [5] Kinetic effects are expected to be larger
in NBI plasmas, since the ion inertia and pressure are higher. 5c is then sufficiently large
to provide a relative enhancement of 5c of approximately 1%. Most unstable modes are
found previous to mu m 40 -— 70, since for m > mu modes are stabilized by ion inertia and
for m << m“ by the excitation of parallel sound waves. This situation can neVertheless be
changed if collisions are included, specially in NBI plasmas. An study to validate these
results in the presence of collisions is under Way.

ECRH NBI (QMW) NBI (4MW)
amt 1.3- 10-3 8.6- 10-3 1.5-10“2

T 4 l
n; 0.69 0.59 9

we 0.87 0.59 0.52
mu 500 70 40

Table 1: Kinetic parameters relevant to the outer surfaces of TJ-II
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Solving Th-reedimensional Plasma Equilibria
with a Neural Network Technique

B.Ph. van Milligen, J.A. Jimenez and V. Tribaldos
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Avda. Complutense 22, 28040 Madrid, Spain

Abstract
A new method to solve differential equations, based on neural networks, has been

developed recently. The method is generally applicable to nth order partial differential
equations on a finite domain with boundary conditions [1]. The method avoids the use of
finite differences since all derivatives are programmed explicitly. The use of a neural network
guarantees a compact representation of any type of multivariate continuous solution [2, 3].
Due to this compact representation (using a low number of free parameters), and due to the
fact that the minimizing process involved can be entirely formulated using analytic
derivatives and these can be evaluated using a highly parallel algorithm, the technique is
potentially fast, especially for problems that have to be solved repeatedly with similar
boundary conditions.

In the present work, the technique is applied to the solution of the 3-D ideal
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) plasma equilibrium problem. A torsatron has been chosen for
the first 3~D equilibria computed.

1. Introduction
We apply a recently introduced method for the solution of differential equations {1], based

on MLP-l type neural networks, to the solution of stellarator equilibria [4]. The method
consists in representing the solution to the differential equation (Le. some spatial potentials
Whose derivatives give the magnetic field) by a neural network mapping. The differential
equation is Solved in real Space. All derivatives required are taken analytically, and the
learning algorithm is intrinsically parallel. Therefore the method shows potential for the
development of fast equilibrium codes.

2. Magnetic field representation
We will solve the ideal magnetohydrodynarnic equilibrium problem, given by

f x E = Vp. The often used representation of the magnetic field (Clebsch-Gordon):
f9 = W; x V1 (1)

is not directly applicable when we wish to solve magnetic equilibria by means of a neural
network representation of the scalar potentials, because one of the potentials is multivalued.
Neural networks cannot handle such quantities, since they are one-to-one mappings.
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Therefore. we return to Helmholtz’s theorem which states that any vector field can be split
in a divergence-free and a rotationwfree part:

§=wVx+§§ (2)
where V25 = 0 since the field is divergence-free.

The choice g = const. that leads to the ClebschvGordon representation is only one of an
infinity of possible “gauges”. We may therefore choose another “gauge” that allows us to
eliminate the multivaluedness of the potentials in the plasma region. We select precisely the
potential 5 that reproduces the magnetic field on the axis (Le. 1?f = 6:5). Additionally, we
require that ulbe a flux function, or: Val - ‘75 = O.

.3. Programmatic details
The scalar potentials are represented by a MLP—l neural network: its inputs are the spatial

coordinates (R,¢,Z); its outputs are the three scalar potentials [1,41, 7;, {j} of Section 2.
The deviation from zero of the differential equation, at a number of points in the plasma

interior, as well as the deviation of the boundary conditions, at some points on the boundary,
are used to define a penalty functional, E, which is minimized using an advanced gradient;
descent algorithm by varying the neural network weights. This procedure is described in [1,
4]. Here we only wish to stress that the algorithm for calculating the penalty functional and its
gradients is highly parallel (more than 97%), and important speedups are expected on
massively parallel computers

4. An equilibrium of the TJ-IU torsatron
In this section, we describe the results obtained for a lowafi equilibrium of the Spanish TJ-

IU torsatron (1 =1, m = 6, major radius R0 = 0.6 In, average minor radius <a> : 0.1 m, toroidal
field 37: 0.5 — 0.67 T).

First, we wished to ascertain that the representation we use is capable of reproducing the
magnetic field and pressure corre5ponding to this equilibrium. In previous publications, we
have already shown how the magnetic flux of such equilibria can be fitted [5, 6]. The
equilibrium code VMEC [7] was used to produce a data file containing the magnetic field and
plasma pressure for a given equilibrium on a regular grid (N = 8500 data points over one
period: 0 S up < nl3). We then trained the network to reproduce the magnetic field and the
pressure, p. The penalty functional E to be minimized consists of two terms:

E=n§:[§— Hm] +72 fig—[p pm]. (3)
which are evaluated in the plasma region, Q. The two weighting factors at are chosen such
that both terms contribute in about the same amount to E. To relate the pressure to the scalar
potentials, we used the expression

p=PW>=1.5'10'Z(10"Z-II’)- (4)
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Table I gives the result of the training procedure for each of the field components and the
pressure for networks with K = 63, 127 and 255 hidden nodes, respectivaly.

The errors in the magnetic field and the pressure are reasonable (of the order of or below
1%). We conclude that it is possible to represent the field of a typical torsatron equilibrium
with a neural network.
Table I

Quantity Average Spread ' Error (K=63) Error {Kr-127) Erroe=255l

Iterations 5000 . 7000 13000
BR 0.000362 0.103 0.00159 ' 0.000851 0.000651
B¢ 0.521 0.103 0.00136 0.000713 0.000494
32 0.00357 0118 0.00188 0.000864 0.000620
p 7.44105 4.34105 0.119-10-s 0.0639-10-s 0.0508405

0.2 ‘“ '

-O.1 -

-0.2 . v .
0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65

R

Fig. I - The Iii-surfaces of a low—[3
equilibrium of the TJ—lU stellarator
at (it = 0". Dots indicate the position
of the flux surface: as calculated by
VMEC, and lines indicate the flux
surfaces calculated by a neural

network dtfierentlal equation solver.

We then solved the equilibrium by the method described
in [1, 4]. Initial network weights were taken randomly. The
boundary surface (an) was specified on a 48x12 equidistant
(in VMEC co-ordinates) grid in the toroidal angle 45 and the
poloidal angle 9 (Nbound = 576). The internal points of the
region 0 were selected with I? again in the range 0 S (b s :03,
their total number being N = 4250. Finally, the pressure was
specified on a chord of [50 points at d} = 0 and again at 03 =

‘ "it/3 due to stellarator symmetry. The pressure profile was the
one given in Eq. (4). The total toroidal flux was set at (Do a
199102 T m2 and the net toroidal current was kept equal to
zero. The network we used had K = 127 hidden nodes.

The calculations converged to a solution with an average

RMS force balance error <|e|z> of 8.5% (where

|e|=1ixI§—\-7pl/|Vp
equilibrium at it: = 0°, compared with results from VMEC.

There is a significant difference with the VMEC results,

which is not surprising at error levels as high as this. Fig. 2
shows the spatial distribution of the force balance error lei,
while Fig. 3 shows its numerator. Observe that the force
balance (i.e. |; x I} Jfip’) docs not show a maximum at the

). Fig. I shows the Ill-surfaces of the

magnetic axis, due to the fact that the chosen magnetic field
representation does not have a singularity there.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that the three-dimensional plasma equilibrium problem can

in principle be solved by the method of solving differential equations with the aid of a neural
network. To do so. we first introduced a new representation for the magnetic field, which
differs from the usual Clebsch—Gordon representation by a choice of gauge, and in which the
scalar potentials are not multivalued. The magnetic field is represented by three instead of two
scalgr2 potentials.

0.2

0.1 ' 0.1 ~

5 o o < E 0.0 ~
N N

—0.1 ~ -0.1 -

'0 2 v I . 1 r 0 2 l , % , ,
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.3

R (m) R (m)
Fig. 2 . Theforce balance error Isl at (P = 0". Fig. 3 — The force balance a! ¢ : 0",

The use of a neural network to represent the scalar potentials is shown to provide
reasonable accuracy in both the magnetic field and the pressure. That is to say, reasonable for
the purposes of e.g. experimental data interpretation; for the purposes of the calculation of
Poincare sections (by following field lines) or stability limits, the accuracy achieved here is in
general not sufficient. However, there is no limit in principle on the accuracy that can be
reached - only a practical limit in terms of calculation time.

Finally we emphasize that, independently of the actual representation used, equilibrium
solvers based on this neural network technique are by nature parallel, and large acceleration
factors are to be expected on highly parallel computers.
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ECRH PLASMA BREAKDOWN STUDIES IN TJI-U TORSATRON

A.Cappa and ECastejon
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It is well known that microwaves at twice the electron cyclotron frequency can produce
neutral gas ionization if appropiate initial conditions are fulfilled. This process can be
understood considering the nonlinear interaction between the wave and the electrons trapped in
local magnetic minima where resonance has been tuned. If there are no external dec0rrelation
mechanisms, as collisions with other particles, electrons can undergo perpendicular energy
excursions with amplitude Eexc and frequency fexc [1,2] where:

Em 50.391;Li eV (1a)
fexc§75lE~| 5" (1b)

|E_| is the modulus of the right‘hand circularly polarized electric field in V/rn [3] and f is the
wave frequency in 61-11. The electrons accelerated by the wave will produce new electrons
when colliding with neutrals and breakdown is therefore possible. In this study four different
species — H2, Hf, H, H+- and six processes involving them are considered:

e+H2 --> Hg++2e (1) e+H2+-->2H (4)
“Hz -->2H+e (2) ' e+H2+-->H+H++e (5)
e+Hg ~~>H+H++2e (3) e+H -->H++2e (6)

A polynomial fit for In < 6v >, which only depends on electron energy, can be find for each
case in ref.[4]. This energy is computed using a simplified kinetic model that divides electron
momentum space into three separate regions [2] as shown in Fig.1. A highly non linear system
of first order ordinary differential equations can be raised and solved by numerical integration.
The solution provides the time evolution of density for the different plasma species and for the
different electron groups.

Region 1 contains magnetically trapped electrons strongly interacting with the wave with
high perpendicular energy. This energy can be estimated as [2] :

E =Eexc fexc2 I <7)
1" 2 115+];c

a
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The frequency f5 is the sum of the different electron-particle (H2, Hf, H, T") collision

frequencies. The products GTV are nearly constant in the energy range given by (13.)

f3 = °T(e+H2)V”Hg 'i- GT(e+H2+)Vn‘Hg+ + GT(5+H)VnH + CTR-Hf“ )VnH+ (8)

The cold group—Selectrons existing in the vacuum vessel before the ECRH discharge act as
a seed. Once the microwaves are injected they become trapped (enter region 1) in a time roughly
equal to l/fuap [2] and start to gain energy by its interaction with the wave. When a collision

occurs, interaction is stopped. For all processes with energy E), except (1.4), the original
electron appears in region 2 with energy E2 and can collide again many times until it lofts
region 2 and appears in region 3. In this model we consider that only one collision is necessary
to move the electron from region 2 to 3. Through processes (1 1) (2 1), (1 3), (2. 3), and

(l 6) (2 6) group i and group---2 electrons may produce new electrons. Those appear in region

3 due to their low energy Then the cycle repeats
Due to the low value of E3 only reaction (4)”is taken into account. Also a group 1—electron

can leave region I by elastic collision with a proton, only the components of momentum will

change. Process (10) considers this fact.

The whole set of processes is:

with energy E; .‘ with energy E2:
e1+H2 --> H2++ez+e3 (1.1) 62+H2 -—> H2++e3+e3 (2.1)
e1+H2 -->2H+eg (1.2) e2+H2 -->2H+e3 (2.2)
e] +112 ——>H+H++ez+e3 (1.3) e2+H2 -->H+H"+e3+e3 (2.3)
e1+ Hf --> 2 H (1.4) e; + Hf —-> 2 H (2.4)
e1+ Hf») H + H++ e2 (15) e2 +11; --> 1-1 + H++ e3 (2.5)
e1+H —->H++62+e3 (1.6) e2+H -->H++e3+e3 (2.6)
el 1+ n+ -->e2+ n+ (1.0)

with energy E3 .'
63 +11; -->2H (3.4) and e; ----->e1 (9)

Process (Lj) will occur at a rate Cij (cij=< (Iv >J- cm3 . s'1 for a given energy E,- ). Electron

transport losses from the system can also be considered ( an electron ek will be lost in a time

llflk ). The energy E; necessary to calculate the cgj coefficients can be found by averaging the

threshold energy plus the energy of reaction products for each particular process and

substracting it from the original group 1 electron energy:
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2 (151(1)m Eimciz + EI(3)¢']3)’1H2 + 5:5)a + Eirsinfl
E2=E]—<Ei>; <E]>

(011+ (:12 + 613).";1'2 + Clsnflz+ + 516”}! + clamp

(10)
Elm is the energy lost in the process j. From ref [4} we find:

E1”) = (1534+ E3) 5V EHZJ :16 CV Egg) =15 CV
11

El(5)=11eV Elf6J=(13‘6+E3) 6V OCV<E3< 46V ( )

and

9 k 1 9 It IIncij = Zk-{htIEm ‘ ; 111634 = 21);“;t )1 ’ (12)
k=l k=1

The coefficients bkj used in (12) are listed in ref.[4]. The system of ordinary differential

equations that governs the population of the several species is :

tin = ftrapne3 ~fI61t+012 + €13MH2 + (614 “way; + 61a ”reitl‘u’nsI ~fl1r=et
fie; = [(611 + 012 + Cislnyz + Cia; + 5167111 + Clonm Mel — fl2n22

H “€21 + 022 + Creamy: + (024 + CzslnH; 1‘ 026"}; Inez
£153 =[(c11+t:t3)n,.,2 + Clénfljflel + [(2011 + 2023 +022)nH2 +025nH2+ +2026nH1ne2

I'lfifl = —[(c11+c19_ + C13,}n61 +(021+c22 +c23 )ne2 MHz

{1112+ =(cmte1 + Guile: )nH2 -[(cl4 +c15)nel +(c24 + 625mg: + Cyneajnflf

it}; = [(2012 + 013mgl + (2C22 +£23)nez 1’l +[(2€14 +c15jne1 +(2c‘24 +I:'25)ne2 JR”;

+ZC34nit12+ne3 “famine1 +026’7221’1H '

riH+ = (Curie1 +c23tte2 )nH2 ”015% + 625%: My; -I-[c15nel +626nezjnH

’ ' (14)
the initial values are:

Hal : n32 : M”; an}; = nH+ =0 ; neg = ”SEED ; 711.13 = r11 (15)

I
|
|

|
|
|

l

|
|

|
|
|

"' C34nlllz+ ”e3 " frrapnea _ fl3ne3 ;

|

|

i
|

I
||
I
|

|

For the calculations we approximate E3 by a constant value Enap defined in [2]. These I
calculations have been done for TJI-U [5] parameters (P=2DO kW, f=37.5 GHz, Rw0.6 m. !

M=6, 1:1. AT = 0.2 m3, Ac = 5 m2). AT is the area through which microwaves can leak out of l
the chamber and AC is the internal chamber area. Fig.2 shows the time evolution of total i
electron density for 111 = 2.5’4‘1012 cm'3 and 115%}; = 100W where V is the plasma volume.
Fig.3 shows the H2, Hf, H, H+ densities for the same initial conditions. ‘2
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The computed breakdown time for these initial values is £k 9: 2 ms, which agrees fully

with experiments perfumed at the same conditions. The dependence of this time on initial
neutral gas pressure is illustrated in Fig.4 for two different frequencies, 28 and 37.5 GHz.

N 6 ..,....,....{....:
-i 1 _ —
> 5 w —

E ' :N -
:7 g." 4 '_ ;

2 fig 3 - —_
2 ,:

E :4. 2 '— —:
trap : 33 A” 1:— —:

03....l....l....i..n 1.:
212m 0 0.5 1 1.5 2.5

/ ll t(ms)

Fig.1. Three group model Fig.2. Total el‘eclrort dentin

6 5.......................J2.5 5 ,lmn
5: Hz—wwa» : E 37.5GHz g

: f N ;’ ':2 4 _— 28061-12 —_
m :— \fHE .. 3 sE ; 5 11.5,; A3 — —_
g 3 :‘I H ‘ I on E 2
o :— _‘1 v2 _ .:
$2 ; : Eu, 3 :
1: E : V «P I

1:_ 20.5 . 1— ~:

0 :Jlmllnmmi . ”:0 0 2...!...i...l...lllii...|...|...:
0 0.5 l 1.5 2 2.5 0 2 4 6 182 103 12 14 16

t (1115) ni (10 cm” )
Fig.3, H2. 112+. H. and H+ densities Fig.4. Breakdown timefor 37.5 and 28 01112

As we can see from Fig.4 higher values of “i can improve breakdown (tbkd E 1.2 ms for

37.5 GHz) but cut-off density in TJU—I is reached with In E MID12 em“3 and makes difficult
the compafison with experimental data. Validation of this model in other confinement devices is
planned in the near future.
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Kinetic Global Alfvén Modes and Kinetic Flute Modes

in a Stellarator with Trapped Energetic Ions

Zh.N.Andmshchenko*, O.K.Cherernnylch*, J.W.Edenstrasser**
*Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine,

**Institute for Theoretical Physics, Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction The presence of a non-thermal ion component in both tokamak and stellarator
plasmas can give rise to Alfvén—type instabilities. There is a large number of theoretical and
experimental studies [1-3] on different Alfvén Eigenmodes in tokamaks. In a stellarator
energetic ions can also drive a variety of discrete shear Alfvén Eigenmodes. For low shear
stellarators the Global Alfvén Eigenmodes (GAE) appear most likely and have been observed
experimentally [4]. The characteristic frequencies of GAE’s are below the minimum of the
Alfvén continuum: to < run“, where to A : 1:91,, k, = (mu — n) IR, m and n are the poloidal

and toroidal wave numbers, nxl/q is the rotational transform, R is the major radius, The
influence of trapped energetic ions on the GAE’s can lead to a new type - Kinetic Global
Alfvén Modes (KGAM).

The MHD stability in stellarators is mainly determined by pressure driven modes, which
are localized around low order rational magnetic surfaces with the rotational transform
yzn/m, where k“ =0. In this paper we are primarily interested in flute perturbations, which may

occur in low—pressure stellarators. Moreover, in such devices trapped energetic ions can also
generate Kinetic Flute Modes (KFM).

Basic equations The calculations are performed in a ,,quasi-toroidal“ coordinate system with

,,straightencd magnetic field lines“[5]. The equation for smaII oscillations then reads fl]:

ZX=0, (1)
A 1 d 3 m2 n d m2 m2 2 2 d lsw— —v—k‘ - -—--—- —-—k +0) — _. , 2

a2 da[a [vi hfiLia] a [vi I da v: ( )
where X is a radial plasma displacement, a is a radial coordinate. The last term is important for

the existence of GAE's. By taking into account the magnetic well in such a stellarator, the

application of a multiple space scale approach for the description of low—scale perturbations,

then leads to the following modification of Eq.(l):

£X—WX=0, (3)
I 2 l 2 [If r! r C

WELT", 1+u2(1+S)——”J flewRBU‘O flown—“W +3”v LA , (4) iR n0 21in, a 2 2 a t
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Where P is the plasma pressure, B0 and J are the toroidal magnetic field and the toroidal

current, V0” is the vacuum magnetic well, up is the vacuum rotational transform, S = (111’! it

is the shear, and A is the Shafranov shift, where the prime denotes the derivative with respect
to the radial coordinate. ‘

In our model the contribution of energetic ions is described by the equation:

iX—WX—Q=0, (5)
Zim BSP 851’5—” , 059 w 8 6aaegiaeco M 3:: Sin] H

where 3P = 5P(X) is the perturbed particle pressure, obtained ‘by the application of a multiple

time—scale approach, and 0 is a poloidal angle.

1 Spectrum of GAE’s and Kinetic Global Aifvén Modes. First we omit for simplicity the
influence of energetic particles and investigate the spectrum of the GAE’s. We start with

Eq,(3) and expand mi around the surface a = do, on which (of1 attains its minimum value.-

With the help of the notations:

x= deal), L =2mi/(mi)", A2 =2(m: —w2)/(_o§)’f, gsx/a, (p =X, (7)
we can represent Eq.(3) in the form:

d—g{(1+t;1§~) ‘12—}t 1“”(Hi )(p: 0 (8)
‘ together with the boundary condition (90$, -—> :too) = 0 and where G and F are defined by

l; Gal? m 225’” +;,W. 539‘ (9)
1 an kl R an kl" at)

The condition for the existence of GAE ’s is then given by the inequality

EEG~1l4>0. (10)
Following [6], the frequencies in the vicinity of the continuous spectrum are found to be:

a2 ‘_(L_t+1/2): 1
“ ‘02: 21"—°E2 , =w—e -~—, 11:11 1 uni mflL2 f] f] «Ii 213, ( )
“1 9 2 2 2
i if ‘5’” 3‘;- —«‘i‘l;—’" A, andARR kU 21': L“

a a2 (2n + my
[0:3L3,;[1—m—QPEEfZ} f2=-:—:-exp£—T (12)

if 2Sm >a_n:W mAao .

Let us now consider the influence of energetic ions on GAE’s in a steilarator. The

accurate calculations of the contribution of trapped particles leads us to the equations:
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~%d[(1+t_,) :2} (G—A,)(p—r2(1+g2)¢=o, (13)

A. = A”. +A“2, (14)
“'5 I

= -A J'd(an)!” 3F K—; EWdE (15)
00(0m Ba K,7

1+5

M—+ m a—FKK—2KEd, (16)
H 6E awbmn {Ta

Here F and E are the equilibrium0distribution function of the energetic particles and their

energy per unit mass, K2 and Kb are the full elliptical integrals of I and 11 kinds,

8 = a/R,ot =11 / E, T1 is the magnetic moment, (0,, is the ion cyclotron frequency, a) D is the

averaged bounce frequency of the energetic particles,

(0,, 33%12059, (7.“) =§(...)de/v,/§de/v,, A— MmsrtJ”
agn k B; ’ A (17)

M is the mass of an energetic particle and vH its parallel velocity. Thus, the inclusion of the

trapped particles mainly results in a renomnalization of the magnetic well: GaG—Ae.

Consequently, the requirement for the existence of GAE’s is written as G — A? — 1 l 4 > 0. For

energetic ions with a distribution function close to a Maxwellian one, the following expressions

for the growth rates of GAE’s are obtained:

5/2

r1 6:, co m ( 1} co—= —— —— R ___. 1on, 4R2kflim0] [033+ K 2a exp The/2 ,Ef’1) (8)
512

L2: Bu _m_ _‘*L 4 _LJ -141” 19to, 41%2 icon) {of 21: EXP con y(3/2,1)f2' ( )
where Ba =81muTa/B2, z—dlnP/a'a, 'y(3/2.l)=‘[(:1cm exp(—x)dx, and where (01,)”,

and to2 , f2 are given by Eqs.(11)—(12). Thus, in a stellarator trapped energetic ions can either

stabilize or destabilize GAE modes, depending on the plasma and device parameters, in other

words, can generate Kinetic Global Alfvén Modes.

Kinetic Flute Modes. It is well known. that the unstable flute modes change into stable

drift flute modes, if the stabilizing effect of the finite ion Larmor radius is taken into account.

In order to include also drift effects in our equation for small Oscillations (3) we replace (02 by

"7 im = (9(a) —tn .,- (20)
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where 0)., is the ion drift frequency. If we expand Eq.(3) into a series around the resonance
Surface :4 = an, then formally Eq.(8) is recovered. if E; G and T are identified as:

ggkfiflt, SEW—aorfp'zw’ r:%. (21)
The actual calculations of the contribution of toroidally trapped energetic ions to Eq.(8)

formally result in Eqs.(13)-(16), if we replace A by A: 25’2M(7tq/BOS)2.We now conclude

that the inclusion of trapped particles leads to a deeping of the magnetic well. thus improving

the stability. If for a given set of plasma parameters the inequality 7 Mm, S (0.,» I 2 is satisfied,

then a Kinetic Flute Mode exists (Fig. l)‘ where the characteristic growth rate is given by:

2
P h VI?= ——#m—, 22

7 90 R20) D ( )

p h and [30 are the dencities of the energetic particles and of the main plasma component.

Y

row/2

0 Ole/2 YMHD

Figr It A dependence of the growth rate (‘1' ) on parameters of both the plasma and a confinement system:

(1) 0)., =A, =0; (2)co.,. $0, A, =0;(3} (0... $0. A, :60.
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Two Problems of the Plasma Confinement in Stellarators
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Introduction
Two questions are considered in present paper. 1. A new approach to improve the

plasma confinement in stellarators is discussed. We analyze here an idea to eliminate the
locally-trapped particles by excluding the local extremes of the magnetic field strength B
on the magnetic surfaces. In such stellarators there exists straight field line flux coordinate
system a,9,§ in which E a B(a,6) or B = B(a,C). 2. An attempt is done to elucidate
the reason of the ”local ballooning mode” instability, which restricts strongly the 3 limit
in stellarators. Considering the conventional stellarators in the frame of the stellarator
expansion we show that such instability can be explained by the effect of 3D geometry
of the magnetic surfaces without taking into account three dimensional helical secondary
currents.
1. Symmetric-like topology of B = const lines on magnetic surfaces

Dependence of the magnetic field strength B on magnetic surface on two angle vari-
ables strongly effects on the drift trajectories of charged particles and the neoclassical
transport. In the symmetric systems the lines B = const on magnetic surfaces coincide
with the direction of symmetry. In 3D closed systems toroidal effect leads to appearance of
the additional inhomogeneity of B, so that in general case the part of the lines B = const
form islands on the magnetic surfaces. This leads to appearance of locally~trapped par—
ticles with orbits having large radial excursion which increase the neoclassical transport.
Some different ways to eliminate such orbits were considered in [1~3}. Here we propose in
some aspects more clear requirement similar to the quasisymmetry (QS) condition, but
less restrictive one.

The QS condition B : B( a,65), where} a,03,(g are the Boozer flux coordinates,
restores the B = const lines behavior like that of the symmetric systems, and excludes
the transport enhancement due to symmetry violation. It is known however, that the Q5
condition can’t be satisfied in the whole plasma. volume. To obtain reliable system one
can try to use more weaker condition which nevertheless will remain the plasma transport
coefficients significantly smaller then in conventional stellarators. One can see that the
condition of locally«tra.pped orbits elimination is almost equivalent to the condition of
elimination of the islands of lines B = const on magnetic surfaces and can be formulated
as

B = B( a, 9) a (1)
where a, 9, 4 is the straight magnetic field lines flux coordinate system. We call such
systems as ”normal” ones [4}.

To clear up the additional freedom in the parameters choice of the normal systems in
comparison with the Q3 ones let’s use the method of expansion on the distance from the
magnetic axis. The expression for B in Boozer coordinates can be written as [5]
B = Bo(1+ (1(011ccos 03 + 0115 sin 63) + 052(020 ~i~ 0225 C05 268 'i' 032,, Sin 293) + .i.) . (2)

Here in general case all the coefficients 0 are the functions of longitudinal coordinate.
As the Q3 condition requires all the coefficients to be coast, the number of conditions
grows faster then the number of available free parameters. This is the reason of the
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impossibility to fulfill the Q5 condition in all powers of eXpansion. The transition to new
poloidal variable

93 = 9 +1190 + “mucosa + mls'sin 9) + (120120 + nzgccos 26 + 77223 sin 26) + (3)

leaves the structure of the expression (2) for B just the same, while the additional free
parameters We appear. The number of free parameters is now not smaller then the
number of the conditions following from Eq. (1) and equilibrium condition. This situation
is conserved in higher power terms. So, at least formally the existing of the normal
configurations is not forbidden.

To demonstrate the difference in the freedom of the parameters choice in Q5 and
normal configurations let’s consider these conditions in first approximation on e. The
linear term in B is proportional to the curvature and can be written as GB0(C1 cos 95 +
02 sin 6'3), where C112 are explicit functions on elongation and orientation of the near-axis
elliptical cross— sections [6] The QS condition requires C1 2 = const while the condition of
normality requires 01 + 0; = const only. Thus an additional freedom arises which may
be used to Increase the plasma stability pressure limit.

Another kind of normal systems, when B is independent on poloidal angle,
B = B( a, C) a (4)

could be considered too. Corresponding condition of Q8, B a B 01,93), can be fulfilled in
straight unclosed systems only. Such a systems are called ”isodynamic”
ones [7}. In contrast to the Q8 condition, the condition of normality (4) can he sat—
isfied in closed systems. It can be easily demonstrated in linear on a approximation,
when B = BolCBHl + akC cos 63). Here 0 is a known function of (5- Transition
to new toroidal variable (3 = C+ (17 cos 63 allows to eliminate term with cos 93 at
[CC Bo“) + 78130 [64“ : 0 . This means that cuIVature should be zero at B—extreme
cuts. In some special case, Bo = 1300(1 + fiBoos NC), I: x 160 (1 -- cos 2N0 we get
7 = 2190 C(() sin NC /(NBOQJB) , so that 1/ = 0 (no difference between C and CE) in cuts
of B—extremes, like in ”quasi-isodynamic” systems [2].
2. Ballooning modes in high-fl conventional stellarators

Numerical calculations of the ballooning modes stability show that very localized in
the extended poloidal angle domain disturbances [8] can restrict the plasma pressure.
As these modes was not found in 2D approximationfor conventional stellarator and for
tokarnak, one can believe that two causes of instability are possible: one is the SD helical
currents which are not taken into account in 2D approach and another one is the 3D
geometry of the magnetic surfaces itself.

Two dimensional description of equilibrium in ”stellarator approximation” gives a
possibility to study the effect of 3D geometry of the magnetic surfaces without taking
into account the helical secondary currents.

We have used an analytical description for vacuum magnetic configuration and simple
Sigmar—Clark model for 2D relations between the vacuum and the plasma flux coordinates.
Three-dimensional metric coefficients of the flux coordinate system of configuration with
plasma were used then in the ballooning modes equation. The results show that the
localized modes are found to be unstable in the used approximation. It means that the
geometrical effect plays an important role in the local ballooning instability.

Two typical cases of unstable modes are demonstrated in Figs. 1,2. Here, the functions
440,141, and f are presented for two different values of plasma radius and initial values
of longitudinal coordinate. ‘The initial value of poloidal coordinate is taken equalto
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zero (outwards part of the column). The functions A0 and A1 are the coefficients of the

ballooning modes equation 8(A08f/69)/c99 + Alf = 0 , and the function [1(9) is the
potential in corresponding Schrodinger-type equation. Calculations were fulfilled with
the parameters that roughly approximate ATF stellarator (6 = 9.33, A = 7.78, N = 12)
by single helical harmonic. The relative plasma pressure profile is given by p = p0 +
P102 +pza.4 +1030.“ with pa = 0.03, p1 = 0,105; = -0.09, pa = 0.06. The value of the
magnetic axis shift equals to A(0) 2 0.484, and the maximum value of A’(a) is equal ;
to —0.78. ’ i

One can give the next interpretation of the results. TWO efiects became important
when plasma pressure increases. Both of them are connected with the increase of A’(a).
Due to this effect the slepe of the magnetic field line increases locally in the outer part
of the column, especially in the vertically elongated cross-sections. The increase of the
magnetic field line slope leads to increasing of the poloidal coordinate (9 interval which
correspond to one period on C. The Sign of the magnetic field line curvature in the
outer part (0 = 0) of the column becomes negative for all values of C in opposite to the
vacuum or small plasma pressure cases. The presence of the regions with large values
of I Va |2 (small value of A“) in every period gives a possibility to decrease the value
of the disturbance abrupt without large increase of the energy variation. If the regions
with large negative curvature take place in configuration too, the possibility arises for
instability of modes which are localized in this regions and are diminishing in the regions
of large [Va [2, if the local shear is not very large.
Conclusions. 1) The new approach is suggested for stellarator improvement by elimi~
nation of local extremes of magnetic field strength (the lines B = const do not form the
islands) on magnetic surfaces. The existing of such ”norma ” 3D magnetic configurations
have been demonstrated.

The condition of normality is Weaker then that of the quasisymmetry, and one can
‘hope that the additional freedom in the parameters choice will permit to increase the
plasma pressure limit on stability.

2) An appearance of the very localized along magnetic field lines ballooning modes in
conventional stellarator is elucidated. It is shown that the geometrical effects play the
important role in such modes of instability.
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Fig. 1.. The coefficients A0 and A1 of the ballooning Fig. 2_ The same as in Fig.1, but for a = [19’
made equation and the eigenfunction f for plasma ra— and for initial point on outwards part of horizon-
dius a = 0.95, and for initial point on outwards part of tally oriented ellipse. The mode is ungtable‘
vertically oriented ellipse. The dependence of potential
U on poloidal coordinate 0 along the magnetic field line
is shown also. The mode is unstable.
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" Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, Association Euratom-Confederation Suisse,

Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
‘l' Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

1. Introduction

The results of plasma equilibrium and local stability investigations in two and four-
period quasisymmetric stellarators are presented. A near-axis approximation is used for
2—period systems and the 3D codes VMEC and TERPSICHORE are used for four-periods
devices to optimise the configurations.

2. Four—period Heliac-like configurations
In this Section, the results of the partial optimisation of four—period Heliacvlike mag-

netic configurations by plasma boundary control are presented. We use the term ”Heliac-
like” configuration for systems in which the magnetic surface cross-section rotates in phase
with the principal normal with respect to the magnetic axis, n1 = 0, Here 711 constitutes
the number of elliptical near-axis magnetic surfaces cross~sections turns relative the prin-
cipal normal to the magnetic axis in one field period. Helias~like configuration such as
the well—known WVII»X have n] = *1/2.

We look for the shape of the plasma boundary for which the Mercier < 5 > limit is
maximal and the accuracy of fulfilling the quasisymmetry (Q8) condition is moderate,
X m 3. Here X is the ratio of dominant helical Fourier component of the magnetic
field strength in Boozer coordinates to the maximal Fourier component that violates the
symmetry evaluated at the plasma boundary.

The plasma boundary surface obtained from the Q8 condition in the near-axis ap—
proximation, Ref. ii]7 was used here as the initial guese, After optimisation of the plasma
boundary with the VMEC and TERPSICHORE codes to increase the < fl > limit with
respect to Mercier mode stability, we have found the configuration with the following
boundary Fourier spectrum:

MB NB REC ZBS
0 0 9.952OE~00 0,0000E+00
0 1 2 BGOOE-OO -2.1200E-00
0 2 1.EOOOE~01 “1.5000E-01
1 O 6.5000E-01 7 BOOOE-Ol
1 1 ~7.0000E~02 7.0000E-02
1 2 ~2.BBOOE-01 2.6500E-01
i 3 6.1000E—02 -6.1000E-02
1 4 1 OOOOE*O2 ”1.0000E-02
2 0 -6.0000E-02 -6.0000E-O2
2 1 7,0000E-02 7.0000E-02
2 2 "1.2500E-01 -1.5000E-02
2 3 7.1000E-O2 -7.1000E-02
2 4 -1,0000E-03 1.0000E-03
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The equilibrium < ,3 >6, limit in this configuration equals 9.8%. Magnetic surface
cross-sections are shown in Fig. 1. For < fl >= 3.5%, the Fourier spectrum of the magnetic
field strength in Boozer coordinates is shown in Fig. 2. The dependencies of the Mercier
criterion and the ballooning eigenvalues on the radial variable 5 that labels the magnetic
surfaces (3 is proportional to plasma volume enclosed) are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that
the < [i >M limit is about 4% and the ballooning < )9 > limit is < ,6 >3: 1.4%. The
plasma. pressure was considered as parabolic (p'(.s) is coast).

One can see that there exists a rather large difference between < ,5 >M and < ,3 >3.
Since this configuration was found by optimization of the Mercier criterion, it is worth to
try to modify the plasma boundary to get larger a < [3 >5. Retaining the accuracy of the
Q8 condition fulfillment to X23, the result of such an attempt was the sharp diminishing
of the < ,6 >M with only a modest increase of < [3 >3% 1.6%.

In the Heliac-like systems considered as well as in Helias-like QS stellarators, Ref. {2,3],
the very localised ballooning modes along the magnetic field lines are the most dangerous.
The optimisation carried out here cannot be considered as exhaustive. We have not
changed the plasma pressure profile and did not use-higher harmonics in the boundary
representation (see Table). As mentioned in Ref. [4], these harmonics can be used to
improve the quasisymmetry. The availability of a large number of free parameters makes
it reasonable to further continue the optimization procedure.

3. Two~period quasisymmetric configurations

Recently the most compact two-period quasisymmetrical stellarator systems of the
figure-eight type were found numerically. They became the basis for a project MHH—Q,
Ref. [3,5] under development in the USA, and a corresponding project under development
in Japan, Ref. [4] in these systems, the principal normal with respect to the magnetic
axis does not rotate relative the ” torus hole” (quasiaxial symmetry), while the magnetic
surfaces make one-half turn per period. . -

In this Section, a search of two-period quasisymmetric systems in a wide range of the
configuration parameters is undertaken. Calculations were made in the paraxial approxi-
mation with the application of a semianalytic method previously developed, Ref. [6]. We
have estimated the equilibrium < 6 > limit and the possibility of stabilising the Mercier
modes. The elongation and triangularity of the magnetic surfaces at the beginning of a.
period, the aspect ratio and the ellipticity of the reference torus on which the trajectory of
the magnetic axis lies have been Optimised. In Fig. 4, the dependencies of the equilibrium
< 5 > limit on the toroidicity r1/Ru of the magnetic axis reference torus are shown. As is
seen, three types of two-period quasisymmetric stellarators exist. They are characterised
by the number of magnetic surface cross-section turns in one system period, in, with
respect to the magnetic axis principal normal.

For small values of n/R (cases A and Al), the principal normal of the magnetic
axis does not rotate. Thus, quasiaxial symmetry (QAS) is realized here. The case A
corresponds to m = 1/2. The magnetic surface cross-sections make one—half turn of
rotation per system period with respect to the magnetic axis principal normal. This
situation corresponds to these proposed in Ref. [3-5]. In this case we have not found
Mercier stable systems. The case A1 corresponds to n1 == 0. The magnetic surface cross-
sections here do not rotate (they only oscillate) with respect to the torus hole. This is a
tokamalc-like situation with small rotational transform which is Mercier unstable.
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When the aspect ratio of the reference torus on which the magnetic axis lies decreases,
case B, the principal normal of the magnetic axis rotates, thus quasihelical symmetry
(QHS) is realized. When the Q5 conditions are satisfied, the magnetic surface cross-
section rotates in phase with the principal normal, m = 0. These systems are Mercier
stable up to < ,5 >= 4.5% at r1/R m 0.45.

It is worth to emphasize that here we have used the precise conditions of Q8 in
the approximation to second order. In this approximation, the shear of the rotational
transform is considered to be zero and the precise conditions allow to satisfy the Mercier
criterion only for configurations with m = 0, whereas the numerical 3D calculations have
shown that stabilisation of local modes in two—period QAS configurations with m 75 0 is
also possible at the expense of some violation of Q5 conditions, Ref. [3].

4. Conclusions _
The four-period Heliaolike Q5 configurations studied earlier in the near~axis approxi-

mation have been considered here with 3D codes. It is shown that with moderate accuracy
of Q3, the configurations of such type have < ,5 > limits comparable to the widely inves-
tigated Helias-like Q8 configurations.

The possibility of the existence of two-period QS configurations have been studied
also. Only the near-axis approximation was used. It is shown that Mercier stable Heliac~
like configurations of the figure—eight type do exist. As reported in Sec. 2 of the present
paper, the ballooning mode stability condition can decrease the < fl > limit significantly.
3D ballooning stability results for two—period m = (l configurations are being examined.

To find stellarator systems with better properties, including higher [7’ and moderate
transport, weakening slightly the Q5 condition could be reasonable, Ref. [7,8].
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PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM WITHOUT PFIRSCH-SCHLfiTER CURRENT
lN CONVENTIONAL STELLARATORS

Pustovitov V. D.
Russian Research Center ”Kurchatov Institute”, Moscow, Russia

In recent experiments in helical device Heliotron E it
was observed [1] that dependence of plasma column shift on B
changed dramatically when external vertical field was applied
to control the position of vacuum magnetic axis. When magnetic
axis was moved inward, into the region of stronger toroidal
field, pressure~induced plasma shift became weak. In one case
with the largest inward shift, magnetic configuration became
almost insensitive to 6.

The reason of weaker dependence of plasma column shift on
B was quite clear: the reduction of Pfirsch-Schlfiter (PS)
current. However, at that time the existing theory gave only
qualitative explanation of this phenomenon and could not
answer the general questions

— Whether it is possible or not to get plasma equilibrium
without PS current in conventional stellarators

— If possible, at what conditions
— If impossible, how and to what extent can be reduced the

influence of PS current on equilibrium configuration?
To answer these questions, let us turn to the general

expression for PS current in conventional stellarators {2,3}:

jc = 2uRpEw)[n - db] (1)
Here, R is the major radius, p is the plasma pressure, w is
the poloidal flux, 9 is a quantity characterizing the
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field:

2R Dgego+zmw now—"cow. (2)
2 r2 R

a” e <3 > /85, a is the helical field, BO is the toroidal
field at t e geometrical axis, p. u, C are quasi—cylindrical

IR
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co—ordinates related to this axis axis so that r = R w p cosu,

<..> denotes volume averaging and < '>C stands for averaging

over the toroidal angle C.

The right hand side of Eq. (1) is identically zero if

n=<n>=n(m). (3)
We must solve this equation together with equilibrium equation

A[w—¢V] z—21r1ejc, (4)
where wv is the poloidal flux of the helical field. Assumption

j = 0 turns out Eq. (4) into a “vacuum" equation. Finally,

equilibrium without PS current would be possible if Eq. (3)

could be satisfied with vacuum w:
m

w = a, + :Cnp” cos nu (5)
n=i’

where CH are constant to be found from Eq. (3). To find C”

means to find external poloidal field necessary for PS current

suppression (if it is possible).
To start operations with Eq. (3) we must specify two

functions: 90 and WV. They are determined by vacuum helical

field E = Vw, which is known for any device. In the simplest

case the potential m can be approximated by a single helical

harmonic: e a sin (fluv~ me). Then wV = wV(pL

1 f1 [2%] 1" PWVI ] : (6)R90 = - 21:12:30 2
and the problem can be treated analytically.

In analytical calculations it is convenient to replace Eq.

(3) by equivalent differential formulation

vn X W} = 0 . (7)
Using (2) and (3) one can get from Eq. (7)

f“1’11 coo
2 63“ + RC] 55m — 4pC2 = 0 (8)

and for n z 2
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do”
RnCn CT— — 2.0(n + no 0 . (9)

p n+1

In a general case 90 e Cp2, and Eq. (9) can be satisfied
by Cm : 0 only (for all n a 2). Then Eq. (8) gives

any 2 — R0190. (10)
This equality is compatible with Eq. (6) at nuL/R « 1 only,

when my a 023—2. Then we get C1 from Eq. (10) and correspon~
ding value of the external vertical field:

13i = — BO/m . (11)
We can answer now the questions stated above: plasma equi-

librium without PS current is possible in large—aspect—ratio
stellarators with Inb/CR « 1. Vertical field (11) must be
applied to get such equilibrium.

Approximation my a 92“ is valid near the geometrical
axis p = 0. But we need it in a rather wide region, which must
include the new position of the plasma shifted under the
action of the vertical field (11). This requirement is not
satisfied at typical parameters of conventional stellarators.
This can be easily seen from the expression

1 R 12
b Mbflb‘ ( )

which gives the value of the inward shift Al of the plasma
produced by the field (11). Rotational transform “b at the
plasma boundary is usually of the order of unity, but it must
be very large to make smaller Al in (12}

In other words, vertical field (I!) is too large, and the
state without PS current is too far from the ordinary
operational regimes. That is why strong suppression of PS
current was neither observed in experiments before recently,
nor seen in calculations. Only once it was shown numerically
[4] that it is possible to get equilibrium insensitive to B in
some 2 = 3 stellarator. Given analytics explains now this
result. which remained unexplained for more than 35 years. It
shows also that the effect demonstrated in [4] is not related
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with a special choice of a pressure profile in [41, but
reflects the general propertis of a vacuum configuration.

From many viewpoints the most interesting are E = 2 stel-
larators. For 2 = 2 stellarator the restriction Inp//R « 1 means
that there should be no shear. Also, as already mentioned,
rotational transform must be very large for getting zero PS
current. Such combination of parameters is unusual.

It must be noted that in e = 2 stellarators 52" : CF32. when
a/R « I. It allows to get another solution in addition to
(II). because at 90 = Cog Eq. (9) can be satisfied by nonzero
Cn. It can be shown that this additional solution corresponds
to combination of the vertical field (11) and magnetic field
of a ring filament current of radius R - R/(nu%), lying in
equatorial plane. One can see from (12) that this position is
exactly the position of the magnetic axis shifted by the field
(11). So, the second solution for shear-free stellarators
represents an exotic configuration with an internal conductor.

For all cases described above the initial assumption was
that PS current vanished everywhere in the plasma. Conventio-
nal t = 2 stellarators with a shear, which are typical devices
at present, do not satisfy the restrictions expressed as Eqs
(8) and (9). It means that it is impossible to get i; i 0 in
such systems. However, Heliotron E with a large shear seems to
be close to t = 3 stellarator. Also, it has large in and “h
which makes the value (12) reasonable. It explains [6,7] why
strong PS current reduction was observed in Heliotron E [1].
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Fast Pressure Measurements of the Local Island Divertor on the
Compact Helical System

J. F. Lyon, C. C. Kiepper, A C. England
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 37831 USA.

A, Komori, N. Ohyabu, S. Masuzaki, T. Morisaki. S. Morita, H. Suzuki, K. Tanaka,
O. Motojima, National Institute for Fusion Studies. Orashi. Toki 509-52. Japan

Development of an effective divertor is critical for the viability of the stellarator (helical
system) concept. Figure 1 shows the local island divertor (LID) concept [I] in which particle
and heat fluxes are channeled to the back of the LID head by the magnetic field structure of an

Target plate

1ft Island Pum
Dive rtcr head p

Fanlcles

Pumping duct
—.

Fig. l. The [/1 magnetic island geometry and its
relation to the LID chamber for 0-point opera-
tion. The outer edge of the island intersects
target plates on the back of the LID head.

externally produced at = 1, n = 1 island that
is outside the last closed flux surface. The
leading edge of the LID head is protected from
the outward heat flux from the plasma because
it is located inside the 1/1 island and the parti—
cles that strike the target plates on the back of
the LID head in the throat of the LID pump
module are then pumped efficiently.

A set of 16 coils was used to create a
1/1 island in the Compact Helical System

(CI-IS). The current (11.11)) in the LID coils was chosen to position either the 0—point or the
X-point of the external 1/1 magnetic island at the location of the LID head. The principal
diagnostic in this study [2] was an ASDEX—style ionization gauge [3] that allowed fast (~1-ms)
measurements of the neutral pressure buildup behind the diveitor head in the LID module.

111 Island Effect on Particle Pumping

A typical 0—point island case is shown in
Fig. 2. Ion Bernstein wave (IBW) heating
was used for plasma initiation and neutral
beam injection (NBI) was used for plasma
heating. The on-axis field was 0.92T and
PNBI was 0.82 MW in these experiments.
The pressure p in the LID chamber and the
electron density in: peak just after the end of

the gas puff. The second rise in the LID pres-
sure (at :170 ms) after the plasma terminates

is due to a second gas puff used to suppress
runaway electrons during the magnetic field

051

0.5-kA (Supoint island
LID

Pressure

Time (s)
Fig. 2. An 0-point island shot with [up = 0.6 M.
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The relation of the 1/1 island to the LII)
head can also be changed by moving the head :3
through a fixed island. Figure 4 shows the E
variation of the LID pressure at gas puff tum- : 0' 1
off as the LID head is moved inward with Ian 3

= O or 0.6 M (0-point and X-point opera- E
tion). The LID pressure increases exponen- n 0.01

5tially with distance into the 1/1 island. The
e—folding lengths of 2.2 cm (0-point), 2 cm
(no LID) and 1.8 cm (X-point) are similar to

the 1.6-cm to 2-cm decay lengths for the ion

1o.1.2.3.4.5

rhurl (cm)

Fig. 4. The LID pressure falls exponentially as
saturation current measured on the back of the the LID head is relracted from the plasma

. . edge. The 0.6-Iu1 0-point values are larger
LID head during the same radial scan [41' than the Ito-LID and 0.6-kA X-point values.

The LID head was biased to determine if
E x B drifts could be imposed on the plasma

edge to affect the flow of particles into the
LID chamber. Figure 5 shows that the pres- 0.6.

sure in the LED chamber is ~50% higher when M
450 V is applied to the LID head for a short
period (80 ms < t < 100 ms) during 0.6-kA
0-point operation [5]. Although biasing the
head improved the pumping efficiency, it did 0:.

not affect the bulk plasma properties: the plas—
ma density and the stored energy were un—
changed. Biasing the LID head also led to a
pressure increase in the LID chamber with [up = 0 and with 0.6-kA X—point operation. A

similar observation was made by Evans et a1. [6] when a small scoop limiter was inserted in the

0-point of a small m = ‘7, n = 2 island on the TEXT tokamak. A large E XB island circula-

tion velocity was postulated to compensate the effect of the large radial diffusion and to explain

the larger than expected increase in the scoop pumping efficiency that was observed.

1
LID'Pressure

with bias
/

0'31.
Time (s)

Fig. 5. Biasing the LID head improves the pumping
efliciency for 0.6-kA 0-point operation.

With no LID island, the particle exhaust is limited by the conductances to the vacuum vessel

and LII) chamber pumps. With an 0-point island, additional particle flux is channeled into the

LID pump chamber. The value for the particle flux 1" into the LID chamber from Fig. 2 is

=3 torr‘l/s, compared to 42:10 torr'l/s from the CH8 gas puff. From the IUD scan in Fig. 3, the

ratio of particle fluxes into the LE) chamber for optimized 0-point operation vs X-point or with

no In island is e36.

A value of S + C = 16000-20300 Us is obtained by requiring 1": 0 when the ion satura—



rampdown. The LID pressure p lags the gas

puff, the rise in ne and the total particle flux
into the LID chamber, 1" a (S + C)p + Vdp/dt,

because of the LID chamber pompout time.

Here V, S and C are the volume, pumping

speed and conductance for the LID chamber.

The LID pressure is higher with'point

operation than with no island or X-point oper-

ation for a constant gas puff. The density is

lowest and falls fastest after gas puff turnoff

with 0-point operation, as expected if parti~

cies exit the vacuum vessel faster, thus reduc-

ing the gas that can recycle to the plasma.

With so ill island, the density remains high
until NBI turnoff. X-point operation gives

intermediate behaviori The increase in p and
the decrease in "8 demonstrate that the island

is effective in moving particles from the plas-

ma edge to the LID chamber.

The pressure in the LID chamber should
increase as the 1/1 island size grows to en—
compass the LID head. However, too large
an island could lead to the island intercepting
the vacuum vessel wall or to ergodization of
the island, and hence less effective diversion
of particles into the LID chamber. With
X-point operation. the amount of particles
entering the LID chamber should not change
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Fig. 3. The LID pressure and the plasma demity
depend on the island size and orientation The
normalized vaiue p/ne peaks at the design val-
ue for the 0»point island size. The symbol: "0"
and ‘5<“ refer to 0-point and X-poinr operation.

with IUD unless some particles are intercepted by the wall. or the balance between flow along

field lines and diffusion across the field changes with IUD. Lithium beam measurements of nc

in the plasma edge are consistent with a 1! l island at the plasma edge [4].

Figure 3 shows peak values for p and 71.; (at gas puff tumoffl as IUD is varied from 0 (no

island) to 1.! RA for a constant gas puff with 0-point and X-point operation. The LID pres—

sure for 0-point operation peaks at [up = 0.5 kA whereas the X-point p falls monotonically

with [up in approximately the same way as He fails as the island size is increased. Comparing

the 0—point and X«point pressures for the same in,: values shows that 0-point operation has a

much higher exhaust efficiency. The ratio pine peaks at [up z 0.6-0.7 kA at a value >3 times

the no-LID value while the X-polnt values remain roughly constant at the no-LID value.
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tion current and lie decay to zero after gas puff turnoff. This in reasonable agreement with the
values C ~ 9000 Us and S ~ 9000 Us obtained by comparing the time behavior of the pressure
in the LID chamber (with and without the LID chamber cryopump) with the calculated time
dependence of the pressure for a gas puff without plasma. The approximate agreement of the
S + C values with and without plasma suggests that the plasma flux into the LID pump chamber
does not affect the flow of neutrals back into the CH8 vacuum chamber (no plasma blocking
occurs in the relatively wide channel into the LID pump chamber).

These experiments indicate that a local
island divertor can be effective for particle
control on a stellarator with a helical separam‘x
(a heliotronltorsatron). The next application
will be on the Large Helical Device. The im~
provement in the particle exhaust efficiency
using the LID head in combination with an
Ompoint island is related to the change (as a

shows that Pmd o< neg, which implies that Zeff
is constant, for 0—point and X-point operation
independent of 11.11). Also W/ne, which is
proponional to the average plasma tempera—
ture and the energy confinement time 17;, is the
same for 0—point and X—point operation and
improves with island size for both cases.

result of the ill island) in the density gradient 5 00 I I , , , I . I
at the plasma edge and the wall recycling [4]. ”3‘ ‘ o
The 1/1 island also has a significant effect on a; 40° ' ”pg R x 5 x 25 0 '. . m Rthe main plasma properties, as seen by the “no 300 ~= 0 -
similar variation of nE with 1w) for the LID ""g '
head fully retracted and the LID head inserted. V 2 ° 0 T '.
The global plasma properties (stored energy, 1 00 - -
radiated power Prada density decay time} also 0 ~ . , , I , l , , , . , I
change with IUD and insertion or retraction of 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

the LID head in a way that correlates with 713. lma kA
The value of Prad is a sensitive indicator of the

effect of the island on the plasma; it varies a Fig" 6’ I’M/"e2 is ”’dependem 0f 0‘50”" ("l 0"
. . X~point (x) operation with the LID head in.

factor of 5 as IUD varies. However, Fig. 6
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Introduction]

A three-view, 40~beam Michelson configuration interferometer has been installed and

operated on the H—lNF heliac[1], A rapidly rotating disk grating is used in the interferometer
to timcwrnuitiplex the laser beams which are scanning across a bean—shaped plasma poloidal
cross section. The tomographic density reconstructions from the multi-bcarn interferometer

were reported for a large plasma instability during the discharge[2]. In this paper, we present

a fast reconstruction of plasma density profiles by a transputer system with the phase data

only from the top View scanning laser beam (see figure 1(a)). The reconstructed density

profiles are displayed immediately after each plasma discharge

Reconstruction of density profiles

For the low ,6 plasmas considered in this experiment, an analytically invertible transformation

between the real—space nested bean—shaped flux‘ surfaces and simple circular surfaces allows

reconstruction of the density profile in the latter space (flux space) using Fourier—Bessel basis

functions.

ne(r,6,t) = 2n A1s(t)Jt(Oa, yr) exp[il(6—¢ry)] (1)

where l is the poloidal mode number and s is the radial mode number, Air and this are the

basis function amplitude and phase reSpectiVely, and r,6 are the coordinates in the flux space.

For the fast reconstruction of global density profiles, only the two lowest radial modes are

being considered, and equation (1) may be rte-written as

ne(r,r) = Ema A056) 10(050. gr) (2)

The amplitude of the Bessel function AGE“) can be determined from the tomographic

inversion of the eleven density line integrals LJ, 1'20, 1,... 10, derived from the top View

Scanning laser beam phase data:
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A040 =2jRjS~1i (a)
where the matrix elements R}; are the line integrals of the basis modes along each of the

eleven plasma probing beam in the flux space:

Ry: = I J0(a0,rl’)d(l‘,a) (4)
The matrix R was pro—calculated for the standard H-INF magnetic configuration[3] before the

experiment.

The interface and the transputer system

The eleven scanning laser beams from the top View. each of which is executing a double pass

of the plasma, are doubly Doppler shifted by the rotating grating. After mixing with the local

oscillator the line integral phase information is phase modulated on the detector output

signals which have a frequency range from 143 to 176 kHz. The interface includes one

programmable control card and three ADC cards with fast 12 bit ADC‘s and Digital Signal

Processors (ADSP~2101’S) for real time pro-filtering. Signals are taken from the top view

laser beam detector, from a reference laser beam detector; and from a light diode which gives

the pulses indicating the start and the stop time of each scanning path (see figure 2). By using

the quadrature demodulation techniquei4][5] the sampled signals are made to be

.proportalonal to either sine or case; where 6‘ is the phase data of each scanning laser beam.

Five transputer modules are used in the main processing unit, each has on module memory

and a 25 MHz T800 with four bi—direetional serial communication links (2.4 Mbynes/second)

for parallel processing purposes. A block diagram of the transputer system and the interface

are shown in figure 2. The three input signals are taken in via interface cards through three

transputer links, and the phase information of the top view laser beam and of the reference

laser beam is extracted simultaneously by the T3 and T4 transputers, the phase information is

then passed to appropriate transputers for further processing or display. The tomographic

inversion is performed by T2 and the density profiles are saved on the PC hard disk via T1

and displayed on a monitor connected to the graphics transputer module. This system can be

programmed to either display and save the final results, or display and save the intermediate

results during the adjusting and debugging stage.
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Results and Discussions

Measurements were made in the rf—heated argon plasma under the standard H-lNF magnetic

configuration. The results obtained from a typical shot (1.21x10“ Torr filling pressure and

0.072 T magnetic fields) is shown in figure 1 (b) to (d). Three scans were made by the top

view laser beam in an 80 ms discharge. The averaged phase data on each path for the three

scans is shown in figurel (b), and the reconstructed density profiles from the second and the

third scan data are shown in figure I (c) and (d) respectively. Density profiles are assumed

not to vary during the second and the third scans, and the two solution sets of [Ann A02] for

the two scans Were used to reconstruct the density profiles using equation (2). The least

square error is checked by calculating the residual r, of each solution set using the following

equation:

r. : |R - A — Ll (5)
where matrix R. A, L were defined in equation (3) above. The residual for the solution set of

the second scan is 0.40, which is about 9% of the length of the measured line integral vector

L. For the residual of the third scan, it is about 12% of the length of the measured line

integral vector L.

The time needed for the transputer system to reconstruat a density profile depends mainly on

the quadrature sampling rate. At an 18 kHz sampling rate. which was used in this

experiment, a density profile was constructed within about 80 ms with most of the time spent

on extracting the phase information from the raw data and Subtracting the phase baseline from

the extracted phase data. Further experiment will be carried out with higher radial modes also

being considered in the tomographic reconstruction process in order to minimize the error in

the reconstructed profiles.
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Abstract
Observation of the complete suppression of integral effect of Pfirsch—Schltiter current in

Heliotron E plasmas is reported. Poloidal magnetic field was measured to control the plasma
boundary position. We found that ressure-induced plasma shift, an observable characteristic
of Pfirsch—Scldfiter current, depen 5 strongly on the initial position of magnetic axis. When it
was movad by the vertical field inside the toms, finitefl shift became smaller. Complete
suppression of finite—[3 shift was achieved in a deeply inward shifted configuration: 7 cm from
the standard position Rm = 2.20 m.

1. Introduction
The main goal of these experiments was studying the effects of finite plasma pressure on

currentless equilibrium configuration in a helical device. in toroidal magnetic systems, such as
tokarnaks and stellarators, magnetic field is inevitably inhomogeneous. When plasma is
maintained in equilibrium in such a field, a. dipole current appears to compensate the toroidal
drift of charged particles. This pressure-induced current, flowing along the whole system, is
called Pfirsch-Schliiter (PS) current. It becomes larger with increasing plasma pressure, which
finally puts the upper limit for fl , which is the volume-averaged ratio of thermal plasma
pressure to the magnetic field pressure. This limit, fig , is related with a strong shift of
magnetic axis (known as Shafranov shift) produced by the vertical field of PS current. Being a
fundamental phenomenon, Shafranov shift always attracts attention in a theory from the very
beginning of stellarator research, see [1]. Progress in operation with a finite-fl plasma allowed
to study it in stellarator experiments also [2,3].

Recently it was claimed [4] that conventional stellarators also need shift control system if
they are oriented to [3 close to flu, . This conclusion followed from the analysis of free»
boundary plasma equilibrium. It was experimentally confirmed later: 1 cm pressure-induced
plasma shift was observed by VUV spectroscopy in CH5 [5]. it proved the necessity to study
this phenomenon.

In tokamaks the standard method to measure the plasma shift is based on magnetic
diagnostics . It was logical to apply the same technique in stellarators. Necessary theory was
developed in Ref. [6], and then method of Ref. [6] was successfully realized in Heliotron E [7].
Our first results also confirmed the predictions of Ref. [4]. At the same time we found
unexpected strong dependence of the finite-13 plasma column shift A 5 on the geometry of
initial vacuum configuration.

Obviously, this experimental observation was an evidence of PS current suppression in
inward shifted configurations. There were theoretical indications that such suppression might
be possible in conventional stellarators [8, 9]. But existing theory was insufficient to explain
our first results. The knowledge was rather limited: two numerical examples [1, 8] and model
analytical expression for PS current [8, 9]

WW) 2 n Alp.)m = Wb(p)3(1 + BV(<D) 2 )cosfi. (1)
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where p is the plasma pressure, 13 is the magnetic field at the axis, V”(‘I>) is the vacuum
magnetic hill value, Alp) is the Shift of a magnetic surface of minor radius .0, and B is the
poloidal angle. This expression is good for shearless systems, but it is not justified for
stellarators with large shear like Heliotron E. Finally. it contradicts to numerically shown
possibility [1} to make configuration completely insensitive to plasma pressure in some t’ = 3
stellarator. Till recently [10,11] these results of [1, 8] were neither confirmed, nor refuted. It
was known that proper shaping of magnetic surfaces could provide a considerabie reduction of
PS current in ste larators [12,13]. But it was shown for configurations evidently different from
those produced in Heliotron E. ,

Recent theory [10,11] explained our first results and also predicted that strong suppression
of PS current and even the unusual reversai of its phase are possible in a deeply inward shifted
configurations in Heliotron Hi This prediction is the motivation of these physics experiments.
The present paper describes the first experimental observation of strong suppression and
reversal of PS current in Heliotron E plasma. .

2. Experiment on Complete Integral Suppression of Pfirsch—Schltiter current
Heliotron E device is a stellarator/torsatron toroidal device with a large shear of the

vacuum rotational transform: ‘0 = 0.5, 5t = 2.8. The major radius is R0 = 2.20 m and typical
minor. radius is b = 0.21 m. An 1 = 2 helical coil with m = 19 helical field periods can produce
a toroidal magnetic field B up to 2 T at the axis. We can control the vacuum configuration by
changing the total vertical fieldBV produced by poloidal coils in the range -0.2227 < [3° <
—0.15189, where ,8 ' = B,,/B [14]. Then we get configurations with magnetic axis positions
2.10 m < Rm, < 2.28 m at B = 1.9 T. Figure 2 shows the poloidal cross section of vacuum
magnetic surfaces of strongly inward shifted configuration with Rm; = 2.13 m.

The experiments were performed at B = 1.9 T. Currentless target deuterium plasmas were
produced with the secondwharmonic electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) by 300 to
400 kW of rf power from 106 GHz gyrotron, without ohmic transformer. The line averaged
density r7, rose to (1.5«2,0)x101.3 cm‘3, then 280 and 110 co-injecting neutral beam injectors
were turned on. Up to 2 MW of hydrogen neutral beam power at energy of 24-26 keV was thus
injected almost perpendicularly into the torus. Deuterium gas pufifing was used to raise the
density further during injection to reduce shine through loss. The typical plasma parameters
during the discharge were: as = (3-7)x1013 cm-3, rd. = (4004300) eV, rm = (400-700) eV, the
stored energy Wm = (4-13) kJ, the volume averaged [J‘ = (0.1-0.2) %, the thermonuclear
fusion neutron yield rate K, in the range 108 ms, the radiative loss power PM = (200~800) kW.

Finite-[3 plasma boundary shift At}, the part of A due to plasma—generated magnetic field,
was measured magnetically as described in [6,7}. We have used one pair of poloidai magnetic
flux loops (w~100ps) which are set in the equatorial plane and form a saddie loop to determine
the "ribbon" averaged vertical field. One pair of cosine coils, separated by a half helical period,
was also used. These two signals and the measured net toroidal current allow to derive the shift
A a: which was nearly proportional to the dipole moment of PS current [15]. Diamagnetic
volume averaged ,3 was used as a measure of plasma pressure.

Figure 2 shows the measured values A”, [3 , plasma current and poloidal magnetic
diagnostic signals in the discharge in strongly inward shifted configuration (Rm = 2.13 m,
ARW = Rm - R0 = «7 cm, See Fig. 1). The diamagnetic [3 , as well as the stored energy,
increased during neutral beam injection to 0.21% and 13 id. The net toroidal plasma current
increased from zero to 3 kA in the direction of coiinjection mainly due to the neutral beam
driven current. The line averaged density increased to 7x1013cm'3. The radiative loss,
measured by a bolometer, increased up to 800 kW and did not indicate the radiative collapse
during neutral beam heating. We observed the finite amplitude signals in the cosine coils and
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the w-loops, although Pfirsch-Schlr'iter current was integrally completely Suppressed as
indicated by almost zero plasma shift, Fig. 2(a).

0n the other hand, in initially outward shifted Heliotron E configurations we could detect
"normal" finite-amplitude fields due to Pfirsch-Schlfiter current. The finite-{3 plasma shift and

diamagnetic ,8 are shown in Fig. 3(ARm, = +3crn)in configuration with Rm, = 2.23111 . In this

case, as in other typical regimes with a small IARMI, we observed relatively large "natural“
outward preSSure~induced plasma shift during the neutral beam heating (2 MW).

Our final goal was to verify the prediction of MHD theory {10,11} that in Heliotron B we
can realize an exotic regime with overcompensation, when increasing plasma pressure moves
plasma inward. And, indeed, when the magnetic axis was shifted deeply toward the major axis
(Rm. = 2.12 m, ARM 2 -8 cm), we observed this "anomalous“ behavior of plasma column

during neutral beam heating, Fig. 3. Figure 3 summarizes magnetically determined finite~fi
plasma shift as a function of diamagnetic ,6 in the magnetic axis scan (Rm scan) experiments.

The measured equilibrium plasma shift was strongly dependent on the initial magnetic
axis position Rm, . It is unusual for conventional stellarators, howaver it can be explained from
the first principles of MHD equilibrium theory. In stellarators there are two sources of
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field: toroidicity and helical field. Accordingly

jar =‘ j: ' j» (2)
In 1 = 2 stellarator with a shear {10], where 51 is the external vertical field shifting magnetic
axis from the standard position, We can control this ratio, but rather strong vertical field B, is
necessary to get substantial effect. At the same time, in a real device the aCCcptable range of
B, is determined by the natural geometrical constraints: being shifted by B, , plasma should
not tench the wall. This restriction leads to the conclusion [10] that experimental efficiency of
PS current reduction must be characterized by the value a)” = 6,,mb/ R. The larger this value,
the stronger suppression can be achieved by inward shifting of the vacuum magnetic axis.
Heliotron E with 600 = 4.3 turns out to be a unique device: in other stellarators a)” : 1.6
(ATP), 1.5 (LHD), 1.3 (CHS) or smaller. Such a pronounceddifference is the reason why the
effect shown in Fig. 3 could not be seen in other stellaratorsor in calculations with a typical
choice of parameters.

3. Conclusions
We have made the unique observation of the complete integral suppression of Pfirsch-

Schliiter current with magnetic diagnostics in a finite-)3 stellarator plasma in Heliotron E and
even more exotic "reversed" pressure-induced plasma shift. These effects are generally
explained by MHD equilibrium theory for stellarator toroidal plasma with a strong magnetic
hill and deep inward shift.
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Fig. 1
Vacuum magnetic surfaces ofHeliotron E

configuration with inward shifted magnetic axis ( R
= 2.13 m, JR”, = -7 cm), where complete suppression
ofPfirsch-Schlttter current was observed. The surfaces
arepraduced by the helical coil (l = 2,»: = 19), main
vertical coils and auxiliary vertical (AW coils. Magnetic
surfaces rotate helically along the toroidal direction. A
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Plasma Confinement Analysis

for Large Helical Device and Modular Heliotrou Reactor

K.Yamazaki,T. Amano, K.Y.Watanabe, O.Motojimaand M.Fujiwara
NationalInstitutefor Fusion Science,

322-6 Oroshi-cho, Told—ski, Gifwken 509—52. Japan

1. Introduction

Helical systems have remarkable advantages in steady-stateoperations of fusion reactors. To
demonstrate this, the Large HelicalDevice (LlrID) with helical divertor (Fig.la)[l] is now under

construction, and the Modular Heliotron Reactor (MHR) concept with sectored helical coil

system without poloidal coils (Fig.1b) [2} is under design based on this LHD physics concept.
Here, special emphasis is put on the plasma transport analysis for the LED experimental
planning and for the MHR design studies.

\, f‘ - H

LHD MHR
Fig. l (a) Schematicdrawing of the large Helical Device (LHD) and

(b) Model of the Modular Heliotron Reactors (MHR).

2. Physics Design for the large Helical Device (LED)
The physics properties of the LED configuration have been widely investigated, and the beta

achievement (~5%) and the plasma transport performance have already been clarified.
Especially, the detailed transport analysis using 3-dimensional equilibrittm/ I—dimensional
transport code[3] has been performed for the LHD projection using anomalous transport

(empirical or drift turbulence theory) combined with nee-classical transport. The flow chart of

this analysis are shown in Fig. 2. This analysis is appiicable to both tokamak and helical
systems . Typical results on LHD plasmas have been obtained and reported in Ref.[3].
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Fig: 2 Flow-chart for 1~dimensional transportIB—dimensional equilibriumanalysis

applicable to both tokamak and helical systems

The simple zero—dimensional analysis

with radial profile correction and impurity
radiation is also used for the estimation of

the LHD plasma performance. The initial

plasmawill be produced at the end of March
in 1998, with 1.5 T magnetic field strength

and 1 MW ECH healing power. Figure 2
shows the fusion tripleproduotas afunction

(l)E-l.ST.P-1MW

'of plasma pulse duration. The LHD target 10 “2 ”W3: (Z)B-1.5T.Pu5Mw
area for 3 T magneticfield / 20 MW heating LEE: ' ((33:31:31?
power and thelong pulsed operation regime .4 , $32322“
with 3—10 MW heating power are shown. ‘ 1° ‘ “— Present ‘7 “mm

The shaded cimlesare initial trial experiment .7 :flfi‘ns up
with half field and smallerheating power. 6 . f "f" gr 3* mm y;
The experiment will be built up from the 10 T I I ‘ '
_ ,_ , 10-2 1 1o2 104 106 me 1010
lmtlal stage ((1),(2)) to the hlgher

"pulse (9)
perfonnanoe(3a) and the longer pulse (313).

Fig. 3 Final target and inidalparameter

regimes for LED experiment.

3. System Design for the Modular Heliotron Reactor (MEIR)

The Modular Heliotron Reactor (Ml-IR) had been proposed for the requirement of the

compatibility between the clean helical divertor configuration and the modularized helical coil
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system. The physics design of MHR is based ‘on the physics advantage of the LED concept.
The equilibrium, stability and transport properties have been clarified in Ref.[4.5]. The system
analysis for this reactor system have been carried out in Ref.[2,6]. The typical reactor design
parameters for the standard and the compactreactors are given in Table 1.

MHFi~C MHFl-S
(Compact Design) (Standard Design)

Major Radius (m) 105 16.5
Average Plasma Radius (m) (‘5' 2‘4
Toroidal Field on Axis (T) 55 5

Table 1 Maxrmum Field on Cells (T) 14] 149
Average Plasma Density (1020m'3) 34 2.0MHR parameters Average Plasma Temperature (keV) 7,3 7‘s
Volume Average Beta (%) 5 5
Energy Confinement Time (s) 153 2.67

LHD Scaling 264 4.01
NeoCiassical Confinement 3.66 7‘51

LHD Confinement Multiplier 2 2
Average Effective Helical Ripple 0,05 0,05

The ignition conditions of D—T burning plasmas in IVE-1R are studied firstly using zero-
dimensional power balance equations with profile corrections based on several empirical
confinement scalings (LHD, gyro-reduced Bohm, hckner-Gottardi or International Stellarator

scalings) combined with one-point neoclassical ripple loss model (combined model of IN ,

. v“2 and v regimes). For compactreactors confinement improvement factor of 2 is required
with respect to the anomalous transport, and 1.5 times larger density limit is required. Figure 4
shows the typical examples of the effectof the density limit scaling.

yn=1.0 'ynzlis yn'z‘ao yn=inilnite

415(20 )5- Felix ( wIfi/nmt ) _ (lump muxumiwennt.) «gasp hwimmcnnt J «gain:- Pentium/cunt)

Iflas s 1611652‘111620 '26 '15 1.6i61152u menswear: D‘TtkW»' 2.5 Wren.“

Fig. 4 POPCON diagram for MI-IR showing the effect of

density limit( :1 < 0.25yn(PB/a2R)°-5 ).

In addition to the simplified one—point model, detailed transport analyses using 3—dimensional
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equilibrium! l-dimensiona] transport code have been performed, and the achievementof the D-
T ignition has been confirmed for MI-IR. The plasma density and the external heating power

(less than 200 MW) are feedback-conuolledto produce and sustain 500 MW alpha heating
power. Ripple ion transport is dominant in the central region and the self-consistent negative
radial electricfiledreduces ion heat loss in the outer region.

Figure 5(a) shows the typical time history of the MHR start-up with external heatingpower of

wow, and its radial profiles are given in Fig. 5(b).
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Fig. 5 (a) Timeevolutionand (b) radial profile of MHR plasma parameters

4. Summary
The transport analysis for the Large Helical Device (Ll-1D) and the Modular Helical Reactor

(Ml-1R) is done with both one-point model including profile effect and the l—dimensional
transport I 3-dimensional equilibrium model. For the LED initial start-up experiment, a kev

plasma even in 151‘ / IMW ECH heating is confirmed. For MHR, it is clarified that the
standard design (major radius = 16.5m I field strength = 51‘) can be ignited when the

confinement enhancementfactor of 2.
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Introduction
In the National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS), the Large Helical Device (LHD), which

is the biggest superconducting helical system is under construction and the experiment is
scheduled to start in 1998 [1]. Ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) heating is planned as
one of additional heating for LHD and the amplifier and rf components for long pulse operation
have been developed in these several years. The frequency is variable from 25 MHz to 100
MHz and output power of 3 MW for steady state operation and 12 MW for pulse operation is
expected. At the start, we intend to install two different type antennas. One is an innovative
folded waveguide antenna (FWGA) and the other is conventional half turn loop antenna.
FWGA produces the wave electric field parallel to the line of helical magnetic force and will be
used for plasma production and ion Bernstein wave heating. The loop antenna launches fast
wave and is thought as a main antenna for ICRF heating. V

It is very difficult to get the good heating result in ICRF heating regime in helical plasma,
since the high energy ions which are produced by waves escape from plasma. In compact
helical system (CHS) in NIFS, the good heating result by fast wave was acquired by electron
heating [2]. As seen from this result, it is important to prepare the many heating scenarios and
understand the wave behavior in helical plasma. In this paper. ICRF heating using fast wave
is studied by code calculation.

ORION Code
We used ORION code to analyze the fast wave heating in helical system. This code was

developed by Dr. Iaeger in Oak Ridge National Laboratory [3,4] and introduced to NIFS by
US-Japan collaboration activity. This code is global wave code and reduced-order—wave
equation is solved in two-dimensional helical symmetry magnetic field configuration. The
upshift of wave number parallel to the line of magnetic force and heating by mode-converted ion
Bemste'tn wave are not included. This code was used to analyze the experiment of ATF and
Alcator C-mod, and so on.
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Calculation Results and Discussion
Eggnog Heating Scheme

Figure I shows the dependence of power absorption on rf frequency. Amplitude of
magnetic field is 3 tesla and cyclotron resonance layer is located on the plasma center‘at the
frequency of about 45 MHZ. Plasma density is lO” In" and the temperature is 2 KeV.
Fast wave is launched from high field side. The ion cyclotron resonance layer is out of plasma
at the frequency lower than 35 MHz and higher than 53 MHz. Deuterium plasma including
30 % hydrogen ion is used in this calculation. Electron heating is dominant in a frequency
lower than 43 MHz and higher than 47 MHZ. In these frequency range, the cyclotron layer is
located on the outside from a half of the plasma radius. The range which electron heating is
dominant moves inside of plasma as the fraction of minority ion increases. This result is
reasonable to mode-conversion theory. Figure 2 shows the power deposition profile on flux
surface in 40 MHz case. The main electron absorption is caused at the plasma center region
through Landau damping/transit time magnetic pumping. In other frequency, electron
absorption also occurs at the two ion hybrid resonance, which is located on slightly high field
side of the cyclotron resonance. In this case, deposition profile of electron becomes peak at
off-center position. Since ion absorption mechanism and electron absorption mechanism are
competitive, ion heating becomes predominant when the cyclotron resonance layer goes into
plasma center region eVen in this electron heating scheme. In ‘a helical devices, it is predicted
and observed [2] that the high energy ions which is produced by fast wave heating escape from
inside of plasma. Then, the ion heating had some limit in achieving the best performance
plasma in CHS experiment. To obtained the good heating efficiency comparable to NBI
heating in LHD, strong electron hearing may have to be accomplished by fast wave.

mm
Figure 3 shows the dependence of power absorption on rf frequency in ion heating case.

Most of plasma parameters are same as electron heating scheme. However, fraction of
minority ion is relatively small and 3 % of hydrogen is assumed in this calculation. Power
absorption by minority ion becomes strong as the cyclotron layer moves into the plasma core
region. Figure 4 shows the deposition profile on flux surface at the frequency of 44 MHz.
Dotted line shows the nonnalized total absorption. In this case, the cyclotron layer is located
near the plasma core and ion heating concentrates on plasma center region. At the frequency of
46 MHZ, one cyclotron layer faces the antenna. Ion heating is stronger in this resonance layer
than the other one. The peak of deposition profile moves to off-center position accompanied
with the movement of resonance layer. Increase of minority absorption at the higher frequency
side in Fig. 3 attributes to the cyclotron layer which exists in front of antenna. in the high field
launch case, most of fast waves mode-convert to ion Bernstein waves and strong electron
heating occurs in the tokamak plasma However, this calculation shows that ion heating is
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predominant in the wide position range of cyclotron layer.
For ion heating, the method that utilizes the “heavy" minority isotope ion (Li’, C”, Ne“) was

preposed by Dr, Vdovin et al. [5]. Figure 5 is schematic drawing of the dispersion relation in
this case. It is expected that the fast wave launched at high field side converts into ion

Bernstein wave at two-ion hybrid resonance layer (“FUN and it is absorbed at the second

harmonic resonance layer of added isotope ion ((9:2(0‘1). This absorption is distinguished

fmm another ion heating since the resonance layer does not degenerate into those of hydrogen
and deuterium Figure 6 shows the power absorption as function of fraction of minority ion.
As a “heavy” minority, 10 % of lithium isotope ion (Li’) is used in this calculation.
AbsorptiOn by lithium increases slowly with the fraction of minority ion and reached maximum
at 20 % of minority fraction. Two-ion hybrid resonance layer moves toward the second
harmonic resonance layer of lithium ion with the increase of minority ion concentration and is
located very closely in 20 % fraction of minority ion.

Summary
Using the global wave code, ORION, the calculation about fast wave heating in LHD has

been carried out. Two heating schemes are distinguished from survey of the plasma
parameters. Electron heating is dominant when the fraction of minority ion is relatively high
and ion cyclotron resonance layer is located on plasma peripheral region. Ion heating is
dominant when the minority ion concentration is small and ion cyclotron resonance layer is
located on the plasma core region. For ion heating, the method using a “heavy" minority is
tested. Scan of fraction of minority ion shows that some suitable condition seems to exist for
effective “heavy" ion absorption.

As for future work, following matters are listed: proceed the analysis in comparison with
the result from the other calculation code; include toroidal effect and consider the mode-
converted ion Bernstein wave; develop the three-dimension code.
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1. Introduction
For an experimental study on MHD equilibrium in helical devices, measurements of

magnetic field and flux due to local currents which arise to satisfy ideal Mir-1D equilibrium
condition J X B = VP are main subjects. In particular, the poloida] magnetic field and flux due
to Pfirsch—Schliiter currents (RS. currents) along magnetic field line causes the outward shift of

magnetic axis (Shafranov shift), and this shift decides equilibrium fi-limit and affects MED
characteristics such as rotational transform, magnetic shear and magnetic well/hill. Also. there
is some possibility that it destroys the peripheral magnetic surfaces.

The magnetic measurements are valid to monitor the above-mentioned MHD characteristics,
while they may give us information on pressure profile, current profile, beta value and so on.
Since a currentless operation is possible in helical devices, the accurate measurement of
magnetic field due to local currents is easy as compared with tokamaks. In real experiments of
several helical devices, pressure profile and RS. currents Were discussed from comparison
between poloidal loop signals and analytical calculation[i].

Measured magnetic field and flux should be interpreted by a careful comparison with the
results from numerical analysis. The definition of plasma boundary given as initial condition
for the numerical analyses on plasma equilibrium is very important for precise interpretation of
signals from magnetic measurements. Nevertheless, the last closed flux surface (LCFS) in
helical devices is not clear and the peripheral region is ergodicm We should make the
dependence of the plasma boundary position on calculated signals clear before real
measurements,

At present, the measurement systems for magnetic flux and magnetic field are being
developed in Large Helical Device (LED). To optimize the specification of the measurement
systems, peripheral magnetic structure in finite-[3 plasmas with various parameters has been
investigated using the 3—D magnetic field analysis code DIAGNO[3,4], which calculates the
response from finitefi-equilibtia constructed by the 3—D equilibrium code VMEC.[5] In this
study, the dependence of size of the LCFS and pressure profile on signals from diamagnetic
loop and magnetic probes are mainly investigated. This analysis is also applicable to
preparation for the database which is used for controlling magnetic configuration.



2. Magnetic Measurement Systems
in LED

The LED is heliotron device which has
the toroidal field period number of m = 10
with Z = 2 helical coil, the plasma major
radius R = 3.9 m and the pmma minor
radius 3 ~ 0.6 m.[6] The rotational
transform in vacuum condition
monotonically increases from 0.4 at magnetic
axis to around L3 at the LCFS. Since the
LHD has three pairs of poloidal coils, the
operation with
configuration is available.

various magnetic
This enables

flexible operation such as real—time control of
magnetic configuration in
operation oriented superconductive coils.

ln LED, Rogowski coils, one-turn

steady~state

loops, diamagnetic loops, magnetic probes,
hall probes and saddle loops are planned to
be installed as basic systems (in detail, see
Ref.[7}). Figure 1 shows magnetic surface
in vacuum condition and location of poloidal

array of magnetic probes. Three-type
magnetic probes are installed to measure
poloidal, radial and toroidal component of
magnetic field, 139, B, and Btu respectively.
These probes are arranged by turns right
under helical coils at inner wall of vacuum
veSSel as shown in this figure. Each
magnetic surface indicated as A, B, C andD
is the plasma boundary given for this
calculation. It should be noted that ergodic
region is not shown here. These surfaces
have averaged minor radius of 55.2, 57.6.
61.4 and 65.2cm, reSpectively, and the
radius of surface B is close to that of the
outermost flux surface in .
configuration calculated by KMAG code.[8]

vacuum
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Signals from diamagnetic loops and magnetic probes are used as a subject of this analysis

3. Magnetic Field and Flux Analyses in finite-[i plasmas
Measured magnetic flux as well as local magnetic field has been estimated using the 3-D

magnetic field analysis code DLAGNO, which calculates the reSponse from finite-[i-equilibria
constructed by the 3-D equilibrium code VMEC (In detail, see Ref[3}). Figure 2 shows
changes in diamagnetic loop signals in plasmas with different LCFS as a function of <,B>. The
pressure profile is assumed as P = P0( 11y)“, where wis the toroidal flux function which is
normalized by the value at the LCFS. The diamagnetic loop signals linearly increase as a
function of <,8> and are able to fit the diamagnetic flux estimated in cylinder plasmas, Acbdin/diu
: —<fi>/2 within the limits of 6 %. This estimation is valid regardless of size of LCFS, and it
suggests that toroidal effects are almost negligible and the diamagnetic flux depends on the only
toroidal fluxCDO. An identification of LCFS
is a key issure for an accurate estimation of
diamagnetic flux.

Figure 3 ShOWS profiles of Be and B:
probe signals when the <fi> is 3 %. The
horizontal axis means a distance from point
M in Fig.1, and black and white arrows
point to locations of BB and Br probes,

mm

respectively. In practice, the measurement of
parallel and perpendicular components, 58'
and EBA, to inside wall of vacuum vessel is
easier than that of poloidal and radial
component, and therefore these components
are analyzed here. The dipole structure is
gradually formed by increasing P.S.
currents as a function of <fl>, although the
profiles are distorted because these
components are decided by the complex 1 ......
shape of vacuum vesselr The ratio of T
parallel and pemendicular field to vacuum ‘0'03‘ F5 4
magnetic field is the order of 104. F1g.3(a) ~0-04o 0:5 110 1.5
shows the dependence of size of the LCFS M Distance (m) N
on probe signals. All of magnetic
components increase with the size of LCFS.
and the profile is eventually deformed in the

53
m

Fig.3 Profiles of 5B: and 588 component on
inner wall of vacuum vessel when <fi> : 3%.
(a): different LCFS case and (b) differentD case. In particular, the signals from probe .
pressure profile case.
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P6 increases by 50% as the radius of LCFS
expands by 0.1 m. One of the reasons is the
distanse between probes and the LCFS.
The profile of probe signals in different
pressure profile case is shown in Fig.3(b).
The outward shift of peak of the profile in
oc:3 (peaked) case is larger than that in (1:1
(broaden) case. This is reasonable for the

dependence of pressure gradient on
Shafranov shift. For example, the
amplitude of R7 signal in the peaked case is
about four times as large as that in the
broaden case (Fig.4).

4. SUMMARY
The error included in the probe signals 0

is estimated as about 3% when the averaged
minor radius changes by 1%, even in

.1 l\) m

currentless plasmas. This estimation cannot Fig.4 Changes in signals from (a): B9 and

be bypassed from a View point Of (11)):BY probes asafunctionof (13>.
identification of pressure and current
profiles. In addition, the peak shift of the
profile of probe signals is Caused in both
cases (LCFS and pressure profile scan), and this trend is also impediment to physicaI
interpretation of probe signals. On the other hand, the accurate diamagnetic flux may be
estimeted by improving the precision of the measurement of the LCFS if net toroidal current is
zero. The precise measurement of the LCFS with useful tools such as Li beam probe may make
physical interpretation of magnetic measurements clear.
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1 Introduction

This paper is concerning with the attractive transport features of negatively pitch-modulated
L=1 torsatron, which leads to a, nearly complete collisionless particle confinementil]. We intend
to explain these observed attractive transport features by introducing the effective toroidal
curvature term (proportional to cos 0} for the localized trapped particles, ET, in the singular
solutions of the equations of charged particle motion[2]. Here 6’1" is given by the combination of
usual toroidal curvature term 5, and one of the nearest satellite harmonics of L=1 main helical
field 60, e; — so. The smallness of 57‘ makes the field configuration quasi-helically symmetric in
a. sense that helically trapped particles are completely confined This ruult. indicates that, in a
practical sense, small ET form a larger class than quasi-helical[3] systems.

2 Implications of effective toroidal curvature

The magnetic field B is given by a Fourier seria along the magnetic line:

I

Bw, 5:¢)/Bo : 1+ 2 Z An,m(ib)/Au,ocos(m6 — no)
n,m

N 1- 6:01))0059 + 25L+i(w)°03((L +139 - Nib):

where BB is the magnetic field on the axis, 9 is the poloidal angle, at is the toroidal angle, L is
the multi—polarity of helical windings, N is the number of helical field periods over the length of
the machine, and at is the coeificient of toroidal inhomogeneity, €¢(= —2Ao,1/Ag,o) = r/R. The
amplitude of the helical ripple is given by the fundamental harmonic all: ~2AN,L/A0,0;i = O)
and the satellite harmonics eL+,-(: —2AN,L+,~/Ag‘o). For present Lzl torsatron, the relatively
large Fourier components are 61,, co(= —2AN,n/Agln,i 2 —1) and 6;. In helical magnetic axis
configurations as L=1 torsatron, the rotational transform N associated with the twisting of the
surface about the major axis must be added to the usual rotational transform in stellarators
with planar axes $01)), so that H N e(z/))¢+w, w : No. The relation of w = Ngt is exact near the
magnetic axisl41, but not always satisfied at distant position from the magnetic axis. However,
the helically trapped particles localized in a limited narrow region of toroidal ang1e(A¢ N 21r/N)
are considered to drift effectively in the magnetic field with the relation to N No, then 6 N Nd,
at any magnetic surface c. With 5 << N and 9 ~ No, the term 60 being one of the nearest
satellites is represented with the expression 50 cos No ~ 60 cos 6. In this circumstance, the
efiective toroidal curvature term (proportional to cos 6) for the trapped particles is given by the
combination of two terms a. and so, at — 55(5 ET).
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3 Singular Solutions of Charged Particle Drift Equations

The singular solutions of the charged particle drift equations in the magnetic coordinatesWflmx)
can be obtained by setting c190 /nit, dtb/(it, nix/tit and d/dt equal to zero[2], where 1,!) is the mag—
netic surface label, 69 is the field line label and X is the scalar potential[5}, pH 2 mg'vu/eB, m1»
is the particle mass. Then, the obtained singular curves combine the minima, maxime and
saddle points of B with the particle turning points. Thus, to consider the dependence of the
particle confinement properties of a given device on its parameters, it is necessary to analyze the
topology of singular curves. For this purpose it is convenient to use the longitudinal adiabatic
invariant JH 2 39 nude of a particle trapped in a helical ripple well[6,7], The form of the invariant
J“ is expressed as follows

«ii = (lflR/Nh/MBDEL/milEiq2) — (1 — aimed],
Where E and K are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind; q2 is the

modulus of elliptic integrals of the form q2 2 [A2 + £10689 + EL]/ 2.61,, where E; 2 ELE and
E’ 2 1/A§+D§, A 2 ~XEL+1vsin(i6), D 2 ZELnicosGG), /\ 2 vii/"Lu and Era-2' 2 amt/61,,
When J” is conserved, it is convenient to consider the particle confinement conditions on a
plane, Tools 6, rsin 9, where r is the radius of a. given magnetic surface, 7‘ 2 «275. Expression Jr“
is valid when 0 g g2 < 1. Using 9'2 = 1 and q2 2 0, one can obtain two kinds of curvesfisransition
curves and forbidden curves). For a fixed value of A 2 AD, the equation for the transition curve
has the form f} EAg+q cosd— EL 2 O. A particle starting inside the region given by eq fl = 0 is
helically untrapped (passing) until the velocity pitch angle obeys the condition iv‘y(t)/’U_L (t)[ 2
Ag, For an L21 torsatron with a single harmonic field (27 2 0,5], 2 eLft 2 ft), the transition
curves are the circles with radius Rpm / (Ag/5L) + (Gt/ZELF, which are displaced to the outside
of the torus by the value Art 2 61/261, if it is positive. Thus, the fraction of a given pitch
having transitional orbits as well as the fraction of particles with absolutely passing particles
are proportional to the ratio 61/61, Both functions of fm‘, 6) and £0“, 6) have its minimum on
9 for a fixed value of 7' when 9 2 71', and it is obvious that1 if 331036 2 7r) > «Mm? 2 7r) or
EEC-H +EL_i)(-1)i+1 > 0, then the fraction of passing particles increases owing to the satellite
effect. The equation for the forbidden curve, which gives the confinement conditions for trapped
particlfi, can be obtained from eq. for qz, under the assumptions /\ 2 0 and 42 2 (38 2const,
ff E 610085 — flag?) — 1) 2 0. All turning pointsm‘ 2 0) of helically trapped particles with
a. given value of the trapping parameter :18 are concentrated on curves ff 2 0. For an L21
torsatron with a single harmonic field, the forbidden curves are the circles with radius Rf"
61/[2EL(2qg H 1}], which are shifted from the axis by the value Rf. For the most-doeply—trapped
particlee(qg~0) the contours of forbidden curves are close to the contours of constant-Br,“n
curves, Since the orbits of the trapped particles with 415 < 1 are far from the 3mm contours,
the confinement conditions for trapped particles in this case are determined by the forms of the
forbidden curves and the degree of their being closed in the confinement region The radius Rf of
the forbidden circle is proportional to the ratio Eg/EL. Therefore, the confinement conditions for
trapped particles in the e; > 61; configuration are worse than those in the EL >> a; configuration.
The improvement of trapped particle confinement under the satellite effect takes place if the
contours of the f} curves are encompassed by the contours of the ff curves inside the torus,
ff < ff or ESL” + EL_¢)(—1)‘V'l'I < O. This condition is incompatible with an increase of the
fraction of passing particles owing to the satellite effect.
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4 Role of ET on Collisionless Particle Confinement

The. transitional curves ft = 0 predict that the fraction of the passing particles becomes the 1
largest in the L=1 torsatron with the coil pitch modulation parameter of a‘ z «0.4 because
the ratio of IQ/ELI is the largest for or" = —0.4[1]. This prediction is consistent with the l
observation of the fraction of passing particles to total particles, averaged over the particlm i
starting at four different 9 positions on the magnetic surface of 111 z 0.5 with the energy of i
EK=25keV and random values in the velocity pitch angle ’UH/‘U (11H is velocity parallel to B): the .
fraction is 98/164(60%) for of = +0.4, 104/164(63%) for a" : +0.2l ill/164(68‘7o) for o' = 0, i
116/164(71%) for a‘ = —0.2 and 123/164(75%) for o‘ = —0.4, indicating the largest fraction ‘
for a‘ = —0.4 even though the perturbation of the main satellite 60 has an effect of rather
decreasing the passing particle fraction since it is negative for a" 2 -0.4. The forbidden curves }
for the deeply-trapped—particles having the trapping parameter of 0 < :13 < 0.5 predicts that .
the confinement conditions for these trapped particles become the beat in the L=1 torsatron ‘
configuration with oz" = +0.4J since the ratio Ice/6L! is the smallest or the radius of the forbidden 'i
curves R, becomes the smallest for a‘ = +0.4[1]. This prediction is inconsistent with the
observation that the averaged fraction of lost particles to trapped particles is 26/66(~39%) for i
a‘ = +0.4 and 8/48(~17%) for oz" = —0.2, indicating the worst confinement of the trapped
particles in the a‘ = +0.4 configuration and the best one in the a‘ = —0.2 configuration i
Where the ratio [61/ml is relatively large, then the radius Rf is predicted to be relatively large. l
This inconsistency would be explained by considering the perturbation of the main satellite i
Eo(: AN’O/ANJ), which has an eflect of rather deteriorating the confinement condition for l
(1* = +0.4 since it is positive, and improving it for o‘ = —0.2 since it is negative. The efiect i
of so can be understood physically by the playing role of the efiective toroidal curvature term i
for trapped particles, ET, which is the largest(~0.2) for o? : +0.4 and the smallest(~0) for 1
of = H02. Introducing ET instead of Q on evaluating 12; gives the largest and the smallest(~0)
forbidden radius, for of = +0.4 and for (1* : —0.2, respectively. Therefore, the smallness of 61‘
results in the good confinement of trapped particles For the most-deeply trapped particles the
contours of forbidden curves are close to the contours of constm curiae. So, in this case, the
unclosure of the BMW contours reveals bad confinement of the most-deeply trapped particles.
Indeed, the largest area of closed en contours within the last closed flux surface is observed
in ot‘ = —0.2 configuration [1]. Furthermore, the forbidden curves for the moderately—deeply-
trapped particles having the trapping parameter 0.5 < 43 < 1 predicts, if 5T is introduced
instead of q, that the confinement conditions of these trapped particles becomes the best in
the a‘ : —0.2 configuration because 6T~0 or Rf~0, and relatively worse in the a‘ z +0.4
configuration because the ratio ET/EL is negative, then the forbidden region becomes wider,
These predictions are also consistent with the observations. The velocity pitch angle of the loss
particles in the a‘ a “0.2 configuration is within the region of 0.6 < A < 1.2, which corresponds
to transitional and /or toroidally (toroidal field) trapped particles [1]. The lower boundary A~
0.6 conceponds to the upper limit of pitch angle of helically trapped particles and the upper
boundary x\"'1.2 to the lower limit of pitch angle of passing particles Noticeable‘rssults is that
the helically trapped particles are completely collisionlwsly confined in the configuration with
a‘ 2 —0.2 because of the significant reduction of 6511. The fraction of the loss particles (averaged
over different starting (9 positions and velocity pitch angle) is smaller “42.5% for the 100keV
protons starting at 112 : 0.3(r : 0.55:1, mpect ratio A : 15, where ET is minimum) than ~6.0%
for thosa starting at 1,0 : 0.5(r = 0.70.,A 2 12)[1}. The 100keV proton orbits calculation was
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made with a/p = 32 (a. is plasma radius, p is gyro radius, a = 0.25m, magnetic field strength
on axis Bo = 4.4T) value of which gives the same coilisionless loss times as that for era-particles
in a reactor with a. = 1.6m, Bo = 5.3T. Tvm characteristic low times can be distinguished; the
larger loss rate in the time range of'10'4sec and the smaller loss rate in relation of 10‘ssec.
The faster loss depends strongly on 67* through or“ and the slower lose is nearly independent
of er. Lest, we intend to explain the effect of 67‘ on the drift width of trapped particlosfl].
The drift width observed is the smallest in the or" = -0.2 configuration with the smallest 61*,
suggesting that 67' plays role of determining the drift width. The other small satellites excluding
to makes the drift width larger by a factor of ~3 in maximum (for the 25keV proton started
at 1b = 0.5, 0 = 95 = 0 with tin/U = 0) compared with that(~1cm)in the presence of the nearest
satellite harmonic so only. However, these small satellites have little effect on the fraction of loss
particles so that they change to loss particle from passing particle for a limited pitch angle of
Ion/0"“ i 0.76 only. The drift width of trapped particles is weakly dependent of particle energy,
as the result, the loss rate is nearly constant in the range of observed 25keV to lOOkeV.

5 Conclusion

In the L=1 torsatron with N >> t, the effective toroidal curvature term, which is given
by the combination of usual toroidal curvature and one of the nearest satellites of L21 main
helicel field, plays an important role on collisionlcss particle confinement, The fraction of
passing particla is determined by the usual toroidal curvature term 6;, on the other hand, the
confinement conditions of trapped particles by the effective toroidal curvature term ET. There is
an optimum coil pitch modulation parameter which leads to nearly complete collisionless particle
confinement. The smallness of 67‘ makes L=l torsatron quasi-helically symmetric in a sense
that helicelly trapped particles are completely confined, and the loss particles are transitional
particles and/or toroidally trapped particles. This result indicates that, in a practical sense1
small ET systems form a larger class than quasi-helical systems.
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A model equation for high—n ballooning and TAE modes
in an L = 2 heliotron/torsatron system

N. Nataj’imo
National Institute for Fusion Science, 322—6, Or'oshiwcho, Taki, 509—52, Japan

1. Introduction

Recently, characteristics of high—n ballooning modes and the relation with low-n ballooning
modes are examined in a planar axis L = 2/M = 10 heliotron/tOrsatron system with a large
Shafranov shift, where L and M are the polarity and the tomidal pitch number of helical coils,
respectively [1, 2}. On the basis of the intensive investigation of the properties of the local and
global quantities of finitc~fi equilibria relevant to ballooning modes, destabilization mechanism of
the highvn ballooning modes in the region with stellaratonlilre global magnetic shear is clarified,
i.e., high-n ballooning modes are destabilized due to the disappearance of the local magnetic
shear. This disappearance comes from a large Shafranov shift corresponding to the high-[i
ordering and a model expression of the local magnetic shear is obtained. In this paper, a simple
model equation for high-n ballooning and Toroidicity-induced shear Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAB)
modes is derived in a planar axis L = 2 heliotron/torsatron system with a large Shafranov shift
by using the model expression of the local magnetic shear. By using this model equation, the
2nd stability of the highm bellowing modes in the stellarator—like global magnetic shear region
could be investigated. The dispersion relation of high-n TAE modes is also obtained analytically.

2. Model Equation

Essential characteristics of finite-[i equilibria of a planar axis L = 2 heliotron/torsatron
system are described by nearly axisymrnetric large Shafranov shift (A) due to toroidal force
balance under the non—asdsymmetric distribution of the magnetic field strength inherent in the
vacuum configuration. The Shafranov shift is so large (A’ a dA/dr ~ 0(1)) that the equilibria
correspond to high-fl ordering of tokamaks and that both the poloidal field and flux surfaces
are audsymmetrically compressed on the outside of the torus as [5 increases, leading to nearly
axisyrnmetric deformation of the local magnetic shear with ,6 value. An effect of the helicity
due to the helical coils, i.e., the three dimensional prOperty appears only in the local magnetic
curvature in the lowest order as well as the toroidicity through the distribution of the magnetic
field strength inherent in the three dimensional vaCuum magnetic field.

In order to obtain a model eXpression for the local magnetic shear, the equation of a current«
less equihbrium based on the stellarator expansion (high-fl ordering) is approximately solved
with the use of the Shafranov coordinate system (13940 [3]. Then, Shafranov coordinate sys-
tem (nip) is treated as a uni-arc magnetic coordinate system (1,0,6“, QB) associated with the
Boozer magnetic coordinate system [¢,63,Cy) [4], where 1/; is the toroidal flux divided by Zr,
03 and CB are the Boozer poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively. 6“ is the poloidal angle
proportional to the arc length defined on planes of constant 111 and CB» which is related to the
Boozer poloidal angle as 93 = 9n + Au(1f/’,9w,€5) with a periodic function Au with respect to
6,, and (3. Since the Boozer poloidal angle 63 in a vacuum configuration is very similar to
the uni-arc poloidal angle and since the dominant part of the change in the local magnetic
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structure due to the Shafranov shift is antisymmetric, the functiOn A" in a finite—[3’ equilibrium
may be approximated by axisymmetric components only. Note that the Boozer toroidal an»
gle £3 is very similar to the geometricel toroidal angle of the Shnfrnnov coordinates 1p and
that the poloidal angles in the Shafranov coordinate system 0 is proportional to the arc length
as Well as 9“ in uni-arc magnetic coordinates. Ase result of it, the periodic function Au is
written in terms of the Shafranov shift A as Au 2 A’(r)sin9 where A has the properties:
A’(-r) = ROW/(452) (g 0) ~ 0(1), AU) 2 0, .Mc) = 0 with the major radius R), the
magnetic field strength at R : R0 Ba, 6 : 2P/BE. Note that A’ N 0(1) for the high-B ordering
,6 ~ 0(a), Thus, the integrated local magnetic shear along a field line and the perpendicular

wave number are given by [1}

6
/ eds

0

U

309 — at) — a [1 — most + 35 415“] sinfi,fir

H2 2 2 fsdéli = __ = ML...“veil (1 most?) [144], A (l—ECOSQJZ’
h .w 918 R0 “19+ErAimnmfl> N =2~~—,a Mr <_0) 0(1), s W

By using above quantities, the model equation for highwn ballooning and TAB modes is
expressed as follows:

_1_fl _— 29E
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+ [Biufi + L? SiI1[(L - qM)6 + Mqfisinfi — Ma]] [fisinfi + (l —o?cos 9)A]}£ = 0(1)
i

where a and 6 indicate the label of the magnetic field line and the averaged magnetic well
(6 < 0) or hill (6 > 0), respectively. a; and 5;; correSpond to toroidicity and helicity of helical
coils, reSPectively. Note that the influence of the helicity of the helical coils1 i.e., the three

dimensional property denoted by the label of the field line a is included Only in the normal
and geodesic magnetic curvature terms through the magnetic field strength except for the small
correction in the inertia term.

More simplified model equation with essential parts of the finite-£3 effect (Shafmnov shift) is
obtained by neglecting the effect of Shafranov shift (a) except for the local magnetic shear:

8 2 35 2 230;{[1+A]5§} +52 {1+4Eicosl9+4shcos[(L—qM)6—Ma]} [1+Alé
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t i
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1 i 1
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curvature 1261111
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3. The 2nd stability of high-n ballooning modes

From the model equation given by Eq. (2), we can discuss the possibility of the 2nd stability
of the high-n ballooning modes in the stellarator—ljke global magnetic shear region1 s < 0, by
using the energy principle. Creating the quadratic form of Eq. (2) in terms of an appropriate
Gaussian type test function. we can see

6W3 — 5W6
6W,- ’

where three terms in the right—hand side have the quadratic form with respect to ‘07. 6W5(> 0)
and 5W.‘(> D) are stabilizing term due to the field line bending sndinertia term, respectively
The coefficients of 52 in both terms are positive definite. 6Wc is the destabilizing term due to
pressure gradient in the locally bed magnetic curvature, which has the following form: .

9 Tfi"

6W; : —4o~ [1 + 3.9 + Fla,“ + 451;;

~ 4152 [1 + 3s] a; + 4st; (5)

92 = (5)

where c’c (> 0) comes from the integration of geodesic curvature and a part of A given by
Eq. (4) and the second similarity holds around the flux surface with the maximum pressure
gradient. Note that the sign of the coefficient of 62 depends on the sign of 1 + 35 + rfi’vfi’ or

' 1 + 33. When 3 > 0 as tokarnakdike shear the sign of the coefficient of E? is negative, leading
to the 2nd stability. When .9 < D as stellaretorslike shear, however, the sign of the coefficient of
62 becomes positive if the condition of 1 + 85 + 13/3“/,8’ < 0 or 1 + 3.9 < 0 is satisfied, which
leads to the expectation that once high-n, ballooning modes become unstable in the region with
strong stellarator—like global magnetic sheer, the 2nd stability is unlikely to occur, More precise
investigation will be done elsewhere. ‘ l

4. Dispersion Relation of high-n. TAE

By using the asymptotic matching methodis], the dispersion relation of the highm TAE
modes is obtained from Eq. (1) by putting 5;. = 0. In the limit of ISI << 1, the lower and upper
boundaries of the let spectral gap are given by

1 1—35 1 . 1
2 : ————— — 2 :— ._._—.— —.9W" 41+2€.—n < 4’ “WP" 41—2e,+o > 4 (7)

As ,6 increases, the eigenvalue corresponding to the lower (upper) boundary decreases (increases),
namely, the let spectral gap becomes wide. The eigenvalue of the high-n even TAE mode is
given by

1 1+3§

—1

1 2€+E H vrgs2 E 2 $2
92=— 1+j—i":§”"")’“ y5=16[1—€]1mmmmw- (8}

3:35—35 c 2(1+46)+S(l+5s+—a7~)
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As [3 increases, 92 decreases. When )3 reaches a value which satisfies 6 = a—c, high~n even
TAE modes hit the lower boundary and disappear. Since the eigenvalue corresponding to the
lower boundary decreases as [3 increases, the high” ballooning modes appear innnediately after
disappearance of the high-n even TAE modes.

In the same limit, the eigenvalue of the high—n odd TAE mode is given by
-~i.

— 22 — 2 2

”23% 1—1:(—:~la) *E=7r13 [1—53],a—c: 3 r6” (9)@Ho C 2(46w1)—s(1+56+-fi,—)

When the condition E > El? > 0 is satisfied. Thus, the magnetic hill, 6 > 0, and the steilarator—
like global magnetic shear, s < 0, are favorable to the appearance of the high-n odd TAE modes.
When a 2, ac, the eigenvalue exists near the upper boundary. By hitting the upper boundary,
the high—n odd TAE modes disappear. The analysis in the opposite limit, |s| >> 1. will be done
elsewhere.

5. Discussion

. In the case of L = 2 heiiotron/toraatron with a large Shafranov shift, there is a possibility that
the local magnetic shear disappears in the region with the stellaratormlilce strong global magnetic
shear, which leads to the destabilization of the high-n balloomng modes. The integrated local
magnetic shear appearing in the high-n ballooning equation consists of the secular term due to
global magnetic shear and the oscillatory correction term due to the Shafranov shift as seen in
Eq. (4). Between tokamaks and heliotron/torsatron with strong stellarator—like global magnetic
shear around the flux surface with the maadmum pressure gradient. both coefficients of the secular
term and the oscillatory correction term, namely, 5 and —Z€[1 + 35} have opposite sign. Thus,
after disappearance of the integrated local magnetic shear, the restoration of the stabilizing
force due to field line bending occurs in both devices. However, the difference of the sigh of
—Z€[l + 33] between both devices changes the contribution of the geodesic curvature. Thus,
although in the case of tokamaks there is the 2nd stability for high—n ballooning modes, in the
case of heliotron/torsatron the 2nd stability is unlikely to occur, once higlrn ballooning modes
occur.
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Electron temperature and density determination in combination
of hydrogen spectroscopy and collisional-radiative model in

plasma decay phase of OHS
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K. Matsuoka, T. Minami, S. Okamura, M. Osakabe, R. Sakai-note, K Tanaka
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National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki 509—52, Japan

Abstract

Spectra of neutral hydrogen atoms have been observed from NBI plasmas in CHS. In
the plasma decay phase after turning off the NBl pulse, a typical recombining plasma
was identified. Assuming the Saba-Boltzmann equilibrium for the highly excited levels,
the electron temperature of 0.1 eV was determined and found to be constant for several
tens of millisecond. From the comparison between experimentally determined population 1
density distribution and the collisional-radiative model calculation, the electron density
was successfully obtained. The electron temperature and density determination using
hydrogen spectroscopy in the plasma decay phase are demonstrated with well agreement
between the experimental results and the model calculation.

1 Introduction

After turning off the NBI pulse in compact helical system (CHS, R 2 1 m, < a> 2
0.2 In, Br = 2 T, Um = 2/8), the plasmas are typically maintained for several tens
of millisecond. Since the magnetic surface for the confinement is steadily formed, the
electron density slowly decays rather than the electron temperature. In this plasma decay
phase, line radiations from neutral hydrogen atoms are strongly emitted. The obtained
spectra indicate the typical recombining plasma.

In the fusion research the importance of the study on low-temperature and high density
plasma, which is normally indicated as a recombining plasma, is increasing in connection
with understanding of the divertor plasma. Spectroscopy is a powerful method for study“ ‘
ing such a plasma. The hydrogen population densities of the excited levels are followed
by the collisional and radiative atomic processes which depend on the plasma parame~
ters such as‘the electron temperature T9 and density 71”. Since the population densities
can be measured from the line intensity, the parameters of T9 and 722 are determined by l
comparing with the collisional—radiative (CR) model calculation.

Several spectroscopic methods are proposed for the measurement of the plasma pa-
rameters [1, 2 . However, they are applicable only for ionizing plasmas. The method
which can treat such a recombining plasma has not been established. In this report we
demonstrate a possibility of the visible hydrogen spectroscopy for determination of Ta and
He in low—temperature recombining plasma which can be seen in the divertor plasmas. A
newly constructed CR model code by Sawada [3] is adopted for the analysis.
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2 Experiment
The experiment was made with NBI plasma. in CHS as shown in Fig. 1. The NBI (~
1 MW) was injected into the ECH (53GHz) target plasma, and continued during 100 ms
until it = 160 ms. The hydrogen gas puffing was turned off at t = 150 ms. The electron
density is measured with HCN interferometer. The'Ha line is observed at an opposite
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Fig. 1. Electron density and H01 behaviors Fig. ‘2. Time-integrated spectra during
during the discharge. 1‘ = 150460 ms and 180-190 ms.

toroidal IOCation from the gas puffing position.
The Balmer series lines of neutral hydrogen atoms were observed at the same p05i-

tion with as the H9, monitor. Each line is measured shot by shot using a 1 m visible
spectrometer with multichannel detector‘ The time interval for signal accumulation is
10 ms. The spectra obtained during t = 150—160 ms and 180—190 ms are shown in Fig. 2,
which correspond to the heating phase and decay phase, respectively. In the decay phase,
the line intensities are reversed between Ho, and Hg. This is a peculiar feature for the
low-temperature recombining plasma.

3 Analysis and Discussion
The TC and ne dependences of the excited level population densities were calculated‘using
the CR model. The results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Since the distributions are sensitive
to the both parameters, simultaneous measurement becomes possible.

The experimentally obtained three sequential spectra from t = 180 ms were analyzed
and the population density of the excited levels was determined from the line intensities.
They are plotted in Fig‘ 5 with the solid circles. The population distributions in the highly
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Fig. 3. Electron temperature dependence Fig. 4. Electron density dependence of the
of the population distribution profile. pepulation distribution profile.

excited levels (11 Z 7) clearly indicate that those levels are in partial local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE). Here, the definition of LTE is that the population density of level 11 is
described by the Saba-Boltzmann equation [4],

h, 3/2
n(p) = ninoggl (m) exp {£1522} , (1)

where 9(1)) and x(p) are the statistical weight and the ionization potential of level p,
respectively. And the other symbols show their usual meanings. From the figure T9 =
0.1 eV is determined in a manner of the best fitting with the experimental data. The
curva of the Saba—Boltzmann equation of T: = 0.1 eV is also shown in Fig. 5.

The electron density is determined from the peak position of the population distri-
bution. From the comparison between the CR model calculation (open circles) and the
experimental result (solid circles) in Fig. 5 the densities of 4.0 x 1013, 1.4 x 1018 and
8.0 x 1017 In"3 are obtained for time intervals of t = 180—190 ms, 190—200 ms and 200-
210 ms, respectively. In the calculations the radiation trapping effect is also considered,
which depends on the hydrogen ground state density 11(1) and the hydrogen temperature
TH. We assumed TH : To. The 11(1) is determined as 1.0 x 10“1 m'3 of which the density
gives the best fit against the experimental result of 180—190 ms. For other time intervals
it is assumed that 12(1) increases according to the decreasing ne. The discrepancy between
the two distribution at n 5 4 during 190—200 ms is attributed to the inadequate treat-
ment of this effect. The obtained electron densities are shown in Fig. 6 with the electron
density measured by HCN interferometer.

The time behavior of the density decay was also simulated using only the recombining
rate obtained from the CR model calculation and the experimentally obtained ne during
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Fig. 5. Excited level populations in time Fig. 6. Electron density decay curve after
intervals during it = 130—190 ms, 190— turning of? the NBI input power.
200 ms and 200—210 ms (solid circles).
The calculated results are also shown with
the open circles.

180—490 ms and 200—210 ms. The result is shown in the figure with the dashed line. We
can see the calculation shows the good agreement with the HON data. This agreement
means the recombination is the quite dominant process for the density decay.

In the transient phase (160 < t < 180 ms) just after turning off the NBI pulse the
distribution could not be explained with pure ionizing or the pure recombining plasma.
Both of them have to be taken into account for further analysis. No significant results
are obtained so far for this phase. However, if the data are obtained with higher time
resolution in such a transient phase, the understanding will much progress.
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Llntroduction

MHD instabilities observed in helical systems have attracted interests as well as those in
tokamaks. Though helical systems with no net toroidal currents are free from the disruptive
instabilities, the pressure driven instabilities such as interchange or ballooning modes probably
determine the ,6 limit of the system[l]. Compact Helical System(CHS) is a Heliotronfl‘orsatron
type device with a small aspect ratiot'Rzl m, <a>= 0.2 m). Two types of global MHD modes,
those are, so called 'burst mode’ and ’TAEwlike mode' have been found in CHS. Here, the
characteristics of the burst mode. especially its radial structure, with a newly installed soft X—
ray detector array system is reported

The burst mode is a global mode observed in a low ,3 plasma ( ,6 g 0.5 %) with co~injected
NBI beam heating[2—4l. Bursts of magnetic fluctuations with an interval of several ms is the
distinctive feature of burst mode as is shown in Fig. 1(b). From magnetic probe measurements,
it has been found that this is Iii/112W1 mode and that the dependence of fluctuations levels on the
t3, magnetic axis position Rm, and the plasma current IF suggests that this is the ideal/resistive
interchange mode[2,3]. The potential fluctuations, which correlate with the magnetic fluctua—
tions in the growing phase(phase I in Fig. 1(E).), is consistent with this picture[4}. However the
radial structure of the mode and the relation between the growing phase and the decaying phase,
that is to say, the nonlinear evolution of fluctuations, has not been understood well.

2.Experimental Setup
Recently, linear array of higit-speed PIN photodiode without a glass cover has been installed

on CHS device as a soft X—ray detector. Important merit of this device is its homogeneous sensi—
tivity. Our detector was originally developed for WT-3 Tokarnalc by a group in Kyoto University
and Hamamatsu Photonics K. K. The array contains 20 detectors, each 12 mm x 1.5mm, with a
centernto-center spacing of 2.25mrn. Calibration using synchrotron radiation light form a stor—
age ring shows that the sensitivity has no characteristic peaks and dips between 1006V~lkeV
range. The dispersion of the sensitivity of each detector is less than 5% The crosstalk between
the two adjacent detector is less than 7%. Maximum frequency response is about ZOOM-Ia in our
experimental setup.

The array is installed on a top port at the vertically elongated section of CHS with a pinhole
covered by Be fi1m(8 n. m in thickness). Spatial resolution across the minor radius is about
15m. 1

1To determine the measuring position in plasma is not straightforward. Shaftanov shift is not negligible even
in these low [3 discharges. Comparing the measured peak of soft X ray radiation with the center position of the
equilibrium flux surface using the value of averaged ,3 obtained by the diamagnetic loop, the shift of SXR peak is
outer in NBI plasma. This dismepaney was explained by the parallel component of the pressure of the fast ions from
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3. Results
Time evolution of plasma parameters with burst modes is shown in Fig.1(a)-(d). As was

studied previously[2—4], a burst mode consists of two stages. At first, the magnetic fluctuations
with relatively high frequency(~30kHz) grows(Phase I in Fig. l(e)). Shortly after the saturation
of amplitude, sawtooth-like crash occurs, and the modes amplitude and the frequency change
into another stage(phase II). The radial structure of mode in each phase is found to be different
significantly. The observations of bursts modes by our SX array system are listed up in the
following. That will complete the mode analysis based study using the magnetic probes.

o The comparison of the SXR profile, before and the after sawtooth-like crash, is shown in
Fig. 2(a). The inversion radius is about 0.5. However, by considering the line integral
effect of this measurement, inversion position is p ~ 0.6 where t = 1/2.

The fluctuation part of the SXR exhibits a very complex phase relation(Fig. 2(c),(e));all
channels detect the coherent wave, but the cross phase of each channel. changes its sign
almost everywhere. Line integrated signal simulated witha rotating hot spot (m=2) around
the a =l/2 surface give similar result of the phase profile. Observed fluctuation in the Phase
II can be explained by island formation near a =l/2.

o In the Phase I, measured peak of fluctuations is well inside the t =l/2 surfaee(Fig.2(b)).
This is important to understand the nature of the burst mode; the evolution of this mode
trigger the breaking of the magnetic surface. There are also fluctuations at the t 21/2
surface, mode number is even m( the SXR on inboard side and the outboard side are in—
phase.). Combined with the mode analysis by the probes the main component is probably
m/n=2/l. However the radial dependence of the mode amplitude is completely different
from the case of phase II. The profile is not symmetric along the major radius. The peak of
amplitude is localized on outboard side(p=0.2 in Fig. 2(b)) The pressure gradient at this
position is also large when the mode is growing (See. Fig. l(c) and Fig. 2(a)). Therefore,
Ballooning-like mode driven by pressure gradient is one of the candidate. The hardness
of curvature is, however, enhanced at the horizontally(not vertically) elongated positions.
Measurement at another toroidal section should be important. troidally Present status of
database for this mode is very poor. Further accumulation of data to study the parameter
dependence of the mode should be needed.

In summary, a new detector array system for soft X-ray is successfully introduced to the CH8
system. The observed characteristics of the burst modes is consistent with the picture of the past
studies in the Phase II. The fluctuations with high frequency in Phase I spread inside the t =1/2
surface.

One of the authors(S.O.) would like to express his gratitude to Dr. K. Hanada, who kindly
introduces him to the WT-3 SX-array system.

NBI beamIS]. After the effects are included using the numerical simulation described in ref. [5], there remains
small difference (0 ~10 m). We assume value of ,6 from profile of SXR itself in this paper when we examine the
measuring position of each lines of sight. From the uncertainty in beta, resultant error in the determination of p is
about :tOJp.
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Fig.1 Typical time evolution of fluctuations measured by SX-detector array system are shown in these
group of figures. Plasma was started up by ECH heating(53GHz, 20~50ms) and co-injected NBI beam
heats the plasma untill 140ms. Discharge conditions are: Toroidal magnetic field 3.; = 0.89 T, magnetic
axis for vacuum magnetic field :0.921m, fidia ~ 0.2% from the diamagnetic loop measurement, the
Electron/Ion temperature at the center Tao/Tm = 0.3/0.2keV, respectively. The line averaged electron
density and the stored energy are shown in Fig.1(a). Time evolution of magnetic fluctuation measured
by a pick-up coil and the soft aay radiation(SXR) signals are shown in Fig. 1(b). Fig.1(d) is 3 extended
view(82—92ms) of a burst mode. Time evolution of the position of the magnetic axis, which is estimated
from the peak of the SXR are also shown in Fig.1(c). Fluctuating components of the SXR(2-40kHz) are
shown in Fig.1(e). Channels with smaller number views inboard part of plasma(smaller major radius).
Dashed horizontal lines roughly indicates the magnetic axis position and the rotational transform a =1/2
surfaee.
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Abstract
Sawtooth oscillations are observed in neutral beam heated plasmas of the CH3
heliotron/torsatron. The oscillations having m:2!n=1 mode structure are strongly enhanced
after the sawtooth crash, while precursor oscillations are observed for only a few cycles. Both

core and annular crashes are observed. It is often observed that a density pulse generated by a

large sawtooth crash arrives at the last closed flux surface(LCFS) faster than a heat pulse.

1. Introduction
Sawtooth oscillation is one of the most typical magnetohydro-dynamicflVlI-lD)

phenomena observed in a tokamak plasma[l ]. This oscillation attracts much attention because it

has a strong impact on plasma confinement near the plasma center and also provides a good

example to test various MHD theories. When the safety factor (q) in the plasma center goes

down to less than unity, m=lln=1 internal kink mode becomes unstable and then induces the

sawtooth oscillations through magnetic reconnection process. The electron cyclotron emission

(EOE) or soft X-ray (SX-) signals inside q=l surface suddenly drop after the sawtooth crash,

which is called as "core crash". Recently, off—axis saMeeth are observed in negative magnetic

shear configuration of the TFI'R tokamak. where the m=2/n=1 mode appears before and after ‘

the crash[2]. The sawteeth are produced through double—tearing magnetic reconnection ‘

process. In the off—axis sawteeth, both "core crash" and “annular crash" are observed. }

Moreover, a heat or density pulse produced by a sawtooth crash plays an important role in ‘

perturbative heat and particle transport studies [3]. For these reasons the sawteeth are paid ‘

much attention also in helical plasmas [4,5]. In this paper, we report sawtooth oscillations }

induced by burst-like magnetic fluctuations with m=2ln=l mode structure in the .CHS l

heliotron/torsatron[6,7], where the rotational transform profile is similar to that in negative

magnetic shear(q’<0) configuration of a tokamak.
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2. Sawtooth Oscillations Observed in Neutral Beam Heated Plasmas
So far, sawtooth oscillations are observed only on low density plasmas (<25 x 1019m'3) with
small net plasma current induced by co-injected neutral beams or small ohmic field at lower
toroidal field(Bt< 1.2 T ). Figure 1 shows large sawtooth which lead to ”core crash", that is,
the soft X—ray emission coming from the core region inside the relevant rational surface q=2
suddenly drops and recovers slowly until the following crash. In this discharge co- and
counter-neutral beams are injected, and a small amount of not current (Ip~8 RA) is induced by a
small ohmic field to increase the rotational transform. As shown in Fig.1 the sawtooth
oscillations are observed accompanying burst like magnetic fluctuations with m=2ln=1 mode
structure[8]. The location of sawtooth inversion in line integrated soft X—ray signals is
estimated to be p ~ 0.3. The location of q=2 surface is predicted to be slightly larger than the
sawtooth inversion radius. The different type of crash is observed in a discharge shown in
Fig.2, where the location of sawtooth inversion is p ~ 0.4. The second crash shown in Fig.2
exhibits a character of "arurular crash", because the soft X—tay signals near the rational surface(
that is, q=2 surface) are depressed considerably but the signal near the magnetic axis is kept
almost constant across the sawtooth crash. As seen from Figs 1 and 2 successor oscillations of.
3-5 kHz are considerably enhanced after the crash, and precursor oscillations are observed for a
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few cycles just prior to the crash. The observed sawteeth accompanying successor are similar
to “compound sawtooth” [9] or "partial sawtooth”[10] reported from several tokamaks, but the

driving mechanisms of the sawteeth in CHS is not clarified yet.

3. to a ation of Heat d Den it Pulses Ge e ated b awtooth
A large sawtooth as shown in Fig.1 considerably modify edge plasma by launching heat and
density pulses towards LCFS. Figure 3 shows time evolution of ion saturation current
measured at two radiai positions just outside DCFS by a set of single Langmuir probes (LP).
The heat pulse monitored through a Be—foil of 8 Ll thickness by a soft X-ray detector array
arrives at the radial position of 9 ~ 0.7 in ~l.5 ms after the crash. Moreover. the time delay
of the peak of SX—pulse at p ~ 0.8 is estimated to be ~22 ms, although the signal-tomoise
ratio of the signal is not sufficiently large. This time delay is in the order of global energy ‘
confinement time. However, the pulse of ion saturation current measured by single Langmuir ~s
probes arrives at the location just out side LCFS (_ i.e., 9 ~ 1.02 ) in ~1.2 ms. The density '

pulse measured at just outside LCFS by a thermal lithium beam probe(LIBP) also shows
similar time delay to the LP—data. The density pulse produced by the sawtooth crash
propagates rapidly from the core region towards LCFS much faster than the heat pulse. This
phenomenon suggests that the density pulse has no contribution to heat transfer even if the
pulse is launched from the plasma core. The rapid increase in floating potential is also
observed just outside LCFS, suggesting enhanced ion loss(Fig.4).
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Fig.3 Comparison of soft X-ray pulse (heat pulse) propagation with ion saturation current pulse(

approximately density pulse) in NB] heated plasma shown in Fig.1. Solid curves denote ion saturation

currents, where [is] and [£52 are measured outside LCFS(i'.e., at p=1.02, and 1.03 respectively): Dotted curves

denote soft X-ray signals at various chord radii? p=0.04. 0.35. 0.52 and 0. 70from upper traces).
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Vfl are measured at p: 1.02, 1.03, and 1.04, respectively. Upper solid curve shows the soft X-ray signal

measured a: p=0.70.

Three possibilities to explain this peculiar phenomenon may be speculated: (1)
propagation of the electron heat pulse differs from that of the density pulse, (2) a different type
of sawtooth crash is induced near the LCFS by the sawtooth crash which takes place near the
plasma center, and (3) prompt loss of injected fast ions enhanced by a large sawtooth crash may
considerably modify the density pulse observed near the edge. If the particle source of the

density pulse is the bulk plasma near the plasma center, enhanced particle transport due to large
off—diagonal transport contribution is required for the first possibility. So far, any sawteeth are
not observed near the edge. synchronizing with the sawteeth appear in the plasma core. The
second possibility is unlikely. The last possibility seems to be plausible, because promptly lost
energetic ions will not affect heat transport of a bulk plasma. The rapid increase of floating
potential shown in Fig.4 also may support the last idea. Further study is necessary to elucidate
this peculiar heat and particle transport, paying attention to complex magnetic field structure
near the edge of a heliotron/torsatron plasma.
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1. Introduction
A Local Island Divertor (LID) has been proposed to enhance energy confinement through

neutral particle control [1]. For the case of the Large Helical Device (LI-ID), the separatrix of an
mln=lll magnetic island, formed at the edge region, will be utilized as a divertor configuration.
The divertor head is inserted in the island, and the island separatrix provides connection
between the edge plasma region surrounding the core plasma and the back plate of the divertor
head through the field lines. The particle flux and associated heat flux from the core plasma
strike the back plate of the divertor head, and thus particle recycling is localized in this region.
A pumping duct covers the divertor head to ton-n a closed divertor system for efficient particle
exhaust. The advantages of the LID are case of hydrogen pumping because of the localized
particle recycling and avoidance of the high heat load that would be localized on the leading
edge of the divertor head. With efficient pumping, the neutral pressure in the edge plasma
region will be reduced, and hence the edge plasma temperature will be higher, hopefully leading
to a better core confinement region. An LID configuration experiment was done on the Compact
Helical System (CHS) to confirm the effect of the LID[2,3]. The typical effects of the LID
configuration on the core plasma are reduction of the line averaged density to a half. and small
or no reduction of the stored energy. In this contribution, the experimental results which were
obtained in edge plasma control experiments with the LID configuration in the CH5 are
presented.

Ll beam probe
(trpm bottom)

-, ddltional colts
. #2 Langmuir Probe

2. Experiment (5 pin)
The CHS is a heliotron/torsntron type

device whose major radius is 1.0m and
average plasma minor radius is 0.2m, I..- a...“
respectively. The toroidal magnetic field ‘:¢'-"\\"_. '3
is 0.9T. and the magnetic axis is fixed at at gm". .
R = 99. 5 cm in this experiment. Plasma ? ‘\ y‘l’lfi’ 23123313]gmu” Pmbe
was produced with ECH or ion Bernstein .fgiifi' ’-
heating, and was heated by neutral beam .7 d) «7/
injection (0.82MW, 38kV). The
separatrix of the m/n=l/l magnetic island
formed by 8 pairs of additional coils was #1 Langmuir Probe (2 pin) ,—
utiiized for the LID configuration. A ""‘”‘"‘"“""‘| Q
cryogenic pump ‘ (21.000Lfsec) was i 0013 camera

l
l
|

l
I

installed behind the divertor head for l with Intaderenca lilter tor Hot
particle exhaust. Fueling was done by i
gas puffing. Edge plasma modifications {
by the LID configuration were measured I
using Langmuir probes, a Lithium beam l
probe and Ha detectors. as show: in l 4
Fig.1. There are two types of Langmuir IloEll'Si‘fli’Ll-JQDEEE___________________ J
Sifigfséttglfiadngvfif grillfl 311d {4% Fig.1 Schematic view ofexperimental setup

head. The Li beam probe is located 135° (CCW direction) from the LID port, and the beam line
comes into the plasma from the bottom port [4].

The edge plasma was controlled with the mln = 1/1 magnetic island and insertion of the LID
head. The island’s phase can be changed as follows; 0—point of the magnetic island is formed at
the position of the LID insertion port (normal case) andat the opposite side of the torus

4—...— Langmuir probe tips I
l

Two ivsotLa mulr obeti are ll saturanuduwnwéme Lionepésd i
|
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3. Experimental results €g (”WEST”) I I I
3—] Edge density profile ,§ ‘2 a (d)

Scince one of the typical LID effects is the 5 5 - '.
decay of the line-integrated center-Chord density, g 4 2 ‘
the change of the density profiles with the island 75 ” 'm‘ 1 ”‘2.

‘is very important for understanding the LID 3 -
experimental results. Figure 2 shows the time 2 _ =05“
developments of the line-integrated density for 3 I, MIMI” '
chords [2 = 0 (center chord), z = 63.9 mm. 2 = — 1 ‘ L75 mm
116 mm, z: vertical axis]. The density reduction W9“ fawn“ I ..
caused by the island occurs in not only the 195‘ ‘4 ”‘5 15 15.5 ‘5
center chord but in the other chords as well. The Zn (“r")
reduction rate is almost the same in all the Fig. 3 Elge electron density profiles chromed by
chords except in the ‘normal case’ without LID Li beam probe; (at) and (b) are normal andopposire
head. In this case. the reduction rate is larger in case, respectively, without insertion of LID heat
the outer chord(z = -116 mm) than the other (e) and (d) are normal and opposite curse,
chords. remectivelv. with insertion. of LID head.

Figure 3 shows the edge density profiles
obtained using a Li beam [4]. The horizontal axis (25) is the position on the Li beam line
whose origin is on the equatorial plane. Figures 3(a) and (b) show the density profiles without
insertion of the LID head, and Figs. 3(a) and (d) are with insertion of the head. In the ‘norrnal
case’. the 0-point of the island is opposite the Li beam probe port, and is on the Li beam side in
the “opposite case’. In Fig. 3(a), the density profile shrinks with increasing IUD. This is
considered to be due to a change in magnetic structure. that is, the ergodic region surrounding
the last closed magnetic surface (LCFS) is broader near the X-point of the island. On the
contrary, in Fig. 3(b). the density profile is slightly Spread outward with increasing Iuo until
IUD reaches 0.6 M due to the existence of the island separatn'x farther out the LCFS without
the island. The tail density (ZLi>15cm) also increases with Iuo until 0.6 kA. and decreases at
larger [up values. This result suggests that too large a value of luo destroys the closed
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magnetic surface in the edge region, and spreads the ergodic layer. This is clearly indicated in
the case of 11.11) = 1 kA in Fig. 3(b).

In Figs. 3(c) and (d), the position on the Z“ axis corresponding to the edge of the LID head
is 2;, x 13.3 cm. The edge plasma is scraped off by the LID head. and the density profiles
reflect that [4]. The effects of the island are qualitatively similar without insertion of the LED
head qélalitativcly, though a discrepancy occurs for the ‘normal case’ with the LID head
insane .

3—2 Particle Recycling
Ha intensifies were measured for various Iuo values to make the effect of the LID

configuration on particle recycling clear. Figures 4(a) and (b) show the toroidal distributions of
the normalized Ha intensity for different Iuo values for the ‘norrnal’ and the ‘opposite’ cases,
respectively. The toroidal angle is defined CCW from the LID position. It is very clear that the
Hat intensity decreases when the LID head is inserted except in the region near the LID head. In
this case. the LID head plays the role of a normal limiter. In Fig. 4(a). near the LID position
(0°) where the island has its maximum width, the Hot intensity increases even without insertion
of the LID head. On the other hand, in Fig. 4(b) for the opposite case, the Hot intensity
decreases near the LID position where the X-point of the island is located. In the case of 1n =
1 kA, the ergodic region spreads outward. and the particle recycling increases. At the toroidal
angle of 135“, the Ho intensity change for various ILID values can be compared with the edge
electron density profiles measured by the Li beam probe. In Fig. 4(c). normalized Ha
intensities at this point for various cases are shown. For the opposite case, the He intensity
increases with increasing IL") up to 0.6 kA, and decreases at larger 1p values. This change is
similar to the change in the tail density mentioned in the previous section. On the contrary, the
‘normal case’ is not so simple. In this case, the He intensity depends not only on the tail
density but also on the density profile near the LCFS. It is reasonable for the case with the LID
head inserted that the Hat intensity decreases because the LID head scrapes the edge density as
shown Fig. 3(0), (d). These results suggest that particle recycling closely depends on the
magnetic field structure, so that moderate IUD values and insertion of the LID head can he used
for particle recycling control.

3-3 Distribution of the Particleflux on the LID head
The amount of the particle flux to LID head, and its distribution on the head, are important in

determining the LID pumping efficiency, They are estimated using Langmuir probes attached
on the up and down sides of the LID head. respectively. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the
particle flux on the LID head for various NBI cases. The toroidal field direction corresponding
to the NBI direction is CW for NBI(#1) counter and NBI(#2) co injection, CCW for NBI(#1)
co and NBI(#2) counter injection. The horizontal axis is the LID head position, and the origin
of this axis is the normal position of the LID head where the edge of the head is at the center of
the island. A negative sign means that the head is retracted outward from its normal position.
This figure is for the ‘normal case‘. that is, the outer separatn'x of the island strikes the LID
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head. All distributions have a peak at the position
corresponding to the outer separatrix striking point.
Though the up and down side probes were set
symmetrically, the striking point is asymmetrical.
The down side striking points are 1‘2 cm farther in
than that of the upper side. The reason for this
asymmetry is not clear. One possibility is that the
phase of the island is moved due to an error field. A
small error field was shown to exist in the CH5 by
magnetic surface mapping and its strength and
direction estimated [5], but it is not enough in this
case. The decay length of the particle flux on the
DD head is estimated with the assumption that the
particle flux decreases exponentially. The results are
also shown in Fig.5. The decay length for the
particle flux distribution on the upper side is larger
than that on the down side. though the decay length
for the case of NBI(#2) co-injection is relatively
short. So this asymmetry does not depend on the
direction of NB injection (co or counter). but rather 0.5 -
on the toroidal field direction. . 26'“
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4. Summary
'To understand the mechanism of improved

confinement, edge plasma control experiment using
this configuration was done. 1

Line integrated densities for 3 chords mainly rt 2 0 -2 ~4 -6
inside the LCFS and edge density profiles were LID head position[cm
measured by an interferometer and a Li beam probe,
respectively. Former results suggest that the density
profile in the core region is not changed that much
by the island. The edge density profiles clearly
show the effect of the LID configuration. The density profiles which reflect the broadened
ergodic region due to destruction of closed magnetic surface were observed in the case of
relatively large Iuo values-

Measurement of the toroidal distribution of the Ho intensity was done for various 1e values
to understand the effect of the LID configuration on particle recycling. Insertion of the LID head
decreases the Ho intensity except near the head. For the case without LID head, the distribution
depends on IUD. Due to a broadened ergodic region, the Ho intensity increased significantly in
the case of a relatively large ILm value. This is consistent with results from Li beam probe
measurements.

Measurement of the particle flux on the LID head was done using Langmuir probes attached
to the LID head. The particle flux distribution on the LII) head has a peak at the position
corresponding to the outer separatrix of the island for the ‘normal case'. Two types of up and
down particle flux distribution asymmetry were observed. One is the peak position. and the
other is the decay length, The latter is considered to be related to the toroidal field direction.

down side

Fig. 5 Distributions of normalized particle flux
for various NBI directions. and decay length of
them.
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Introduction

Reflectometry is a diagnostic to determine the position of the critical density layer (CDL) at
which microwaves are reflected {1, 2]. In the case of pulsed radar reflectometry, short (~1ns)
microwave pulses are launched into plasmas. From the time delay between the launched and
received pulses, information on the positions of CDL can be determined, By use of multiple
frequencies pulsed radar reflectometry has the potential to reconstruct electron density
profiles. Since each short microwave pulse measurement is independent, temporary loss of the
reflected pulse does not deteriorate the measurements significantly. Furthermore, ialse
reflections from microwave components or vacuum window can be easily distinguished in the
time domain. Plasma fluctuations don’t influence the measurements because they are almost
frozen during the propagation time of the pulse through the plasma
This paper describes the pulsed radar system that is under development for CH8 plasma
experiments. Firstly, the distinctive features of our system and the performance of main
system components are described Then we present some results of the free space propagation
test. Finally, preliminary results of the experiments with CHS plasmas are shown.

Description of system components and free space propagation test
A multiple frequency (51, 54, 57GHz) pulsed radar system has been designed for CHS.
Figure] shows the block diagram of this system. The difference from the existing systems (in
RTP [3] and TEXTOR) is that we multiplex three frequencies into single ‘mixcd‘ pulse and
split the received pulses with band-pass filters at F stage. In this scheme, We can launch three
different frequencies simultaneously, and we need only one local oscillator. As a result, we

can improve the time resolution and simplify the system.
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Gunn oscillators with the output power of 50- lOOmW have been used as a microwave source.

Two types of switches are used to make a short pulse. One is a broad band (54BGH2) PIN

switch {Millitech) and the other is a narrow band (5li0.25GHZ, 57i0.25GHz) varactor‘ diode

modulator (developed in Kharkov Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics, Ukraine). In

order to reduce the power losses and pulse broadening, X-band oversized waveguides are

used. The loss in the waveguides is 5.2dB for one way transmission.

A heterodyue technique is used to detect the reflected pulses. Although signal to noise ratio

(SNR) for the reflected pulses fi'om the CH8 inner wall is around 100, SNR of the reflected

pulse from CDL is around 5. We use band pass filters to split and to detect pulses of different
frequencies. ,

Large amplitude modulation due to the refraction of wave and density fluctuation could
I happen. Thus, we use a Constant-Fraction-Discriminator (CFO), which yields the pulse
timing independent of amplitude. However, CPD is affected by the pulse shape deformation;

which arises fiorn the dispersion in plasmas. A numerical simulation has been done to

estimate the CFD timing errors. The pulse deformation is more serious for shorter pulse

width, and the deformation leads to a larger error in the timing. We found that the errors are

negligible for the pulse width longer than 0.511s. Time to Amplitude Converter (TAC) module

is used to measure the timing from the output of CPD, TAC yields a square pulse, of which

amplitude is pr0portional to the time delay. And the amplitude is measured by an ADC.

Free space propagation test measurements are done to estimate the timing errors in the

system. A movable aluminum mirror is used to simulate pulse reflection from CDL. Figure 2

shows the dependence of the time delay versus distance firom the antenna to the mirror. The

time delay measurements were done for the different powers at the mixer. For the case of 5

and lOuW at the mixer, the slope of the time delay is the same as the velocity of light and the

spatial resolution of 0.2-0.3cm is achieved. However, for the case of low the errors become

slightly larger. One of the possible reasons is uonlinearity of the IF components of the system.

Preliminary results of the pulsed radar reflectometry in CHS

SlGHz l-channel pulsed radar reflectometer has been installed in CHS. The waves are

launched into the plasma in the ordinary mode. The critical density is 3.2x10l3 cm'3. The
transmitter is placed at the distance of about 5111 from CHS. Detection part is placed close to

the device (~l m). A conical horn with a Teflon lens has been used for launching and

receiving microwave pulses. The plasmas were initiated by IBW and heated by NBI. The
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maximum density is about 6.2><1013 cm’3. Without plasma we clearly observe reflected pulse
from the inner wall of the device. In these experiments We measured reflected pulses by a

53111n oscilloscope, for which 10000 pulses are required to get a pulse shape. Figure 3
shows the comparison of the measured and calculated time delays as a function of maximum

density, During the discharge time,’ at the low-density stage where De m s 0.5mm“, we

could observe the reflected pulse from the inner wall. In this case, the system is operated as an

interferometer When the plasma density becomes 0.5cfifiws De ms 11mm the amplitude of

the reflected pulse became very small, because of the refraction of the wave. When the

density becomes higher that the critical density m mg 2 him-5,1 we observed the reflected pulse
from CDL, In this case the system is operate as a reflectometer. The measured data follow the

calculated curve, but error bars are large. This comes fi‘om the strong amplitude modulation of

the reflected signals and using of a sampling oscilloscope.

Summary

A pulsed radar reflectometer for CHS experiments has been constructed and tested
with/without plasma. For short microwave pulse production, two kinds of fast switches

(Millitech, IRE) were tested. These can produce pulses with the width of 0.8 and 1:7ns,

respectively. To estimate the CFD timing errors, a numerical simulation has been done. The

pulse deformation is more serious for shorter pulse Width, and leads to a larger error in the
timing. We found that the errors are negligible for pulse width longer than about 0.5 us. The

laboratory tests of free space propagation showed that the present spatial resolution is 10.3

cm. During plasma experiments the reflections fiom the plasma and the CH8 inner wall were

observed. Measured time delay has large errors. This should be because of the using of the

sampling oscilloscope.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to study particle transport, a series of experiments are planned. The first one

is to inject a pure Li pellet into a plasma to observe a feature of Li pellet ablation and

behavior of Li ions. This is carried out on Heliotron E. The second one is to inject a tracer-

encapsulated pellet as a new method for studying transport characteristics more

accurately. The method for producing a tracer-encaps ulated pellet is recently established,

and the injection experiments are planned on CH8 and later on LHD [1]. In this article. the

essential results of transport characteristics on pure-Li-peilet injection experiments and

the preparation of a tracer~encapsu1ated pellet injection are described.

For Li pellet injection experiments, a new design of the Li pellet injector is developed.

Its main part is a disk with 30 holes containing pellets. The clearance between the disk

and the housing is kept small enough by using precise rollers so that the available pellet

size can range from 0.3 mmfl in sphere form up to 1 11mm X 1 ML in cylinder form.

The L1 pellets ofl mmfl x l rnmL in cylinder form were injected into the Heliotron E

plasma. The transport property after pellet injection in cases of ECH and NBI was

investigated us ing several Spectroscopic methods including Charge eXchange

Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) which showed temporal change of the spatial profile

of the Li ion density. The behavior of Li ions is simulated with a transport code.

For further extension of more accurate impurity transport analysis , the new method [2]

using a tracer—encapsulated pellet has been developed. The essential point of this

diagnostic is based upon the poloidally and toroidally localized particle source as a tracer

within a small volume of about 1 cm3 in the plasma. The tracer-encapsulated pellet

consists ofa small core as a tracer oflight atom such as Li and the outer layer made of the

different material from that of the core.
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2. LI PELLET lNJECTION EXPERHMENTS

As Li can easily react with air and water. we set up a glove box filled with helium gas

during the process of Li pellet setting for maintaining Li pellet purity. The detail technique

of the preparation and loading of the lithium pellets are described in the separate paper [3].

The pellet speed is 400~600 m/s, and the pellet trajectory distributes within 1 degrees in

full angles. Pellets are injected horizontally and crosses the plasma column nearly

perpendicularly.

The ablating pellet was observed by the optical system which includes two light filters

for Li I and Li 11 lines (wave lengths 9L} : 670.6 nm and K2 = 548.5 nm, respectively) and

two independent photo—multipliers and data acquisition system. The image of the emission

from the ablating pellet was recorded by a CCD camera having filters ofLi I (l1) and Li 11

(RE).

A multichannel vacuum ultraviolet spectrometer, which is available from 4.5 nm to 40.0

nm, is used to measure Li line emission [4]. The neutralLi I (M) emitted near the wall

is measured by a visible spectrometer, which is separated by 132 degrees in the toroidal

direction fiom the port of the pellet injector. A 1.26 m visible spectrometer with a 2-

dimensional detector [5] is employed to analyze the spectral profiles of the charge

exchange recombination line of Li3+ ion with time resolution of 20 ms.

Figure 1 shows the typical response of the main plasma parameters by Li pellet

injection during (a) ECH and (b) NBl. The drastic change of density and temperature is

seen due to the relatively large pellet size compared to the total number ofthe bulk plasma

particles of Heliotron E. The injected Li pellet is not completely ablated but about 60% of

the pellet is deposited in the plasma. .

The prominent line observed by the VUV spectrometer is Li III (135 um). while the

emission ofLi II (19.93 am) is not observed Figure 2 shows the time evolution ofthe Li

III obtained by VUV (open circles) and CXRS (closed circles). Immediately after Li pellet

injection emission of Li III peaks and decreases with a decay time of about 60 ms. The

transition (M = 449.9 nm) from 11:5 (20) to n=4 (ZF) is selected for CXRS, which is only

available to our diagnostic system. The decay time of Li3+ estimated on the magnetic axis

is 90 ms which is comparable to the decay time of 60 ms for the behavior of the above Li Ill

intensity observed by the VUV spectrometer. The behavior of Li ions is simulated rather

well as shown in Fig. 2 with a transport code combined with the data ofatomic processes.

The fitting parameters in simulation are shown with D = 0.1 1112/5 (dash—dot line), 0.15 m2

ls (solid line), 0.2 m3! 5 (dashed line), and V = 1.0 m l 5 (fixed), where D is difiiision

ccefiicient and V is velocity of inward pinch. In this simulation, recycling of Li particles is
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given as negligibly small. These D and V values will be examined locally in detail by

experiments in near future with the tracer-encapsulated diagnostic pellet described below.

3. TRACER-ENCAPSULATED PELLET

A device for producing a Tracer-Encapsulated Cryogenic PELlet (TECPEL) is

constructed for an accurate transport diagnostic systemto measure particle transPort both

in parallel and in perpendicular to the magnetic field lines on magnetic confinement devices.

The concept is illustrated in Fig. 3. For the purpose of making the unique feature of the

method clear, the expected advantage of TECPEL is shown with overlapped on the

experimental data with pure Li pellet injection.

As a typical configuration of TECPEL, a carbon Sphere with a diameter of 240 pm is

encapsulated in the center of a 3 mm diameter cylindrical form of solid hydrogen. There are

a pile oftracer spheres in the storage device to be loaded. The typical number of the stored

spheres is 20. One core tracer pellet is supplied automatically by the tungsten wire.

Such a TECPEL is accelerated by a light gas gun to velocities of 400 — 800 m/s. The

pellet has been photographed simultaneously from two directions, and a 3D image is

reconstructed from two 2D images. The 3D image shows the existence of the carbon

sphere in the adequate location inside the hydrogen pellet. Thus, the proof—of—principle of

device operation has been demonstrated

The scheme to encapsulate the other light atoms such as Li. Be, B, and so on as a

tracer is also proposed for the variety of experiments. The above materials can be made in

a spherical form in principle, but such process is not always practical So, the better

scheme to handle the even irregular shape andfor easily reacting materials is invented.

The concept is based essentially on the technique to cover these non—sphere material with

polymer such as polystyrene. This method is now being tested experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that double tearing modes (DTM) can exist in a tokarnak plasma with

a nonmonotonic q~profile. DTM was proposed as a possible mechanism for the observed
Mimov oscillations of the tokamak plasma during the first few milliseconds of dischargefl,
2]. The linear and nonlinear theory and numerical calculations of the resistive DTM have

already been developed [3, 4 and reference therein].
Large tokamak plasmas are essentially in the banana regime, and it is known that the

neoclassical effect is important for the tearing mode and leads to the neoclassical tearing
mode[5, 6}. It is therefore necessary to have an understanding of the DTM in the banana

regime, and we will call it the neoclassical double tearing mode hereafter.
in the present work a theory for the nonlinear neoclassical DTM is presented.

2 . Island evolution equations of neoclassical DTM
Large aspect-ratio tokamak approximation is used here. We define it: as the helical

flux function, B=Bolez-(kr/m)Bmee+ wez, and B denotes the magnetic field, m/r and it
being the wave vector in Be (poloidal) and eEl (toroidal) direction, respectively, and the

subscript 0 denoting an equilibrium quantity.

For the case of nonmonotonic q—profile we take ¢g=0 at locations r1 and r; of the
rational surfaces, with r1<r2, where the prime denote alar. The magnetic flux perturbation t}
of the DTM can then be expressed as[3, 4}

1.7: = in +1722, (1)
where 1]), is bounded in 05 rsrz and satisfies the boundary conditions

in (0>=zirl(rz)=0, (2)
and 111,, is bounded in rlsrsb (b is the conducting wall radius) satisfying

1711(r1)=12‘)1(b)=0. (3)
Outside the islands inertiacan be neglected For a given equilibrium B, it can be

found from the equation of motion the four outer matching parameters defined by [4, 7]
fist—1}}- “if Ml}-A11= ml 1(1), A22: 2(e 2(2),

‘ m.) 2m)
11'" - 11" -A12= 1M, A21= _~L<1Lt (4)

20,) w.)
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where the subscripts sl+(s2+) and s1-(s2—) denote the two sides of the inner (outer) island
separatrix around r1 (r2) respectively.

Assuming (rz-r1)>>wl, W2, where w] (w;) is the inner (outer) island width, we find
the matching parameters from the island regions, A; and A2,

dw A w iw dwA=-——+—£1——1—+——1-m +kv +t--—v1-1—11Idt “1%n 2771 (1 ll ), (5)

dw2 Abzwz +iw2
+ ——--—~ + kv + t— 6nzdt w§+wfi2+ 2 112002 22 ) U

where 711 and 112 are neoclassical resistivity at r] and r2, Abl=(lc1./E13WLS / Lp)1-r,:
Ab2=(k2.’Et3peLs I LP)“r2 , Ls=q/q’, q being the safety factor, Lp=pefpé , pe being electron

A2:—

pressure, B136 is the ratio between the local electron pressure and poloidal magnetic field
pressure, s=r/R is the inverse aspect ratio. k1 and k; are parameters depending on the
equilibrium and are of the order of unity [5, 6], Wdl and W112 are of the order of one percent of
the minor radius for large tokamak plasmaslS], m1 ((112) is the oscillating frequency of 12:1
(iii), v11 (v22) is the toroidal plasma rotation velocity atrl (r2).

Matching the inner and outer solution it is found that[7]
A1=A11+A126““” 1.3mm (r1). (7)
A2=A22+A21 6”“ flaw/that). (8)

where (11:031-(02.

Using Eqs. (4)- (6), the imaginary parts2of Eqs (7) and (8) becomes

git + (u)+ kvzj=~2(7|1lClA12-—w3 + 111c 1A21——)sin(wt), (9)

where vzavzl-vzg. if kvz is assumed to be much larger than the coupling terms on the right
hand side of Eq (9), the asymptotic solution of Eq. (9) is U.) =- kvz,

The real parts of Eqs. (7) and (8)2are
A w

=A w + IclA cos mt - 2m—1, 10did: 11( 1) 12-:-1§- ( ) w12+w§1 ( )

dw2 w2 w...._d.__—_A +I|1A t ..._2.L3_2_2_,"2‘1 220%) 0 217008011) w§+w22 (11)

where c=tpg(r2)hpo(r1). Equations (9)-(11) describe the nonlinear evolution of the magnetic

islands with different rotation frequencies. The first terms on the right hand side of Eqs.(10)
and (11) are the conventional A' term resulting from plasma current gradient, the second

terms result from the coupling between the two islands, and the third terms result from the
perturbed bootstrap current. Since 14/1190 (Ls/1.150) at r1 (r2), the perturbed bootstrap

current has a stabilizing (destabilizing) effect on the inner (outer) island.
When the poloidal electromagnetic torque between the two islands is larger than

plasma viscous torque, the relative phase between the two island will be locked. The phase
locking condition is found to be[7]
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wfw%(W1+ QW2)>162R2lufi LL—‘i (12)
1'2 III‘rAisl ,

where VA1=BOZ/(p.op1)“2 being the local Alfven velocity at r], (02(Vz1—Vg)/R,
el’nlpl/(rguzpz), it is plasma viscosity, 9 is plasma mass density, and the subscripts 1
and 2 denote taking values at r1 and r2 respectively. It is seen that the island width is the key
parameter in determining the island phase locking.

3 . Magnetic island width

3. 1 Outer island width
For most circumstances, the approximation Amwpwg >>c-1A21wi°’ is valid, and it is

found from Eq (11) that

A22(W2) = AME— - (13)W2 + wdz

The‘saturation of the outer island is due to the balance of the destabilizing effect from the
perturbed bootstrap current and the stabilising effect from the negative A22(w2).

3.2 Inner island width
' The inner island could have a variety of behavior depending on plasma parameters as
it can be seen from Eq. (10) and (11). Following are three typical cases.

For the rotating island with 0J>>K, where x=3a2Ab1/(wfil-cR), it is found that
W1 z [Alsin(wt)]1’-" (14)

when Allwfil/Ab;<<w1<<wd1, where A1 = HA1; w%53a2/(mw). It is seen that W1 Mir“.
When the relative phase between the two island is locked, for a hi gh-l’)pe plasma with

Anwfil/Ab1<<w1<<wd1, we have
2 2 ,

Wls : [my/3 (15)
Ab1 ‘

For a lowvflpa plasma with w1>>wdl, when
wc=40m 1A12W55/Agpl, (16)

W1 will continues its growth without saturation, and the hollow current profile will be

destroyed.
The island Width of the m/n=3/l mode is calculated for two examples using the safety

factor profile q = qor2 /[:(1—t)g1(1+at)82dt.
One q-profile is obtained with qo=4v0, g1=4.0, g2=0.4 and (1:150. This q~profile is

close to that achieved on TFTR shown on Fig, 2 of Ref. [9]. The q:3 surfaces are at
r1=0. 13a and r2=0.68a. With the experimental and calculated values of aA11:-25, alliggm
2.0, aA12=0.7l, M21=O.14, Ab1=12, Ab2=-O.ll, 023.5. and wd1=wd2=0.02a[7, 9], it is
found that W25 =: 4.8x 102:: and W15 257/ x 10'3a.
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Another q-profile is obtained with q0=4.0, g1=4.0, g2=1.0 and cz=22. For r<0.9a

this q—profile is close to that achieved on DIII-D shown on Fig. 3 of Ref. [10]. The q=3
surfaces are at r120.20a and 171:0. 82a With the experimental and calculated values of mm:-

12, aA22=—2.6, aA12=0.85, aA21=O.21, Ab1=5.2, Ab2=—O. 16, 0:8.2, and

wd1=wd2=O.02a[7, 10], it is found that W25 : 5.3x 10% and W1 : Aim : 6.9x10‘3a.

The calculated inner island width for both examples is small than 104:1, which agrees

with the experimental results that no coherent MHD activity was observed in the reversed
shear region[9, 10]. More detailed analysis of Eq. (9)411) are given in Ref. [7],

4. Summary
(1) For a high 13p: plasma, the inner magnetic island width will be greatly reduced by the

perturbed bootstrap current. This makes the island coupling not important for the outer

island, and the outer island behaves like a single tearing mode with the inner rational surface

acting as a conducting wall.
(2) The relative rotation between the two islands mainly has a stabilising effect on the inner

island, while the outer island is essentially not affected. Periodical burst of the inner island

can be excited by the outer island via the coupling effect when there is a differentia] rotation.

(3) The island width is the key parameter in determining the phase locking.

(4) For the locked islands, when wc=4cA11A12(w§,/A§1>l, the inner island will continue its

growth, and this will eventually destroy the nonmonotonic q-profiie.
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Introduction

Turbulence simulations, because of the inherent complexity of the governing equa-
tions, are very difficult for complex flows. This has forced most computational schemes
into Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes {RANS) modelling. Direct numerical simulations
(DNS) for simple flows are found to he an important tool to refine RANS modeling so
as to allow computations for realistic geometries. Thermal lattice Boltzmann equation
(TLBE) method is a new form of DNS. With the advent of massively parallel processor
machine architectures, TLBE methods become important new tools to solving turbu~
lence problems. A steady increase of interest in 'I‘LBE simulation techniques is witnessed
in the past few years due to their major advantages over conventional computational
methods. These include, for example, massive parallelism, complex fluids modeling
capability, and easy implementation of boundary conditions. In standard TLBE (and
incompressible LBE), one replaces the nonlinear macroscopic equations with a linearized
Boltzmann equation with the simple scalar BGK collision operator and solvas on a. dis-
crete lattice.

The use of this BGK collision operator is sufficient to recover the desired nonlinear
transport equations under Chapman-Enskog expansions, and is computationally more
efficient. However, most of the TLBE models which utilize the BGK collision operator,
use only one relaxation time scale so that the shear viscosity p and thermal conductivity
is transport coefficients are intrinsically linked. Therefore these models allow only for
fixed Prandtl number flows, where Pr = f = %.

In this paper, we propose an extended tensor collision operator for TLBE meth-
ods that will allow variable Prandtl number flowa. Incorporation of an additional free
parameter in the off diagonal components of the proposed matrix collision operator will
lead to a multi-relaxation scheme. The relaxation parameters will be generalized so
that transport coefficients become density independent, a result Well known from clas—
sical kinetic theory of dilute gases. All previous LB models have suffered from density
dependent transport coefl‘icients. Even though this poses no problem for incompressible
flows, it is critical and must be handled for compressible fluid simulations.
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Generalized collisional operator

The governing equation of TLBE. in local microscopic units of length and time, takes
the generic form

Dim-(x + ephi +1) — Np,(x,t) 2 Ape i: 1, ...bp (1)

This describes the evolution of the mean particle population A p, in the discrete phase
space. The indices in and i. are for sub-lattice and lattice links respectively. e,“- is
the lattice vector giving the velocity of moving particles in the system. The speed in
each sub~lattice is l 61,; |= p, A,”- is the collision matrix whose eigenvalues control the
transport coefficients. To allow for variable Prandtl number flows, we generalize the

scalar BGK collision operator into a circulant matrix with the inclusion of another free
parameter 0 in the ofi~diagonal components

A — "-l N NE?)— —N;9 4- N —v€‘? 2PI— T( pi) bpcnepiaepjaiN12]— g)=_l:‘ iii :07— pj) l l

Here, we do not define Api by the scattering rules as in LGA, but enforce certain
symmetry requirements. As a result, AU- is symmetric, cyclic with non<zero eigenvalues
A1 = 1, A2 = (1 + 931) of multiplicity 4 and 2 respectively, for hexagonal lattice. The
equilibrium distribution is assumed to be a truncated power series in the mean velocity

Nil? : Ar + Bplepi-Vl ‘l‘ cistern-(V) "l“ DP”? + Erleri-Vla + Fplepi'vlvz (3)

The coefficients A12: BM... WF are functions of the mean density n and mean tem-
perature c, where n : ELM-Np“ nv : ZPimp; and ns = %E,,£Np;(ep; — V)2. Con-
straints imposed on NS? and the collision matrix Apg are such that the local collisional
invariants EpgAp; = 0, 2p,- Apgepg = 0 and EpiApgegi are satisfied. Further physical
constraints are also imposed, in particular. one must impose Galilean invariance and
requires that the pressure be independent of the mean macroscopic velocity. If‘ once’s
choice of lattice is symmetric enough to ensure isotropy for macroscopic flux tensors, a
perturbative multi-scale procedure would lead to the desired macro-dynamic equations
in the compressible Navier-Stokes from with the transport coefficients p = odf— — %)

and IS = 2n5(— - —). On Choosing the relaxation times ’r = (“—°+ ) and 9-— (@4441 - g),
we obtain the final transport coefficients

fl 2 #053 K = N05 (4)

where mic) is an arbitrary function of temperature, while profs) 2 050(5) with a =
const. The Prandtl number is then

13,. z iii—El : a : arbitrary (5)
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Note that the transport coefficients p and it are independent of density but are functions

of temperature, in agreement with the standard kinetic theory.
For the linear stability analysis of TLBE with extended collision operator, we have

used the method developed in [1]. Numerical results show a moderate improvement of
stability for Pr < 1/2 and moderate deterioration for PT > 1/2 [2]. However, we can
conclude that varying PT does not adversely affect the limited stability in TLBE models.

Numerical results

To see the role of variable Prandtl number on 2D free—decaying turbulence induced by
a double velocity shear layer, we have performed simulations on a 512 X 512 hexagonal
grid for the Reynolds number Re a 1655 with various Prandtl numbers; the results
presented here are for Pr = 0.9 and Pr = 15. We used a code based on the model by
Alexander et al, [3] For simplicity, periodic boundary conditions were imposed. Not
unexpectedly, we can see some effect of Prandtl number variation on the geometry of
the dominant Vortex structures but no significant magnitude variations in the size of
these structures. A detailed description of these results will be given in [2].

As another example, we present the results of simulations of 2D Rayleigh-Bernard
flow. In this case, the code used was based on a specialmodification of a 17 bit composed
rectangular model, with the same modulae of base (speed) vectors for the axial and
diagonal directions (”octagonal model"). A detailed description of the model, especially
the handling of the oil-grid distributions, will be presented elsewhere [4] In Fig. 1, the
spatial distribution of temperature and the corresponding vorticity patterns are shown

7 for P1" = 0.1, 0.5 and 5 (Figs. 3., b and c, respectively), at timei = 40,000. All other
parameters are the same (grid size 120x120, bottom (heated) and top (cooled) plate
temperatures 0.4 and 0.5, respectively, 7' = 0.51, i.e., the Reynolds number is about
1200). The typical quiescent smooth convection and temperature patterns, seen for Pr
= 0.1 (enhanced thermal conductivity), are established at time about t = 8,000 and
persist till later times; Pr = 0.5 case exhibits already a strong perturbation of these
patterns while in the last case (reduced conductivity, Pr = 5), the flow is fully turbulent.
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A popular and arguably most successsful picture of the high (H) mode is that some
mechanism(s) (ion orbit loss, poloidal asymmetry in the transport and/or Reynold stress)
creates an equilibrium radial electric field (E) which gives rise to a perpendicular E x B
drift which in turn stabilises microinstabilises and as a result fluctuation is suppressed
and confinement is improved, the so—called H—mode. The same hypothesis is also believed
to be the best possible explanation for the core confinement improvement during the very
high (VH) modes in the DIII—D plasma. Howaver, unlike the edge where the radial force
balance equation relates E to the main ion pressure gradient and the poloidal rotation,
in the core E is primarily related to the toroidal flow. In other words, a sheared toroidal
velocity in the core is believed to give rise to a sheared E which in turn can stabilise
(through the E x B shear) the turbulence to improve the core confinement.
However, while this E / B shear stabilising mechanism alum: can satisfactorily explain
the confinement improvement in the edge, its role in the core confinement improvement
does not seem so ubiquitous. For example, the expansion of the ideal ballooning second
stability region and of the region with drift reversal stabilisation of trapped particle modes
were also (apart from the E x B shear stabilisation) considered as possible explanations
for the core confinement improvement in the Dill—D. Similarly. in the so—called “two-
stage” turbulence suppression in Dill—D. a second reduction phase in the plasma interior
(contrary to the initial rapid suppression phase which is observed at the plasma edge, the
conventional H~mode), it was not decided whether the turbulence suppression is because
of the sheared E x B flow or due to the flattening of the pressure profile. However?
the magnetic braking experiments performed by La Haye et al. {1] in which the plasma
toroidal rotation (and its shear) is controlled externally made one to conclude that it is
the E X B shear which leads to the confinement improvement in the plasma core.
In this article, We first investigate into Why the E :< B shear stabilisation mechanism may
not be sufficient to account for the confinement improvement in the core. We then propose
for the first time a plausible explanation of this core confinement improvement in terms of
stabilisation of microinstabilities by the parallel flow curvature. We argue that the main
stabilising role of the toroidal flow in the improved confinement regimes in the tokamak
core (unlike the usual belief) is not through its weak perpendicular E X B component
(although we do not deny its stabilising contributions), but through its strong parallel
component. This picture satisfactorily explains the internal transport barrier formation
in the Japan Torus—GUU (JT~60U) [2] where the transport barrier is always accompanied
by a sharp change in the toroidal velocity at r/d = 0.6 w 0.8 during the time 5.35 to 5.63
sec. (eg, in shot 17129), whereas E (and the poloidal velocity) measured at r/a m 0.8
during the same time (5.35 to 5.63 sec.) does not show any appreciable change (fig. 6(b)
in [2]). The same mechanism might also be responsible for the negative central magnetic
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shear {NCS} discharges observed in the DIlI—D plasma where a big jump in the toroidal
velocity is always found in the region of the transport barrier formation.

Before we show the stabilising role of the parallel component of flow, let us discuss Why
the E x B shear stabilising mechanism alone is unlikely to explain the confinement im~
provement in the core. For this we start with the radial force balance equation:

v¢_Bg ., aPi/Br
Bat Lg nZeB¢

DJ“ NE/d—

where all the symbols have their usual meaning. It is obvious that with B¢ > Be, Us
can contribute only weakly to ”1- As of; m 0 in the core (the value of the pressure
gradient is also much less in the core than in the edge during the improved regimes of
confinement} this clearly shows that v; (and /or its spacial variation) is indeed Weak in the
core (note, this is contrary to the edge where oi, ~ 119) More quantitatively, as evident
from the 1adial f01ce balance equation to produce the same change in E 11¢, should
change byBBAl» 1) times that of 109. Experiments however indicate otherwise. r{his weak
E \ B shear alone is therefore unlikely to account for the improved confinement 1n the
core. Apart from the magnitude, the E x B shear stabilisation hypothesis in the core
has another serious drawback. This is because it is well known that the shear in the
parallel flow has destabilising influence on the drift-type microinstabilities [3] Now, since
the toroidal flow shear is accompanied by a large amount of parallel flow shear which is
known to destabilise the drift—like microinstabilities, an obvious next question is - can the
stabilising effect of the weak L‘_§_ shear, the E X B shear (coming from the teroidal flow)7
supersede the destabilising eifect of the strong UH shear (coming from the toroidal flow)
so that the plasma can enter the the improved regimes (VH modest, say)? Needless to
say that it seems highly unlikely (for example, note that the confinement improvement in
the VH mode is a factor of '2 higher than the Hemode scaling)l So, a complete theory of
the confinement improvement in the core must explain what happens to this destabilising
effect of the parallel flow shear.
We will now show that the usual belief that the shear (it"(p )) in the parallel flow is
(lestabilising for drift type. mode can be changed altogether if the flow curvature [Vf’lpll
effect is taken into account To show this we start with the simple fluid description (if the
toroidal drift—wave model in the presence of parallel flow. The leading order eigenvalue
equation after the ballooning transformation can be written as [4]

-2 . 1'2 rfirst“; _. s amen zi 2 1m) 61 no; 11M 25.-ficosx +S(x+ ioismw 4( a wzqfii/—k;; ) +

(16911120 + so + 10)?) — LLQUEJE = 0 (1)
Eu)

where pg: :45 C'2 : T" —mqe ~—L,1/R llialpll is the equilibrium parallel velocity, p
the 1adial distance from the refe1ence mode rational surface in (p ) the diamagnetic drift
frequency and L the density gradient variation scale length and typically of the order of
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density scale length Ln, X is the extended ballooning coordinate. Parallel flow has there
fore two effects. First, it introduces a Dopplerwshift, kill/lieu in all time derivatives and
second, an extra term representing the radial convection of the ion momentum. It is the
second term which makes the effect of parallel flow shear completely different from that
of perpendicular flow shear. However7 We notice that the radial variation in the Doppler
shift, it'll/”o, in the mode frequency due to the parallel flow is negligible for flute type
modes Us” << kl). We therefore eliminate the Doppler shift by performing a Galilean
transformation in the 6'” direction. In fact, because of the Doppler shift in the mode
frequency due to the parallel flow is negligible We are allowed to use the conventional
ballooning formalism (this is because the ballooning formalism treats all rational surfaces
to be equivalent. i.e., modes associated with different rational surfaces have degenerate
eigenvalues. This degeneracy is destroyed in the presence of shear rotation), The effect of
the parallel shear/ curvature enters the problem through an extra term VEVVHOW) repre»
senting the radial convection of the ion momentum. In fact, it is this term which makes
the effect of the parallel flow shear completely different from that of the perpendicular
flow shear. It is also important to note that in deriving Equation (1) we have removed
the first derivative (with respect to x) term by suitably changing the dependent variable(to <5).
Now to explore the implication of the velocity profile on the radial structure and the
stability of the modes one needs the higher order ballooning theory. In the higher order
theory, the radial envelope function AM) satisfies

Ball (Pi-l
*‘W 2 ~ ~ —2 9‘ :axgdmg "l‘l (ll flu) P1 p23; ]4_ 0‘ (2)

where,§2: Wfiiml—kfipfl, n.(=m):ig§fie, p1 : filflfiiglfiflfiflz. p: =
I 2 ” V”

Whig? H (léfiliéfimlz/(fifityl: 33 : kit/lg? LL‘1=("i7l"lL:l_li LII? : (fi)_l and X0
is an arbitrary phase of the eikonal. Equation ( 2) is a simple Weber equation. When
P2 is positive and [fill/3x3 > U (Wit/ax: > 0 is necessary in order that the mode be
most unstable). Ale) is a localised Gaussian function. However. an important change is
introduced by the velocity term. Choosing representative values of plasma parameters
We ~ Ct. L; N (18, 305,03 ~ 1, we find that p2 is negative for L”; < L“. Now for example,
(luring the internal transport barrier formation in the JT-60U [2]7 L” N 150m, while
Lug ~ LEA ~ 12.5mm. Ale) is then given by

.1 329
AM) : ”Pl-"3g“ P2 l/ l m llmzfll

So, the mode envelope is now radially outgoing which is reminiscent of the equivalent
slab problem. Velocity curvature in the toroidal problem like the magnetic shear in the
corresponding slab problem creates an antiwell in the radial direction (instead of the well
formed by the diamagnetic frequency). The wave energy is therefore convected outward.
The eigenvalue is given by

_ pl ,1 (929 12Q—flo+3“l§(P2l"5Ell/
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This also shows damping contribution in the global eigenvalue. Thus, both the radially
outgoing nature and the damping contribution in the global eigenvalue unambiguously
show that the parallel flow profile might stabilise toroidal drift-like waves which otherwise
escape magnetic shear dampingl It is important to notice that the toroidal drift wave
model we are considering does not have any dissipation and is therefore marginally stable.
Hence, even though the negative imaginary contribution in the global eigenvalue might
be small in compared to (lo, it can be crucial in determining stablity. The presence
of dissipation (e.g., inverse electron Landau damping, trapped particle and/or collision)
however can make the mode unstable. In this case, the shift in the real frequency due
to flow (represented by p1 ) can play an indirect but important role in stability. This is
because the driving term in both inverse electron Landau damping and trapped particle
case is proportional to l w, — w; I and any shift in the direction of the diamagnetic drift
(which is the case in this problem) will therefore reduce the driving term. That the shift
in the real frequency reduces the driving term has indeed been demonstrated numerically
by Sidikman it et al. in the case of trapped particle driven drift mode in a sheared slab
geometry. Concerning the collisional drive, we have shown elsewhere that the stabilising
role of velocity profile persists in this case also [5] . It is interesting to note that the
sign and the magnitude of the first derivative of the velocity field has no direct effect on
the stability. The main stabilising effect comes from the quadratic term which forms an
additional antiwell which pushes the wave function away from p = 0, thus incresing the
shear stabilising effect and weaking the driving term simultaneously. It is also interesting
to notice that this stabilisation by the flow curvature is achieved irrespective of the sign
of the curvature. In this respect the effect of the flow curvature is entirely different than
that of its perpendicular counterpart [6].
In summary, the stabilisation of the toroidal drift-ballooning type microinstabilities by the
parallel flow profile might have a crucial role in explaining the confinement improvement
in the core of tokamaks. We have argued that the E X B (shear) coming from the toroidal
velocity (shear) is weak and may not be an obvious explanation of the core confinement
improvement. We believe that the major stabilising contribution of the toroidal flow
comes through its strong parallel component This picture seems more realistic and is a
plausible explanation of the internal transport barrier formation in the JT—6OU [2] where
the transport barrier is always accompanied by a sharp change in the toroidal velocity at
r/a = 0.6—0.8 during the time 5.35 to 5.63 sec. (cg, in shot 17129), whereas E (and the
poloidal velocity) measured at r/a 2 0.8 during the same time (5.35 to 5.63 sec.) does
not show any appreciable change (fig. 6(b) in [2]). We have endeavoured to focuss on the
experimental data relevant to the internal transport barier in the JT-60U and have come
to this conclusion.
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1 Introduction Pressure driven external kink modes are believed to set an upper limit
for the values of {3 in tokamaks [1]. Extensive investigations of the ,8 limit dependence
on plasma geometry and profiles were performed for single axis plasmas. However self
consistent modeling of divertor plasma configurations with separatrix at the boundary
requires taking into account plasma outside the separatrix. This is evident in the case
of typical I-I-niode profiles with current density and pressure gradients non vanishing at
the separatrix. The same question holds for doublet configurations. The codes CAKE
and KINX were developed [2] to compute equilibrium and stability of the antisymmetric
plasma configurations with separatrix.

. The first question to answer is related to a simple case of pressureless and currentless
mantle plasma outside the separatrix. Such a case can be readily treated with convene
tional equilibrium and stability codes for single axis plasma: the equilibrium outside the
separatrix was just the same as vacuum. However the current perturbations in a con—
ducting mantle plasma can make the stability of such a confi oration different from the
traditional approach with vacuum instead of mantle. The di erence does take place for
axisymmetric n = 0 stability. The surface current perturbations play stabilizing role for
vertical plasma instability in the case of up—down non symmetric plasma cross section [3].
The mantle plasma outside the separatrix does not considerably change external kink {3
limits in doublets [4].

For the equilibria with a current density pedestal at the plasma boundary the self
consistent modeling of separatrix plasma demonstrates more specific features even still
in the frame of ideal MHD approach. Finite current density at the plasma edge brings a
question of peeling mode stability. As the peeling mode stability is extremely sensitive
to the proximity of vacuum rational magnetic surface to the plasma boundary, the ques-
tions arise: what is the plasma boundary and whether it is satisfactory to stay with its
conventional digs definition. Including the plasma outside the separatrix into the model
gives more consistent answer to these questions [5}.

Finite pressure gradient in plasma outside the separatrix affects not only localized
peeling modes but aLSO global external kink mode stability limits.
2 External kink mode limits in doublets External kink modes in doublet configura
tions are not restricted to the inside of the separatrix: the perturbations in the outside
plasma are as high as inside (Fig.1). Therefore the overall ,8 limit depends on the pressure
gradient in the plasma outside separatrix too. Several examples of doublet equilibria with
different current density values at the separatrix, different outside plasma layer thickness
and several types of pressure gradient profiles outside the separatrix are considered below.

Doublet equilibria with the up—down symmetric boundary (aspect ratio A = 3.8, elon—
gation K = 3.2) [3} fitted into the TCV vacuum chamber were used in the computations.

The ”H—mode” type plasma profiles, with pressure gradient having a maximum at the
separatrix and finite separatrix current density7 'were prescribed by

P = 1 “ (1 — Lily": 10/ "—' Pall—1i". inside separatrix (1)
I“ 15(1 ‘ 1/30”), 23' == 105(1 ~ 117°“)a‘”, outside separatrix

Where 0 < limp” < 1 are the normalized poloidal fluxes inside and outside the separatrix,
respectively, Is is the value of the current density at the separatrix, 12s is the maximal

lac-musfiller i'lllaoclr .

_%

ll'filfli‘:
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value. of the pressure gradient at the separatrix; I‘ is the surface averaged toroidal current
density. The plasma profiles of a typical equilibrium] are given in Fig.2.

In the first series the current density pedestal value is fuced: Is x 0,1. The limiting
values of g m 2fi/L'Ip/aB) X 1.00 for doublet plasmas are computed against the 'n =2 1
external mode stability with a conducting wall sufficiently far from plasma. The factor
2 in the definition the g value is used or easier comparison with the corresponding
values in single axis configurations. The value of safety factor at the magnetic axis is
110 = 1.05. Fig.3a presents the results of the stability limit calculations for different values
of normalized flux outside separatrix ills (different outside plasma layer thickness): the
value of its a 1 corresponds to initial doublet configuration with the ratio of the outside
poloidal flux to the total flux inside the plasma 0.19, ills = 0 corresponds to a doublet
with all plasma outside separatrix removed.

The limiting value g for the single axis plasmas inside the separatrix is g : 9.65. The
doublet limiting value gm 2 3.5 at tbs 4, 0 [when the mantle plasma is very thin) is
not far from the single axis plasma value. The limit is getting lower when the plasma
outside the separatrix with finite presstu'e gradient is building up. The decrease in the g
value limit is bigger when the exponent op is lower in outside pressure gradient profile
(1) which corresponds to high er values of pressure at the separatrix.

The difference between the values of gym at ti; 2 0 and 1/15 = 1 is about the same for
toroidal wave number n : 2: gum : 3.84 and gum = 3.14 respectively (or? 2 l).

Localized ballooning mode criterion gives instability at g z 2.2 (0'13 2 1) for the
plasma near the separatrix from inside: marginally stable values of p’ are shown in Fig.2
with dashed line. The plasma outside the separatrix is stable against localized ballooning
modes for all considered equilibria and seems to be in the second stability region.

In the next two series the value of the current density at the separatrix changes
(rip : 1). The value of the safety factor at magnetic axis is either fixed qo = 1.05 (Fig.4a)
or adjusted to give total normalized current in doublet IN : lip/(GB) 2 1.1 (Fig.4b). The
difference between the single axis and doublet limits in g is about the same versus the
value of current density at the separatrix Is when the normalized current is not too high
(Fig.4a for Is < 0.2 and Fig.4b).

Keeping the values of no fixed and raising the value of Is leads to an increase in the
value of normalized current. The values of qgs in the plasma inside the separatrix are less
than 2 for Is > 0.3 and the current limit corresponds to I3 = 0434, IN = 1.8/ 2 for single
axis plasma. The current limit in doublets with increasing I5 is higher: I5 2 0.67, IN z
2.4. Still the limiting g values are very low; gum < l at I5 > 0.4. However the decrease
in the limiting g values for single axis as well as doublet plasmas also takes place at
relatively low value of normalized current IN 3 1.1 (Fig.4b}. it is connected with higher
values of go and lower global shear.

Pressure gradient profiles with a maximum at the separatrix is close to optimal con—
cerning the external kink mode stability of single axis plasma. The last series of stability
computations confirms the above results for another class of pressure gradient profiles
still close to the 7’H—Inode” profiles but with p’ = U at the separatrix. They are produced
from the initial profiles (1) by multiplication by (1 - wmjo’s inside the separatrix and by
302$, dim and 0 outside the separatrix {Fig.Sabc). The value of g limit for single axis
plasmas is very close to the result with the initial profile 9 : 3.65. The limiting value for
the doublets is quite unexpectedly goes down despite of lower values of pressure gradient:
from gum = 2.9 to gm 2 2.5 (compare Fig.2 and Fig.5a}. At the same time the plasma
outside the separatrix is not in the. second stability region of ballooning modes. Still
lower values of pressure gradient (Fig.5bl give again an increase in doublet limiting value
gum = 3.15. Finally the doublet limit is practically the same as for single axis plasma in
the case of force free outside plasma gym, = 3.65 (Fig.5c}.
3 Stability of divertor configurations The divertor equilibria with plasma outside
the separatrix can be treated with the divertor versions of the CAKE and KINX codes.
A characteristic feature of a divertor configuration is a. presence of open magnetic field
linrfsipenetrating the end plates. The boundary conditions at the end plates are discussed
in 5.

The choice of vanishing displacement condition at the end plates (fixed plates) leads
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to a strong stabilizing efiect of the plasma outside separatrix. Fig.3b present the results
of stability calculations analogous to that of Fig.3a for doublets. The dashed curves show
a growth of the limiting g values with a thickness of the plasma outside the separatrix
independently of the pressure gradient profile.

Another choice is to use natural boundary conditions at the end plates following from
the variational formulation of the stability problem and leave the boundary conditions
for vacuum solution the same as in the fixed plates case. The resulting model does not
include the stabilizing vacuum potential energy perturbations corresponding to the non
zero perturbations at the end plates and omits the additional surface term in the potential '
energy [5% and therefore is not self-consistent. However the g limits according to that
model be rave in the same way as the limits in doublets with increasing pressure gradient
in the Outside plasma (Fig.3b, solid lines). The deerease in gym with higher pressure at
the separatrix is less pronounced in the divertor case than in the case of doublets.

One of possible extensions of the model is the inclusion of positive vacuum energy .
contribution due to the plasma displacements at the end plates.
4 Conclusions The pressure profile variation in relatively thin plasma layer outside the ‘
separatrix can influence global external kink mode stability and considerably change the
,8 limit in doublet configurations.

The conclusions for divertor configurations strongly depend on the choice of bound
ary conditions at the open field lines. Fixed boundary conditions at the divertor end
plates result in stabilizing effect of the plasma outside separatrix independent of pressure
gradient there. More realistic choice of boundary conditions gives a behavior similar to
the doublet case.
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Integral Equation Approach to Modelling of the Observed Phenomena of

Fast Nonlocal Heat Transport in a Tokamak

A.B.Kukushkin

INF RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182 Moscow, Russia

I. Introduction. Interpretation of anomalous crossvfield energy transport (ACFET) is

known to be based on an assumption of “local” transport which is described by the diffusion-

type differential equation Within the frame of such a formalism, fast changes of absolute

values of the temperature, which don’t influence appreciably temperature profile, should be

interpreted as a sharp change of transport coefficients in a large part of plasma volume, not

only in a narrow layer, e.g., near plasma edge This is the case for a number of recent

experiments on major large tokamaks, see [1—6], which did manage to resolve evolution of

temperature profile either during L-l-I transition or in the case of fast localized temperature

perturbations. Here, the faster and more localized the perturbations, the stronger are the instant

(within diffusion time scale) “jumps" of transport coefficients,

On the other hand, there is a possibility to treat the ACFET problem in the frame of

energy transport by the energy carriers of long fret: path (LFP), of the order and even much

larger than plasma characteristic size L. Mathematically, such an approach corresponds to an

integral equation in space variables, irreducable to a diifusion-type differential equation Here,

dominant contribution of the LFP energy carriers makes the corresponding thermal diffusivities

explicitly dependent on L (and tending to infinity with L :; no), that makes the very concept of

thermal difi‘usivities irrelevant to this mechanism of transport

The latter is the case for the ACFET by a wide class of EM waves in magnetically

confined plasmas. The dominance of the LFP waves' contribution to energy transport by EM

waves has been shown, for the first time, for longitudinal waves by Rosenbluth and Liu [7] (the

ACFET by the electron/ion Bernstein waves) and, for transverse waves, by Tamor [8]

(electron cyclotron radiation (ECR) transport in a tokamak).

[L Integral equation approach and formulation of inverse problem. The approach

developed for interpreting the observed phenomena of fast nonlocal transport, includes the

following three parts
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( 1) Derivation of the integral equation formalism for the ACFET. Here, the approaches [7-10]

are extended to the case of describing the local energy balance of the ACFET by the LFP

waves, under conditions of the applicability of geometrical optics, in the regime of multiple

reflections of the waves from/at plasma boundary/periphery. The following nonulineat (in Ta

and n3) term is obtained for the power density m ErlE ‘a’t , acquired by the plasma due to

emission/ab sorption of the LFP waves,:

m = Zldfln dw[rc(cl>f)Jm<co)"atomic eiixiciliaa‘) :1 (l)
_ jW} do" 41(61): 7“)Jr“satanicRan+idridonx<<w V = Kala), (2)

where J€55(0),z§) is the intensity 0f the LFP waves, differential in (be {with}; K is

absorption coefficient (with allowing for stimulated emission processes) and q is source

function; F1 5 1:“ /k; and to and I; are the frequency and wave Vector, respectively; and l; stands

For polarization; Vm(co) is the projection of phase space (Dem, defined by the inequalty ofEq.(l)

with angle-averaged ac, onto coordinate space; S is plasma surface; R is the coefficient of wave

reflection froml'at plasma boundary/periphery (cf. [10]). Equation (1:),(2) gives approximate

analytic solution of the LFP waves transport problem, for fixed TE and m profiles, under

condition ('l—Rl<<1, Here, the intensity of LFP waves substantially deviates from LTE

(Planck) distribution, at least due to almost free propagation of waves in an inhomogeneous

medium In the first order approximation the integration space in Eq.( 1) is reduced to allowing

for the outer layer of the unit optical thickness Equation (1),(2) neglects diffusion component

of the transport (etg short free path waves in residual (opaque) part of plasma) and thus

extracts nonlocal component oi’transportl

The term m, Eq,(1), is to be added, as a sourse term, to commonly used particle

energy transport equation The validity of the approach [10] is proved by the results of its

application to energy transport by the ECR waves in a tokamak (see [10]).

(2) Formulation [111 of the inverse problem of reconstmcting the major parameters of the

integral term, Eq.(1). To this end, a model is proposed which is based at phenomenological

description of (i) dispersion and emission/absorption characteristics of LFP waves in non-

cqza‘lr‘brr'um magnetically confined plasmas (ie K and q functions); (ii) coefficient R of

reflection ot‘a wave from/at plasma boundary/periphery.
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(3) Modelling, with few phenomenological parameters, of the initial stage of the following
recently observed phenomena of fast nonlocal energy transport: (i) net inward flux of electron

energy during off—axis heating (similarly to ECRH experiments on D-IIl-D [1]); (ii) prompt
rise/drop of temperature in the core caused by the fast cooling/heating of the periphery on
TEXT [4] and TFTR [5]. This class of nonlocal phenomena comprises fast response of the
core in coldpu/se experiments on JET [6]; (iii) fast Hvolumetric” response of energy transport
to plasma edge behavior during L-H transitions (see [2], for JET, and [3], for JT-6OU),

The program outlined is implemented in the frame of the following physics model. The
nonlocal component of electron energy transport stems from the emission/absorption of
longitudinal waves by a fast electron population of relative concentration 5<<1 and effective

temperature TEXr), related to background plasma temperature Te(r) as follows: or =
Tem(r)/Tc(r) 2 several units, The nonlocal exchange of energy betWeen fast electrons
population by means of the LFP wave transport is converted, due to (anomalous) collisional
energy exchange between fast electrons and background plasma, into nonlocal energy
exchange in background plasmas Here, the plasma energy is still accumulated in background
plasma particles whereas significant contribution to energy flux (namely, its nonlocal
component) stems from the LFP longitudinal waves emitted by fast electrons, To test the
model, we assume that the spectral distribution for the emiSSion/absorption of these
hypothetical LFP longitudinal waves is close to that of the ECR (transverse) waves. Here, the
smallneSS of relative concentration 5 is compensated by the well—knovVn dominance of the
intensity of emitting/absorbing the longitudinal waves by a (fast) electron in a plasma over that

for the transverse waves, by a factor e>>1, with the net enhancement factor A~§a >>1 for

sinlc’source functions, with respect to EUR cases

The modelling has been carried out for solving the inverse problem in terms of the

introduced above phenomenological parameters A, CL, and R. To extract the nonlocal
component of energy transport, it is most appropriate to analyze fast (within diffusion time
scale) transport, ie initial stage of propagation of perturbations from a heat source, localized
in space and time, at the background of the “frozen” all other, diffusion-type components,

Within the physics model outlined, the LuH transitions can be interpreted as a sudden drop
of reflectivity R [10], However, it appears that the reconstruction of the major characteristics
of L-H transitions (cg, energy confinement time increase) is compatible with a broad band of

solutions of such an inverse problem. On the contrary, in the case of localized fast
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perturbations the allowable space for the inverse problem solutions shrinks dramatically. Thus,
the present approach gives simple model for the mechanism of nonlocal inward energy flux
which is lost in diffusion-like approaches For instance, the most intriguing manifestation of
nonlocality, namely the prompt rise of Te(r) in the core caused by the fast cooling of the
periphery, results from the following chain of energy exchange between the core, which is

always a net emitter of wave energy, and the periphery, which is a net absorber of wave energy

in the regime of nonlocal energy transport (cf. (10]): (a) “narrowing” of the absorption

spectrum at the periphery, due to temperature drop; (b) “enlightenment" of the periphery at

respective frequencies of the intensity Jm due to a decrease of absorption by the periphery; (c)

enhancement of the inward flux of LFP waves, due to the reflection of the flux formerly

absorbed by the periphery (if there is no simultaneous appreciable drop of‘ the reflectivity R);

(d) prompt volumetric rise of Te(r) in the core. Interestingly, the latter model, being inverted in

sign of the peripheral source (from cooling to heating), gives “symmetric” scenario for the

instant cooling Ofthe core in experiments on fast heating of the periphery (“via current ramp).

111. Conclusions. (i) The results of the modelling in the frame of the present approach

suggest a necessity to append existing numerical codes with the nonlocal transport term, an

integral in space variables, of Eqs.(1),(2) type and to try it for various fast LFP waves. (ii)

Detailed diagnostics of nonlocal inward energy flux in experiments on fast localised cooling or

heating of the periphery can give significant information on the nature of the ACFET in a

tokamak.
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AUTOMODEL DYNAMICS OF CURRENT "COALESCENCE"
IN A THIN CURRENT LAYER

Zhdanov S.K., VlaSOV V.P.*

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, 115409, Moscow, Russia
5e Institute of Nuclear Fusion. EEC ”Kurchatov Institute",

183183. Moscow, Russia

Dynamic processes in the layers of a current are of

interest in a connection with their manifestations in both
laboratory and astrophysical plasmas. The dynamics of current

filamentation in a thin current layer, in vacuo, is discussed
in this paper. The dynamic model under zero pressure - proposed

in {1] in connection with the problem of generating the cosmic
rays - is used. This model also represents the splitting of a
current-free thin flat substance layer into filaments under an
effect of intrinsic gravitational forces.

It is shown that the dynamic set under consideration is a

Hamiltonian one, and some isolated current filaments capturing

a finite current are being formed in it. In that case, the

collapse of filaments occurs: their thickness tends to zero;

their dencity, to infinity. Automodel solutions representing
the collapse of an isolated current filament in the case of

"selfccmpression". as well as under taking account of an effect
by all other filaments into which a current layer is being

Splitted. have been built.

In the model [1.]. it is assumed that i) a flat current
layer is in vacuo; 33 currents pass along the z—axis; 3D the
layer has a constant thickness Ch‘) along the y~axis, and it is
not changed in the process of the layer evolution. Then, the
dynamics of long wavelength perturbations in the set m occuring

along the x—axis - is represented by the equations:

A

= gOHO , (130t +CGVDX=O, Vt +W
X

where.- VC’L ,X) is the velocity of a medium along the

x~coordi hate. ("K t ,X) is the volumetric medium density
normalized to the density of a uniform layer. ps: go:
BTEhpSU/CMCHB. where I is a total current passing through the

?7——1
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layer, M is the mass of current layer strip oriented along the
x~amds and having a unit length along the y-axis (dimensionali—

ty of M is equal mass/length). The Ampere farce (divided by the

density 0 3 is gOHU. It is expressed yia the Gilbert operator H,

A

gel-EU = gut—Hwy.fO(y.t)(y—x)_1dy]. (a)

Note that the splitting Of a current-free flat thin

substance layer under an effect of intrinsic gravitational

forces is also represented by‘ Eq.Cl). In that case, g0 =

awhpse, where G is the gravitational const, It is related with
the fact that the gravitational field of straight filament is

changed with distance. according to the same law as that for

the magnetic field of a straight—directed current.

A perturbation in an initially—uniform current

distribution turns out to be unstable with the increment

(golk131/a, where k is the wave nsmber. The perturbation
quickly rises and results in the splitting ef a layer into

separate fragments, Later on. at the non—linear stage. the

fragments are singledwout and their collapse Starts to take

place. as seen from the following precise automcdel solution:

v = xtdL/dtD/L, O :— CLO/LDI‘CED. g=></L, |x| s L, :3)

2 2 _ _L d L/dt - gate. :43

where L = LCD is the filament halfwidth to so, when |x| .2 L 3,
L0 is its initial value. The function fCE) has the form n) =

_ g8)1/2C1 and the r'unctwh LCD is determined by the
relaticnship

1/2 “1 1/2
t/T = QXr). :- a [mun/L) ] , 'c = [agoAmOD] . (53

where

ar
¢(r) = Ca/fil/a) I exp(-x )dx is the integral of errcrs.

0

By the instant of time, teT, the singled—out fragment collapses.

A given solution. (a) — C4). is referred to an
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essentially~isolated current filament‘ If some other current

filaments are present on the right and on the left from the

singledmout fragment. it is evident that they make its
selfcompression hard. This effect is approximately taken into

account by the following way. Let the filamentation attain a

rather deep stage, and the current filaments size, L, is much

0’ between them: L « LO. For a
periodic set of similar current filaments an effect of all

leSs then the distances. L

other filaments onto one n singled out — can be taken into
account, having written the right—hand side of the second

equation C13 in the form of two components. gOHG :F1+F2, one of
which (Fl ~ X 3 represents the current filament
"selfcompression" considered above. another. CF23 represents an
effect of all other filaments. When L « Lo, F2 can be easely
found. In that case. the "correction” F2 is proportional to X.
Therefore an automodel solution of the type C3) is possible

again. with the previous function fCE). However, the function
LCt) - instead of C43 — is determined by an equation:

daL/dt8 = — g0[ CLO/L) — BEL/LO) ]. S =Wa/24 < l, (6)

having the integral of motion

2mg + lnCZa) — EZ = -8, (7)

where Z = L/LO, u = dZ/df, 't” = Vt,“ t* = CLO/g031/a; it is
assumed that, at t=0 “coordinate" 2:1, and the "velocity“, U=O.
From (73 one can see that the correction decelerates the
collapse. but it is not able to stop it.

In conclusion note that the set C1) can be written in the
Hamiltonian form:

,SH/Go = - tilt «an/w = 0t , cs3)

where V 2 my. H is the Hamiltonian
1 a A

H —fd>< OCIDX) _1 0K
- ———e- Ego { o} :93

2
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and the operator E is determined by the relationship go 5

6(2GD/ax. Along with H. the set (13 retains the "momentum" and

the "number of particles“: P = f O@;dx, N = dX. This

representation shows the presence of a collapse with its

necessity. Indeed. let us make a scale transformation.

retaining the momentum, P. and the number of particles, N : X 9

bx, U 4 O/b, Q * hm. Then the Hmflltonian * with a scale

reduction (D40) — can be only reduced:

H 4 H — [go/CZTDJNZ ind/2:). <10)

It is useful to note that the Hamiltonian can be written

in the form:
cw?

H=fdx[
Ogo

2W
+ [v.pJ GCy,t) ln|y~x| dyJ]. C11)

The first term in C11) can be interpreted as a kinetic energy

of a set of the currents; the second one. as their potential

energy, WP. Such a representation also allows one to easely —

show the presence of the automodel filament collapse. For this

purpose, let us consider a symmetric filament of the form 0 =

(Lo/Drcg). §=(></L)2. when |x| s L and o = 0. when |xj 2 L.
satisfying the condition of retaining the "number of

particles". N C L0 is the filament size at the initial instant

of time, to). Then. even not specifying the form of the

function fCE). one finds that the potential energy of the
filament is reduced under its compression CL<LOD. according to
the law:

- 8WpCt) = Wp(to) — [ [go/(EflDI N lnCLo/L) ]. C13)

Since the total energy of the filament is retained, its

kinetic energy. as a result, is increased all the time in the

process of its compression. This results in the collapse of the

filament.
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Abstract Nonlinear excitation of the turbulence in inhomogeneous plasmas is
analyzed. The fluctuation amplitude is expressed in terms of the global pressure
gradient, and shows the feature of the subcritical excitation. Critical pressure gradient
at which the transition from the collisional transport to the anomalous one occurs is
obtained.

1. Renormalized Equation for Dressed-Test Mode i
We study the nonuniform plasma with the magnetic inhomogeneity and the I

magnetic shear. The system is characterized by the pressure gradient. Hpg, the
curvature of the magnetic field, x, the magnetic shear, s, and by the ratio of the
collisionless skin depth 6 to the minor radius a [1]. The reduced set of equations for
the static potential, (1), the parallel current, .1, and the pressure, p, is employed. The
dynamical equation of the fluctuation mode in the turbulent plasma has been expressed
by use of the method of the dressed test mode {1]. The nonlinear interaction of the test
mode with the background turbulence is renormalized in a form effective diffusivities,
andwehave

V2 fivi. VII (5 XX) '7 fl
, __ J.

gymsvrz) + EV“ amt—EXVi 0 J =0 (1)
1 dPo a s 2‘Tmr 0 ~e

with H. :uN + itc, X : AN + LC and =xN + 7%. (it, i», x are the viscosity, current

diffusivity and thermal diffusivity; suffix c and N denote collisional one and turbulent
one, respectively.) 11 H is the resistivity, which is neglected in the following for the
simplicity, and E = (126‘ 2, Length and time are normalized to a and to the poloidal
Alfven time TAP, respectively.

The stationary turbulence is studied and the limit 6/0! ee- 0 is taken. For the
stationary solution, the renormalized nonlinear coefficients satisfy the relations

HNULN + the) = $2 tie Nate N + as a) = P269 and NM + to) = Q”? (2)
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where the averaged fluctuation amplitude (it is defined as $2 5 A; Wk l2(2 + 2C)" " and 13);.

is the back—ground fluctuations. The coefficients C, P and Q, (P and Q being related to

Prandtl numbers) are close to unity.

2. Turbulence in a System with Magnetic Hill
2.1 Nonlinear Marginal Stability Condition

For the plasmas with magnetic hill, the magnetic gradient is expressed in terms
of the averaged (bad) curvature of the magnetic field, 9'. The eigenmode equation (1)

reduces to

kéGo
skikilfii‘ku‘w Wiil— ¢=0 (3)

for the stationary condition (6,, = Q’po‘). Equation (3) was solved in the presence of
the magnetic shear, and the nonlinear marginal stability condition was derived as [2]

3/2

642mm}? K”) 0.5 = 3. (4)
S (XN + x5) Lair + to)

where s is the shear parameter and 3C is a critical Itch—number and is of the order of
unity‘ Equation (4) together with Eq.(2) determines the fluctuation level and turbulent
transport coefficient as a function of the equilibrium pressure gradient.

2.2 Backward Bifurcation and Subcritical Turbulence
Equation (4) describes the subcritical excitation.
We first consider the neutral condition in the vicinity of the linear boundary.

The linear stability condition is expressed as G0 5 GO, where the linear critical pressure

gradient GC is obtained by taking the limit oftiaa 0 . Imposing W = KN = rs = 0 in
Eq.(2), we have GC : Sgfl(sawp/c)mxcii.§l3 £3. By expanding Eq.(4) near G0 2 Go,

the amplitudecf) near the marginal condition is given. Relations lie” xc and he c<< xc
are usually satisfied. For collisional diffusion, the relation l‘e, c/Xc ~ W holds,

where rug/mi is the 111353 ratio. Under this circumstance, we have

432 s — (3st. Witt/Ge — I) (5)
near Go : GU. This result shows the backward-biftucation: turbulence develops below

the critical pressure gradient, Go < G0.
The transition from collisional transport to turbulent transport, is predicted to

occur at the critical pressure gradient
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G0 : Gt E gil3(25)4/3[awp/C)4/3Xglj (6) E

which is lower than the linear stability criterion G5. The critical gradient G; is given in
experimental variables as tat/L:j = (22/29 )(szgm{1112)2;3(av/iZ/3, where l/Lp a w [3 /5,
g is the numerical factor introduced as xc : gvipf, and vi, p1 and Vthi are the collision
frequency, the gyro radius and the thermal velocity of ions.

l
ll

2.3 Direct Nonlinear Simulation i
The analytic estimation is compared to the numerical simulation. Direct I

nonlinear simulation of the basic set of equations was performed [3}. The two—
dimensional turbulence has been calculated in a system, for which the condition |
GC : 0.4 holds. Figure 2 compares the theoretical result of the transport coefficient and
that from the numerical simulation (black points). The theoretical formula (4) well i

reproduces the subcn'tical nature of the turbulence which is obtained by the nonlinear
simulation. i

l
l3. Turbulence in a System with Magnetic Well

This subcritical nature of turbulence is widely observed in plasma turbulence.
The analysis is extended to the ballooning mode turbulence in systems with the
magnetic well. 1.6,, tokamaks and stellaratots. We study the high—aspect—ratio tokamalt
with circular cross section. The normalized pressure gradient is represented by the
parameter 0. = m QZRB“. Equation (1) is solved, and the nonlinear marginal stability

condition is obtained. When 01 and s are small, the nonlinear marginal stability

condition is obtained analytically as (5” ; s - or)

(13/2 X . / 652W=(1_2S) 2+T:§§ . (7)

Equations (2) and (7) have nontrivial solution if a exceeds the critical value

a a a, a 21/3tawp/cJ4”3xg/3 (8)

At this critical gradient, the transition from the collisional transport to turbulent one

takes place. The subcritical excitations of the fluctuations are predicted to occur in the
parameter region of the linear instability. Turbulent transport appears at u > Cu,
although the linear ideal high—n ballooning mode was found to be stable in the low 3
case (i.e., the first stability region and the second stability region are connected). The
critical gradient for die transition of turbulent transport, as, has the same dependence
on x5 and 61/6 as the one for the interchange mode turbulence, Gr.
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4. Summary
In summary, the nonlinear theory of the current—diffusive mode turbulence in

confined plasmas was developed. A nature of the subcritical turbulence was shown
from the theoretical analysis as well as by the direct nonlinear simulation. The critical
pressure gradient for the transition from collisional transport to turbulent transport,
G0 2 G: or a 2 (1., was obtained. The generic roles of the parameters (EDI/C and x0 for
the critical gradients, Gr and m, are found. while the influences of geometry (e.g..
magnetic shear or magnetic well) are clarified.
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Resistive ballooning modes could be responsible for die turbulence and induced transport
observed at the edge of present tokamaks [1]. Due to the mode structure, the geometry of the
calculation is fully toroidal. The increase in computer capabilities allows new high resolution
turbulence calculations. This is very important in the case of ballooning modes since the
Spectrum is very flat. Two main iSsues are addressed in this paper: 1) The validity of the mixing
length approach for toroidal modes. It is especially important to identify the characteristic spatial
and temporal scales in this approach, since these scales would be determinant of the induced
transport. 2) The role and characterization of the Reynolds stress in toroidal geometry Because
of the intrinsic poloidal asymmetry of the ballooning modes, flows with m vi 0 are generated.
The effect of these flows will be analyzed.

The equations used to describe the resistive ballooning turbulence are the reduced
equations in the electrostatic approximation with plasma compressibility effects included. For
the nonlinear calculations. the by" —equation is replaced by a parallel diffusivity in the pressure
equation. Viscosity and perpendicular transport are also included in the equations in order to
provide the energy sink needed to get steady—state turbulence. The geomeuy is fully toroidal,
and we use a flux coordinate system (p, 6, g) in which p is an equilibrium flux surface variable
which behaves as a generalized minor radius, Bis a generalized poloidal angle variable, and C is

the toroidal angle [2]. With these assumptions, the model is described by the perpendicular
momentum balance equation:

pm:Uz—B {$43}Vdfi +ZP—-Vp+pmlilVlU (1)

and the equation of state

dp R2 R2 .—+I‘V-v : —nB- B V +11) Vzp 2dr 17 Mr F ‘7{—F in J. ( J

Here, p is the pressure, Vy is the perpendicular velocity, U is the g-component of the vorticity,

n is the resistivity, Kis the magnetic field curvature, F = RE is the toroidal flux function, and

pm is the mass density. The derivative along the magnetic field can be expressed as
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B.v=.§.[i_ii} (3)
The perpendicular velocity can be expressed in terms of the electrostatic potential,

Vl = ~Vd>>< C/B. Here, C is the unit vector in the toroidal direction. The g-component of the
vorticity is defined as U = §~V>< VL/B.

The parameters used in the nonlinear calculations correspond to a medium-size tokamak
with circular cross section, major radius 1m, aspect ratio 4, and magnetic field 1 T. The
equilibrium pressure and safety factor correspond to a flux—conserving sequence with

3 l 2pm) = p(0)[1— p2) , and q(p) = 0.9[1—(p/0.6521)4]’ .The value of 30 is varied from 0.01
up to 0.087. For the highest-,6 case, the Lundquist number S=rR/1Hp is 105. and the

viscosity for the equilibrium components is very close to the neoclassical value. Both S and ,u

are maintained constant in the fi-scan.
The perpendicular diffusivities are chosen to stabilize all modes with the toroidal mode

numbern > 35, with no change in the growth rate for the ones with n < 30. With this choice,

the linear spectrum peaks at n-values close to 30. The linear mode structure can be seen in Fig.

l for the mode it = 30. The structure is the typical of a ballooning mode with two characteristic

scales: The scale of each (m, n) Fourier component, and the scale of the envelop of the

eigenfunction. The characteristic time scale is the inverse growth rate, and for the dominant

modes in the high-[3 case is of the order of 10%;.
The nonlinear convection terms in the poloidal momentum balance generate the

nondiagonal p9 term of the Reynolds stress tensor. Purely growing modes lead to a poloidal
asymmetric Reynolds stress. Since

d5(,)=p,GC cDm'nm sin(,m6+n§) I (4)

the toroidal angle average of the nondiagonal p9 term of the Reynolds stress tensor is:

(VpVeig- Wmsintué?) <5)
pp m.n

To study the effect of the shear flow, we have considered equilibrium flows with m = 1, n = 0.

With this choice, the syrrunetry of purely growing modes (4) can be maintained. As radial
profile of the poloidal velocity we take an hyperbolic tangent centered at the dominant poloidal
component of the linear Spectrum with radial width LE. The efficiency of the shear stabilization

depends on the radial width of the shear, and the mode is stabilized for a shearing rate of the
order of the linear growth rate. The structure of the linear eigenfunctions is strongly modified
with a reduction of the amplitude of the poloidal components in the region of high shear.
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To begin the nonlinear calculations, we take a random amplitude for each Fourier

component. The initial components are Gaussian functions of p and peak at the corresponding

rational surface. The fastest growing modes dominate the initial phase of the calculation, in
Which the fluctuations growth at an approximately exponential rate. Alter this initial phase, the
pressure and electrostatic potential fluctuations nonlinearly evolve to a saturated state in a time

scale of 0.02 to 0.04 resistive times. .
The structure of the turbulence has been analyzed by calculating correlation functions for

the fluctuations at different poloidal positions. As can be seen in Fig. 2 for the high-5 case,

there is a significant reduction in the radial correlation length of the fluctuations from the linear

phase to the nonlinear phase of the evolution. In the linear approximation, the coherence as a

function of 6 can be estimated analytically as y(6) = cos(Apnq’6), where Ap is the radial

separation. This yields a radial correlation length proportional to 1/6. In the nonlinear phase, the

poloidal dependence of the radial correlation length weakens considerably. These results imply

a reduction of the characteristic scale of the fluctuations in the nonlinear phase.

For the higin-,8 case, the spectrum at saturation is very flat. However, for low values of B

(130 = 0.01, 0.02l), the spectrum is dominated by a single mode. The coherence is then similar

to that of a linear eigenfunction, and the characteristic scale of the fluctuations is given by the

linear estimate.
The saturation level fi/p is of the order of the mixing length estimate A/Lp. Due to the

flattening of the average pressure profile, the pressure scale length Lp is almost constant in the

region where the fluctuations are located. To check the scaling with LP, we maintain the average

pressure profile frozen during the evolution. The comparison of the r.m.s. value of the pressure

fluctuations normalized to the local equilibrium pressure and the mixing length estimate is

shown in Fig. 3. We have taken for A the mean value of the radial correlation length at the

poloidal angles 6: 0 and 9 = tr. As can be seen, the agreement is very good.

The nonlinear evolution with m 2 l shear flow shows a reduction of turbulence and

induced transport. Comparing with the case without equilibrium flow, the radial correlation

length decreases slightly, and the pressure profile steepens since the perturbation of the average

pressure is negligible. The reduction of the induced transport can be seen in Fig. 4, where the

diffusion coefficient for two different shear widths is compared with the diffusion coefficient in

absence of an external flow. For the two cases shown, the linear growth rate is roughly one—

half of the linear growth rate without flow.
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Abstract The dynamics of runaway electrons in tokamak plasmas is analysed using a test
particle description that includes acceleration in the toroidal electric field, collisions with
the plasma particles and deceleration due to synchrotron radiation losses. The trajectories
of the test electrons in momentum-space show a stable equilibrium point which sets a limit
on the energy that the runaway electrons can reach. Analytical expressions are given for
this energy limit as function of the toroidal electric field and plasma parameters. The test
electron equations are extended to include the effects of a resonance between gyromotion
and magnetic field ripple of the tokarnak, which can lead to enhanced radiation losses and
therefore to lower the maximum energy that the runaway electrons can reach.

1. Test Electron Relaxation Equations The dynamics of relativistic runaway electrons

in a tokamak plasma is described using the test particle equations:

tip“ p1 ngeélnAme . p“_ z _ . _ ._ . _, Z nalt 6E” Fsp 4mg r( m+l+ UPS (1)
dp pH nee‘lnAmeo/2 , ,.— = E w _ F _ —_. 2
d1 e H p S 47mg p2 i J

where p” is the electron momentum parallel to the magnetic field, and p the total electron
momentum: Ell is the toroidal electric field and '7' the relativistic gamma factor. The first
term in the above equations is the acceleration due the toroidal electric field, and the second
term includes the effects of the synchrotron radiation with decelerating force:

2 . v 3 l
Fsrrcmecllzl “Wei (3)

(re is the classical electron radius) with the radius of curvature averaged over one gyroro—
tation [11,

1 1 V 5 9 1 .<EE> : E3; [(20566 + coszdsinilfi + coslfisin29 (5 + 31%)] + Esinlfi, (4]

(R0 is the plasma major radius, 9 the pitch angle, and rg the gyroradius of the runaways);
the third term in equations {1) and (2) includes the eiiect of the collisions with the plasma
particles [2}. From [1) and (2) we obtain,

dpi pi neellnAmti .Pfi—— 2 ~F — — Z8 1 — — ‘2 5P1. at Sp + 47rafip all ui— +’r)p2 1 (l

The system of equations (1) and {5) have in lPti.) space two singular points [a saddle
point, P1, and a stable focus7 P2) as it is shown in the phase-space plot of Fig.1. The
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limiting particle trajectories passing through P1 and P2 are the separatrices S, and 534 The
region outside 3, constitutes the runaway region: all the electrons initially in this region
will eventually move towards the stable focus P2, in which the collisional and synchrotron
radiation losses balance the energy gain in the electric field. Since an electron outside 8,.
gain energy, while electrons inside S, lose it, energy is conserved on trajectories near 3, [3],
and therefore, the critical energy for runaway generation can be estimated as that of the
saddle point P1. ‘

Thus, P1 and P2 will give, respectively, the critical energy Ec for runaway generation
and the energy limit E; for the runaway electrons. These energies, for a given electric field,
can be obtained from Eqs. (1) » (5) setting 13”: 0, 334 z 0 (or f; 2 O). From 15 = 0, we get,

2 2 3/2 ' 2 5/27 (“r ~1) - 2 (“r — 1)D : _—"‘—‘—‘— F ———--«-— ——-

cos 9(72 — 1) {1+ M 7 5m 6 + F96 ”T i (6)

with cos (9, from pi = 0, given by

or Fr: 2*cos'0=1+ ‘7” ”4“ (1+7 {1“‘2n 2179,,(72 — 1)3/2

4(1n(72 _1)3/2 + (1+ Fgchz _1)a/2)2]1l2}

(a + “02 a + ”r
(7)

‘ In these relations, 1 is the relativistic gamma factor for the singular points; D = EH/ER
is a normalized electric field, where E3 = nasalnA/Mrsgmecz; or = l + Zen, and F95,
FM describe the two contributions to the radiation losses (the electron motion on toroidal
paths and the electron gyromotion, respectively) given by: Fgc : n(m,c/eBDI?o)2, F” =
25033/3nalnAme (B0 is the toroidal magnetic field).

Fig.2 shows, for given plasma parameters, the reiation {6) between D and the energy of
the singular points. For each value of D, there are two values of the energy, corresponding
to the singular points P1 and P2: branch I in Fig.2 gives the critical energy E, for runaway
generation (P1) while branch II gives the runaway energy limit E: (P2). When D decreases,
EC increases and E; decreases until both of them coalesce for a given value of D (the
minimum of D vs. energy) which sets the minimum electric field for runaway generation,
below which no electrons run away.

In Fig.3, E; is shown as function of D together with its estimated values in the two
following cases:

(i) the radiation losses are assumed to be dominated by the electron gyromotion (the second
term contributing to the radius of curvature in (4)); in this case, E; can be obtained from

. D D — 1 20” U2 ’E: = (73y “‘ llmec2 WI’Gh “luv = éfi—l {1+ l1 K W] {8)175/
r

(it) the radiation losses are assumed to be dominated by the electron motion on toroidal
paths ((1/R2) N 1/123), and E: is given by

D—IJI“ (g)E: = (W —1)mec2 with y, = [
Fgc
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For low values of D, the pitch angle scattering due to collisions is effective enough to let
El be dominated by the contribution due to the electron gyromotion and obtained from (8);
for high electric fields, the effects of the electron gyromotion are negligible and E can be
calculated using (9).

2. Ripple Resonance An additional barrier to the increase in the runaway energy can
appear clue to a resonance between the electron gyromotion and the harmonics of the
toroidal field ripple [4]. The resonant interaction between the electron gyrornotion and
the nth toroidal harmonic takm place at a parallel momentum pun = CBQRQ/WND, Where
No is the number of toroidal field coils. The dynamics of the interaction between the nth
harmonic of the magnetic field ripple and the runaway electron motion has been included
in the test relaxation equations given before by taking into account that:

(2') a pitch angle scattering process takes place at the resonance that, following [1], can be
described by a momentum diffusion coefficient:

d<pj> w 8190 613,, 2 pt.
(5T0) APH’

Where (53,, is the amplitude of the nth harmonic, and Ago“ 2 (igfplipiwz is the resonance
width.

if 119w PM < AP” (10}

(ii) the magnetic field does not change the electron energy, so that the energy equation (2)
keeps the same form.

As the interaction with the ripple resonance does not change the electron energy, the
runaway energy limit is still given by (6) (equation obtained from (2) setting p = 0), but
with a pitch angle cosG = pun/p. In Fig.4, this energy limit is shown as a function of D
for a n 2 2 toroidal harmonic together with the energy limit calculated without including
the ripple resonance. In the Same figure is also indicated the range of electric field values
(Draw, Du?) for Which the ripple interaction becomes effective:

0 for D < DIM, the runaway electrons reach the equilibrium energy before there is any

interaction with the ripple harmonic; thus, as shown in Fig.4, Dfow is given approximately
by the intersection of the two energy limit curves (with and without ripple). Fig.5 (a) shows
Diem calculated for different values of the toroidal harmonic number n and for the same
plasma parameters that in Fig.4.

I D” is the minimum electric field to overcome the ripple harmonic; for D > Dup, the
runaway electron crosses the ripple resonance (d ,I’dt > 0) before reaching the equilibrium
energy; Fig.5 (b) shows D“? as function of fiBn/Bu for n = 2 and plasma parameters as in
Fig.4.
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1. Introduction

Ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence, also referred as m-IIlOdEi, has been proposed
as one of the dominant mechanisms determining the transport properties in the core of
tokamak plasmas, In this work we intend to study the saturated ITG turbulence using a
nonnlinear fluid description of the plasma, where compressibility and fluid viscosities are
retained. As a previous step for this analysis, both an analytical and numerical study of the
linear fluid equations has been carried out. The influence of different plasma parameters
on the growth rate and frequency of linear modes has been analyzed. Single helicity
non—linear calculations have been done and preliminary saturation levels obtained. The
dominant saturation mechanism is investigated.

2. Basic model

The starting set of equations describing the iii—mode behavior are obtained from Bra—
ginskii fluid equations assuming adiabatic electrons ;

, . m . . ., 1 e 7”,. f , .itvizrfl - Kid) w $00)) = WWViH + wflveff) s —MV6U — l2 >< Vffil ' Vdflz’
at T5? Ti 9 g ‘7 71 an;
a 1 ,5pm = mwezrvui “ gmmeqviiplli “ (z X W?) - Var
8
ER 2 (nenq-‘M‘J — TileqTegVHViH .— (z X Vrp) A P,-

We consider a cylinder with minor radius a and length L0 2 97n, and that the electron
and ion temperatures are the same. We have used for the adimensionalisation mam),
TMU), n, a. R0, density and temperature at r20, resistive time. minor and major radius
respectively. The parameters which appear in these equations are: A/ = 32—36%? . w : mm;
and c = Rig

The term (bag that appears in the d—equation comes from using adiabatic electrons,
he 2 nu%(q§— < d) >) This term reflects the fact that new , i.e.7 < rte > should be zero.
It plays an important role. in the non linear calculation.

2. Linear analysis

As a first step. we introduce as possible solutions7 functions of the form

fl‘rfl‘fi) : f{r)ei$lteé(mg+ncj
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and assuming that the linear modes are radially localized, we can use a slab approximation
around a singular surface gm) = %, obtaining the associated potential equation for the
linear autofunctions (with T = 0 and in the range 1c = (ff)? << “T m 105‘)

1 — n 132+ —X‘l')¢ 2 oW’Houim) o2
where Q H Qing, X H (1‘ ~— 73) %, I: 2 5-151; and 7] = 5-3;. This eigenvalue problem
admits as solutions 9 verifying

' 1 .. o . i .i
m— £3972, +1)L —- t

or

512+ (i): ~1)o+itfl(i+n) : 0
where n is the radial wavenumber ( the order of the Hermite polynomial associated to the
solution )4 Therefore, all the linear properties of these modes depend only on n, and in.
Fixing mm), the dominant linear mode is obtained:

E
and their associated redial wavenumber (n E O)

L(i‘s)(2n + 1) 2 I11?”

Both scale linearly With 77.
As shown in figurelll: we can have a radial number interval in which Kit-mi < lflml,

where the potentiai-well structure disappears and turns into a potential hill. Hence, the
linear autofunction, could be an outgoing wave, that is not localized.
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Figure 2: Radial-rms 45.

This effect disappears when we introduce compressibility (T ¢ 0); the potential struc-
ture is now diflerent flattens when we move further away from the singular surface (rs), and
suppresses those eigenmodes which do not stay at n. The introduction of compressibility
has another efiect on the linear behavior, as stabilizing term, decreasing the growth rate
and the radial index of the most unstable eigenfuction.,

3. Non linear calculation

In this section, we present some, preliminar, results about the numerical solution of
manode equations, using a single helicity approach, and retaining the non linear terms
Note that the main non—linear term is associated with electric potential convection, as
has been numerically tested, since retaining the ion parallel velocity convection does not
change remarkably the saturation properties.

In this non linear calculation the compressiblity term (F = 2) has been retained. Thus
we expect that the modes do not move from the singular surface. It must also be retained
to account for the energy pressure and parallel velocity fluctuations.

Numerical viscosity is introduced to guarantee the existence of a stable, higb~m dis—
sipation range, which serves as an energy sink. The numerical calculations have been
performed using typical equilibrium profiles of ion density and q(r) , Withan equilibrium
radially constant, 77 = 4. Our calculations have been done around q(r5) = g, in a range
3 g ‘m S 90 (figure[4]),

As shown in figurel2l, where we have represented the radial-rms of 43mm after a brief
exponential increase, the level of turbulence is saturated. The compresibility does not
permit that modes move from the singular surface, and the radial wavenumber is not zero
Therefore, the fluctuations have a valley in r = rsi

We have also observed a flattening of the equilibrium pressure profile. The change 77W
profile can be the main physical mecanism for the saturation. To test it, we have maintained
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Figure 4: Linear and non linear spectrum with viscosity In the non linear spectrum we
represent f drefiflmz.

P00 = 0, obtaining higher fluctuation levels twice that in the previus case (figure[3]].
As shown in figure[4], the spectra are quite different in the linear and non linear cases.

In the non linear case, the most unstable mode is the one with the lowest m. We have
also done the calculation without substracting the 4309 term in the its expression for the
adiabatic electron resulting that the lowest m~mode is not the most unstable.
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Gyrokinetic Particle Simulation of Small—Scale Magnetic Islands
in High Temperature Tokamak Plasmas

RD. Sydora
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of California, Los Angeles

Los Angeles, California, USA 90024—1547

1. Introduction

Small—scale drift magnetic islands have been advanced as a possible candidate for
anomalous electron thermal transport in tokamak plasnias[1,2]. Anomalous transport from
these islands has been investigated theoretically in the regimes where the islands interact
radially[3} or remain isolated from each owed-4,5]. However, a rigorous analytical analysis
for the nonlinear evolution, including the self-consistent spectrum of fluctuations is a dif-
ficult problem, particularly in the high temperature regime Where Landau resonance and
finite gyroradius effects are important. Recent simulations using two—fluid equations have
shown that it is possible to obtain self—sustaining islands under certain conditions[6]. The
growth and nonlinear formation of the magnetic island structure is presented here using a
nonlinear gyrokinetic particle—in—cell simulation model. We consider the regime where the
islands remain isolated from each other and collisions are very weak. The island Widths
are considered to be smaller than the ion gyroradius.

2. Simulation l‘qdel

As a first step we consider magnetic islands in slab geometry and the equilibrium
magnetic field is given by E = 302 + VAz X i Where AZ = 130(2: v 3:0)2/2Ls and $0 is the
position of the rational surface. The equilibrium electron temperature and density profiles
are taken to be linear.

The basic equations of the particle simulation model are based on the gyrokinetic
Vlasov~Poisson~Ampere systemm. The model is collisionless and electron—ion collisions
corresponding to the Lorentz collision operator, for example, are easily incorporated by
performing a pitch angle—scattering of the electron parallel and perpendicular velocities.
The ions dynamics are evolved according to the gyrokinutic equation and the electron
dynamics is described by the drift-kinetic equation. The canonical momentum formulation
is used for computation of the self-consistent magnetic field pertubation.

The equation for the gyrophase-avereged distribution in a collisionless plasma can be
put in a form that conserves phase space density along the characteristics. The equations
for the characteristics, for each particle j, are

dd,“ ~ Cd\1/ A
E — ib — Eifi >< bli (la)
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dpzj __ _3 [QD8‘3

alt _ m8}?
where “II E 55— 122.21; and (MR) E< f¢(i‘)6(r — R — p)dr >99 and <>¢E gimp/2r. The
gyroradius is denoted by p, go is the gyrophase angle, and 6() denotes the delta function.
A150, 1?: = r— ,3 = r+ iii x t/o with a = 3/3, and n = qB/mc. The Klimontovich
microdensity, F(R,,u,pz,t) = Sadat? — R360); —pzl.)6(n — #5): where n = oi/ZB and
pl z oz + £312, is used to determine the gyrophase-independent distribution function and
for the computation of the charge and current densities at each time step.

ml (lb)

The self-consistent determination of the plasma evolution requires the electrostatic
potential be determined from the macroscopic charge density accumulated from the charged
particles. The Poisson relation for the low frequency gyrokinetic system in the particle
coordinates is

£01545} =4vr I e l (a we) (2)
where '7' = TB/Tg, A123: T“471-1108 IMF) —< f ¢>(R)FM6(R T+p)dndo“ >90 where FM is
assumed a Maxwellian 1n 11L with weak spatial variation. The ion charge density 18 obtained
from 13(1") =< fF((,R n,n!;)6(R — F + pddndo“ >3a where F is the discrete gyrocenter
particle distribution The self-consistent magnetic field perturbation is computed from
Ampere’s law and the vector potential in the canonical momentum formulation is obtained
from[7]

2 2 r -‘(vi —~ “225114.- : 4.. 1 e l ailment w Jig-1+ “germ — 1)} (3)
no

3. Theoretical Results
We consider the low collisionality regime with a single mode rational surface with

tearing mode parameter A' < 0. An extension of the analysis by Drake and Lee[8] has
show that, in this regime, saturated islands are possible for We sufficiently large (ratio of
electron temperature gradient to density gradient)[4l. The characteristic size of the islands
is on the order of the electron collisionless skin depth and the rotation frequency is on the
order of w ~ w,g(1 + 715/2). For very thin islands the Landau resonance, in 2 lane”, is
typically outside the island. The regime where the resonance is inside the island has been
treated recentiy[5].
4. Simulation Results

In this section we present nonlinear computational results based on Eqs. 1—3 for the
collisionless regime. The base parameters used for the simulations are as follows: Ls/LT =
30.Lm z loc/Wpeypi = 2c/wpe,Te/Tg = Lint/me z 1837,ww/wpe = 11 and m/wm» =
0.015m. The number of particles used was 105 for each Species and this corresponds to
approximately 100 particles/cell. The value of 77,; varied between 1 and co and we present
the results from the latter case.



Fig. 1a illustrates the time history of the various energies. A nearly exponential
growth is observed for a very short time in the magnetic energy and then becomes nearly
linear in time, which is characteristic of the Rutherford-type phase. Associated with the
decrease in magnetic energy is an increase in the electron kinetic energy. There is also a
slight increase in the electrostatic energy. Total energy is well conserved over the course
of the simulations. Fig. 1b shows the contours of the vector potential, which corresponds
to the magnetic surfaces(in 2D), and the appearance of a magnetic island is observed
with a characteristic width of appromiately the collisionless skin depth. Fig. 1c reveals a
flattening of the distribution function in the vicinity of the lowest energy electrons and this
Occurs due to the fact that the Landau resonance regions are in the vicinity of the island.
Fig. 1e also indicates that the electron temperature is flattening over the island width as
well. Finally, the rotation frequency of the island is determined from the power spectrum
of the time series of the electrostatic potential data. The spectral peak is observed to
maximize at the value corresponding to one—half the diamagnetic drift frequency using
the temperature gradient value. Other peaks at lower amplitude are also observed and
may correspond to local radial variations of the thermal relaxation region. More detailed
studies are underway with extensive parameter variations and the addition of collisions.

5. Summary

In summary, we have presented nonlinear simulation results on the evolution of Small—
scale magnetic pertubations in the presence of diamagnetic drifts and negative tearing mode
stability parameter, A”. The Spontaneous formation of magnetic islands with characteristic
size of the collisionless skin depth is found. In the weakly collisionless regime, flattening of
the parallel electron distribution in the vicinity of low energy electron is observed as well
as the electron temperature profile in the vicinity of the electron resonance region. Work
is in progress to investigate the nonlinear behavior in the presence of electron~ion collisions
as well as the 3D case with radial mode interactions.

Acknowledgments This work was supported by the US. Department of Energy.
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LARGE TEMPERATURE GRADIENT TOROIDAL niMODES IN
FLUID AND KINETIC DESCRIPTIONS

A. Jarmén

Institute for Electrormgnetic Field Theoryr and Plasma Physics
EURATOM~NFR Association, Chalmers University ofTeclmoiogy

S412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

Introduction

It is well known that the in mode {11i=d(lnTi)/dtlnni)=Ln/LT, adensity scale length,

LT=temperature scale length] is stabilized at low temperature gradients [1—3]. It has also been
noted using a fluid description that the in mode may be stabilized at larger temperature

gradients [2]. This stabilization has recently been reported using a basic toroidal gyrokinetic
ion model [4] assuming isotropic m and no collisions. The in modes are assumed to be an

important driving source for drift wave turbulence causing anomalous particle and heat
transport [5]. One may expect that an upper m stability threshold can give rise to enhanced
confinement regimes. Equilibria with large m can occur e. g. in regions with negative shear in

combination with high heating power [6].

In the present paper we study the toroidal m mode at large m values. m>>1. comparing the

results of a gyrokinetic model with those of a reactive two-fluid model [2} based on the
Braginskii equations. The validity of the fluid model is limited to the regime bo=kfp12<<l (lgL
=perpendicu1ar wave number, pizm/mci: ion Lannor radius). In this regime the fluid

model is fOund to reproduce the results of the gyrokinetlc model with a good accuracy
whereas for larger b0 the fluid model gives a lower stability threshold than the gyrokinetic
model.

Two-fluid model

We aSSume a perturbation of the form expfljkuxiwixfijmt) where kll and la are along and

perpendicular to the background magnetic field. respectively and an eiectrostatic electric field
E = ~V¢ where ti) is the electrostatic potential. For the ions we use a toroidal fluid model [2]

based on the Braginskii equations. The model includes compressibility effects due to the
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magnetic field curvature, finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects to first order and the divergence

of the diamagnetio heat flow in the. ion energy equation and is valid for arbitrary curvature,
Le. arbitrary values of en=2LnlLB (L3 = magnetic field curvature and VB scale length). We
neglect parallel ion motion (assuming n|t>>vmi), electron and ion trapping and collisions in
order to concentrate on the main Tli mode Characteristics. The model gives the ion density
response

Sni ed
"1%“ = Q1 if; (1)

where Q1=T1lN1 and
7 5 2 5

T1 = m(0)Di"wei)‘l'{'§—nijmniwDi_'§mDi_b0(H*iT)(m_§mDi) (2)
2 10 5 2

N1 = to «fawn-37(1)” (3)

and mtiTr-wrifl’t'fli), (midi-v“ is the ion diamagnetic frequency and (09125912131 is the ion

magnetic frequency (magnetic drift : curvature drift+VB drift). In the regime under
consideration kl|i<< a) <<RIIVthe the electrons are assumed to be isothermal. We then
obtain a Boltzmann distribution for the electron density, Elle/[16:64)”C. Using finally the
quasineutraiity condition, Sne:8ni. we obtain a dispersion relation in the form of a second
order equation in o). ‘

Gyrokinetic model

In a gyrokinetic ion model the ion density reSponse may be derived from the ion gyrokinetic
equation. Assuming a Maxwellian ion velocity distribution one obtains
fl - E? _ _ ESQ”0*Q2Ti==( 1+1)Ti . . <4)

where

mom?) {kin} .
m 0 E W (5)

and

.3. m? a .03'5“" ) ‘ eBgi 1+Tli( 2'13, — 2 ]] [VG-n n0) X BO] ki (6)

_ E“. .1. 1 2 .OJDi(V) w 3133 (2 VL+V||)(VBO X B0) kl. (7)

As in the fluid model the electrons are assumed to be thermalized which gives a Boltzmann
distribution for the electron density response, fine/n0=e¢:/Te. Using the quasineutrality

condition the dispersion relation may then be written Q2=llt where taTe/Ti.
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Results

Figs. la and 1b Show the upper stability thresholds in the Til-En plane with b0 between 0.1

and 0.5 as a parameter. The threshold is strongly reduced by smaller an. The lowest values

occur at b0=1. For bo<<l the agreement between the kinetic and fluid values are good, the

fluid values being in general lower than the kinetic ones.

Figs. 2a and 2b show growthrate and frequency (normalized to the electron diamagnetic

frequency) as a function of m for en=0.15 and three different bo-values lower than one. We

note that the mode propagation is in the ion drift direction (except at values close to the lower

m stability threshold) and that the frequency increases linearly from low values at the lower

or threshold to around 20)“ at the upper or threshold. The level of the maximum growthrate

is well reproduced by the fluid model and also the growthrate and frequency at lower b0»

values (as compared to the kinetic result).

In Figs. 3a and 3b the kinetic and fluid normalized growthrate and frequency have been

plotted again as a function of m but now for b02025 and with an between 0.01 and 0.4 as a

parameter (the lower 5,, values unrealistically low but shown for comparison).

(2)

a) . b)

Figs. la and 1b. n; upper stabiliry threshold versus 5,; for 7:1 and b0=0.1 u r. b0=0.25 (2). bo=0.5 (3J from

or gyrokineric model and bl ova-fluid model.
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Stability of ideal and resistive modes in cylindrical plasmas
with resistive walls and plasma rotation

A. Bondeson
Institute of Electromagnetic Field Theory, Eurotom-NFR/Fusion Association,
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H. X. Xie
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Advanced tokarnaks, where the main part of the plasma current comes from the
bootstrap effect, require conducting walls to stabilize external kink modes at high beta
[1]. Also, reversed field pinches need conducting walls for stable operation [2] In reality;
a wall always has a finite conductivity, and this can destabilize resistive wall modes
(RWM) [3,4], when the equilibrium is unstable in the absence of a wall. The resistive
wall mode has rather different stability properties than modes stabilized by ideal walls.
An ideal instability can be stabilized by a resistive wall, if the wall is sufficiently {but not
too) far away from the plasma, and the plasma. rotates with a few per cent of the Alfvén
speed [4}. Recently, Finn found that a cylindrical equilibrium that is ideally unstable with
the wall at infinity can be stabilized by a closesfitting resistive wall and plasma rotation
frequencies of the order of resistive growth rates {5]. Here we study RWM stability by
applying the “resistive kink” dispersion relation [6], that incorporates resistive and ideal
instabilities as well as the correct damping from the Alfvén continuum. The analysis
confirms that the stabilization found by Firm is possible in principle. However. the
region in parameter space where such stabilization occurs is very small and appears to
be too fragile to be relevant to experiments.

We study resistive MHD instabilities in cylindrical equilibria with a single mode
rational surface at r : r5 where q = m/n in the finitely conducting plasma. Vile define tWO
solutions of the “external” equation (ideal MHD force balance away from the resonant.
surface). The solutions are distinguished by their behavior in the vacuum: lilo is the
solution with no wall, normalized so that who : 1 at the resistive shell, r = all while zoo;
satisfies the external equation for r < d, and has thcotcl) = 0 and rigid) = ~l/d. [Wu and
2,000 are solutions without a shell and with a perfectly conducting shell at the position of
the resistive shell, respectively.)

Using the jump condition at the resistive shell, the jump in the logarithmic derivative
of it at the rational surface can be expressed as Ag“ : (69 + 'rrwciml/(zbo + ’f'f'mll/‘DOl where
3v is the growth rate, 60 : diary 1) -— thaCTs—j and 6m : pinks” — slimline) denote the l
jumps in the radial derivative at the rational surface of the two basis solutions. With an
ideal wall7 the stability properties depend on dim and rim as follows:

0 10m > 0, 5m < (l, ideally and resistively stable,

0 $00 > 07 5°C. ‘2 0, ideally stable, resistively unstable,

0 ‘zlboo < 0. ideally unstable.
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Figure l is a schematic stability diagram in terms of normalized wall radius d/a versus
normalized pressure [3’ In region I the plasma is resistively unstable without a wall and
resistively stable with an ideal wall. In regions II and III, the plasma is ideally unstable
without a wall. In region II it resistively unstable and in region III resistively stable with
an ideal wall.

At the resonant surface, we use the resistive kink dispersion relation [6]. This dis-
persion relation was derived by several authors, and in Ref. 7 we show that it can
be extended to all growthrates 1 with |arg(7)| < 7r. We assume that the plasma near -
the resonant surface rotates with respect to the wall, so that there is a Doppler shift
(do =mvg/rwnvz/R. . I a I
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Fig. 1. Schematic stability diagram Fig. 2 Complex C~plane for a case
in wall radius and pressure. that is ideally unstable without a wall.

The number of instabilities can be counted by examining the phase variation of
FM) :- Almhl — Ainh) when 7 traverses a contour encircling the unstable halfplane
with a Small indentation at the origin. It greatly simplifies to assume that the wall time is
much longer than typical resistive growth rates. Then, the F contour can be constructed
as the «A1,, contour shifted by Aim with the Aim circle added onto it, at w = we. This
amounts to setting 7 w two in the internal A’ for the resistive wall modes and assuming
the wall is ideal whenever 7 deviates from two by more than 0(7‘31). For the RWM, the
expression for the external A’ then gives 7 as an explicit function of we:

l=iwo—Q(Ao+Cl/0‘(Am+cl’ ‘ (l)
where T{‘[( W2 l}

a _ 'h V, 1

out s—ninio : to “43%. 2( 0) l 0) ( 0) 8 l"{%[(zwo)3/2 +51} ( j

The normalized variables in (1‘2) are defined as. A E A’S‘l/a, 3‘ = "fungi/A3, where
S = Tr/TA is the Lundquist number. Marginal stability is found by letting Rafi) = 0 in
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[1), which gives A A
W + (Ag-FlimlRem) mango : 0. (3)

This represents a circle in the complex plane through C = —&0 and C : —Ax. Figure
2 shows the C(iu'bg) contour together with several circles Reflj : U (3), corresponding to
different wall positions, in the complex C-plane for an equilibrium that is ideally unstable
with the wall at infinity.

When the rotation frequency is much larger than the resistive kink growth rate.
L90 >> 1, the ideal approximation C m it's/$0 applies. \Nhen (1)0 << 1, the tearing
approximation C(iLZJO) m w(z'r:;0)5/4/h applies with h = F(i)/[27rf[:§)] : 0.4709. The
regimes where the ideal and tearing approximations hold are the two straight sections of
the C(z'LIJU) curve approaching the origin in Fig. 2.
Resistive instability With the wall at infinity, we > 0, 60 > 0. To stabilize this
case, the wall must be placed inside the resistive stability boundary so that 6,» < 0, that
is, in region I in Fig. l. A Nyquist plot based on the resistive dispersion relation shows
one instability if too is below some threshold MR, and no instability if we > top. This wall
stabilization of resistive modes by slow rotation has been discussed by several authors.
The limiting rotation frequency is

‘5/4 1A N ‘7; , A 21_27T . A U2
on; M =m72-(A0+i_\93)51n§+ [(A0+Aw) Esrn g—nonm] (4)

The full dispersion relation has one pole, and the F curve encircles the origin 0 or
1 times in the positive sense. The naive conclusion. that there is either one or two
instabilities. is, however, incorrect. A false root is created by the idealized behavior of
Ainll) at large \ . The spurious root corresponds to W so large that the thin layer
approximation breaks down. This extra root is not physical, and there is either 0 or 1
instability. The Nyquist diagram of the full dispersion relation does show that an “ideal“
instability can be created if (Do is large enough [-5].

We conclude that, the resistively unstable case can be stabilized by a resistive wall
in region I, if the rotation speed is larger than the resistive threshold, wR (4), but less
than an ideal critical speed Lug.

uUTA : ”(WAS/earl” - {5}

Ideal instability with the wall at infinity. The equilibrium is ideally unstable
without a wall if 1110 < 0, 50 > 0. In region 11, where slim > 0, 6M > 0, an ideal wall
gives ideal stability but resistive instability. The resistive dispersion relation shows that
with a resistive wall there is one instability at zero rotation frequency (”tearing”), and
one additional instability appears when the rotation velocity exceeds a resistive threshold
(RWM). Thus, there is always one instability in region II. The full dispersion relation
shows that the resistive wall mode is stabilized if we exceeds an ideal thresholds The

Rl’x’h‘l is unstable in the interval
tug < w < WI

where the limiting frequencies are given by Eqs. (45).
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In region III in Fig. l the wall position is close enough so that an ideal wall makes
the plasma resistively stable, 1120:. > 0 600 < 0. A Nyquist plot based on the Lesistive
approximation now reveals that there is one instability if wg—— 0 (one pole in Aim and
the origin is not encircled) If the ratio AD/AOC is sufficiently small‘ 01 sufficiently large7
there is a small window of frequencies, wheie the origin is encircled once in the negative
sense, and there is no instability. This confirms the result of Finn [5]. For complete
stabilization, we must be betWeen two limits, that are both of the order of a resistive
growth rate:

Li’s/4 2 ‘ ”2 -.i/h=“§(AO+Am)Slf-lgi [(A0+Aw )Z—Sin §_AU°°Al lb)
L

In region Ill, both Ag and A; are positive, and in order for the frequencies (6) to be
real, Ala/Aim has to be sufficiently large or sufiiciently small. Equation (6) shows that
stabilization is not possible when

. 2
§<Aiag<g1 g=(1—:;]:~0§/~%/w§) 225.3 (7)

Thus, the condition for complete stability in region III is very restrictive. The con
dition is satisfied near the boundary to region 11, where Age/A6 is small (1.035 < (1/0. <
1.049 for the model equilibrium in Fig. 2). Further into region Ill> loge/AM increases
and stabilization is lost (for (Ur; < 1.035). In addition, the rotation frequency is re
stricted to a window in the range of resistive growth rates. For reversed field pinches,
such restrictive conditions would have to be satisfied for several different toroidal mode
numbers, and the different conditions may be expected to be in conflict with one another.
We conclude that this type of stabilization is difficult to achieve in practice.

If we use the complete dispersion relation, the number of times the origin is encircled
does not change, but there is one more pole in A1“. Therefore, the complete dispersion
relation appears to predict another instability. Howaver‘ for the same reason as discussed
for region I7 this is a. spurious ideal mode that appears when 600 < 0 and cm > 0.
Consequently, in region Ill, there is typically one instability. Complete stabilization of
the iii/'77. mode occurs very near the boundary to region H, where 0 < Ago/AU S, 004.
Summary. Equilibria that are resistively unstable in the absence of a wall can be
stabilized by a slow rotation provided the resistive wall is inside the marginal position of
an ideal wall for resistive modes. Equilibria that are ideally unstable in the absence of a
wall can be made ideally stable by an ideal rotation velocity if the resistive wall is inside
the ideal marginal position. Hovvever, when the wallsat~infinity configuration is ideally
unstable, it is very difficult to wall stabilize resistive modes in the cylindrical model.

REFERENCES
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MHD OPERATIONAL LIMITS FOR TOKAMAKS W'ITH
NEGATIVE CENTRAL SHEAR

A. Bondeson, M. Benda and M. Persson
Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory, EURATOIVLNFR/Fusion
Association, Chalmers University of Technology, Gateborg, Sweden

M. S. Chu
General Atomics, San Diego7 California, U, S. A.

Equilibria with negative central shear (NCS) have many favorable properties [1».5]. In
DIII~D and TFTR, NCS plasmas develop internal transport barriers [3,4] that produce
good central confinement, In the region of negative shear, ideal rnagnetohydrodynamic
(Ml-1D) ballooning modes are unconditionally stable. Furthermore, NCS equilibria tend
to have good alignment between the bootstrap and equilibrium currents. However, exn
cessive peaking of the pressure leads to instability of lowm modes, typically in 2 11 and
many NCS discharges end disruptively at rather modest beta [6] Thus, NCS discharges
have significant advantages1 but the Operational space is more complicated than for con-
ventional profiles. Here, we report an MHD beta limit study of the operational limits
for NCS discharges concerning, in particular. the limits of ‘8‘ = 2ng(p2)1/2/l}32> and the
bootstrap fraction f = lbs /I . we have taken into account the following conditions

1. The parallel current density from bootstrap must nowhere be larger than the total
parallel current density, so that no negative current drive is needed: (figs . EN, 5
(5 - EN The bootstrap current is calculated at low collisionality assuming TE = T?-
and 77 : d(logT)/d(lognj :15.

L0 . Stability to ideal ballooning modes with toroidal mode number n. z (:0.

3. Stability to resistive interchanges.

4. Stability to ideal n z I. ’2 and 3 external kink modes without a conducting wall.

The bootstrap condition (1) typically limits the pressure gradient in the outer part of the

plasma. In. the NCS region, the pressure gradients are effectively limited by the stability
of low-n, external kink modes,

In the optimizations, we have specified the current profiles by giving the surface av—
eraged toroidal current density 1*, NCS equilibria with different internal inductances
have been constructed by varying the slope (Hf/dd! at the edge. The equilibrium code

CHEASE [7] increases the pressure gradient on every flux surface (starting from a low
value) until it becomes marginal to the most restrictive of the local conditions l<3 listed
above and an artificially imposed condition ~dp/dt’3 < c. c is iii—independent parameter

used to limit the pressure gradients in the NOS region. The stability code MARS [8] is
then run to find the c for which the equilibrium is marginal to the most restrictive of the
n : 1, 2 and 3 external modes. We have held the aspect ratio A fixed at 3, and studied
two elongations, r: m 1.6 and 2.0. and two triangularities. 6 2 0.3 and 0.7. qmjn has been
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varied from 1.1 to 2.5.
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Fig. 1 fl" and bootstrap fraction versus normalized current for N08 current profiles
and JET cross section (a) I; = 1.05 (b) l; = 0.86.

Results for JET cross section. Four different 1* profiles were tested with internal
inductances from 0.79 to 1.05. They have maximum I* at p z 0.38 and qmin at p m 0.47.
Results for the optimum 13* and bootstrap fraction f vs the normalized current IN are
shown in Fig. 1 for two current profiles with difierent inductances. The optimal pressure
profiles are not very peaked, with peaking factors po/(p) generally between 2.5 and 3.
The peaking of the pressure is in most cases limited by n z 1 stability. In all cases,
the maximum £3 occurs for 4min slightly above unity, typically 9mm 2 1.2. When qmin
approaches unity, the beta limit drops sharply. The main reason for this is destabilization
of the n a 1 external kink mode, which acquires a large non-resonant m = 1 component
when qi-nin approaches unity.

Figure I shows that the maximum beta increases with decreasing inductance. One
reason for this is that a broader profile gives more plasma current at fixed 4min. Therefore,
according to the Troyon scaling [imam 0: Iis, one may expect a higher maximum beta at
low inductance. HoWever, in contrast to the empirical DIIl-D scaling mi 5 4h [9], also
the maximum 3N = ,5 /IN increases when I.- is decreased. The main reason for this is that
the broader current profile can support larger preSSure gradients at large radius without
violating the bootstrap condition (1). Profiles conventionally used for high beta operation
have broad pressure profiles and peaked current profiles; and the beta limit does increase
with I; when the current and pressure profiles are treated as independent. However,
the highest beta limits are found for equilibria where the bootstrap current exceeds the
equilibrium current near the edge, and such equilibria are not in steady state. With the
assumption of steady state and no negative current drive, it is more advantageous to
use a rather broad current profile. The broadening is limited by instability of mainly
current driven external kinks, causing “ravines” in the beta limit when q“ is just below
some rational number m/n, most notable for integers (n a 1). Optimizations made with
somewhat different current profiles indicate that the beta limit is rather insensitive to
details of the current profile (except qmjn).

Two interesting regions of operation can be identified in Fig. l for l.‘ = 0-86. The
first is at high current qmm c: 1.2. In this region, 3‘ 2 6.2% and 5N :3 3.7 is reached
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with a bootstrap fraction of about 40%. This is a fairly conventional equilibrium. The
other region, relevant for advanced tokemaks, is with 4min slightly above 2. Here, the
[1. : 086 gives a bootstrap fraction of about 65%, [3* 2 2.5% and fiN : 2.8.

12 I.

KIZO. 6-03!

1.5

0.5

Fig 2. [W and bootstrap fraction versus normalized current for N03
current profiles and K1 : 2, 6 = 0.74 (a) l; = 1.2 and (1)) lg : 0.71.

L’ c) Optimized current profiles in different geometries

Strong shaping. Results for K. = 2.0 and triangularity 6 = 0.7 are shown in Fig. 2
for different inductance-s. The dependence on inductance is similar to that in the JET
case: the beta limit increases with decreasing [‘- until ravines appear. The optimized 1”
profiles are shown in Fig. 2c, both for JET shape and ‘for the strongly shaped case. For
the stronger shaping, a much broader current profile is optimal than for the JET shaped
cross section. The optimized current profile. is flat over a large part of the cross section,
where the shear is Weak. Most remarkable in Fig. ‘2 is the strong improvement in the
maximum 13* achieved by the increased shaping. The maximum {3” is now 9.8% with
‘BN :3 4.4. This comes from increases both in the maximum IN and 5N. The values of 3N
for the broad current profiles in this strongly shaped geometry exceed the DIILD scaling
EN 5 4Z5. Figure 4 shows the profiles for the optimized equilibrium with (1mm 2 1.2 and
,8" z 9.8%. This equilibrium is stable to ideal n 2 1, 2, 3 and 00 modes and resistive
interchanges. i
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Fig 3. (a) g (b) p and (c) I” and lb; profiles for the optimized equilibrium with
a z 2, a: 0.7, gm 21.11;:0‘95, f : 38% and 13‘ = 9.8%.
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Concerning the possibilities for a high bootstrap fraction, we note that profile with
I; 2 0.86 gives f 2 68% with {3* = 3.3% which is considerably better than with the JET
shape. The profiles for this equilibrium are shown in Fig. 5.

i I i i . I i
‘7‘ an out on 0.” an «in -nu no nu MI

4m am so 6'“ "' mu,rncmun.ma nmmm mum
DDIJWUAEW

Fig 4. (a) g (b) p and (c) I“ and Ibs profiles for the optimized equilibrium with
it : 2, 6 : 0.7, qmjn = 2.5, [a = 0.96, f = 68% and fl“ 2 3.3%.

To distinguish the effects of elongation from those of triangulai‘ity, we have also
studied other geometries (H. = 1.6. 5 : 0.7 as Well as fi = 2.07 6 = 0.3). The maximum
5*, stable to ideal n = l, 27 3, 00 modes and resistive interchanges for the four difierent
cross section shapes are reported together with other equilibrium parameters in the
table. The tabie shows that the combined effect if increasing ellipticity and triangularity
is highly favorable.

e 6 figmi‘FE} ,BNVmM IN at max 5* Optimum l;
1.6 0.3 6.2 3.7 1.4 0.85
1.6 0.7 7.7 4.0 1.8 0.71
2.0 0.3 6.5 3.3 1.8 0.84
2.0 0.7 9.8 4.3 2.4 0.71
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Energy under grant DE—FG03~95ER54309.
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Introduction

This study uses bifurcation analysis to investigate the nonlinear stability properties of external,
ideal magnetohydrodynann’c (MI-ID), m 2 2 modes with helical symmetry in a straight tokamak
[1]. The study is essentially analytical, based on an expansion in the amplitude of the helical
displacement, and the calculations have been carried through by using computer algebra.

A systematic investigation of the dependence of the nonlinear effect on poloidal mode
number, current profile and wall distance is performed. In particular, we include current
profiles which are peaked off axis in order to model the bootstrap current in a high-
performance tokamak [2]. Previous studies of the nonlinear properties of the m 2 2 modes
have dealt either with a uniform plasma current [3], or with the m = 2 mode exclusively and
constant wall distance [4—5}.

The nonlinear evolution equation of a non-resonant, nearly marginal, Mil-ID mode in a
cylindrical plasma column in general has the form [6-7]

“n+D1Tl+Dl3=0 (I)

where 110:) represents the amplitude of the mode. D1 is equal to the linear eigenvalue, (1)2, of
the mode. D3 determines the leading order nonlinear effect. To calculate D3 it is sufficient to
consider the time independent version of eq. 1, is. eq. 2. In this way, the nonlinear stability
problem reduces to a problem of finding the bifurcated plasma equilibria. eq. 3.

D1n+D3n3=0 : n=i —— <2>;<3)

Considering a slightly unstable mode (D1 < 0). two different cases may be distinguished:
(i) Da < 0, and the nonlinear development of the mode is further destabilizing (subcritical
bifurcation). (ii) D3 > O, and the nonlinear development is stabilizing (supercritical bifurcation).

Helical equlibrium

The present study is concerned with deriving an equilibrium equation of type {2), describing an
equilibrium with helical structure, and analysing the properties of the coefficients D1 and D3.
The equilibrium equation is obtained in the following way: We initially consider the plasma
current to be flowing in a number, N. of infinitely thin, perfectly conducting, nested, helical
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shells with constant pressure in between, and then take the continuous limit N -—) so. Using this
method, it is simple to take into account flux conservation and an equation of state, e.g.
incompressibility [8].

Considering the requirement that the magnetic field is tangential to the shells on their outer
as well as inner surfaces together with the pressure balance condition, three "internal" and two
"external" equilibrium equations are derived.

An expansion up to third order is made of the amplitude of the helical deformation of the
flux surfaces including, to second order, a term proportional to cos 2111C, and a third order term
proportional to cos mC, where the angle C = q: — kz/m.

To first order, considering a perfectly conducting wall with radius b. the equilibrium
equations then give an expression for D1. The coefficient D1 depends on the derivative of the
normalized eigenmode at the plasma boundary, f;, and the functions F = 1 — nqa/ , and [31 =
— {{(bl’afitzn‘HJ/Kb/a)2m — 1]}lm, where a is the plasma radius. We point out that D1 and D3
obtained in this manner are undetermined with respect to a common factor. The system is hence
linearly stable if DI > 0 and the points of marginal stability are found by letting D1 = 0. As is
well known, there are two marginal points, given by

uqazm and nqa=m(f;~m2BI—l)/(f;—rnzfil+1) (4);(5)

Proceeding to third order, we obtain a rather large expression for the D3 coefficient which
depends, in a complex way, on F, m, [31 (and a similar quantity [52), f1, and the wall distance
b/a. In addition, D3 also depends on the derivatives of the higher order mode amplitudes at the
plasma surface. The values of the mode amplitudes, including f1, are obtained by numerically
solving a system of three coupled, ordinary differential equations, obtained from the "internal"
equilibrium equations.

In the special case of a uniform plasma current the equilibrium equations can be solved
analytically. The method outlined above then yields the same result as has previously been
obtained in [3].

We refer to paper [1} for details.

Results

The dependence of the nonlinear effect on the mode number, in, wall distance, b/a, and current
profile is illustrated by plotting the value of D3 at the marginal point. The amplitude of the
helical state, given by eq. 3, is also shown. Two different kinds of current profiles have been
used: "Ordinary" flat and peaked profiles and profiles which are peaked off axis.

As a function of the radial coordinate p (p .<. 1), the first type of profiles is defined by

. 2V ' _1-sJ(p)=(v+l.)(1—p) ,v21. )(P)-—1—:\‘,72—,V<1 (6)
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Figures 3 — 4 illustrate how the amplitude of the helical equilibrium 1], depends on nqa in the

region in between the two marginal points for different current profiles and mode numbers In,

with b/a = 1.2. It is seen that helical states with reasonably small amplitudes are found only for

sufficiently peaked profiles, with the most stringent limit determined by the m = 2 mode, which

requires roughly V 2 1. The amplitudes of the helical equilibria with high in are very small.
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Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the value of D3 at the marginal point, and it's dependence on the wall

distance b/‘a and current profile, for different poloidal mode numbers m = 2 ~ 5,
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The current profiles which are peaked off axis are shown in figure 5, and defined in [9].
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Figure 6 illustrates the dependence of D3 on the wall distance and current profile for different
poloidal mode numbers in = 2 - 5.
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Figures 7 - 8: The dependence of the helical amplitude n on nqa in the region in between the
twa marginal points for the different current profiles and mode numbers In, with b = 1.2.

The results show that helical modes with m 2 2 with realistic wall distances (bin 2 115) are, in
principle, nonlinearly stable, ice. the bifurcation is supercritical, for all studied current profiles.
The stabilizing effect increases with m and depends strongly on the mode number. For high In,
the nonlinear effect is significant already at very small mode amplitude and, consequently, the
amplitudes of helical states with high m are very small. Also, the stabilizing effect depends
strongly on the current profile and increases when the profile is peaked. However, if too much
current is flowing in a region near the plasma edge, the bifurcation is still supercritical but the
amplitudes of the bifurcated equilibria are very large, thus indicating a situation where
nonlinear stability would not be obtained in practice. This finding may be of interest in
connection with high—performance tokamaks operating with a large fraction of bootstrap
current.
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Hans Persson
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The idea of canonical profiles in tokamaks was suggested long ago [1]. A number of

suggestions to explain this have been made. Recently [2,3] it was suggested that turbulent

transport drives a plasma towards a state of Turbulent Equipartition, a kind of attractor, in

which Lagrangian invariants are uniformly distributed. Different invariants decay with

different rates, and in tokamaks the frozen-in law of particles in the poloidai magnetic field

survives longer than the corresponding law for the toroidal field, assuming that the trapped

particles dominate the turbulent transport, Therefore, the plasma profile depends on the safety

factor q( r ), and the canonical profile becomes nq=const. This is supported by some

experimentally determined profiles.

First results are reported from the work with a numerical model for the time development of

the drift of the center of a banana orbit, with the driving force either formed by a random

electrostatic field with varying properties (amplitude, distribution, bias, filtering, sampling

rate), or a few incommensurable electrostatic waves. The model used is similar to that used by

Isichenko and Petviash‘vili [4], but the physical situation is different, and extra complications

are provided by the magnetic drift of the banana orbit and by the strongly inhomogeneous

wave field“ This inhomogeneity is meant to represent the radial confinement.

The equations used are

9% _ M +L19?:
d: _ R R3, ar
:1: _ i 1 as
dt “ RB, an

Here, we assume Be 2 ; (D = Ah(r)G(r,¢,t)1 + 4E
The quantity R is assumed to be constant (10). The function V is a complicated, implicit

function of r and the first two adiabatic invariants, So far, we have assumed that V=const. For
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h( r) various functions have been tried. Usually, h contains a factor r2, in order to give E, , E4,
tend to zero when r tends to zero. The velocity component vr also tends to zero, whereas v¢
tends to a nonzero value. Both these things appear natural.
The functional form of h that works best has, in addition to the factor r2, a radial dependence

1
iven b Mg 3’ 1 + elOU-l)

This choice of h is depicted in Fig. 1.
In one series of runs harmonic waves are assumed :

Zsinmiqfi + kir — wit +04)
1

The amplitudes of all the waves have been varied, as well as the initial phases. Many
simulations have been based on equal amplitudes.
Runs have also been made with a completely stochastic or bandwidth limited time
dependence:

G = f1(r)sin¢ +f2(r)r

For the entering f functions normal and rectangularly distributed sequences have been taken,
the former also bandwidth limited.
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Fig. 1. Radial variation of the exciting electric potential.
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Fig. 2. Trace of radius versus time for three waves.

The trajectories are sometimes quite complicated. See for instance Fig. 2, which shows the

radius as a function of time, when there are three waves. Apparently, the system jumps in an

irregular fashion between large oscillations covering the available space and a focussing to a

location near that of maximum field strength.

The integration method used so far is a modern Runge—Kutta algorithm, usable for non-stiff ‘

and moderately stiff problems. Under some circumstances, particularly when the system !

varies very little in time, a phenomenon suggestive of stiffness appears, which is somewhat a

remarkable for a Hamiltonian system. At least with the Hamiltonian structure apparent, the

trace of the functional determinant is zero, which means that the eigenvalues are normally one

positive and one negative, with the same modulus. It appears that the method of integration

deserves increased attention.
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In Fig. 3 the quantity nq, the product of density and safety factor, is plotted as a function of
the radius. In this case, which corresponds to a stochastic time variation, nq is reasonably

constant, but other cases also appear when this is not very well fulfilled.
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Fig.3. Product nq ofdenriry and safeg‘facrorfar stochastic excitation.
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Introduction. A considerable amount of papers dealing with the investigation of the

equilibrium and stability of plasmas with flow in magnetic traps and eSpecially in tokamaks can

be found in the literature. In the theoretical investigations of these stationary plasma equilibiia

in toroidal magnetic traps, one of the main questions is whether the centrifugal force, arising

from a sufficiently fast plasma flow, possibly contributes to a favourable high pressure in a

plasma column, a question we are particularly interested in. Unfortunately, no general

statements on these questions can be drawn so far, The solution of the non-linear equations

describing stationary plasma equilibria usually fails on account of the mathematical

complexities [1). This fact has motivated us to analyse these non—linear equations in the case of

the relatively simple theoretical model of a stationary tokamak plasma equilibrium, where the

toroidal effects have been taken into account by an expansion with respect to the inverse

aspect ratio. Our investigation is thus concerned with the analysis of stationary non-linear

toroidal plasma equilibria and has the two following aspects. First, we are interested on

solutions of the non-linear vector MHD equations in general, and secondly on the investigation

of the influence of the plasma flow on the equilibrium. In handling these problems we use the

expansion scheme developed by Shafranov [2], which has already successfully been employed

in the investigation of static toroidal equilibria.

The reduction of the As starting point we consider the following set of stationary,

vector equations. non-linear single-fluid MHD equations, which describe the macrosco-

pic dynamics of an incompressible and non-dissipative plasma

p(v-V)v : —VP+(1 / c)j xB,
VxB=(47r/c)j, E+(l/c)v><B=0, E=-—Vt1), (1)
VxE= VvB:V’v=v-Vp=0t

Here we have used the generally accepted notations for all physical quantities.

Axially symmetric solutions of the system of Eqs.(1) are considered in toroidal Ice—ordinates

(a, 9,¢) [3], According to our symmetry assumption we put 6/ a» = 0 and introduce the

magnetic and velocity fields in the form
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B=V‘~I’x e3 +B3e3,
v:q>< e3 +v3e3, (2)

where the superscripts and subscripts indicate contravariant and covariant components of a

vector, respectively.

By taking into account the representation (2), the system of Eqs.(1) can afler some mani—

pulations be reduced to the following scalar partial differential equations:

{4), W} = {(1), ‘1’} = {p, 1P} = 0,
{P+pv”/2 — pgaavac(d®/ d‘P), l1!}: 0,
{P+pv‘ I2 — g33B3c(dCI)/ d‘I’)/ Mme/as!) ‘1’}: o, (3)
{g33B3 — 47rpg33v’(d¢ I d‘F), w} =
v3=(d¢J/d‘1’)B3+c(d(I>/d‘¥),

A‘I’V‘P — 47rpAg0Vg0 m ZWZVP = —47rV(P + pv2 I’ 2) w B3V(g3383 ) + 47?;0V3V(g33v3),

where the following definitions have been employed

{x,y}a 1”(may 5x673)
fame 565.;

(4)AXE fignawgggigl age: Lg]
Tmfaa gas Tmfice .fgaa’

5511‘ are the coefficients of the metric tensor, g = det gm

Eqst(3) describe the general structure of the magnetic and the velocity fields, and of the

pressure and density profiles for a toroidal plasma equilibrium with flow, Note that Eqs.(3) are

obtained under the assumption that the velocity and magnetic fields are nonparallel.

The modified Grad- Based on quasi—toroidal co-ordinates, with the help of Eqs.(3) and (4)

Shafranov equation. one may easily derive the following useful expressions

II a [P + pt;2 /2 w- pg33c2(d(b I d‘P)2]I[1 _ 4zrp(d(0 I dW)21= 110?),

= [I I )3” + 47rpc(d¢ I d‘I’q) I d‘i‘fl I [1 v 4min; I $102], (5)
v3 =[aIg33xdgpI (190+ ado/(1)10] I [1 — 4mm I aw],

where the poloidal current I= I011) is a surface function.

The last one of Eqs,(3) gives the modified Grad-Shafranov equation for an incompressible

plasma equilibrium with flow in the form

do lWl do]2 1 d 12\I/I 4 p[—] 1*4” “— __W +g33A [ n d‘IJ ]+833 2 (1‘? (1‘? +2q 1~47n:n(d(p/CI‘P)2
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+47rg £+ (gar gramme/arr]: 0, (6)
33 as! 2 an! 1-I-17rp(du;o/d‘}’)2

where the differential operator IV‘P‘Z, appearing in Eq.(6), is given in tensor notation by

Wetel’weteltetetsi m
In the static limit (do / d‘i’: dCD/ d‘I’=0) Eq.(6) reduces to the classical Grad—Shafi'anov

equation for the potential ‘P.

Equilibrium with nested Following Shafranov [2], we consider an equilibrium with

magnetic surfaces. nested-in circular magnetic surfaces wrapped around a single mag-

netic axis, which is shifted relatively to the geometric axis by an amount it For such

configurations a general magnetic field can suitably be represented in the form [3]

113‘: 0, ',®', 8J? z ) 0.
M

where z and 9 are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes, (. ,.)’ : é’(,..)/ 0'21.

Thus the representation (8) of the magnetic field is formally obtained from the one of Eq,(2)

by the transformation

Batae) :» (Um/guy
we 9) :> ‘P(a) = _(1/ 2mm). (9)

Now the potential ‘1’ only depends on the radial co—ordinate a, immediately leading to the

following relations for the physical variables:

(p 2 goat), p 2 Ma), I= 1(a), (I) a (Na), II: I'I(a), v‘ = B}: O, v2 =(dqn/d‘1’)B2 . (10)

The equilibrium, described by Eq.(6), can be investigated by means of an expansion with

respect to the inverse aspect ratio a = a / Rt Following [3], we obtain with the help of Eq.(5)

by neglecting terms of the order C(53) the non~zero components of the metric tensor gm in

the form:

gH =1+ zg‘cosfl g12 :(azflt' -a§')sin6, g22 = a2 +Zflacosfl,

g3, = (R - rf‘i' a/l / 2 _ acossf, Jg = aR(1+(§' + a — kacosa», (11)
x7. = 4;” — ka / (1 + 4npcR2(d¢) / d‘l’)(d<D/ dLI’)/ 1).

Under the conventional tokamak ordering, Eq.(6) is solved by the formal ordering

Mel; B2 Hat/Aw; P” loafer/3)? NEDA/Jet): I<B§>2 wt, (12)
where the superscript ”0" denotes the cylindrical terms.

i
l
ll
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In the leading order C(82) Eq_(6) describes the stationary cylindrical equilibrium

flpu@W+mV
da 87:

L o :_i+4m(B6) e0. (13)

where B; 2 I/R+E§(vg mime/egg), E: = nib/dc. (14)
In the next order (~~ 6‘ ), Eq (6) describes the first-order toroidal correction to the cylindrical
equilibrium (13) leading to

_,_....___.___.. + m;2 f 2), (15)

with the relations

V°I CE: dv2=§R+w,d:fim no
.9

If the plasma is surrounded by a rigid wall at a= a0, then we have §(a = a0 ) = 0. With the

help of this boundary condition, we obtain from Eq.(15) the following simple expression for
the Shafranov shift if :

Fell regal“qda"+813 afgmla " dam7d+,(P° MN: )da” (17)
In the case of do / (21‘? = 0, Eqs.(l3) and (17) describe an equilibrium with purely toroidal

and in the case dd) / d‘I’ = 0 ~ one with purely parallel rotation,

On conclusion we note, that from the condition II : 1'I(a) it follows, that in the presence of

flow the magnetic surfaces do not coincide with the one of constant pressure

P = P°(a) + Pl(a)cos(3,
130(3): H(a) — pug): l2 — p(v§)2 /2 + p(cES /Bg)1, (18)

P101) = ~p(V§)2(ka -é’)-pka{(1/R)Z(V§ / BSY H053 / BEDZ +0313: /B§)(V§ ”101
Now the pressure consist of two parts: the temiPu(a), which is constant on the magnetic

surfaces, and its deviation P' (a) cose arising from a finite plasma flow,
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I. Introduction
The Heliotron E device is characterized by a very “deep" insertion ofthe outermost magnetic

surface (OMS) into the vacuum chamber: in any cross section both x-point-like area is located
at a rather long distance, Ar 5 10 cm, from the chamber wall. In this respect, Heliotron E differs
from other stellarator-type devices that have the vacuum chamber inside the helical coils. Due
to this feature, Heliotron E has a natural divcrtor configuration like U-3M and LHD. The
divertor flows in Heliotron E hit some regions ofrounded parts ofthe chamber which played the
role ofa divertor plate. Positions ofmaxima in the flow distributions agree well with the plots of
the longest open field lines [1,2].

For the detailed investigation of divertor plasma flow distributions in Heliotron E, eight array
of plane collectors (with 6-7 ones in each array) have been installed at four cross sections of a
magnetic field period. The collectors of 5 X 0.8 cm2 in size were placed at 1.5cm from the wall
along the minor azimuth, 9, with locations of the central ones in every set at G) = 0°, 45°, 90°,
135°, 180°, 225°, 270° and 315°. Practically, these E) coordinates of the collectors were
identical to positions of “it-points” in corresponding cross sections.

The collectors were biased to —120V to measure ion saturation currents (ISC). So, the plasma
flow along the open magnetic field lines crossing collector's surfaces were measured. The
poloidal distribution of [SC along probes in one array is measured per a discharge. To obtain the
divertor flow (DF) distribution on the whole magnetic field period, it is necessary to have 8
reproducible discharges at least.

Using this probe system, a quite complete study of divertor flows was carried out for different
experimental conditions of Heliotron E: various magnetic configurations, different methods of
plasma maintaining and heating, various heating power, and with hydrogen or lithium pellet
injection. This paper presents some results of this study.

2. Effects of magnetic configuration
The utilization of three groups of coils in Heliotron E for producing the t = 2 heliotron/

torsatron magnetic configuration allows to may the magnetic surface characteristics in a wide
range. An additional vertical field shifts the magnetic axis horizontally. This axis shift leads to
the change of all parameters of the magnetic configuration [3]. An additional toroidal field
results in changing the size of OMS and parameters ofthe magnetic, but almost does not change
the magnetic axis position.

The scenario of discharges was similar to that described in [2]: plasma was built up in
conditions of electron cyclotron resonance (ECH—l phase) at fundamenwl frequency (f = 53
GHz) or at the second harmonic (f = 106 GHz). Close to the end of this phase, the neutral beam
injection phase (NBI-l) started with several neutral beam injectors, leading to increase of the
plasma pressure. Near the quasi—steady state phase of the discharge, the second group of
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gyrotrons were pulsed in different combinations (ECH—2 phase): 53 GHz or 106 GHz section
only, or both of them simultaneously. Finally, after finishing second ECH pulse, the rest ofNB
injectors were energized giving further change of plasma parameters (NBI-2 phase). In some
cases lithium pellets were injected during the NBI-2 phase.

Figure 1 shows HO) distributions obtained during the first ECH phase for two cases: with
and without the magnetic axis shift (AR = -3 or 0 cm), the former corresponds to the regime of
optimal energy confinement in Heliotron E [3]. It follows from these data that DP distributions
are very much inhomogeneous and the strongest asymmetry is in the vertical direction, which is
a characteristic peculiarity ofBF measurements in majority of regimes investigated. Comparing
both 9 dependencies, one can conclude that the strongest effect of axis shifi on :10)
distribution is observed for those probe sets that are located at the inner side of torus: O = 180°
and 225°. It means that with horizontal axis shift the mostly changeable is the index of in/out
asymmetry, i.e., the ratio of l"(180°)/T(0°), which increases from 0.27 for AR = 0 cm to 1.8 for
AR = —3 cm.

The full in/out asymmetry of DF distributions can be characterized by the ratio of the total
inward flow value, i.e., Fin = I‘(135°) + I‘(180°) + l"(225°), to the total outward flow, I‘D“, ==
l"(315°) + I‘(O°) + l"(45°). This ratio is almost linear function of AR as it is shown in Fig.2 for
initial ECH-l (a) and for the NBI~1 (b) phases of a discharge. Note that for the initial ECH
discharge phase the inward flow exceeds the outward flow already with about -2 cm inward
shift, and for the later NBI stages both flow values become to be close each other with magnetic
axis ~ 4 cm inward shifted.

The additional toroidal magnetic field influences mostly' on the up/down asymmetry of a DP
distribution. Similar to infant ratio, the up/down asymmetry of BF can be characterized by the
ratios 1"(90°)/1"(270°) or ruyrm where I“up = r(135°) + mm) + 1"(45°) and n,“ = r(225°) +
l"(270°) + I‘(315°). For strongly shrunk magnetic surfaces, namely, with Bio, = 0.18T in the
counter direction to the main toroidal field produced by helical coils, the l"(90°)/l'(270°) ratio

' was found to be close to unit. The equalization of fluxes “up” and “down” was obtained also in
the original configuration, i.e., without additional toroidal field, site: the main magnetic field
direction was changed (from clockwise to counterclockwise). These facts can be explained by
the influence of the limiter which “scrapes” some part of the divertor plasma subjected to a
toroidal drift when moving along the open magnetic field lines.

3. Effects of heating conditions
In all experiments with fixed magnetic configuration theoutward shift of magnetic surfaces

due to plasma pressure is small enough [4] to be neglected from the view point of changing the
locations of magnetic field line “footprints” on probe surfaces. Thus, for every given magnetic
configuration any change of BF distribution observed during the discharge pulse has to be
prescribed to peculiarities of changing the plasma diffusion across magnetic field (portion of
trapped particles, density and temperature gradient and so on). The manifestation of these
peculiarities at different phases of a discharge results in changing the DF distribution along
every probe set and global ITO) distribution, as well as the in/out and up/down asymmetry.
Besides, comparing time behaviour of the sum of all F(®) values we can make a qualitative
conclusion concerning the plasma particle loss rate at different phases of a discharge.

In Table l for the AR=-2cm case and for different discharge phases shown are: asymmetry
indices Fin/1‘0“, and Pup/I‘m“, and also the total flux mFZHOi) normalized to the mean
plasma density, 31., measured by FIR interferometer along the central vertical channel.
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It is seen that all values shown in Table l are influenced by any variation of experimental
conditions. The most significant differences were observed between cases when plasma was
initiated at fundamental ECH (SBGHz) or at the second harmonic ECH (106G1-Iz). The increase
of heating power reveals the increase of total particle loss, independently on the method of
plasma heating in use, however, without so big change of I‘in/ I‘m. and Pup/Fawn ratios.

Experimental Conditions 1"",t Fin/1‘out Pup/Fag“ '
mAfltlnc

ECH-1 (53) 5.1 1.26 0.15
ECH-l (106) 15.1 0.8 0.42
NBI-l 12.7 0.69 0.1
NBi-1+ECH-2 (53) 26.2 0.7 0.1
NBI-l+ECH-2 (53+10Q 26.2 0.85 0.15
NBl-Z 22 0.81 0.2
NBI-2+ECH-2 (53) 25 0.74 0.16
NBI-2+ECH-fl+106) . 30 - 0.63 0.15

Table 1. Fin/1"am and Pup/1'down and the total flux Figurines) normalized to the mean plasma
density for different discharge phases (AR=-2cm)

4. Effect of pellet injection
In several series of shots with injection of lithium pellets [5] the DF distribution were also

measured The injection of pellets was provided near the end of NBl-Z phase, however, no
complete series of 8 identical shots was done successfully. Thus, we present here effects of
pellet injection on the DF distribution inside the individual probe sets.

Fig. 3 shows data for probe sets located at 8=180° (a) and 270° (b) for the original
configuration (AR = 0). Three series of points correspond to different time intervals through a
discharge: 1- just before the pellet injection, 2- soon after pellet injection, 3- just before
switching off the NBI power. One can see that after pellet was injected, the DF distribution
inside both probe sets became to be wider. Such behaviour might be related with increase of
collision frequency due to sudden plasma temperature decrease {5]. The pellet injection leads
also to changing the in/out and up/down asymmetry indiccs.

Qualitatively similar results were obtained for the case with shifted magnetic axis (AR = -2
cm). In this series of shots the l"(180°)/I“(0°) ratio decreased from ~0.65 at the beginning of
NBl-Z phase to ~0.47 after pellet injection. But at the same time, for the T(90°)/F(270°) ratio
some increase was observed, from ~0.04 to ~0.1.

5. Conclusive remarks
in. conclusion, we can summarize the main results of this paper as follows.

~ The inhomogeneity of the diverted plasma flow distribution was observed in Heliotron E in
all cases when measurements of particle (or heat [1]) flows were carried out. We can say
that, practically, the observation of a DP distribution with small homogeneity along a
divertor slit is very exclusive event in this machine, like probably in any other ones.

~ The degree of inhomogeneity of flow distribution depends strongly on characteristics of
vacuum magnetic configuration, as well as on the details of an experiment that determines
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the plasma parameters. Some of effects observed can be stipulated by generation of trapped
particles with density and space location different for various stages of a discharge.

_ Thus, the knowledge of mapping of vacuum magnetic field line traces in a divertor region
is not enough to predict the real quantitative picture of divertor plasma distribution in the
heliotron/torsatron type machines.
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Abstract: The transport of ions impurities in an impure, partially ionized, edge

plasma is examined. The presence of neutral atoms is found to enhance the thermal

force between main ions and impurities, while not affecting the dynamical friction. An

additional force on the impurities arises when the neutral viscosity is large enough to

compete with the parallel ion flow. This force is parallel to the magnetic field and is

caused by the rapid cross—field diffusion of neutrals.

1 Introduction

To avoid excessive heat and particle loads on the first wall, it appears necessary for large

tokamaks to operate in a regime where the divertor plasma detaches. Detachment can

be induced by introducing impurities into the plasma edge, which gives rise to radiative

cooling of the divertor plasma and can lower the temperature to the range of 1 eV or

less, where recombination occurs. The neutral atom density then rises in the'divertor,

and the plasma loses parallei momentum and energy when interacting with the recycling

neutrals by charge exchange. The plasma detaches from the plates, and a self-sustained

gas target is thus established. A key difficulty with this scenario is the problem of

impurity transport. The burning core plasma must necessarily be quite pure to avoid

Bremsstrahlung losses, while enough impurities should be present in the edge to facilitate

detachment. In the present work, we examine the kinetic theory of impurity transport

in a partially ionized plasma, and find that the presence of neutrals alters the transport

properties of impurity ions.
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2 Kinetic Theory

We consider an impure, partially ionized, edge plasma, where the (hydrogenic) bulk ions

interact with neutral atoms by charge exchange, ionization and recombination. The

kinetic equations for ions and neutrals are [1,2,3]

2 0fV'Vf+;(E+VXB)'§;=0(f)—X(f,g)+llzg—Vrf, (1)

V-V9=X(fig)-Vzg+vrf, (2)
where f and g are the ion and neutral distribution functions, 1/, and 11,. the ionization

and recombination rates, and the charge exchange operator is X(f,g) = KI (nnf — mg)

with n; and nn the ion and neutrals densities, respectively, and Kx = III/7'4 the charge

exchange rate constant. We employ the ordering

vT/Lifl/hu, LL6 N ——_——~— N —
9,141,1/3: L” <1,

where L“ and L; are the parallel and perpendicular length scales, 9 a eB/m;, UT E

(Hi/may”, and uh- is the ion collision frequency. Analysis of (I), (2) gives rise, in second
order, to a “Spitzer problem”

0:2(F) = an [A1 + (33;: ~ 2) A2] fo, (a)
governing the transport of impurities (2) relative to the main ions (2'). Here, f0 is

Maxwellian, u E v ._ V is the velocity relative to that of the impurities, and F is the

odd part (in u”) of f2. The thermodynamic forces A} and A; driving the transport are

mm” mm2
A1 = a1 + flag, A2 = a2 + 21,304,

where (if 1/“ ~ :2; << S2)

= 2: my ' Wi _ an:
a] __ m (VII 1}“e Tr T; '
(19 E 3V” in T5,m

V V
(13 E —-711[VJ,'(—J—-”fl) + ivii/ii ‘ Vilnnn] ,

711‘ V: V:

0.4 E —EP£V_LW| ‘ V; in Ti,
”1'”:

n :‘n;+n,., and E. 5 E+R.-./e, with Rig/e the force between electrons and ions. Thus,

a1 and a; are the same thermodynamic forces as those appearing in the classical Spitzer
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problem but enhanced by the factor n/n; (except in the electric field term). The reason

for this enhancement is that the neutrals, through charge exchange reactions, carry

information about the ion kinetics, as explained in detail in Ref {3]. The appearance of
the new thermodynaymic forces as and a4 is due to the diffusion of neutrals across the

magnetic field, which competes on an equal footing with conventional parallel transport.

Solving this modified Spitzer problem in the Lorentz limit gives the particle and heat

fluxes of the bulk ions relative to the impurities,

32 n Tr-z 3 8
Tll=-3—-*—'‘ ‘ ((1-14 2—2502+—aa+4€14),1r m.- 5

32 n-T-’r.~,
qH“_ "5;; tr”. (‘3‘ 0.1 +2:(12 'i“ 4&3 + 1804),

with n, = (271")3/2527111/2(Tm/ragzze‘qnz‘t the ion-impurity collision time. Note that

these parallel flows are driven not only by parallel gradients, but also by perpendicular

gradients in (13 and or. The force exerted upon the impurities by the main ions becomes

37r mm.- (Vrn — Vzll) 3Rzi —- fi—T— + §nV||T£ + Rm

V
Ru = —%YtnTiVJ_ ' (A) — g—TV‘LVH- Vin" ~— ’—V.J.VI| VlT.

1‘

The first term in R2.- is the usual friction force and 15 not modified by the presence of

neutrals. The next term, which is the thermal force, is enhanced by a factor n/n; over

the classical expression, and the third term, R", is caused entirely by the neutrals, It

arises because of the diffusion of neutrals across the magnetic field, but is, of course,

brought about by ion-impurity collisions.

3 Numerical results

To assess the importance of the preceding results for impurity transport in the tokarnak

edge, we have carried out simulations of the Alcator C-Mod divertor using the UEDGE

code {4]. We simulate only the main ion and neutral dynamics, assuming a fixed fraction

of stationary impurities which afiect the plasma only through radiative losses in the en-

ergy equation. We then evaluate what the various forces on the impurities Would be in

this situation. Detachment is induced by introducing a fraction of 0.5 % carbon impu-

rities, and results in a substantial decrease of the heat and particle fluxes to the targets

with a simultaneous drop in electron temperature and increased volume recombination.
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Figure 1 shows the thermal force and the new force Rn acting on the impurities. A

positive force is parallel and a negative force is antiparallel to the magnetic field, which

encircles the plasma core clockwise. The thermal force, being positive on the left and

negative on the right, is mostly directed up from the divertor toward the core. The force

Rn caused by the presence of neutrals exoeeds, or is comparable to, the thermal force in

the lower parts of the divertor and in the private flux region, and could therefore play a

significant role in the transport of the impurities. The direction of Rn is sometimes in

the favourable and sometimes in the unfavourable direction. To determine its net effect

would require more extensive simulations.

‘0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.55 0.7 0.45 0.5 0.55 I 06 . 0.7

Fig 1. (a) The thermal force {in N/7n3), and (b) the force Rn between bulk ions and heavy

impurities in Allentown C«Mad.
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Divertor plasma flows affected by ExB drifts

A. dabtom‘ and 5.1. Krasheninnikovi

1Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory. Chalmers University of Technology and
EURATOM-NFR Association, 5-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden.

2Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Plasma Science and Fusion Center,
Cambridge, MA 02139, U.S.A.

Motivation: It is recognized that the peak heat load onto material surfaces leads to severe
design constraints for the next generation of magnetic fusion experiments, Detachment is a
promising operation scenario, and it is characterized by a significant drop in the plasma pressure
along the field lines in the divertor volume, high radiation losses as well as a low temperature in

front of the divertor plates. The strong variation of the plasma pressure along the magnetic field
lines in the divertor can appear. not only due to plasma-neutral interactions and recombination
[1]. but also due to the presence of the electric fields and the associated sheared ExB drift
velocity [2]. The electric field exists naturally in the scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma since it is
generated by the inhomogeneous temperature and density distributions. It is therefore important
to include the effects of electric fields in scrape-off layer models. We have in the present work
analyzed a simplified edge model numerically and analytically in order to focus on the physical
effects of the ExB driven flows in the divertor.

Model: We adopt the following model for the description of the dynamics of the plasma in the
scrape-off layer and the divertor volume,

g:- + V - nv = s (1)

15:31:14. V . aflvl + V,,a,,2 = —V,,nkT (2)
-—V,,nkT— mtV,,T+ enV,,o+enn,,j,, = 0 (3)

where n is the density, v,, is the ion velocity along the magnetic field, and a) is the electrostatic

potential. M, k. a, 11,, stand for the ion mass. the Boltzmann constant, the coefficient of the

thermal force, and the Braginskii resistivity, respectively. The particle source is denoted with S ,
T is the electron temperature. whereas T50, andj,, is the parallel current. The magnetic field
configuration is assumed constant and the field lines reach the sheaths in front of the target

plates with a tilted angle, to. V,,(...)Eb a(...)/8y, where b=Bm/B<<1, and B”, is the poloidal

projection of the magnetic field strength B. The geometry is simplified to a closed Cartesian box
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which poloidally (y-directjon) is delimited by axisymmetric divertor target plates. The cross-
field transport is due to the ExB~dnift, which may lead to significant poloidal asymmetries
which drives plasma currents. Here, cross-field currents are neglected and the parallel current
density at the sheath reads,

, __ l M erp
J/t _ 977(1)” i C: 37;; eXp("T» (4)

where the positive sign (negative Sign) on the right hand side correSponds to the sheath where

the magnetic field comes out from (goes into} the target, and (a: q)— ¢,, where 4’: is the potential

of the target (in the present work is the effect of biasing not investigated). S and T are
prescribed to model experimental observations of strong T variations along B in a high
recycling case.

Results and discussions: Many features of stationary ExB driven flows of plasma and

momentum in the diverter volume can be captured within a reduced 11/2D analytical model,

where two dimensional effects are included into a one dimensional picture.

111/2 (l-mzi‘4)‘ ‘ (24a)- ‘ Hahn: limit
-‘"’v = +1 asymptotic:

‘ , ' ' _ 2 1/2
in=l.5 “.mzml \ V my— m./2-((m/2) -1)

= / 2_ 1,1: .1 (1 my m/Z + ((m 2) 1)

polot'a'al aufllux I _ 1
limltmyzo : 1 .' .' (2-111) m=3

.- r
of I
E 1 \ 3“ I:

Bohm lintt't 5' parallel outflux
my: .] I‘.‘ "' limitmflz 0

(2+m)tT--*‘_' .‘l
0 sf» .‘ -'

.(2-rm)‘ ‘ CST/p"

Fig‘ 1. Normalized plasma pressure p/p, versus normalized poIm'dalflux 0,17 0 of ion: when (a) mail/bad in
the lefifzgure and (b) nt>2 in the right graph.

The model leads to a quadratic equation for the plasma pressure p, and the corresponding

roots for the functional dependence of the pressure on the poloidal ion flux Fis shOWn in Fig. 1

where m”: v, c, nty=v/bc,, and pa is the plasma pressure where my vanishes (c, is the sound
speed). Indicated in Fig. 1 is also the Bohm-Chodura sheath criteria in the presence of ExB
drifts [3]. It could generally be expected that the integration constant can be determined by
some constraints at the boundaries, for example the Bohm—Chodura sheath condition. It should
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be noted, however, that the integration constants are entirely determined by the physical
constraints introduced by the absorbing target plates instead of outer boundary conditions.
Indeed, the outflow of plasma to the absorbing targets yields that the pressure within the plasma
box is minimized which can be expressed in the following way,

3 i r;mugging“? (y,g.,)]l — pa (5)

where 19* is a function of the particle sources and includes the effect of poloidal and radial ExB—

drift. The integration constants go and p0 are
completely determined by eq. (5). As a result,
various flow regimes are possible depending on
the actual temperature profile and the strength of
the drift-driven transport of plasma and
momentum. An example in the case of strong

drifts is shown in Fig. 2 which also illustrates

that under certain conditions may two stationary
solutions exist in the plasma interior. Note also
the significant drop in total plasma pressure in -1 -o,s o 0.5 1

front of the targets in Fig. 2. The temperature is P°I°idal°°°rdmm Wm
low at the divertor plates compared to upstream Sulfa: if gjngo'gigljig‘s” I;33:53:13.3: :5:
values (4%) and high-recycling is considered. states in Ike inner plasma region (Solid/dashed).

Note also the significant variation in the total
plasma pressure along thefield lines.
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The dynamical properties of the SOL plasma has been studied numerically by solving

eqs.(l-4). In case of weak drifts the flow evolves towards a stationary state characterized by

poloidal conservation of the radially integrated plasma momentum my) = fdx(p+a,,v/b) =

constant, and of particles, since there is no loss of plasma or momentum to the side-walls. The

stationary state is reached within a few poloidal transit times (long time in the cold regions). The

pressure gradient balances the ion inertia term for vanishing drifts and the total plasma pressure

124-a] is constant along a field line cf Fig. 3a. A substantial drop in total pressure in front of

the divertor plates is observed when the ExB drift is strong and associated with a non-vanishing

divergence in the momentum equation as illustrated in Fig. 3b. Significant variation is obtained

when vJ,/bc,>1 i.e. Ar<p,, where AT is the radial width of the temperature profile. Moreover, the

flow in the divertor chamber does not reach a stationary state in the case of strong drifts.

Nonlinear shockwave-like transients remain, but these structures are localized towards the radial

edges of the SOL, and the main flow is stable. This dynamical behaviour is induced by the

radial feed of plasma into the colder outer regions. Indeed, the radial convection becomes

particularly important when the radial cross-over time is comparable to the poloidal transit time,
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AT/vx<ymzn/vy which again yields Ar<pn. Thus, the flow pattem changes completely due to the
ExB-drift. The calculations in Fig. 3 are based on high-recycling and temperature detachment;
target temperature is 0.8 eV for a upstream temperature of 100 eV.

. 550?“ 955)”pie PtTotal Totfll

fig “29)
Q \ a, c—<AVSD\\>' 419% ”Q '

Q?)9.
539*"

Q
Q

Fig. 3. The total plasma pressure profile in the case of (a) weak drifts, AT/ppalo. and (b) strong drifts, A1/pP20.3,
respectively. We coordinates are in units of the maximal poloia’al ion gyro radius, p,=c,/b£2

Summary: It is shown numerically and analytically that the stationary total pressure in front of
the divertor targets may, when EXB effects are important, he reduced several orders of
magnitude compared to upstream values. which is a signature of detachment. At the same time
the flow pattern is altered significantly due to the increased importance of the radial flow.
Moreover, dynamical transients makes the flow locally unstable when ExB drifts are strong.
Based on analytical modelling, two interior plasma solutions are under certain conditions found
in the stationary flow of plasma mid momentum.
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Transport of intensive LHW pulses into the tokamak plasma
and accompanying plasma biasing
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1. Introduction
In a thermonuclear tokamak plasma, lower hybrid waves (LHVV) are strongly absorbed

at the plasma boundary (eg. [1,2]), which prevents their penetration into the plasma core.
To overcome this limitation, Cohen et al. [3] proposed the use of a train of intense short
pulses instead of a continuous train of LHW. A pulse power as high as 10 GVV for two
pulse durations of 10“5 s and 10"5 s, with an averaged power of 100 MW, has been consid
ered in [3]. Aspects of this approach were discussed in [4] This proposed method opens
a number of issues which should be studied more thoroughly. Among them, we mention
the following: plasma biasing and nonlinear coupling of LHW (both caused by the effect
or" ponderomotive forces at the plasma boundary), possibilities of ponderomotive forces
elimination, the scattering of LHW on low frequency density fluctuations, and the appli-
cability of the quasilinear approximation. We address here these important issues.

2d Large variations of the plasma bias and plasma rotation induced by in-
tense LH waves

A strong pulsed wave can also exert a strong poloidal ponderomotive force [5]. Our
computations presented here show that, for intense Ll‘l wave pulses, this ponderomotive
force may induce large stationary radial electric fields, up to about 10 kV/cm. This
value is approximately two orders of magnitude higher than the electric field required
for induction of enhanced confinement H modes by plasma biasing, see Fig. 1. Poloidal
ponderornotive forces in front of LH grills would likely arise from wave propagation in the
poloidal direction with respect to the toroidal magnetic field. Poloidal wave propagation
is a possibility if the mutual phasing of the horizontal waveguide rows of the grill were
of a suitable value. The appearance of strong radial electric fields produces poloidal and
toroidal plasma rotation because of the ponderomotive force exerted by the LH wave.

3. Nonlinear wave coupling at very high LH powers
At large LH power levels, toroidal ponderomotive forces in front of the antenna struc»

ture may expel plasma from the Space near grill mouth and thus reduce the plasma density,
with consequent reduction in the wave coupling. This reduction in wave coupling could
be weakened if local plasma heating occurs in front of the antenna. grill. We assume that
the boundary plasma temperature Tb grows with the growing launched LH power S, as
observed on the ASDEX tokamak as Th 2 Toll + S/ST). We see that 6.5. for S 2 ST,
the boundary temperature is twice that for zero LH power, 5 z 0. For 5 >> 81—, the
boundary temperature is much higher with LH heating with the power density 5, than for
zero LH power. On the other hand, for 5' << ST, the boundary temperature almost does
not change, when the LH power grows. At ASDEX, the best fit of nonlinear reflection
curves to experimental data was obtained for ST 2 2 kW/cmz, for launched powers up
to 4 kVV/s. As the typical launched LH powers in intense LH pulses would be much
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higher, about 50 kW/c, the corresponding ST might be also higher. Because of the
ponderomotive forces, the boundary plasma density m, in front of the grill decreases as
m, = no exp(—6), where 6 = W/Tb and W is the ponderomotive potential of the LH wave
W = (e?E§)/(4mw2). The power in the the 5 ~ 10 GW range corresponds to wave power
densities of about 50 kW/cm2 in front of the grill.

4. Conditions for good RF - plasma coupling
The potential W of the ponderomotive force is expressed in terms of radial RF power

density .9, Wm”[eV] z 8 x 1011(N”S)/(f,,f), where fp = (ups/2w, f = w/27r and the
reflection coefficient R << 1. For Cohen’s et al. parameters with )",,7 2 f, Wm“ S lOeV.
The deterioration of RF - plasma coupling in the Cohen’s regime "B” with longer pulses
(7,, z sons) can be avoided at boundary plasma temperature Tb > 308V (collisional
heating and/or parametric instabilities heating). ’

The characteristic time of plasma displacement is r,- % (l/wMI)(so,-/Wm¢)1/2, where
am = mic? is the ion rest energy. For Cohen’s regime ” A” (1",, m 10—53), n x 10—75 and,
therefore, the ponderomotive effect is negligible.

5. Scattering on plasma fluctuations at the boundary
Scattering of lower hybrid waves on low frequency density fluctuations [6] can influence ,

the pulse scheme. In the presence of the wave scattering from plasma density fluctuations
at the plasma boundary, the spectrum of LH waves broadens.

As the density fluctuations have a. very small wave vector k" component along the
magnetostatic field B, they do not change the lower hybrid P(N”) spectra directly, but
only rotate in the scattering process the initially radial perpendicular component of the
LH wave vector k, which leads to appearance of a nonzero poloidal k9 component of the
wave vector. Now, this nonzero poloidal kg component produced by the scattering can
significantly contribute to the k“ at subsequent radial propagation of the LH wave in the
sheared tokamal: magnetostatic field (see Fig. 2). We find that the LH wave scattering on
the boundary plasma fluctuations can significantly broaden .P(N“) spectra, which results
in enhanced LH wave absorption and in reflection of LH waves, before they reach the
plasma center. This effect may be namely strong at low plasma boundary temperatures
and high plasma densities.

6. Problem of applicability of the quasilinear approximation for the case of
intensive wave pulses

The quasilinear approach is considered as an excellent tool for the description of LHW-
plasma interaction. Nevertheless. the quasilinear approximation itself has been developed
on the basis of the perturbative analysis, i.e., on assumption that the change of the particle
velocities during the wave—particle interaction is small.

In case of large wave power fluxes, a possible change of particles energy during their
single transit through the LHW cone can easily constitute a significant fraction of their
original energy. This makes the reliability of the quasilinear approach questionable. Since
the Cohen‘s model of the interaction of intensive pulses with the thermonuclear plasma
largely depends on the quasilinear description (QLD), it is advisable to test the validity
of QLD by means of direct numerical simulation (DNS) of this interaction.

The simulation is based on the equations of motion of particles in the tokamak ge-
ometry for a prescribed form of launched LHW spectrum. Our earlier numerical code,
successfully used already for other waves in plasma [7], has been employed. The code is
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based on the Hamiltonian formalism which enables to take into account all features of the
particle dynamics.

The first numerical results already Show some difierencies from the quasilinear de-
scription. The most striking difference consists in a dramatic broadening of the diffusion
coefficient with the potential Q5 > 1 (cf. Fig. 3), which is accompanied by a slower in—
crease of the coefficient within the resonant range (compared to the quasilinear scaling
Dot cc 462). The diffusion coefiicient becomes significant even for the bulk electrons. As

a consequence, the trapping region defined by A1) = ”(cod/m (cf. Fig. 4) also much
broadens (bulk electrons may get accelerated and become trapped). From this point of
View, there exists some analogy with recent paper of Fuchs et a1. [8].

Extension of the LHW-particles interaction down to the thermal velocities will result
in a more intensive damping of LHW during their penetration into the plasma core and
might therefore represent a serious obstacle for Cohen’s proposal. A more accurate quan—
titative analysis is being performed.

7. Conclusion
All‘Our results concerning nonlinear reflection coefficient of the LH wave, the plasma

bias and plasma rotation induced by the LH wave, are critically dependent on the Value
of the boundary plasma temperature in front of the grill. For plasma temperatures of
a few tens of 6V in front of the grill, the reflection coefficient of the LH wave would be
unacceptably high. On the other hand, for the boundary plasma temperature approaching
the order of 100 eV, the value of the nonlinear reflection coefficient will approach the
values according to the linear theory. At these larger boundary plasma temperatures and
correspondingly higher plasma pressures, the ponderomotive forces are not strong enough
to expel the plasma with higher pressure from the space in front of the grill, and to
deteriorate the wave coupling in. this way. Similarly, the plasma bias and the corresponding
plasma rotation decrease with the growing plasma temperature. The possibility of the
growth of the plasma temperature in front of the grill is supported by experiments. This
is further supported by recent theoretical results concerning atceleration of electrons in
the field of the LH wave in front of the grill. The LH wave scattering results in enhanced
LH wave absorption and in reflection of LH waves, before they reach the plasma center.

The diffusion coefficient obtained from the direct numerical simulation appears to
significantly differ from that predicted by the quasilinear theory. This might represent a
serious obstacle for Cohen’s proposal.
[1] R.S. Devoto, Fenstermacher M.E.: Nucl. Fusion 30 (1990) 362.
[2] P. Pavlo, L. Krlin, Z. Tluéhor: Nucl. Fusion 31 (1991) 711.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Radial electric field Er, induced by poloidal ponderomotive forces in front of LH grill, in
dependence on the boundary plasma temperature. The boundary plasma density is m, 2 2x 1018
m‘a, the wave frequency f : 5 GHZ, the toroidal magnetostatic field Bz = 5 T, the poloidal
magnetostatic field Be 2 0.5 T, the wave field profile in front of the grill is assumed in the form(0.1 + (Mary, 5 = 2, i = 5, the plasma. minor radius a z 2 m, and the wave field amplitude in
front of the grill is aesuined as 5.5 kV/cm, which corresponds to the coupled wave power of the
order of tens of kilowatts per cm"1 depending on the wave reflection coefficient.
Fig. 2. Broadening of LH spectral power density P(NH) [an] at various minor radii 7‘ for the
case of LH wave, which was partially scattered by plasma fluctuations at the plasma boundary.
The minor radius CL : 100 cm, plasma temperature at the boundary Tb : 30 eV, magnetostatic
field B = 5 T, LH wave frequency f 2 5 GHZ. and central plasma density 71(0) : 1020 Iii—3, NH
is the parallel index of refraction v denoted as NPar in the Figure.
Fig. 3. The diffusion coefficient for the potentials indicated.
Fig. 4. Average velocity of the collection of particles after their passage through RF region
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Co-counter Asymmetry in Fast Wave Heating and Current Drive
and Profile Control in NSTX
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H. Weitzner,T and R. Majeskifp

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831—8071
*General Atomics, San Diego, California 92186-5608

i'Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, New York, NY 10012
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1. Introduction
Different plasma responses to neutral beam injection in directions co and counter to the

plasma current have long been accepted as well understood in neutral beam healing of tokamak
plasmas [1]. Similar differences have now been observed in election heating and current drive
experiments with toroidally phased antenna arrays in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies
(ICRF) on the DIILD tokamak [2]. Initially, such differences are puzzling because almost all
radio frequency (RF) heating models are based on the homogeneous plasma dielectric tensor
[3], which exhibits no obvious asymmetry for propagation in different longitudinal directions.
But coupling of power between the antenna and the plasma is also a critical part of the problem.
and it is here that the asymmetries become apparent First, even for the homogeneous case,
there are up-down (i.e., poloidal) asymmetries in wave propagation caused by the direction of
Hall currents with respect to the applied magnetic field. This is observed as a shift in the
poloidal spectrum of power radiated from the antenna in a magnetized plasma column with
straight magnetic field lines [4]. The shift is symmetric in the longitudinal wave number, but
symmetry is broken when a poloidai magnetic field is applied. This was first noticed in the ST
tokamak [5] when split eigenmodcs were obserVed for each value of the toroidal wave number.

In this paper, full-wave ICRF coupling models are applied to understand the difference
in plasma response when antenna arrays are phased to drive currents co and counter tothe
plasma current. The source of this difference lies in the annual up-down asymmetry of the
antenna’s radiated power spectrum caused by Hall currents. When a poloidal field is applied,
this tip-down asymmetry acquires a toroidal component. The result is that plasma absorption
(i.e., antenna loading) is shifted or skewed toward the (so-current drive direction, independent
of the direction of the magnetic field. When waves are launched to drive current counter to the
plasma current, electron heating and current profiles are more peaked on axis, and this peaking
becomes more pronounced at lower toroidal magnetic fields.

2. Symmetry of the Cold Plasma Wave Equation
Consider a two~dimensional (2-D) slab plasma in Cartesian coordinates with an external

magnetic field 39 aligned along the z axis. Assuming that the component of the RF electric
field parallel to Hg is zero (zero electron mass limit, [6]) and periodic dependence of the RF
fields in the z direction, a simple wave equation can be written for 3,, the RF magnetic field in
the longitudinal direction:
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w a . on, a K. as a K (K -n§)VBw H: r W _ I Z ‘ J‘ I z

(a) + {Wax ((Ki — nrf — K3) 0: 81/ (or; —n3)2 a 1(2)] “7 (or; —n3)2 — K3) 0 (I)

The second term (in square brackets) results from Hall currents that flow from the E x B force
and is proportional to density and magnetic field gradients through the dielectric tensor element
KJ. When Xx and Kr are real. Eq. (1) is invariant under the transformation Bz(x,y) =9 31*(x. -—y)
or equivalently for the RF electric fields: EJXJ) =9 E,*(x, —y) and Ey{x,y) =2) —Ey *(x, —y). where
* denotes complex conjugate. The condition that Kx and Kr are real is consistent with the usual
cold plasma assumption of no collisions and therefore no absorption of wave energy. When
collisions are included. X, and K; become complex, and the up—down symmetry of Eq. (1) is
destroyed.

These conclusions are borne out by full-wave calculations with the PICES [7] global wave
code including a finite parallel RF electric field and warm plasma effects. The result in Fig. l
is for a single toroidal harmonic, ns = 10. with 32 poioidal (13) harmonics and 100 radial (p)
mesh points. The geometry is that of a tokamak similar to DIII-D with no poloidal magnetic
field and Ba = ~ 2.0 T (into peg-5e), Ram= 1.8 m, K = 1.9 (elongation),'Rprm= 2.31 m.f = 60
MHz. and n”) = 3.0 ><10l9 m' . The majority ion species is deuterium with a 2% minority
fraction of hydrogen. Results are calculated for (a) zero temperature and (b) finite temperature.
E9 and E9 correspond to E, and By, respectively, in the slab model. Note the perfect up—down
symmetry of E9 in (a) without absorption. When absorption is included in (to) through finite
temperature. the up-down symmetry is destroyed. A plot (not shown) of the radiated power
spectrum in front of the antenna shows that the direction of energy flow in (b) is down. Re-
versing the sign of Ba reverses the direction of energy flow.
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Fig. 1. Wave electricfield Remy)from the PICES code [7]for no polor'dal
magneticfield with (a) zero temperature and (blfim'te temperature
(T, = 20 keV, I} = 8keV).

3. Co-counter Asymmetry
When a poloidal magnetic field is introduced, the up-down asymmetry acquires a toroidal

component. In this case, the plane of the magnetic field in front of the antenna is tilted due to
the pitch of the field lines. For a positive plasma current, the downward direction of energy flow
in Fig. 1(b) has a toroidal component in the ~ g or "co current" drive direction. (Note that
because of the negative electron charge, waves traveling in the — 9 direction drive current in the
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+ g direction). Thus, an antenna that is phased to launch waves in the — c; direction transfers
more energy to the plasma (loads better) man the same antenna phased to launch waves in the

+ 9 direction. This is shown in Fig. 2(a) where the spectrum of absorbed power is plotted vs
toroidal mode number for B; < 0 and Ba > 0. The calculation includes 100 uniformly excited
toroidal modes. Parameters are those expected for the National Spherical Tokamak Experiment
(NS'I'X) [8]: Bo = —- 0.30 T. R0 = 0.8 tn, 1,, a 1 MA. K = 2.0 (elongation), RM” = 1.39 tn,f =
41 MHZ, ng‘o = 3.0 x1019 m3, Tao = 2.0 keV and Tm = 1.0 keV. In NSTX. the cowcounter
asymmetry is particularly strong because of the large poloidal magnetic field near the antenna.

g 0-08 (a) 51.30 - 0-08” (mayo . ~(C)Vn=0
‘6’ 0.06 0.05“ _ .02'

g 0.04 0.04-
.01 r

g 0.02 0.02"
g 000 counter 000
9'40,200204_0 '404002040'0040'2002040

fig n; ”E
Fig. 2. Spectrum ofabsorbed power in NSTX with 13;; < 0 and (a) 89> 0.
In (bi Bg< 0, and in (c) the density gradient is set to zero.

When the sign of Be is reversed in Fig. 20:). the asymmetry is also reversed. But in this case.
the plasma current also changes sign so that co and counter directions reverse, and loading
remains highest for the co direction. The general conclusion is that plasma absorption and
hence antenna loading are always shifted or skewed toward the co—current drive direction in—
dependent of the direction of the applied magnetic field. When density gradients are forced to
zero as in Fig. 2(a), both up-down and co—countter asymmetries are eliminated because the Hall
terms in Eq. (1) are proportional to density gradients.

Current drive efficiency is also affected by the direction that waves are launched relative
to the plasma current. Figure 3 shows radial profiles of the driven current density J(p) and
integrated current I(p) for the example of Fig. l, but includes a positive poloida] magnetic field.

'—O.3

—D.2

1(
MA

)

”4.‘

'O
o

Fig. 3. Driven currentprofiles for the case ofFig. i but with a positive
poloidui magneticfield and a smaller toroidal magneticfield (B = —I.7 T):
(a) car-phasing; (b) counter-phasing.

Although the total current is slightly higher for co—phasing in (a), the current density profile is
more peaked near the axis for counter~phasing in (b). This peaking is more pronounced at low
toroidal magnetic fields because the Hall terms in Eq. (1) are proportional to the magnitude of
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the E X B drift velocity (E /B).

4 Current Profile Control in NSTX
The ideas in this paper suggest new ways for optimizing antenna performance in advanced

tokamaks such as NSTX. The discussion in Secs. 2 and 3 suggests that poloidal phasing and/or
poloidal positioning of the antenna could be used to partially cancel or reinforce the natural
up-down shift of the antenna’s 2.0 . . . . ,
radiation pattern. Also, RF pow-
er can be used to control the total 1.5L _
current profile shape by driving NA “‘00
current on or counter to the boot- E ‘ L
strap current. An example is g 1'0 Counter "" i
shown in Fig. 4 where a fast wave 1:
current of about 100 kA is used to 0-5 '
partially cancel or reinforce the
bootstrap current (z 200 kA) in an J4 . . 1 .

0.0 0.! 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5NSTX. The ohmic current is ad
justed in both cases to keep the
total plasma current constant at Fig. 4. Total current density profile in N57?!for the case of
ab u! 1 MA. De di 0 the Fig. 2(a). WRF power isphased co and counter to the

0 pen 11g 11 bootstrap current. Integrated current is 1 MA for both cases.

H minor (m)

direction of the fast wave current
relative to the bootstrap current, two distinctly different current profiles are obtained in Fig. 4.
This provides a unique opportunity to use RF power in advanced tokarnaks to influence turbu-
lence and stability properties as well as to control transport barriers.
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Alfven Current Drive in Tokamaks with Aspect Ratio
in the Range 1.05 g R/o g 10

S.Cuperman, C.Bruma and K.Komoshvili
School of Physics and Astronomy, Tel Aviv University

Ramat Aviv, 69978 Tel Avid Israel

Abstract. Alfvén Wave Current Drive (AWC-D) in simulated low—fieldside of tokamaks
with aspect ratio in the range 1.05 5 12/11 S 10 is considered Within the framework of a resistive
MHD model; equilibrium profiles with shear and toroidicity effects are used. in the case of low
aspect ratio (via, R/o = 1.25‘ representative for a START-like device), neoclassical conductivity
effects have been also considered.

Introduction
In this paper we investigate the aspect ratio dependence of the current drive generated

by Alfven Waves in simulatedtokarnak {low-field-side) plasmas in the range 1.1 S R/a S 10.
The following basic features are included: (i) we treat the case of a current carrying cylin-
drical plasma (of radius a) with periodic boundary conditions at the ends; (ii) the plasma
is surrounded by a helical sheet-current antenna of radius in and by a perfectly conducting
wall of radius rm (a < m < Tw); (iii) toroidicity effects are simulated by identifying the
equilibrium axial magnetic. field with the toroidal field component BOAT) and by using
the actual tokamak r-dependence for the Bog — component; (iv) shear as well as finite
poloidal magnetic field effects are properly accounted for; (v) a fuil wave (EH # 0) and re-
sistive (two fluid) MHD equations are consistently solved; (vi) all three components of the
current drive related to plasma flow, dynamo and helicity injection are considered ; (vii)
efficiencies and radial profiles of the cf current drive corresponding to several illustrative
combinations of antenna parameters are calculated and compared. Some simpler cases
have been considered in [ll—.[3] Also, in View of the recent interest in the small aspect
ratio tokamaks we investigated the same problem for a START-like deVice (R/a = 1.2-5)
with consideration of neoclassical effects

Equilibrium Magnetic Fields
In cylindrical coordinates, (i‘, d, 2), the equilibrium magnetic field is

Bow = BM; + 95), an) E BUM/Bozo) . (1)
With the illustrative equilibrium profiles ( h,L = 099; hr = 075, an E r/a)

noimmiu—hnx“), T<w>=noi<1~m2t aoz<ri=mw>l1~m21t (2)
from Maxwell’s and force balance equations one can obtain Bonn) and Bezfm),

We ”simulate” toroidal effects and define an equivalent inverse aspect ratio,‘ 6. E a/Ro,
by identifying B0; of the cylindrical configuration considered here with a ShafranOV—
type solution for the toroidal field component in a tokamak, 30¢ satisfying the rela—
tion RBw : const. (R : 30 + roost?) . With the notation Bags 5 Boga/1302(0), one has
Bg¢(fll,6) = l/(l + 59:60.98).
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Thus, identifying Bag with 30¢ and requiring 302(1) = Basil, 0), one obtains an equiv-
alence condition, from which it follows (Mn) 5 87rp0(r)/Bg(m))

-—~ {1+ Home + hr) — the] — 4.7a”}”1’2~1- (3)
The wave equation and boundary conditions

In local magnetic coordinates, the equations for the em. field components are

A(U/dr)=A-U, U2U(B.1,E,,,Ei,8i), (4)
where the matrix elements Ag} are functions of the elements of the resistive dielectric
tensor and equilibrum profiles.

Boundary Conditions at 7‘ = 0. We express the elements A“, in the form
AMrl = radon-fir), a;k(0) = a”, 75 0 and we look for regular solutions of the the form:
Uh) —- U(r} (MENU), rCEulr) MEAT), r”547‘7%)) where Z‘j”, E“, El and fill have non
zero values at r—- 0 and"5, C, 71 and K are some arbitrary powers. Then, upon retaining
in the quantities (mi?) only the terms that do not vanish in the limit 7' —> 0, after '
some tedious algebra, one obtains a set of equations which must be satisfied at r z 0.
A systematic search of these equations leads to the solution g = imi, [mi 2 0, and
consequently, 1313(0) = 3M0) = 0.

Boundary Conditions at 7" := a. The consistent solution of the problem
requires the continuity of the solutions of the wave equation in the plasma region, 0 S
7- 5 a and those holding in the surrounding region, a S r S rm, within which the wave
emitting antenna is situated. In the domain a S r S m, exact analytical solutions for
the field components which contain only two arbitrary constants, 01 and Q1, can be
obtained. Thus, the continuity conditions at r = 0 provides two relations between the
four field components, representing the required two boundary conditions at r = a.

Power absorption and current drive
The power absorption by the plasma. system is calculated by the following equivalent

expressios [l] (L, ~ the lentgh of the plasma column) :

acLzP1: Bane, — EIBH),_,, 13,: j W pm) = 27:1, / rpm)dr, (5)

where, PL”) 55 éRelE - j“) is the locally absorbed power density. For the RF current
drive we use

. F . 4 ,33'; = 15’ +16? +15? . (6)
where the quantites jut , jot:Tend jg? indicate, respectively, contributions due to helicity
injection, momentum transfer and plasma flow{4].

Computations and results
We are faced with the solution of a system of four lst order differential equations

for the field components 23’”, E”, E; and 8;, subject to two boundary conditions given
at 7* = O and two boundary conditions given at r = a. This represents a two-point
boundary value problem which we solved by relaxation techniques Thus, the differential



equations are replaced by finite difference equations on a mesh of 2000 points that cover
the integration range 0 S r g a. As initial conditions, exact analytical vacuum solutions
obtained for the same configuration are used. The relaxation process is stopped when the
sum of the changes in the local values of any of the field components at two consecutive
time steps, divided by the maximum peak to valley value, becomes smaller than 10‘”.
Some illustrative results obtained in this Work are presented in Figs. 1.

The START-like case with neoclassical conductivity
From the numerical solution of the MHD equations with neoclassical conductivity

obtained for START [5], by adequate best fit techniques, we obtain consistent equilibrium
profiles. These results correspond to the following START-parameters: invers aspect
ratio, 5 = 0.697; elongation of plasma boundary, 1.3; triangularity of plasma boundary,
0.3; toroidal B-field (axisll, 04895 T; central electron temperature, T40) = 0.18 keV;
central ion temperature, 111(0) 2 0.15 keV; central electron density, 71(0) = 0.25 1.0El m'a.
Also, the following prescribed profiles were used: current density: j0(a:) = j0(0)(1 — x);
n, z n, = n(0)(1 w as)“8 and Ti(w) = 1}(0)(1— :r:)°'8 (l = e,p). For (6 = 0), low—fieldwside
case illustrative solutions of the full wave equation (Ell % 0) for the cases of neoclassical
(dashed curves) and classical (solid curves) conductivities are shown in Fig.2.

Concluding Remarks
The results of this investigation support the following conclusions: 1. The generation

of the momentum transfer, helicity injection and plasma flow components of AWCD is
demonstrated {or the entire range of relevant aspect ratio values. 2. For the physical
parameters considered in this work, the helicity injection CD component dominates ; the
other (smallerl CD components are comparable. 3. In the case of small (large) aspect ratio
configurations, the maximum efficiency of AWCD increases (decreases) with increasing
poloidal wave number, |ml (m = «lmlj, and with decreasing toroidal wave number,
lnl (n = —lnl}. 4. When n z *1, the frequency value corresponding to maximum efficiency
value equals that corresponding to the lower edge of the continuum, wL(r:, T, mm.) (this,
independently of the actual aspect ratio, temperature and poloidal wave number values
used in this work); when l n l> 1, this frequency shifts to higher values, w > am, especially
in the lower aspect ratio cases. 5. The radial distance of the conversion layer is determined
by the lower edge frequency, LuL(e, T, m, n). Its value decreases with increasing aspect ratio
and toroidal wave number as well as with decreasing poloidal wave number.

For START-like devices with neoclassical conductivity the following hold: (a). The
total power absorption is almost unafiected by neoclassical effects and increases with
n and lm(—values. (b) The total AWCD decreases below the values based on classical
conductivity: for example, in the case 711 = 1,71 = 4 and w = w“ the maximal decrease (
about 50 % ) is found for the helicity injection ACWD~cornponent, 3"“.
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Fokker-Planck Simulation of the Electron—Cyclotron Heating and Electron-
Cyclotron/Lower-Hybrid Current Drive Synergy for TdeV

M. Shoucri, I. Shkarofsky, Y. Peysson' ,
Y. Demers, A. Cété, C. C6té

Centre canadien de fusion magnétique,
Varennes JSX IS], Quéhec Canada

Electron~cyclotron heating and electron—cyclotronliower-hybrid current drive synergy

experiments are currently planned for TdeV [1], with available power of lMW of LH at

37 GHz and 1 MW of EC power at 110 GHZ (harmonic 2 to“), We present in this work a

study using a bounce averaged Fokker-Planck code for this problem. The code uses the

collision operator recently discussed in Ref. [2]. The Fokker—Planck equation is discretized in

velocity space and solved using a five-point solver algorithm which has been previously

presented [3], or using a more recent nine~point algorithm solver [4]. Previous results for

electron—cyclotron heating and electronacyclotron/lower-hybrid current drive synergy have

been presented in Ref. [5] without trapping. The version of the code used here is extended to

include bounce averaging. The equation is written in divergence form assuming circular flux

surfaces as follows:

{21+ lgggim}pzsm]—.—1~-—(‘/1— ”05“,]: 10 (1)
Po 31-10

where pa, #0 = cos 290 represent the coordinate system in momentum space at the position of

minimum magnetic field of the flux surface (on the outer equatorial plane for up—down

symmetric situations), The fluxes in Eq. (1) are written in the form

Spo 235‘c +SLHp0 +SEp0 +Scolp0; Sue =SEcu0 +513“) +SE‘JQ +Scoltlo (2)

The different fluxes in Eq (2) represent the contributions from electron cyclotron, lower~

hybrid, electric field and collisions, which are obtained by appropriate bounce averaging of

the local coefficients [6]. For the EC contribution, for instance, we haVe:

Sscm=—D(1—u3][—M33; p030[335(1~n)3;]a%] (a)
‘ CEA Cadarache, St—Pnul-Lez—Durance. France
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SEclio : D #0 3(0)[ ( > J (4)
+___.__..._____

P0113 B
D [lwflgVé B(0)[ 3 (1_#g)_&]

The coefficient D is written for the harmonic 20)“ in the form

7 2 260 2 2D=DcyWPLBXP"[(Y—fJ/Pmm-Nl] AN' (5)

where pi = pg [B/B(D)](1~—,u§), PI: :2 p3 - pi, N, = klc/a), fl”, =vm/c (6)

H/B(0)=(1 +s)/(1+ecost9), where 9 is the poloidal angle on the flux surface. a: Rn,,-,,/Rm-,

where Rm is the radius of the flux surface and Rm} is the major radius of the tokamak.

Details on other terms can be found in Refs. [3, 6]. For the harmonic 20“: there is a factor

pi in Eq. (5) which results from the small argument expansion of the Bessel functions [7].

For the LH ae. we have

8f 1-113 6f . z }6 a: 1-113 3fs =«D ,u p _+—.___ ,5 =1— D p ——+———.——— 7)
mm m 0[ 05't Po 3H0] LHIJo ( “0) w 03170 P0 3110 (

where the quasilinear LH diffusion coefficient is given by D”; = Do for v} 5 pm! 5 oz and

Du, =0 otherwise. For the lower-hybrid wave alone with D0 = 0.5. v] =2 3, and 1); z 8. we

get a current ofj = 0.181, Pa,” = 9.49 x 103, for a ratio j/Pab', = 19.07. We present in Table 1

the results for the electron cyclotron wave alone when N" = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and together with the

lower—hybrid wave. Fig. 1 shows the distribution function obtained for the electron cyclotron

wave alone. with the parameters Day: 0.025, N" =0.4, ANI|=0.03, T9=4keV, Z = 1 and

i = 83 em for TdeV. We consider a flux surface of radius Rm" = 5 cm, at a poloidal angle

0: 30°. In this case ,8/13(0): 1.0076, 203“ /a)= 0.95. The current obtained is j: 8.2 x 10'3,

Pal,“ = 7.85 x 10'“, yielding a ratio of 10.44. The synergy between the previous EC wave and

LH is presented in Fig. 2 and in Table 1. We show in Fig. 3 and Table 1 the results obtained
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for the EC wave alone, with N“ = 0.5, and all other parameters remain identical to those of

Fig. 1. The synergy with the same LB wave is presented in Fig. 4 and Table 1. Finally, we

give in Fig. 5 and Table 1 the results obtained for the EC wave alone and with N“ = 0.6. The

synergy with the LH current is presented in Fig. 6 and in Table 1. We note the synergy for the

current obtained at 6 =30° and Rm" = Scm increases with N" . However, preliminary results

for higher values of Qindicate‘ less synergy and more heating for the distribution function in

the transverse direction.

Table 1 Current density and absorbed power calculated at
poloidal position Rmm = Sam, 9: 30°

N" = 0.4 N.t = 0.5 N" z 0.6
LH BC BC + LH EC BC + LH EC BC + LH

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. 5 Fig. 6
1 0.181 0.0032 0.227 0.0187 0.2646 0.0195 0.2972

pm 0.00949 0.00078 0.013 0.0022 0.0166 0.003 0.017
j/Pab‘. 19.07 10.44 17.63 8.5 ‘ 15.9 6.38 17.38

(current densi is normalized to en 1) and P is normalized to n m 1)2 ve t}: ab: 2 2 1h
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Experimental investigation of oscillating magnetic field current drive in an

inductively coupled plasma device

Si Xu, Weiyi Luo, Hanshi Li, and S, Lee

Division of Physics. School of Science, Nanyang Technological University

469 Bukit Timah Road, Singapore 259756

Introduction

Theoretical analysis has shown that steady-state plasma currents can be driven using a low

frequency, transverse oscillating magnetic field (OMFWHEW. We present here an
experimental investigation of the OMF current drive technique made on a low—frequency, low

pOWer, inductively coupled spherical device.

0M1“ current drive

Using an immobile uniform ion model, BrOtherton-Ratcliffe and Xu solved the appropriate

current drive equations for a spherical plasma (see Fig. 1) by method of vector spherical

harmonics expansion. They found that the interaction of the applied OMF with the vertical

field generates: (1) a steady—state toroidal plasma current, (2) a rotating magnetic field, (3) a

bi-directional toroidal, and (It) a frequency- doubled harmonics.

Experimental set-up

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.

Ver‘licol Osgillotiilngr id //vw coirsxx

fif‘leld CO” m gne IC ‘6 Preion‘ coils/Probe paras/Gas n\
00-- E Axlol \ DMF coils

m— ‘‘‘‘‘‘ probe port
Pyrex. . /Oscrllotlng vessel

field coil
Pumplng
port ‘

Neutral .
point Sapomlrrx

'2] K4 Pyrex vessel Rogowskl ball
Magnetic To turbo To lurbd
axis pump pump

Fig. 1 Model ofOMF current drive in Fig. 2 Schematic diagram ofthe inductively

a plasma sphere. coupled RF plasma device
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The spherical discharge vessel had an inner diameter of 28 cm. Access for magnetic and

electric probes was provided by a machined ceramic block cemented over a slit out in a

poloidal (r~z) plane. The oscillating magnetic field was generated by a pair of parallel circular

coils fed by a RF current pulse of frequency (490 kHz) and 7 ms pulse duration from a

MOSFET transistorized RF power generator. The equilibrium (vertical) field was produced by

a pair of circular coils fed with a constant current. In this paper, the vertical field was

characterized by its steady value, By, at r = z = 0 in the absence of a plasma. The working gas,

Argon, was weakly pro-ionized by passing a 20 ms HF current pulse through two coils wound

around each pumping arm of the discharge vessel. The pie-ionization pulse oVerlapped the

start of the main RF pulse by 2 ms.

A Rogowski belt was used to measure the toroidal driven current. The steady—state

magnetic field and the time-varying magnetic field in the discharge vessel were measured

using Hallveffect magnetic probes and miniature wire-wound coils, respectively. A floating

double Langmuir probe was employed to measure the electron number density and electron

temperature.

Experimental results

a Driven current with vertical field

The toroidal driven current was measured as a function of the magnitude and orientation of

the applied vertical field, and is shown in Fig. 3. There was a clear linear dependence of the

toroidal driven current Ia on the applied vertical field. It is worth pointing out that the steady

toroidal current was zero when the vertical field was absent, and it reversed its direction when

the polarity of the applied vertical field was changed. This was in accord with the theoretical

predictions and was in contrast to the conventional RMF current drive‘“ where a significant
current was observed even if there was no applied vertical field. The production of a reversed

magnetic field configuration generated by the driven current was also observed.

- Iii-directional toroidal field

Theoretical studies showed that there should exist a steady bi-directional toroidal field

generated by the poloidal current loops in a similar way to the RMF case. This field had a

sin(26) dependence and an opposite polarity in each half hemisphere. This field was readily

measured using the 13‘, Hall probe, as shown in figure 5. The measured data were fitted with

polynomial regression.
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Fig. 5 Steady roraidalfield B‘ at the o = Uplanefor

power = 640 w, pressure = 2.0 mTorr and EN = 8.24 G,

o Frequency-doubled oscillating field

A number of theoretical mechanisms exist for the generation of frequency-doubled field

harmonics, To verify this, the gzwire‘wound probe was inserted into the axial glass probe

guide and a strong frequency-doubled term was then observed.

0 Rotating magnetic field

The phase of the rotating field signal was measured with respect to :1 Pearson current signal

of the oscillating field coils. The magnitude and the phase of the l§ r component of the rotating

magnetic field measured as a function of the applied vertical field at z = O, r = 3 cm are

shown in figure 4, Solid and dashed lines in this figure were fits of the measured data using

linear regression. It was clearly shown that the phase was changed by 180 degrees when the

applied vertical field was reversed. Both the amplitude and the phase of the rotating magnetic

field changed in a linear fashion with the changing in the vertical field.
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Fig. 4 (b) showed that when the vertical field was reversed the driven current changed its

direction. This implied that the direction of the generated rotating magnetic field varied as a
function of the applied vertical field.

0 Electron number density nc and temperature Te

Fig, 6 shows both 11c and Ta values as a function of the applied vertical field. It is shown
that the plasma density increased significantly as the vertical field was increased This was
because of the improvement of the plasma confinement.

1.0 20P:1.4kW P=1.4kW
.7," 0.8 -Pressure=1 mTorr . 15 _Pressure=1 mTorr
E z:0.r=4cm *- " 2:0. r=4cm3". 0.6 — . i . . '
C e V 10 ~ .32 0-4 ' . . ' 1—” ' ' °v 0' 5 _aw

m 0.2 -
E

0.0 ‘ ' I Q . I
O 10 20 0 1O 20

(a) tG) (b) BAG)
Fig, 6 Electron ( a )a’etu'iry and r‘ b ) temperature versus verticalfieid.

Conclusion

We have experimentally studied the OMF current drive technique. The experimental results
are in good agreement with the theoretical analysis. The measured electron number density He

and electron temperature '1"C conclusively showed that both the density and the temperature
increased with an increase in the applied vertical field, This resulted in an increase in the
toroidal driven current, which enhanced the confinement to the plasma.

The present current drive mechanism implies that a magnetic field confinement could be
properly applied to effectively raise the plasma density and it may open an avenue for
exploring novel low—frequency, inductively coupled RF plasma sources for materials
processing.
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EC RAY TRACING WITH RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS

L. K. anetsova Institute QfNuclear‘ Fusion, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
R. W. Harvey, GOA/[PX Del Mar, California, US

1. Introduction
Relativistic effects are well known to be of large importance in the interaction of electron
cyclotron radiation with modern tokantak plasmas (see for example [l,2}). Propagation of EC
waves is mainly described within geometrical optics in cold plasma approximation for
dispersion relation whereas relativistic effects are taken into account in absorption and current
drive calculations Extensions of geometrical optics on inclusion of diffraction effects for a
beam propagation in a dispersive anisotropic medium and ray—tracing problem near EC
resonance have been made [3.4]. H,Bindslev [5] and EMazzucato [6] founded that relativistic
change of electron mass can play a significant role in the propagation of extraordinary waves in
plasmas with parameters similar to those of existing tokamaks even under conditions of
negligible wave absorption.
Bindslev [7] made a comparison of difierent existing models for accounting of relativistic
effects in refractive index being of importance for determination of propagation. cutoffs,
transformations and polarization of EC waves. These models are listed in order of decreasing
of accuracy or generality and increasing of calculation speed [7]: 1) fully relativistic. 2) weakly
relativistic, 3) reduced Weakly relazr'vz‘stic, 4) modified cold and 5) cold.
The account of the relativistic efiects according to method [6] (modified cold — 4)) is based on
the cold—plasma approximation for the components of the dielectric tensor with replacement of
the electron rest mass mg by my 2 m0 (1+ 5m)“, wherep: mac? [’12 in expressions for plasma
and electron cyclotron frequencies a)”, (on (c is the velocity of light, T is electron
temperature). This method is quite correct for determination of X-mode propagation in
perpendicular direction to magnetic field and is in excellent agreement with the results of fully
relativistic theory for O.7<a)¢e/(o<0.9 and cow/0)<O.25 and 7; SlOkel/[B]. The
approximation {6] is not good in application for wave propagation at large oblique angles to
the magnetic field and near EC resonances.
The reduced weakly relativistic model takes into account (in contrast with modified cold one)
first order corrections in Larmor radius as well as anomalous dispersion effects.
The goal of this work is to deveIOped a. compact numerical ray-tracing code ABSORB—MC
which takes into account the relativistic effects at the levels 3) and 4) mentioned above.
ABSORB-MC had to be convenient for fast calculations of EC energy deposition, current
drive as well as for analyzing the experimental data on the absorption at first and second EC r
harmonics The specific purpose of the work is to scan the conditions of extraordinary EC
waves input into D-III-D tokamak plasma for wide region of parameters.
2. Numerical modelling
2.1. Model. The ray-tracing ABSORB code was constructed for study Epropagation.
absorption, EC heating and current drive in T-lO, T-15 tokarnaks and ITER [9-12] and was
tested by comparison with results of Dill-D obtained by TORAY modeling. In ABSORB
code: a) waves propagation is calculated in geometrical optics approximation by standard
routine for ray~tracing calculations; b) refraction and wave polarization is accounted in the cold
plasma approximation for dispersion relation; c) absorption calculations take into account two
relativistic effects: 1) modification of resonance conditions for EC—radiation, 2) modification of
electron energy distribution function.
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ABSORB-MC in contrast to previous ABSORB-code takes into account both 1) the
relativistic mass corrections in components of dielectric tensor (modified cold model) [6] and
2) so named reduced weakly relativistic model including Dnestrovskii function [13]
calculation, terms in first order in xi = (kl ,0)2 (k* - is wave vector and p - is Larmor radius).
The last model allows to investigate in more details anomalous dispersion near EC resonance
and region of X-mode transformation. Moreover the expression for refractive index is explicit
(no root search). The explicit expression for the refractive index in these models makes it I
possible to calculate this value one or two orders of magnitude faster than more accurate but
transaendental model (see [7}). The calculations of absorption in ABSORB—MC needs only in
small modifications as compared with the code ABSORB that is in a modification of refractive
indexes.

The calculations of refractive index and the results of parameter scans on DIII-D like plasmas
are presented below. The relativistic corrections in ray propagation X-mode for both cases of
first harmonic (inside launch 1"?»60 GHz, Bo=2l1 T) and second harmonic (outside launch f=110
(31-12, 80 32.1 T) are taken into account,
2./ Refractive index
Real (ab) and imaginary (c) parts of refraction index for X-mode as function of a); /w2 (a)
and a)“ /0J (inc) are shown in Figs.1a,h,c for perpendicular propagation and T55, IO, 15, 20
c, Figl are relevant for analysis of dispersion for second harmonic in DIII—D plasmas. It
follows from Fig la, that the temperature increase leads to relativistic shift of the Ram; and
more deep ray penetration as compared with the cold plasma approximation One can see that
the cold plasma approximation leads to the underestimation of the electron density profile as it
has been pointed by Bindslev [5] in reflectometry calculations. It is seen from Figs.1b,c that
reduced weakly relativistic model decribes in more details the EC frequency domain as
compared with cold or modified cold ones.

1,0"—rr—‘r—PT. . v—r'r WIn _ ' . X-modc x=o.2s l h
POM, war 0,9 l---'

Figliel‘ractivc index of X-mode as a function of wig/mg for different temperatures T.:

yeI a)” /tz) 7: 0,53, calculated by cold and modified cold models; b) comparison real parts of refractive index
obtained by cold, modified cold and reduced weak relativistic models; 0) imaginary part of refractive index
depend on W a)“ /w (ABSORBc code calculations).

2.2 X-modeflrsr harmonic. Inside launch(f=60 GHz, B =2] 7:}.
The fundamental X—mode inside launch from a point with R=100 cm and Z=15 cm in a
perpendicular direction to toroidal magnetic field is considered. The calculations are performed
for nun =0.]~:~0,7 . 10” cm‘3 and for the profiles of electron density and temperature: n.=(n.o—
mall-alum“, ‘l‘==(T=a~T¢a)'(l-az)+Tt,, where mo, Tao are the corresponding values at plasma
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center, and nea ,Tg. are their values at the edge of plasma, and a is normalized radius. It is also
suggest that Ip =2 MA. The elongation A = 1,7 , Shafranov shift is Ma) 2 100m, triangularity
is equal to 6 = 4cm.
The results of calculations for T,=l, 5, 10 keV are shown in Figs.2a,b. Calculations
demonstrate that there are strong discrepancy between cold and mass corrected rays (modified
cold model). It is connected mainly with a shift of ray turning point into the region of larger
values of magnetic field in relativistic case as compared with cold one. That is why the rays in
relativistic approximation are turned out to be reversed at the periphery region of plasmas '
(more large values of magnetic field).

X-moda HOGHZ

l(m]

Fig.2 Cold (dashed) and mass corrected (full) carvers X-mode ray tracing projection for inside input (f-‘éO
(lite) on planes (LR) (a); (x,y) (b) for different electron densities (flea: nits lol‘cm'a) and temperatures (Tea).
2.3 Xsmoa'e second harmonic. Outside launch 6:110 GHz, B =2.1 T).
It is considered the X-mocle second harmonic input from Z=65 cm, R=235 cm. The toroidal

angle varies 4‘0 is examined from 0° to 25°. The poloidal angle 1/10 is variated from +10°
upward to -40° downward. The four groups of rays for n,0 = 0,3~10"‘cm“3; 0,5-1014cm";

1'5 F”W""‘“T'"T'T
" Mm (362

1‘0 ' . can

as

S no

film)

Fig.3.The same as in Fig.2 for X—mode second harmonic (f=110 H62) in the case of outside input.
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0,7-10”cm“3; 1‘ lO‘"cm'3 is considered. There are 5 rays with TeuZO, 5, 10, 15 and 20 keV in
each group. The results of one of the calculations are shown in Figs.3(a,b). The results of
calculations for T51, 5, 10 keV are shown in Figs.3a,b. Calculations demonstrate that there
are strong discrepancy between cold and mass corrected rays (modified cold model). It is
connected mainly with a shift of ray turning point into the region of larger values of magnetic
field in relativistic case as compared with cold one. That is why the rays in relativistic
approximation are turned out to be reversed at the periphery region of plasmas (more large
values of magnetic field).
Results and conclusions
The calculations show that the mass corrections are of no importance for ray propagation for
poloidal injection angle from two = 10° to W0 = 00 for arbitrary go, which was considered. In
this case ray propagates toward periphery of plasmas, where density and temperature are low
and mass corrections give small effect. Mass corrections are also not essential if
ngo = 0,1-101‘cm‘3 or ”,0 : 0,3-10"‘cm‘3 independ-ently of injection angle, because of low
level of density. The relativistic corrections are most expressive for
rte0 = 0,5; 0,7; 1,0 10”cm‘3, namely under the conditions; a) n,” 2 0,5- lol‘cm‘i
(1/0 =~200 + —400 and $1, 2 25°; n/o : —40" and 40 :15“ being weak for (1/0 = —40° and
.5, :5”. b) n,D =0,7-10“cm-3, w, = —10° +40“ and g, :00 + —4o°.
cm;o = 10 10M cm”, (11., : ~10° + ~40°and fa : 0°; (11,, 2 0” +~30° audio 2 5° ; W0 = —10°
-:-— 4.00 and f0 :15°.The relativistic effects are amended for the parameters mentioned but
they are not so dramatic because the density is high enough and rays do not achieve central
region of plasma. For ITER input geometry the relativistic effects are mainly important for
absorption and current drive accounted in ABSORB code [14] but not for ray tracing The last
effects are essential for reflectometry measurements near regions of cut-offs.
As conclusion the mass corrected numerical code ABSORB-MC providing the fast routine for
ray—tracing calculations in modern tokamaks is developed. Test calculations in the Wide domain
of plasma parameters and input geometry for the specific case of Dill—D are in reasonable
agreement with more refined calculations.
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Reconstruction of transport coefficients and ECRI-I power deposition
profile from SXR intensity'111 tokamak T- 10.

Andreev V.F,, Dnestrovskij Yu.N,, Sushkov A.V., Razumova KA.
RRC “Kurchatov Institute ” 123182 Moscow, Russia.

1. Introduction.

A new statement of the problem of recovering of transport coefficients in the plasma
from experimental data as a mathematical inverse coefficient problem for parabolic differential
equations is represented [1]. The values of temperature at number ofpoints along the radius at
various instants of time are known from T-lO experiment. The heat conduction coefiicient,
convective heat flux velocity and the heat source are found from the minimum of discrepancy
functional.

2. Statement of a problem.

Let us suppose that the heat flux T in one dimensional paraboiic equation ibr electron
temperature Th", t) has the following stnioture:

l": —nx—6:: +5nuT (1)
Determination of a heat conduction coefiicient k = nx , convective velocity 1’ = nu

and the power sources in the thennoconduotivity equation Q(r,t) is the goal of a given study.
Let the temperature would be known from the experiment at the internal points

—>
r = 13-, i = l N along the segment [0.21] at the instants of time

. —>”We 9-) =fi’. ::z,.j = 1. M (2)
Let us choose the discrepancy functional in the following form:

1M NJ: 1/ 2 ZZp,[T(I,, 1]) ff] (3)
One needs to find such k, v, Q)H and Qadd that the solution T(r, t) of the following

differential boundary problem

8 :1_6_ 1 _

0 <r < a,0 <r < (0, 1967(0, t) = 0,T(a, t) = Ta,T(r,0) =T0(r).
would minimize the functional.

(4)
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3. Numerical algorithm.

We use the polinomial parameterization for sought functions k(r) and v(r) and some

“natural" representations for QOH and Q“, where p,- is a weight factor which takes into

account various reliabilities of experimental data.

QOH(T, r, x) = C},{r,t)[TS(r)/ TS(0)]3/ T3/ 2(m)
Qaddfl‘) = Cd exPi—Bdff‘ " 70)“)

where ro and 8d are the known parameters T.(r) is a steady-state temperature distribution
before the change in additional heating. As a result the inverse problem is reduced to the search
of the set of polynomial coefficients and of unknown parameters Cq,Cd. The analysis of
calculations has shown that Cq(r,t) can be approximated by the following simple expression.

C4021“) = q +Cq1f(t),
fit) = lit. 0 <t<tx (6)

tx<t<1

(5)

The ECRH starts at t=0 and finishes at Fix.

4.Results of numerical calculations.

The change ofTe(r,t) at the beginning orland at the end ofECRH pulse may be used as

the initial experiment information In some experiments [2] the measurements of T,(r,t) with

the help of ECE diagnostic are used. However, this method has some defects:

1. The measurements of Pee are impossible near EC resonance position where they are

extremely needed

2, In the case of oblique EC waves injection the electron distribution function £032) is not a

Maxvellian one and the information on T..(r) becomes not local [3].

In this paper the sofi x-ray intensity distribution, 15x1“), measurement is proposed

instead of the ECE method. This method is free from mentioned above lacks but to use the

algorithm described beyond we need in before hand transformation of chords data sn into
local data T.(r).

On T-lO the 13,“ was measured along 40 chords with the space resolution AF1-1.5 cm

and time resolution At = 40 us. After Abel reconstruction of 15m and transformation 13)]: in T,

in accordance with relation:

Tamas. (7)
1 a

] _on“ if {e
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the value of T=(r,t)/"1‘,o(r) is used in described above calculation. Here <p(E) is an energy

dependence of the SXR detector sensitivity (Fig 1) and Maxwellian distribution is suggested;

T606) is the temperature of electrons before PEc is changed The task become more complicate

‘ in the case of ECCD experiments, as flfEe) becomes non Mawellian and EC power may be

absorbed by a suprathermal tail of t;(E.,). In this case we need to register 15m in a wide enough

energy range up to 100 keV and to know the form of fefEe) from SXR (spectra diagnostic). As

at T~10 we have measured 1m; in energy range only up to 10 keV, the P1450) might be

measured for transverse to B2 wave launch or for low power wave launch only. The

experimental data and results of proceeding for oblique wave lunch with low power are

presented on Fig. 2,3,4. The calculations of x.(r) from experimental results with higher PECCD

for Co and Counter direction of current generation are presented on Fig.5. One can see the

difference in x50) distribution for different j(r) but the difference sems to be not exeed error

bars,

zi.(3‘onclusin:on.

The method ofdetennination electron transport coefficients, xc(r) and EC power deposition

profile which uses 15mm measured is developed.

First implementation of this method for proceeding T—lO experimental data indicates

satisfactory correspondence with numerical calculation by ASTRA code, although limited

amount of proceeding data not allow us to discuss received physical results. i

The work was partialiy supported by RFFI Grant #95-02-05645a.
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tun Wave-Vinsov Analysis of Alfvén Wave Current Drive
in Simulated Low Aspect Ratio Tohamaks

K.Komoshviii, S.Cuperman and C.Bruma
School of Physics and Astronomy, Tel Aoi‘v University

Ramat Aviv, 69978 Tel Ami), Israel

Abstract. Alfvén Wave Current Drive (AWCD) in low aspect ratio (A E R/a z'l/s Z, 1)
tolx‘amaks (LART‘s) is studied numerically within the framework of Vlasov theory. For this, the
full-wave equation (EH ;é 0) is solved by relaxation techniques, subject to appropriate boundary
conditions at the plasma center and at plasma-vacuum interface, as well as at the concentric
antenna current sheet and at the external metallic wall. Illustrative results are presented and
discussed.

Introduction
The contribution of Alfvén Wave Current Drive (AVVCD) to the non-inductive current-

drive required for the steady state operation of magnetically confined thermonuclear plas‘
mas has been considered either for large aspect ratio tokamaks [in both MHD and kinetic
iirnits; see, e,g., [1]) or for small aspect ratio tokamaks (in the ideal and resistive MHD
limitst [2H4D. The combined kinetic, toroidicity and shear effects in current carrying
plasmas in small aspect ratio tokamaks —— for which the large aspect ratio asymptotic
expansions do not hold — have not yet been considered; their investigation is just the
purpose of this work.

Thus, the full-wave equation (Ell 7E 0) with a Vlasov-based dielectric tensor is solved
by relaxation techniques, subject to appropriate boundary conditions at the plasma center
and at plasma—Vacuum interface1 as well as at the concentric antenna current sheet and
at the external metallic wail.

Physical Model
We consider a currentwcarrying cylindrical plasma of radius a and length ENE, with

periodic boundary conditions at the ends1 surrounded by a helical sheet-current antenna
of radius TA andhby a perfectly conducting wall of radius rm (0 < m < rw). In cylindrical
coordinates, (7", 8, z) the equilibrium magnetic field is

Bum = Bozo + at), so) a Bum/Bum < l. (1)
The antenna current density is

10j:i4613(7‘ m r'Alexplt(mB + k a on], jA = (at, m 2?n/7‘,1)Jo, ( )

(J0 is half the amplitude of the total current).
The strong toroidicity effects existing in small aspect ratio tokamaks are here simulated

by using for Bo; the following r-dependencc:

Basil") = 1m + an). (3)
where Egg : Bug/Bo, s = u/R, R = Rg + r cos 9. a: = a/r‘. For the low~field side case
(9 = U), 0050 = 1.
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The kinetic elements of the dielectric tensor used are those derived in [5}, namely:

ENN = [g (1- lit—11$: P?) + 2;; (gm) idirT] G” (4)

m =—e~i= [15%(wi—181p3k7w‘; )+ :5 (5%tattle 14km (5)
an: [5%(1 —gk:p3)+ 1—81;( £11.?) 1351-46" HM (6)

= Site)" l1+ lki Tin—e2 (still ‘7)
where wt; and ,0, stand for the ion cyclotron frequency and Larmor radius, respectively;
In and k“ denote the perpendicular and the parallel (to the equilibrium magnetic field}
components of the wave vector k; p, = cs/wc, (c3 = TE/m;) and Z represents the plasma.
dispersion function. Also, the following notations were used:

0 =1~(W/wce)2, M = [(7‘5)'/"'l/(1+5)2, /\ =lr(5/Tl'l/(1+ 5)”. (8)
The other elements of the dielectric tensor are negligible [5].

The local (Page) and total (PM) power absorptions were calculated by the formulas

Proc=(iuJ/81r)(fj~cj;)E,E :Hw/47r)1m(e““)lEH|, Pm: / 13.0c (9)

The AWCD density components were evaluated by the expressions [6], namely

- __ Bo: 3091 d g H‘ Bo Ii
"'1 _ ZeneBom l 30 ME? [r Re(”'E”ll + B rrd [mem'E )1 ’ (10)

- Bo: {B__oam Bug }
= '— GCH 1“‘7 2eneBonllw 130 + 3—,," P‘ ( 1)

, ._. BO: 306 1 d w )9 302.1 d 'a w j:

JPF " ZericBonuw { Bu r2 (17 [7‘28R (flu)«up,_€o)] + 30 7d? [rRe (J, 003,, 60”}. (12)
Here, the subscripts HI, MT and PF indicate, respectively, the helicity injection, mo-
mentum transfer and plasma flow components of the AWCD; r)” is the electrical conduc-
tivity parallel to the magnetic field and m and [C2 are the poloidal and the ”towidal”
wave numbers, respectively. As indicated above, the full-wave equation (EH 95 0) with a
Vlasov-based dielectric tensor was solved by relaxation techniques, subject to appropriate
boundary conditions at the plasma center and at plasma—vacuum interface, as well as at
the concentric antenna current sheet and at the external metallic wall.

Illustrative Results
For illustration, [and moreover, for comparison) we chose to study a case corresponding

to a tokamak device for which, within the Vlasov equation formalism, the wave equation
was solved and (only) the absorption power frequency spectra were computed upon ne-
glecting toroidicz‘ty effects (i.e., the assumption 5 = D was used) [5]. Thus, consider the
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following equilibrium profiles, as used in [5] for the PLT device:

4(1') E [ax/R6(;z:)] = 1.1 (1 ~ 1.5::2 + $4 — 0.25566), (13)

now) = mom) (1 ~ 0.98252}, T5,;(x) = T,,,-(0)(1~ 0.95322)? (14),
Also, use the following specific parameters characterizing the device: R x 1.3m, a, =

0.45 m, 710(0) = 5 x 1019 m'3,Te(0) = ZkeV, 12(0) =1lceV, 30(0) = 4.5T, e = 0.346.
Then, with the assumption 5 = 0 (as used in [5]}, we obtained the absorption power

spectrum 13(0) shown in Fig.1a (L?) E (la/w“). This spectrum consists of an extended
"Niven-continuum" domain (the almost straight portion of the curve), a GAE (Global
Alfvén Eigenmode) region situated just below to“, a narrow Kinetic Alfvén Wave (KAW)
domain at about Lam and the SQEW (Surface Quasi»Electrostatic Wave) region situated
at the right of the Alfven continuum.

The computed AWCD components (Fig.1b) indicate the helicity injection, jm and the
momentum transfer, fit”, to be dominant; the plasma flow component, jpp, is negligibly
small.

When the restrictive assumption 8 = D is removed and the actual value is used, namely
5 = 0.346, the results shown in Fig.1c,d are found. Thus, the Alfvén continuum range
Ihrinks and the SQEW modes shift down towards lower frequencies; the same holds for
the AWCD components, with jMT being the dominant Component. Here, current peaks
due to SQEW are present.

Consider now the small aspect ratio case, 6 = 0.7 (see Fig.1e,f). The'changes in the
direction already found in the case of intermediate e-values, become even more important
with jMT still making the largest contribution.

Waggon, we showed that the combined kinetic and toroidicity effects strongly
affect the non-inductive AWCD in low aspect ratio tokamaks.

These illustrative kinetic results, holding for the set of antenna parameters m =
~1,n : ~2, should be supplemented by additional, systematic ones, having as pur-
pose the optimization of the power absorption and especially of the core—localization and
relative direction of the AWCD in specific small aspect ratio tokamaks.
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ICRF Heating and Current Drive in Low and High Beta Tokamaks
LE. Scharer, M.H. Bettenhausen, and RS. Sund

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA 53706

Abstract. Comparison with experimental results and methods for utilizing ion
cyclotron range of frequencies power to provide the heating and current profile
control for low (TFTR) and highbeta operation are considered. Mode conversion
current drive in TFTR and the planned large aspect ratio, high beta machine LCT-2
is considered. Minority heating for startup from ohmic conditions is considered for
the Pegasus low aspect ratio, high beta machine under construction at University of
Wisconsin. The results presented show that ion cyclotron range of frequency
methods are attractive for use in either low or high beta regimes.

I. Made Conversion Current Drive in D-T in TFTR
We consider the recent experiments for D-T supershots in which

lithium-7 pellets have been replaced by lithium-6 for wall conditioning. We
utilize the nonlocal large gyro~rac1ius code SEMAL [1} which solves an
integrodifferential equation for global wave fields and incorporates large ion
gyroradii. We have previously found that small fractions of 7Li (05—07%) have
given rise to strong absorption due to the D-7Li two-ion resonance lying on the
low field side of the D-T two-ion resonance for 30 MHz mode conversion
experiments on TFTR. This greatly reduced the mode conversion efficiency for
coupling to electrons. The use of 6Li changes this process so that much more
power is available to couple to the electrons in moderate temperature TFTR
plasmas. ‘

We consider the recent supershot series of D—T experiments on TFTR and
the role of the alphas, tritium, deuterium and electron absorption on the mode
conversion efficiency. We have considered TilJ = 30-10 keV with parabolic
squared temperature and parabolic density profiles. The alphas are modelled by
equivalent Maxwellians whose profiles are parabolic to the fourth power for
density and parabolic for temperature.

The equivalent Maxwellian temperature is T”, -_-, 800 keV and the peak
density for Tm = 30 keV is taken to be non = 0.2%. Figure 1 illustrates one of the
runs for l<l 2: 8 m", T, = 6.5 keV, n“, = 4.5 x low/m3, nD = 0.4 ha, nT = 0.32 n,_., nH a
0.1 112 and nC = 0.03 nt, Rt, = 2.62 and B0 = 5.1 '1‘. The code is a global wave code
such that reflections from the high field side are taken into account in the total
absorption. Note that the integrated tritium absorption at these high
temperatures is 58%, the electrons 17%, the alpha particles 15% and the
deuterium absorption is 9%. When the ion temperatures are reduced to 20 or 10
keV corresponding to some of the shots, the fractional tritium absorption is
reduced and the electron fraction is increased. It is interesting to note that for
these parameters, the alpha absorption is competitive with the electrons and the
tritium ion absorption is substantial.
IL LCT~2 High Aspect Ratio, High Beta Tokamak

We have considered radiofrequency antenna coupling, heating, current
drive, and plasma rotation concepts and analyses for the proposed LCT-Z large
aspect ratio tokamak at UCLA [2]. This machine has several features which
make it attractive for high beta research. Since it is a large aspect ratio machine
with a large plaSma size, antennas can be mounted on the high field side or the

I
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.
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low field side. The large surface access available for antennas permits a lowcoupled rf power density and the potential for good spectrum control usingantenna array factors. The magnetic field line curvature is also reducedcompared to the low aspect ratio machines allowing a 1—D nonlocal descriptionof the wave heating and current drive scenarios. Our research has explored low
and high field side antenna coupling, plasma heating at lower ohmic densitiesand magnetic fields, concepts for localized current drive for profile control
(including two-ion mode conversion schemes with the wave launched fromthe high field side) and high harmonic current drive. We have also examinedconcepts and Fokker—Planck calculations for plasma minority ion ejection toproduce a radial electric field which drives plasma rotation and can produceclassical ion transport and stabilize MHD ballooning and kink instabilities.

To illustrate some of the results for this machine, we consider the
generation of localized radiofrequency non-inductive electron currents needed
for profile control. We considered a high field current drive launch scenario
with 20% hydrogen in a ‘He high beta ('1' = 1 keV, n = 1 x 1013/ cm!) plasma at
0.25 T and a launched frequency of 3.5 MHZ. with a k" = 3 In". Figure 2 illustrates
the results of the run utilizing SEMAL which solves an integro—differential
equation for the wave fields and incorporates large ion gyroradlil It illustrates
that electron current drive via mode conversion which is localized in a 15 cm
half~width can be produced with a small amount of hydrogen heating. This
method produces the localized current drive required for profile control during
the transition from moderate to high beta conditions.
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III. Pegasus Low Aspect Ratio, High Beta Tokamak
ICRF physics in low aspect ratio, high beta tokamaks is complicated by

increased toroidicity, magnetic field and plasma pressure profiles which are verydifferent from the profiles in conventional tokamaks. To obtain initial
estimates of the effects of the differences in the radial magnetic field and
pressure profiles on ICRF waves, we have modified the 1-D code SEMAL to useprofiles calculated with MHD equilibrium codes. We have examined the effects
of stable MHD equilibria utilizing the TOQ code [3] for the Pegasus low aspect
ratio tokamak [4] under construction at Wisconsin.

We examine a 1-D slice of the profiles along the midplane of the
tokamak. We consider a case of a moderate beta for this machine of 20% which
modifies the magnetic field profile to produce a magnetic well as shown in Fig.
3. Also shown is the corresponding electron density profile which is obtained
from the plasma pressure profile by specifying the ratios of the ion to electron
density, ion to electron temperature and electron density = 1, ion to electron
temperature = 2 and electron density to electron temperature. The peak ion
temperature is 700 eV for this case. Figure 4 shows the absorption profiles at
this increased beta and l<l1 = 3 m“. The beta allows the second harmonic majority
‘He species to dominate the minority hydrogen and electron absorption locally
and the absorption profile is broadened from the ohmic case. In addition an
electron absorption peak due to mode conversion at the H-‘He two ion hybrid
resonance is observed on the high field side. Note that in this case 38% of the
wave power is absorbed by the majority 4He, 14% by the minority hydrogen and
49% by the electrons. At low beta (1%), greater than 50% of the power is
absorbed by the minority hydrogen.
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Production of an “ilinsory image” in the measurements of Te(r) profile by

the ECE diagnostic under ECCD in T—lG iokomok.
mhkflv.6r.v., Bagiiosznov AA, Kislov D.A.,RazmnovaK.A.., Timofoev AV.

Well iniown fenomenon of sawtooth oscillations was investigated on T-10 iokamak
during emernnonts wiiir ECCD. For this purpose two diagnostic wore used: 1. Moltiohord
KR pinhole camera calibrated in space and having tine MW of referencing to the

geomoirioni pocition AR=1-1.5 cm. .2. The ECE diagnostic with resolution in the major

indium direction AR=LS~2cm for plasma regions not very ciooely located to the centre.
In 0H and ECRH experiments, both diagnostics give coinciding voiuel for the phase

inversion ain'faco radius. In iiie experiments with a merit drive at the second ECR harmonic,
in the memo-amnion of spatial-tomoral electron temperature behaviour by the ECE technique

the following effects were oboervod:

1. The phase inversion zone for sawtooth oscillations is shifled towards a lower magnetic
field in companion win: that registered by SXR, i. e. no if“illusory image” offlint event

emerged. Fig.1.

2. The phenomenon does: not depend on the pioomn current direction, in spite of that the

direction oftho EC receiving horn anionnowao declined by 3 new in the horizauial direction
So the afloat (loos 1109 related with iongiindinai motion ofelaeirons.

3. ”11:19 “iliunory image” displacement delta is the greater, the greater the power ofihe EC

waves absorbed in tile plasma. Fig.2.

4. The “illusory image” dimlacement delta is greater. when the EC wove absorption zone is
unified towards ri (under high magnetic fields). Fig.3.

5. Tire ofi‘oct exists under current drive amine first harmonic too, but a: greater power. Fig.2.

6. Tho ofi'eot rises with orodlmtion in the plasma density.

The mentioned dependencies make us to think that the observed phenomenon in reiatad

with filo roriiaiion ofsnpmtiiomlal “tails” in lilo electron energy distribution under ECCI). 'flae
X-ray rariiniion spectrum under ECCD is given in Figli. The dotted line represents fiie Spacm

observed nnrier limilor conditions in tire prooosn of the EC wave Smash perpendicular to the

magnetic iioiri The dependence ofnmouni of mmmfiiermni electrons (In) on the EC power

deposited into one plasma at the fimdarnenml harmonic and at the ccoond one under oblique

power inmoinil} is given in Fig.5 .
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Thus one can conclude that the supratheflnal tails, under ECCD, in the electron
distribution fimction, ME), somehow result in the radiation at the reduced frequency. The

relativistic fi'equency reduction for the electron radiation with fire suprnthermnl tail energies 20

- 30 keV could he the simplest explanation However, the plasma in those experiments was
rather “black" and one could not expect that the radiation at the reduced fiequoncy would pass
through S-7cm ofsuch a plasma on its way to the receiving horn installed on the side ofa weak
magnetic field The radiation intensity, Is at the ordinary wave ‘- for which the plasma is
transom - is very low: Io II“ ~ T. / m. c3, (1}, m. are electron temperahme and mass)

The EC radiation receiver located at the low field side has the polariser timed to the

reception of an extraordinary wave at the horizontal field direction The errors in the tuning and
a small magictic field slope respective to the horizontal, in the vicinity to the horn, due to

plasma current magnetic field can allow one to register an ordinary We with the efficiency of

efew per cent In the experiments the “illusory" fluctuations related with sawtooth oscillations

are of about 10% ofthe maxvellian plasma radiation intensity at this frequency. It is hard to

mulch: such a great signal by radiation at the ordinary wave .

We propose another explanation to this efi‘ect. ’Ihe radiation intensity at a given

frequency, to, is gent at the plasma region, where the resonance condition, on = 2mg. is

satisfied (tog. is the lmmore electron frequency). The radiation source intensity configuration at

some fiequency, m, is schematically given in Fig.7. The right-hand side wing ofthis fimction is

related with the Doppler brondenm'ng due to afinite angle ofthe receiver News. A relativistic
frequency reduction - considerable for mrprnthermnl electrons - makes its contribution in to the
loll-hood side wing, along with the similar Doppler efiéct. The loll-hand side wing
configuration depends on how f;(E) is changed along the radius, If the plomnn is hot and its

blaclmesl is gent the receiver located on a weak magnetic field side can register waves
arriving from the zone I (Fig?) only. The radiation iron: the central part (zone 2) - which

corresponds to tr) =2mg - will be locked hecwsc ofstrong absorption In that case, afrsction of
the radiation outgoing from the plasma at a given frequency will not be proportional to the
plasma. temperature, T.. This explains the very fact that, as seen in Fig.8, the result is reduced in

the measurements of Tl(r) by the ECE technique in comparison with that promised by other

methods (say, SXR), since in the EOE measurement it is usually assumed that the radiation

intensity is proportional to the temperature, and the nomnilisation to the OH conditions. when
T=(r) is well known is done Calculations gives possible shitt of these two curves about 1.5crn

for given parameters. The radiation as an extraordinary were from the zone 3 also does not
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pass to the detector, but it freely propagate towards a greater magnetic field, enters the metallic

climber wall, where it is reflected and dopoisrised As a result, sfier reflection, roughly

speaking, a. half of the flax, as an ordinary wave, passes through the plasma - practically,

without absorption - and can be registered with the horn, with the efioioncy of a few per cent.

This radiation carries on some mixed information about the central part of the plasma, being ,

preset-int by us to the resonance none, on = Zmfir). Some rough estimates show that under

typical experiment conditions the radiation related with suprafiiermal electrons having the

conventional temperature two - three times higher than that for balk electrons may exceed the

radiation offlie bulk electrons in the same plasma voiume, and as a result, make a noticeable

connihution - sitar reflection - into total registered intensity.
Thus one can conclude that it is possible to measm’e. by the ECE technique. the

tornperdm’e profile with anot too important systematic error under ECCD condition, when KB)

has essential deviations from the maxvellian one [2], but it is hard to interpret its temporal

chanson which can give an information about the plasmain the higher magnetic field region.

In order to avoid moh errors, it is better to install on EC wave absorber upon the killer

(111$! field sioe) tokamak chamber wall. and/or carefully to one the polariser, in limit of the

detector, to the extraordinary wave. I

The suggested explanation undoubtodly needs some additional experimental verification

by finer polariser mining, and/or by installing a HF wove absorbor upon an inner chamber wall.
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manly under support ofthe RFFI grant 95—02-05645—3.
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